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ABSTRACT
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Advisor:
Professor Kevin R. Hall

This dissertation presents the design and case study application of a participatory decisionmaking support tool for appropriate safe water systems development in marginalized low-income
communities of the global South. The tool focuses on the resolution of two key design decisions:
1) selecting the appropriate level of application (i.e. household or community level) for a safe
water system; and 2) selecting an appropriate water treatment technology (or technologies). The
tool breaks the process down into four stages. First are pre-implementation steps which develop
a contextualized, baseline understanding of the local community. Second is community-based
field research, including focus groups and key informant/informal interviews, to investigate the
two key design questions by exploring local preferences, capacities, and circumstances with
community-members, government officers, NGO workers, and other stakeholders. Third are
analytical steps to integrate information from baseline, informal, and primary research to
generate recommendations on the two key design questions. This includes a comparative
analysis of household and community level systems; a technology feasibility flowchart;
performance assessments of technological alternatives with respect to appropriate technology
criteria; and a multi-factor analysis to integrate information from the preceding analytical steps.
Fourth are community forums in which further participatory action and research is planned on
the basis of the recommendations emerging from the tool. Through these steps, the decisionmaking support tool guides implementing organizations through the stages of safe water systems
design and planning in a manner that centres local people in the process. The tool weaves
together several theoretical and methodological strands including humanitarian engineering,

post-normal science, appropriate technology, participatory development, grounded theory,
engineering decision-making, and water treatment engineering. The case study application of the
decision-making support tool was conducted in a marginalized peri-urban community called
Mylai Balaji Nagar in Chennai, India. This indicated that a household level approach is more
appropriate for the case study community and that the TATA Swach filter, alum coagulation with
chlorination, or boiling, in order of decreasing suitability, may be appropriate technologies for
household application in the case study community.
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION
On April 12, 2010, the grim reaper’s scythe struck Chennai—so read the front page of the New
Indian Express. Twenty people had been hospitalized at a communicable disease hospital in the
north of the city after succumbing to what authorities believed to be cholera. One man would
later die from complications arising from the disease. All of the victims came from a single slum
neighbourhood on Wall Tax Road in north Chennai, a place where fifty-odd families shared a
single public water standpipe. It was the public water supply that the residents blamed for the
outbreak. They were anxious for their loved ones and they were angry with officials from the
city and the Metro Water authority. The residents had long suspected that the water was unfit for
consumption. As one woman whose husband had had been admitted to hospital put it: “some odd
smell emanates from the water. It is very hard to drink…but we have no other choice”
(Shivakumar 2010). The cholera outbreak confirmed their worst fears.

The story of the community on Wall Tax Road is, unfortunately, hardly unique. Throughout the
world today, hundreds of millions of people lack access to safe drinking water, contributing to a
global pandemic of infectious waterborne disease. The problem is particularly acute in the
1

marginalized low-income neighbourhoods of the rapidly expanding megacities of the global
South, or on their periphery, or in the vast rural areas still relatively untouched by development.
Expanding access to safe water to those currently without is one of the world’s greatest
challenges today (UNICEF and WHO 2011).

1.1 Study rationale
In recent years, more and more attention has come to focus on the global safe water challenge.
Progress in expanding access to safe water via the standard approach of large-scale, capitalintensive centralized systems has been slow. Moreover, where such systems do exist, they are
plagued by operational difficulties that render them almost ineffective with respect to water
safety. In response to this, decentralized safe water systems—at the household or the community
level—have emerged as a leading strategy to address the global safe water challenge (Mintz et al.
2001; Sobsey 2002; Thompson, Sobsey, and Bartram 2003; Montgomery and Elimelech 2007).
As decentralized safe water systems begin to be scaled up around the world, decision-making
support tools that can assist implementing organizations in selecting the most appropriate safe
water system for local circumstances are required (Lantagne et al. 2009; Murphy 2010;
Palaniappan, Lang, and Gleick 2008). This dissertation aims to address this need.

1.2 Purpose and objectives
The present work develops a participatory decision-making support tool for the design of
appropriate safe water systems in marginalized low-income communities of the global South. It
focuses on the resolution of two key decisions in the design and planning stages of a safe water
system:
1. Selection of the appropriate level of application; and
2. Selection of an appropriate water treatment technology (or technologies).
A case study application of the decision-making support tool in a marginalized peri-urban
community called Mylai Balaji Nagar (MBN) in Chennai, India also comprises part of this
dissertation.
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1.3 Scope
The decision-making support tool developed here is intended to be as general as possible, but
there are some important limitations to its scope, as there are with respect to the dissertation in
general. Both of these are detailed here.

First, an attempt has been made in this dissertation to structure the decision-making support tool
in such a way that it is as universally applicable as possible. However, it must be acknowledged
at the outset that the tool emerged from a specific setting and, inescapably, has been shaped by it.
As such, the tool has a special focus on marginalized low-income urban/peri-urban communities
(pejoratively “slums”), and on the South Asia region and India in general. On the technical side,
it deals primarily with surface water sources rather than groundwater, and focuses on
microbiological rather than chemical contamination of drinking water, as these are more
prevalent risks in the South (Ashbolt 2004a).

The larger task of safe water systems development and implementation entails aspects beyond
those covered in the present work. The two key design questions that the present work addresses
(identified above) relate to the hardware of a safe water system. Further elements relating to the
software of a safe water system—notably, selecting an appropriate operations and maintenance
(O&M) framework and instituting appropriate technology transfer mechanisms—are only
partially treated in the present work. Though these elements lay beyond the scope of the present
work, they are at least partially discussed here because they are inevitable threads that run
throughout the entire task of safe water systems development and implementation. Further
guidance tools are required to address these software elements.

Finally, the present work does not constitute a validation and calibration of the decision-making
tool. The case study application that is included in the present work is intended only as a test
case simulation and demonstration of the methodology because of constraints posed by operating
in the context of a larger project. This is discussed further in the next section and in section
3.3.1.7. The considerable task of calibrating and validating the tool must be the subject of future
work.
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1.4 Context of the Alternative Water Systems Project
As alluded to above, the present work is embedded within a larger project. The Alternative
Water Systems Project (AWSP) is an international research collaboration between the University
of Guelph, the Indian Institute of Technology Madras (IIT-M), and Queen’s University funded
by the International Development Research Centre (IDRC) in Ottawa, Canada. The AWSP is
focused on the research, development, and implementation of appropriate safe water systems for
marginalized low-income communities. Its case study site is that of the present work—the periurban community of Mylai Balaji Nagar in Chennai, India.

I undertook exploratory work in Chennai for the larger project beginning in August 2007. With
my collaborators at IIT-M, I wrote a project proposal and grant applications, eventually being
awarded a three-year research grant by IDRC in March 2009. Formal research activities of the
project began in June 2009. The project has been engaged in a number of research and
community development activities at Mylai Balaji Nagar, of which the present work is just one.
The primary research of the present work began in March 2011, and as such, was preceded by a
number of research activities in the case study community that were part of the larger project.
These preceding research activities have very much informed the present work. The larger
project also presented constraints upon the present work that affected what could be
accomplished here. It is for this reason that the present case study application is a simulation
rather than a full implementation of the methodology. This is discussed further in section 3.3.1.7.

A note is required here to explain an unusual feature of this dissertation. Typically it is the case
in engineering academic writing that the third-person voice is used. For the present work, I have
elected to write in the first-person as this dissertation is inescapably a personal account of five
years of experience in Mylai Balaji Nagar—from the exploratory work I undertook in 2007, to
establishing a research collaboration between the Canadian and Indian universities, to obtaining
research funding for the project, to coordinating a research team of more than a dozen local and
expatriate staff, to defining and carrying out several formal research activities in the community,
to carrying out complementary community development activities with local partners.
Throughout all of this, I have been immersed in the context of Chennai and Mylai Balaji Nagar
and learning constantly. Thus, I have decided to use the first-person voice in the present work to
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more accurately represent the years of personal learning—of which this dissertation is just the
latest part—this project has been for me.

1.5 Outline of dissertation
This dissertation is divided into seven chapters. This chapter, Chapter 1, contains the
introduction to the whole. Chapter 2 presents the literature review for the present work. It
discusses, at depth, the global safe water challenge and the decentralized alternatives for safe
water provision which were briefly alluded to above, and then proceeds on to discuss the
theoretical foundations upon which the present decision-making support tool is built. Chapter 3
presents the study approach of the present work, in doing so, laying out the design of the
decision-making support tool. This chapter details the primary research and the analytical
approach taken in resolving the two key design questions identified earlier on. It also presents the
pre- and post-implementation steps of the decision-making support tool which—although they
do not constitute a part of the primary work of this dissertation—round out its logic and
contextualize its place in the larger project. Chapter 4 presents the findings of the baseline
research of the larger project, in doing so, developing a background of the case study community
for the present work. The results of the case study application of the support tool at Mylai Balaji
Nagar are presented and discussed in two parts, each one dealing with one of the two key design
questions. Chapter 5 presents and analyzes the findings of the investigation into the first key
design question: what is the appropriate level of application for a safe water system at Mylai
Balaji Nagar? Chapter 6 presents and analyzes the findings of the investigation into the second
key design question: what is an appropriate water treatment technology (or technologies) for
application at Mylai Balaji Nagar? Finally, Chapter 7 concludes this dissertation by
summarizing what has been done and by laying out future steps.
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CHAPTER 2: LITERATURE REVIEW
This chapter presents a review of the literature relevant to the present work. The first section
explores the problem of interest: the global safe water challenge and the global public health
crisis it contributes to. The second section moves on to discuss decentralized alternatives for safe
water provision as a means of addressing the global safe water challenge. Here the present
debates and research gaps in the field—those which this dissertation aims to address—are
elaborated upon. The third and final section of this chapter develops the theoretical and
methodological foundations upon which the decision-making support tool is built.

2.1 The global safe water challenge
Among the most critical challenges facing marginalized communities in the world today is the
lack of access to safe drinking water. Recent estimates indicate that approximately 884 million
people lack access to improved water globally (UNICEF and WHO 2011).1,2 The outlook is even

1

Improved water refers to sources that are in some way ‘better’ than traditional or natural sources because of some
level of human intervention (UNDP 2006). For instance, a borehole well tapping a deep aquifer is considered to be
improved with respect to a shallow open-pit dug well. ‘Unimproved’ sources are not necessarily unsafe, but may
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more distressing with respect to sanitation, with about 2.6 billion people without access
(UNICEF and WHO 2010).3 As a result, marginalized peoples throughout the global South are
restricted to the consumption of unsafe water and are exposed to a polluted ambient
environment.4 These two factors underlie a pandemic of infectious diseases that plagues much of
the underdeveloped world today (Montgomery and Elimelech 2007). Addressing this global
pandemic requires that ambient environmental conditions be improved and protected, and that
access to safe water be extended to those currently without. The present work focuses on the
latter, but does so with the full acknowledgement that this is only part of the solution. The
following sub-section will explore the global safe water challenge in more detail, first, by
looking to its impact on health around the world, and then to the specific role that safe water
plays.

2.1.1 The scourge of waterborne disease
The scourge of disease arising from unsafe water and environment has been, and unfortunately
remains, one of humanity’s greatest and most persistent threats. Its staggering scale is captured in
a global epidemiological study by Smith, Corvalán, and Kjellström (1999) that showed that onequarter to one-third of total ill-health in the world is attributable to environmental risk factors of
poor air, food, and water quality. Moreover, the study showed that it is marginalized populations
in the South that are most affected. It is a tragic injustice that these diseases which, if not
entirely, are largely preventable continue to exact such a massive toll.

represent a greater risk to public health as they are more easily affected by pollution from population, industry or
agricultural activities. Ranging from treated piped water to simple borehole well-water, improved water may be—
but is not necessarily—microbiologically and chemically fit for human consumption.
2
In response to this optimistic assertion from the WHO and UNICEF’s Joint Monitoring Programme (JMP),
researchers from the Water Institute at the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill estimate that, when
considering microbial water quality and sanitary risks, 1.8 billion people lack access to safe water (Onda, Lobuglio,
and Bartram 2012).
3
Similarly, improved sanitation represents any enhancement over totally unmanaged discharge of sewage into the
ambient environment (i.e. open defecation), from pit latrines to septic tanks to centralised sewage systems (WHO
and UNICEF 2004).
4
In the literature, several terms are used to describe the presently low-income, industrially and economically
underdeveloped, and mostly post-colonial nations of the world. In the earlier days of the development discourse, the
term ‘third world’ was favoured, but this has largely been abandoned since the end of the Cold War. Today, terms
like ‘developing’, ‘low-income’, or ‘underdeveloped’ countries or the ‘global South’ (each with their specific
connotations and limitations) are commonly used to describe the vague but comprehensible collection of nations
under discussion here. In the present work, the terms ‘underdeveloped’ or the ‘global South’ are preferred and used
interchangeably.
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Diseases associated with water supply can be sub-divided into four categories on the basis of
how their aetiological agents are transmitted through the aqueous environment (Table 2-1).
Table 2-1 | Environmental classification of infectious diseases (Ashbolt 2004a).

It is the group referred to as waterborne diseases that are the specific focus of the present work.
These are diseases caused by pathogens that are excreted by infected individuals and passively
transmitted by water to the next victim, who then ingests the contaminated water and also
becomes infected.5 The pathogenic agents associated with waterborne diseases can be divided
into four broad groups: bacteria, viruses, protozoa, and helminths (Table 2-2).

5

For this reason, these diseases are also referred to as faecal-oral diseases. This terminology is also used in the
present work.
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Table 2-2 | Pathogens causing waterborne diseases of particular concern in the South (Ashbolt 2004a).

Waterborne diseases also subsume the diarrhoeal diseases—some of the most prevalent and
pernicious diseases in the South. These are the illnesses that induce diarrhoea and are spread by
contact with human faeces including, but not limited to, gastroenteritis, cholera, dysentery, and
typhoid (Butterton and Calderwood 2004). With an estimated four billion cases annually
throughout the world, the diarrhoeal diseases are the most detrimental of all ailments related to
water, sanitation, and hygiene (Schuster-Wallace et al. 2008). Every year, diarrhoeal diseases are
responsible for more than 1.5 million deaths globally and the loss of 52 million DALYs (PrüssUstun et al. 2008).6 Tragically, they disproportionally affect children under the age of five, with
almost 1.4 million of the 1.5 million deaths caused by diarrhoeal diseases being among children
(ibid.). Diarrhoeal diseases also have serious non-fatal implications. Often associated with

6

DALYs, or disability-adjusted life years, measure the years of life lost to premature mortality and the years lost to
disability (Prüss-Ustun et al. 2008).
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malnutrition, the diarrhoeal diseases can result in life-long impacts for children by stunting
growth, impairing cognitive development and weakening immune resistance (Baqui et al. 1993;
Berkman et al. 2002).

The diarrhoeal diseases are afflictions of marginalization. Young children living in impoverished
conditions in urban and peri-urban slums are especially vulnerable (Marsh et al. 1995). Hussain,
Ali, and Kvâle (1999) showed, in a study investigating determinants of child mortality in urban
slums in Dhaka, Bangladesh, that diarrhoea was the leading cause of death among children one
to five years of age, and was second, after tetanus, among infants under one year of age. In South
Asia, which has the greatest proportion of slum-dwellers anywhere in the world (UNFPA 2007),
the diarrhoeal diseases account for an alarming 24% of total child mortality (Black, Morris, and
Bryce 2003). The diarrhoeal diseases exert a tragic and excessive toll upon the most vulnerable
populations in the underdeveloped world.

The urgency of this global public health crisis has found expression in the United Nations
Millennium Development Goals (MDGs). Two targets under MDG 7 aim to reduce the burden
associated with diarrhoeal and other waterborne diseases. One seeks to halve, by 2015, the
proportion of the global population without sustainable access to safe drinking water and basic
sanitation. The second aims to achieve, by 2020, a significant improvement in the lives of at least
100 million slum-dwellers through improved sanitation, safe water provision, and durable
housing of sufficient living area. Furthermore, MDG 4 seeks to reduce by two-thirds, between
1990 and 2015, the under-five mortality rate, for which diarrhoeal diseases are a major cause
(UN 2008). Controlling the global pandemic of diarrhoeal and other waterborne diseases is thus
a central part of the MDGs.

2.1.2 Safe water for the protection of public health
The essential tragedy of the global pandemic of waterborne disease lies in that it is almost
entirely preventable. Pathogens in human and animal excreta are transmitted via complex and
manifold faecal-oral pathways involving surface and groundwater, soil, hands, flies and other
vectors. Humans ultimately become exposed via the ingestion of contaminated water, food, or by
direct unsanitary contact. It is the uncontrolled transmission of faecal-oral pathogens that is at the
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root of this pandemic. However, pathogenic transmission can be disrupted and infection
prevented by the introduction of various barriers (Figure 2-1).

Figure 2-1 | Pathways and barriers in the transmission of faecal-oral pathogens (modifed from Prüss et al. 2002).

Important barriers to the transmission of faecal-oral pathogens thus include:


sanitation and source water protection;



hygiene and food safety; and



water treatment and safe distribution.

Sanitation preserves environmental hygiene by preventing faecal contamination of source waters
and the ambient environment. Along with the promotion of hygienic practices, supplying an
adequate quantity of water is a necessary precondition for the maintenance of personal and
domestic hygiene and food safety, which protect against direct unsanitary and food-borne
transmission. For this reason, the dominant paradigm in the global water, sanitation, and hygiene
(WASH) community, at least until the end of the 1990s, was largely focused on increasing the
quantity of water available, irrespective of its quality (Esrey 1996; Esrey et al. 1991).

Clasen and Cairncross (2004) observe that globally, since the mid-1990s, there have been
substantial reductions in mortality due to diarrhoeal diseases; however, as Kosek, Bern, and
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Guerrant (2003) report, morbidity has remained largely unchanged. Clasen and Cairncross
suggest that the widespread introduction of effective case management techniques, such as oral
rehydration therapy (ORT), is implicated in the observed decline in mortality. However, the
WASH paradigm centred on water quantity has not made similar strides in reducing
transmission, infection, and subsequent morbidity. Though this is an ecological observation, it is
corroborated by epidemiological evidence coming from intervention studies.

Gundry, Wright, and Conroy (2004) observe that the review by Esrey et al. (1991) examined
water quality studies that focused on quality at-source rather than at point-of-use. This, they
argue, is responsible for the dismal performance of the water quality interventions in that review.
Water treated at-source is subject to recontamination during distribution, collection, storage and
drawing of water in the home (Rufener et al. 2010; Ahmed, Hoque, and Mahmud 1998; Brick et
al. 2004; Wright, Gundry, and Conroy 2004). If recontamination is likely to occur, treatment at
or near the point-of-use becomes necessary in order to ensure safe drinking water quality at the
time of consumption (Luby et al. 2001). In light of this observation, Gundry, Wright, and Conroy
(2004) systematically review point-of-use (PoU) water quality interventions (rather than atsource water quality interventions) for their impact on cholera and diarrhoeal diseases in general.
Their findings indicate that PoU water quality interventions have a significant positive effect,
especially in households that have adequate sanitation. With respect to cholera, the authors
estimate a pooled odds ratio of 0.35 (95% C.I.: 0.21–0.56). For diarrhoeal diseases in general,
PoU interventions were found to be effective, but featured significant heterogeneity between
studies, suggesting the influence of unknown confounding factors.

The importance of safe drinking water quality is further corroborated by other meta-analyses of
diarrhoeal disease prevention studies. Clasen et al. (2007) report a pooled rate ratio of 0.62 (95%
C.I.: 0.47–0.82) for PoU water quality interventions compared with only 0.87 (95% C.I.: 0.74–
1.02) for at-source water quality interventions. Fewtrell et al. (2005) similarly report an overall
relative risk of 0.65 (95% C.I.: 0.48–0.88) with PoU water quality interventions, compared to
0.89 (95% C.I.: 0.42–1.90) for at-source interventions. Furthermore, Fewtrell et al. also examine
the effectiveness of PoU water quality interventions in different settings. For PoU water quality
intervention studies conducted in urban, peri-urban, and refugee camp settings (that were deemed
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to be of good enough quality), the authors estimate a relative risk of 0.74 (95% C.I.: 0.65–0.85),
suggesting that PoU water quality interventions may be somewhat less effective in densely
populated areas.

Altogether, the epidemiological evidence suggests that the WASH paradigm centred on
increasing water supply is not incorrect so much as it is incomplete: ensuring safe drinking water
quality is also important for the protection of public health. This reaffirms the scenario presented
in Figure 2-1. There are several components that are necessary—but are alone insufficient—for
the control of diarrhoeal diseases including: improved sanitation and hygiene; safe water quality
at the point of consumption; and sufficient quantities of water.7

The special challenge of safe water in slums
Slums are a ubiquitous part of the urban landscape throughout the underdeveloped world. At the
confluence of overpopulation, economic deprivation, and environmental degradation, people
living in slums occupy a precarious position at the very fringes of urban life. Of the 3.2 billion
people living in cities around the world today, one in three live in ‘slum’ conditions defined as
housing lacking at least one of four basic features (UN 2007):


adequate sanitation;



safe water supply;



durable housing material; and



adequate living space.

As urban population growth continues to far outpace infrastructural development in the South,
migrants to cities will continue to improvise at the margins. Health risks arising from unsafe
7

The health benefits of other interventions have also been explored. Esrey et al. (1991) report that improved water
and sanitation produced a median reduction of 65% (95% C.I.: 43–79%) in mortality due to diarrhoeal diseases, and
a 22% (95% C.I.: 0–100%) reduction in morbidity across all reviewed studies. In a systematic review of studies
examining hand-washing with soap, Curtis and Cairncross (2003) report a relative risk of 0.53–0.58 for diarrhoeal
disease across all reviewed studies. Fewtrell et al. (2005), in their systematic review, find that all WASH
interventions are relatively equal at controlling diarrhoeal diseases. In addition to the relative risk figures for atsource and point-of-use water quality improvements given above, Fewtrell et al. also report that hygiene
interventions were associated with an overall relative risk of 0.63 (95% C.I.: 0.52–0.77); sanitation interventions,
0.68 (95% C.I.: 0.53–0.87); and water supply interventions, 0.75 (95% C.I.: 0.62–0.91). Interestingly, Fewtrell et al.
also find that studies with multiple interventions performed no better than studies with a single intervention, both
having with a relative risk of 0.67 (95% C.I.: 0.59 – 0.76). They speculate that the reason for this may be the dilution
of attention and resources across several interventions in multi-faceted projects, such that no single intervention is
performed as well as it would have been were it the sole focus.
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water and environmental degradation are exacerbated by the poverty and social marginalization
people living in slums face (Sverdlik 2011). And as the world’s slums continue to grow, the
environmental and social pressures that threaten the health and well-being of people living
within them will only intensify (Davis 2006). The delivery of basic services, including safe
water, to the slums that increasingly characterize the modern city is one of today’s pressing
challenges.

In the absence of safe piped water supply, people living in slums are forced to improvise to meet
their daily needs.8 Water supply in slums often comes from four major sources:


groundwater;



nearby surface water bodies;



vendors (from both improved and unimproved sources); and



illegal connections to nearby municipal water lines.

All of these sources of water may be subject to contamination owing to the general undercoverage of sanitation systems in many cities of the South.9 The first two sources are often found
to be directly compromised by sewage contamination (Chaplin 2011; Gronwall, Mulenga, and
McGranahan 2010).10 The latter two sources may also be indirectly compromised. Water sold by
vendors is often of unknown provenance, and though it is sometimes drawn from the municipal
supply it is often of worse quality (Hutin, Luby, and Paquet 2003).11 For those slum settlements
that are near municipal water lines, illegal connections are also a major source of water.
Oftentimes, such connections are controlled by informal or criminal elements who retail water at
exorbitant rates to people living in slums. As discussed in greater detail in the next section
(section 2.1.3), water in distribution lines may already be contaminated, but because reduced
flows are often routed to marginalized or low-income neighbourhoods and because of pressure
losses from excessive tapping, water quality in mains that serve slums or low-income areas may

8

In India, among the poorest quartile of the urban population, 82% do not have access to piped water at home
(Agarwal 2011).
9
Agarwal (2011) reports that, of the poorest quartile of the urban population in India, 53% do not have access to a
sanitary flush or pit toilet.
10
Chaplin (2011) examines the evolution of the regrettable sanitation situation in Indian cities. She finds that it has
emerged from the legacy of the colonial city and the nature of the post-colonial state. As such, her description can be
extended to all post-colonial nations of the South.
11
Though vendors selling water from carts or water trucks in bottles and small tanks/drums are filling a critical gap
in municipal service delivery, vended water is still considered an unimproved source of water (UNDP 2006).
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be even more deteriorated. Regardless of the source, water supply in slums has a high risk of
being unfit for consumption.

A case study in slum sectors of Jakarta, Indonesia by MercyCorps illustrates many of the
challenges faced by marginalized urban communities (Prabaharyaka and Pooroe 2010).12 In
Jakarta, the project implementers found that:


Poor households faced intermittent supply and inconvenient timing of water availability.



Poor households had to purchase water from vendors at exorbitant rates without any
guarantee of water quality, such that they paid disproportionately more for worse quality
water than richer households with regular access to public infrastructure.



Water companies/public utilities were disinclined to connect poor households due to the
low levels of consumption they represent, the difficulty they may have in paying initial
connection fees, and because of legal issues relating to land tenure.



Uncertainty of municipal development plans affects projects to improve public water
facilities and infrastructure in slum areas.



Lack of trust between government/public water utility and low-income marginalized
communities may forestall investment in water supply infrastructure in slum areas.
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Specifically, this work focussed on an alternative water supply arrangement—a community-based water supply
service (CBWSS). Through a participatory approach, the CBWSS created roles, responsibilities, and incentives for
public (municipal government), private (water company), non-profit (NGO) and community-based (CBO)
organizations. Most important was the role of the CBO which was charged with organizing water-users in the slum
to own, maintain, and operate the communal water system. The infrastructural and institutional innovation in the
CBWSS was the use of a master meter. The master meter allowed the water utility to deliver water to a single bulk
consumer—the CBO—forgoing the need to physically connect numerous small users to the system, regularly
monitor their consumption and collect their fees. The master meter was connected to a communal water storage unit,
from which water was distributed to enrolled households in the slum by either an above or below ground small-scale
spaghetti distribution system, all of which was managed, operated, and maintained by local people through the CBO.
Each connected household also had either its own meter to record individual usage and pay accordingly, or paid a
flat rate to the CBO. The master meter recorded communal usage which was then billed by the utility to the CBO,
which paid as a bulk consumer on behalf of all of the connected households. For a water utility (public or private), a
single bulk consumer is much more attractive an investment and much easier to manage than numerous small users,
thereby creating an incentive for utilities to service previously excluded areas. In the end, the CBWSS emerged as
“an institution managed and controlled by communities…without the need for formal legalization [that is] distinct
from services managed by legally registered [private or public] institutions” (Prabaharyaka and Pooroe 2010). The
CBWSS represents an alternative water supply model for low-income urban communities that, in turn, presents a
‘plug-and-play’ site for community-based water treatment technology, should the water quality demand such an
intervention. Though there are not many examples of community level safe water systems being applied in
marginalized low-income urban settings, this pilot project implemented by MercyCorps reveals that there is
considerable potential for it.
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Conflicts may emerge between users and non-users of community water supply projects
if coverage is not extended to all at once.



There is inadequate public access to information on how water tariffs are set by the
government.13

These are common challenges facing water supply in marginalized urban communities
throughout the South.

Beyond safe water supply, all of the faecal-oral transmission pathways in Figure 2-1 may well be
active in slums. Slums often occupy marginal urban lands including those adjacent to wastelands
at the urban periphery, along the banks of sewage-polluted rivers, or other contaminated sites
where faecal contamination in the ambient environment may be considerable. The lack of proper
sanitation that is almost always the case in slums ensures that even those sites that are free of
contamination from without, quickly become contaminated from within. In slums, drinking
water, food, hands, and utensils readily become contaminated by faecal-oral pathogens.
Waterborne diseases become chronic conditions that threaten lives and deplete the capacity of
individuals and communities to enhance their own well-being (Asthana 1994). The
environmental health situation in slums is one of constant crisis.

Though much is required to ameliorate the environmental health challenges prevalent in slums,
the present work focuses only on alternatives for the provision of safe water.14 As it was only
briefly discussed above, the next section offers a closer look to some of the challenges facing
standard centralized approaches for safe water provision in low-income settings.
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Prabaharyaka and Pooroe (2010) identify ways in which the CBWSS (or community water supply projects in
general) can address these concerns: 1) By raising issues of public water services, the community can encourage the
coordination of municipal infrastructure plans with self-identified community needs. 2) The existence of a CBO to
manage community water supply can prove to others that it is possible to operate and manage a public water service,
and furthermore, that a community is capable of doing it themselves. This may open doors for communities to
become more involved in planning of municipal development plans. 3) Once a CBO is established and has proven
itself, it has an opportunity to become involved with all levels of urban water supply management including the
setting of tariffs. 4) The CBWSS, as a bulk costumer, can encourage the central provider (public water utility) to
increase pressure and credit capacity to community-members.
14
This is of course tempered with the full understanding that safe water is only a piece of the puzzle, necessary but
alone insufficient. Ultimately, effective sanitation, adequate quantities of water, hygiene promotion, and safe
drinking water quality at its point-of-consumption are all necessary.
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2.1.3 Challenges facing centralized safe water systems
Many strategies for development in the South are modelled on the historical experience of the
industrialized North. However, these strategies may not necessarily be appropriate to the
particular contexts found in the South (Schumacher 1973). For this reason, a major challenge in
addressing the global pandemic of waterborne diseases is the development of contextually
appropriate approaches for water and sanitation.15 Significant progress has been made with
respect to the latter. For example, community-led sanitation projects have been found to be
effective in both urban and rural areas in South Asia (Khan 1996; Kar and Pasteur 2005).16 These
projects represent models that have been successfully adapted elsewhere in the South. As
contextually appropriate approaches have been developed for sanitation in low-income settings,
so too are they required for safe water provision. In order to understand what appropriate
alternatives may look like, we now turn to the challenges that standard centralized approaches
for safe water provision face in low-income communities in the South.

Centralized water treatment and distribution systems—the standard approach imported from the
North—continue to be sought in the South despite having largely fallen short of expectations.
Today, coverage by centralized systems remains woefully inadequate in both rural and urban
areas (especially low-income sectors of rapidly expanding cities), leaving hundreds of millions
without access to safe water. In rural areas, low population densities, coupled with general rural
neglect, has and will most likely continue to bode poorly for the extension of safe water coverage
by standard means. Likewise, in countless cities of the South, municipal authorities are faced
with burgeoning population growth and, as such, the demand for essential services—of which
water is but one—far outstrips the available resources (Elimelech 2006). Even where such
systems are in place, they are plagued by operational challenges that reveal their
inappropriateness to the context. The reasons for this situation are many, but most apparent are
resource and institutional limitations at the level of local governments. Whereas centralized
15

The concept of appropriate technology is discussed in greater detail later on (section 2.3.3).
Of course, though some progress has been made with respect to appropriate sanitation, the challenge is far from
being resolved, as attested by the numbers. Joshi, Fawcett, and Mannan (2011) elucidate many of the failings of
sanitation and hygiene programs in a three-year ethnographic study in urban slums of Dhaka, Chittagong, Nairobi,
and Hyderabad. They find that many of these programs provided ‘inappropriate’ sanitation, demanded personal
investments in situations of high land tenure insecurity, and/or taught hygiene practices that did not suit local beliefs
or understand the complex realities of urban poverty.
16
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water treatment and distribution systems require considerable capital investments, the limited
availability of public sector capital remains a definitive constraint on infrastructural development
in the South (Illich 1997). The expansion of effective centralized water networks to vast portions
of the rural and urban population currently without in the South remains, unfortunately, unlikely
in the foreseeable future.

Even where centralized systems do exist, inadequate institutional resources at the municipal level
give rise to a host of persistent problems, typically affecting those areas of the city that are
already marginalized, for instance, low-income, unplanned, and informal neighbourhoods.
Generally speaking, in the North, centralized systems supply treated water without substantial
change in microbiological quality between the treatment plant and the consumer. Even so, on
infrequent occasions, operational inadequacies result in the recontamination of treated water
during distribution, resulting in outbreaks of various infectious waterborne diseases
(LeChevallier et al. 2003). Unfortunately, in much of the South, operational inadequacies appear
to be the rule, not the exception. Widespread distribution system failures are caused by an array
of deficiencies including (Lee and Schwab 2005):


improper disinfection and inadequate disinfection residual;



low pipeline pressure;



intermittent service;



illegal connections and excessive network leakages;



system corrosion;



inadequate sewage containment and removal; and



inequitable pricing and usage of water.

A case study of the municipal water network in Karachi, Pakistan by Rahman, Lee, and Khan
(1997) revealed how these faults interact and lead to the failure of centralized systems in large
cities of the South. Though finished water leaving treatment plants may be of adequate quality,
water is readily recontaminated during distribution. Urban water distribution infrastructure is
widely compromised due to inadequate institutional capacity and resources for on-going repairs
and maintenance. Sewerage and water lines are laid in close proximity and, being highly
deteriorated, leak profusely. Frequent power outages and inadequate supply relative to demand
result in low flow rates and low pressure in water distribution lines, whereas flow rates and
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pressure are consistently high in sewerage lines. The high pressure and compromised
containment in the sewerage network leads to the ubiquitous contamination of the subsurface
with sewage, while chronically low pressure and dilapidated conditions of water distribution
lines result in the widespread ingress of sewage-contaminated groundwater. Ultimately, the
water arriving to the urban consumer is unfit for consumption. The financial costs associated
with rehabilitating deteriorated centralized infrastructure in densely populated urban areas is
prohibitive. It is in the absence of alternatives to centralized water treatment and distribution
systems that the immense public health emergency brought on by diarrhoeal and other
waterborne diseases is allowed to persist in underserviced urban and rural areas.

This section has explored the global safe water challenge. It has discussed the health impact of
diarrhoeal and waterborne diseases around the world, the important role of safe water in
protecting public health, and finally, the limitations of standard centralized safe water systems.
Now that the core problems have been discussed, the next section looks to decentralized
alternatives as a potential solution.

2.2 Decentralized alternatives for safe water provision
The critical vulnerability with centralized safe water systems in the South lies not so much with
treatment, but with distribution. It is possible then to conceive of alternatives that circumvent
recontamination vulnerabilities by having decentralized treatment capacity closer to end-users.
Alternative safe water systems could see treatment shifted from centralized plants to points at, or
near, where drinking water is consumed—that is, to either the household level or the community
level.17 The capital costs associated with decentralized systems may also be substantially lower
than with centralized systems, owing to savings on distribution networks. Decentralized safe
water systems, especially HWTS, are increasingly being advocated as a means to fill the safe
water gap until effective centralized water networks expand into areas currently without (that is,
if they ever do). Such an approach could achieve immediate public health gains among
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There is a multiplicity of terms used to describe these approaches in the literature. Household level systems are
also referred to as point-of-use (PoU) or household water treatment and storage (HWTS) systems. Community level
systems can also be described as semi-centralized systems or, in the case of urban areas, neighbourhood level
systems. Generally, household level and community level systems are the preferred terms here, but the others also
appear in the present work.
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vulnerable underserviced rural and urban populations throughout the South (Mintz et al. 2001;
Sobsey 2002; Thompson, Sobsey, and Bartram 2003; Montgomery and Elimelech 2007).

2.2.1 Household level systems
Though decentralized safe water systems can be implemented at either the household or
community level, much of the work that has been done thus far, particularly in urban areas, has
been at the former. Various water treatment technologies have been developed into bench-top
systems that can purify enough water to meet the drinking water needs of a single family. These
small-scale PoU systems are typically owned and operated by individual households, who may
receive on-going material or operational support from public or private agencies or NGOs, but
are otherwise responsible for the systems themselves. Field implementations of PoU systems
have been conducted in both rural and urban settings. Examples of PoU water treatment systems
are numerous.18

2.2.2 Community level systems
Decentralized water treatment may also be applied in a ‘semi-centralized’ manner at the
community level. Treatment occurs at a small-scale facility, typically centrally located in the
community it serves, from which treated water is distributed in a safe manner (i.e. sealed safe
storage containers) to community-members. It is ‘semi-centralized’ in that water is treated en
masse to meet the needs of many households. What distinguishes it from the standard centralized
approach is the scale (i.e. it is much smaller) and the proximity to users (i.e. water treatment
occurs both temporally and physically closer to end-users limiting the opportunity for
recontamination during conveyance in safe water containers rather than distribution pipes).19 As
with household level systems, community level systems are amenable to a range of treatment
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To name just a few illustrative examples, Arnold and Colford Jr. (2007) look at PoU chlorination; Chiller et al.
(2006) look at combined flocculation-disinfection; Rose et al. (2006) look at SODIS; and Brown, Sobsey, and
Loomis (2008) look at ceramic water filtration. The number of studies done with household level systems are quite
large. The meta-analyses discussed in section 2.1.2 present thorough bibliographies of these studies.
19
A similar concept for potable water sustainability in cities of the industrialized North has been proposed by Weber
Jr. (2002) called distributed optimal technology networks (DOT-NET systems).
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technologies. Much of the work done with community level systems in the South has been in
rural areas.20,21

2.2.3 Comparison of household and community level systems
Household and community level systems differ in important ways, such that, depending on the
context, one approach may be more appropriate than the other.
2.2.3.1

Infrastructural requirements

The need for infrastructural development is one of the main ways in which the two approaches
differ. Whereas community level systems require a substantial capital investment for the creation
of a small-scale treatment facility, household systems do not require any infrastructure.
Similarly, household level systems do not entail on-going infrastructural upkeep costs—at least
beyond material inputs—whereas community systems may face significant upkeep costs
especially if they feature piped distribution networks. Where development of public
infrastructure is technically, economically, socially or institutionally infeasible, household level
systems may be more viable than community level systems.
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One illustrative example comes from the village of Bomminampadu, in the Krishna District of the southern Indian
state of Andhra Pradesh, where a community safe water system (CSWS) has been implemented by local NGOs
(Naandi Foundation and WaterHealth India 2007). The CSWS utilizes simplified filtration and ultraviolet (UV)
disinfection technology developed by Gadgil et al. (1998). The water treatment unit is housed in a small-scale
facility in a central location in the village, from where community-members collect drinking water in sealed safe
storage containers (i.e. 20 L ‘water cooler’ bottles). The CSWS is implemented and managed as a tripartite
partnership between the local government, the NGOs, and local community-members, in which the latter contribute
a portion of the capital costs and on-going user fees (typically Rs. 1 INR per 12–15 L of drinking water), while the
local government and NGO actors provide technology, technical support and further financing, in addition to
facilitating social mobilization, behavioural change and systems O&M.
21
Another community-based approach is taken by the iJal small water enterprise programme in the village of
Nizampalli in Warangal district, Andhra Pradesh, India (Safe Water Network 2010). The basic technical design of
the system is the same as that of the CSWS, except that it utilizes reverse osmosis technology that is capable of
treating the local fluoride-rich source water. It is also operated as a tripartite partnership, but unlike the CSWS, it
takes more of a market-based approach and features greater private sector participation. NGOs facilitate a social
mobilization program while private sector actors provide technology, technical training, and offer micro-credit
financing for individuals and community groups who are interested in investing in and operating the safe water
system on an entrepreneurial basis. These small businesses then sell 20 L containers of safe water to local residents
from a central treatment facility (at a cost of Rs. 4 INR per 20 L, a rate substantially greater than that for the CSWS).
The treatment facility also features a wash station at which consumers can wash their safe water storage containers
before paying for a refill. The iJal program is part of an effort to demonstrate the viability of market-based
approaches to safe water provision in rural areas. It is a business model similar to the many ‘water-cooler’ bottle
water retailers that have proliferated in urban areas of the South, for instance, the isi-ulung retail network in Jakarta,
Indonesia that is described by Weimer (2006).
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2.2.3.2

Financing/implementation approaches

The two levels of application differ with respect to the financing/implementation approaches
they are amenable to. The self-contained nature of household level systems invites a marketbased approach, and most PoU implementations have been done in this way. Generally, marketbased approaches do not require collective community involvement, with most, if not all, of the
costs borne by individual households. Though widely promoted, the sustainability of marketbased approaches for household level systems is not uncontroversial (Harris 2005). Usage of
PoU systems has been observed to decline once external supports are removed, as individual
households may perceive costs to outweigh benefits (Luby et al. 2008). As costs are borne by
individual households, a market-based approach may limit the accessibility to safe water for
poorer socio-economic groups, though targeted subsidies and other external supports may be
able remedy this.

Though market-based approaches have also been investigated for their suitability to community
level systems, these offer the added advantage of being more amenable to collective action in
community-based approaches. These may have the substantial advantage of increased
accessibility for all socio-economic segments of the community. Many kinds of arrangements are
possible with community level systems, bringing together NGO/CBO actors, local government,
businesses, and local community-members.22 Oftentimes with community level systems, user
fees are sought for capital recovery and maintenance costs; however, progressive fee structures
can be adopted to ensure accessibility to lower-income groups. Initiating collective development
efforts with marginalized populations is, however, challenging in its own right. There may also
be considerable challenges in mobilizing support from the many diverse actors required.23 This is
especially true in urban/peri-urban slums where there may be high population turnover and
limited levels of existing social capital.24
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These can reduce the burden upon any one group—most importantly, upon individual households. This is an
important factor to consider given the tendency of development initiatives, especially those that purport to be
‘participatory’, to overburden people from marginalized communities, particularly the women.
23
For instance, there is the risk of elite capture. Elite capture refers to the tendency of participatory processes to
become dominated by local elites at the expense of poorer sections for whose benefit the participatory process was
ostensibly started (Classen et al. 2008). This is discussed at greater length in section 2.3.4.5.
24
The concept of social capital is discussed in section 2.2.3.7.
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2.2.3.3

Economies of scale

An additional point can be made with respect to the economics of safe water supply. Community
level systems offer an extremely important advantage: they may be able to realize economies of
scale that household systems cannot. With large-scale production of safe water, the cost per litre
produced is substantially lower compared to that produced on a single-household basis. Previous
evidence from the field suggests that cost is one of the most significant determinants for local
sustainability of a safe water system (Luby et al. 2008; Harris 2005), making community level
systems attractive in this respect.
2.2.3.4

Local governance

Another important dimension is how the two approaches relate to local governance.
Governments are the primary agents of development in their respective jurisdictions and have a
moral and political responsibility to the public for the provision of basic services such as safe
water. Household level systems, especially when deployed in a market-based approach, devolves
the responsibility of safe water provision to the individual household and abrogates this
responsibility. On the other hand, community systems, by virtue of their semi-centralization, may
be better able to involve local government in various kinds of partnerships, and thereby, reaffirm
this responsibility. Moreover, community systems, more so than household systems, may also
lend themselves to effective public monitoring to ensure a universal standard of water quality,
whereas user compliance and other operational issues are perennial concerns with household
systems (Luby et al. 2000).
2.2.3.5

Land tenure

In the particular case of slums and other informal settlements, one of the most significant factors
affecting development is the legal/institutional matter of land tenure. Individuals without secure
title to the land they inhabit are less likely to invest in its improvement, as lacking legal
protections, they could be evicted without warning or opportunity for compensation (Joshi,
Fawcett, and Mannan 2011; Sjostedt 2011; Davis 2006; Omambia 2010). In these settings,
community level systems face challenges in two ways. On the implementation side, people may
be less willing to invest scarce time and resources into a collective venture from which it is
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unclear how much benefit they can derive.25 On the on-going O&M side, population turnover
may lead to high levels of free-riding and other difficulties in collectively running the system.
Household systems, compact and without infrastructure, may be more appropriate than
community systems for application in slums or other places where land tenure is highly insecure.
2.2.3.6

Water treatment complexity

Though many of the available technologies can be applied at either level, some of the more
complex ones cannot. The complexity of treatment can be greater with community systems, as
semi-centralization may allow for (semi-)trained personnel to operate and maintain them or
because the scale of the treatment process justifies the use of advanced technologies. This
enables community systems to handle more challenging water quality concerns, such as heavy
metals and other inorganic contaminants, and to treat water to a higher output quality. With
respect to microbiological quality, there is an advantage for household systems in that they may
face lower levels of recontamination risk as purification occurs closer to the time and place of
consumption.26
2.2.3.7

Social capital

Finally, technological systems are not inert but actively influence, and are influenced by, the
social environment in which they exist (Franklin 1990). One of the most significant dimensions
in which household and community level systems differ has to do with social capital. Krishna
(2004) defines social capital as the quality of inter-personal relations within a well-defined social
group (i.e. a community) that enables members of this group to undertake collective action
toward a common, shared goal that yields mutual benefits.27,28 Grant (2001) also distinguishes
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In fact, Joshi, Fawcett, and Mannan (2011), in an ethnographic study of the urban poor across India, Bangladesh,
Pakistan, and Kenya, found tenure security to be a key factor in creating an enabling environment in which poor
urbanites could plan and design locally appropriate sanitation systems. Likewise, Sjöstedt (2011) conclude, from
their comparative review of land policies and safe water coverage in Botswana and Zambia, that reforms to improve
land tenure security are a prerequisite for improving access to safe water in both urban and rural areas.
26
This risk can and should be ameliorated in either household or community systems by distributing, storing, and
dispensing water from safe water storage containers (Clasen and Bastable 2003). Safe storage containers have a
narrow-mouth to prevent the insertion of foreign objects and materials. Stored water is extracted via a tap or valve at
the base in order to limit the chances of recontamination.
27
Social capital is an abstract concept that is not directly observable; it is something, as Krishna (2004) describes,
that “people carry it inside their heads.” According to Uphoff (2000), what can be measured are some of the
manifestations or behavioural consequences of social capital, which include both structural and cognitive elements,
referring respectively to the social network connections and the attitudes toward trust in a given community
(Mitchell and Bossert 2007). Social capital can be broken down to five key dimensions (World Bank 2011): 1)
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between the horizontal and vertical aspects of social capital wherein the former represents the
relationships of social support between members of a community, family, or household, and the
latter represents those between communities and institutions (i.e. government bodies). Social
capital is one of the key determinants of whether a community can successfully cooperate on a
community level water system (Kahkonen 2002). Whereas community systems require high
levels of existing social capital, household systems do not necessarily, as they do not require
collective action and mostly depend on the effort of individual households. Household level
systems may be more appropriate in settings where social capital is lacking.

Community level systems can also act as a space, in both the social and physical sense, for
community organization and action by facilitating communication and cooperation among
community-members (Janakiram 2009). By building on existing social networks, norms, and
interactions between users, and thereby reinforcing the tendency toward collective action,
community level systems can also enrich the stock of social capital in the community (Kahkonen
2002). To put it more generally, community systems collectivize a shared response to a shared
problem. In contrast, household systems individualize what are typically considered to be public
goods: the degradation of the environment and public water supply.29 One can speculate that this
may have the effect of reducing the collective social and political impetus to protect the
environment and public health on the grounds that, as the level of responsibility for the provision
of safe drinking water is devolved to individual households, the collective responsibility for
providing safe water to the public is undone. As a consequence, the poorest and most vulnerable
Groups and networks: collections of individuals that promote and protect personal relationships which improve
welfare. 2) Trust and solidarity: elements of interpersonal behaviour which fosters greater cohesion and more robust
collective action. 3) Collective action and cooperation: the ability of people to work together toward resolving
communal issues. 4) Social cohesion and inclusion: mitigates the risk of conflict and promotes equitable access to
benefits of development by enhancing participation of the marginalized. 5) Information and communication: breaks
down negative social capital and also enables positive social capital by improving access to information. These
manifestations of social capital are socio-culturally determined and thus, locally unique. Therefore, measures of
social capital that are socio-culturally appropriate to the local context are required (Krishna 2004).
28
Krishna, in his 2004 study on the comparative development performance of sixty-nine north Indian villages, found
the combination of social capital and capable agency to be most closely associated with high development
performance, compared to other prominent explanatory factors such as the degree of commercialization,
modernization, and others.
29
Gleick et al. (2002) provide excellent definitions of ‘public’ and ‘private’ goods: “Private goods are those for
which consumption (or use) by one person prevents consumption (or use) by another….Public goods are those that
can be used by one person without diminishing the opportunity for use by others. Water-supply systems [and a
healthy ambient environment] are public goods because, in most circumstances, delivery of water to one household
does not prevent delivery of water to another household.”
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tend to be those left without access. In this way, it is conceivable that household systems may
degrade social capital.
2.2.3.8

Summary of features of household and community level systems

The features of household and community level systems discussed in the preceding represent
their respective suitability to different contexts. The discussion above, and further related points,
are summarized in Table 2-3. This table is intended to help us think more clearly about the
situations in which household or community level systems may alternately be more appropriate.
Table 2-3 | Summary of features of household and community systems (modified from Ali 2010).
Application Level
DIMENSIONS
(with pertinent questions given)
Household
Community

Technical Dimensions
Treatment complexity
Q: Are there water quality
concerns that necessitate more
complex treatment methods?

Number of water supply sources
Q: Does drinking water come
from several sources?

Recontamination risk
Q: Is there ambient contamination
in the community that increases
the risk of recontamination of
treated water?

Water quality concerns must be
simple and relatively
straightforward to treat, as
untrained lay-persons are
operators at the household level.
Only relatively basic water
treatment techniques are
applicable at the household
level.
Household systems can take
input from a number of different
water sources, however,
treatment effectiveness may be
affected.
Household systems may be
preferable where there is
considerable ambient
contamination, as there are fewer
opportunities for
recontamination when treatment
occurs closer in time and space
to consumption. Safe storage is
also critical for preventing
recontamination.
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Water quality concerns can be
more complex (as can the water
treatment) as training of small
systems operators is possible. If
water quality concerns demand
advanced treatment techniques
(e.g. RO, UF, etc.), these may be
more suited to a community level
system.
Community systems are typically
built around a single source and are
unable to handle different sources
of water input.
Community systems may be less
preferable where there is
considerable ambient
contamination, as there are more
opportunities for recontamination
to occur between the time and
place of treatment and of
consumption. Safe storage is again
a critical means by which to
ameliorate this risk.

Quality control and monitoring
Q: Is centralized water quality
control and monitoring desired or
mandated (by regulation)?

Centralized water quality control
and monitoring is not feasible
with household level systems.
As a result, end-users may not be
confident in the quality of their
drinking water. Decentralized
methods of water quality testing
may be applied to improve enduser confidence, however, this
may not satisfy regulatory
requirements for central
authorities to monitor and assure
water quality (if they exist).

Rate of deployment
Q: How quickly must the water
treatment system become
operational?

Household systems can be
rapidly deployed as no
construction or infrastructure is
required, although some
mobilization of local people and
institutions may be necessary.

Centralized water quality control
and monitoring is entirely feasible
with community level systems. As
such, community systems may be
better suited for meeting central
authority mandates to monitor and
assure water quality. This may
improve end-user confidence in
water quality. A considerable risk
however is that water quality is
typically monitored at plant outlet
and may not necessarily be
representative of water quality at
the point of consumption.
Community systems have a longer
horizon to become operational as
construction of facilities and
infrastructure is required.
Moreover, mobilization of local
people and institutions may be
more complex and slow-moving.

Economic Dimensions
Availability of capital funding
Q: Is funding available (from
community, government, NGO,
and/or private sector sources) to
support large up-front capital
costs in the development of a safe
water system?
Availability of upkeep funding
Q: Is on-going funding available
(from community, government,
NGO, and/or private sector
sources) for the O&M of a safe
water system once it has been
implemented?

Economies of scale
Q: Does either level of
application offer economies of
scale?

Household systems may be
preferable where start-up capital
is limited as they have fewer upfront costs (due to the lack of
infrastructure).

Community systems are only
viable where start-up capital is
sufficient to support the
development of the necessary
infrastructure.

Household systems require
upkeep funding for
consumables, replacement parts,
and repairs of household units.
For household systems, upkeep
can be done on a collective or an
individual basis, though the
latter is more common when a
market- or NGO-based approach
is taken.

Community systems require
upkeep funding for consumables,
replacement parts, and repairs of
infrastructure. Economies of scale
typically make costs lower than
with household systems. For
community systems, upkeep can be
supported on a collective or an
individual basis, with the former
typical of NGO/CBO-based
approaches and the latter typical of
market-based approaches.
Economies of scale are possible
with water treatment en masse at
the community level.

No economies of scale possible
with individual treatment at the
household level.

Social and Political-Institutional Dimensions
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Local capacities
Q: Which level of application is
viable with the capacities
available in the local community?

Propensity to collective action
(horizontal social capital)30
Q: What is the propensity toward
cooperation, cohesion, and
collective action in the
community?

Household systems are typically
simple enough to be operated
and maintained by lay-persons.
As such, they do not demand
many technical or managerial
capacities from the local
community aside from: a)
widespread literacy; b) a basic
level of education; and c)
familiarity with technical tasks
and devices. These enable the
training of households in the use
and maintenance of household
devices. Additionally,
demonstrated entrepreneurial/
business capacities may be
required for product distribution
if a market-based approach is
taken.
In situations where horizontal
social capital is lacking,
household systems may be
preferable as they rely primarily
on individual households taking
care of themselves.

30

Community systems are complex
pieces of technical and institutional
infrastructure. They require that a
number of technical and
managerial capacities be present in
the community including: a)
plumbing; b) concrete
work/masonry; c) electrical; d)
community organizing; and e)
entrepreneurial/business (in
addition to those three basic
capacities required for household
systems).

Where there is demonstrated
cooperation and cohesion in the
community (i.e. positive horizontal
social capital), community systems
may be feasible as they rely on
collective action between
community-members toward the
common good.

It should be noted that the present work does not set out to ‘measure’ social capital per se. As its manifestations
are socio-culturally determined, social capital lends itself more to customized indices for each application rather
than universal metrics. Even if a universal metric was available, it would be highly suspect to ascribe a given
‘quantity’ of an abstract (and “definitionally chaotic”, as SOAS professor Ben Fine puts it) concept such as social
capital as being indicative of either a household or community level safe water system—or any other development
strategy for that matter (Fine 2007). Quantitatively measuring social capital, be it with a customized index or a
universal metric, is, besides, something more of interest in comparative studies, which this is not. What was of
interest here was developing a qualitative understanding of how well the community has been able to work together
collectively in the past and may be able to do so in the future. The concept of social capital, and its applications in
the literature, are useful insofar as they were able to guide the present work on what to investigate with respect to
how well (or not) a community works together.
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Relationships with local
institutions (vertical social
capital)
Q: What is the nature and quality
of the relationships between the
community and local institutions
(government, NGOs, private
sector)? What of the relationships
between institutions? Are effective
partnerships with local
institutions for a safe water
system at either level of
application possible?

Fostering of social cohesion
Q: What social tendencies may
either level of application
engender?

Land tenure
Q: How secure is land tenure in
the community?

Government development plans
Q: What are government
development water supply plans
for the community and do they
conflict with either level of
application?

In cases where: a) local
government neglects or is unable
to fulfil its responsibilities (i.e. a
good governance deficit) and
thereby has a strained
relationship with the community;
and/or b) local NGOs have a
poor relationship with the
community or are unable or
unwilling to provide support,
household systems may be more
feasible as they can rely on
individual households taking the
initiative themselves. Though
governmental/non-governmental
support can help, it is not
required as household water
treatment products are often
widely available on the market
(in urban areas at least).
The household approach may
reinforce individualistic
behaviour, especially when
undertaken through a marketbased approach. There is some
possibility for encouraging
collective action if different
kinds of partnerships with
NGOs, businesses, communitymembers, and government are
initiated.
Household systems are more
feasible in places that have low
tenure security as they are
portable and do not require
community mobilization for
infrastructural development.

Household systems are not
affected by government
development plans as they are
individual units that are located
within each household. It should
be noted however that household
systems may reduce the political
and social impetus to provide
public goods however by
displacing governmental
responsibilities to provide safe
water.
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In cases where: a) local
government fulfills its basic
obligations and has a positive
relationship with the community
(i.e. good governance); and/or b)
local NGOs have a positive
relationship with the community
and are willing and able to provide
support, community systems may
be possible as they often rely on
governmental/nongovernmental/private sector actors
joining into different kinds of
partnerships with the community.

Community systems both require
and foster community cooperation.
They reinforce the tendency
toward collective action and
positive social capital.

High tenure security is necessary
for community systems. This is to
assure community-members of a
return when investing time, labour,
or money in a collective endeavour
to develop community
infrastructure and organization.
Substantial community
mobilization may be required for
this.
Community systems may conflict
with government development
plans. If the government is going
to develop new water supply
infrastructure in the near future, it
may not be preferable to go to the
considerable expense and effort of
developing a community level
system. Community systems, if
they do not involve local
authorities, risk displacing
governmental responsibilities for
the provision of safe water.

This table is the basis of the exploration into the appropriate level of application for a safe water
system—that is, the first of the two key design questions that this decision-making support tool
address (section 1.2). It is an attempt to provide a way of thinking critically about household and
community level safe water systems based on previous experiences documented in the literature,
and is not purported to be exhaustive. This table will be returned to in a later chapter.

2.2.4 Water treatment technologies
A wide range of water treatment technologies are available for application at the household and
community level. A summary of water treatment technologies utilizing various physical and
chemical operations/processes, and their performance with respect to a range of criteria, are
given in Table 2-4 and Table 2-5 respectively.31
Table 2-4 | Water treatment technologies utilizing physical operations (modified from Sobsey 2002).
CRITERIA
TREATMENT
Availability
Technical
Annual Cost Est. Microbial
Application
TECHNOLOGY
& Practicality
Difficulty
($USD/household) Efficacy
Level (H or C)32
Boiling with
Varies
Low to
Varies
>99%
H
fuels
moderate
Exposure to
High (except
Low to
<$10
90% to
H
sunlight (UV)
during
moderate
99%
monsoon)
UV lamp
Varies
Low to
>$10 to >$100
>99%
H and C
moderate
Sedimentation
High
Low
<$10
<90%
H and C
Filtration
Varies
Low to
Varies
Varies
H and C
moderate
Aeration
Moderate
Low
<$10
<90%
C
Table 2-5 | Water treatment technologies utilizing chemical processes (modified from Sobsey 2002).
CRITERIA
TREATMENT
Availability
Technical
Annual Cost Est.
Microbial
Application
TECHNOLOGY
& Practicality
Difficulty
($USD/household)
Efficacy
Level (H or C)
CoagulationModerate
Moderate
Varies
Varies
H and C
Flocculation
Adsorption
High to
Low to
Varies
Varies w/
H and C
(i.e. activated
moderate
moderate
adsorbent
carbon)
Ion exchange
Low to
Moderate to
>$100
<90% to
C
moderate
high
99%
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Sobsey (2002) provides an exhaustive review of these technologies, so this will not be duplicated here.
Additionally, Baffrey (2005) provides an excellent overview of several key HWTS technologies in the second
chapter of his thesis.
32
H: household level system; and C: community level system.
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Chlorination33
Ozonation
Chlorine
Dioxide
Iodination
Acid/base
Silver or
copper
Combined
coagulationdisinfection

High to
moderate
Low
Low

Low to
moderate
High
Moderate

>$10 to $100

>99%

H and C

>$100
>$100

>99%
>99%

C
C

Low

>$100

>99%

H and C

High
High

Moderate to
high
Low
Low

Varies
<$10

Varies
<90%

H and C
H and C

Low to
moderate

Moderate to
high

>$100

>99%

H and C

Of these, Sobsey et al. (2008) identify five PoU technologies which have had been featured
widely in field implementations and represent, in their opinion, the most viable options for
scaling-up HWTS in the future (Table 2-6).34
Table 2-6 | Key PoU technologies and performance against key criteria (adapted from Sobsey et al. 2008).
Health
Microbial efficacy
Sustainability criteria
TREATMENT
(log10 reduction values)
(scored 1–3 for low to good performance)
impacts35
TECHNOLOGY

Chlorination
with safe
storage
Combined
coagulantchlorine
disinfection
SODIS
(solar UV +
thermal
effects)
Ceramic
filters

Biosand
filters

Microbe
class
Bacteria
Viruses
Protozoa

Field

Lab

3
3
3

6+
6+
5+

Bacteria
Viruses
Protozoa

7
2–4.5
3

Bacteria
Viruses
Protozoa

Quantity

Quality

Ease of
use

Cost

Supply
chain

37% (25–48%)
29%

3

1

3

Liquid:
3
Tablets
:2

1

9
6
5

31% (18–42%)
29%

2

3

1

1

1

3
2
1

5.5+
4+
3+

31% (26–37%)

1

1

1

3

3

Bacteria
Viruses
Protozoa

2
0.5
4

6
4
6

2

3

2

3

2

Bacteria
Viruses
Protozoa

1
0.5
2

3
3
4

Candle filters:
63% (51–72%)
Ceramic
purifiers: 46%
(29–59%)
47% (21–64%)

3

3

2

2

3
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Chlorination carries with it the risk of creating potentially carcinogenic disinfection by-products, such as
triholemethanes (THMs) (Viessman Jr. and Hammer 2004). It should be noted however, that the risks associated
with faecal-oral pathogens far outweigh the slightly elevated population risk of cancer (Ashbolt 2004b; Havelaar et
al. 2000).
34
In this paper, Sobsey et al. in fact go further to select ceramic filtration as “the best” possible option available—
for anywhere in the world!—based on a general global analysis. This is discussed (and critiqued) in the next section
(section 2.2.5).
35
Estimate of diarrhoeal disease percent reduction and associated 95% C.I.
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From the tables above, it can be seen that there are a range of technologies that can be applied at
different levels and that vary a great deal with respect to their feasibility in different
circumstances. How different technologies fit into different situations is a central theme of the
present work; this aspect is captured in the second key design question given in section 1.2.

2.2.5 Present debates and research gaps
The primary research gap that the present work responds to is captured by a debate in the journal
Environmental Science and Technology in 2008-9.36 To date, most reports of decentralized safe
water systems in the literature—at both the household and community level—have featured
water treatment technologies selected on an a priori basis by researchers primarily concerned
with investigating their technical effectiveness or epidemiological impact in the field. However,
to facilitate the expansion of safe water coverage, further investigation into matters relating to
contextual appropriateness is required. Specifically, practitioners require tools to help guide the
design of safe water systems that are appropriate to, and therefore sustainable within, unique
local contexts.

A preliminary attempt at this was made by Sobsey et al. (2008). Sobsey et al. present a
generalized, global analysis of five major PoU water treatment technologies. From this, the
authors offer recommendations on what they believe to be the “most effective” PoU
technologies—for any setting in the world. This approach is critiqued however by Lantagne et al.
(2009) on the grounds that it is subject to bias due to vague and incomplete definitions of ranking
system criteria; that it has scores assigned from insufficient evidence; and that it lacks key
sustainability criteria including consumer preference, economic considerations, and local water
quality. Lantagne et al. characterize the “silver bullet” approach taken by Sobsey et al. as “vague,
potentially biased, [and] oversimplified”.37 Instead, Lantagne et al. argue that more complex
decision-making tools for water treatment selection need to be developed that will enable
practitioners to “select the most appropriate, cost-effective, and sustainable option for the local
36

C.f. Sobsey et al. (2008), Lantagne et al. (2009), and Sobsey et al. (2009).
This critique by Lantagne et al. regarding the inappropriate “silver bullet” approach taken by Sobsey et al.
resonates with the post-normal science critique of the generalizing tendencies of normal science, which is discussed
later on in section 2.3.2.
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circumstances” as “the needs of more than a billion people will necessitate a variety of HWTS
technologies.” This is the central task of the present work.

This need has also been identified by other workers in the field. In analyzing ceramic and
biosand filters with respect to appropriate technology criteria, Murphy (2010) finds there is no
clear way to determine whether a given technology is appropriate or not in a generalized, global
manner.38 Instead, she finds that determining which water treatment technology is most
appropriate is an assessment that can only be made with reference to a specific context. She
states that “the process for matching a technology to a particular water source is missing from
current POU implementations” and advocates for the development of “tools to make better
informed decisions”.39

A thorough examination of existing decision-making support tools—with a view to the entire
WASH sector—is conducted by Palaniappan, Lang, and Gleick (2008). Though their scope is
much larger than that of the present work—going beyond safe water to also look at sanitation
and hygiene projects—they similarly identify a presently unmet need for effective decisionmaking tools to facilitate the selection of appropriate technologies and approaches for all types of
WASH projects.40 They argue that “efforts to address [the] water supply and sanitation shortfall
have shown that no single technological solution, economic tool, or institutional structure can be
applied to all populations” (emphasis theirs). Because of this, “practitioners need an effective
decision-making support tool to assist them in identifying, evaluating, and choosing a technology
or approach that best suits the conditions and needs of their community.” The authors define an
ideal decision-making support tool for the WASH sector as:
“A product that combines information on a user’s given situation with information
on available technologies and approaches, and then helps a practitioner select the
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The concept of appropriate technology is discussed at length in section 2.3.3.
Murphy also continues on to describe, in a preliminary manner, a flowchart for technology selection that could be
further developed further as part of a robust tool. This is discussed further in section 2.2.6.
40
All in all, Palaniappan et al. envision a systemic approach to support global WASH efforts, of which a decisionmaking tool is but a component. They advocate for the development of a system that can address the “interconnected
factors of water supply, drinking water treatment, sanitation, wastewater treatment, and hygiene” in which decisionmaking support tools are partnered with a global network of WASH practitioners supporting new efforts in their
own regions and continuously updating databases and providing case studies of successes and failures. The scope of
the project envisioned by Palaniappan et al. is much larger than that of the present work.
39
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best technology or approach… [it] compares and contrasts different technologies
and approaches, including their construction, operations and management, costs,
financing, scalability, and institutional requirements. It also incorporates the special
needs of different geographic locations, the need for community involvement, and
case studies. Key to an effective decision-making support tool is an accessible user
interface which includes multiple language capabilities.”41
The importance of community involvement in the design and planning of safe water systems is
also highlighted by this passage. This is discussed further in section 2.3.4.

The present work also contributes to another on-going debate in the literature, albeit in a less
direct manner than the one just discussed. Though there has been a great deal of advocacy
promoting decentralized safe water systems as a potential solution to the global safe water
challenge (Sobsey 2002; Clasen 2009), this position is not uncontroversial. Today there is a
major debate within the WASH community as to whether further research is required before
HWTS safe water systems are scaled-up for widespread implementation.
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With such an ideal in mind, Palaniappan et al. review the literature in order to identify critical gaps in the content,
design, and implementation of existing decision-making support tools. Upon analyzing the available resources, the
authors identify several gaps including: 1) Economics/cost: economic analyses for technologies were found to be
consistently out-of-date or absent. 2) Financing: available resources did not compare the applicability of different
financing mechanisms on the basis of the technology selected and the community’s institutional environment, local
economy, or personal wealth. 3) Social implications of technology and financial choices (equity considerations):
most existing resources did not give consideration to whether the choice of technology or financing scheme
exacerbated or reduced existing inequalities along class, gender, age, and other lines, or how they influenced local
control of resources, the end-user ability to pay, social cohesion, resource conflict and other social implications. 4)
Regional specificity: decision-making tools should consider local factors including source water quality, institutional
landscape, social structure, cultural practices and other specific contextual factors. 5) User interface: few existing
resources had user-friendly interfaces that permitted practitioners to input information on local water quality,
quantity, and contaminants as well as parameters relating to the demographic, environmental, institutional, and
social characteristics of their community, and then presented feasible options in a clear and informative way. 6)
Information access: resources should be made available in both electronic (computer/internet access) and hard copy
formats in order to be as widely available as possible. Translation of the tool into local languages is also an
important consideration. 7) Comprehensive WASH directory: a major outstanding need, to complement the decisionmaking support tool, is a worldwide database of WASH practitioners by region and expertise who are available to
advise in specific locales. 8) Scalability and replicability: information must be provided on the conditions conducive
to scaling up or replicating a particular technology or approach. 9) Evaluation and monitoring: information should
be provided on a technology’s long-term effectiveness deriving from previous implementation experience in order to
inform similar projects in similar locales. And finally: 10) Hygiene approaches: being highly sensitive to local
cultural and educational norms, there is a dearth of documented experience on the effectiveness of different
approaches to hygiene education and promotion. The tool developed in the present work aims to respond to at least
some these gaps.
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Proponents of HWTS argue that they are ready to be scaled-up for widespread implementation
(Clasen 2009). However, others contend that the evidence is not yet sufficient to justify
widespread implementation and further investigation is required. Schmidt and Cairncross
(2009a), in a critical review of the HWTS literature, suggest that the acceptability and scalability
of HWTS is still unclear and that the significant heterogeneity among studies is cause for
concern. They find that the typical diarrhoeal disease reductions of 30% to 40% associated with
HWTS may be strongly biased, with current evidence not excluding the possibility that observed
reductions are largely or entirely due to bias. They recommend further high quality health
outcome and acceptability studies to build the evidence base prior to the widespread promotion
of HWTS.

Clasen et al. (2009), in response to this critical review, suggest that the observed heterogeneity is
due to highly variable exposure, prevention, intervention, compliance, methodological and other
influencing factors in the study communities—all of which admittedly need to be better
understood—but that this does not weaken the evidence for the effectiveness of HWTS. They
recommend assessments of large-scale implementation programs in order to elucidate the
determinants of uptake and effectiveness, better target interventions, and improve access.
Schmidt and Cairncross (2009b) respond insisting that further studies investigating effectiveness
and acceptability are necessary in order to clarify the doubts that arguably exist as “public health
has a long and unfortunate history of scaling up well-intended interventions that after rigorous
evaluation at a later stage had to be abandoned.” Understanding user preference and
acceptability, scalability and replication, as well as factors contributing to heterogeneity remain
significant gaps in the field today, giving rise to considerable debate. The present study will
contribute to these questions by exploring the appropriateness of various water treatment
technologies in a marginalized peri-urban setting in India.

With this section having looked to the need for complex decision-making support tools for the
selection of appropriate water treatment technologies, the next section will briefly review the
previous work that has been done in this vein. This review of previous work informs the
development of the present decision-making tool.
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2.2.6 Review of previous decision-making support tools
It is on a foundation laid by many researchers and practitioners in the WASH sector that the
present work ventures to build a decision-making support tool for appropriate safe water systems
development. Previous works run the gamut from simple technology comparison arrays through
to complex multi-factor analyses. A critical review of these previous works was undertaken in
order to inform the present development. The works reviewed are identified in Table 2-7. Indepth critical appraisals of these tools are included in the appendices (Appendix A).
Table 2-7 | Previous decision-making support tools that were critically reviewed to inform the present work.
AUTHOR & DATE
TOOL TYPE
Sobsey et al. (2008)
Comparison array
BORDA Indonesia (2006)
Informed choice catalogue
Weimer (2006)
Comparison array with informed choice catalogue
Brikké and Bredero (2003)
Comparison array with informed choice catalogue (for water supply options)
Baffrey (2005)
Multi-factor analysis
EAWAG (2009)
Multi-factor analysis (for sanitation system alternatives)
Finney and Greenheart (2005) Multi-factor analysis computer program (for water and wastewater treatment
options)
Murphy (2010)
Flowchart with comparison array (for technology selection based on water
quality)

Comparison arrays represent the simplest available approach for decision-making support on
selecting appropriate water treatment technologies. Generally, a comparison array is simply a
chart or table featuring several technologies characterized against relevant criteria. This
arrangement allows for ease of comparison between alternatives. It is exemplified by the work of
Sobsey et al. (2008) that was discussed (and critiqued) in section 2.2.5. As comparison arrays do
not feature an explicit model (i.e. an evaluation or a matrix weighting array) to find the
intersection of technology performance and the relative importance of various performance
criteria, the decision-making process embodied in them is non-transparent and subject to bias, as
Lantagne et al. (2009) point out. The tool put forward by Sobsey et al. can also be critiqued for
being non-participatory and entirely expert-driven; not having a clear and comprehensive
ranking system for performance data; drawing on insufficient evidence to characterize
performance; gives no consideration to local consumer preferences, environmental factors (i.e.
water quality is not considered), social implications or equity factors; has no user interface as it
is a generalized, global analysis outputting only one solution for the whole world; incorporates
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little information on previous applications of technologies; and only considers safe water systems
at the household level.

Similar to comparison arrays are informed choice catalogues. In essence, informed choice
catalogues (ICC) are a form of comparison array adapted for public presentation and sharing.
They are an excellent tool for bottom-up planning as they can succinctly and rapidly
communicate basic, relevant information on the main features, strengths and drawbacks, and
risks of various technological options to an array of stakeholders, including lay-persons. An ICC
is typically structured as a ‘technology sheet’ which outlines the basic design and function of the
technology in question, followed by an ‘evaluation sheet’ in which the technology option is
assessed according to various criteria of interest (i.e. cost, ease of use, capacity, etc.). Though not
necessarily always the case, assessment is usually highly simplified (i.e. with +ve or –ve type
rankings only) so as to clearly and unequivocally communicate the main points to lay-users; with
this however, important caveats are lost. The ICC approach can promote the emergence of an
informed debate amongst participants on what viable options could be for their community, and
as such, can encourage truly participatory decision-making (BORDA Indonesia 2006). Weimer
(2006), in an USAID-sponsored project in underprivileged urban communities in Jakarta,
Indonesia, provides an excellent example of informed choice catalogues and comparison arrays
being used in conjunction for the participatory selection of appropriate PoU water treatment
technologies. Weimer’s work provides an excellent example of how to make household water
treatment decisions more participatory. As with the previous example of a comparison array, the
work doesn’t feature an explicit model to find the intersection between different informational
inputs however. Moreover, the tool does not feature scores assigned on the basis of previous
implementations, but rather on reasoned arguments specific to the case study site; it does not
feature explicitly a site to include local peoples’ preferences; it is limited to only considering
microbiological contamination; it does not consider social implications or equity factors; it does
not include a user interface nor does it provide information on scaling up or replicating
technologies; and it only considers systems at the household level. A more thorough processoriented approach on expanding safe water options integrating comparison arrays and informed
choice catalogues is offered by Brikké and Bredero (2003), but this is not a fully developed tool
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per se, but rather just an outline of how participatory safe water systems development should
proceed. This work does however serve to guide the present decision-making support tool.

More complex approaches to safe water systems development are presented by the multi-factor
analyses that have been previously developed. A key example here is the selection tool
developed by Baffrey (2005). Importantly, multi-factor analyses are geared towards creating an
explicit, transparent model of how the intersection point between different informational inputs
is found. Baffrey makes the disclaimer that the tool is but a prototype, and there are significant
gaps that need to be improved upon including:


It is limited to only household level systems, and does not give any consideration to the
possibility of community level systems.



Though Baffrey states that it is designed to be participatory in process, he simultaneously
acknowledges that his approach is “expert-driven”, in that the selection of relevant
criteria, the preference for various criteria as defined by their weightings, and the
assignment of performance scores for each technological alternative remain in the
purview of a single assessor, most likely an external ‘expert’. He suggests that this
problem can be ameliorated by incorporating the perspectives of multiple stakeholders,
but does not propose a method by which to do this, nor does he follow through with the
suggestion in his own case study applications.



Similarly, he also claims that the tool is designed to be transparent in its assumptions and
straightforward in its design—so as to allow modifications (and indeed modifications
may well be required as the assumptions he makes are highly site specific)—but he does
not propose any methods by which local, contextual information could be gathered in a
participatory way in order to modify the assumptions he has made and which determine
the outcomes so strongly. The role of local stakeholders is simply to furnish input data
regarding local conditions. Specific participatory methods need to be stipulated and built
into a tool so that valid and representative local information can be gathered at any site of
implementation.



The deterministic outcome, with the ‘best’ technology indicated by a ‘high score’, is
cause for some concern, bringing to mind the “silver bullet” critique from earlier
discussion on post-normal science (section 2.3.2). As Murphy (2010) says “a prescriptive
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tool has the danger of allowing the user to ‘bypass’ detailed examination of issues such as
technology delivery mechanisms, subsidy, sustainability, user feedback and perceptions.”
Does arriving at a discrete number do justice to a complex, uncertain, and ethically
significant matter such as the provision of safe water to marginalized communities? It
would be more in line with the precepts of post-normal science to pursue an approach
that facilitates the emergence of dialogue between different groups of stakeholders on
what is a desirable strategy for action, its challenges and its opportunities.


Baffrey attempts to include too many considerations into a single point-scoring matrix
system, whereas some criteria are really more akin to on/off switches (i.e. will work/will
not work) rather than contributors of a certain limited number of points. Such concerns
may be better addressed to a logic model such as a flowchart, or as a point of concern in a
group discussion. These may be more appropriate strategies than a multi-factor analysis
when dealing with criteria that could represent certain system failure in some cases.



Baffrey acknowledges that multi-factor analysis is susceptible to distortion via the “halo
effect” wherein an excessively high or low score in a single factor can overwhelmingly
detract from the overall score for a particular alternative. To remedy this he suggests that
a “cursory analysis” be pursued but does not elaborate on what this might entail. There
are a range of distortive possibilities with ranking systems that are discussed further in
section 3.4.4.



Several of the site-specific criteria he utilizes are superfluous in that they reflect no real
variation between all possible alternatives and are then uninformative (e.g. occurrence of
disease).



Baffrey utilizes technology-specific criteria in sets unique to each technology in question.
On closer inspection, these reflect broader concerns which could be better expressed as
general criteria applicable to all possible technologies, in order to streamline what is
otherwise a somewhat ‘clunky’ process, so to speak.



The numbers-driven approach taken by Baffrey may serve to curtail engagement with
local community-members on desired outcomes, necessary tradeoffs, and preferred
solutions, critical matters that are perhaps better handled through open discussion (in fact,
much to the contrary, he claims that the tool only requires 30 minutes to generate an
‘answer’!).
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With respect to consumer preferences, there is some limited consideration of factors
relating to willingness to pay, but not much else. Baffrey acknowledges, but then
excludes, some criteria (what he calls “applicability criteria”) which include important
considerations such as user-friendliness, maintenance complexity, etc. He suggests these
should be included in future developments on decision-making support tools.



Only considers microbiological contamination and not chemical contaminants.



Only considered systems at the household level.

The work by Baffrey strongly guides the present work, both in terms of what it does well, and by
exemplifying the ways in which a decision-making support tool could be more effective.

Another example of a multi-factor analysis is the WAWTTAR program developed by Finney
and Greenheart (2005). Though this work is aimed at selecting water and wastewater treatment
system options, it does offer some important guidance as well. However, it too has some
shortcomings that the present work aims to respond to including: it does not offer a place for the
involvement of local community-members and is entirely expert-driven; it does not consider
consumer preferences, social implications, or equity considerations; and it is a computer program
that is only usable by trained experts. Similarly, the Wastewater Infrastructure Systems DecisiOn
Matrix (or the ‘WISDOM’ project) from the Swiss Federal Institute of Aquatic Science and
Technology (EAWAG) also offers some guidance on how to structure a multiple-criteria group
decision making problem on appropriate technology, however, it is still in its inception stages
and not yet developed (EAWAG 2009). Its basic structure does however offer some guidance on
factors that are important for the present work.

The final class of tools reviewed were flowcharts, of which the preliminary development by
Murphy (2010) is an illustrative example. This work offers guidance on the types of tasks that a
flowchart is well-suited for, and for which tasks it is not. Its shortcomings point out important
points of improvement for the present decision-making support tool including. For instance, it
has no space for end-user involvement and is entirely expert-driven; and, as it has no ranking of
technologies, decision-making is ultimately non-transparent and implicit. This work is just a
preliminary sketch, but serves to guide the design of the technology feasibility flowchart
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presented in section 3.4.2. Further details and critical assessments for each of these tools are
available in Appendix A.

Now that the previous decision-making support tools have been reviewed, some comments can
be made on how the present decision-making support tool advances the state of the field:


Instead of limiting the present development to a single tool type, a more articulated and
comprehensive approach would be to integrate different tool types to meet the various
goals subsumed in the larger task of appropriate safe water systems development. The
present decision-making support tool deploys different tool types to accomplish the
various tasks of safe water systems design.



The present support tool considers both household and community level safe water
systems.



It features an explicit additive model in the form of a matrix-weighting array to make the
integration of technology performance data and appropriate technology criteria
preference data transparent. Bias can be observed and tested in the decision-model via
sensitivity analyses.



It centres local people in the development process, positioning them as the ultimate
decision-making authority. Various informational inputs are participatory, creating
opportunities for local stakeholder leadership. It details specific methods by which to
pursue participatory development and deeply involve local peoples in investigatory and
decision-making processes. It is designed to not be a ‘black box’, rather, focusing on
engagement with local community-members on desired outcomes, necessary tradeoffs,
and preferred solutions—critical matters that are better handled through open discussion.



It has a clear and comprehensive ranking system for technology performance data.



It draws on previous experiences in the literature to drive appropriate technology
selection.



It centres consumer preferences in the process, as well as gives consideration to social
implications of technology and equity factors.



Local water quality is an important controlling input in the present support tool. It
considers water quality issues that are prominent with surface water sources in the
developing world including excessive turbidity, organics, and microbiological
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contamination, but also includes consideration of important chemical water quality
parameters including iron, manganese, pH, fluoride, nitrate, and others that are relevant
for both surface and ground water sources.


It can be scaled up as an accessible online platform with a user-friendly interface to
encourage usage. This online platform can also tie into and build up databases that will
make future applications all the more informed by experience.



The tool has been designed to be as open-ended as possible so as to facilitate adaptation
to unique local circumstances.



The tool is designed to generate a ranked list of recommendations that can then feed into
subsequent participatory processes instead of generating a deterministic outcome.



The tool is built around two sets of dimensions/criteria on a) the factors affecting the
relative contextual appropriateness of household and community level systems; and b)
factors relating to appropriate technology. Both of these have been drawn from an
exhaustive review of monitoring and evaluation studies of previous safe water
applications, studies of consumer preferences, previous decision-making tools, and other
sources. These two sets of criteria develop a comprehensive taxonomy on appropriate
safe water technology.

In all of the ways identified above, the present work advances the state of the field. In developing
a decision-making support tool that addresses many of the gaps with previous support tools, the
present work has the potential to go far in facilitating appropriate safe water systems
development in the real world.

To summarize, this section has explored decentralized safe water systems as an alternative to the
standard approach of centralized systems and as a means to address the global safe water
challenge. It looked at household and community level approaches to safe water provision and
the ways in which they differ. Next, it offered a brief overview of some water treatment
technologies that could be part of a decentralized safe water system. Current research gaps and
debates that the present work aims to address were identified and elaborated upon. Finally, an
overview of previous decision-making support tools was carried out in order to inform and guide
the present development. With the core problem that this dissertation addresses now fully
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articulated, the next section moves on to look at the theoretical and methodological approaches
deployed to address it.

2.3 Theoretical and methodological background
The first two sections of this chapter have defined the central problem of the present work, a
potential means of addressing it, and the core research gaps that need to be addressed. This
section now moves on to discuss the theoretical and methodological traditions that were drawn
upon to address the core problem in the present work. The present decision-making support tool
weaves together several methodological and theoretical strands including humanitarian
engineering, post-normal science, appropriate technology, participatory development, grounded
theory, and engineering decision-making. As will be seen in Chapter 3, the principles and
precepts from these methodological and theoretical bases were drawn upon to inform various
aspects of the tool’s methodology.

2.3.1 Humanitarian engineering
The present work aims to contribute to the emerging discourse on humanitarian engineering by
building upon the foundations laid by VanderSteen (2008), Miller (2008) and Mushtaq (2011) of
Dr. Kevin Hall’s Humanitarian Engineering Group at Queen’s University in Kingston, Ontario,
Canada.

VanderSteen (2008), in his PhD dissertation on humanitarian engineering in the engineering
curriculum, defines humanitarian engineering as:
“…the application of engineering skills specifically for meeting the basic needs of
all people, while at the same time promoting human (societal and cultural)
development. It involves making the social consequences of technology the key
constraint in the design procedure.”
VanderSteen elaborates on the concept by proposing ten basic premises for humanitarian
engineering:


Premise 1: Humanitarian Engineering is not a sub-discipline in itself but a
philosophy that must infiltrate all engineering and must encourage work with
other disciplines.
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Premise 2: Not all problems require technical solutions; technology can only go
so far.



Premise 3: The right answer is often difficult to determine, but sometimes it is the
discussion that is critical.



Premise 4: Awareness without action is meaningless, and action without
awareness is dangerous.



Premise 5: Technology and tools are cultural entities, just like music and dress.



Premise 6: The goal cannot be to make the world more like us. Development
must mean change for everyone.



Premise 7: It is patronizing and dangerous to think that we know what is best
when we do not understand a culture. Cross-cultural work requires deep
commitment, immersion, flexibility, and humility, and must be seen as a
privilege.



Premise 8: While specialization is rewarded in society, many of our complex
problems require interdisciplinary thinking.



Premise 9: Many cultures are stuck in a difficult place where traditional ways are
cherished, but the globalized world promises opportunity and wealth.



Premise 10: We are better suited to address the marginalized in our own
community, although it is always easier to see the needs of an outside populace.

All of VanderSteen’s premises are important and influence the present work, but one is
particularly revealing and deserves special attention. The fourth premise (“awareness without
action is meaningless, and action without awareness is dangerous”) highlights an important
tension in humanitarian engineering. Humanitarian engineering can be conceived as being
composed of two elements:
1. A politicized systemic critique of standard engineering approaches focused on social
justice and structural change; and
2. Pragmatic on-the-ground practice to design and implement solutions for presently unmet
needs, and for the relief of suffering driven by the humanitarian imperative.
All humanitarian engineering initiatives should embody both elements—that is, they should be
practical efforts to achieve real impacts “on the ground”, while also embodying a critique of
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standard approaches that may no longer be effective. Individual efforts may place at different
points along a continuum between the two poles, but all humanitarian engineering initiatives
should contain aspects of both.

From VanderSteen’s premises, it can be seen that humanitarian engineering is indeed a
philosophy running throughout all engineering practice, rather than another discipline of
engineering. As such it requires deep changes in the way engineering is done. Miller (2008), in
his work on reforming engineering curriculum, highlights the attitudinal shift necessary for
humanitarian engineering, identifying humility, appreciation, and cooperation as core attitudes
when he states that humanitarian engineering encourages engineers to “apply their skills with a
greater sense of humility through a holistic, socially and environmentally conscious approach.”
Mushtaq (2011), in his theoretical work on socially just engineering, identifies the ways in which
traditional engineering approaches, mobilized to serve those at the “center of knowledge, power,
and wealth”, may act to deepen social and environmental inequity by utilizing exploitative
social, political, and economic methods that marginalize certain types of knowledge, people, and
cultures. He identifies humanitarian engineering as a reformist subculture within engineering that
seeks to not only minimize this damage but to create more equity.42 Mushtaq finds that much has
been already been written about changing engineering curriculum, but little has been written
about how engineers may actually design technology that values and advances the knowledge,
people, and culture at the margins. Mushtaq builds on the curriculum reform work of Miller and
VanderSteen and articulates an engineering design theory, predicated on power and resistance,
that integrates alternative design methods including participatory, eco-feminist, deep ecological,
and decolonized design that resist oppressive structures. The work of VanderSteen, Miller, and
Mushtaq are important predecessors to the present work and influence the methodology
developed here. All three works constituted critiques of traditional engineering—with
VanderSteen and Miller focused on reforming engineering education and Mushtaq focused on
promulgating a theory of socially just engineering practice. The present work builds on these
theoretical contributions in attempting to apply the concept of humanitarian engineering in the
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He also identifies peace engineering, socially just engineering, and social justice and engineering as engineering
subcultures with a similar reform agenda.
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real world. As such, the present work places more toward the practice side of the humanitarian
engineering spectrum, whereas the previous works placed more toward the critique side.

2.3.2 Post-normal science
In the face of global challenges that are as unprecedented in their gravity as they are in their
complexity, the practice of science is changing. Funtowicz and Ravetz (1993) argue that the
science that has formed the core of modern industrial society up to the present—an analytical,
reductionist science—is fast becoming obsolete in the face of the fundamental uncertainties
inherent to current global challenges concerning human society and the environment, challenges
such as climate change or the global safe water challenge. In its place, a new practice of science
is emerging, what they refer to as post-normal science.43 This section explores this concept and
examines how it relates to the present work.

In contrast to normal science, post-normal science is “based upon assumptions of
unpredictability, incomplete control, and a plurality of legitimate perspectives.” Funtowicz and
Ravetz (1993) elaborate:
“In [post-normal science], uncertainty is not banished but is managed, and values
are not presupposed but are made explicit. The model for scientific argument is not
a formalized deduction but an interactive dialogue. The paradigmatic science is no
longer one in which location (in time and place) and process are irrelevant to
explanations.”
Post-normal science thus seeks to produce specific and contextualized outcomes instead of the
generalized and abstract ones predominant in normal science. Post-normal scientific practice is
an exchange between the different members of society affected by a specific issue, instead of a
prescriptive practice carried out by technocratic actors for the ostensible betterment of the silent
‘clients’ that comprise the rest of society. Its outcome cannot then be a discrete deduction
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‘Post-normal’ refers to the concept of ‘normal science’ used by Kuhn (1962). For Kuhn, ‘normal science’ refers to
that period of routine scientific exploration between major scientific revolutions when uncertainties are managed,
fundamental assumptions are unquestioned, and values are implicit. ‘Post-normal science’ emerges then when these
values, assumptions, and uncertainties become destabilized in the vicinity of a scientific revolution (Funtowicz and
Ravetz 1993).
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resolved via the application of static procedures; rather, it must result in the emergence of unique
solutions, weighed for their strengths and drawbacks on the scales of public debate.

Funtowicz and Ravetz (1993) see post-normal science becoming inevitable as nature
“reinvade[s] the lab”, that is, as the modern global scientific-industrial project, by virtue of its
sheer immensity, collides with nature and manifests its inherent contradictions. In such a
scenario, decision stakes and system uncertainties both run high. The former refers to “all the
various costs, benefits, and value commitments that are involved in the issue through the various
stakeholders” and the latter refers to the difficulty in “the comprehension or management of an
inherently complex reality.” When these are the prevailing conditions:
“…the term ‘problem’, with its connotations of an exercise where a defined
methodology is likely to lead to a clear solution, is less appropriate. We would be
misled if we retained the image of a process where true scientific facts simply
determine the correct policy conclusions. However, the new challenges do not
render traditional science irrelevant; the task is to choose the appropriate kinds of
problem-solving strategies for each particular case.”
The deterministic outputs of normal scientific practice are seen to be less valid under conditions
of uncertainty, but that is not to say that the analytical problem-solving strategies of normal
science are dispensed with entirely in the post-normal scientific approach. At lower levels of
uncertainty and decision stakes, normal scientific practices can still be applied to yield useful
insights for further consideration with more complex post-normal scientific practices.

Two post-normal scientific practices are proposed by Funtowicz and Ravetz (1993) to
specifically handle the decision stakes and high levels of uncertainty that make post-normal
science necessary. Under the latter condition, assessing and communicating the uncertainty of
scientific information to stakeholders in a clear and intelligible manner is necessary. To this end,
they propose a standardized system of notations called NUSAP for expressing the kind and
degree of uncertainty in a transparent and accessible manner (Funtowicz and Ravetz 1990).44 For
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NUSAP is an acronym for the categories of uncertainty that are encountered in mature experimental science
where: N stands for numeral; U, unit; S, spread; A, assessment; and P, Pedigree. For further details on the NUSAP
system, please refer to Ravetz and Funtowicz (2002). The NUSAP system is geared toward problems where the
“data on their effects, and even data for baselines of ‘undisturbed’ systems, are radically inadequate,” for instance, in
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the former condition—that of significant decision stakes—Funtowicz and Ravetz (1993) propose
another post-normal scientific practice. They argue that, today, scientific expertise is a
prerequisite credential for involvement in public decision-making and with this a great deal
traditional and local knowledge is systematically marginalized. Thus, post-normal science seeks
to undo the total domination of other systems of knowledge by the “subject-specialism” of
normal science, and draw them into the process via an extended peer community:
“When problems lack neat solutions, when environmental and ethical aspects of the
issues are prominent, when the phenomena themselves are ambiguous, and when all
research techniques are open to methodological criticism, then the debates on
quality are not enhanced by the exclusion of all but the specialist researchers and
official experts. The extension of the peer community is then not merely an ethical
or political act; it can positively enrich the processes of scientific investigation.
Knowledge of local conditions may determine which data are strong and relevant,
and can also help to define policy problems…Those whose lives and livelihood
depend on the solution of the problems will have a keen awareness of how the
general principles are realized in their ‘back yards’. They will also have ‘extended
facts’, including anecdotes, informal surveys, and official information published by
unofficial means.”
Members of local communities, once spurned by ‘expert-driven’ decision-making processes,
become central to decision-making in post-normal science though the application of extended
peer communities.

The sorts of challenges that populate the terrain of post-normal science and that make it
necessary are known as wicked problems. Verhagen, Butterworth, and Morris (2008), following
after Rittel and Webber (1973), define wicked problems as having “incomplete, contradictory,
and changing requirements; and solutions to them are often difficult to recognize as such because
of complex interdependencies”. Wicked problems have several characteristics including:

modelling complex ecological or economic systems. The NUSAP system allows practitioners to communicate to a
wide range of stakeholders the quality of predictions and the information upon which they are based (Funtowicz and
Ravetz 1990).
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There is no definite formulation of a wicked problem and every problem is
essentially unique and dynamic. Solutions cannot be simply replicated but need to
be reinvestigated and adapted for each specific situation.



There is no stopping rule and therefore one can always improve the solution.



Solutions are often inventive or creative and require a ‘group effort’.



Perfect solutions do not exist—they are not true or false but rather more or less
suitable for a specific problem.



The view on problems and their solutions is subjective and context dependent.
Different stakeholders hold different viewpoints and preferences and this makes it
problematic to judge the quality of the solution.



Wicked problems can never be completely solved. They can only be improved.

Wicked problems are thus those complex and dynamic challenges that confound normal science.
Verhagen, Butterworth, and Morris (2008) identify the challenge that the present work is focused
on—safe water supply in marginalized communities—as exactly one of those wicked problems
that demand a post-normal scientific approach. Addressing a wicked problem such as the present
challenge requires, as Kelly and Farahbakhsh (2008) describe, “avoiding the conventional one
size fits all ‘silver bullet’ solution to controversial and complex environmental issues.” Solutions
to wicked problems are unique and varied, and emerge when the “boundaries between scientists
and practitioners and outsiders and insiders [are] softened” through the application of
participatory methods (Verhagen, Butterworth, and Morris 2008).45

As the challenge of safe water supply in marginalized communities can be described as a wicked
problem, it follows that addressing it requires moving beyond normal science into the realm of
post-normal science. This entails several methodological demands upon the present work:


The present work seeks to move away from a formalized deduction and toward an
interactive dialogue between a range of stakeholders. In order to acknowledge a plurality
of legitimate perspectives and embody the concept of extended peer communities, a
participatory approach that centres local community-members in the research process is
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This resonates with the concept of extended peer communities put forward by Funtowicz and Ravetz (1993).
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adopted.46 The present work thus accepts unpredictability and incomplete control as part
of the practice of post-normal science.


The present work acknowledges that context—time and place—are relevant to
explanations and solutions. As such, the present work draws on the principles of
grounded theory.



Moreover, there are no right or wrong answers, just more or less suitable ones with
respect to the unique local context. Potential solutions ought to be specific and
contextualized, and as such, the concept of appropriate technology figures prominently in
the present work.



Potential solutions should emerge more from a weighing of positives and negatives on
the scales of public debate rather than from a deterministic and discrete deduction. As
such, the present work aims to blend traditional engineering decision-making approaches
with more participatory methods.

The following sections will explore these methodological and theoretical strands and build up the
foundation for the present decision-making support tool.

2.3.3 Appropriate technology
The concept of appropriate technology figures prominently in the present work. This section
aims to understand it and elaborate on how the concept is applied with respect to the core
challenge of the present work. The development of a suite of appropriate technology criteria for
safe water systems is the main output here.

Starting in the 1960s and through the 1970s, with the failure of many large-scale development
projects aimed at ‘modernizing’ industry and infrastructure in newly independent post-colonial
nations, critical voices began to emerge on technology and its application in the international
development sector. The idea that technologies and approaches from the industrially advanced
North could be successfully dropped—as is—into entirely different contexts in the
underdeveloped South began to be questioned and an idea of technology that is ‘appropriate’ to
its context began to emerge. This concept was first popularized by E. F. Schumacher in his
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In the present work, NUSAP is not adopted as the particular kind of uncertainty that it aims to address is not a
concern at the scale that the present work operates at.
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seminal book, Small is Beautiful (1973). In it, Schumacher argues that what we see of any
technology in operation is only the “tip of the iceberg”; beneath it are an array of systems—from
institutional to financial to educational—that support its operation. If these foundational
components are not in place, then a technology cannot be sustained. In other words, the
technology would not be appropriate for the context in which it is applied and, as a consequence,
will inevitably fail.

Since then, the concept of appropriate technology has been defined and debated endlessly. It has
undergone considerable evolution, moving from tightly-defined prescriptions for technology to
more fluid concepts as an engineering design philosophy.47 Murphy, McBean, and Farahbakhsh
(2009), building on these debates, outline what they see to be the basic characteristics of
appropriate technology today in the WASH sector:
“[Appropriate technology] is always context specific and depends on the local
circumstances in which it is applied… [It] is a strategy that enables men and women
to rise out of poverty and increase their economic situation by meeting their basic
needs, through developing their own skills and capabilities while making use of
their available resources in an environmentally sustainable manner. The
[appropriate technology] concept incorporates both ‘hard’ and ‘soft’ aspects of
technology, meaning not only the physical tools, but the knowledge transfer
mechanisms, capacity building and communication methods as well as social,
cultural, and gender implications of technology implementation.”
Appropriate safe water systems, having the general characteristics described above, are the
desired output sought from the application of the decision-making support tool developed in the
present work.

Assessing technology options for their performance with respect to appropriate technology
criteria is central to the second key design question (section 1.2). There are a number of studies
that discuss the contextual appropriateness of safe water technologies from which appropriate
technology criteria are drawn for the present work (Table 2-8).
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For an excellent overview of the evolution of the concept of appropriate technology, please refer to Murphy,
McBean, and Farahbakhsh (2009) or VanderSteen (2008).
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Table 2-8 | Literature on appropriate safe water technology informing criteria development.
AUTHOR & DATE
DESCRIPTION
Sobsey et al. (2008)
General analysis for identifying the ‘best’ technology from amongst five
prominent PoU water treatment technologies.
Lantagne et al. (2009)
Critique of the general analysis by Sobsey et al. (2008) which identifies
criteria that they either entirely missed or were inadequately treated.
Murphy, McBean, and
Discussion on appropriate technology in the WASH sector.
Farahbakhsh (2009)
Ali (2010)
Exploration of alternative approaches for safe water provision appropriate to
the context of urban and peri-urban slums in the South.
DeWilde et al. (2008)
Case study application in rural Mexico of a framework for evaluating the
long-term performance of community level safe water systems, which
identified the ability of a safe water system to meet user preferences—
primarily convenience—as being the greatest determinant of systems uptake
and local sustainability.
Palaniappan, Lang, and
Critical review of existing decision-making support tools in the WASH
Gleick (2008)
sector which identified several gaps that existing resources failed to
adequately address.
Green (2008)
Study on consumer preference for selected HWTS options in urban and rural
sectors of northern Ghana.
Albert, Luoto, and Levine Study on end-user preferences with respect to three PoU water treatment
(2010)
technologies among rural poor in Kenya.
Weimer (2006)
USAID-sponsored action research project examining performance and enduser preference of different PoU water treatment options in a low-income
urban households in Jakarta, Indonesia.
Harris (2005)
Study on the challenges facing the commercial viability of PoU water
treatment systems in low-income settings.
PATH (2008; 2011)
Multi-year end-user testing study of several HWTS products available on the
market in urban, peri-urban and rural Andhra Pradesh, India examining user
preferences and product feedback, and ultimately offering recommendations
for product design and marketing/scaling-up strategies.
Brikké and Bredero (2003) Guidance document from the WHO on linking technology choice with
operation and maintenance requirements for community water supply and
sanitation projects.
Baffrey (2005)
HWTS technology selection tool developed for, and implemented in, the
Kenyan context.
Tobias and Berg (2011)
Study examining psychological and social factors related to sustainable use
of arsenic-removing sand filters in Vietnam.
Figueroa and Kincaid
Report reviewing previous experiences of HWTS around the world to
(2010)
identify its social, cultural, and behavioural correlates.

Table 2-9 presents the appropriate technology criteria utilized in the present decision-making
support tool.
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Table 2-9 | Definition and explanation of appropriate technology criteria for assessing technological alternatives.
CRITERIA

FACTORS TO CONSIDER

End-user preference criteria
Costs (capital)
Costs (on-going)

Health impact
Ease of use/difficulty

Time and effort
required
(convenience)
Production rate
Appearance of
product water
Taste, odour, and
palpability of
product water
Aspirational appeal

Durability
Fit in the home
environment

Initial capital cost of unit less any start-up subsidy that may be locally available, on
a per-household basis.
Cumulative annual sum of recurring costs (including consumables/chemicals,
labour costs, or replacement parts) less any long-term subsidy that may be locally
available, on a per-household annual consumption basis.
How effective is the alternative at controlling diarrhoeal disease?
How technically easy or difficult is the alternative to use and maintain? This
includes:
 the need to make difficult subjective decisions;
 whether procedural errors can lead to treatment failures;
 the time required to train people in the use and maintenance of the alternative;
 whether on-going technical support would be required; and
 whether children can also use the alternative.
How much time and effort is required to use the alternative and maintain it?
Considerations here include: how many steps are involved; how much time
processes take and how laborious they are; and how often the alternative needs to
be maintained, repaired, or cleaned.
How much time does the alternative take to produce enough water to meet the daily
drinking requirements of a single family?
How well does the alternative eliminate cloudiness, colour, or other objectionable
appearance issues? Does the alternative impart any objectionable appearance issues
to the water?
How well does the alternative eliminate objectionable taste and odours from the
water? Does the alternative impart any objectionable tastes, odours, or other
palpability issues to the water that children especially may not like?
Does the alternative have an appearance that evokes perceptions of quality, value or
prestige? Is it something that households would want visitors to see? (Applicable to
household level systems only.)
How likely is the alternative to break or become damaged? (Applicable to
household level systems only.)
How well does the alternative (and additional safe storage, if required) fit into local
homes? This includes considerations of size, bulkiness, and stability. (Applicable to
household systems only.)
Technical criteria

Technical
effectiveness
(turbidity control)
Technical
effectiveness
(microbiological
control)

How effective is the alternative at reducing turbidity? Consider both 1) fieldeffectiveness and 2) lab-efficacy, if data are available. (Applicable only if a
clarification stage is required.)
How effective is the alternative at reducing microbiological contamination?
Consider both 1) field-effectiveness and 2) lab-efficacy, if data are available.
(Applicable only if a disinfection stage is required.)
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Availability

Reliability

Robustness
Absence of
environmental
impacts and hazards
Risk of
recontamination
Absence of hazards
to users

How easily can parts and materials be obtained locally? Considerations here
include:
 whether there is an existing supply chain for parts and materials, or whether one
can be established easily;
 whether parts and materials are produced locally or need to be imported;
 whether materials are fragile, heavy or otherwise problematic to transport; and
 whether materials locally have other competing uses which may be impinged
upon or limit their availability for water treatment purposes.
Can the alternative consistently treat water effectively (with respect to the required
treatment stages), or is its performance contingent on external or environmental
factors?
How well can the alternative handle varying quality of influent water (with respect
to the required treatment stages)?
Does the alternative produce any sort of environmental hazards or impacts?

Does the alternative offer residual chemical protection against recontamination or
offer dedicated protected storage? Does the alternative have points of exposure
during which recontamination could occur?
Does the alternative present other hazards in the home or plant setting?

Criteria relating to socio-cultural and local appropriateness
Traditional
knowledge,
practices, and
perceptions

Local taste
preferences

Perception of
treatment process by
users
Relation to
institutional
environment

Traditional knowledge, practices, and perceptions shape the suitability of
alternatives in specific settings in different ways. Considerations here include:
 Is the alternative already known or similar to existing local practices, or can it
build on traditional knowledge?
 Are there pre-existing perceptions of certain alternatives (be they accurate or
inaccurate) that negatively or positively influence their perceived desirability?
Are there local preferences about the taste of water and its suitability for drinking
purposes? This is especially important with respect to chlorination. How is the taste
and odour of chlorine perceived? Are local people accustomed to having chlorine in
their water? Is it associated with safe water and good health? Or is there resistance
to it? How do children react to chlorine taste and odour?
Is observing the treatment process at work important to users?

Does the alternative link to any existing institutional (i.e. governmental, legal,
regulatory agency, etc.) support/subsidies/schemes that can support its
implementation and on-going operation?

The table above is an attempt at developing a taxonomy of relevant appropriate technology
criteria that have emerged from previous experiences, but is not purported to be exhaustive.
These criteria represent the arenas in which technological alternatives will be assessed for
contextual suitability. This is discussed further in the next chapter.
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What is clear from the preceding discussion is that appropriate technology is about more than
just technology or outcome—it is about process. The next section explores the sort of processes
that may be conducive to the creation and implementation of appropriate technology.

2.3.4 Participatory development
With the previous section having explored why addressing the global safe water challenge
demands a participatory approach, this section will explore the concept of participation in
development and some of the approaches that have emerged in recent decades for involving local
stakeholders in the innovation process.
2.3.4.1

Why a participatory approach?

Participatory development encompasses flexible, process-oriented methodologies that aim to
facilitate greater participation of, and control by, local people in the development process (Mitlin
and Thompson 1995). They arose as the limitations of mainstream development thinking—topdown and focused primarily on economics—became increasingly apparent through the 1970s
and 80s.48 One of leading proponents of participatory development, Robert Chambers, describes
the fundamental fault in mainstream development thinking as being the projection of the
“universal, reductionist, standardized, and stable” realities of development professionals from the
urban, industrialized North—particularly economists—on the “local, complex, diverse, and
dynamic” realities of poor people in the South (Chambers 1995).49,50 For development to have a
sustainable positive impact he argues that a “reversal of roles” is necessary wherein development
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An excellent overview of the emergence of participatory development is available in Mitlin and Thompson
(1995).
49
Chambers (1995) critiques the priorities of the mainstream development enterprise as a whole, particularly the
measures commonly used and the values they represent. Almost exclusively, these are focused on concepts
determined by Northern development professionals, especially economists, which are easy-to-measure and reflect
their priorities—for instance, monetary income. In doing so, mainstream development practitioners ignore the
priorities which the poor may voice for themselves. Though some may be difficult to quantitatively measure—
values such as self-respect, powerlessness, vulnerability, livelihood opportunities or physical weakness—they
ultimately represent improvements in the real, lived experiences of poor people and ought to be the focus of a
people-centred development enterprise (Chambers 1995). The demand that development efforts should put “poor
people and their priorities first” is incumbent upon all sectors and is germane to the present work.
50
A clear resonance with post-normal science can be seen here. Whereas traditional development thinking, deeply
rooted in a normal scientific perspective, has tended to be top-down and focused on abstract concepts such as
economics rather than on people, participatory approaches place local people at its centre and adapts to the demands
of a post-normal scientific environment. Chambers (2007) describes participatory development as “…resonat[ing]
with theories of chaos, complexity, emergence and deep simplicity, especially self-organising systems on the edge
of chaos”, the same concepts that appear in post-normal science.
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professionals put aside their projections and put “poor people and their priorities first of all”.51
The participatory approach “enable[s] poor people to analyze and express what they know,
experience, need and want”. The participatory approach seeks to re-centre development research
and practice on marginalized people.

Since local circumstances cannot be known to external actors on an a priori basis and will
remain obscure until elucidated by local people (Mitlin and Thompson 1995), re-centring the
process on marginalized peoples enables practitioners of participatory development to
“…identify and respond to the local cultural, historical, socio-economic, geographical and
political factors that influence the behaviour and practices of a community” (Beazley and Ennew
2006).52 To achieve this, Chambers (1995) advocates for a deep involvement of local peoples
“…not only in the design and implementation phases of projects but also in identification,
monitoring and evaluation, and policy formulation.” The participatory approach thus seeks to
realize goals including (IFAD 2000; Mitlin and Thompson 1995):


Identify relevant and viable local development options;



Increase awareness and understanding about the key actors and groups at the local
level;



Improve the quality and quantity of information about local conditions;



Enable local people to identify constraints, set priorities and take action;



Ensure design reflects the real priorities of beneficiaries;



Increase ownership and therefore motivation of local participants;



Mobilize local and external resources for development options;



Strengthen the self-confidence and capacities of local people and organizations;
and



Develop and support mechanisms to resolve local conflicts.

Though the participatory approach may take more time and demand more and different kinds of
effort from external actors, all in all, they are worth the investment. Recent evidence has
51

Chambers (1995) clarifies that the ‘poor’ can refer to whole communities that are chronically disadvantaged, but
may well also refer to segments within communities that are especially marginalized—for instance, women or
certain socio-economic or ethnic groups.
52
In this way, the participatory approach also resonates with the concept of appropriate technology.
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demonstrated that participatory approaches can generate more accurate quantitative data and are
adept at capturing local priorities and the different perspectives amongst marginalized peoples,
resulting in more relevant, appropriate, and successful development interventions (Mayoux and
Chambers 2005). Moreover, for Chambers (2007), participatory development seeks to “empower
local and subordinate people, enabling them to express and enhance their knowledge and take
action.” Participatory approaches can not only yield better development research and practice,
but they can also be the launching pad from which communities become empowered to organize
around other self-identified priorities. A study of woman’s participation in water management in
rural Maharashtra, India by Devasia (1998) showed that not only did the participatory endeavour
help women secure better access to safe drinking water and sanitation, but also helped them to
organize against exploitation and human rights violations in their lives. In addition, they also
independently began to address other self-identified environmental concerns, for instance, by
initiating social forestry and rainwater harvesting programs. At a systemic level, Mitlin and
Thompson (1995) argue that participatory development can also strengthen civil society by
empowering local community groups to demand greater transparency in public decision-making,
enabling them to better hold governments and institutions accountable.
2.3.4.2

Principles of the participatory approach

It would be erroneous to think that taking a participatory approach to development research or
practice consists of just simply applying a set of specific ‘participatory’ methods. In reality, its
methods reflect a fundamentally different conception of people in the development process.
Participatory development is predicated upon the understanding that, as Mayoux (2006) puts it,
human beings are subjects, rather than objects, in their lives. Chambers (1994) explains that
participatory development draws its philosophy (and much inspiration) from Freire’s Pedagogy
of the Oppressed (1968) and its theme that poor and exploited people are not objects, but
subjects whom are able to, and should be allowed to, analyze, understand, and thereby work to
change their own reality. From this philosophy arise the principles of the participatory approach
(Beazley and Ennew 2006; Scheyvens, Scheyvens, and Murray 2003):


People should be active agents in their own lives;



Development research and practice should respect research participants’ own
words, ideas, and understandings;
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Internal and external participants are equal;



The methods used should be flexible, exploratory and inventive;



Both internal and external participants should enjoy the research or development
project;
Development research and practice must respect the knowledge, skills, and



experience of the local people with whom outside researchers are working;
The external participant’s involvement with the marginalized group should be



characterized by committed involvement rather than impartial detachment; and
There should be positive outcomes of the project for the marginalized group, and



any anticipated negative outcomes should be eliminated if possible.
The present work bears these principles in mind and attempts to apply them so far as is possible.

Moreover, these principles necessarily reflect back upon the researcher. In fact, it demands a
“new professional” as Chambers (1995) puts it, a person who:
“…is committed to the poor and the weak and to enabling them to gain more of
what they want and need. She is democratic and participatory in management style,
is a good listener, embraces error and believes in failing forwards, finds pleasure in
enabling others to take initiatives, monitors and controls only a core minimum of
standards and activities, is not threatened by the unforeseeable, does not demand
targets for disbursements and achievements, abjures punitive management,
devolves authority expecting her staff to use their own best judgement at all times,
gives priority to the front-line, and rewards honesty.”
In other words, the researcher should, as Chambers (1994) puts it, “hand over the stick” to local
people. The researcher’s role is to act as a facilitator, to develop trust and rapport with
participants through listening and learning, and then working alongside them. This philosophy is
borne in mind throughout the present work.
2.3.4.3

Participatory action research

Of the many participatory approaches that have emerged over the decades, participatory action
research (PAR) is one that is especially influential in the present work. Parkes and Panelli (2001)
define PAR as an approach that combines research and action in an iterative cycle in which
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issues are defined, addressed, and reflected upon by a group comprised of both the researchers
and the ‘researched’. In this model, complex and wicked problems are not discretely ‘solved’ but
iteratively experimented with and gradually improved (Figure 2-2).

Solution
Identification

Problem
Definition

Reflection

Implementation

Figure 2-2 | Cyclical mode of knowledge generation necessitated by post-normal science, characteristic of
participatory approaches (Kelly and Farahbakhsh 2008).

This is a departure from the conventional linear approach of action and inquiry in normal science
and early development practice which typically involves three sequential stages: problem
definition, solution identification, and implementation, with the involvement of lay-persons
restricted to the final stage (Kelly and Farahbakhsh 2008). Moreover, PAR encourages
researchers to “recognize the contexts of their work and engage in a relational and adaptive
iteration of inquiry”, highlighting a clear resonance with the concept of appropriate technology
(Parkes and Panelli 2001). Indeed, PAR has been identified as a suitable methodology for
humanitarian engineering efforts (Miller 2008).

The two core elements of PAR—action and research—refer to both the goals of the activity and
the means by which they are achieved. ‘Action’ signifies an interest in doing or achieving some
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larger social or community-directed goal through the research process. This requires two
fundamental components:
1. Explicit discussion on what are the intended goals of the exercise; and
2. Continuous reflection on the evolution of goals and progress towards them.
Unlike other forms of research, action research does not shirk from becoming involved in the
problems, risks, and politics of the place it occurs in. ‘Research’ signifies that PAR approaches
involve modes of inquiry in which the researchers and the ‘researched’ form collaborative
relationships of various kinds in order to identify, understand, and address issues of mutual
interest.

The word ‘kinds’ is used quite deliberately above when describing the range of possible
relationships. PAR—in fact, participatory approaches in general—vary widely in the degree of
real partnership between the local ‘researched’ population and external interveners. The various
kinds of participatory involvement are presented in Table 2-10.
Table 2-10 | Various kinds of participation in PAR (Parkes and Panelli 2001 after Cornwall and Jewkes 1995; Pretty
et al. 1995; Martin 1996).
MODE OF
Involvement of local/researched people
Relationship of
PARTICIPATION
research to people
Co-option
Token representatives are chosen but there is no real input
ON
or power sharing
Compliance
Tasks are assigned with incentives but outsiders decide the
FOR
agenda and direct the actions
Consultation
Local opinions are sought but outsiders analyze and decide
FOR/WITH
on the best course of action
Cooperation
Local people work together with outsiders to determine
WITH
priorities but responsibility remains with outsiders for
directing the process
Co-learning
Local people and outsiders share their knowledge to create
WITH/BY
new understandings and they work together to form action
plans with outside facilitation
Collective Action
Local people set their own agenda and mobilize to carry it
BY
out in the absence of outside initiators and with or without
outside facilitators
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All participatory projects can be placed somewhere along the continuum in Table 2-10.53
Furthermore, it is entirely possible for various components of a single project to have different
modes of participation. The present work aims for co-learning, but some aspects may be better
described as cooperation or as consultation.54
2.3.4.4

Participatory methods

Participatory methods aim to create an enabling environment for marginalized people to share
information, increase their understanding of a particular issue, and become involved in creating
and implementing sustainable solutions, all the while providing more reliable, representative, and
realistic information to external researchers—information that is crucial for the emergence of
appropriate and sustainable interventions (Mayoux 2006).55 The present work incorporates
several participatory methods in the study approach (elaborated upon in the next chapter). These
are identified in Table 2-11.
Table 2-11 | Listing of participatory methods utilized in the present work.
METHOD

DESCRIPTION

STUDY APPROACH ACTIVITIES

Matrix
ranking and
scoring

Includes methods to collectively identify,
analyze and compare various resources,
development options, and individual
perceptions of priorities from individual
responses (Mitlin and Thompson 1995).

53



Investigating user preferences to identify
appropriate water treatment technology
option(s)

This classification scheme is useful for critically assessing the real level of participation in various examples of
participatory projects. It has been used for this purpose in the critical review of previous decision-making support
tools (section 2.2.6).
54
The degree to which a fully participatory process could be achieved was limited in the present work due to
constraints of the larger project in which this research was embedded (section 3.3.1.7). Though the support tool was
designed to function at the co-learning stage in Table 2-10, in the present case study application, the degree of
participation is perhaps more realistically described as varying between cooperation, consultation, and compliance.
It is hoped that in future applications a greater degree of true participation can be achieved, especially if following
the recommendations given in the final chapter (section 7.2).
55
Overviews of participatory methods commonly used for development research and practice projects in rural and
urban areas are detailed by Beazley and Ennew (2006) and Mitlin and Thompson (1995) respectively.
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Focus group
discussions

Collectively discuss ideas, as well as to
apply matrix rankings. A core group that
can sustain momentum and action
deriving from discussion (Mitlin and
Thompson 1995).







Participatory
household
surveys
Transect
walks

Trend
analysis/Life
histories

Working with community-members to
design household surveys and then having
local participants collect data (Mitlin and
Thompson 1995).
External researchers walk along with
local community-members through the
community. Done in order to identify a
range of features including informal
sector activities, housing conditions,
community layout, etc. Also provides an
excellent opportunity for exploratory
informal interviews with communitymembers on issues of local concern
(Mitlin and Thompson 1995).
Trend analysis: Working with elderly
individuals to discuss the ways in which
life has changed in the community, from
customs through to infrastructure. Life
histories: similar to trend analysis, but
working with a general group to discuss
important events in individuals’ lives and
in the life of the settlement (Mitlin and
Thompson 1995). Embodied as key
informant and informal interviews in the
present work.




Participatory assessment of community
development priorities
Investigating the most appropriate level
of application
Investigating user preferences to identify
appropriate water treatment technology
option(s).
Research-sharing community forums
Complementary community
development activities
Baseline community survey
Baseline diarrhoeal disease monitoring
program




Informal explorations
Complementary community
development activities




Informal explorations
Investigating the most appropriate level
of application

Parkes and Panelli (2001) identify focus groups as an important vehicle for participatory action
and research on complex environment and public health challenges.56 Indeed, focus groups are a
primary tool utilized for much of the community-based research of the present work, as seen by

56

Parkes and Panelli outline a specific PAR approach called Community Oriented Participatory Action Research
(COPAR) that positions the ‘community’ as the main arena in which effective participatory research can occur. The
basic unit in which participatory action and research occurs in the COPAR approach are Community Reference
Groups (CRGs). CRGs are focus groups comprised of both formal representatives (i.e. members of local
government) and volunteer members drawn from different sectors of the local ‘community’ with the intended goal
of creating “a broadly constituted reference group [that] can result in rich research relationships” (Parkes and Panelli
2001).
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the number of research activities utilizing them in Table 2-11.57 Focus group methods are
discussed further in the next chapter (section 3.3.1.1).
2.3.4.5

Critiques of the participatory approach

Although a participatory approach can move projects in a better direction, it is important not to
see it as a panacea (Chambers 1995). As we engage in participatory processes, it is important to
be aware of the critiques and concerns that have arisen with application. This section will briefly
review some of the major operational and fundamental critiques so that the present work, in
becoming sensitized to them, may be able to circumvent them where possible, proactively
manage their impacts, or acknowledge where the ability to manage these concerns is limited in
the present work.

There are several concerns of an operational nature that one should be aware of when embarking
on a participatory project. Mayoux’s account of the pros and cons of participatory methods is
given in Table 2-12.
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The role of focus groups in the larger project of safe water systems development goes beyond research however.
Though the scope of the present work is limited to the design and planning stages of safe water systems
development, focus groups instituted for research purposes can have their role expanded into the subsequent stages
of systems implementation and operations. In this respect, the concept of learning alliances discussed by Kelly and
Farahbakhsh (2008) is instructive. Learning alliances are a post-normal scientific approach to integrate technical and
scientific expertise with lay expertise and local knowledge in extended peer communities. They take the form of a
network of connected multi-stakeholder platforms involving all institutional and individual levels relevant to a
particular issue. Central to learning alliances is the view that “local end-users should not be viewed simply as
passive consumers of knowledge, but as active partners in the search for long-term sustainability and development
of technologies.” Learning alliances require sensitive and reflexive ‘technical’ persons who are capable of
facilitating the emergence of an “inter-language” that reflects the understandings, needs, and demands of diverse
actors including lay-persons, by which otherwise esoteric technical matters are made accessible to a wider audience,
enabling them to participate in decision-making and design processes. Recognizing that much of the technology
required to solve today’s pressing challenges, including the safe water challenge, already exists, the “trading zones”
of scientific and lay expertise that learning alliances embody facilitate a process by which technology is “adapted to
particular circumstances and refined or modified to meet the needs of a particular end-users.” Not only are the
solutions that emerge from widely-constituted bodies such as learning alliances more responsive to a wider array of
concerns and represent a more robust understanding of the challenge, but they are also legitimated by the inclusion
of all relevant stakeholders in the process. Learning alliances are a useful framework for connecting research to realworld action. Work is currently under way in Chennai, as part of the larger project, to facilitate focus groups and
local participants taking on larger systems implementation and operations responsibilities.
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Table 2-12 | Summary of pros and cons of participatory methods (Mayoux 2006).
CRITERIA

Participatory methods


Relevance

Representation
and freedom
from bias





Reliability of
information


Credibility of
analysis




Ethics



Pros
Based on local perceptions and
priorities
Can rapidly collect large amounts of
data
Captures diversity
Careful targeting and collective
discussion increases the voice of the
most vulnerable
Collective discussion enables more
reasoned responses and immediate
cross-checking of different accounts
Can capture non-linear complexity
Collective and immediate analysis
of information enables immediate
cross-checking of different accounts
Can clarify complex issues

Concerns about empowerment are
integral to the process
People learn from one another and
reach new understandings

















Cons
May be too context-specific
May be over-influenced by power
relations
May be over-influenced by power
relations
Difficult to control who attends
Participation in discussion depends on
the skill of the facilitator
Depends on who participates
Depends on the skill and
understanding of the facilitator
Difficult to sift all the information at
the time of the exercise
Difficult to aggregate
May be over-influenced by power
relations and expectations
May be difficult to interpret
It is often the process rather than the
product which is key
Empowerment may be assumed rather
than actual
May raise unrealistic expectations
May make some people more
vulnerable

There are other operational concerns that project implementers should also be aware of:


While participatory approaches require, as Scheyvens, Scheyvens, and Murray (2003)
describe, that external researchers’ involvement with marginalized peoples be
characterized by “committed involvement rather than impartial detachment”, this can
become problematic as well, for instance, when attempting to gather unbiased and
reliable data from informants who have become friends (Hall 2009).



Much attention is focused on the perspectives of various stakeholders from the local
community, but it must also be borne in mind that the external actor is also a participant
in the participatory process. External researchers are stakeholders in the process and
possess their own views, biases, and predispositions, which if not acknowledged and
critically considered, can become unduly influential on the proceedings of a participatory
project, especially when considering the considerable power that external actors have
relative to local marginalized peoples (Poolman and van de Giesen 2006; Hopkins 2007).
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Along similar lines, the projection of cultural biases by the external researcher (regardless
of how justified one may feel), onto vastly different cultural contexts may also lead to
impediments in the participatory process or the erosion of trust with local participants
(Mandel 2003).



Participatory approaches may raise unrealistic expectations of upcoming interventions in
the eyes of local participants (Mayoux 2006).



Participatory approaches may make some people more vulnerable for sharing information
they otherwise would not (Mayoux 2006).58



Another, perhaps more widespread, concern is that the information generated from
participatory methods is simply common knowledge for local participants and therefore,
solely benefits the outside researcher (Mayoux 2006).



All stakeholders from a given group are not homogenous. Insufficient consideration of
the different needs, interests, and views of stakeholder groups, as well as diversity within
these groups, can lead to inappropriate interventions and wasted time and resources
(Poolman and van de Giesen 2006).



Khwaja (2004) cautions that, in some community development projects, while
community participation improves outcomes in non-technical decisions, increasing
community participation in technical decisions may lead to worse outcomes.

These concerns are borne in mind throughout the present work.

To make matters more complicated, the participatory approach faces special challenges when
applied in marginalized urban communities. Botes and van Rensburg (2000) see the participatory
approach to development research and practice in urban areas as being complex and difficult,
though an essential and challenging endeavour. They identify “nine plagues” of participatory
development, representing common obstacles and impediments in urban areas, and “twelve
commandments”

to

address

these

challenges.59

58

Jongpiputvanich,

Veeravongs,

and

Mayoux (2006) specifically cautions that “care must be taken…in conflict or highly politically charged
environments and/or where the prime intended beneficiaries of the research are very vulnerable.”
59
The nine plagues include: 1) the paternalistic role of development professionals; 2) the inhibiting and prescriptive
role of the state; 3) the over-reporting of development successes; 4) selective participation; 5) hard-issue bias; 6)
conflicting interest groups within end-beneficiary communities; 7) gate-keeping by local elites; 8) excessive
pressures for immediate results and the accentuation of product at the expense of process; and 9) the lack of public
interest in becoming involved. The twelve commandments for external actors include: 1) demonstrating an
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Wonsekiarttirat (1998) report disappointing results from their PAR project in a low-income
urban community in Bangkok. They suggest that PAR may not be well-suited for preventative
health projects in low-income urban communities given the heterogeneity of participants; the
priority given to income-generation and housing (i.e. land tenure) problems over health matters;
social/family problems; gift-seeking behaviour; population transience; and a lack of positive
experiences with collective action. These are some considerations which should be borne in mind
by external actors when embarking on a participatory project in an urban area. The present work
grapples with many of the challenges unique to urban settings, but is motivated to do so by the
gravity of the challenges in marginalized urban areas.

There is a particular issue that appears several times in Table 2-12 that warrants further
consideration at this point. Participatory methods may capture diversity, including the voices of
the most vulnerable and the marginalized, but at the same time the whole exercise may be overly
influenced by local power relations wherein dominant actors reinforce the silence and exclusion
of weaker segments (Mayoux 2006). In this way, while participatory methods often claim to
endow empowerment, this may be more assumed than real. As Mitlin and Thompson (1995)
describe, participation can be “a double-edged sword”: on one hand, it can “bring about
increased access to, and control over, vital resources and decision-making processes by local
people, cutting away bureaucratic red tape and institutional constraints as it proceeds”; but at the
same time, it can be used “to justify and reinforce inequitable social relations of power. For this
reason, the key question remains: who participates in whose project?” This is especially a
concern in societies that are highly stratified, or where hierarchies are codified in tradition. This
concern is depicted in a study by Sahu (2008) in which he examines what happens in practice
when ‘participatory’ systems for local water management (“pani panchayats”) are enacted via

awareness of their status as outsiders; 2) respecting the community’s indigenous contribution; 3) becoming good
facilitators and catalysts of development that assist and stimulate community based initiatives; 4) promoting codecision-making in defining needs, goal-setting, and formulating policies and plans; 5) communicating both
program/project successes and failures; 6) believing in key values such as solidarity, conformity, compassion,
respect, human dignity and collective unity; 7) listening to community-members, especially the more vulnerable,
less vocal and marginalized groups; 8) guarding against the domination of some interest groups; 9) involving a
cross-section of interest groups to collaborate as partners; 10) acknowledging that process-related soft issues are as
important as product-related hard issues; 11) aiming to release the energy within a community without exploiting or
exhausting them; and 12) empowering communities to share equitably in the fruits of development (Botes and van
Rensburg 2000).
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legislation in rural Orissa state in eastern India.60 He finds that the novel ‘participatory’ form of
water management fares no better than previous centralized forms, with marginalized peoples
still suffering the same levels of, if not more, exclusion. This occurs for a number of reasons
including:


lack of attention given to local socioeconomic realities;



dominance by upper caste and wealthier sections of communities;



lack of effective group dynamics; and



the exclusion of local needs and institutions.

Sahu finds that local elites are able to monopolize the system to an even greater extent when
authority is devolved to the local level. This phenomenon, known as elite capture, is a significant
concern in many participatory projects. More powerful members of the local ‘community’ are
often able to present their private interests as public concerns, and then monopolize the benefits,
by positioning themselves as key participants in participatory processes (Gibbon 2002; Classen
et al. 2008; Mitlin and Thompson 1995; Mansuri and Rao 2004).61,62

Fortunately, there are several strategies by which to address elite capture. Brockington and
Sullivan (2003) argue that group settings create a certain kind of knowledge depending on the
participants and their perceptions of the researchers and vice versa, making participatory

60

Interestingly, these pani panchayats were enacted for reason of a general state failure in providing basic services.
In effect, responsibility is downloaded to lower levels in an ostensible attempt to decentralize management, while
the central concern remains, as Sahu (2008) argues, a lack of resources and inadequate service delivery, not a
supposed inability to manage the system at higher levels!
61
This challenge is also reflected in the problematization of the concept of ‘community’ by Parkes and Panelli
(2001). They criticize the concept of ‘community’ as having “exclusionary and homogenizing tendencies…[that]
often result from its use.” As Poolman and van de Giesen (2006) argue, all stakeholders of a given grouping are not
homogenous. Insufficient consideration of the different needs, interests, and views of stakeholder groups, as well as
diversity within groupings, can lead to inappropriate interventions and wasted time and resources. Relationships
between different actors also affect how they can work together and how successful a participatory project may be.
Certain individuals within a given grouping may also have significantly more influence over others and may come to
dominate participatory processes, for reasons that may not be immediately knowable to external interveners (Gibbon
2002; Lloyd-Evans 2006). As such, Parkes and Panelli recommend that ‘community’ action and research
purposefully retains “the possibility of recognizing and supporting social diversity (and even disagreement).” With
the understanding that a community is not a homogenous entity but rather a diverse, complex, and mutable entity
with both commonalities and conflicts, participatory methods can “highlight the collective issues and the
disagreements and the axes of tension inherent in any given case or ‘community’.”
62
Mansuri and Rao (2004), in a review of community-based and community-driven development projects, suggest
that community participation is not particularly effective at targeting the poor. On the other hand, they do find some
evidence that community-based projects are effective at creating successful community infrastructure, lending
support to the present work.
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processes generally unreliable and highly mutable. They suggest that a highly developed
contextual understanding of the setting on the part of researchers is necessary prior to
inaugurating a participatory process, in order to recognize those things that are promoted and
those that are excluded in group discussions. They also recommend that researchers follow up
privately with less vocal, more marginalized individuals to garner their views, which may
otherwise go unheard in larger group settings. Along these lines, Mitlin and Thompson (1995)
recommend that significant effort be invested in: “…consulting widely, creating non-threatening
opportunities in which less powerful individuals are given an opportunity to express opinions
and challenge prevailing views.” Farahbakhsh (2010) also cautions that powerful members of a
‘community’, especially political representatives, bureaucrats, or agents of various public or
private institutions can, and often do, dominate community platforms. Thus, it may be advisable
to subdivide participatory platforms into smaller, more homogenous groups—at least in the
initial phases—to allow the freer emergence of multiple perspectives, and to bring the various
groups together for resolving and enacting action plans at a later stage. These are strategies that
are adopted in the present work.63

Beyond these operational concerns, there are also some fundamental critiques of the
participatory approach. Cooke and Kothari (2001) and Mayoux (2006) both point out that, as
participatory methods focus in on local perceptions and realities, research outcomes emerging
from participatory processes are highly context specific and may not be conducive to
comparative analysis between different places and times, or to producing generalizable
information. Furthermore, the data emerging from participatory methods may be difficult to
analyse with sufficient rigour so as to be a reliable basis for program design and monitoring.
Subsequently, interventions may be developed on impressions rather than scientific deductions.
More generally however, Cooke and Kothari (2001) put forward a rather scathing critique of the

63

A note should be made here about the limitations imposed by the larger project. While the decision-making
support tool is structured to realize the principles and practices of the participatory approach, the degree to which
this could be accomplished was limited in the present case study application due to constraints of operating within a
larger project. This is discussed more in section 3.3.1.7, among other places. With specific reference to that which is
discussed here, though the decision-making support tool is structured in such a way as to “allow the freer emergence
of multiple perspectives, and to bring the various groups together for resolving and enacting action plans at a later
stage”, these were aspects that could not be fully realized, as a full-scale participatory process could not be
implemented owing to the constraints of the larger project. These are features that the support tool is designed to
achieve in future applications.
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entire institution of participatory development, describing it as a “new tyranny”. They call it this
because they see participatory development as coercing vulnerable peoples into activities and
decisions for which they are unprepared and which generally overburden them, all the while
rarely achieving the ‘empowerment’ that is used to justify the use of participatory approaches.
Since typically it is only the most marginalized segments of society that are involved—not
powerful groups—it is unlikely that practical policies for improving the living conditions of the
poor and powerless can emerge from participatory projects. The demand upon participants in
participatory processes is quite high, which can eventually lead to burnout and disillusionment
when intensive techniques are used without bringing about the promised improvements. Cooke
and Kothari specifically use the word ‘tyranny’ as the downside of participatory processes is that
various structures of oppression suffered by marginalized peoples can sometimes be reinforced.
For instance, many participatory interventions at the household level focus on ‘empowering’
women to achieve some development goal themselves. As burdened as women often are
managing the responsibilities of the household, earning income, caring for children, and the other
activities they are engaged in, additional responsibilities—regardless of their potential benefit—
often result in women exclusively becoming even further burdened. Another example that is also
pertinent to the present work is the displacement of governmental responsibilities that can occur
when external actors facilitate local peoples to take on some public service themselves—for
instance, the provision of safe water. In doing so, what was a collective, public concern becomes
an individual, private concern with all the concomitant social and political implications. In this
way, participatory development can also be seen as part of a larger program of structural reform
led by major donor countries and international financial institutions toward greater privatization
of public services (Mitlin and Thompson 1995). In such a case, Mitlin and Thompson argue,
people’s participation in the delivery of services that were previously part of government
mandate becomes a cost-cutting measure to download responsibilities onto local communities
while reducing external supports. Though these systemic critiques are difficult to circumvent,
they should be duly acknowledged as general concerns of participatory development.

This section has reviewed participatory development at its intersection with engineering in the
context of marginalized low-income communities. It has looked to why a participatory approach
is sought for the present work, as well as its principles and precepts, methods, and critiques.
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Participatory approaches to development are a cornerstone of humanitarian engineering practice
and are necessitated by the post-normal scientific nature of the core challenge. The next section
looks to another theoretical strand necessary for the present work—grounded theory.

2.3.5 Grounded theory
Grounded theory is a social sciences approach in which “theory [is] derived from data,
systematically gathered and analyzed through the research process” (Strauss and Corbin 1998).
In grounded theory, the researcher does not begin with a preconceived theory or hypothesis in
mind, but rather, she or he “…generates a general explanation of a process, action, or interaction
shaped by the views of a large number of participants” (Creswell 2007 after Strauss and Corbin
1998). It thus emphasizes researcher participation in the social milieu of the ‘researched’ and
learning from local people via various forms of participant observation, such as informal/semistructured interviewing (Farahbakhsh and Kelly 2008). Grounded theory derives general
explanations from interview transcript data by coding for constituent ideas, gathering these into
similar concepts, then to thematic categories, which are then the basis for the creation of a theory
or general explanation (McCullough 2011). Memoing—the creation of notes to document
emergent linkages and concepts—is also an important method in the grounded theory approach
(Creswell 2007). Farahbakhsh and Kelly (2008) identify the grounded theory approach as a
powerful tool for achieving meaningful user engagement.64

Through the present work does not embody a grounded theory approach in the full sense of the
term, it is influenced by its basic premise of going to the experiences and perspectives of local
peoples in order to discern what may be appropriate development strategies for a given
community.65 Moreover, the methods utilized in grounded theory investigations inform the
methodology of the present work (this is discussed in detail in Chapter 3). Briefly, the present
work deploys informal explorations, focus groups, and interviewing as primary research tools in
64

As can be seen, grounded theory resonates with the participatory approach to development.
Some analogies can be drawn to illustrate the relation of grounded theory to the present work. The theory/general
explanation sought here is an appropriate strategy for safe water systems design in the case study community. This is
composed of two constituent tasks of a) identifying an appropriate level of application, and b) identifying user
preferences for appropriate technology selection (Chapter 3). Both of these task draw primarily on the experiences
and perspectives of community-members via informal explorations, focus groups, and interviews. Hence, the
decision-making support tool seeks to learn and develop from the community a ‘theory’ of what an appropriate safe
water system might be for that community.

65
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the case study community, and analyzes transcripts through coding and memoing to generate
strategies for safe water systems development. Immersion in the local socio-cultural milieu was
also part of this research as I had been living in Chennai intermittently since 2007 (during the
exploratory work for the larger project) and for one full year (July 2010 to June 2011) during the
period of the primary research. During this time, I was immersed in the milieu of the city at large
and of the case study community by being a participant in community life and organizing the
ancillary community development activities that our project team was engaged in at Mylai Balaji
Nagar (this is discussed in Chapter 4).

2.3.6 Engineering decision-making
Engineering decision-making comprises a suite of techniques and procedures to structure and
facilitate transparent decision-making on technical and design matters. The present work
incorporates several engineering decision-making procedures including dominance testing,
matrix weighting methods, and the Delphi method.

Dominance testing and matrix weighting methods build on the simple pair-wise comparison of
alternatives in a decision-making problem by incorporating elements of fuzzy-set theory. Fuzzyset theory brings subjective interpolation into the realm of decision-making (McBean, Rovers,
and Farquhar 1995). Alternatives are assessed for dominance over other options with respect to a
range of evaluation factors such that inefficient alternatives (i.e. those that are dominated by
other alternatives) are identified and excluded, and the best alternative, given the evaluation
factors under consideration, is selected on the basis of demonstrated dominance over other
alternatives. Since it is unlikely that one alternative will dominate all evaluation factors,
subjective assessments are necessary to rank the evaluation factors for relative importance and
thus prioritize the dominance findings. Dominance testing is utilized in the present work on the
first of the two key design decisions (section 1.2)—identifying the appropriate level of
application for a safe water system (i.e. household or community level). A modification on this is
the matrix weighting method which integrates rankings of alternatives with discrete rankings of
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evaluation factors in a matrix to generate performance rankings of alternatives.66 The matrix
weighting method is used in the present work for resolving the second key design question—on
identifying appropriate water treatment technology options.

The Delphi method also figures in the present work, albeit in a simplified form. The Delphi
method is an iterative, systematic method to collect and share information, and achieve
consensus amongst a group of respondents (Levangie 2009). The Delphi method generally
involves several steps (Linstone and Turoff 1975; Kennedy 2004):
1. An opportunity for respondents to communicate their perspectives of and knowledge
around a complex problem. This is typically achieved through the use of a research tool
such as a questionnaire. Respondents are typically subject matter experts on a given
topic.
2. A form of ‘structured communication’ reporting the results obtained from all participants,
sometimes summarized as an assessment of group judgment, back to the participants such
that every individual can see how their opinions align with others.
3. An opportunity for each individual to re-evaluate their responses in light of the shared
information.
As suggested above, most Delphi applications are highly formalized. However their application
in the present work is more informal. Here, it is used primarily to guide the information-sharing
aspects of focus group sessions. Though the initial research tool used in Delphi applications is
often a questionnaire, in the present work it is a ranking game conducted in these focus groups.67
A simplified Delphi procedure figures in three places in the present decision-making support
tool:
1. The ranking game conducted in focus groups of local community-members on end-user
preference criteria evaluation for appropriate technology selection;
2. The ranking game conducted in focus groups of project staff (subject experts) on
technical criteria evaluation for the appropriate technology selection; and
66

Rankings can be either parametric or non-parametric, each with its particular advantages and disadvantages
(McBean, Rovers, and Farquhar 1995). This is discussed further in section 3.4.3. This distinction is featured in the
critical review of previous decision-making tools (Appendix A).
67
Typically, some level of anonymity is required when sharing responses so as to limit peer pressure and the undue
influence of authority (Kennedy 2004), however given that these activities were conducted in a focus group setting,
this was not possible.
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3. The community forums for sharing the results of investigations on the two key design
decisions and developing further action and research strategies for safe water systems
development in the community.68
These activities are discussed at length in the next chapter.

Given their deterministic nature, the use of engineering decision-making tools could be criticized
as being technocratic and displacing thoughtful consideration and negotiation between
stakeholders on a complex decision-making task. However, since the present challenge has a
distinctly post-normal scientific nature, the use of these tools is tempered by the need for
negotiations in extended peer communities and to centre local community-members in the
process (as recommended by grounded theory as well as the participatory approach). These tools
are used in the present work because they are useful for structuring large quantities of
information and facilitating comparison. The outcomes they generate do not fit into the support
tool as concrete determinations, but rather as a range of weighed recommendations that feed
further group brainstorming and strategizing in community forums.

This chapter has presented the literature review for the present work. It began with an
examination of the core problem that this thesis aims to address—the global safe water
challenge. It looked at some of the problems that face the standard centralized approach for safe
water delivery in the South and then considered decentralized alternatives at the household and
community level. Examining the key debates and research gaps around decentralized alternatives
indicated the need for complex decision-making support tools to guide the design of appropriate
safe water systems—this is the main objective of this thesis. The chapter then looked to the
theoretical and methodological strands which the present decision-making support tool
incorporates. Positioned as a humanitarian engineering effort in a post-normal scientific climate,
the decision-making support tool is built on a methodological and theoretical foundation that
includes concepts of appropriate technology, participatory approaches to development, grounded

68

As will be discussed in the next chapter, this activity is not included as part of the primary work of this
dissertation. The reasons for this are elaborated in section 3.3.1.7. It is mentioned here to round out the logic of the
decision-making support tool.
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theory, and engineering decision-making. With the problem defined and an idea of how to
address it now developed, we move on to the study approach in the next chapter.
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CHAPTER 3: STUDY APPROACH (DESIGN OF DECISION-MAKING
SUPPORT TOOL)
As discussed in the previous chapter, household and community level safe water systems, as well
as the various water treatment technologies available, have unique characteristics that make them
more or less appropriate in different circumstances. As discussed in section 1.2, the design and
planning of an appropriate safe water system thus encompasses two key design decisions:
1. Selection of the appropriate level of application; and
2. Selection of an appropriate water treatment technology (or technologies).69
An assessment and comparison of the available options, specific to the unique context of the
implementation locale, conducted in partnership with local people—primarily communitymembers, but also government officers, local NGOs and other stakeholders—is vital if safe
water systems design is to be appropriate to its setting. The development of a participatory
69

A third decision following these two has to do with the ‘software’ of implementation—that is, the identification of
an appropriate operations and management (O&M) framework in which to deploy the safe water system. As the
present work focuses primarily on the ‘hardware’ side of safe water systems development, a full analysis of
appropriate O&M frameworks is beyond the scope of the present work. That said, some ‘software’ aspects
inevitably arise with the analysis on the appropriate level of approach in Chapter 5.
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decision-making support tool that can accomplish these two tasks is the central objective of the
present work. The methodology embodied in this tool is developed in this chapter.

The study approach here utilizes a number of techniques to accomplish the various tasks required
of the decision-making support tool, in doing so, weaving together several methodological
strands. These methodologies were discussed in the previous chapter and an attempt has been
made in this chapter to link specific research tasks back to their theoretical and methodological
foundations. This chapter opens with an overview of the whole so that the reader may quickly
grasp the role of the parts. Each of the individual research tasks is then discussed in greater
detail. The chapter concludes with a discussion on how the present work fits into the larger
picture of safe water systems development.

3.1 Methodological overview
This section offers an overview of the methodology of the decision-making support tool. It
should be noted that not all of the steps outlined below are part of the primary research of this
dissertation. Whether or not a specific step is part of the primary research is indicated in the
footnotes below. All of the steps have been given here for the purpose of illustrating the logic of
the decision-making support tool.
1. Pre-implementation steps set the stage for the design and planning of an appropriate
safe water system in a given community.
a. Community-members identifying safe water as a priority is a necessary precondition for undertaking safe water systems development. Thus, a participatory
assessment of community development priorities must be conducted and
demonstrate a demand for safe water.
b. Baseline research must be carried out prior to the initiation of an intervention in
order to develop a contextualized understanding of the community. This includes
aspects relating to water quality, environment, public health, demographics, as
well as the political, economic, and socio-cultural milieu of the community.
Research activities here include: paper studies; informal explorations; a baseline
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community survey; and longitudinal water quality and diarrhoeal disease
monitoring programs.70
2. Community-based field research—specifically, focus groups and key informant
interviews—to explore the two key design questions:
a. Investigating the most appropriate level of application for a safe water system
in the case study community.
b. Investigating

community

circumstances

and

stakeholder

capacities

and

preferences in order to inform the identification of appropriate water treatment
technology(-ies).71
3. Analyzing data from baseline and primary research activities in order to identify
appropriate safe water strategies for the case study community. The specific tasks here
include:
a. Assessing the appropriate level of application by analyzing data gathered from
relevant baseline and community-based research activities (#1b and 2a) with
respect to the application level criteria given in Table 2-3.
b. On the basis of water quality requirements, identifying suites of potential
technological alternatives with a technology feasibility flowchart.
c. Assessing the performance of selected technological alternatives with respect
to the appropriate technology criteria given in Table 2-9.
d. Utilizing a multi-factor analysis to integrate information relating to community
circumstances

and

stakeholder

capacities

and

preferences

(#2b)

with

technological assessments (#3b and 3c) in order to identify the most appropriate
technological alternative(s) for the case study community.72

70

As the present work is embedded in a larger project, the primary research for this dissertation does not include
these pre-implementation steps (#1a and 1b). These pre-implementation steps have already been completed as part
of the larger project which has been active in the case study community since August 2009. They are briefly
outlined here for the sole purpose of providing a fuller view of the logic of the decision-making support tool. The
results of these pre-implementation steps are presented in the next chapter (Chapter 4) as part of the background to
the present work.
71
This step of community-based field research (#2a and 2b) constitutes the primary research of this dissertation.
72
These analytical steps (#3a, 3b, 3c, and 3d) constitute the analytical portion of this dissertation. The results are
divided into two chapters. Chapter 5 presents the analysis on the appropriate level of application (#3a). Chapter 6
presents the analyses on appropriate technological alternatives (#3b, 3c, and 3d).
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4. Post-implementation steps centring around community forums to share results with
stakeholders and guide further community action on safe water systems development and
implementation.73

Now that we have an idea of the whole, we can proceed on to the parts. As discussed above, the
pre-implementation (#1) and post-implementation steps (#4) are integral components of the logic
of the decision-making support tool, but were not part of the primary work of this dissertation; as
such, they are discussed separately from the primary research and analysis sections in this
chapter (which were elaborated upon in sections 3.3 and 3.4, respectively).

3.2 Pre-implementation steps
Prior to the initiation of the primary research for this dissertation, two pre-implementation steps
were carried out. The first, quite naturally, was a participatory assessment of community
development priorities. The second was a series of baseline research activities to develop a
contextual understanding of the case study community, Mylai Balaji Nagar.

3.2.1 Participatory assessment of community development priorities
A fundamental tenet of participatory development is that community-members—not external
interveners—should define development priorities (Chambers 1995; Mitlin and Thompson
1995). Thus, the identification of safe water as a local development priority is a necessary precondition for applying this decision-making support tool. Only if and when such a condition is
met should an effort to develop a safe water system proceed in a given location. This task was
completed prior to the initiation of the present work as part of the larger project. The outcome of
this activity is detailed in the next chapter as part of the background (section 4.6).
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This post-implementation step of community forums (#4) was not included as part of the primary research of this
dissertation. As per the limitations discussed in section 3.3.1.7, the present work was not able to initiate a full scale
participatory action process because of conflicts with pre-existing activities of the larger project. A small forum was
however conducted with participants from the community-based field research (#2a and 2b) in order to fulfil the
ethical obligation of sharing research outcomes with participants. This is detailed in a later section (section 3.5).
Though not ideal, this was an inescapable condition of operating in the context of the larger project.
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3.2.2 Baseline research activities
Once a demand for safe water has been articulated by local people, the next step is to develop a
contextual understanding of the community. This includes aspects relating to its water,
environment and public health situation, as well as its political, economic, and socio-cultural
milieu. There are several important questions to be explored (Table 3-1).
Table 3-1 | Baseline and contextual information to be gathered.
MAIN QUESTION

CONSIDERATONS

What are the sources of
water in the community?










What is the overall
environmental
condition of the community,
especially with respect to
sanitation and waste
management?








What is the public
health burden in the
community attributable
to unsafe water and
inadequate sanitation?
What are the socioeconomic and
demographic
characteristics of the
community?










What proportions of household water supply are received from the
various sources? How does it vary with season?
What is the microbiological and chemical quality of the various water
sources? How does it vary with season?
How is the quality of water perceived by consumers?
How is water stored and managed in the home?
What are the costs associated with obtaining water from various sources?
What is the availability and timing of the water supply in the community
for the various sources?
How much water do households consume for drinking and cooking
purposes on a daily basis?
How do households treat their drinking water, if they do so at all? How
regularly is water treatment practised?
What is the location and physical environment of the community?
What are the defecation practices in the community?
What happens to the wastewater? Is there open sewage in or around the
community?
How is solid waste disposed of? Where?
How is drainage in the community? Is it prone to flooding or waterlogging? Is sewage contamination of open, standing water an issue?
What is the status of basic municipal services in the community? What are
the coping strategies that residents have developed in response to service
gaps, if there are any?
What is the diarrhoeal disease burden in the community?
How do people perceive the risks associated with unsafe drinking water
and inadequate sanitation?
What are the health services available in the community?
How are diarrhoeal and other waterborne diseases treated?
What are the demographics of the community?
How is the community socio-economically stratified? How does this relate
to water supply and treatment practices?
What sources of water are the poorest households constrained to using?
What are the roles of men, women, and children with respect to household
water management, sanitation and hygienic practices?
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What is the institutional
and political environment of the community?









What is the land tenure status in the community?
What is the community’s history of (re-)settlement and development?
What are the different stakeholder groups on the issue of water supply in
the community? What are their roles, responsibilities, and perspectives?
With whom does the responsibility for the provision of safe water lie? In
theory, and in reality?
What are the NGOs active in the community and what have they been
involved with? How is the relationship with different NGOs?
What is the nature of the relationship between the community and the
present government at the panchayat or higher levels?
What are the infrastructural development plans for the community? Upon
what factors are the implementation of these plans contingent? How would
such plans affect the development of a safe water system in the
community?

These questions were explored through five baseline research activities. These included: 1) paper
studies; 2) informal explorations; 3) a baseline community survey; 4) a longitudinal water quality
monitoring program; and 5) a longitudinal diarrhoeal disease monitoring program. These
activities are briefly elaborated upon below. Information gathered from these activities is
presented in the next chapter (Chapter 4).
3.2.2.1

Paper studies

One of the first steps in coming to know a place is to look to what has previously been written
about it (Table 3-2).
Table 3-2 | List of previous publications on Mylai Balaji Nagar.
AUTHOR & DATE
Meunier-Marécal and
David (2009)
Caprera and
Teklemedhin (2010)
Dutasta (2010)
TNSCB (2010)

DESCRIPTION
Report from audit and pre-feasibility mission by Kynarou/Sogreah NGO
collaboration at Mylai Balaji Nagar.
Report from Kynarou/Sogreah NGO collaboration assessing feasibility of
rehabilitation of the public taps and of storage systems at Mylai Balaji Nagar.
Report from Kynarou/Sogreah NGO collaboration assessing feasibility of
water supply augmentation for Mylai Balaji Nagar.
Document from the Tamil Nadu Slum Clearance Board outlining resettlement
plans in Chennai.

These items were reviewed as the first step in developing a contextual understanding of the case
study community.
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3.2.2.2

Informal explorations

Informal meetings and discussions with community-members, government agencies, and local
NGO/CBO actors also helped in developing a better understanding of the community. Gillham
(2000) describes this method of informally taking in information as participant observation. He
identifies three main elements of participant observation including observing people going about
their daily lives, listening to what they have to say, and asking clarifying questions when in
conversation with them. I have been involved in the larger project in which this work is
embedded since August 2007. Since that time, I have been interacting with community-members
and research participants on a regular basis, as well as participating in community life—from
simply chatting with people informally during walks to organizing WASH workshops, health
camps, sporting events, and other community activities (section 4.6.1). These informal
explorations also offered the important benefit of building trust and rapport with communitymembers (Khan 1996). To document what I learned during these explorations, I have been
keeping a field journal since the beginning of my time in the case study community (VanDonge
2006).74
3.2.2.3

Baseline community survey

A baseline community survey was carried out in the case study community as part of the larger
project. It investigated the demographics, socio-economic status, household water management,
and WASH practices prevalent in the case study community—as well as the seasonal variation of
these features—by surveying representative samples of the population of interest on a biweekly
basis over the period extending from January 2010 to January 2011.

The baseline survey was divided into two phases: during the first phase, from January to March
2010, the sample population was representative of all of Mylai Balaji Nagar as it utilized
systematic random sampling across the entire community.75 Descriptive features about the
community presented in Chapter 4 are drawn from this first dataset. The second phase, from
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Since 2007, I have filled out four field journals. They are too voluminous to include in print, and they cannot be
scanned and included in the appendices. However, they are available upon request.
75
The sample size was selected on the basis of sufficient statistical power to observe diarrhoeal disease incidence.
As the expected rate for this variable was relatively low, a relatively large sample size was required. As such, the
sample size was more than sufficient to accurately observe other variables having a much higher prevalence in the
community than diarrhoeal disease.
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April 2010 to January 2011, was inaugurated by a re-sampling event that focused attention on
tap-water users (TWUs) in Mylai Balaji Nagar.76 This sample population was no longer
representative of the community as a whole, as it was skewed toward TWU households. This
enabled some important insights into TWUs, the specific sub-population of interest, but meant
that only data from the first phase was representative of the community as a whole. Further
details on the baseline community survey are available in the AWSP Baseline Community
Survey Report included as Appendix B.
3.2.2.4

Longitudinal diarrhoeal disease monitoring

An add-on module to the baseline community survey constituted a diarrhoeal disease monitoring
program. This quantitative tool tracked the prevalence of diarrhoeal disease amongst the sample
population over the same period as the baseline survey. Details on this module are available in
the AWSP Baseline Health Monitoring Status Report (Appendix C) with further details and
results available in Appendix B.
3.2.2.5

Longitudinal water quality monitoring

The chemical and microbiological quality of a community’s main water source—as well as its
seasonal variation—is obviously an important informational input for the design of a safe water
system. As part of the larger project, a baseline water quality monitoring program was conducted
on the public tap water supply.77 Over the period extending from August 2009 to December
2010, samples were taken on a biweekly basis from several points—including the lake, in the
infiltration well, and from randomly-selected households in the community—and assessed for
several prominent health-related and aesthetic water quality parameters. Further details on the
water quality monitoring program are given in section 4.5.5.2 and in the AWSP Baseline Water
Quality Monitoring Report (Appendix D).
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This was done in order to strengthen the epidemiological data on TWU households.
This monitoring program was preceded, in July 2009, by an informal grab sample analysis of a wider array of
chemical water quality parameters in order to determine which parameters should be monitored on an on-going basis
as part of the baseline monitoring program. Heavy metals (including arsenic and lead) were analyzed at this time and
were not found to be of concern at the case study site. This grab sample was conducted informally by our project
partner at IIT-M and was not documented in a report.
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3.3 Community-based field research methodology
The primary research for this dissertation utilized focus groups and key informant interviews.
These sought to gather information pertaining to the two key design questions identified at the
beginning of this chapter. Before describing the specifics of these investigations, a brief
overview of the methods utilized is presented.

3.3.1 Overview of research methods
3.3.1.1

Focus groups

As Farahbakhsh & Kelly (2008) argue, recognition of the importance of lay expertise and its
inclusion in the design process is necessary to ensure that real needs are identified and that
appropriate solutions can emerge. In the present work, focus groups were the central arena for
engaging lay expertise. Focus groups are small group discussions featuring specially selected
participants that are led by a moderator to explore specific topics and the perceptions that
participants have of them in a permissive, non-threatening environment (Litosseliti 2005).78
Focus groups are well-suited to exploring matters related to group views, beliefs, and reasons for
collective action, and are also a suitable platform for applying participatory tools such as
rankings (Lloyd-Evans 2006).79 Going back to the two key design questions, focus group
discussions (FGDs) were the primary research tool utilized to:
1. Garner views, perceptions, and arguments on which level of application (i.e. household or
community) may be more appropriate in the case study community from the perspective
of residents; and
2. Explore perceptions on what community-members value in a safe water system by
ranking the appropriate technology criteria (specifically the end-user preference criteria
in Table 2-9). A focus group with subject matter ‘experts’ was also utilized to generate
the weightings for the technical criteria in Table 2-9. These subject matter ‘experts’ were
78

Litosseliti (2005) recommends that unique focus groups should be composed of people from similar gender,
ethnic, economic or cultural backgrounds, reflecting the specific population of interest in the investigation
79
While Litosseliti (2005) suggests that focus groups in research should not be used for any other purpose besides
collecting data, both Mitlin and Thompson (1995) and Beazley and Ennew (2006) identify focus groups, in the
context of PAR projects, as an appropriate method for identifying community priorities and forming a core group
around which to launch subsequent PAR activities. In this way, the focus groups utilized in the present work are
similar to the learning alliances discussed by Kelly and Farahbakhsh (2008). Regardless, practical guidance on
focus group methodology from Litosseliti (2005) and others is still relevant and informative for the present work.
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my field staff from the larger project as well as faculty at IIT-M, our partner institution in
Chennai.
Focus group participants were recruited from all four sectors of the case study community.80 In
this particular community, households utilize a variety of water supply strategies depending upon
seasonal availability and household socio-economic status (this is discussed further in the next
chapter on the background of the case study community). Households fall into three categories
on the basis of primary drinking water source:
1. Those that use the contaminated public water supply as their primary drinking water
source. This source does not cost anything. (i.e. tap-water users or ‘TWU’);
2. Those that purchase water at a moderate price (i.e. Rs. 2-3 for 12, 15 or 20 litres) from
water lorries (i.e. lorry-water users or ‘LWU’); and
3. Those that purchase water at a high price (Rs. 20-25 for a 20 L container) from bottled
water vendors (i.e. bottled-water users or ‘BWU’).
Focus group participants were recruited from all water-user type households found in the
community.81 Potential participants were randomly selected from each water-user group and
invited to participate on a volunteer basis.82,83
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Though Hopkins (2007) recommends focus groups be composed of between four and ten participants, given
previous experience from the larger project of conducting workshops with children present (as they always seem to
be!) in the less-than-ideal venues that are available in the case study community, in addition to the complexities of
conducting focus groups in a language not understood by the investigator (i.e. Tamil), a more manageable four to
five participants was sought for each focus group, though it did get up to twelve participants on one occasion!
81
An effort was made to focus on marginalized groups in the community, hence households that were TWUs were
specifically sought out and feature disproportionately as research participants. Though LWU and BWU households
were not using the water source that would be subject to a potential safe water system (i.e. the tap water supply) at
the time of the research, they are potential users of that water source should its quality improve. Furthermore,
observation of water consumption practices in the community through the baseline survey (Figure 4-13)
demonstrated that drinking water behaviour changes throughout the year, depending on the availability and quality
of the various water sources as well as the state of household finances. It was observed that houses that were
BWU/LWUs may shift to become TWUs at certain times of the year, and vice versa. Thus, BWU and LWU
households are as much stakeholders in the design and planning of a safe system as are TWU households, and were
also included in this research.
82
The participants we invited to join were randomly selected from around the neighbourhood in which the FGD was
being held, but often we found that people who had been involved in the baseline studies participated more often.
This may have been because these were people whom had more interest in the research as they had previously
agreed to the survey, or because they had good relationships with our community-based field staff. As such, there is
an element of self-selection at play in the voluntary approach. However, we did not see any other driving factor
behind willingness to participate beyond water user type.
83
Initially it was proposed that different focus groups would be conducted for unique water-user groups (i.e. several
focus groups with only TWUs, others having only BWUs or LWUs, etc.). However, this was found to be
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The research team for the focus group sessions in the present work consisted of up to five
members (Table 3-3), though it varied from session to session.
Table 3-3 | List of roles and personnel on focus group activities.
ROLE

PERSONNEL

Moderator

Syed Imran Ali
(Investigator)

Co-Moderator
(if required)

Mr. Srinivasan Sekar
(Field coordinator)

Translator

Mr. John Jacob or
Mrs. Vedha Gopalan

Observer/Notetaker

Ms. G. Vinothini or
Mr. Srinivasan Sekar

Aide

Mr. Manikandan J.,
Ms. Faridha Begum,
and/or Mr. Pradeep

RESPONSIBILITIES


















Question development and outlines sessions
Leads session
Directs questioning, probes
Ensures all participants contribute
Analysis of results
Helps to lead the session
Directs questioning, probes
Maintains interest and focus
Ensures all participants contribute
Back-translation check of English transcript
Translates for investigator during FGD session
Transcribes recording to Tamil and then translates to
English
Keeps notes during session
Observes para-linguistic behaviour
With Translator, annotates transcript
Assists with logistics—refreshments, seating,
participant requests, etc.
Write general messages on flipchart during session

The focus groups were conducted primarily with women because, in addition to being the
primary caregivers in the home, women are also responsible for the collection and management
household water supply (Khosla 2009a).84,85 Men’s involvement was also sought, though not in

impracticable in the field as new people—who did not match the rest of the group’s water-user status—would
inevitably join and contribute to focus group sessions when they learned that focus groups were being conducted
nearby. This was not something we could control. Though not disaggregated on the basis of water-user type,
perspectives from a diverse range of households were still captured by the research.
84
Women’s participation in safe water interventions has been shown to be essential for sustainability. Serafini
(2005) demonstrated that, with basic training in WASH matters, women can take on a advocacy role and enable
behavioural change in their communities. This was also demonstrated in a five-year follow-up study on a WASH
intervention in rural Bangladesh by Hoque et al. (1996). This study showed that women’s participation contributed
to project sustainability by promoting behavioural uptake: the involvement of women, along with the support of
men, led to a positive attitude among the whole community toward improving water, sanitation and hygiene
practices. In addition, as women are the primary care-givers in the home, they may be more knowledgeable about
the water used in the household and its implications to the health of their family. Women may also be more
sensitized to the value of preventive health practices, as they care for sick children and seek out medical attention
when necessary. For these reasons, women are the primary group sought for this field research. Further discussion
on the role of gender in the present work and the reasons for greater inclusion of women is given in Chapter 5.
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the focus groups, as there is an ever-present risk of men dominating sessions at the expense of
the women present (Litosseliti 2005).86 Initially, it was proposed that men-only focus groups
would also be conducted alongside the women’s focus groups, but this was found to be
impracticable as men from the case study community were not as forthcoming for group research
or community development activities as women were.87
3.3.1.2

Key informant and informal interviews

In order to gain access to the perspectives of powerful individuals in local governance, men who
were influential residents in the local community, or officers in various government agencies
responsible for the provision of water supply and other basic services in the community, key
informant interviews were also conducted.88 These interviews looked into matters relating to the
first of the two key design matters (i.e. selection of an appropriate level of application).89 Key
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The people who agreed to participate were more often than not mothers of young children who did not have other
employment outside the home. These women tended to have the most time to be available for FGDs, and also
perhaps more interest in health improvements for their children and improving their water supply. Also, we had
more interest in gathering people who were from TWU households, as improving the water quality was a more
immediate concern for them. These people tended to be lower income (they were more often from homes of thatch
or other kuccha construction). In addition to young mothers, there were also some older women and grandmothers
who were at home and helped out with the children and household responsibilities. When we did FGDs in the
evenings, we were able to have more participation from working women, but they still they had other
responsibilities in the home and had less time to spare (sometimes women would come for half an hour, but then
excuse themselves having to leave as their husband was coming home and they had to make tea/food). Also, the
newer settlers tended to be wealthier as they had purchased plots on the informal market and constructed larger
pucca homes; they tended to be BWU/LWUs, and joined our research less often. Thus we more often had long-time
(re)settled residents.
86
This is especially true in the patriarchal cultures that prevail in the Indian subcontinent.
87
The local project staff (who live in the case study community itself) informed us that it is extremely difficult—if
not outright impossible—to get men from this particular community to sit and participate in voluntary collective
action—let alone research activities conducted by an outsider—especially if an immediate return, financial or
otherwise, is not available. The local staff informed us that only a few men would be willing come to a focus group
session and even if they did, they would be generally unresponsive. The women on the other hand are much more
willing to cooperate in both research and development activities, without the prospect of remuneration or reward.
Indeed, our attempts in the field confirmed this. This is discussed further in section 5.9. Another factor affecting the
willingness of men to participate was that most men worked outside of the community during the week. When they
were home, they had limited time for other activities and were thus, less interested in participating in the research
activities. Moreover, this was also observed to be the case with women who held employment outside of the
community. We carried out FGDs both during the days of the workweek and in the evenings so that we could get
perspectives from people who worked outside of the community and within it (people who go out to work were
home in the evenings).
88
Involving powerful individuals in the same groups as weaker segments of the population is not an appropriate
strategy as the former will almost certainly dominate the discussion. Thus, the strategy adopted here was to solicit
the views of powerful stakeholders in individual targeted interviews, separate from the focus groups with
community-members (Farahbakhsh 2010; Litosseliti 2005).
89
The second key design question (on user preferences and appropriate technology selection) was done only with
women through the focus groups as they are the primary managers of household water supply. As Harris (2005)
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informant interviews were also conducted with NGO/CBO actors who had previously worked or
were working in the case study community. The aim of these interviews was to learn more about
the history of collective action in the case study community. Finally, some informal follow-up
interviews were also conducted if further elaboration was sought from a particular participant in
the focus groups, or if there were quieter members of focus groups that may have not been able
to articulate their thoughts in a group setting.90 Guidance on interview methodology was drawn
from Willis (2006) and Gillham (2000).
3.3.1.3

Methodological rigour

As Litosseliti (2005) explains, focus groups (and likewise, interviews) are not necessarily
representative of the population from which participants are drawn, but this was not the goal here
anyway. The intent here was to explore the narratives relating to the two key design decisions
from people “on the ground” in the case study community.91 Methodological rigour was
achieved via two strategies: saturation and snowballing. The number of focus groups discussions
and interviews that were ultimately conducted on either design question was contingent upon
reaching saturation (Creswell 2007), such that, focus groups and interviews continued to be
conducted until similar themes were seen to be repeatedly emerging (on either of the two key
questions). Recruitment for interviews was done via snowball sampling on a volunteer basis.
Snowball sampling identifies further research participants based on the recommendations of
earlier participants who know other people to be knowledgeable on a given topic (Creswell
2007). Specific themes, or key individuals and community-leaders, that were identified during
focus group sessions were explored through further key informant interviews. Similarly,
describes, men control much of household and community decision-making on matters relating to spending. Though
this approach does not gain the assent of men on the particular choice of technology, it does allow it for exploring
men’s perspectives on the larger question of which level the water system should be deployed at. Gaining wider
community participation and the assent of men on a particular strategy is a larger task that is beyond the scope of the
present work, which is limited to a test case simulation. As such, the involvement of men in this research is
somewhat less than what would be ideal. Gaining the assent of men could be accomplished in subsequent PAR
stages in community forums; but again, this is beyond the scope of the present work.
90
In focus group research there is a risk of some participants being silenced by other more dominating participants.
Likewise, there may be some participants who, for any number of reasons, are more or less inclined or able to voice
their views during the sessions. To ensure that the perspectives of quieter individuals were not lost, if we observed
that an individual had been wanting or trying, but unable, to contribute during a focus group, we followed the
recommendation of Litosseliti (2005) and sought them out for a one-on-one follow-up interview. In the end, this was
not a concern as we found almost all participants to be open and forthcoming during the sessions.
91
This follows from the grounded theory approach in which the investigator aims to generate a theory that is shaped
by the views of a large number of people who experience a given phenomena (Creswell 2007; Strauss and Corbin
1998). It is also concordant with the precepts of participatory development.
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interviews identifying key individuals begot further interviews. This process continued until
saturation was reached. By the end of the primary research, there had been ten focus group
sessions and nineteen interviews, in total representing the perspectives of sixty-seven unique
participants.
3.3.1.4

Data collection and processing

Focus group and interview sessions were documented primarily by use of audio-recordings,
when it was possible to do so and acceptable to participants. Session content was summarized to
notes when it was not possible or permitted to record. Audio recordings of focus group and
interview sessions were fully transcribed and translated to English by a professional translator
(Ms. Vedha Gopalan). Textual and other ambiguities in interpretation were resolved by
comparing transcripts against the observer’s notes and through consultation with the translator,
co-moderator and observer.
3.3.1.5

Reporting

This section describes how specific pieces of data are attributed to various sources in this
dissertation. Where baseline research activities are drawn upon, this is clearly indicated in the
text (with reference to appendices if supplementary documentation is included). Where existing
literature or publications are drawn upon, these were cited using standard conventions. Where
informal or primary research activities are drawn upon, a coding system was utilized (Table 3-4).
The codes indicate the focus group or interview that a specific piece of data was drawn from.
Similarly, there is a code representing informal explorations to represent data captured in field
journaling. These codes appear as in-text citations following standard conventions.92 Where
conversational data is presented, my question (as the interviewer) may be required for
comprehension of the passage. In this case, my comments are indicated by my initials (SIA)
whereas participant responses are indicated by the letter ‘P’. Where the co-moderator or the
interpreter is speaking, this is represented as ‘C’ or ‘I’, respectively. Furthermore, in some
passages, words in [square] brackets may have been added to clarify or contextualize the
passage. Ellipses (…) may also have been added to indicate where unnecessary words or
sentences were removed. As it is an ethical requirement to maintain the anonymity of research

92

For example, as (FGD1).
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participants (section 3.3.1.12), respondents are not identified by name. However, an indication of
their role is given in Table 3-4, so as to allow for their responses to be understood with respect to
their positionality. Additionally, the key design question the specific research event pertained to
is also given in Table 3-4.
Table 3-4 | Coding system representing respondents from primary and informal research activities.
CODE

DESCRIPTION/ROLE OF RESPONDENT(S)

FGD1

Group of five women residing in sector 1; mixed
group of LWUs and BWUs

March 25, 2011

1

FGD2

Group of six women residing in sector 4; all TWUs,
some using the AWSP filter at home

April 7, 2011

1

FGD3

Group of three women residing in sector 2; all BWUs

April 12, 2011

1

FGD4

Group of five women residing in sector 3; mixed
group of TWUs and BWUs

April 29, 2011

1

FGD5

Group of five women residing in sector 4; mixed
group of LWUs and TWUs

May 18, 2011

2

FGD6

Group of four women residing in sector 2; all BWUs

May 20, 2011

2

FGD7

Group of six women residing in sector 1; mixed group
of mostly BWUs, but one LWU and TWU

May 24, 2011

2

FGD8

Mixed group of four women and one man residing in
sector 3; mixed group of BWUs, LWUs, and TWUs

May 26, 2011

2

FGD9

Group of eleven women residing in sector 4; mixed
group of BWUs, LWUs, and TWUs

May 27, 2011

2

FGD10

Group of nine subject matter ‘experts’

August 25, 2011

2

INT1

Officer, World Vision

March 31, 2011

1

INT2
INT9

Respected elder, community leader for women’s
groups, worker on erstwhile waste management
program, BWU and resident of sector 2

March 21, 2011 and
August 16, 2011

1

INT3

World Vision community-based worker, BWU and
resident of sector 2

April 27, 2011

1

INT4
INT13

Community leader associated with self-organized
“Voluntary Association” in sector 4, BWU and
resident of sector 4

May 14, 2011 and
August 18, 2011

1

Community leader associated with MBN church
groups and World Vision, respected elder, BWU and
resident of sector 4

May 19, 2011

1

INT5
INT6

Officer, Pallikaranai Panchayat

May 24, 2011

1
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DATE OF EVENT RESEARCH
QUESTION

INT7

Community Development Officer, Tamil Nadu Slum
Clearance Board (TNSCB)

May 25, 2011

1

INT8

Various officers, Chennai Metropolitan Water Supply
and Sewerage Board (CMWSSB)

May 25, 2011

1

AWSP field team members (one female, one male),
both BWUs and residents of sectors 1 and 4
respectively

August 17, 2011

1

INT10

INT11

Community-member associated with Hand-in-Hand,
BWU and resident of sector 1

August 17, 2011

1

INT12

Resident of sector 1, TWU and local party official for
Dravida Munnetra Kazhagam (DMK)

August 17, 2011

1

INT14

Resident of sector 4

August 18, 2011

1

INT15

Two community-based workers for World Vision
(one is INT3), both BWUs and residents of sector 2

August 18, 2011

1

August 19, 2011

1

INT16

Former Panchayat (and de facto present) ward
member for MBN, local business owner, BWU and
resident of sector 2; additionally, his assistant is
present and also contributes in this interview

INT17

Officer, CMWSSB Training Centre/former Executive
Engineer, CMWSSB

August 19, 2011

1

INT18

AWSP faculty partner at IIT-M and professor of civil
engineering

August 20, 2011

1 and 2

INT19

Executive Officer, Pallikaranai Panchayat

August 22, 2011

1

Mixed gender group (seven women, one man) from
all four sectors, mixed group of BWUs, LWUs, and
TWUs from previous research sessions

August 24, 2011

FRM1

Sharing of
research
findings

INF

Notes taken in field journal following from informal
discussions with various stakeholders

August 2007 to
August 2011

1 and 2

3.3.1.6

Validity and reliability

Validity was established in three ways: 1) respondent validation; 2) research team validation; and
3) triangulation. Respondent validation was formally affected via the research sharing forum
(FRM1 in Table 3-4) during which the results of the research were summarized and presented
back to the research participants for feedback (Appendix S). More generally however, validating
what was learned in the field was an ever-present feature of this research given its cross-cultural
nature. Throughout the primary research in India, I was constantly seeking clarification and
confirmation from participants and our project staff about what was learned during formal and
informal research events. The process of research team validation was formally embodied in the
clarification and confirmation (with the interpreter, co-moderator, and the observer) of the
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session transcripts (section 3.3.1.4), but it was in fact an on-going feature of working in the field
with an interpreter and the local project staff. Triangulation of research findings was also an
integral part of establishing validity. Information garnered during interviews and FGDs was
compared to that gathered during other sessions, and was corroborated by the baseline research
and the literature review.

Reliability of the research approach was established in several ways. Foremost was the use of a
consistent field methodology for each formal research activity. Interviews and FGDs were
guided by the use of protocol documents (i.e. session guides). There were subject to pre-testing
and were also refined following after the first few field applications. All research sessions
involved a standard preamble that introduced the goals of the research, the methods used, and the
ethical guidelines. Field notes were completed within twenty-four hours of a research session,
although translation and transcription of audio-recordings took more time to complete. With that
said, it must also be noted that the research was, by nature, highly contextual and specific to the
locale. The core of this research was to learn from community-members and other stakeholders
about their circumstances, experiences, and perspectives. The present work has collected the
perspectives of sixty-seven unique individuals. It presents what was learned through this
research, but it must be acknowledged that others may well find differently.
3.3.1.7

Limitations

The present work was subject to a number of limitations. One of these was alluded to earlier on
in section 3.1. The present work takes place in the context of a larger project and this placed
constraints on what could be accomplished here. Although the decision-making support tool is
designed to be a participatory action research process, the degree to which this could be realized
was limited in the present work. Specifically, the post-implementation step of community forums
(section 3.5), which would have moved the recommendations emerging from the application of
the decision-making support tool from the identification to the implementation stage of the PAR
cycle (Figure 2-2), were not possible to implement. This was for the reason that a field
intervention study of a household safe water system (the AWSP study filter) had already been
initiated in the case study community as part of the larger project, prior to the initiation of the
primary research for this dissertation in March 2011. The pre-existing intervention meant that
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another safe water system implementation following from the recommendations of the decisionmaking support tool was not possible, as resources were already tied up in the pre-existing filter
study. Clearly, it would be unethical to initiate a full-scale representative community process to
design and plan a safe water system—as it would inevitably create the impression that a further
intervention would follow—when the larger project did not have the resources to undertake such
a task.93 It is for this reason that the present case study application was not a full implementation
as would have been ideal, but rather a test-case simulation of the methodology—an ‘academic’
exercise, so to speak. The PAR principles discussed in Ch 2 are embedded in the structure of the
decision-making support tool; however, given the constraints, it was not possible to fully realize
them in the present case study. This is a major limitation of the present work.

The challenge of operating in another language also engendered limitations. The local language
in Chennai is Tamil, which I do not speak. As such, for all formal and informal interactions with
research participants I required an interpreter to be present. This meant that during interviews
and FGDs, my ability to probe and seek clarification was limited by the delay in interpretation.
To cope with this, I trained my co-moderator (the field coordinator of the larger project, Mr.
Srinivasan) on the subject matter of the investigations and relied on him to do much of the
probing during the research session. After every research session, I had a debriefing with the comoderator and the interpreter in order to identify how we could improve moderation and better
probe the subject mater. Furthermore, once session transcripts were prepared, the co-moderator,
interpreter, observer, and I discussed interpretations, clarified ambiguities, resolved how to
improve our moderation for the next session, and identified points that required further
exploration. Another limitation arising from the use of interpreters was that FGD transcripts had
to be aggregated—that is, it was not possible to identify who said what in the transcripts—as
often the interpreter present during the session was not the same person who translated and
transcribed the audio-recording and because it is difficult to identify speaker by audio-recording
alone. This limited the depth of analysis (i.e. the relationship between an individual’s

93

It was clearly explained, as part of the research ethics preamble before focus groups and interviews and in the
ethics consent forms, that the research was being conducted for academic purposes only and that no intervention
would follow.
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positionality and their perspective could not be explored), but was beyond the scope of the
present work anyway.

Another limitation had to do with the inclusion of men in the primary research. The investigation
on the second key design question (on the weighting of end-user preference criteria which will
be discussed in section 3.3.3) was done only with women as they are the primary managers of
household water supply.94 However, men control much of household and community decisionmaking on spending related to water supply (Harris 2005; PATH 2012).95 The perspective of
men was sought however for the first question on the appropriate level of application (section
3.3.2). The process of instigating wider community participation, including gaining the assent of
men, was limited in the present work as it was a test-case simulation rather than a full
participatory implementation, as discussed above. Further reasons on why men’s involvement
was as limited as it was are detailed in section 5.9. Future methodological improvements,
including those related to WASH and gender, are presented in section 7.2.
3.3.1.8

Novel aspects

The preceding chapter included an overview of existing decision-making support tools (section
2.2.6). With only a few exceptions, most of these existing tools were built around a single
method—an informed choice catalogue (ICC) or a multi-factor analysis (MFA), for example. In
the previous chapter’s review, this was seen to be problematic as it led to complex issues being
presented in an inappropriate manner, rendered them unclear, or ignored others altogether. The
present work aims to improve on this by integrating several methods into a single cohesive and
articulated decision-making support tool. It breaks down the design and planning of a safe water
system to its constituent tasks, and then, for each of these tasks, it utilizes the specific method
that best suits its unique nature. Moreover, whereas all of the previous decision-making support
tools focused on household level systems exclusively, or as with a few, on community systems
exclusively, the present includes consideration of both and enables a decision to be made as to
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Women are the primary managers of household water supply in poor urban communities the world over (Crow
and Mcpike 2009), just as they are in Mylai Balaji Nagar.
95
Men are often excluded from the research and planning of water and sanitation interventions, as women are seen
as being the primary focus; however, this will only limit their participation and acceptance of interventions. There is
a need to better understand men’s priorities as they relate to water and sanitation issues and include them in
decision-making processes (PATH 2012; Figueroa 2012)
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which level of application is best suited for a particular community—something that no other
tool addresses.

Furthermore, in response to the challenges posed by the ‘wicked’ nature of the global safe water
challenge, the present methodology eschews the tendency seen almost universally in previous
works to utilize a formalized, deductive method to arrive at a deterministic, ‘silver-bullet’
solution. Instead, the present tool seeks to instigate an interactive, participatory dialogue in
which deductive elements are limited to a supporting role and generate a range of potential
solutions for further discussion. As such, the present work aims to be the first participatory,
comprehensive, and articulated decision-making support tool for the selection of appropriate safe
water systems that is responsive to the pressures unique to a post-normal scientific problem.
Further details on how the present work advances the state of the field were given in section
2.2.6.
3.3.1.9

Potential sources of bias

As the present work took place in the context of a larger project, there was potential for activities
of the larger project influencing this research. By the time the primary research described here
began in the field (March 2011), some members of the case study community had already
received a newly-developed household water filter (the AWSP filter) as a field trial for that
technology as part of the larger project (as was described in section 3.3.1.7). With any type of
participatory research where there is a significant power differential between the researcher and
the ‘researched’, there is always a risk of participants “tell[ing] you what they think you want to
hear, on the basis of their perception of your background and depending on what and how much
they know beforehand about the research” (Litosseliti 2005). This was especially a concern here
as participants may have skewed their responses in order to favour the household level sand filter
that was being field-tested in the community as part of the larger project (i.e. the AWSP study
filter). Though dealing with this bias was partially addressed in the design of the tool itself (i.e.
technological options were not discussed directly, but rather indirectly through the relative
desirability of their features), to mitigate this risk it was stressed to the participants during the
introductory pre-amble that the focus group discussions were separate from the field trial of the
AWSP filter and that they should not feel any pressure to skew their responses in any way.
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Regardless, it must be acknowledged that this was a risk in the present case study application of
the decision-making support tool.

One more point should be made here. The methodology of the present decision-making support
tool was very much a product of the specific case study site (specifically, from the technology
feasibility flowchart in section 3.4.2 onwards). Although an attempt was made to make it as
general as possible, it is inescapable that the design of the support tool has been influenced by
the context. As will be seen in Chapter 5, even preliminary findings strongly suggested a
household level approach would ultimately be the most appropriate for the case study site. As
such, the methodology developed and applied is more articulated with respect to household level
systems rather than for community level systems, as this was the learning that happened to
unfold in the community we were working in. Future work in sites where a community level
system is more viable will be required to better articulate the support tool in that direction; this is
part of the calibration and validation of the tool and beyond the present scope. Similarly, the tool
is particularly geared toward microbiological rather than chemical water contamination. This was
the situation encountered at the case study community, and is, generally speaking, common for
communities using contaminated surface water bodies for household purposes in the South.
3.3.1.10 Researcher positioning

It is inescapable that a researcher’s own perspective colours how she or he interprets the world,
and also, how she or he is perceived by the world. For this reason, it is important to understand
who the researcher is.

To start with, I am a Canadian, born in Toronto to parents who emigrated from Pakistan, and
whose families, before the Partition of the subcontinent, hailed from India. My mother’s family
was from Uttar Pradesh state in the north, while my father was born in, but after Partition
emigrated away from, Hyderabad, now the capital of the south Indian state of Andhra Pradesh. I
was raised in a Muslim household and identify as one, and my name clearly indicates to others
that I am Muslim. (Names are an important indicator of religion, caste, genealogy, and/or place
of origin in the subcontinent.) I did not reveal to research participants during my time in India
that my parents are from Pakistan given the antagonism between the two nations, although my
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local staff and colleagues (and the Indian government!) were aware of this fact. In 2007, when I
began the exploratory work for this research in India, I was twenty-three, and twenty-seven by
the time the field research was completed in 2011. I am a visible minority in Canada, but in India
look like I could be a local were it not for my relative height and odd manner of speaking, dress,
and behaviour. This made me appear, at once, familiar but also foreign to research participants,
and my identity was often confusing to people. I speak Urdu/Hindi but am unable to speak
Tamil, which positioned me as a north Indian, linking myself to long-standing cultural and
linguistic conflicts between north and south Indians. Having been raised in an immigrant
household in a working class neighbourhood of Toronto, my cultural upbringing was hybridized,
which has enabled me to adapt quickly to different cultural contexts and has provided a unique
lens by which to interpret them. There is little doubt that my specific identity influenced how
people in Chennai interpreted me, though the way in which this played out is difficult to say as I
engendered, at once, both a sort of confusion and a sort of familiarity. Finally, my own confused
alienation from, and confused familiarity with, the case study context belies claims to total
‘objectivity’ in the present study. A clear and robust methodology was utilized to minimize the
influence of personal bias, or at least make clear where it was active.
3.3.1.11 Value-added research

Embarking upon international development work is a conflicted and morally ambivalent
endeavour. It is undertaken with the best intentions but often either erases or entrenches various
forms of exploitation. In order to minimize this, the project sought to respond to local priorities
and become part of the local community, so far as was possible. Beyond the specific research
tasks of the larger project, concurrent community development activities were undertaken at the
request of, and in cooperation with, community-members. These are discussed further in section
4.6.1.
3.3.1.12 Ethical guidelines

University of Guelph Research Ethics Board approval was received for this research. The ethical
guidelines for this research included:


Explaining the ethical requirements of the research to participants and obtaining informed
consent prior to each research activity;
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Maintaining the privacy and confidentiality of participants through the use of an
alphanumeric coding system for reporting information (section 3.3.1.5). Furthermore, this
also meant keeping notes, transcripts, questionnaires, and electronic data in a secure
manner; and



Minimizing consequences and the potential for harm by discussing concerns and
questions and being clear about the expected outcomes of the research.

An informed consent form in Tamil was given to participants and fully explained before each
research session. The Tamil and English ethics consent forms, along with the University of
Guelph Research Ethics Board (REB) certificate, are appended (Appendices E, F, and G,
respectively).

Now that the methods utilized in the primary research have been discussed, we can turn to the
details of the investigations into the two key design decisions.

3.3.2 Investigating the appropriate level of application
Resolving the appropriate level of application for a safe water system is one of two key design
decisions. As was discussed in the previous chapter, household and community level systems
have unique characteristics that make them more or less appropriate in different circumstances
(Table 2-3). The intent of the investigation here was to generate arguments for and against either
level of application with respect to the dimensions in Table 2-3.96 Information on this comes
from two main sources: from the baseline research activities undertaken as part of the larger
project (section 3.2.2), and from the primary research including focus groups and interviews.97

Focus groups and interviews for this investigation followed a semi-structured format that was
outlined in session guides. The semi-structured format sought to encourage participants to speak
generally on the issue of water supply in their community, possibilities for improving it, and the
various dimensions in Table 2-3, but allowed conversation to flow naturally to participants’ areas
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Ultimately, the balance of these arguments would indicate whether the household or community level was more
appropriate in the case study community. But this is the subject of a later section (section 3.4.1).
97
To be more specific, the baseline research activities mostly provide information for those dimensions listed as
technical dimensions in Table 2-3, whereas the primary research activities focus more on those criteria listed under
economic dimensions and social and political-institutional dimensions.
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of interest or confidence (Marvasti 2004). Guidance on this investigation was drawn from the
resources identified in Table 3-5.
Table 3-5 | List of resources drawn upon for developing investigation into level of application.
AUTHOR & DATE

DESCRIPTION

Ali (2010)

Review paper on the characteristics, advantages, and drawbacks of household
and community level safe water systems.
A preliminary POU Decision Flowchart which considers factors such as water
quality, water supply and demand, and external stakeholder support.
The Social Capital Assessment Tool (SOCAP), specifically the Community
Profile and Asset Mapping Interview Guide, Community Questionnaire, and
Household Questionnaire which gather data on community level social capital
via community focus-groups and a structured community questionnaire.
The Social Capital Integrated Questionnaire (SC-IQ) which gathers
information on social capital at the household and individual level via a
module of questions to be included in household surveys.
A comparative study examining the correlation between community level
social capital and development performance in north Indian villages.98

Murphy (2010)
Grootaert and van
Bastelaer (2002)

Grootaert et al. (2004)

Krishna (2004)

The session guide that was utilized for focus groups discussions in this investigation is appended
(Appendix H).99 Visual aids were also used to help illustrate the concept of household and
community level systems to participants (Appendices I and J, respectively). Focus groups
typically lasted between 1 and 2.5 hours, and interviews ranged from 15 minutes to up to an
hour.

3.3.3 Investigating appropriate water treatment technology options
The appropriate technology criteria given in Table 2-9 are divided into three suites: end-user
preference criteria; technical criteria; and criteria relating to socio-cultural and local
appropriateness. These criteria must to be weighed for relative importance in order to be
integrated into the multi-factor analysis. The methods by which these three suites were evaluated
for relative importance was unique, reflecting their specific nature. The end-user preference
criteria were evaluated for importance by community-members in order to integrate their
preferences into the decision-making process. The technical criteria were weighed by a group of
98

Though the precise measures Krishna (2004) uses were developed for north Indian villages, the general structural
and cognitive elements they represent are still particularly relevant to the present case study of a south Indian periurban community.
99
The session guide underwent significant evolution with each successive application in the field. It is the final
version that is appended.
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subject matter ‘experts’. The criteria relating to socio-cultural and local appropriateness were
subject to a different approach, owing to their highly contextual nature.100

Weighting end-user preference criteria
Albert, Luoto, and Levine (2010) conclude their study of end-user preferences of PoU water
treatment technologies in rural Kenya by stating that “product dissemination at scale to the poor
will not occur until we better understand the preferences, choices, and aspirations of the at-risk
populations.” It is with this in mind that the present work sought to identify end-user preference
criteria and have local community-members assess, for themselves, what is important in a safe
water system.

This task was accomplished through the use of a ranking game conducted in focus group
settings. The session guide that was utilized for these focus groups is appended (Appendix K).
The basic outline of the procedure is:
1. In the focus group session, an informal presentation on the end-user preference criteria
was made by the research team. Visual aids (criteria information cards) were used to
illustrate the concepts and link ideas to images (Appendix L).
2. Discussion was encouraged during the presentation. We asked participants to explain to
one another what they felt was the meaning and importance of the different criteria. We
invited questions and comments from the participants at any time, and invited them to
consider:
a. Were the criteria relevant to participants?
b. What considerations were missing?
c. What did the criteria mean to them in their daily lives?
d. What were examples and stories that came to mind as they were discussing the
criteria?
100

Following from Cooke and Kothari (2001), an effort was made in the present work to balance the countervailing
imperatives of deep community involvement in decision-making on one hand, and to not overwhelm local
participants with decisions and activities they are unprepared for on the other. As such, community-members were
sought for assessing the importance of end-user preference criteria, as this was something that was immediately
perceptible to them. On the other hand, they were not asked to assess the importance of the other two suites of
criteria, as these represent technical or otherwise esoteric concepts which run the risk of making their eyes glaze
over, so to speak. Khwaja (2004) cautions against involving local people in technical decisions that they are not
prepared for it may lead to worse outcomes. For these reasons, community-member involvement was limited as it is.
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3. Following discussion, a ranking game was carried out. Each of the participants was
asked to indicate which source of water they were using as their primary drinking water
source in the home. The criteria information cards were placed before the participants and
they were asked to select the criteria (by removing the card) that was most important in
their view. This was repeated until all the cards were removed, thereby generating a
ranked list of the criteria (from most important to least).101 The research team assisted
each participant in this process, marking down their selections as the first round ranking
on a ranking sheet (Appendix M).
4. Once the participants had completed the first round of the ranking game, a simplified
Delphi session was initiated in which each participant was asked to share with the group
their top and bottom two selections and the reasons for opting this way. Sharing and
mutual learning on what different participants considered to be more and less important
was affected by this procedure. The participants were then invited to re-consider their
own rankings and a second round of ranking was done following the same steps as above.
This generated a suite of rankings—one for each participant—of end-user preference criteria.102

Weighing technical criteria
The technical criteria were weighed for importance in a focus group with nine subject matter
‘experts’ following a procedure similar to that above. Technical criteria information cards
(Appendix N) were utilized to facilitate explanation of the criteria. Ranking sheets (Appendix O)
were used to record respondent preferences. The subject matter ‘experts’ from whom responses
were solicited are identified in Table 3-6.103
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It was initially desired to have respondents actually weigh the end-user preference criteria by distributing 100
points amongst the various criteria on the basis of their relative importance. This proved to be impracticable given
the educational status of some of the respondents (some had very little education and had difficulties with
arithmetic, or were illiterate). Thus, we opted for a simple ranking.
102
Having individual responses enabled the generation of a customized recommendation on appropriate water
treatment technology options for each respondent, as discussed in section 3.4.4.
103
These subject matter experts were the project team members. I opted to use people who are intimately acquainted
with the specific field-site, instead of independent, external subject matter experts as the intent of the present work
was not to develop a universally-applicable ranking, but one that was contextualized to the local site and thereby
could resolve locally appropriate strategies. This method can be re-applied anywhere to generate locally specific
rankings preserving the general nature of the tool. Alternatively, with further field applications, a body of expert
rankings can be developed to support applications when locally knowledgeable experts are not available. This
possibility for scaling-up is discussed in the final chapter.
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Table 3-6 | Subject matter ‘experts’ solicited for ranking the appropriate technology technical criteria.
CODE

ROLE

Tech-1
Tech-2
Tech-3
Tech-4
Tech-5
Tech-6
Tech-7
Tech-8
Tech-9

Faculty collaborator at the Indian partner institution for AWSP
Incoming project coordinator, AWSP
Field coordinator, AWSP
Project attendant (lab staff), AWSP
Project attendant (field staff), AWSP
Project attendant (field staff), AWSP
Project assistant (lab staff), AWSP
Project assistant (lab staff), AWSP
Investigator

There was however a slight difference in the ranking activity here compared to the last. In
addition to ranking the criteria from most to least important, respondents were also asked to
distribute 100 points among the seven criteria on the basis of relative importance, adding to the
richness of the data by allowing proximity information on the rankings to also be captured.104

Weighing criteria relating to socio-cultural and local appropriateness
The criteria relating to socio-cultural and local appropriateness were integrated into the selection
tool in a different way owing to their unique and highly contextual nature. This suite was not
weighed and integrated into the matrix analysis as the previous two suites were, as such an
approach is less intuitive with respect to these criteria.105 These criteria basically function as
promoting or inhibiting factors in the local context. As such, they were integrated into the matrix
analysis as merit/demerit factors. This is discussed further in section 3.4.4.

3.4 Analytical approach
The following section describes how data from the literature, baseline research, and primary
research was analyzed in order to elucidate the two key design questions. The analytical portion
of this dissertation is divided into two parts, one for each of these two key design questions
(Table 3-7).
104

This was attempted, but found to be impracticable, with the end-user preference criteria as mentioned earlier. It
was successful in this case given the higher educational level of the subject matter ‘experts’.
105
To elaborate, how does one intelligibly determine which of these socio-cultural appropriateness criteria is more
important than the others? As they deal with specific instances of local cultural and social practices, how can it be
said which is more important, especially on an a priori basis? How important any of these factors are is entirely
dependent on the substantive content within it. Because of the peculiar nature of these criteria, they were handled in
an altogether different manner. This is discussed further later on.
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Table 3-7 | Summary of analytical components of the present work.
PART

1

2

KEY DESIGN QUESTION

ANALYTICAL PROCEDURE

SECTION

What is the appropriate level of
application for a safe water system in
the case study community?
What
are
appropriate
water
treatment technology(-ies) for the
case study community?

Assessing the appropriate level of
application

3.4.1

Technology feasibility flowchart
Assessment of technological alternatives
Multi-factor analysis

3.4.2
3.4.3
3.4.4

3.4.1 Assessing the appropriate level of application
The first analytical part of the dissertation examined to the first key design question: what is the
appropriate level of application for a safe water system in the case study community? Following
from the field research described in section 3.3.2, there was a great deal of data in the form of
focus group and key informant interview transcripts. Content analysis was the analytical method
utilized on these transcripts (Litosseliti 2005; Gillham 2000). Content analysis involves
identifying the key substantive points in the transcripts and assigning them to thematic
categories. From integrating these categories, an idea about what would be a potential solution
emerged.106 This process was facilitated by the use of NVivo 9 software (QSR International,
Cambridge, MA, USA). The general outline of the analytical procedure is as follows:
1. Each transcript was read through once to obtain general impressions, edit text, and
resolve any ambiguities with the co-moderator, session interpreter, and transcript
translator.
2. Each transcript was then read though again, this time identifying the substantive content
that related to the dimensions in Table 2-3, as well as other emergent features.107 These
were coded to the appropriate dimension(s) using the NVivo 9 software. Data from the
baseline research activities were similarly examined and coded.
3. Simultaneous to coding, memoing was also done to articulate emergent themes and
relationships between concepts in the primary and baseline data.
106

An analogy can be drawn here with the grounded theory method wherein the outcome presently sought, that is,
the appropriate level of application, can be positioned as the general explanation/theory sought in the grounded
theory approach. Information from the field is then analyzed to build up to this ‘theory’ of what is the best approach
to take in the case study community.
107
Emergent themes were also captured during the coding process so that—as McCullough (2011) puts it so well—
“unanticipated connections and complexity could emerge from the data that otherwise may have been perceived to
be irrelevant”.
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4. The baseline and primary data coded to each dimension in Table 2-3 were analyzed so as
to generate an interpretation on whether a household and/or a community level approach
would be viable—with respect to that dimension—in the case study community.
Additional dimensions that were not foreseen prior to the outset of the primary research
and that emerged during its course were also analyzed.
5. Certain dimensions emerged during the primary research as being more influential to the
decision than others in the specific context of the case study community. Following
McBean and Zukovs (1983), I evaluated the relative importance of dimensions on the
basis of an informed contextual understanding on the case study community.
6. The assessments for each dimension were parsed using dominance testing to generate a
‘total’ recommendation on the appropriate level of application for a safe water system in
the case study community.

Through the analytical procedure detailed above, data from the literature, baseline research, and
primary research were interpreted to yield a recommendation on the appropriate level of
application for a safe water system at Mylai Balaji Nagar. The results of this analysis are
presented in Chapter 5. Further details on the analytical steps, including coding tables and
memos emerging from the analysis are presented at the beginning of the results section (Chapter
5). The next sections move on to discuss the analyses by which the second key design question
was elucidated.

3.4.2 Technology feasibility flowchart
With the first part of the analytical section of this dissertation having shed light on what may be
the most appropriate level of application for a safe water system in the case study community,
the second part turns to the second key design question: what are appropriate water treatment
technology(-ies) for the case study community? This section details the first procedure of the
second part of the analysis (Table 3-7).

The first step in decision analysis is to eliminate alternatives that are either non-viable or
unnecessary, and identify those alternatives that warrant further analysis (McBean and Zukovs
1983). Here this means identifying those technological alternatives that are viable and to
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eliminate those that are not on the basis of source water quality. This task was accomplished
through the use of a technology feasibility flowchart. The basic logic of the technology feasibility
flowchart is as follows:
1. Determine what kinds of treatment processes are required on the basis of source water
quality;
2. Identify suites of technological alternatives at the household and community level that
can provide the required improvements; and
3. Account for special considerations, exceptions, and counter-indications raised by specific
water quality and/or technological compatibility issues.

Some comments must be made before presenting the flowchart. The flowchart emerged from the
context of the present case study site and, as such, is designed to address common water quality
concerns associated with the use of surface water for drinking water in the developing world.
Because of this, it focuses on microbiological—not chemical—contamination of water.
Consideration of heavy metals, arsenic and pesticides is not included here. (However, some more
common chemical contaminants, such as iron, are considered.) Given its focus on surface water
sources, the flowchart emphasizes a multi-barrier approach to water safety (Logsdon, Hess, and
Horsley 1999). The technological options included in the flowchart are not comprehensive but
are limited to those that have been widely featured in developing world applications and are
well-documented in the literature. Finally, as the case study here takes place in the Indian
context, the tool has been designed with the drinking water quality requirements set by the
Bureau of Indian Standards (BIS) in Indian Standard IS-10500:1991.108 Given the challenging
scenarios that this tool has been designed for, the least conservative limits—that is, the
permissible limits in the absence of an alternate source as identified by the Bureau of Indian
Standards (2003)—have been utilized here. The flowchart also accommodates for situations
where long-term water quality monitoring data is not available by incorporating water quality
proxies in order to enhance its utility.109 The flowchart presented here is informed by several
previous works (Table 3-8).

108

Though these can easily be modified to suit different standards as required.
This was not a concern in the present case study application as long-term water quality monitoring data is
available for the site from pre-implementation activities of the larger project.
109
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Table 3-8 | Previous works informing the design of the present technology selection flowchart.
AUTHOR & DATE

DESCRIPTION

Murphy (2010)

Preliminary POU Decision Flowchart which considers various water
quality parameters and their implications upon technology selection.
Critical review of physical and chemical water treatment processes at the
PoU and community level.
Guide to Selection of Water Treatment Processes in the American Water
Works Association’s Water Quality & Treatment: A Handbook of
Community Water Supplies.
Evidence of counter-indication of moringa coagulation and chlorine-based
disinfection.
Design guidelines for influent turbidity for effective biosand filtration use.
Field manual for the non-microbiological drinking water quality
parameters for Health Canada (First Nations Inuit Health Branch).
Assessment of slow sand/biosand filters for Fe and Mn control.

Sobsey (2002)
Logsdon, Hess, and Horsley
(1999)
Ali et al. (2011)
CAWST (2009)
Farahbakhsh (2009)
Murphy, McBean, and
Farahbakhsh. (2010)
Bureau of Indian Standards
(2003)
Preston et al. (2010)
Dorea (2006) and Lea (2010)

Specification of Indian Standards for drinking water (first revision).
Study indicating an exception for alum coagulation at low turbidity.
Studies indicating an exception for moringa coagulation at low turbidity.

The flowchart is presented on the following pages.
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Assess source water quality (including seasonal variation).
Identify water quality parameters of concern that are in excess of local (BIS) or
international (WHO) drinking water quality guidelines.

Step 1: WQ concerns requiring specialized treatment

Are the permissible limits for common heavy metals including arsenic (0.05 mg/l), lead (0.05 mg/l), and
mercury (0.001 mg/l) exceeded?
Is the water observed to have or is likely to have (due to heavy pesticide use in surrounding agricultural
fields, if present) excessive levels of pesticides?
Is the water salty or brackish?
 If any of these conditions are met, it may be necessary to utilize advanced water treatment systems
(e.g. reverse osmosis) or seek another water source. This is not the focus of the present work.

Step 2: Is a clarification stage required?

Is turbidity > 10 NTU often or do community-members complain that the water is murky or cloudy?
 If so, then a CLARIFICATION stage is required.
Consider the following clarification options at the appropriate level of application:
 Household: sedimentation, ceramic filtration, biosand filtration, rapid granular media filtration, cloth
filtration, alum or moringa coagulation, combined coagulant-disinfectant
 Community: rapid granular media filtration, slow sand filtration, alum or moringa coagulation,
bankside/subsurface infiltration

Step 3: Is a disinfection stage required?

Is the water microbiologically contaminated? Remedial action is necessary if the following conditions,
stipulated by the BIS, are not met:
a) Throughout any year, 95 percent of samples should not contain any coliform organisms in 100 ml;
b) No sample should contain E. coli in 100 ml;
c) No sample should contain more than 10 coliform organisms per 100 ml; and
d) Coliform organisms should not be detectable in 100 ml of any two consecutive samples;
or do local people complain about waterborne/G.I. illnesses affecting their families and is there open
sewage in the environs?
 If so, then a DISINFECTION stage is required.
Consider the following disinfection options at the appropriate level of application:
 4:Household:
chlorination,
UV lamp irradiation, SODIS, boiling, combined coagulant-disinfectants,
Step
Is residual protection
required?
ceramic filtration, biosand filtration
 Community: chlorination, UV lamp irradiation

Step 4: Special considerations

Is iron > 1.0 mg/l often or do community-members complain of a metallic taste and/or rust-colour staining
of laundry/vessels?
Is manganese > 0.3 mg/l often or do community-members complain of blackish staining of laundry/food ?
 If so, it may be preferable to use coagulation (for suspended insoluble form only) or biosand/slow
filtration at either level of application to treat these metals.
Continued on next page
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Continued from last page

Is pH outside the range of 6.5 – 8.5 often?
 If so, there are two courses of action:
1) pH levels outside the normal range may reduce the effectiveness of some treatment options which
may need to be precluded from consideration including:
o Clarification via alum or moringa coagulation-flocculation
o Disinfection via chlorination
2) If these treatments are desired, may need to include a preceding pH CONTROL step via lime or
acid addition.

Is nitrate > 45 mg/l often or is the area highly agricultural with substantial levels of fertilizer use in the
vicinity and/or is there open animal or human sewage in the surrounding environment?
 If so, there are two courses of action:
1) Preclude boiling, ceramic, or slow sand filtration due to an increased risk of methaemoglobinemia
2) Alternatively, it may be preferable to use chlorine (or other chemical oxidant) to convert nitrite to
less-harmful nitrate and reduce this risk.

Are organics excessive (i.e. COD > 20 mg/l) often or do community-members complain of taste, odour, or
colour issues associated with excessive organic matter?
 If so, then may need to include a charcoal/coal or granular activated carbon adsorption filtration
component or alum coagulation to remove organics.

Is fluoride > 1.5 mg/l often?
 If so, then may need to include an activated alumina absorbent filter stage to remove fluoride.
Step 5: Exceptions and counter-indications








Exception: if utilizing boiling for disinfection, clarification may not be necessary; this may not be in
accordance with local WQ standards, but the output water may still be safe(r).
Exception: if using a high-performance type of clarification (i.e. ceramic filtration), further
disinfection may not be necessary.
Exception: if influent turbidity is >50 NTU exclude slow sand filters as they are subject to rapid
fouling when influent turbidity is high.
Exception: if influent turbidity is <10 NTU, alum coagulation may be ineffective and should be
excluded.
Exception: if influent turbidity is <50 NTU, moringa coagulation may be ineffective and should be
excluded.
Counter-indication: moringa coagulation is not compatible with chlorine disinfection (because of
organics enrichment and excessive chlorine demand with moringa addition). When using moringa,
SODIS or UV lamp irradiation may be preferable means of disinfection.
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From the application of the technology feasibility flowchart, suites of technologies at the
household and community level that could deliver the required water quality improvements,
along with relevant special considerations and counter-indications, were identified. Special
considerations emerging from this flowchart were integrated into the multi-factor analysis as
merit/demerit factors (discussed further in section 3.4.4.1). The results of this component of the
analysis are presented in Chapter 6.

3.4.3 Assessment of technological alternatives
Going back to Table 3-7, once potential technologies were identified on the basis of water
quality constraints through the application of the flowchart, the next task was to assess the
performance of selected alternatives with respect to the appropriate technology criteria defined in
Table 2-9.

The appropriate technology criteria in Table 2-9 vary in nature. Just as their relative importance
was weighed in different ways (section 3.3.3), the strategies by which technological alternatives
were assessed with respect to these criteria also varied (although assessment strategies did not
precisely follow the lines of criteria suites as it did in section 3.3.3):
1. Some criteria—like cost or technical effectiveness—are discrete concepts for which
quantitative data can be obtained either from the literature or from the field.110 The
collected quantitative data was then used to ‘objectively’ rank the alternatives relative to
one another.
2. Other criteria however—like availability or ease of use—are not discrete concepts for
which quantitative data can be obtained. Moreover, published information on such
criteria for each technology for every possible field-site are clearly not available. Thus,
these criteria demanded that an ‘expert’ assessment be made by the investigator on how
each alternative measures up qualitatively relative to others on the basis of an informed
understanding of the realities of the specific field-site and of the technologies in question.

110

With respect to the literature, an attempt was made to gather data from as many relevant sources as possible, but
this did not constitute a systematic review of the literature.
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On the basis of these qualitative performance assessments, the technological alternatives
were ranked with respect to each pertinent criterion.111
3. Finally, the suite of criteria relating to socio-cultural and local appropriateness were
treated in a different manner, as alluded to in section 3.3.3. Alternatives were assessed on
these criteria on the basis of qualitative field and literature data, but they were not ranked
as was the case with the previous two suites. Here the strategy was to generate advisories
that captured the promoting or inhibiting effect of the criterion on each alternative. These
advisories were then integrated into the multi-factor analysis as merit/demerit factors.
This strategy is described further in the next section (section 3.4.4.1).
Table 3-9 summarizes how each criterion was assessed with respect to the three strategies
defined above.
Table 3-9 | Strategies for assessing the performance of alternatives with respect to appropriate technology criteria.
Assessment on the
Qualitative
basis of
Qualitative ‘expert’
‘expert’
APPROPRIATE
quantitative
assessment and
assessment and
ranking (#2)
merit/demerit
TECHNOLOGY CRITERIA
literature or field
data (#1)
points (#3)
End-User Preference Criteria

Cost (capital)

Cost (on-going)

Health impact

Ease of use/difficulty

Time and effort required
(convenience)


Production rate

Appearance of product water

Taste, odour, and palpability of
treated water

Aspirational appeal

Durability

Fit in the home environment
Technical Criteria

Technical effectiveness
(turbidity control)

Technical effectiveness
(microbiological control)

Availability

Reliability

Robustness

Absence of environmental
impacts and hazards
111

Baffrey (2005), Sobsey (2002), and Sobsey et al. (2008) all encountered this challenge in the selection tools they
created, and ultimately, addressed it in the same manner as that described here.
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Risk of recontamination

Absence of hazards to users
Criteria relating to socio-cultural and local appropriateness
Traditional knowledge,
practices, and perceptions
Local taste preferences
Perception of treatment process
by users
Relation to institutional
environment






For each criterion subject to strategies #1 and #2, once relevant data was gathered and the
performance of each alternative assessed, the alternatives were ranked relative to one another.
McBean, Rovers, and Farquhar (1995) distinguish between non-parametric and parametric
ranking. Non-parametric ranking is a simple relational ranking wherein alternatives are assigned
a rank on the basis of how they compare to the other alternatives. Conversely, parametric ranking
is a normalized approach wherein alternatives are compared against a fixed scale. Often, the best
and worst performing alternatives are defined as the end-points of the scale (e.g. a rank of one
for the best and ten for the worst). For alternatives in between, a rank commensurate to their
proximity to the best or worst is then assigned.

Both parametric and non-parametric ranking have their respective advantages and disadvantages.
For one, parametric ranking allows variable proximity information to be captured. Conversely,
non-parametric ranking does not allow for this, and assumes equal distance between adjacent
ranks. On the other hand, parametric ranking can conflict with criterion weighting by introducing
another dimension of variability that over- or under-influences a criterion in which there are tied
alternative rankings.112 While parametric ranking allows proximity information to be captured,
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To clarify, consider the following example. Assume there are 6 alternatives to choose from. With non-parametric
ranking, they would be ranked as 1 (best) through to 6 (worst). Where ties occur, these are taken as the average of
the tied ranks. Thus, in the non-parametric approach, ranks necessarily sum to [6+5+4+3+2+1] = 21. This is the case
even when there are ties, for instance [1.5,1.5,3,4,5,6] still sums to 21. With parametric ranking on the other hand,
the scale could still be defined as 1 to 6, however, the ranks need not be distributed equally amongst the alternatives.
This creates a problem when there are many ties in the ranking. For instance, consider the parametric ranking of
[1,1,1,4,5,6]. The sum of this set is 18. When there are no ties in the ranking, it would sum, as above, to 21. This
becomes a problem when we attempt to generate the alternative response (i.e. the product of the alternative ranking
and the criterion ranking, as will be discussed in section 3.4.4.1). When calculating the alternative response in
situations where there are ties in one alternative ranking, but not in others, the criterion featuring the tied alternatives
will become under- or over-influential compared to the criteria that do not feature tied alternatives, as the sum of the
available rank ‘points’ would deviate from 21. This is not a problem in the sense that it would potentially benefit one
alternative over another (as it would uniformly affect all alternatives), but it would skew the influence of criteria in
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this feature is of greater utility when dealing with discrete quantitative variables that can be used
to clearly define a fixed scale. However, this feature is less useful when dealing with qualitative
assessments; in this case, a simple relational ranking (i.e. a non-parametric ranking) is more
intuitive. In the present work, though there are several criteria which draw on quantitative data,
the majority are qualitative assessments, as indicated in Table 3-9. Because of the limited utility
that parametric ranking offers with respect to qualitative assessments—along with the risk of
skewing criteria weights—non-parametric ranking was utilized in the present work. The results
of this part of the analysis are presented in Chapter 6.

3.4.4 Multi-factor analysis
Once the viable technological alternatives had been assessed for their performance vis-à-vis the
appropriate technology criteria, the next task was to integrate the outcomes from the preceding
steps in a multi-factor analysis in order to generate a solution to the second key design question
(Table 3-7).

A multi-factor analysis is a systematic approach for exploring the performance of alternatives by
integrating various informational components (McBean, Rovers, and Farquhar 1995; Logsdon,
Hess, and Horsley 1999). This chapter has developed two informational components that need to
be integrated in order to develop a solution to the question of what appropriate technology(-ies)
might be for the case study community:
1. The weightings of the appropriate technology criteria (section 3.3.3).
2. The assessment of the performance of technological alternatives with respect to
appropriate technology criteria (section 3.4.3).
At the intersection of these two informational inputs lay the most appropriate technology(-ies)
for the case study community (Figure 3-1).

which there are ties amongst the alternative rankings, thereby conflicting with the weightings of the criteria
themselves. For the present work, preventing this effect was deemed more important than capturing proximity
information; thus, non-parametric ranking was utilized.
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Appropriate
technology(-ies)

How do the alternatives
perform with respect to
appropriate technology
criteria?

How important are the appropriate
technology criteria to different
stakeholders?

Figure 3-1 | Conceptual diagram of the multi-factor analysis.

One way of structuring a multi-factor analysis is the use of a matrix-weighting array. A matrixweighting array (MWA) is an additive model in which the intersection of two informational
components can be developed. The present work utilized a MWA, built as a Microsoft Excel
spreadsheet, in order to integrate the two components identified above (Appendix T). Guidance
on the development of the MWA came from McBean, Rovers, and Farquhar (1995). The logic of
the MWA is discussed in the following.
3.4.4.1

Development of the matrix-weighting array

The MWA positioned the technological alternatives along the horizontal axis and the appropriate
technology criteria along the vertical axis of the matrix. The appropriate technology criteria were
conditioned by the rankings/weightings that were developed following the procedure outlined in
section 3.3.3. The technical criteria suite was assessed by a group of subject matter ‘experts’ (i.e.
my staff members from the larger project and faculty at IIT-M) via a weighting activity. A
weighting sum of 100 points was used in the field for ease of application, but had to be converted
to a weighting sum of unity for analysis in the MWA. A summary weighting was also generated
by finding the mean of the individual responses.

Integrating the end-user preference criteria suite into the MWA was slightly more complicated.
As mentioned earlier, it was desired to have community-members do a weighting activity (akin
to the technical criteria suite) rather than a simple ranking, but this was found to be impracticable
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in the field. However, to be compatible in the MWA, these rankings (1 best, 10 worst) had to be
reversed in order and then transformed to uniformly-distributed weightings normalized to unity
(i.e. the more important a criterion was, the greater the fraction of unity it represented—or to put
it another way: 1.0 best, 0.0 worst). The following transformation was used to convert the
ranking of criterion c into the weighting for criterion c:

Wc =

(nT + 1) − Rc
nT

∑i
i =1

Where:

Wc = weighting of criterion c
nT = no. of criteria in total
Rc = ranking of criterion c

As the end-user preference criteria were uniquely ranked by each respondent, each ranking was
available to generate a customized outcome space for each respondent. A summary weighting
was also developed by finding the mean of all respondent rankings.

The first intersectional area of the matrix—where the alternative columns meet the criteria
rows—referred to as the alternative ranking site, featured the alternative rankings that were
developed following the procedure described in section 3.4.3. The product of the alternative
rankings and the criterion weightings represents the response of the alternative, and these were
placed in the adjacent alternative response site. Because the matrix was predicated as an additive
model, the alternative rankings—going from 1 as the best to the number of alternatives as the
worst—had to have their order reversed before being multiplied by the criterion weighting in
order to generate the alternative response. Therefore, to obtain the response of alternative a with
respect to criterion c, the following formula was used:

S[ a , c ] = [(na + 1) − R[ a , c ] ] × Wc
Where: S[a,c] = response of alternative a with respect to criterion c
na = number of alternatives in total
R[a,c] = rank of alternative a with respect to criterion c
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Wc = weighting of criterion c
An additional complication was presented by the cost (capital) and cost (on-going) criteria of the
end-user preference criteria suite (1a and 1b in the MWA). For the purposes of ranking during
the field research, the cost criteria were aggregated (i.e. respondents did not rank cost (capital)
and cost (on-going) separately, but as an aggregated criterion of cost). However, alternatives
were assessed with respect to both cost (capital) and cost (on-going) (i.e. assessment was
disaggregated). Given this, alternative responses for cost (capital) and cost (on-going) were
developed using the single cost criterion weighting and the two unique alternative assessments
and then averaged together to generate a single cost-alterative response. Similarly, the technical
effectiveness (turbidity control) and technical effectiveness (microbiological control) were
aggregated during ranking, disaggregated during assessment, and then re-aggregated for
integration into the MWA, following the same procedure.

Once the alternative response site was populated, the responses for each alternative were
summed for both suites. These sums represented the performance of the alternatives with respect
to the end-user preference criteria suite and the technical criteria suite respectively. These sums
were then subject to the next factor, the suite weight. The suite weight represented the relative
contribution of the end-user preference criteria suite and the technical criteria suite in the
decision model. For the present analysis, it was desired that the contribution of both suites be the
same, so a unity was applied as both suite weights.113 The product of alternative response sums
and the suite weight were placed in the suite response site. The sum of the two suite response
values for each alternative was taken as the interim alternative score.

As mentioned earlier on, the criteria relating to socio-cultural and local appropriateness were
integrated into the decision-making tool in a different manner owing to their unique nature. This
suite, along with the special considerations emerging from the technology feasibility flowchart
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Although the end-user preference criteria suite featured ten criteria, and the technical criteria suite featured only
seven criteria, the relative contribution of both suites was the same in the additive model, as both suites distributed a
unity of points amongst the available criteria. The suite weight did not need to act as a scaling factor to compensate
for the different number of criteria in either suite. It can however act as a scaling factor if it is desired that the two
suites be weighed differently.
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(section 3.4.2), were integrated into the MWA as merit/demerit points. Each of the criteria
relating to socio-cultural and local appropriateness was qualitatively assessed on the basis of an
informed understanding of the alternative and the case study site, drawing on data from the field
and the literature where available. On the basis of this assessment, a percentage factor of the
mean interim alternative score was assigned. Likewise, the special considerations emerging from
the technology feasibility flowchart were integrated into the MWA as merit/demerit points also
as percentage bonuses of the mean interim alternative score (Table 3-10).
Table 3-10 | Evaluation of special considerations from technology feasibility flowchart.
STEP

SPECIAL CONSIDERATION

MERIT/DEMERIT FACTOR (if applicable)

4a
4b

Excessive iron and/or manganese
pH outside of the normal range

4c

Excessive nitrate

4d

Excessive organics

4e

Excessive fluoride

 +10% to all coagulation or filtration treatments
 -10% for alum/moringa coagulation-flocculation or
chlorine disinfection
 -10% for boiling, ceramic filtration, and biosand
filtration
 +10% for chlorine disinfection or other oxidants
 +10% for alum coagulation or charcoal/coal/granular
activated carbon filtration
 +10% for any treatments including an activated
alumina adsorbent layer

Applicable merit/demerit points were added up and presented as the total merit/demerit points
which, in turn, was added to the interim alternative score to generate the final alternative score.
This value represented the final, cumulative performance of alternatives. Recommendations on
appropriate water treatment technology(-ies) were based on final alternative scores.

To summarize, the MWA featured a number of variable input components that affect the
outcome space of the decision model (Table 3-11).
Table 3-11 | Variable input components of the MWA.
No.
1
2
3
4

a
b

a
b

INPUT COMPONENT
Appropriate technology criteria weight – end-user preference criteria
Appropriate technology criteria weight – technical criteria
Alternative performance rankings
Appropriate technology criteria suite weights
Merit/demerit factors – socio-cultural and local appropriateness criteria
Merit/demerit factors – special considerations from technology feasibility flowchart
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Depending on the identity of these inputs, different outcome spaces can be generated by the
MWA. Different scenarios, comprising various arrangements of input identities, can be analyzed
in the MWA to investigate outcome spaces specific to various circumstances.

In order to develop a general recommendation of appropriate water treatment technologies for
the case study community (Scenario A), the identities given in Table 3-12 were used.
Table 3-12 | Variable input component identities for general recommendation (Scenario A).
Scenario A: General recommendation
No.
1

a
b

2
3
4

a
b

INPUT COMPONENT

COMPONENT IDENTITY

Appropriate technology criteria weight
– end-user preference criteria
Appropriate technology criteria weight
– technical criteria
Alternative performance rankings
Appropriate technology criteria suite weights
Merit/demerit factors
– socio-cultural and local appropriateness criteria
Merit/demerit factors
– special considerations from tech. feas. flowchart

Summary ranking from communitymembers
Summary ranking from subject matter
experts
General assessment (Chapter 6)
Assume as 1 following discussion above
General assessment (Chapter 6)
From application of flowchart (Chapter 6),
following from Table 3-10

Any number of different scenarios can be analyzed in the MWA in order to generate
recommendations for specific circumstances. This is discussed further in the next section.
3.4.4.2

Sensitivity analyses

To evaluate the stability of the outcome space under various conditions, sensitivity analyses were
carried out with different input scenarios. As the MWA featured several variable input
components, in any given scenario, only a single component could be varied at a time in order to
study its effect on the outcome space.114 The sensitivity testing scenarios were selected on the
basis of which input possibilities emerged as interesting following the development of the
outcome space for Scenario A, or where variability in the input components needed to be
assessed in order to study its affect on the outcome space. The scenarios examined included:

114

If two or more input components are varied in a single scenario, it will generate a complicated array of output
values. To avoid such confusion, it was decided that a single component would be varied at a time. This strategy
would also more clearly illustrate the effect on the outcome space of a single input component.
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1. Scenario B: Each of the unique respondent rankings of the end-user preference criteria
generated from the focus group ranking games (section 3.3.3) was analyzed in order to
assess the stability of the outcome space vis-à-vis the general recommendations of
Scenario A. This also allowed the generation of a customized recommendation for every
end-user response.
2. Scenario C: This scenario also dealt with the rankings of the end-user preference criteria,
but utilized a constructed ranking in which cost and convenience were controlling factors.
This was done in order to assess the outcome space under these important conditions.
3. Scenario D: As cost has previously been identified as a controlling factor affecting the
sustained uptake of water treatment systems in marginalized communities, the decision
model was modified in this scenario to have cost treated as a separate criteria suite in
order to increase its influence in the model. As with Scenario C, this allowed the stability
of the outcome space to be assessed when cost is a high importance criterion.
4. Scenario E: This scenario looked at outlier rankings of the technical criteria in order to
assess the stability of the outcome space.
5. Scenario F: This scenario modified the influence of the special considerations from the
technology feasibility flowchart to assess the stability of the outcome space under
changing assumptions, and to consider other possibilities for the assumptions in the
decision model.

A note is required about the variable input components that were not subject to sensitivity
analysis—the alternative performance rankings, the appropriate technology criteria suite
weightings, and the merit/demerit factors for the socio-cultural and local appropriateness criteria
(respectively, nos. 2, 3, and 4a in Table 3-12). The alternative performance rankings were the
product of an extensive assessment as described in section 3.4.3. It is entirely probable that
another ‘expert’ could generate an assessment/ranking of alternatives that is dissimilar from the
one that I generated here. Though other suites of performance assessments could potentially be
tested in the decision model, generating these assessments would greatly expand the scope of the
thesis. Though this is an important aspect of calibration and validation of the decision-making
support tool, it is recommended as future work and not included here. The appropriate
technology criteria suite weights were not subject to sensitivity analysis as these are simple
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scaling factors whose impact on the outcome space is apparent. Furthermore, there are any
number of ways to modify the relative weighting arrangement for these criteria suites, but no
specific reason to believe one or the other was particularly relevant. Finally, the merit/demerit
factors for the socio-cultural and local appropriateness criteria were also generated via an
‘expert’ assessment by the investigator, so the reasons for their exclusion from the sensitivity
analysis is the same as that for the alternative performance rankings.

3.5 Post-implementation steps (community forums)
With reference to the PAR cycle (Figure 2-2), the pre-implementation steps (#1) identified in the
methodological overview at the beginning of this chapter (section 3.1) constitute the problem
definition stage, while the preceding research and analytical steps (#2 and 3)—the primary work
of this dissertation—constitute the solution identification stage. After this come the
implementation and reflection stages (which lead back to the problem definition stage where the
cycle begins again). The post-implementation steps here (#4), centred around community
forums, correspond to the implementation and reflection stages of the PAR cycle. Given the
limitations discussed in section 3.3.1.7, it was not possible to fully implement this step for the
present work, however, it is discussed here to round out the logic of the decision-making support
tool.

The purpose of the community forums is to seed further action and research on safe water system
development and implementation in the community by sharing the recommendations emerging
from the decision making support tool with residents and other stakeholders. In this way, the
community forums constitute a simplified Delphi-type technique in which the outcomes of the
research are shared with respondents who are then invited to reflect, modify, and build upon
them. Although a full community mobilization process could not be undertaken, a smaller
research-sharing forum was held on August 24, 2011 in the case study community. During this
session, the key questions of the investigations were shared, the findings summarized, and the
recommendations of the decision-making support tool were presented to research participants.
This session also served to fulfil the ethical requirement of sharing research outcomes with
participants. The transcript of this session (FRM1) is available in the appendices (Appendix S).
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With these steps, the logic of the decision-making support tool and the primary research of this
dissertation is fully articulated. The next chapters discuss the background on the case study
community (Chapter 4), the results from the investigation into the first key design decision on
the appropriate level of application (Chapter 5), and the results from the investigation on the
second key design decision on appropriate technologies (Chapter 6).
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CHAPTER 4: BACKGROUND OF CASE STUDY COMMUNITY
This chapter develops the background of the case study community, Mylai Balaji Nagar. The
purpose of this exploration is to contextualize the development and implementation of the
decision-making support tool in the present work. It also serves to lay the foundation for the
results presented in the next two chapters. The following features of the case study community
are described here:



location and physical layout;



resettlement history(–ies);



land tenure status;



demographic and socio-economic characteristics;



status of water supply and other basic municipal services, as well as the coping strategies
adopted by community-members;



public health status; and



local development priorities and the complementary community development activities
undertaken by our project team.
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Information on these background features comes from a variety of sources including the baseline
research activities, the primary research of this dissertation (i.e. focus groups and interviews), the
review of the existing literature on the case study community, and from the informal explorations
and discussions that I have had over the four years of being involved in the case study
community (since 2007). The relevant sources are identified in each section. Throughout this
chapter, an effort has been made to corroborate information using multiple sources. It is
acknowledged that some of what is described here may be anecdotal in nature. Nonetheless, it is
important to share what is known about the case study community, as it is inescapable (and
perhaps even desirable) that the analysis presented in the next chapters will be shaped by what is
known to the author. Hence, the purpose of this chapter is to simply share what is known.
Attribution of data to primary and baseline sources follows the conventions described in section
3.3.1.5.

4.1 Location and physical layout
The case study community was a low-income peri-urban settlement called Mylai Balaji Nagar,
located near the Velachery suburb in south Chennai (formerly Madras) in the south Indian state
of Tamil Nadu (Figure 4-1).

Figure 4-1 | City of Chennai with the location of Velachery indicated. North is at the top of the image (Source:
Google Maps).
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Mylai Balaji Nagar is located on the southernmost periphery of the rapidly expanding
metropolitan area of Chennai. Just beyond present city limits, the community currently falls
under the jurisdiction of the town panchayat of Pallikaranai.115 It is bordered in the north by a
municipal solid waste landfill,116 by Velachery Main Road to the west (across which there is a
wetland), and by wetlands on the southern and eastern sides (Figure 4-2). The community is
situated on a rectangular parcel of land measuring approximately 700 metres by 200 metres, for a
total footprint of 14 hectares (Dutasta 2010). It is built on an argillaceous platform ‘reclaimed’
from the wetland ecosystem that hosts the community.117 The terrain slightly slopes to the west
and south, and it is only a slightly higher than the surrounding wetlands (Meunier-Marécal and
David 2009).
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The panchayat is the most local level of government in India. It roughly corresponds to a rural municipality in
the Canadian context. Mylai Balaji Nagar is part of Council No. 15 of Pallikaranai Panchayat and part of the state
administrative district of Kancheepuram (Dutasta 2010). As of June 2011, a process had been initiated to
amalgamate the town and village panchayats surrounding Chennai into the greater metropolitan entity of the
Corporation of Chennai (Saravanan 2011). This institutional rearrangement will represent a major reconfiguration of
Mylai Balaji Nagar’s institutional status and is likely to affect its land tenure status and basic services scenario. At
the time of writing, how this will play out remains to be seen. These matters are discussed further later on in this
chapter.
116
This landfill serves Alandhur Panchayat, not Pallikaranai Panchayat, under whose jurisdiction Mylai Balaji Nagar
falls under. On January 9, 2010, the project team undertook a slum clean-up day with partners from the community.
An attempt was made to gain access to this facility to dump wastes removed from Mylai Balaji Nagar, however, this
request was denied. We were (rather ironically) told that all wastes from Mylai Balaji Nagar must be sent to
Pallikaranai Panchayat’s landfill, which is at some distance from the community.
117
As a ‘protected’ wetland, the area that hosts Mylai Balaji Nagar technically falls under multiple jurisdictions
including those at the state and national levels, not simply the Corporation of Chennai or Pallikaranai Panchayat. It
is officially designated as a ‘bird sanctuary’, and should not be subject to development, a policy that is abrogated by
the fact of rapid transportation, commercial (e.g. IT sector), and residential development that has radically affected
the host ecosystem in recent years (Khosla 2009c). Jurisdictional matters are further discussed in section 4.3.
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Figure 4-2 | Satellite image of Mylai Balaji Nagar, at centre. A plume of smoke can be seen rising from the
municipal landfill that bounds the community. North is at the top of the image (Source: Google Maps).

The layout of the community divides it into four sectors. Sector 1 is the northernmost, bordering
the landfill. Sector 2 is to its south, separated by a canal that links the wetlands to the west and
east of the community (the canals can be seen as the dark green lines bisecting the built-up areas
of the community in a roughly east-west manner in Figure 4-2). Sector 2 is the largest, being
approximately twice the size of the other sectors. South of sector 2 is a small residential
neighbourhood called Tay Nagar that predates the settlement of Mylai Balaji Nagar.118 Tay
Nagar, bounded by walls, separates sectors 2 and 3, the latter of which lies to the immediate
south of it. A second east-west canal separates sector 3 from the southernmost part of the
community, sector 4. A schematic diagram of the community, as laid out by the Tamil Nadu
Slum Clearance Board (TNSCB) is included as an appendix (Appendix P).

4.2 Resettlement history(–ies)
The story of Mylai Balaji Nagar, as a development-displaced community, is a tumultuous one
(Rajagopalan 2009). Throughout the course of informal explorations, reviewing the existing
literature, and the primary research, a single narrative of the case study community’s
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Tay Nagar is an officially recognized ‘colony’ (as the term is used in the Indian parlance), the residents of which
have secure land tenure and access to municipal services. It is not considered to be part of Mylai Balaji Nagar and
has not been included in the present study.
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resettlement history that was, at once, complete and cogent was not encountered. Indeed, all of
the accounts given were partial and particular, as is always the case with historical investigations.
In order to gain a more ‘full’ view, all of these accounts must be duly considered. In this section,
I do not seek to construct a single historical narrative that, by reconciling competing narratives
and resolving which account is more ‘correct’, attempts to lay claim to ’objective truth’. Rather, I
seek to simply re-present, for the consideration of the reader, the many narratives that I
encountered while collecting stories from the sixty-seven respondents whom were involved in
this research. Such an approach is in keeping in spirit with the complexity and ambiguity that
characterizes a post-normal scientific endeavour (section 2.3.2).

In order to concisely re-present these narratives, a timeline featuring a combination of written
and graphical elements is used. The timeline includes a number of features including those
relating to resettlement, institutional relationships, housing, water supply, and others.119 Only the
key points are given here with supplementary information provided in later sections of this
chapter. The dates on the timeline are approximate as the dates reported by respondents were
either unclear or variable between reports. Attribution of data to primary and other sources
follows the conventions described in section 3.3.1.5.
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The term pucca is defined later on in the text, but because it is used in the timeline, it must be defined here. Pucca
refers to housing that is permanent and of durable construction using materials such as cement, brick, or stone. This
is compared to kuchcha which is housing that is temporary, using materials such as thatch, wood, plastic, and other
non-durable materials. Another term that appears here, and is discussed further later on, is Sangam. The Sangam is a
community organization emerging from SHG activities facilitated by World Vision. It is discussed more in Chapter
5.
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4.3 Land tenure status
Land tenure refers to the legal title or claim of ownership that individuals have to real property
(that is, to land). Security of land tenure is a continuum affected by a number of legal and
institutional practices including residents having clear documentation attesting to legal
ownership of the land, and governments adopting anti-eviction laws, abstaining from forced
evictions, engaging in consultative processes for local development with title-holders, and
devolving decision-making powers over land management (Sjostedt 2011).120 Secure land tenure
is critical for encouraging self-directed community development and has been linked to positive
social capital (Grant 2001). Moreover, it strongly influences local economic development by
encouraging the growth of microenterprises (Gulyani and Talukdar 2010). To live without secure
land tenure, is to live in fear of eviction; with respect to the topic of the present work, insecure
land tenure forestalls citizen investment in improving their own communities—including water
infrastructure—as well as excludes them from accessing services provided by the government or
private water agencies (Sjostedt 2011). This section discusses the security of land tenure at Mylai
Balaji Nagar. The next chapter builds on that discussed here, demonstrating the influence it has
on community development.

As suggested by the tumultuous history(-ies) documented in the timeline above, the land tenure
situation at Mylai Balaji Nagar is convoluted and deeply contentious. This section re-presents the
various accounts given of the land tenure situation through the use of a diagrammatic schema. As
with the timeline in the previous section, this schema does not attempt to reconcile which is the
‘most true’ of the varying accounts. Indeed, it appears that no government officer at any agency,
resident of the community, or any other stakeholder knows categorically what the actual land
tenure status of the community is— or even which government agency is responsible!—at the
present moment. A lengthy judicial process may actually be required to resolve this. The representation here remains true to this complexity. This schema is plotted against a highly
generalized timeline in order to represent the evolution of the land tenure situation, with the time
of resettlement on the left and the present toward the right-hand side of the page. The timeline is
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Locally, the term patta is used to refer to the legal title to the land.
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not to scale and it remains purposefully undefined as precise dates are not known. The schema is
organized around three themes which emerged as the major evolutionary stages giving rise to the
present land tenure situation. Finally, as a range of very different perspectives were encountered,
the schema is also colour-coded according to stakeholder perspectives, so as to facilitate
contextualization of the statements made. Attribution of data to primary and other sources
follows the conventions described in section 3.3.1.5.
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4.4 Demographic and socio-economic characteristics
The population of Mylai Balaji Nagar is not precisely known. Estimates range from 2,500
families and 6000 people (INT4), to 7850 people (Dutasta 2010), to 10,000 people (Khosla
2009a, INF). People living in Mylai Balaji Nagar originally hail from a number of places (that is,
before the were resettled or moved to the community)—some are long-time Chennaites and
others are migrants from the interiors villages of Tamil Nadu, or the neighbouring states of
Karnataka and Andhra Pradesh. The community is majority Hindu, although there are sizeable
Christian and Muslim communities as well. The majority of the community belongs to the
scheduled castes (Meunier-Marécal and David 2009).121 Tamil is the main language spoken in
the community, although other South Indian languages such as Kannada and Telugu are also
spoken in migrant households. Many community-members speak some English, and amongst
Muslims living in the community Urdu is also spoken.122 The baseline community survey
(Appendix B) indicated that household size varies from three members up to thirteen, with the
average family size being 4.7, and the greatest proportion of households (42.3%) having four
members (Figure 4-3).123
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Scheduled caste is a designation used by the Government of India to denote sub-populations that have
traditionally been (and still are to this day) marginalized in larger Indian society on the basis of caste. The
Government of India maintains special reservations and benefits for people belonging to the scheduled castes as an
affirmative action measure attempting to redress the widespread discrimination and social exclusion they face.
Scheduled caste people are also referred to as dalits in the common parlance in India or, more pejoratively, as
“untouchables”.
122
English has become the lingua franca of contemporary India. It is seen as highly desirable as many well-paying
employment opportunities have become available to English-speakers since the liberalization of the Indian economy
in the early 1990s. Many people in Mylai Balaji Nagar, particularly the youth, are keen to learn and practise their
English in order to increase their employability.
123
As discussed in section 3.2.2.3, this and other descriptive features that are representative of the community as a
whole were drawn from the first phase of the baseline community survey.
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Figure 4-3 | Proportion of household sizes at Mylai Balaji Nagar (as of January 2010).

Mylai Balaji Nagar is also diverse with respect to socio-economic status. Meunier-Marécal and
David (2009) found that average household income is approximately INR 4000 to 5000 per
month. A small purposive sampling study by Rajagopalan (2009) corroborated this, showing that
more than half of households in the community earn a household income between INR 4000 to
5000 per month, and that monthly income ranges from INR 2000 up to INR 8000. The incomebased poverty line in India was last assessed in 2004–5 and was set as INR 539 per person per
month in urban areas.124 For the average family size of 4.7 members in Mylai Balaji Nagar, the
poverty line corresponds to a monthly household income of INR 2533, suggesting there are
households below, or close to, the official poverty line in the community. Residents are engaged
in a range of employment activities including (Rajagopalan 2009, INT13, INT5, INT15):



daily wage labour (i.e. construction workers and painters. Daily labour is the most
common livelihood activity in the community);



various forms of self-employment and small business;



domestic help;



transport (i.e. drivers for lorries and auto-rickshaws);



office and government workers;

124

There is controversy however that this figure is based on a consumption basket that is far too lean, resulting in an
excessively low figure. The implication of this is that a much larger figure is actually required to maintain a basic
standard of living in urban India today (GOI Planning Commission 2008). It is interesting to note that the relatively
high income at Mylai Balaji Nagar, at least with respect to the official poverty line, still entails that it is a slum
community! This highlights the inaccuracy of the official estimate.
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waste pickers and recyclers; and



masonry, carpentry, plumbing, electrical and other trades.

Most women in the community also hold employment outside the home as domestic help, in
food preparation, as labour on construction sites, or as small retailers and hawkers (INT15).
Socio-economic well-being of a household is also reflected in its housing.125 The baseline
community survey (Appendix B) indicated that presently approximately 72% of households own
the houses they live in and 27% of households live in rental housing.126 The baseline community
survey also looked into the roofing material of respondent households (Figure 4-4). Roofing
materials present in Mylai Balaji Nagar ranged from low-cost temporary materials (kucha) to
higher-cost permanent materials (pucca)—from thatch and plastic sheeting (Figure 4-5),
corrugated metal or asbestos sheets (Figure 4-6), to ceramic tiles or concrete (Figure 4-7).127
Sector 4 has the greatest proportion of thatch and low-income type dwellings, reflecting the
greater proportion of below poverty line (BPL) households in that sector. The baseline
community survey also asked how many storeys respondents’ homes had.128 As of January 2010,
the vast majority of the community (89.1%) had single level houses; 10.2% had two storey
houses; and a small minority (0.7%) had three storey houses. Moreover, some residents have
bought adjacent plots and built some of the larger houses that are seen throughout the community
(INF).

125

Indeed, below poverty level (BPL) status for urban dwellers in India has been determined by a range of
parameters that includes roof and floor materials of housing ever since the inception of the 10th Five-Year Plan in
2002 (Childline India 2011). For populations that are employed in the informal sector, attempting to record yearly
(or even monthly) income may be an inappropriate approach for assessing socio-economic well-being. Housing
materials and other features are often used as a proxy for income levels.
126
With respect to the earlier discussion on land tenure, own is to be taken lightly here. Here I mean that most
residents do not have formal title to the land, but have built their own homes, rather than pay someone else to live in
their home.
127
Kucha and pucca are two common terms in Indian parlance to describe temporary/non-durable and
permanent/durable housing, respectively.
128
Number of storeys is also a proxy for income levels as only wealthier individuals can afford to build multi-story
pucca housing.
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Figure 4-4 | Proportions of roofing materials used for housing at Mylai Balaji Nagar (as of January 2010).

Figure 4-5 | Typical thatch house in Mylai Balaji Nagar.

Figure 4-6 | 9 ft. x 15 ft. concrete block house built by TNSCB with asbestos sheet roof.
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Figure 4-7 | Typical single-level pucca concrete house with full plot footprint of 18 ft. x 15 ft.

As was described in section 4.2, the community was quite poor in the beginning, but steadily its
economic well-being has improved, as reflected in the evolution of its housing (INT4).
Furthermore, anecdotal evidence suggests that recent arrivals tend to be wealthier than the
original settlers, as they have had the means to purchase land and build homes (INF).129

4.5 Status of basic services
As was discussed in Chapter 2, the UN (2007) defines slums as dwellings lacking at least one of
four basic amenities: adequate sanitation, safe water supply, durable housing material, and
adequate living space. As housing status at Mylai Balaji Nagar has been discussed in the
previous section, this section moves on to the state of sanitation, safe water supply, and other
basic services in the community including:



electrical supply;



roads;



solid waste management;



sanitation and drainage;



water supply; and

129

The baseline survey did not ask respondents whether they were original (re-)settlers or had moved to the
community later on (having purchased a home/land on the informal market). This was not done as it could expose
respondents to legal action or increase their risk of eviction, and as such, was ethically impermissible.
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health services.

The generally inadequate condition of these basic services at Mylai Balaji Nagar has forced
residents to resort to a number of coping strategies. These are also discussed in the following.

4.5.1 Electrical supply
As discussed in section 4.2, prior to their resettlement, the evictees from Mylapore recall that the
various levels of government involved had assured them that they would be provided with free
electricity and other services at their new location (Rajagopalan 2009). When the evictees arrived
at what would become Mylai Balaji Nagar in 1995, it was little more than a barren field on the
edge of the city with a few streetlights. Residents informally spliced themselves into the
electrical grid via the streetlights (FGD2, INT4, INT7).

The Panchayat has allowed this situation to persist and has been paying the Electricity Board
(EB) bill since 1995 (Rajagopalan 2009, INT19, INT9). The outstanding electricity bill now
figures in the crores of rupees and is one of the things that the Panchayat cites as a barrier to
improving services at Mylai Balaji Nagar when residents approach them with complaints.130,131
Individual households are unable to obtain formal EB connections as they do not have patta and
only very few (5 to 7%) have a No Objection Certificate (NOC) from the TNSCB that proves
that they have paid their leasing fees in full (section 4.3). Residents desire formal connections so
that they can pay their bills and be assured of electrical supply (INT4, INT15, INT16).

Presently, the electrical supply is unreliable and subject to frequent blackouts with at least one
occurring every day in Mylai Balaji Nagar (FGD3, INT2). Due to excessive demand, all of
Chennai is subject to rolling blackouts, however residents complain that the supply at Mylai
Balaji Nagar is particularly erratic and the timing of blackouts is indefinite (INT15).
Furthermore, the power is poorly conditioned, leaving many residents complaining of excessive
wear upon their electrical appliances (INF). Blackouts can persist for up to two or three days,
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Crore is common parlance in India for ten million.
Some community-members suggest that the lump sum given to the TNSCB by the Railway Department at the
outset of the resettlement was to cover these and other expenses (INT9). What this lump sum was intended for and
how much it totalled remains unclear however, even after several attempts to clarify with both the TNSCB and the
Panchayat.
131
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after which point, residents will take collective action. At first, the residents will go and
complain to the Panchayat. Sometimes, the government EB workers come immediately and
rectify the problem (FGD3). At other times, the Panchayat is reticent to rectify system failures in
a timely fashion. In response, residents of sector 4 have self-organized a neighbourhood
voluntary association that, among other things, independently collects contributions from
community-members and arranges for electrical system repairs (INT4, FGD1, FGD2).

4.5.2 Roads
Along with electricity and other services, good roads at the new site were also promised to
evictees by the government prior to their resettlement. Presently, the roads in Mylai Balaji Nagar
are in very poor condition. Most roads in the community are only mud and are pockmarked with
potholes. This, in combination with a lack of effective drainage, results in the stagnant pools of
sewage-contaminated water that are ubiquitous throughout the community in all seasons
(Rajagopalan 2009, INF, FGD4). As of April 2011, the Panchayat had undertaken the task of
converting the mud roads to permanent concrete or asphalt roads (INT6, INT19). Parts of the
community have already been upgraded, but much remains to be done as of August 2011.

4.5.3 Solid waste management
As the resettlement was intended as a ‘sites and services’ scheme, residents say that the
government should have been removing solid waste regularly since the time of resettlement
(Khosla 2009b). However, to this day, solid waste management by the Panchayat remains spotty
at best (Khosla 2009c; Rajagopalan 2009). Piles of solid waste litter the streets and choke the
canals between sectors (Figure 4-12).

The Panchayat had initially placed garbage bins around the community for residents to deposit
their solid waste in. These bins were to be regularly emptied by workers from the Panchayat.
However, residents report that it was not long before the bins were stolen or otherwise removed
from the community. After this, people resorted to throwing their garbage in the canals or in
makeshift dumpsites along the streets. Vacant lots in the community were also turned into
dumpsites in which garbage is periodically burnt (INF). Figure 4-8 illustrates the prevalence of
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various solid waste disposal strategies at Mylai Balaji Nagar, as captured by the baseline
community survey (Appendix B).

Prevalence of Various Solid Waste Disposal Strategies
62%

35%

3%

In the Canal

Roadside Dumping

In a Waste Bin

Figure 4-8 | Prevalence of solid waste disposal strategies in Mylai Balaji Nagar (as of January 2010).

Only a tiny minority of people (3%) deposit solid waste in an appointed place; the vast majority
resort to open dumping in the canal (35%) or the roadsides (62%). With no designated site for
residents to dump, garbage is dispersed throughout the community and Panchayat workers are
unable to effectively collect it. As a result, the Panchayat garbage truck seldom comes—maybe
once every two to four weeks—to collect only that which is easily gathered (INF). Once a year,
the Panchayat undertakes a larger clean-up operation, but without a proper place to store and
remove waste from, the situation inevitably reverts to its previous state (FGD2).132

Though the preceding summarizes what the present solid waste situation at Mylai Balaji Nagar
is, it is not to say that attempts have not been made, by both residents and the government, to
improve it in the past. As was mentioned in section 4.2, in 2004, a community-based waste
management program was initiated by the Panchayat in cooperation with the international
environmental services NGO Exnora. This program trained approximately twenty-six women
living in Mylai Balaji Nagar to collect, sort, and recycle or compost solid waste from the
community as an income-generating activity. The Panchayat provided a bicycle trolley and a
132

Our project team also undertook a community clean-up day in early January 2010. It ultimately ended in much
the same way. This is discussed further in a later section (section 4.6.1) and in the next chapter.
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waste-sorting building in sector 2, and promised that they would provide funding to supplement
the worker’s pay (beyond the Rs. 20/mo. fee levied on households for the garbage collection
service). The waste management program continued for three years during which the workers
struggled with the Panchayat to get the promised funding. It finally collapsed in 2007, when the
workers, fed up with what they say was the Panchayat reneging on its promises, reduced garbage
collection service levels—leading residents to stop contributing the Rs. 20/mo. fee. The unpaid
workers then ceased any waste management activity in Mylai Balaji Nagar and the program
collapsed (INT2, INT5).133 Three of the workers have taken the waste management program to
the campus of a nearby research institution where it has been financially viable (INF, INT2).

During discussions with community-members over the course of this research, the solid waste
situation at Mylai Balaji Nagar has repeatedly come up as a community priority. In fact, the
project team has been asked to work with the voluntary association in sector 4 to help improve
the solid waste situation there. We have taken on this task in cooperation with the voluntary
association and, as of January 2012, the work is on-going.134

4.5.4 Sanitation and drainage
Sanitation and drainage are perhaps the most significant (and noticeable) service gaps in the
community, as is typical of marginalized low-income urban/peri-urban communities in India
(Agarwal 2011; Chaplin 2011).135 Homes in Mylai Balaji Nagar presently are not connected to
any centralized sewerage network. As a result, a number of coping strategies have emerged to
manage sewage (Figure 4-9).
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This negative experience of community-government cooperation is discussed further in the next chapter.
Further details on community development priorities and the complementary activities we have undertaken are
discussed in section 4.6.
135
With respect to the poorest quartile of the urban population in India, some 53% do not have access to a sanitary
flush or pit latrine (Agarwal 2011). The situation at Mylai Balaji Nagar is a case study illustration of this deficit.
134
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Prevalent Sanitation Practices at Mylai Balaji Nagar
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Figure 4-9 | Prevalence of various sanitation practices at Mylai Balaji Nagar (as of January 2010).

Though only a tiny minority resort to the most basic practice of open defecation (3%), the other
alternatives all ultimately end in the uncontrolled release of raw human sewage into the
surrounding environment (though they do offer more privacy for users). The other sanitation
practices prevalent at Mylai Balaji Nagar are briefly described in the following.
4.5.4.1

Public latrine blocks

About one-fifth of households presently use public latrine blocks as their primary sanitation
facility. These blocks have ten toilet stalls, five on either side for men and women, and handwashing stations. They are equipped with large Sintex water tanks to store and provide water for
flushing, washing, and maintenance (Figure 4-10). There are several of these latrine blocks in
each sector, following a ratio of one toilet for every ten families (INT16).
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Figure 4-10 | Typical public latrine block in Mylai Balaji Nagar.

The public latrine blocks suffer from a range of maladies that stretch back to when they were
built shortly after resettlement, and that have resulted in their present dilapidated and unhygienic
condition. Though sanitation is a core requirement of the ‘sites and services’ scheme, the
TNSCB acknowledges that they failed to deliver at Mylai Balaji Nagar (section 4.2). There were
no sanitation facilities when the TNSCB resettled the evictees at Mylai Balaji Nagar, and the
newly-arrived people had to improvise in the most basic of ways (Khosla 2009a, INF). The
latrine blocks were built only after community agitation forced the TNSCB to ask an outside
agency, World Vision, to build something for the people there (INT16, Khosla 2009a). However,
no maintenance plan that identified roles and responsibilities for the NGO, the government
agencies, or community-members was ever articulated, resulting in the inevitable
mismanagement of these facilities. For one, though there are rooftop water tanks, neither the
TNSCB nor the Panchayat fills them, rendering them useless. Residents have to carry their own
water to use in the latrine blocks (Khosla 2009b). The lack of stored water for maintaining the
latrines has directly resulted in their poor hygienic state (INT12, INT3, Rajagopalan 2009).136
Moreover, no government agency sends workers to clean or maintain these facilities. The latrine
blocks drain into septic tanks, however, due to highly irregular evacuation of these tanks by the
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World Vision attempted to rectify this by developing boreholes and installing pumps to make groundwater
available for the water storage tanks. This worked for some time while the World Vision-supported cleaning
program (discussed below) was operational, but towards its end, the pumps were stolen (INT3).
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Panchayat, the sewage often overflows, inundates nearby surfaces, and eventually wastes into the
canals (FGD2, INT12, INT5). As such, the latrine blocks remain unusable for long periods of
time, forcing residents to resort to other sanitation arrangements (INT12, INT14, INT4).

Attempts have been made over the course of the community’s history to improve this situation.
Nowadays, households utilizing an individual latrine block will sporadically band together,
collect money, and independently hire a cleaner to restore the latrine block to usability; however,
this is typically the last resort when conditions become unbearable and is not sustained. As
mentioned in section 4.2, World Vision had previously supported and organized households,
through the self-help groups (SHGs), to contribute to the regular maintenance of the public
latrine blocks. However, after several years, this program collapsed due to a growing reticence of
individual households to contribute to public goods (INT2, INT3).137
4.5.4.2

Makeshift personal latrines

As a result of the poor condition of the public latrines, many households have resorted to
individual sanitary arrangements (INT12, INT14, INT4). For those who cannot afford to build
in-home toilets, makeshift latrines for individual household use fill the gap, with approximately
64% of households using these. The makeshift latrines are simple, open-roofed, rectangular
structures built next to the canals, into which they discharge (Figure 4-11).138
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This program initially had World Vision supporting the full wage (Rs. 900/mo.) for a worker from outside the
community to come and regularly clean each latrine block. As World Vision attempted to progressively transfer the
financial responsibility to individual households—first at a subsidized rate of Rs. 5/mo., and then, to make it fully
sustainable, the full rate of Rs. 10/mo.—beneficiary households refused to take on the financial burden, and the
program collapsed. Graft of the collected monies may have also contributed to this (INT3). Later on, World Vision
also tried to organize volunteers from within the community to clean the latrines, but this too failed (ibid.). This
instance of failed community collective action is discussed further in the next chapter. In light of all this, the
voluntary association that has recently emerged in sector 4 has identified improving the state of the public latrine
blocks as among its primary concerns (INT4).
138
In April-May 2011, the Panchayat had issued an order to demolish all of these makeshift latrines along the canal
banks as they were planning to cover the canals with concrete slabs. This was being done in order to prevent
residents from throwing their garbage in the canal, which leads to it becoming blocked and stagnant, as it regularly
does. This strategy was being pursued in lieu of a proper solid waste management strategy to regularly remove the
garbage from the community and take it to a landfill. The Panchayat had demolished all of the latrines, but the work
to cover the canal had not materialized as of August 2011 so families have rebuilt their latrines (at a not insignificant
cost to them) after a period of not insignificant inconvenience.
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Figure 4-11 | Typical makeshift latrine next to the canal in sector 1 of Mylai Balaji Nagar.

4.5.4.3

In-home personal toilets

Wealthier households who have pucca houses often build in-home toilets. Approximately 11% of
the community utilize these as their primary sanitation facility. Most of these toilets simply drain
into street-side ditches that eventually wind up in the canals. Some households having in-home
bathrooms have also constructed septic tanks to store the wastewater, however these are not
evacuated safely to a waste disposal location, but rather, are emptied into the canals when full
(Khosla 2009a). World Vision has previously offered small loans to residents of Mylai Balaji
Nagar for building in-home toilets, but this program has had low enrolment (INT3).139
4.5.4.4

Drainage

Now that all of the sanitation practices prevalent in the community have been discussed, the next
question naturally is—where does it all wind up? Due to the lack of a centralized sewerage
network, all of the sewage streams discussed above ultimately waste into the drainage canals,
and then, into the surrounding wetlands (Khosla 2009c). The canals are not dredged by the
Panchayat and eventually become blocked and stagnant (INT5). The combination of
uncontrolled sewage inflow and the dumping of solid wastes has turned the canals into open
garbage-choked cesspools that are a breeding ground for all manners of pathogens and vectors
(Figure 4-12).
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This suggests that residents are not interested in investments to improve sanitation.
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Figure 4-12 | Canal linking the wetlands to the east and west of Mylai Balaji Nagar, and separating sectors 1 and 2,
choked with garbage and made green with stagnant sewage waters (as of November 2007).

Though the larger streets in the community are lined by ditches (that waste into the canals),
drainage throughout the community is inadequate, resulting in the community being dotted with
stagnant pools of sewage-contaminated water, even during the dry season. During the monsoon it
is much worse as the community is built on ‘reclaimed’ landfill in a wetland. Every year during
the monsoon, parts of the community are totally inundated (INF, Meunier-Marécal and David
2009). As mentioned in section 4.2, in the 2004 monsoon a major flood event occurred that
caused much devastation to the community (FGD4).
4.5.4.5

Government development plans for sanitation

Recently, the Panchayat has begun construction of a centralized underground sewerage network
to serve the whole area, and plans to connect into Mylai Balaji Nagar by late 2013 (INT19,
INT6, INT16, Meunier-Marécal and David 2009; Khosla 2009c). The sewerage network under
construction however entails that a sewage pumping station be built right inside Mylai Balaji
Nagar (in fact, on the grounds of the public school in sector 2). The residents have attempted to
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resist this but have been unsuccessful, with work proceeding as planned as of August 2011
(INT15).

4.5.5 Water supply

When we were in Mylapore, the water was clean and we were eager to drink that.
That was the [Metro] Corporation water. It would [always] be clean. We never know
what source of water is being brought over here. Maybe from a well or a muddy
pond...it is not clear!
(FGD4)

Since the time of their resettlement, water supply has been one of the primary concerns for
residents at Mylai Balaji Nagar. While access to safe and sufficient water was not as critical a
problem in the early years after resettlement, today, there is a severe problem in terms of both
water quantity and quality (Khosla 2009a). The water supply scenario at Mylai Balaji Nagar and
its evolution was introduced in section 4.2. This section elaborates on that discussed in the
timeline.
4.5.5.1

Main sources

Household drinking water at Mylai Balaji Nagar, at present, comes from three main sources:
public tap water supply, lorry water, and bottled (‘can’) water. The baseline community survey
(Appendix B) looked at the longitudinal distribution of primary drinking water source (Figure
4-13).140
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An important point must be made about this and other time-series graphs in this section. As was discussed in
section 3.2.2.3, the baseline community survey underwent a re-sampling in March 2010 that meant that data
collected from April 2010 onward was no longer representative of the community as a whole, but rather, was
skewed toward TWUs. Though it is no longer representative, it is still interesting for observing seasonal variations.
Representative descriptions of the community as a whole were taken from the data collected during the period of
January to March 2010.
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Figure 4-13 | Seasonal variation in primary drinking water source for households in Mylai Balaji Nagar as captured
by the baseline community survey.

From the first four bars in Figure 4-13 (i.e. during the representative sampling period), it can be
seen that the proportion of households consuming public tap water supply as their primary
drinking water source (i.e. TWUs) ranges from 5% to over 20%. A similar proportion of
households purchase their drinking water supply from private water lorries (i.e. LWUs). The vast
majority of the community—between 70% to 80%—purchases bottled water from local vendors
(i.e. BWUs).141

Water for all other household purposes—bathing, toilet, cleaning the home, washing dishes,
laundry—is almost exclusively sourced from the public tap water supply (FGD4). Thus, even
those households that purchase their drinking water from either bottled water vendors or water
lorries, utilize the larger volumes available for free from the public tap water supply for all other
household purposes (Khosla 2009a).
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The time-series data following the re-sampling event (though no longer representative of the community as a
whole) indicates that tap water consumption falls to its lowest levels in late October to early November, a gap that is
then filled by lorry and bottled water supply. In 2010, this time period corresponded to the period immediately prior
to the arrival of the monsoon in Chennai, which was late that year—the point at which the source lake was at its
lowest levels. Community-members report that, at this time, the tap water was only turned on once in 3 to 4 weeks
and the limited supply was augmented by deliveries from Metro Water lorries, over which fights broke out (INF).
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4.5.5.1.1 Tap water
Public tap water supply comes from a lake (Narayanapuram Lake) approximately one kilometre
to the southwest of the community (Figure 4-14).

Figure 4-14 | Public water supply to Mylai Balaji Nagar comes from a lake to the southwest of the community
(source: Google Maps).

The lake is a receiving body for runoff from the residential communities that immediately
surround it, a watering hole for livestock kept by the local population, and is subject to runoff
from commercial and light industrial activity that has recently sprung up nearby. Because of
these factors, the water is likely to be highly contaminated. Earlier water quality testing of
Narayanapuram Lake by other NGOs (Kynarou Association and the Sogreah Foundation) found
excessive levels of faecal and total coliforms in the lake as well as in the standpipes in the
community itself (Table 4-1).142 The water quality of the public tap water supply is discussed
further in section 4.5.5.2.
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Kynarou and Sogreah have been active doing exploratory work in the community since 2007. They carried out
feasibility assessments for improving the water distribution network, augmenting water supply, developing storage
capacity, and improving water quality. Work has been proposed, modified, and re-proposed, but not yet carried out
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Table 4-1 | Water quality results from grab samples taken at various points in 2007 (Dutasta 2010).

(Dutasta 2010). As of November 2011, Kynarou and Sogreah have announced they will not be able to proceed with
works at Mylai Balaji Nagar due to institutional hurdles.
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The water is pumped from a 107 m deep borehole developed within an open infiltration/storage
well at the edge of the lake, in which the pumped water collects (Figure 4-15) (Dutasta 2010).
The pumped water is untreated beyond the intermittent ad hoc addition of bleaching powder into
the infiltration/storage well by agents from the Panchayat (INT6, Dutasta 2010).143

Figure 4-15 | The infiltration/storage well serving Mylai Balaji Nagar in Narayanapuram Lake. The picture is taken
shortly after the monsoons, when the lake is at its highest level (photo credit: Kevin Hall).

There are no household piped water connections in Mylai Balaji Nagar.144 From the storage well,
it is pumped to the community where it is distributed via a network of public standpipes, each
serving between five and thirty homes (FGD1, Khosla 2009b).145 Though the distribution pipes
are generally buried at a depth of 1.2 m, in places it is exposed at ground level. The system faces
significant risk of contamination as containment is compromised throughout its length.146
Infiltration is especially a concern where the distribution line crosses the sewage-laden canals
143

Meunier-Marécal and David (2009) elaborate on the shortcomings of the at-source water treatment currently
practised by the Panchayat. Daily chlorination is performed at pump intake, however, there is no dosing pump, it is
all manually done, the quantities are unknown, and dosage may not be appropriate given the unknown conditions.
The treatment is done by two technical agents from the Panchayat (who are responsible for all of the Panchayat’s
water supply, not just this well). Meunier-Marécal and David characterize the management of the system as
“…chaotic, with limited financial resources, and on a corrective mode only”.
144
Lack of access to piped water in the home is a common issue in Indian slums. One study estimates that 82% of
the poorest quartile of India’s urban population does not have access to piped water at home (Agarwal 2011).
145
A schematic of the water distribution system from Dutasta (2010) is included as Appendix P.
146
This is a common problem encountered with many distribution systems in the urban South as discussed in section
2.1.3.
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and is immersed in contaminated water (Figure 4-16). Breakage of pipes is also a concern for
water leakage (INT4). The pipes are often damaged by machines carrying out work for other
networks (i.e. telephone) or because of repeated water hammer occurrences (Dutasta 2010).147
Residents are also concerned about the water supply being contaminated due to the unmitigated
release of wastewater and medical waste from the nearby private hospital to the south of the
community (INT15). In fact, residents relate that when the tap water is turned on, they have to
waste the first dozen pots of water that come out due to the awful smell of water, something that
has likely arisen because of sewage infiltration into the lines when they were depressurized
(FGD1, FGD2, INT15).

Figure 4-16 | Distribution pipe that brings tap water to Mylai Balaji Nagar where it crosses the canals. There are
several breaks (obscured by the trash) in the pipe at this location, driving concerns of contamination due to
infiltration.

The tap water supply is intermittent and controlled by panchayat agents (Meunier-Marécal and
David 2009). For a few hours of a single day, every one to four weeks depending on seasonal
water availability, the public standpipes are turned on in different sectors of the community
(FGD1, FGD4, INT12, INT15, INT2, INT4, Khosla 2009b; Rajagopalan 2009). The water
comes on without warning and without any fixed schedule, forcing women to forgo employment
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Water hammer occurs when the distribution pump is turned on while the outlet valves are closed, resulting in
pressure spikes and burst pipes.
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opportunities outside the community so that they can remain at home to collect water when it
comes on (INT15, FGD1, Khosla 2009c).148 Improving the availability and predictability of the
tap water supply is one of residents’ main development priorities (Khosla 2009a).

When the taps are on, the women from each household collect water in several 12 to 20 litre
open-mouthed plastic containers (‘pots’) (Figure 4-17), which are then stored in the home
(Figure 4-18). Most commonly, glasses or utensils are dipped into the open-mouthed containers
to draw water, representing a potential pathway for recontamination of stored water.
Additionally, some households have developed their own dedicated water storage capacity in the
form of underground sumps or above-ground concrete storage tanks (Dutasta 2010; MeunierMarécal and David 2009). Finally, World Vision has plans to provide each household with their
own 500 litre Sintex storage tanks in the near future (FGD1, FGD4).

In the period leading up to the arrival of the monsoon rains, the lake level steadily decreases,
resulting in tap water being turned on less and less frequently (FGD1). At the height of the dry
season, the lake almost completely dries up and water supply has to be delivered by lorries (at
relatively low frequencies owing to general seasonal water scarcity throughout the region)
(Khosla 2009a). During this time, there is acute water scarcity in the community and conflict
over water often breaks out (INF). The poorest are especially hard hit as they are unable to
supplement their supply with water purchased from private lorry water retailers (Khosla 2009c).
More troublingly however, owing to increasing densification of the communities surrounding
Lake Narayanapuram that draw upon the resource, there has been a general trend of declining
water availability over the years (Khosla 2009a). Moreover, the Panchayat has been
progressively filling in the lake with more landfill to make way for further residential
development (the lake is presently half of its original size). If this process continues unabated,
soon there will be no lake at all (Khosla 2009c).
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Residents also recall that, in the earlier days of the settlement’s history (and occasionally even now), the water
would come on after midnight, forcing women to stay awake and collect water in the dark of night (FGD1).
Women’s lives and income-generating opportunities in poor urban communities throughout the world are
profoundly shaped by inadequate access to water (Crow and Mcpike 2009). This is very true at Mylai Balaji Nagar
as well.
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Figure 4-17 | A resident of Mylai Balaji Nagar collecting tap water from a public standpipe.

Figure 4-18 | Typical view of tap water storage in a home in Mylai Balaji Nagar. Water is mostly stored in openmouthed 15-20 litre containers, taking up a significant amount of space in the home.

4.5.5.1.2 Lorry water
Due to the irregularity of the public tap water supply and the limited quantities that households
are able to store between occasions that it is turned on, residents of Mylai Balaji Nagar have
adopted two strategies to augment their water supply—purchasing lorry water from private
suppliers or bottled water from local vendors. During the early days after resettlement the
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TNSCB used to arrange for lorries to bring Metro Water to Mylai Balaji Nagar. This water
would be stored in the large Sintex tanks (~5000 litre) that the TNSCB, or the SHGs with support
from World Vision, had placed around the community (INT9). As discussed in section 4.2, this
was the primary source of water in the community until the major fire of 1998 when the public
tap water system was finally developed (INT9).

Lorry water can come from a number of sources, but these are rarely known to the residents
purchasing it. Sometimes it comes from Chennai Metro Water, other times from well-fields far
outside the city, and other times from surface water sources. Accordingly, the quality of lorry
water is highly variable (INT15, INF).149 Reports on the cost of lorry water vary from Rs. 2 to 3
for a pot of 12, 15, or 20 litres (FGD1, INT15, Khosla 2009b). The SHGs initiated by World
Vision, the voluntary association in the fourth sector, and other groups periodically arrange for a
lorry to deliver water and purchase the whole load. They store the bulk water in the ~5000 litre
Sintex tanks found throughout the community, in underground sumps, or in concrete storage
tanks, and then retail it to households by the pot for a small profit (but at a cost lower than that
which the lorry retailers would retail it for) (FGD1, FGD2, Meunier-Marécal and David 2009).150

4.5.5.1.3 Bottled water
For those households that can afford it, the ‘premium’ water available in Mylai Balaji Nagar
comes in 20 litre plastic containers (called “bubble top” containers or “can water” locally).151
Bottled water comes from a variety of manufacturers and is sold at the small provision shops that
dot the community. The price depends on the specific brand name, but they typically retail for
around Rs. 20 to 25 each (Khosla 2009a). Bottled water may be treated in a number of ways,
including reverse osmosis, ozone disinfection, and/or ultra-filtration, at least for the more
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Assessing the water quality of retail lorry water was not included in the present study, but represents an
interesting question for future research.
150
Reports on the rate of a full lorry load of water (~5000 L) range from Rs. 375 (INT4), Rs. 500 (INT3, INT4), Rs.
650 (Khosla 2009a), Rs. 700 (FGD2), and up to Rs. 1200 (INT5). The rate depends on the time of year and the
severity of water scarcity. Selling water at a rate of Rs. 2.50 per 15 L can be highly profitable, earning Rs. 233 of
profit on each lorry load of water if it is purchased at Rs. 600 per lorry load. It can also be sold for less (i.e. Rs. 2 per
pot) by community-based groups (FGD1, INT4).
151
These are what we may refer to as ‘water cooler’ bottles in Canada.
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expensive brands. Though quality is the main selling point for bottled water, there are informal
reports that bottled water is sometimes no better than the other sources (INF).152

4.5.5.1.4 Local groundwater and rainwater harvesting
In addition to the three main sources of water discussed above, rainwater and groundwater also
play a limited role in the overall water supply scenario at Mylai Balaji Nagar. Some pucca homes
of durable concrete construction are equipped with roof-top rainwater collection tanks, but more
generally, many residents collect rainwater during the monsoon season in barrels and other
containers. Rainwater is used to supplement household drinking water supply, as residents feel
that it is the highest quality water they can get, aside from bottled water which they must
purchase (Khosla 2009a).

A few homes in the community also have either boreholes or shallow dug wells. However,
owing to the degraded condition of the local groundwater, its utility is limited and wells are
relatively rare (FGD4).153 As was mentioned in section 4.1, there is a municipal dump located to
the north of the community. Leachate issuing from the landfill has resulted in extensive
groundwater contamination. In addition to this, groundwater in the area is naturally brackish
(FGD4, FGD1, INT3, INT5, Meunier-Marécal and David 2009). General water scarcity in
Chennai has led to massive over-exploitation of groundwater aquifers in the region (Dutasta
2010; Khosla 2009a). As a result, there have been significant drawdown issues leading to
saltwater intrusion in the coastal aquifer (Brisset 2003; Janardhanan 2011).154
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Assessing the water quality of retail water bottles was not included in the present study, but represents an
interesting question for future research.
153
There are more wells in the Tay Nagar neighbourhood, around which Mylai Balaji Nagar has grown. As this is a
regularized community that predates the arrival of the re-settled peoples and the installation of the standpipe system,
these homes have always relied on groundwater supply as one of their main sources.
154
Because of this, the Tamil Nadu government is restricting groundwater exploitation and forbidding the
development of new borewells. The borewell in Narayanapuram Lake that has supplied the community since 2007
may in fact have been illegally developed by the Panchayat, in contravention of this state restriction, but it is unclear
when it was promulgated and whether it applies in this case. The French NGO Sogreah that has undertaken
exploratory work to augment water supply at Mylai Balaji Nagar had originally proposed to drill a borewell to
supply more water to the community, but this plan was later abandoned as it did not fit Chennai’s development plans
and regulations (Dutasta 2010).
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4.5.5.2

Water quality of tap water

When residents are asked to describe the quality of tap water, they have some “choice” things to
say:

There are many problems. Within two days, worms develop in the water. Children get
fever frequently if we drink it. Children suffer from loose motions too. Water is yellow
in colour. Mostly we use the [tap] water for washing feet, etc...
(FGD3)

The cooked rice gets spoiled. […] The water as well as the cooked rice has a bad
smell.
(INT15)

Lots of layers and deposits form and there is a lot of cloudiness [in the tap water].
Even the colour of the [tap] water is not good—the water that comes now is yellow in
colour.
(FGD1)

This [tap] water does not agree with the health of some boys here. They are allergic
to it... The water is not good here. It causes a lot of health problems. They suffer with
some or other problems or diseases
(INT12)

Smell is coming, [the tap] water is not drinkable, worms are formed.
(FGD4)

Indeed, the results of our longitudinal water quality monitoring program put into empirical terms
what the residents have been saying about the public tap water supply at Mylai Balaji Nagar for
years. The results of this program are presented here. This activity was introduced in the
previous chapter (section 3.2.2.5) but further details are given here.
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The baseline water quality monitoring program tracked eleven key chemical and microbiological
water quality parameters including:155



hardness;



chloride;



alkalinity;



chemical oxygen demand (COD);



biochemical oxygen demand (BOD);



iron;



nitrate;



fluoride;



total coliforms;



fecal coliforms; and



turbidity.

Samples were taken from several points around the lake source, one from the infiltration well,
and several from randomly selected households dispersed throughout the community. These are
indicated as ‘Lake’, ‘Infiltration well’ and ‘All lanes’, respectively, in the following figures.156
Monitoring results for these parameters were compared against the permissible limits for
drinking water (Table 4-2) set in IS-10500:1991 (Bureau of Indian Standards 2003).
Table 4-2 | Indian drinking water standards for parameters monitored in baseline study.
Indian Drinking Water Standards (BIS 10500:1991)
PARAMETER

Desirable
limit

Permissible limit

Total Hardness (as CaCO3)

300 mg/L

600 mg/L

Chloride (as Cl)

250 mg/L

1000 mg/L

45 mg/L

100 mg/L

-

Nitrate (as NO3 )
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These particular parameters were not selected by myself, but by our faculty partner at the Indian Institute of
Technology Madras, our partner institution in India on the AWSP project. This was determined before the primary
research of this dissertation was designed or initiated. Hence, it is not part of the primary research of this
dissertation.
156
Error bars in the following figures represent standard deviations where several values were summarized to a
mean (i.e. in the case of the ‘Lake’ and ‘All lanes’ data).
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Fluoride (as F-)

1.0 mg/L

1.5 mg/L

Alkalinity

200 mg/L

600 mg/L

Iron (as Fe)

0.3 mg/L

1.0 mg/L

Turbidity

5 NTU

10 NTU

MPN (Total and Fecal
Coliforms)

0

a) Throughout any year, 95 percent of samples
should not contain any coliform organisms in 100 ml;
b) No sample should contain E. coli in 100 ml;
c) No sample should contain more than 10 coliform
organisms per 100 ml; and
d) Coliform organisms should not be detectable in
100 ml of any two consecutive samples;

BOD

2 mg/L

5 mg/L

COD

5 mg/L

20 mg/L

Of these eleven parameters, only five were found to be in excess of the permissible limits
specified in Table 4-2. These are COD, BOD, total and fecal coliforms, and turbidity. Results for
these five problematic parameters are reported in the following, with the results of the remaining
parameters available in the AWSP Baseline Water Quality Monitoring Report (Appendix D).
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COD in water sources at Mylai Balaji Nagar
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Figure 4-19 | COD levels of water at various points at Mylai Balaji Nagar from August 2009 to December 2010.

Chemical oxygen demand (COD) is a proxy measure for the level of organic material present in the water. The desirable and
permissible limits under IS-10500:1991 are 5 and 20 mg/L, respectively. As seen in Figure 4-19, it appears that the infiltration well
reduced the organics content in the water such that lane (i.e. household) samples were generally within the permissible limit (20
mg/L), though still in excess of the desirable limit (5 mg/L). However, sporadic spikes in COD were observed over the course of the
year. Even samples from the lanes and the infiltration well had COD values in excess of the permissible limit of 20 mg/L after May
2010. Organic matter washing into the lake during the monsoon season may be responsible for the observed spikes. Another
possibility are breakages in the water pipes introducing sewage or other materials into the distribution water. Given the impact of
organics on taste, odour, and the applicability of disinfection treatments, organics are considered a major water quality concern in the
public water supply at Mylai Balaji Nagar. Similar trends were observed in the data for biochemical oxygen demand (BOD) (Figure
4-20). This was expected as BOD is a subset of COD and another proxy measure for organics. The level of BOD in the lake is
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regularly in excess of the permissible limit (5 mg/L). Though the lane samples are generally within the permissible limit, they are
often in excess of the desirable limit (2 mg/L). A spike is observed during the months of June, July and August 2010, during which
time the even the lane samples and the infiltration well were in excess of the permissible level of 5 mg/L.
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Figure 4-20 | BOD levels of water at various points at Mylai Balaji Nagar from August 2009 to December 2010.

A parameter of more pressing concern is the microbiological quality of the water at Mylai Balaji Nagar. Most probable number
(MPN) enumeration using the multiple tube fermentation method for both total and faecal coliforms revealed excessive levels of
coliform bacteria in almost all samples, throughout the year. For total coliforms (Figure 4-21), several spikes can be observed, such as
in the month of July, possibly linked to rain events washing in surface detritus and enriching nutrients in the water leading to blooms
of bacteria. Throughout the year, almost all total coliform samples had greater than 10 coliform organisms per 100 mL, failing the
third BIS permissibility condition. Faecal coliforms were assessed for a shorter period than total coliforms were; however, as
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expected, the level of faecal coliforms was always above the desirable limit of zero (Figure 4-22). Similar trends following the rains in
July are likewise observed. Though E. coli was not assessed as part of this study, the data indicate that the other three conditions of
permissibility are routinely breached. Microbiological contamination is a major concern at Mylai Balaji Nagar.

Total coliforms in water sources at Mylai Balaji Nagar
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Figure 4-21 | Total coliform levels in water at various points at Mylai Balaji Nagar from August 2009 to December 2010.
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Faecal coliforms in water sources at Mylai Balaji Nagar
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Figure 4-22 | Faecal coliform levels in water at various points at Mylai Balaji Nagar from August 2009 to December 2010.

The final parameter of concern observed at Mylai Balaji Nagar was excessive turbidity (Figure 4-23). Indeed such a thing was
expected given the levels of organics, poor microbiological quality, and the complaints from community-members. The turbidity
values were high in lake samples, exceeding the permissible limit of 10 NTU following the month of August until December. This
was likely due to a precipitous decline in the water level in the lake leaving it a muddy puddle during the summer months of August to
September, and due to high levels of surface runoff ending up in the lake in the monsoon months of October to December. Turbidity
in the lane and infiltration well samples was generally low and within the permissible limit indicating that the infiltration well is
effective at controlling turbidity. Turbidity is seen to be a concern in the lake water supply because of its regular seasonal spikes and
community complaints.
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Turbidity levels in water sources at Mylai Balaji Nagar
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Figure 4-23 | Turbidity levels in water at various points at Mylai Balaji Nagar from August 2009 to December 2010.

Overall, it was found that the levels of total and faecal coliforms, COD, BOD and turbidity were regularly in excess of permissible
limits set by the BIS. This indicates that the main water quality concerns with the tap water supply at Mylai Balaji Nagar are organic
contamination, excessive turbidity, and microbiological contamination. A safe water system for the case study community should be
able to handle these concerns. These results corroborate the earlier findings from Dutasta (2010), and confirm that microbiological
contamination is the most pressing water quality concern at Mylai Balaji Nagar. Indeed, microbiological contamination of drinking
water supplies is an ever-present threat for slums throughout India and the world (Kimani-Murage and Ngindu 2007; Dutta 2005;
Swaminathan 1995; UNFPA 2007).
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4.5.5.3

Existing water treatment practices

For poorer households that are constrained to drinking tap water (i.e. TWUs), a number of water
treatment practices are utilized in the home to make the water more fit for consumption
(Meunier-Marécal and David 2009). The baseline community survey looked into this matter as
well (Appendix B). Amongst the most prevalent water treatment methods are boiling, alum (for
clarification), bleaching powder (for disinfection), various kinds of household ceramic filters,
and simple cloth filtration (Figure 4-24).157
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Figure 4-24 | Longitudinal prevalence of various water treatment methods in TWU households.

From the time-series above it can be seen that, over the course of the year, between 26% and
79% of TWU households treat the tap water prior to drinking it. The prevalence of water
treatment (by any method) appears to be greatest in the months leading up to the advent of the
monsoon in Chennai. This corresponds to the period that the water quality in the lake drops to its
worse of the year, as was described in section 4.5.5.2. Of the various treatments seen to be
practised in the community, boiling water (with wood or household gas stoves) was the most
prevalent, averaging at around 50% of all TWU households over the course of the year. Ceramic
157

In this graph, as it deals with only the sub-set of the population that uses tap water as their primary drinking water
source (i.e. TWUs), the populations before and after the re-sampling event are the same—they are both
representative of the TWU population (albeit that after the re-sampling there are more TWUs enrolled). Hence,
trends can be followed across the re-sampling event and are still informative.
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filters were a distant second with about 10% prevalence on average over the course of the
year.158 Alum, bleaching powder, and cloth filtration were observed, but only rarely. As was
discussed in section 4.5.5.1.1, water storage conditions observed in the community do not
guarantee the preservation of acceptable water quality over time (Meunier-Marécal and David
2009).

Though a considerable proportion of TWU households reported practising some form of water
treatment, the frequency with which treatment was done was found to be highly variable (Figure
4-25). Throughout the year, it was seen that there is a cohort averaging about half of all TWU
households that regularly practise some form of household water treatment and treat all of the
drinking water they consume. A smaller proportion of TWU households (averaging 6.7% over
the course of year) practised water treatment only irregularly, and a small proportion—2.3% of
TWUs over the course of the year—practised water treatment only when children were ill.159
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Figure 4-25 | Frequency of water treatment practice by TWU households at Mylai Balaji Nagar.
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Ceramic filter use was however observed consistently over the course of the year likely owing to the fact that
once purchased the ceramic filters can be used continuously.
159
As expected, the proportion of TWU households reporting ‘No treatment’ in Figure 4-25 follows the same trend
as that seen in Figure 4-24, thereby triangulating the data on how many TWU households practise water treatment at
all.
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4.5.5.4

Government development plans for water supply

Chennai has, for years, suffered from massive water scarcity, with millions facing water
shortages every year (Brisset 2003; Janardhanan 2011; Karthikeyan 2011). In response, the city
is undertaking aggressive plans to expand available supply. Previously, the city was served by
diverting surface water resources from nearby rural locales, but with this option now mostly
exhausted, the government is looking to the sea. Chennai opened its first seawater desalination
facility in the north of the city in August 2010 (the Minjur plant). Another plant is currently
under construction just south of Chennai (the Nemmeli plant) and is scheduled to come on line in
2012.160 This facility is slated to supply south Chennai, including all of Pallikaranai Panchayat
and Mylai Balaji Nagar. When it will be connected into Mylai Balaji Nagar is presently
unknown, though estimates range from one to seven years. This project is being developed under
the auspices of the Chennai Metropolitan Water Supply and Sewerage Board (CMWSSB)
(INT16, INT17, FGD2, FGD3, Khosla 2009c; Dutasta 2010).161 As of August 2011, work had
begun on laying a water main along Velachery Main Road to convey supply from the new
desalination plant into the city (INT17).

At a more local level, the Panchayat has also announced plans to construct overhead water
storage tanks, for a total capacity of 1500 m3, to serve the whole Panchayat. In Mylai Balaji
Nagar itself, the Panchayat has plans to build a surface tank of 200 m3 and an overhead tank of
100 m3, both to be placed in the second sector.162,163 The Panchayat is also considering
rehabilitating the water distribution network at Mylai Balaji Nagar (INT6, INT3, Dutasta
2010).164
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Together, these two plants will have a combined capacity of 200,000 m3 per day (INT17, Dutasta 2010).
Metro Water is also used to refer to the CMWSSB.
162
When these interviews were done May 2011, the tender for this work had already been put out and a company
was to be selected in the near future to begin the work (INT6, Dutasta 2010). As of August 2011, the tender had
been accepted by a company, but they have not done any work saying that the tender amount is not sufficient to
complete the project as proposed (INT16).
163
Another project is proposed to place two similarly-sized tanks in sector 3, to serve sectors 3 and 4, but this is only
in the planning stages at present (INT16, Dutasta 2010).
164
The Panchayat’s plan is to simply replace the existing pipes with the same kind of pipe, without making any
substantive system changes. Dutasta (2010) recommends against this proposal as it would not deal with the issue of
pressure variations and water hammer which would ultimately result in the leakage/rupture of the network again.
Instead, Dutasta recommends a more systemic approach to rehabilitating the water supply system be taken,
including closing the open storage well, installing a slow sand filtration and a chlorination system, a backflow
system as well as storage tanks, and then rehabilitating the pipes.
161
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4.5.6 Health services
Health care services are inadequate at Mylai Balaji Nagar. There is no government hospital or
clinic in the community or even nearby, however a number of charitable health services
providers have been present in the community over the years. Periodically, health camps will
visit the community, sometimes facilitated by the government or local charities (INT5). A nearby
nursing college also used to send nursing students to conduct health outreach in the community,
but this seems to be defunct as of August 2011. A small CBO called CRAD Trust used to operate
a nursing station in sector 2, but this has since shut down as well (INF).165

Presently, there are two main providers of health care in the community. Periodically, a mobile
health clinic truck comes to the community and parks along the main road, where it can be
visited by residents. More permanent is the health clinic in sector 2 established by the charitable
organization St. John’s Ambulance. The clinic has a doctor that visits three days a week (INT2).
Residents also utilize traditional and home medicine, or visit nearby private hospitals when cases
are critical (FGD4). In recent years, a private hospital has opened up just to the south of the
community (the Kamakshi Hospital).
4.5.6.1

Diarrhoeal disease burden

When discussing the tap water supply, residents complain of a host of maladies that it gives rise
to including fever, diarrhoea, skin problems and allergies, stomach pains, and vomiting. Children
and the elderly are especially vulnerable to these ailments (FGD1, FGD3, FGD4, INT12, Khosla
2009c). Given the state of water quality in the community, the limited medical records
encountered, and residents’ complaints of frequent illness, the baseline community survey
(Appendix B) also sought to investigate the diarrhoeal disease burden in the community. An addon module to the baseline community survey served as a longitudinal diarrhoeal disease
monitoring program (as introduced in section 3.2.2.4). Specifically, this program was designed to
monitor the longitudinal prevalence of diarrhoeal disease amongst children five years and
younger (Figure 4-26).
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It was staffed by a volunteer nurse, dispensed basic medicines, and kept records of illnesses presented at the
clinic. Most illnesses on record were water-related, and included diarrhoeal diseases, infectious hepatitis, typhoid
fever, parasitic infections, and other gastro-intestinal disorders (INF).
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Longitudinal Diarrhoel Disease Prevalence Among Children <5 years in MB Nagar
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Figure 4-26 | Longitudinal prevalence of diarrhoeal disease amongst children five years and younger.

From the representative sample, it was observed that between 0.26% to 3.39% of children aged
five years and under in the community were suffering from diarrhoeal disease at any given
time.166 This range was replicated in the post re-sampling data, but as the sample no longer
represented the same population, they cannot be compared to one another. The variability
apparent in both the original sampling and re-sampling frame is likely due to random error.
Originally it was anticipated that the diarrhoeal disease and water quality monitoring data could
be cross-compared in order to investigate possible seasonal co-variation. However, due to the
relatively low diarrhoeal prevalence rate observed, no seasonal variation is apparent through the
random error.

Compared to diarrhoeal disease prevalence rates published in the literature, that rate observed at
Mylai Balaji Nagar is relatively low. Brown, Sobsey, and Loomis (2008) found the longitudinal
prevalence of diarrhoea to be 23% amongst children less than five years in a rural village in
166

The blue line in Figure 4-26 represents data collected from a representative sample of randomly selected
households from across the community prior to the re-sampling event; the pink line represents data collected from a
sample enriched with TWUs (which is no longer representative of the community as a whole).
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Cambodia. In a study based in a slum in New Delhi, India, Marimuthu, Meitei, and Sharma
(2009) found a diarrhoeal morbidity prevalence of 15% amongst the general population. Luby et
al. (2006) found diarrhoeal prevalence to range from 2% to 10% depending on age bracket in a
control group for a water treatment and hand-washing intervention in informal urban settlements
in Karachi, Pakistan. Relatively high rates were documented in a slum community in Varanasi,
India of 47.2% amongst children under five (Saran and Gaur 1981), and 51% amongst children
less than three years in rural Sindh, Pakistan (Shah et al. 2003). Mishra et al. (1990) observed
seasonal variability, with diarrhoeal prevalence ranging from 8.7% to 33% amongst children
under five living in slums in urban Mirzapur, Uttar Pradesh, India.

The relatively low prevalence rates for diarrhoeal disease observed at Mylai Balaji may have
arisen because of a number of factors. For one, as shown in Figure 4-13, the majority of residents
drink bottled water which is relatively safe. Only a small minority consume the demonstrably
contaminated tap water supply. This may have a protective effect, reducing the observed
diarrhoeal prevalence at Mylai Balaji Nagar. Other factors such as improved nutritional status or
reduced risk from other pathways of pathogen transmission (Figure 2-1) may also reduce the
overall risk profile at Mylai Balaji Nagar compared to other communities documented in the
literature.167

When children are suffering from diarrhoeal illness, caregivers adopt a number of strategies for
managing it. Amongst these are the use of oral rehydration therapy, visits to an allopathic
physician (western medicine), in-home self-administration of allopathic medicines, or traditional
and home medicine (Figure 4-27).

167

The method of self-reported prevalence may have mischaracterized the actual disease levels.
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Prevalence of Various Strategies for the Treatment of Diarrhoeal Diseases
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Figure 4-27 | Longitudinal prevalence of various strategies for the treatment of diarrhoeal disease amongst children
as captured in baseline community survey (January 2010 to January 2011).

The vast majority of households rely upon allopathic medicine for the treatment of children’s
diarrhoeal illnesses. At various points of the year, visits to the doctor are preferred or
alternatively, the self-administration of allopathic medicines. Oral rehydration therapy is not
observed to a significant extent at Mylai Balaji Nagar. Traditional and home remedies also
appear on a few occasions, but generally take a backseat to western medicine.

The preceding sections have detailed the general inadequacy of basic services at Mylai Balaji
Nagar. The community has only informal and intermittent connectivity to the electrical grid;
unpaved, un-drained, and pot-holed roads; a total lack of effective solid waste management, and
more troublingly, totally inadequate sanitation; faces persistent water scarcity and contamination
of tap water; and lacks access to affordable health care services. Unfortunately, these conditions
are not unique to Mylai Balaji Nagar, but are shared by unplanned, informal, or otherwise
marginalized low-income urban and peri-urban settlements the world over (UNFPA 2007; UNHABITAT 2011). Much of these conditions ultimately trace back to the issue of land tenure.
Government authorities argue that because residents have not fulfilled the fiduciary obligations
necessary to secure title to the land, they are absolved of responsibility to provide these basic
services. Community underdevelopment—both in the sense of physical infrastructure as well as
of social cohesion—at Mylai Balaji Nagar, as with informal settlements the world over, is
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inextricably linked to insecurity of land tenure (Grant 2001). This is a major theme in the
discussion on the appropriate level of application for a safe water system in the next chapter.

4.6 Participatory assessments of community development priorities
As was discussed in section, this research (in fact the larger project in which it is embedded) was
preceded by a lengthy process of informal exploration and problem identification with residents
and other stakeholders in order to identify community development priorities. This work began
in 2007 when I visited Mylai Balaji Nagar for the first time with a local CBO (CRAD Trust) and
a French-Indian NGO (Kynarou Association). During informal walkthroughs of the community,
we had many conversations with residents who discussed their daily and most pressing
challenges. Some of the challenges that came up included (INF):



the struggle to get formal land tenure;



the desire to improve their children’s educational opportunities;



improving their family’s economic well-being through better livelihood opportunities;



having the Panchayat and other government bodies improve the sorry state of basic
services in the community;



the indignity of the poor sanitation, lack of solid waste management, and the degraded
environment in which they found themselves; and



the struggle to get sufficient and regular access to safe water.

Previous participatory needs assessments had also been done by CRAD Trust and World Vision
which had identified improved health services, safe drinking water, increased water supply,
improved sanitation, solid waste management and improved drainage as community priorities
(INF). As our research team (including our faculty partners at IITM) had expertise with
environmental engineering, we were thus drawn to focus on improving the water and sanitation
situation at Mylai Balaji Nagar.
The AWSP project was formally inaugurated on August 15, 2009.168 Since the project officially
began, we have continued to learn more about community development priorities, both general
168

The project was launched with a ceremony in the community on India’s national independence day on August
15th, 2009. In attendance were various government officials who pledged their support for the project. This day
marked our official arrival in the community, though we have been engaging in an informal manner since the initial
exploratory mission in 2007.
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and those specific to water and sanitation, through a number of formal and informal activities.
One of these (formal) activities was a workshop (the First All-Stakeholders’ Forum) held at IIT
Madras on December 1, 2009. This event brought together stakeholders to discuss the water,
environment, and public health challenges at Mylai Balaji Nagar (Figure 4-28).169 The first AllStakeholders’ Forum was initiated in order to encourage discussion between the stakeholder
groups, explore stakeholder perspectives and conflicts, encourage community and governmental
support, articulate and discuss community development priorities, encourage community
organization around these self-identified development priorities, and to refine and direct the
objectives of our research project. Community representatives led a discussion on the water and
sanitation challenges their community faced and generated a list of twenty-eight concerns
(Figure 4-29).170
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Present were some twenty-five residents (mostly women) from the community, including leaders of the women’s
SHGs; representatives from government agencies including the TNSCB and the CMWSSB; elected representatives
and officers from Pallikaranai Panchayat; faculty and students from IITM; our research team from IITM, the
University of Guelph, and Queen’s University; and representatives from other NGOs active in the community,
including CRAD Trust, the Kynarou Association and World Vision. Presentations were made by all stakeholders
present including: community representatives; the MDs of the TNSCB and the CMWSSB; Panchayat
representatives; by World Vision and Kynarou; and also by our research team. The presentation by the community
representative was made by one of our field staff on the project who is also a resident of the Mylai Balaji Nagar,
residing in the sector 1.
170
A social scientist on the research team, Dr. Jana Janakiram, invited all of the community-members and NGO
representatives present to brainstorm a list on the community’s development priorities.
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Figure 4-28 | Images from the first All-Stakeholders meeting held on Dec 1, 2009 at IITM campus.

Figure 4-29 | List of twenty-eight water and sanitation development priorities identified by community
representatives (in Tamil).

The community-members and NGO representatives ranked the ten most pressing concerns
according to their perspective. These rankings were compiled and averaged in order to generate a
ranked list of priorities:
1. The use of protected sources (borewell) for drinking water.
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2. The need to have safe and clean water.
3. That tap water turns odorous within a few days of storage.
4. Connecting to the Chennai Metro Water network.
5. Mixing of wastewater in drinking water sources.
6. Increasing the presently insufficient quantities of water.
7. The lack of proper drainage and sanitation facilities.
8. The lack of 24-hour water availability.
9. Improving the quality of the presently turbid tap water.
10. The lack of proper solid waste management, leading to garbage being thrown in public
places.
Water quality and quantity issues figure prominently in this list. In addition, drainage, sanitation
and solid waste management are also issues for community-members. The focus on water quality
issues resonated with the expertise and experience of the research team, and this was selected as
the primary focus of the research project with the community-members and other stakeholders
present. 171,172

Moreover, over the course of the present research as well, residents have voiced their concerns
and priorities for their community as well. Some of the development priorities that have come up
in the course of primary research include (FGD1, FGD2, FGD3, FGD4, INT1, INT2, INT3,
INT4, INT5, INT 15, INT18, Khosla 2009b; Rajagopalan 2009):



improving the quantity and quality of common public water supply;



obtaining safe drinking water for their families;



regularity and predictability of existing tap water supply;



increasing the number of standpipes so that fewer families need to share a single one;



faster response times from the government when the tap water network is damaged;

171

The meeting continued with building action plans to address these issues between the research team, communitymembers, external NGOs, and government officers. In fact, these exchanges became quite heated at times as the
community confronted the MDs of the TNSCB and CMWSSB and Panchayat officials about the broken promises
over the years and the failure to deliver basic services. This was one of the first occasion in years that the
community had even seen representatives from the TNSCB and CMWSSB, let alone the MDs! The MDs made
pledges to improve the situation at Mylai Balaji Nagar, but to date, not much has been done by either institution.
172
From this and subsequent discussions with key stakeholders did the work-plan for the larger project emerge,
which eventually fed into the present research work.
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preventing the contamination of the public water supply arising due to the uncontrolled
discharge of medical waste and sewage from the nearby private hospital;



improving water storage capacity in the community;



formal household water connections from Metro Water (piped supply with household
taps);



diversifying the sources of water so residents are not so dependent on a single unreliable
source (i.e. public tap water system)—for instance, by developing borewells for
groundwater extraction;



formal electrical connections from the state electricity board and quicker response times
in the case of blackouts caused by equipment failure;



traffic police presence at nearby intersections due to high rate of accidents along
Velachery Main Road;



a police station in the community to control crime and theft;



closing down the wine shop in sector 2 due to rising alcoholism amongst the menfolk of
the community;



obtaining full patta to their plots;



a (free) government hospital in the vicinity;



improving solid waste management in the community; and



improving sanitation facilities including regular cleaning of public latrine blocks by the
government or an NGO.

4.6.1 Complementary community development activities
Working in the community and building relationships with residents presents the moral
imperative to work with residents on the priorities identified above. As such, the project team has
also been engaged in some complementary community development activities, over and above
the research of the project.173 These included:



WASH outreach workshops;



youth sports clubs and tournaments;



school children’s quiz and sports days;

173

These are not detailed here but are included so as to contextualize the community engagement that has taken
place over the course of this research.
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tree plantation drives;



community clean-up and canal rehabilitation days;



children’s health camps;



improving solid waste management in the community; and



improving educational facilities.

Further details on some of these activities are available in the AWSP Baseline Community
Survey Report (Appendix B).

This section has attempted to describe, in as full a manner as is concisely possible, the history
and present state of the case study community, Mylai Balaji Nagar. This was done in order to
contextualize for the reader the setting in which the present decision-making support tool was
developed and implemented, as well as to lay the foundations for the case study. This section has
built up a picture of the case study community, Mylai Balaji Nagar, by discussing its location
and physical layout, resettlement history, land tenure status, demographics and socio-economic
characteristics, the status of basic services and coping strategies, and finally, its self-identified
community development priorities. Now that this task has been accomplished, the next two
chapters will present the results of the case study implementation of the decision-making support
tool at Mylai Balaji Nagar.
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CHAPTER 5: RESULTS & DISCUSSION I: APPROPRIATE LEVEL OF
APPLICATION
Chapters 5 and 6 present the results of the case study application of the decision-making support
tool at Mylai Balaji Nagar. The results are divided into two parts and are presented in two
chapters corresponding to the two key design decisions (section 1.2). This chapter deals with the
first key design question: what is the appropriate level of application for a safe water system at
Mylai Balaji Nagar? Specifically, it reports the results from the application of the methodology
detailed in section 3.4.1. The next chapter explores the second key design question on
appropriate safe water technologies.

This chapter is divided into several sections, each one relating to each of the dimensions given in
Table 2-3.174 Each section is composed of three parts: first there is a small table with the
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Of the dimensions given in this table, two are not included as unique sections in this chapter. Economies of scale
is integrated into the discussion on availability of upkeep funding (section 5.7), and fostering of social cohesion is
integrated into the discussion on propensity to collective action (horizontal social capital) (section 5.9). The content
of these dimensions is subsumed in the discussion of other dimensions, so they do not require unique sections.
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dimension (and the pertinent question associated with it) and the mapping of household and
community level systems with respect to that dimension/question (for reference). Then, each
section presents the qualitative and quantitative data from baseline and primary research that are
pertinent to that dimension. Finally, on the basis of these data, an ‘expert’ assessment by the
investigator is generated on which level of application—household or community level—may be
more appropriate for a safe water system at Mylai Balaji Nagar with respect to that dimension.
Data for the investigation into the first key design question was gathered primarily during FGDs
1 to 4, and from INT and INF events (Table 3-4). The raw data from the primary research—that
is, the transcripts of the focus group and interview sessions—are available in Appendix S. To
illustrate the analytical process, the coding analysis tables and memos are included in the
appendices (Appendices ZA and ZB, respectively).175

A final ‘synthesis’ section collates the assessments for each dimension to generate a ‘total’
recommendation on which level of application may be, altogether, more appropriate for the case
study community.176 As a note, though it is not the primary focus of this decision-making
support tool, it is inevitable that—in looking to the potential roles of different stakeholders in a
safe waster system—the matter of appropriate O&M frameworks will arise. This chapter offers
some comments in this regard as well. As before, attribution of data to primary and baseline
sources here follows the conventions described in section 3.3.1.5.
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The coding analysis tables (Appendix ZA) present the coding (“nodal” in NVivo 9) structure in the beginning and
then present the primary and baseline transcript data that is coded to each dimension/node. The transcript data here
are edited and processed following the description in Section 3.4.1, whereas the transcripts in Appendix S are raw
and unedited.
176
As this chapter primarily features ‘expert’ assessments by a single investigator (that is, by the author), it could be
criticized as being overly subjective. This risk must be duly acknowledged, but in response I would also say that the
present work is the first attempt in the literature on the global safe water challenge to articulate the differences
between household and community level safe water systems and to probe how a decision between them can be
made. This matter is one that is presently not very well understood; as such, the present work attempts to do the
most with what is presently known. Potentially, with further implementations at either level and as more is learned
about how they function in the real world, the differences between the two approaches and how to discriminate
between them in a more ‘objective’ fashion will come into better resolution. For the time being however, the present
approach of gathering all of the relevant data from baseline, informal, and primary research and making an informed
assessment on the basis of these data is the necessary first step. This was the same approach taken by Baffrey
(2005), Sobsey (2002), and Sobsey et al. (2008) as they also tried to resolve how to grapple with uncertainty, local
specificity, and limited information in making a decision on appropriate safe water technologies. I feel that this
approach is the right first step for both aspects of the present decision-making support tool
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TECHNICAL DIMENSIONS

5.1 Treatment complexity
Treatment complexity
Q: Are there water quality concerns that necessitate more complex treatment methods?
Household
Community
Water quality concerns must be simple and
Water quality concerns can be more complex (as can
relatively straightforward to treat, as untrained
the water treatment) as training of small systems
lay-persons are operators at the household level.
operators is possible. If water quality concerns
Only relatively basic water treatment techniques
demand advanced treatment techniques (e.g. RO,
are applicable at the household level.
UF, etc.), these may be more suited to a community
level system.

The main source of water at Mylai Balaji Nagar is the tap water supply from nearby Lake
Narayanapuram that is distributed via community standpipes. Its quality was discussed at length
in section 4.5.5.2. Overall, it was found that the tap water contained excessive levels of total and
faecal coliforms, COD and BOD, and turbidity, indicating that the major water quality concerns
at Mylai Balaji Nagar are organic contamination, excessive turbidity, and microbiological
contamination.177 These are common water quality concerns when dealing with surface water
sources in the underdeveloped South. As such, a number of well-developed and relatively simple
water treatment technologies are available for handling these contaminants at both the household
and the community level (Table 2-4 and Table 2-5). Thus, with respect to this dimension, both
household and community level systems are viable at Mylai Balaji Nagar.

5.2 Number of water supply sources
Number of water supply sources
Q: Does drinking water come from several sources?
Household
Community
Household systems can take input from a number
Community systems are typically built around a
of different water sources, however, treatment
single source and are unable to handle different
effectiveness may be affected.
sources of water input.

A multiplicity of water supply sources are utilized at Mylai Balaji Nagar as was described in
section 4.5.5. At present, the majority of residents use bottled water or lorry water as their
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Though not tested in the present study, lorry water and bottled water are assumed to be less problematic with
respect to water quality than tap water due to their preferability and higher cost.
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primary drinking water source (Figure 4-13).178 It is only the poorest residents whom are
constrained to using the tap water as their primary drinking water source. A community level
system could be developed to treat the surface water resource that supplies the taps. Such an
approach would not only directly serve the poorest households in the community, but the entire
community would stand to benefit if the tap water supply was to be improved (i.e. it would
encourage LWUs and BWUs to revert to drinking tap water).

However, as desirable as a community system may seem, there are some serious complications
that arise when the seasonal availability of the surface water resource is considered. As discussed
in Section 4.5.5, Lake Narayanapuram has become a seasonal lake and the tap water is not
consistently available throughout the year. As such, lorry water and bottled water are used to
supplement the water supply in the community, especially during the dry season. Given the
multiplicity of sources, the seasonality of the tap water supply, the intermittent nature of the
supply, and conflict arising due to water scarcity in the dry season, household level systems may
actually be more appropriate.179 Household systems offer two important benefits relating to these
concerns: 1) household systems can handle multiple inputs, something that is known to vary
from household to household and over the course of the year (Figure 4-13); and 2) household
systems allow individual households to control, manage, and ration their own safe water supply.
The latter point is something that is especially important during periods of water scarcity. As one
participant put it during the first focus group session:

During times of water shortage, we prefer doing the water treatment at the household
level.
(FGD1)

Participants felt that during periods of water scarcity there is competition for water and conflict
breaks out. As such, households prefer to control their own water supply instead of having to
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As discussed in section 4.2, a situation that is at least partly the result of the degradation of the quality of the tap
water supply in recent years (INT9, FGD1).
179
Moreover, some water treatment technologies cannot handle intermittent flow and need to be operated
continuously. One notable exception to this are slow sand filters (also known as biosand filters) which can be
operated on a intermittent basis (Jenkins, Tiwari, and Darby 2011).
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compete with other households (FGD1, INF). Thus, household systems appear to be better suited
to the overall water supply situation encountered at Mylai Balaji Nagar.

5.3 Recontamination risk
Recontamination risk
Q: Is there ambient contamination in the community that increases the risk of recontamination of treated
water?
Household
Community
Household systems may be preferable where there
Community systems may be less preferable where
is considerable ambient contamination, as there
there is considerable ambient contamination, as there
are fewer opportunities for recontamination when
are more opportunities for recontamination to occur
treatment occurs closer in time and space to
between the time and place of treatment and of
consumption. Safe storage is also critical for
consumption. Safe storage is again a critical means
preventing recontamination.
by which to ameliorate this risk.

The deplorable solid waste, sanitation, and drainage situation at Mylai Balaji Nagar was
described in sections 4.5.3 and 4.5.4. The ambient environment at Mylai Balaji Nagar is
extremely contaminated and presents countless opportunities for recontamination of treated
water. As such, limiting the time and distance between treatment and consumption is an
important concern at Mylai Balaji Nagar (INT18). Thus, household level systems are preferable
with respect to this dimension. The risk of recontamination however can (and should) be
mitigated in either scenario through the use of effective safe storage.

5.4 Quality control and monitoring
Quality control and monitoring
Q: Is centralized water quality control and monitoring desired or mandated (by regulation)?
Household
Community
Centralized water quality control and monitoring
Centralized water quality control and monitoring is
entirely feasible with community level systems. As
is not feasible with household level systems. As a
result, end-users may not be confident in the
such, community systems may be better suited for
quality of their drinking water. Decentralized
meeting central authority mandates to monitor and
methods of water quality testing may be applied
assure water quality. This may improve end-user
to improve end-user confidence, however, this
confidence in water quality. A risk however is that
water quality is typically monitored at plant outlet
may not satisfy regulatory requirements for
central authorities to monitor and assure water
and may not necessarily be representative of water
quality at the point of consumption.
quality (if they exist).

In India, the primary responsibility for the provision of safe drinking water (and sanitation) rests
with state governments. However, since 1994, when the 73rd Constitutional Amendment was
ratified, state governments have been enabled to devolve responsibility for water supply to
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Panchayat Raj Institutions (PRIs) and Urban Local Bodies (ULBs) (Khurana and Sen 2007).180
In Tamil Nadu state, indeed it is the case that PRIs/ULBs are now responsible for water
supply.181 Regardless of which level of government may be responsible, regulations for drinking
water quality are stipulated by the Bureau of Indian Standards in IS-10500:1991 (Bureau of
Indian Standards 2003). Government authorities are required by law to monitor and assure that
drinking water quality meets these standards.182 Community level systems are well-suited to
facilitating this requirement.

There is another aspect to quality control and monitoring that was unforeseen prior to the outset
of the research and which emerged during its course. When participants were asked during focus
group sessions about why they preferred household or community level systems, some suggested
that they had less confidence in the quality of water that is treated in the home:

The result is assured [with a community level system]. We won't know if the homebased method would be fruitful.
(FGD3)

Similar statements were encountered during other research activities as well (c.f. FGD4). This
feeling appears to come from a lack of confidence among residents that they can properly carry
out water treatment tasks in the home themselves. Household water quality testing tools, such as
H2S strip test bottles, could conceivably improve end-user confidence in water treated in the
home; however, the extent to which this is true is not presently known.183 Moreover, to date there
has not been much experience integrating decentralized tools with the water quality monitoring
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The creation of PRI/ULBs was part of a larger project of the Government of India in the 73rd Constitutional
Amendment of “democratizing” governance by devolving authority to more local levels (Ministry of Law and
Justice 1992). PRIs and ULBs are now the most local level of governance in rural and urban India respectively.
181
In the present case, Pallikaranai Panchayat is the relevant PRI.
182
Unfortunately, as is often the case in India, what exists on paper is not what exists in practice. The overwhelming
water quality crisis in India today attests to the fact that these regulations are seldom adhered to.
183
H2S strip test bottles are a simple and inexpensive tool for detecting potential faecal contamination of water.
These enable individual households to assess the bacteriological quality of their own drinking water in a simple,
rapid, and cost-effective manner at the household level (Manja, Maurya, and Rao 1982; Pillai et al. 1999; Sobsey
and Pfaender 2002; Venkobachar et al. 1994; McMahan et al. 2011). H2S strip test bottles are part of a participatory
water quality monitoring program that is part of the larger project in which this work is embedded. This phase will
take place after the completion of the primary research of this dissertation and thus is not part of the present work.
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programs of central authorities. Thus, in order to satisfy institutional requirements and assure
households of safe water quality, community level systems may be more appropriate in the
context of Mylai Balaji Nagar, though it must be acknowledged that monitoring at the
community level will mean little if the distribution network remains as degraded as it is.

5.5 Rate of deployment
Rate of deployment
Q: How quickly must the water treatment system become operational?
Household
Community
Household systems can be rapidly deployed as no
Community systems have a longer horizon to
construction or infrastructure is required,
become operational as construction of facilities and
although some mobilization of local people and
infrastructure is required. Moreover, mobilization of
institutions may be necessary.
local people and institutions may be more complex
and slow-moving.

This dimension pertains to how immediate the need for safe drinking water is in the case study
community—and the situation at Mylai Balaji Nagar is somewhat equivocal in this regard. One
pertinent feature here are the government’s water supply development plans. As discussed in
section 4.5.5.4, the CMWSSB has indicated that Mylai Balaji Nagar will eventually be
connected to the Metro Water supply—abrogating the need for a water treatment system to
improve the quality of the surface water resource altogether. When this will happen remains to
be seen, but the CMWSSB estimates it may take approximately five years (INT17). In this
regard, there is likely a sufficient horizon in which to implement and enjoy the benefits of a
community level system before the need is abrogated altogether. This is not to say that a
community level system is more desirable with respect to this dimension, but just that it may still
be worthwhile.

A clearer indication of which level of application may be more appropriate emerges when
considering the current water supply situation in the community and the coping strategies that
have emerged as a result (sections 4.2 and 4.5.5). On one hand, the fact that many residents have
already shifted to drinking lorry or bottled water suggests that the situation has stabilized and
that immediate intervention may not be necessary. On the other hand, approximately 5% to 20%
of households still rely on the tap water as their primary drinking water source (Figure 4-13), and
only about half of these households regularly practise some form of water treatment (Figure
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4-25).184 This indicates that there is still a substantial population that lacks access to safe
drinking water, and as such, are presently at risk of diarrhoeal and other water-related
illnesses.185 Thus, with respect to just this dimension, household level systems, as a more rapidly
deployable solution, may be preferable.

ECONOMIC DIMENSIONS

5.6 Availability of capital funding
A note is required before discussing the next two dimensions. Availability of capital funding and
availability of upkeep funding are grouped as ‘economic’ dimensions in Table 2-3 because they
have to do with the capital and O&M funding of a safe water system. These two dimensions
connect to much larger contemporary debates on the role of private and public sector
participation in the global water sector, and the status of water as a public good, a commodity, a
human right, or part of the global commons.186 Specifically, these two dimensions inevitably
raise the question of what sort of approach should be taken to financing and O&M on water
projects; this is a deeply complex and contentious matter that indeed warrants great attention.
The present work does not include a comprehensive analysis of financing and O&M approaches
due to space restrictions. As such, the scope of discussion on these matters is limited here to: a)
how they influence which level of application may be more appropriate; and b) some preliminary
comments on what sort of financing and O&M approaches may be viable at Mylai Balaji Nagar.
Such comments from this and other sections are parsed to elucidate possible financing and O&M
approaches at Mylai Balaji Nagar in the final ‘synthesis’ section (section 5.14). Further details on
scope limitations are indicated in the respective sections for each dimension. With that said, we
proceed on to discuss the first economic dimension—availability of capital funding.
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And this is to say nothing about whether these treatments are effective or not.
The urgency of this concern however is somewhat diminished by the relatively low prevalence levels observed
during the baseline diarrhoeal disease monitoring program (Figure 4-26).
186
For more on these debates, c.f. Gleick et al. (2002), Gleick (2007), and Bakker (2007).
185
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Availability of capital funding
Q: Is funding available (from community, government, NGO, and/or private sector sources) to support
large up-front capital costs in the development of a safe water system?
Household
Community
Household systems may be preferable where
Community systems are only viable where start-up
start-up capital is limited as they have fewer upcapital is sufficient to support the development of the
front costs (due to the lack of infrastructure).
necessary infrastructure.

The availability of capital funding to support investment in infrastructure is necessary for the
development of a community level system. The scope of this section is limited to the availability
of capital funding from various sources in the case study community with some limited
discussion on the financing approaches these sources may entail. Capital funding can come from
a number of sources including community-members themselves, government agencies, NGOs,
the private sector, or a combination thereof.

Community-members as a source of capital funding
As was discussed in section 4.6, residents of Mylai Balaji Nagar see improving the quality of the
public tap water supply as a priority and say they are ready to contribute to collectively solving
it:

SIA:

If it is at the community level, will people be contributing and participating in
such an endeavour, for its building and its maintenance?

P4:

Everybody’s participation and cooperation ought to be there. And I am sure
everybody will contribute for it. People have to contribute if they want to
drink more and good [water]. People will do whatever is possible from their
means and their ends.

P5:

Water is important, hence people will contribute for it.

P4:

People will contribute their money towards reasonable expenses for such
thing. They will contribute definitely for such thing.
(FGD1)

Over the course of the primary research, respondents have suggested a number strategies for
implementing a safe water system in the community. Residents and NGO workers suggest that,
with sufficient outreach and education, capital funds can be raised from across the community
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(FGD1, FGD2, FGD3, FGD4, INT1, INT15). Others have also suggested mobilizing wealthier
residents to subsidize a community level system (INT5).

Though many respondents insist that community-members would be prepared to contribute to
financing a collective project in the community, when asked about previous experiences in this
vein, there are no known examples.187 Moreover, previous experiences with residents
contributing to smaller collective efforts are not encouraging. A community-based worker for
World Vision, who has been involved in community development efforts for several years,
relates this feeling:

SIA:

Given the experience with the latrine cleaning program, do you think people
would contribute money to the collective construction of a community level
water treatment system? 188

P:

It is difficult to envisage that people will contribute funds. In the case of
water, people are willing to immediately pay Rs. 20 to get a bottle of water,
but they would not be willing to put money into a collective project for good
water, even if the returns would be better eventually.
(INT3)

In addition, some respondents predict that problems may arise with funds being lost to graft;
even if this does not happen, suspicions that funds are being misdirected will inevitably arise
(FGD2, INT4, INT5). The only positive example of collective financing encountered during the
research was of households collectively contributing small amounts (i.e. Rs. 100 per household)
a few times a year for religious festivals and ceremonies in the community (INT4). Thus, the
evidence is not encouraging that community-members themselves would be a viable source of
capital funding for a community level system.
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Even the position that residents would be prepared to contribute is not uncontroversial, as discussed in the next
section.
188
The latrine cleaning program mentioned here was discussed in the previous chapter in section 4.5.4. It is
discussed further in the next section.
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Government agencies as a source of capital funding
Government agencies are also another potential source of capital funding, however, the history
of Mylai Balaji Nagar and its tempestuous relationship with government agencies is not
encouraging (section 4.2). As documented in the section on land tenure of the previous chapter
(section 4.3), a general ambiguity permeates the question of which government agency is
responsible for basic services at Mylai Balaji Nagar. From the very outset of resettlement, the
TNSCB did not have funds earmarked to support the delivery of even basic municipal services in
the community. Now the agency says they are unable to contribute anything as they have moved
on to resettlement projects elsewhere (INT7). In fact, the TNSCB had transferred all
responsibilities for basic services provision to the Panchayat shortly after resettlement. However,
to this day, the Panchayat is not able to draw any land tax revenue from Mylai Balaji Nagar (due
to its unresolved tenure situation), and thus considers the community a low priority for basic
services improvements (especially when compared to other areas in the jurisdiction that are
formalized and from which the Panchayat regularly collects land taxes) (INT16, INT18, INT19,
INT15, INT6, FGD1, FGD2, FGD4). The Executive Officer (E.O.) of Pallikaranai Panchayat
says that the agency would take funds from an outside entity to support development efforts at
Mylai Balaji Nagar, but there is little chance of the Panchayat mobilizing discretionary funds
itself to build a community safe water system (or any other infrastructure) at Mylai Balaji Nagar
(INT19).189 Thus, government agencies are unlikely to be a viable source of capital funding for a
community level system. The Panchayat has also indicated that they are unable to provide
benefits to individual households altogether (INT6).

NGOs as a source of capital funding
The primary NGO that has been working in Mylai Balaji Nagar is World Vision. In fact, World
Vision is the agency to which the TNSCB has, in a way, ‘out-sourced’ its responsibility of
providing resettlement services to residents of Mylai Balaji Nagar (INT7, INT1, Dutasta 2010).
After having been involved in the community for more than fifteen years, World Vision is now
ending its Area Development Program (ADP) and winding down its support of educational, child
care, micro-finance and other services in the community. Community-based workers for World
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The Panchayat does say however that, although it cannot support capital costs, it could potentially support
upkeep (INT19). This is discussed further in the next section.
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Vision see that there remain many outstanding needs to which World Vision could contribute,
but say that it would require a new project being proposed and accepted by their head office, of
which there is no guarantee (INT15). Thus, while World Vision, or any other new NGO, could
be a potential source of capital funding, existing funding mechanisms have now expired and a
new project would have to be initiated.

Private sector as a source of capital funding
Private sector financing of a community safe water system is also a possibility. As was discussed
in section 2.2.2, one prominent example of this is the iJal small water enterprise program
currently being field-tested in rural Andhra Pradesh (Safe Water Network 2010). It remains to be
seen how successful this approach is in the rural setting, which is to say nothing of the
considerably more complex circumstances that urban and peri-urban settings present, in which
there have been, as yet, no test cases. The private sector, however, is already very much involved
in water supply at Mylai Balaji Nagar. As documented in section 4.5.5, there is a well-developed
retail network for bottled and lorry water supply in the community. These are proven business
models for urban/peri-urban water supply, unlike community safe water systems which represent
unknown (but possibly greater) financial risk to private sector investors. Finally, as was related
in section 4.2, there have also been negative experiences with private firms carrying out
charitable works in Mylai Balaji Nagar.190 Though this is not to say that all private sector
involvement would end this way, it has set a negative precedent in the eyes of residents and
raises questions about security of investment for private sector actors (INT9). Thus, while private
sector funding is a possibility, because of the unknown risk it represents, a community system at
Mylai Balaji Nagar is unlikely to attract capital funding from the private sector. A household
level system may be introduced with private sector support, but a market-based approach entails
that costs will eventually be borne by individual households, likely through user fees for the
upkeep of the system. This is discussed in the next section.
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One prominent example of this is the case of the charitable wing of the private equity firm Sriram Chits Co.
building a school on public land in sector 2, but then attempting to operate it as a private school (i.e. charging tuition
to students) once it was completed. Following community outrage at this about-face, the Sriram Chits Co. ceased all
educational and other services at the school, relinquished the building to the government (as it was on public land),
and departed the community (INT9, INT15). This example says something quite interesting about the private sector,
charity, and state responsibilities.
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Multiple sources of capital funding
The possibility also exists, of course, of combining contributions from various sources together.
There is, however, not much experience with this. The E.O. of Pallikaranai Panchayat notes that
there are no previous examples of the Panchayat undertaking a cost-sharing agreement with an
NGO on development projects in their jurisdiction (INT19). Likewise, the CMWSSB also has no
experience with cooperating with NGOs on water supply projects (INT17). The TNSCB has a
history of partnering with NGOs, but only insofar as ‘out-sourcing’ basic responsibilities to them
without providing funding support (INT7). Though any number of partnerships between
community-members, government agencies, NGOs, and/or the private sector are possible, there
has been little experience with these at Mylai Balaji Nagar, and of what there has been
unfortunately has been negative.

Summary of availability of capital funding
The possibility of obtaining capital funding from the various sources detailed above is
summarized in schematic form in Figure 5-1.

Figure 5-1 | Summary of the availability of capital funding from various sources at Mylai Balaji Nagar and
associated implications to viable level of application. Coloured bars beneath either household or community level
denote viability at that level, whereas a solid line denotes non-viability.

Thus, altogether, the prospects of mobilizing sufficient capital funds for a community level
system at Mylai Balaji Nagar seem remote. A household level system may be the only viable
option with respect to this dimension.
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5.7 Availability of upkeep funding
Availability of upkeep funding
Q: Is on-going funding available (from community, government, NGO, and/or private sector sources) for
the O&M of a safe water system once it has been implemented?
Household
Community
Household systems require upkeep funding for
Community systems require upkeep funding for
consumables, replacement parts, and repairs of
consumables, replacement parts, and repairs of
household units. For household systems, upkeep
infrastructure. Economies of scale typically make
can be done on a collective or an individual basis,
costs lower than with household systems.191 For
community systems, upkeep can be supported on a
though the latter is more common when a marketcollective or an individual basis, with the former
or NGO-based approach is taken.
typical of NGO/CBO-based approaches and the latter
typical of market-based approaches.

As per the note at the beginning of the previous section, this dimension is somewhat different
than the others in this chapter. It is also different from the previous dimension in one important
way: upkeep funding is necessary to support O&M for both household and community level
systems (whereas capital funding was really only required for the latter). As such, the availability
of upkeep funding does not in itself discriminate which level of application may be more
appropriate in the case study community. This presents an additional level of complexity to the
analysis here. What is pertinent here is the source of the upkeep funding and, also, whether this
entails that households contribute (if at all) on an individual or a collective basis to the
maintenance of the good.192 (This is distinct from the differentiation between household and
community level systems as individual and collective upkeep approaches can conceivably be
applied to either level of application.)193 Clearly, this has implications for the kinds of O&M
191

Economies of scale is included as a dimension in Table 2-3. However, as per the note at the beginning of this
chapter, this dimension is integrated into the discussion on availability of upkeep funding.
192
This distinction between individual or collective engagement of households is something that was also relevant to
the previous dimension (i.e. the availability of capital funding), but the particular nature of that dimension limited
the extent to which this complexity became apparent. Basically, collective action is only required in the case that
community-members collectively provide capital funding (and this was assessed as being unlikely to be a viable
strategy at Mylai Balaji Nagar). Collective community action, as such, is not required in the case of capital funding
being provided by government, NGO, or private sources, and thus it did not figure in that analysis any further. With
respect to upkeep funding, this distinction remains relevant across different sources of funding because it is likely
that households will have to support at least part of the O&M costs. As such, this distinction is given more
prominence in this section.
193
To further clarify, this distinction between individual and collective approaches to upkeep financing has to do
with how costs are borne for sustaining the production of safe water. For example, an individual upkeep approach
for a household level system may entail that each family purchases materials to maintain the safe water system
themselves (this is the status quo for HWTS products on the market). Alternatively, a collective upkeep approach for
a household system may entail that all the families come together to pool resources and share the labour for
regenerating all the household systems (via a community water committee, for instance). With respect to community
level systems, an individual upkeep approach may entail that each family pays for each unit of safe water they
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approaches that may be viable at Mylai Balaji Nagar, and some preliminary comments are made
in this regard. To summarize then, the scope of discussion in this section is limited to:
1. Possible sources of upkeep funding;
2. The viable level of application these entail; and
3. Whether households should be engaged in upkeep (if at all) on an individual or a
collective basis.
As with the previous dimension, upkeep funding can come from a number of sources including
community-members, government agencies, NGOs, the private sector, or a combination thereof.
This section is structured around these.

Community-members as a source of upkeep funding
As was discussed at the outset of the previous section, residents see improving water quality as a
priority and say they are willing to contribute to collective efforts on it. However, as alluded to in
the previous section, this is not an uncontroversial position. Respondents suggest that while some
residents would be prepared to contribute, others would not be as forthcoming. An exchange
between participants during the second focus group captures this tension:

SIA:

Would you all be ready to spend money for such a common task?

P1:

Yes, all of us will give.

P2:

No. Some of them may refuse to give.

P3:

They will give.

P4:

They will not give.

P5:

They will not.

P6:

Generally when there is something in common, some people may not care
about it as someone [else] is there to look after [it]. They will think: "Let them
look after it…Why should I bother!"
(FGD2)

consume at a price that can sustain the operation of the system (this is the approach being tested in rural Andhra
Pradesh in the CSWS and iJal projects that were discussed in section 2.2.2). A collective approach to a community
level system may entail that all members of the community pay a flat rate or contribute labour/time to enjoy the
shared benefit of a community level system regardless of individual levels of consumption (this is an experimental
approach currently being tested in urban Jakarta with the CBWSS project that was discussed in section 2.1.2).
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This tension applies equally to the availability of capital (FGD2). With perceptions amongst
residents being equivocal as they are, it is important to look to actual experiences in the
community’s history to shed some light on what is likely to happen if residents are asked to
collectively support a public good.

Two illustrative examples of this are: a) the solid waste management program; and b) the public
latrine block cleaning program. Both of these were mentioned in section 4.2. The solid waste
management program was discussed at length in section 4.5.3 of the previous chapter. This
program failed in large part due to the unreliability of the Panchayat (INT2, INT5), but there was
also an element of non-cooperation from residents that played a role in program’s eventual
collapse. One of the managers of the erstwhile program relates how many residents refused to
pay the small fee for solid waste collection:

Income generation [for the workers] out of this solid waste management program
was very important, however, in Balaji Nagar, there was no income [being
generated]. The Panchayat has done nothing to support the program and even the
people did not contribute anything. We wanted to collect a small contribution from
every household to support our workers. We used to collect garbage door-to-door.
But people refused to pay even the small contribution saying "We are not putting any
garbage here, we are dumping somewhere else, not here!" and so on.
(INT2)

Though the baseline community survey indicated that the overwhelming majority of residents
resort to open dumping of household solid waste (Figure 4-8), when residents were asked by
workers to contribute for proper solid waste collection, many absolved themselves of
responsibility and refused to contribute.

The public latrine block cleaning program met with a similar sort of end. As was described in
section 4.5.4 of the previous chapter, World Vision paid for workers to come and clean the
public latrine blocks on a regular basis from 1997 to 2005. As World Vision attempted to
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progressively transfer the financial responsibility to individual households—first, at a subsidized
rate, and then, to make it fully sustainable, the full cost—individual households refused to take
on the responsibility for collectively maintaining the latrines, and the program collapsed (INT3).

Unlike residents’ perceptions, the actual historical experiences are unequivocal: no positive
examples of the community collectively supporting a public good were encountered during the
course of this research. What these two examples illustrate is a lack of willingness amongst
individual households in Mylai Balaji Nagar to financially support collective efforts for the
common good in the community.194 Thus, the prospects of individual households financially
supporting the collective upkeep of either a community or household level system appear quite
dim. This is not to conclude that a community level system is not possible with respect to this
dimension, but rather that—if community-members are to be a key source of upkeep funding—
this may be better done with individual households taking care of their own (FGD2, FGD3). As
this is, in fact, the present status quo with water supply in the community, clearly residents are a
viable source of upkeep funding. Both household and community level systems can be sustained
in this manner and nothing in the data indicates one level over the other.

Government agencies as a source of upkeep funding
The role that government agencies, specifically the TNSCB and Pallikaranai Panchayat, play in
financing basic services at Mylai Balaji Nagar was discussed in the previous section; much of
that discussed there is pertinent to this dimension as well. With respect to the former, the TNSCB
had fully transferred responsibility for sustaining basic services at Mylai Balaji Nagar to the
Panchayat by 2000 (sections 4.2 and 4.3). As such, they no longer see themselves as the agency
responsible for Mylai Balaji Nagar and have since moved on to resettlement projects elsewhere
(INT7). With respect to the latter, the stated inability of the Panchayat to provide capital funds
for improvising basic services at Mylai Balaji Nagar was documented in the previous section.
However, the E.O. of the Panchayat indicated that the Panchayat is prepared to provide limited
funding to support the O&M of a safe water system at Mylai Balaji Nagar, should another entity

194

This is a classic example of what economists and political scientists refer to as a collective action problem (Rydin
and Pennington 2000). This is discussed further in section 5.9.
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(e.g. NGO/CBO/private sector) assume the capital costs (INT19). This position was corroborated
by the de facto Ward Member representing Mylai Balaji Nagar at Pallikaranai Panchayat:

SIA:

If the NGO is financing it, how about [the Panchayat] managing the system?

C:

He is asking, if an NGO contributes the money and builds a system at the
community level, will the Panchayat do the maintenance?

P:

Yes, the Town Panchayat always does the maintenance. Definitely.
(INT16)

The Panchayat has however indicated previously that they are unable to provide services to
individual households; any services rendered by the Panchayat must be at the community level
(INT6). Thus, the Panchayat may be a viable source of upkeep funding for a community level
system only.195

NGOs as a source of upkeep funding
NGOs are also potential sources of upkeep funding. That detailed in the previous section—on the
possibility of World Vision (or any other newcomer NGO) providing funding—applies here as
well and need not be repeated beyond stating that NGOs could potentially support the upkeep for
either a household and a community level system.196 Whether funding is in fact available at
Mylai Balaji Nagar, with World Vision transitioning out of the community, is unknown however.

Private sector as a source of upkeep funding
The private sector taking on O&M responsibilities is also a possibility if a safe water system
were to be deployed, in the case of household and community systems respectively, as a
marketed product or a private safe water retailer. Of these two, only the former is a proven
business model (as was discussed in the previous section). Private sector involvement however
intimates that upkeep costs would ultimately be borne by individual households. Thus, in effect,
there is no actual possibility of upkeep support being provided by the private sector.
195

Clearly, if the government is tapped to fully support the upkeep of a safe water system, the individual or
collective engagement of households in the community becomes a moot point.
196
As above, with full NGO support for upkeep, the individual or collective engagement of households in the
community becomes a moot point
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Multiple sources of upkeep funding
As with the previous dimension, O&M partnerships between community-members, NGOs,
and/or government agencies to sustain the upkeep of a safe water system are a possibility, though
there is little positive experience with them at Mylai Balaji Nagar. From the preceding discussion
it is seen that partnerships may be possible for either a community or a household level system.

Summary of availability of upkeep funding
The possibility of obtaining on-going upkeep funding for the O&M of a household or a
community level system from the various sources detailed above is summarized in schematic
form in Figure 5-2. Also stipulated is the appropriate level of engagement for households should
such a community-member driven approach or a partnership with community-members be
undertaken for O&M.

Figure 5-2 | Summary of the availability of upkeep funding from various sources at Mylai Balaji Nagar and
associated implications for viable level of application. Additionally, recommendations of individual or collective
engagement are indicated where relevant. Coloured bars beneath either household or community level denote
viability at that level, whereas a solid line denotes non-viability.

The outcome spaces for the availability of capital funding and the availability of upkeep funding
have been summarized in Figure 5-1 and Figure 5-2 respectively. These are parsed together in
the final ‘synthesis’ section (section 5.14) to generate some preliminary recommendations on
appropriate financing and O&M frameworks for a safe water system at Mylai Balaji Nagar.
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SOCIAL AND POLITICAL-INSTITUTIONAL DIMENSIONS

5.8 Local capacities
Local capacities
Q: Which level of application is viable with the capacities available in the local community?
Household
Community
Household systems are typically simple enough to Community systems are complex pieces of technical
be operated and maintained by lay-persons. As
and institutional infrastructure. They require that a
such, they do not demand many technical or
number of technical and managerial capacities be
managerial capacities from the local community
present in the community including: a) plumbing; b)
aside from: a) widespread literacy; b) a basic level concrete work/masonry; c) electrical; d) community
of education; and c) familiarity with technical
organizing; and e) entrepreneurial/business (in
tasks and devices. These enable the training of
addition to those three capacities required for
households in the use and maintenance of
household systems).
household devices. Additionally, demonstrated
entrepreneurial/business capacities may be
required for product distribution if a market-based
approach is taken.

Three basic capacities are necessary for either level of application: a) widespread literacy; b) a
basic level of education; and c) familiarity with technical tasks and devices. With respect to the
first, literacy in the local language (Tamil) is widespread in Mylai Balaji Nagar, but some
residents who could not read or write Tamil were encountered during the primary research
activities. Informal estimates from World Vision workers, childcare centre staff, our project staff
residing in the community, and community leaders all independently suggested an adult literacy
rate of approximately 60% to 70% (INF). The baseline community survey (Appendix B)
confirmed that the adult (i.e. eighteen years and over) literacy rate is 72.3% for women and
84.8% for men. Literacy and educational attainment also varies by age bracket (Figure 5-3).
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Figure 5-3 | Literacy and educational attainment for adults by age bracket.

As can be seen above, it is women and the elderly whom are disproportionately illiterate.
Moreover, it was informally observed that those who were illiterate also tended to be poorer and
more likely to be migrants from out of state (INF). Though literacy is not universal, most, if not
all households had at least one member who could read and write as the baseline survey
indicated that 86.2% of female and 88.2% of male children between the ages of five and
seventeen years of age were enrolled in school. With respect to the third capacity of familiarity
with technical tasks and devices, it was informally observed that most, if not all, households have
a number of devices that all household members are familiar with including cell phones,
refrigerators, motorcycles, rickshaws, and televisions. More importantly, as was discussed in
section 4.5.5.3, a number of water treatment techniques are already widespread in the
community. Knowledge of traditional water treatment practices commonly applied in rural south
India such as ‘three-pot’ filtration or alum clarification is also widely spread (INT18). This
represents a base of knowledge on which other water treatment systems can build. With respect
to technical tasks, there was one important example documented in the primary research that
demonstrates the ability of community-members to learn and self-manage technical tasks, albeit
with some support. This example has to do with borewells that the government had drilled earlier
on in the community’s history when the groundwater was thought to be a viable source to
supplement local water supply:
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The government dug deep bore-wells in many places[…] They gave us training for
that. They taught us. We cannot bring mechanics from outside if there is any fault in
the bore. Sometimes the chain may get cut. They made things ready; but they never
turned back to repair things. Even after we reported to them that the pump broke
down they did not bother to come and see what is wrong with that. There was no one
to repair it. We tried our level best to repair it by ourselves as we were given a set of
tools. The metal had become a waste as it was corroded by the salinity of water.
(INT5)

This example illustrates that community-members, with some training, were able to engage with
technical tasks and diagnose problems successfully. Though the particular problem they faced in
this example was ultimately too great for them to solve with the resources available to them (i.e.
corrosion due to the salinity of the groundwater) and because the lack of support from the
government was not enabling, it is nonetheless an encouraging example of the technical
capacities of community-members.197 Thus, literacy, basic education, and familiarity with
technical tasks and devices can be reasonably defined as available capacities in Mylai Balaji
Nagar.

In addition to the three basic capacities discussed above, community level systems also require a
number of additional capacities. A rapid informal survey of skilled workers living in the
community gives an indication of the technical capacities available in the community (Table
5-1).
Table 5-1 | Inventory of technical capacities available in Mylai Balaji Nagar (INF).
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TECHNICAL SKILLS/CAPACITIES

NUMBER OF WORKERS

Plumbing
Concrete work/masonry
Electricians

70
57
18

This example of community-government relations is also pertinent to the discussion in section 5.10.
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Community organizing is a capacity that is discussed at length later on in section 5.9. From the
discussion in that section, it was found that community organizing tends to focus on protest
rather than production, but regardless, there is substantial experience with the community
organizing itself for a number of ends. Entrepreneurial/business capacities are also widespread in
the community, as evidenced by the number and variety of small businesses in the community
(Table 5-2).
Table 5-2 | Inventory of small businesses in Mylai Balaji Nagar (INF).
TYPE OF BUSINESS

NUMBER OF ESTABLISHMENTS

Water can supply
Tea shop
Provisional stores
Tiffin (lunch box catering) shop
Three wheeler (auto-rickshaw) workshop
Two wheeler (motorcycle) workshop
Four wheeler (car) workshop
Flour seller
Flour mill
Tailoring
Hardware shop
Electrical shop
Tiles and marble sellers
Cement workshop
Ration shop
Pawn broker shop
Transport company
Stationery store
Barber shop
Borewell shop
TV repair shop

15
3
31
12
2
4
2
10
28
9
1
1
4
2
2
3
1
2
3
1
1

Thus, because all of the basic, technical, and managerial capacities required for both household
and community level systems are present in Mylai Balaji Nagar, either one of them may be
viable in the community.
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5.9 Propensity to collective action (horizontal social capital)
Propensity to collective action (horizontal social capital)
Q: What is the propensity toward cooperation, cohesion, and collective action in the community?
Household
Community
In situations where horizontal social capital is
Where there is demonstrated cooperation and
lacking, household systems may be preferable as
cohesion in the community (i.e. positive horizontal
they rely primarily on individual households
social capital), community systems may also be
taking care of themselves.
feasible as they rely on collective action between
community-members toward the common good.

This section looks to how well the community works together toward common goals. First, it
discusses the perceptions that respondents hold on this matter, and then looks to the actual
experiences with collective action in the community’s history. This dimension overlaps
somewhat with the previous dimensions of availability of capital funding and availability of
upkeep funding, but offers a more general look at collective action in the community.
Furthermore, it builds on the concept of individual or collective engagement that was introduced
in section 5.7. As such, this dimension too has implications for what kind of financing/O&M
approach may be viable in the case study community.

Perceptions of community-members on collective action
When residents were asked to speak about whether they would prefer a community or a
household level system in Mylai Balaji Nagar, a preference for the former was consistently
voiced (c.f. section 5.13). One of the most common reasons given for this was that a community
level system would be more egalitarian in that it would enable all households to gain access to
safe water, whereas household systems would benefit only individual households, and thus, were
less desirable:

If it is at the community level it is beneficial to everyone, whereas if at the household
level it serves only the household.
(FGD1)
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Similar statements were made during other research sessions as well (c.f. INT5, FGD2).198 This
desire for egalitarianism drives residents’ assertions that they are ready to work collectively to
improve access to safe water for all residents (INT5, INT4).199

Unfortunately, such positive perceptions do not go much further than a desire for better
cooperation in the community. When respondents were asked to elaborate on how collective
action would likely play out, their responses were no longer so positive, with many expressing
doubt that such a thing could even be possible in their community. One frequent response was
that residents would be prone to shirking their part of the collective responsibility:

If it is common and public, there will be a clash as to who will do it and everybody
will try to shift [the responsibility] and point to others to do the task. If it [is at] the
individual level, everybody ought to do it and they will not like to shift from their
responsibility.
(FGD1)

Similar statements were also made during other research sessions as well (cf. FGD4, INT3,
INT2). Respondents cautioned that this would inevitably create conflict between households:

SIA:

Will there be any problems if some come forward [to contribute] and some do
not?

P1:

Yes. The ones who would be ready would start scolding the others who do not.

P2:

At the same time, those who do not like this would say: "If you want to, you go
[ahead], don’t compel us!"

P3:

This would end up in a quarrel...
(FGD2)
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These comments speak to the fostering of social cohesion dimension in Table 2-3. This dimension is subsumed in
this section.
199
This, of course, resonates with the stated willingness of residents to contribute financially to a collective
endeavour that was documented earlier (section 5.6).
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Similar perceptions were documented during other research sessions as well (cf. FGD4). When
respondents were asked to reflect on whether this individualistic attitude had always been
prevalent in the community, or if it was something more recent, the responses were equivocal.
Some responded in the affirmative:

P1:

People are minding their own business only.

P2:

People will not care for others, everyone is minding their own business.

SIA:

Do you feel that things have changed over time? In the beginning, were
people willing to work together and then, after you have been settled here for
some time, have now become individualistic? Or has that been the case from
the beginning?

P3:

People are minding their own business from the beginning.
(FGD4)

Others suggested that this individualistic attitude has become entrenched only in recent years. A
respected elder in the community, whom was a leader of the erstwhile solid waste management
program and has also worked closely with the SHGs, related:

People [here] are not taking any initiative for a common cause. People's attitude is
becoming like taking loans and repaying loans from the SHGs. Even the [World
Vision] ADP also does the same.[…]The ADP project only allotted people to receive
loans and collect the money back. But they did not give any responsibility to
individuals to take care of community resources. […]Initially, people were together
for joint action. Now they are focused on individual satisfaction. In the beginning, the
[World Vision] ADP focused on community-building, but now they [have] just turned
to giving loans alone.
(INT2)

Thus, it is suggested that an individualistic attitude centred around household economic
development has inadvertently been fostered by the emphasis on micro-finance on the part of the
SHGs and the NGOs operating in the community, something that has displaced earlier
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proclivities toward collective action.200 This individualistic attitude was encountered by the
research team during the course of these investigations as well. Members of the research team
relate that, when mobilizing residents to participate in action research activities or other
collective action, many community-members were not forthcoming:201

P1:

They will feel it is a waste of time…

P2:

They would also ask how much money we would give [them] to participate.

P3:

They would say: “We will get money if we go to work. We won't get anything
[if we participate in collective action]. Will they give money to compensate for
it?” They want to know what the [monetary] benefit is!
(INT10)

Thus, there is a feeling held by many residents that unless an activity yields immediate financial
gains, it was not worth the time or effort.202 The sum total of these perceptions leads one
ultimately to a pessimistic view about the propensity to collective action in the community.

Respondents do however suggest that if an issue is large and pressing enough, such that it
adversely affects many households at once, then it is something that people will collectively
work on:

If there is any emergency or an important need or a primary requirement, they would
unite together. Otherwise, people will mind their own business.
(INT5)

Similar statements were also made during other research sessions (cf. FGD3, FGD4, INT1). This
raises two important questions:
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This is discussed further in the ‘experiences’ portion of this section.
This includes even those activities that would provide an immediate collective benefit to the community on a
self-identified priority, such as efforts to improve solid waste management. This is discussed further in the
‘experiences’ portion of this section.
202
This was a feeling more commonly espoused by the men in the community. Women, especially those who were
homemakers, had more time to spare and were inclined to participate in collective efforts, including research
activities (INT10). Issues relating to gender issues are discussed further in the ‘experiences’ portion of this section.
201
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1. Is the degraded quality of the public tap water supply perceived as an “emergency or an
important need” that warrants a collective response?; and
2. What manner of collective action does the community tend toward?
These two questions are elucidated by the actual experiences with collective action in the
community, which is the subject of the next sub-section.

Experiences with successful collective action
Looking to the actual experiences with collective action in Mylai Balaji Nagar’s history—its
successes and its failures—offers insight into which level of application would be more
appropriate for a safe water system there.203 Throughout this section, an eye is kept to the two
questions posed above: on which issues the community has previously mobilized, and the modes
of collective action seen in the past.

There have been a number of instances of successful collective action in Mylai Balaji Nagar’s
history. Five prominent examples are discussed below from which the main themes are
extracted.

1. Collectively lobbying the Panchayat to improve various aspects of the community’s water
supply situation, including:



Changing the timing of when the Panchayat agents turn on the public water standpipes to
the daytime, so that women no longer had to wait up through the night to collect water
(FGD1, Khosla 2009a).



Having more public standpipes installed so that fewer households had to share a single
standpipe (Khosla 2009a).



Approaching the Panchayat with complaints about the degraded quality of the tap water
supply or to remedy supply disruptions arising due to system breakages, as mentioned in
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It should be clarified here at the outset that ‘success’ here does not mean that the desired objective of the action
was achieved per se, but just that the effort to collectively mobilize people was successful. ‘Failure’ then refers to
instances where efforts to collectively mobilize the community fell apart.
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section 4.2. The whole area (i.e. sector or lane) that is affected by the supply or quality
issue would come together to address the problem (FGD1).204

2. Emergent self-organization to improve basic services, specifically, the voluntary association
that has recently been formed in sector 4. This voluntary association is a group of male
volunteers residing in sector 4 who undertake various tasks to improve the state of basic services
in their neighbourhood.205 It has arisen as an organic reaction to the inaction of the government
over the years (INT4). The association collects Rs. 20/mo. from each household in sector 4 and
provides the following services: connects households and responds to electrical system failures
(section 4.5.1); augments water supply by purchasing lorry-loads of water and then retailing it to
households in single pot units at a discounted rate (section 4.5.5.1.2); trims the trees in the sector
(FGD2); and arranges for cleaners to come and take care of the public latrines on a regular basis
(INT4). The leader of the group indicates that prior to the voluntary association, there was no
other instance of collective action to improve basic services led by community-members
themselves (INT4). The group may not be faring very well of late however as reports have been
circulating (as of September 2011) that the voluntary association is winding down its activities
due to growing conflict with residents who have been demanding more services for their Rs. 20
monthly fee (INF).

3. Mutual help and solidarity during times of crisis and disaster. As described section 4.2,
several major fires have broken out in the community through its history. In the face of these
events, residents have banded together to fight the fire together (FGD1, FGD2, FGD3, FGD4). A
major flood also occurred in the community in 2004-5, as was described in section 4.2. In the
wake of this event, the community showed great solidarity with residents giving one another
material support and collectively engaging the Panchayat for relief (FGD4).
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Efforts relating to water quality however were not successful in the sense that the problem was actually resolved.
Typically what would happen is that the Panchayat would ignore community complaints and the problem would
persist. This is discussed further in section 5.10.
205
The voluntary association was introduced in section 4.2 and was referred to several times throughout the previous
chapter.
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4. Collective political action such as roadblocks, strikes, and petitions to pressure the Panchayat
(or other government bodies) to provide critical services, including:



As mentioned in section 4.2, residents conducted a roadblock of Velachery Main Rd.
shortly after resettlement in order to protest the lack of local access to public
transportation (the nearest bus stop was three km away). A local bus stop and a new route
to Mylai Balaji Nagar was the outcome of this action.



As described in section 4.2, it was only because residents carried out roadblocks that
water supply was brought to the community itself. Initially, in the period immediately
after resettlement, residents had to travel up to one km away to fetch water from other
neighbourhoods. In response to the agitation, the TNSCB and the Panchayat arranged for
regular lorry water deliveries directly to the community.



As described in section 4.2, residents carried out a roadblock in order to get the newly
opened wine shop in sector 2 to leave the community (as it is regarded as a social
blight).206



Residents carried out roadblocks to pressure the government to repair the electrical
system during excessively long blackouts in the area (INT10). Residents regularly
collectively visit to pressure the Panchayat to repair the power supply when there are
blackouts (FGD2).



Residents carried out a roadblock to protest the dumping of solid waste by garbage
workers along the roadside bordering sector 1, instead of within the landfill proper (i.e.
the municipal landfill that borders the community, north of sector 1). Improper dumping
by the landfill staff ceased after this action (INT2).



As discussed in sections 4.2 and 4.5.4, the public latrine blocks in the community were
built only after community agitation forced the TNSCB to ask an outside agency, World
Vision, to fulfill its basic obligation and build sanitation facilities on its behalf.



Residents organized petitions to have the ration shop returned to the community after it
was displaced by the wine shop. It eventually was returned to a place nearby (i.e. Tay
Nagar) (FGD4).
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Alcoholism among men is a major issue in Mylai Balaji Nagar as it is in many places in Tamil Nadu (INT10).
This action was ultimately did not garner the desired outcome as the government did not force the wine shop to
move because it is owned by members of local political parties (FGD4, INT1, INT10, INT4).
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5. The SHGs, along with the associated Federation and Sangam, act as a community space for
discussing and addressing shared problems.207 Though the SHGs themselves are primarily
concerned with micro-finance, the Federation and Sangam have a more generalized function
including: offering small business and cottage industry training; liaising with World Vision and
other NGOs; assisting pensioners and BPL families with accessing government and NGO
welfare schemes; and organizing community petitions on educational and water quality/supply
improvements or against undesired development works affecting the community (INT15).208

From the successful collective actions in the community’s history, four main themes can be
drawn out:
I. Collective action in Mylai Balaji Nagar tends mostly toward lobbying government
agencies to provide the services that residents are entitled to under the ‘sites and services’
scheme. Collective action ranges from petitions, to group visits to government offices,
and, when the situation becomes critical, to direct action (i.e. roadblocks). Improving local
water supply, including the tap water quality, is indeed a concern that mobilizes the whole
community; however, lobbying is the only form of collective action undertaken in
response to this service gap.
II. There is very limited experience with self-organizing community-members to provide
basic services. The one example of this, the fourth sector voluntary association, may be
faltering at present as well due to emergent problems with community cooperation.
III. The existing collective bodies in the community (i.e. SHGs, the Federation, and the
Sangam) focus mostly on encouraging household economic development; identifying
community needs for NGO interventions; and lobbying the government to provide services
or benefits under public schemes. They have no experience with organizing residents to
improve basic services themselves.
207

The ‘Federation’ is a representative body of all the SHGs in the community, in which two members from each
SHG represent their group to discuss matters relating to SHG activities. The ‘Sangam’ is a general representative
body of the community, largely drawing its membership from the SHGs, but open to all residents of the community
(including men) (INT15).
208
With reference to educational improvements, one example is the Sangam lobbying to have the Sriram private
school converted to a public school, as described in sections 4.2. The undesired development work specifically
referred to here is the sewage pumping station being built in the school grounds in sector 2 that was discussed in
section 4.5.4.5.
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IV. In the face of extreme crisis, such as fire or flood, residents will band together and support
one another with everything they have.
The three community self-development strategies identified by Grant (2001)— community selforganization, informal links with powerful groups including clientelistic relations, and protest—
were all observed at Mylai Balaji Nagar. The tendency toward protest and lobbying at Mylai
Balaji Nagar, rather than self-organization, is likely linked to its insecure land tenure and
insufficient horizontal social capital, as Grant demonstrated to be the case in her study of
marginalized urban communities in Guatemala City. The emergent themes above shed light on
the two questions posed earlier, especially on what the main modes of collective action in the
community are.

Experiences with failed collective action
It is also instructive to look to instances of failed collective action in the community’s history.
Six prominent examples are discussed in the following, from which the main themes are drawn
out.

1. The public latrine cleaning program demonstrates several discouraging trends with respect to
collective action to improve basic services, including:



As discussed at length in the previous chapter (section 4.5.4), as well as in earlier sections
of this chapter (sections 5.6 and 5.7), once World Vision transferred full financial
responsibility to the community, residents refused to fulfill their individual
responsibilities to the collective good in paying their share of cleaners’ wages causing the
program to eventually collapse.



Alleged graft by those collecting monies from households (while it was still subsidized
by World Vision) may have also contributed to residents losing trust in the program
(INT3).



Residents were not willing to contribute time or labour either when World Vision
attempted to organize volunteers from within the community to clean the latrines (via
SHGs) and this approach also failed (INT3).209
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This may be a caste-related issue. Traditionally in India, it is only certain sub-groups of the larger “untouchable”
or “Dalit” caste groups that have contact with faeces. For others, faeces are considered categorically impure; to
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Because of the degraded condition of the public latrine blocks and the demonstrated
inability of the community to regularly maintain them, about three-quarters of the
community have abandoned the public latrines altogether (Figure 4-9). Instead, they have
shifted to using makeshift personal latrines or in-home toilets (INT12, INT14). Those still
using the public latrine blocks periodically collect monies from neighbours in order to
hire someone to clean the facilities on an one-off basis, but only once they have become
unhygienic and totally unusable (section 4.5.4.1).



As described in section 4.5.4.1, the pumps that World Vision installed to provide
groundwater for cleaning the public latrines were allegedly stolen once the latrine
cleaning program began to fall apart (INT3).

2. The solid waste management program, discussed at length in the previous chapter (section
4.5.3), as well earlier in this chapter (section 5.7), likewise presents the same discouraging trend
as above wherein residents refused to take on the financial burden from the sponsoring NGO
(and fulfill their individual responsibilities to the collective good), leading to the eventual
collapse of the program.

3. The experience with the community clean-up day in sector 4 also presents some disappointing
lessons with respect to collective action in the community. Following from community meetings
in which local development priorities were identified (section 4.6), the project team organized
community-members and the Panchayat for a clean-up day in sector 4 on January 9, 2010
(section 4.6.1). The Panchayat provided manpower and vehicles, the project team hired a
backhoe to clear the canal and also provided labour, and the residents were to provide additional
labour. Even though the event arose because of several direct requests from residents themselves,
and despite the fact that residents of sector 4 had indicated they would participate a week in
advance and selected a day that was suitable to them, only a few residents actually turned up to
work. When asked why they did not come to help, residents responded with a number of excuses
come into contact with them is to be “polluted”. I did not explore caste issues directly in the primary research,
however, this issue did come up once in an interview with an elder in the community who was the leader of the
erstwhile solid waste management program. This person had requested that we help to improve the sanitation
situation in the community by organizing the community to hire workers to come clean the public latrines as “there
are tribals from Andhra living nearby, we can give them the responsibility to take care of the latrine” (INT2). This
may have been a reference to caste.
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(e.g. having to go out, having guests, having to take care of the family). Several respected elders
who did come to assist and tried to mobilize other residents on the day of the event suggested
that people did not come because they knew that they would not be paid for helping to clean the
community (INF).210

4. A lack of solidarity sometimes when residents attempt to mobilize the community to lobby the
government to improve basic services. Though this was identified as a prominent example of
successful community action above, it is not without its challenges. There are reports from
several community leaders of residents dismissing their attempts to mobilize the community. For
instance:

SIA:

What are the problems or hindrances you faced when you went to report to
the authorities about the water problems?

P1:

People both in the sector and in the Panchayat Board office said: "Why are
you bringing this up as an issue when everybody in the sectors are drinking
[the tap water]?"
(FGD1)

This lack of solidarity is exacerbated by a growing cynicism amongst residents of the futility of
approaching the Panchayat with their concerns (FGD1). A lack of solidarity also manifests in
other ways. For instance, during festival times when community events are planned, it is only a
rare few people who involve themselves, generally young men who are unattached to familial
responsibilities (INT10).

5. The representative bodies in the community, such as the Federation and the Sangam, though
they could be a site for organizing collective action, have no such history. In fact, some
respondents suggest that they may actually limit this possibility. As was discussed earlier on, a
respected elder who is associated with the SHGs relates that the fixation of these groups on
micro-finance has actually deepened the fragmentation of the community such that different
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This resonates with the perceptions documented earlier about residents being disinclined to participate unless an
activity yields immediate financial gains.
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SHGs are not willing to work with one another on collective issues (INT5). The respondent
elaborates that the SHGs may have forestalled nascent collective action early on in the
community’s history as people fragmented into many groups with the advent of the SHGs:

SIA:

Can you tell me something about the times when people living in Balaji Nagar
itself worked together? Did NGOs make them unite together?

P1:

Once we tried. Before it could run in full swing, the small savings scheme
[Self-Help Groups] was developed. So people spilt among many groups.
(INT5)

Thus, the fragmentation of the community into smaller groups focusing exclusively on microfinance may have adversely affected the proclivity to collective action in the community.211

6. Issues related to gender as obstacles to collective action. Women of the community are
generally more inclined than men to participate in collective efforts that may improve life in the
community:

She is interested because she is maintaining the family. They need some help. When
five women go, the sixth one follows. She thinks that things would be fruitful if they go
as a group so that they can get some help. She also feels that she can learn
something. They feel they can get some kind of benefit.
(INT10)
Similar statements were also encountered during other research sessions (cf. INT15).212 Though
men often take the lead as community representatives during lobbying or other political actions,
men are less inclined to participate in the on-the-ground work of collective action (INT10). This
is for a number of reasons:
211

It is interesting to consider that the creation of self-help groups centred on household economic development by
an external NGO may have encouraged individualism and the breakdown of community cohesion, thereby
preventing the emergence of collective action in the community!
212
Notably, this was not the case for women who held employment outside the home—they were less inclined to
participate due to time restrictions (INT10). Most women in the community have employment outside the
community (INT15).
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Most men work outside of the community six days a week and only have a single day off
to relax. This is the same for working women (INT10).



As mentioned earlier, men are less inclined to participate in volunteer activities in which
they may not be remunerated for their time (INT10).



On the weekends, many men drink, as alcoholism is rampant in the community (INT10,
INT4).

Worse yet, oftentimes men actively create obstacles to prevent women from becoming involved
in collective efforts:

SIA:

Do you think that the men would take part in a community level system?

P1:

No. Why participation… they would not even care for it. They won't give
importance for it. They won't even allow our [women's] progress! That is the
biggest hurdle for us. So we are scared to take effort and do things. The first
opposition is from the gents to us. We took efforts and steps for building the
toilet. The [sewage] pumping station… […] We thought that the smell would
be horrible. We tried our level best to cancel it. But the first opposition arose
from the gents of our own community! They ask me: “Who are you to do it?
Why should you poke your nose in this matter!”
(INT15)

Similar stories were recounted during other research activities as well (cf. INT1, INT3, INT10).
Men’s resistance to women’s involvement in collective action however becomes less pronounced
as monetary or other benefits begin to flow from these activities:

SIA:

Women have participated in other NGO groups too. How did men react after
they achieved [benefits with] them?

P1:

At first they [the men] were quarrelling [with the women]. After they saw the
benefits of money and loans they became silent. Now they are supporting!

P2:

Now they started believing them, as a tax [to the men] is also paid!
(INT10)
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As a result of all that documented above, most NGOs that come to work in Mylai Balaji Nagar
do so with the women only (INT10).

From the failed collective actions in the community’s history, five main themes can be drawn
out:
I. The failure of the public latrine cleaning program and the solid waste management
program are classic examples of what economists refer to as ‘collective action problems’
(Rydin and Pennington 2000). In these experiences, the unwillingness of some residents to
fulfill their individual part of a collective responsibility (i.e. a share of the funds, time, or
labour required for the maintenance of a public good) leads others to do the same,
eventually leading to the collapse of the collective effort altogether.
II. Graft of collected monies or materials is a perennial concern, something that is a result of,
but also engenders, a trust deficit in the community.
III. Individual households prefer services to be individualized (i.e. delivered as private goods)
as the incentives and responsibilities are then clearly linked. Similarly, most communitymembers prefer direct financial remuneration for time and effort spent, rather than a shared
non-monetary benefit. The historical emphasis on micro-finance by NGOs may have
contributed to this.
IV. Repeated cycles of collective efforts ending in a disappointing manner vis-à-vis the
government has engendered a cynicism amongst residents on the utility of collective
action. This results in a lack of solidarity on day-to-day efforts to organize collective
action.
V. Men often play an obstructionist role with respect to women participating in collective
activities.
These themes shed light on the viable modes of collective action in the community.

Summary of horizontal social capital
As was discussed in section 2.2.3.7, social capital is one of the key determinants of whether a
community can successfully cooperate on a community level water system. This section has
examined the horizontal aspect of social capital in Mylai Balaji Nagar—that is, the nature and
quality of the relationships between members of the community, and the propensity to collective
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action. The two questions posed at the end of the perceptions sub-section above specifically
speak to the link between horizontal social capital and which level of application may be more
appropriate for a safe water system at Mylai Balaji Nagar.213 We return now to those two
questions.

With respect to the first of these two questions, residents state that “big common problems” like
land tenure warrant the community coming together as “everyone stands to benefit on something
that is a pressing need” (INT1). Indeed, basic services like water and electricity qualify as large
shared problems in the eyes of residents:

People will work together for the crisis arising out of water and electricity. But they
will not come together for any other cause!”
(FGD4)

More specifically, water quality concerns have engendered collective responses in the past, as
was documented in the preceding.214

This brings us back to the second question—what modes of collective action do water quality
concerns engender? As was documented above, there have been occasions where the community
has come together to lobby the Panchayat about the degraded quality of the public tap water
supply. But action was limited to just that—lobbying.215 There are no examples of the
community attempting to collectively improve the quality of basic services themselves:

213

To reiterate, those two questions are: 1) is the degraded quality of the public tap water supply perceived as an
“emergency or an important need” that warrants a collective response?; and 2) what manner of collective action does
the community tend toward?
214
However, the degree to which water quality, and water supply more generally, are now perceived to be collective
problems at Mylai Balaji Nagar is questionable. In 2007, when respondents report the tap water quality first began to
decline, many households resorted to an individualized response to the collective problem by beginning to purchase
lorry or bottled water to meet their household drinking water needs (section 4.2). Since this time forward, it seems
that water quality has left the realm of the collective and become firmly entrenched at the individual level.
215
Interestingly, declining tap water quality did not engender the strongest political response that the community has
experience with, that is, roadblocks. This may be due to the more gradual and subtle onset of the water quality
problem.
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SIA:

The examples you gave were the ones which you went to the Panchayat Board
and got them solved. Are there any examples of a common issue solved by you
yourselves?

P1:

No. Everything would be taken to the Panchayat Board!

P2:

No, we don’t do them by ourselves.
(FGD3)

Effective collective action to improve water quality seems unlikely given the nature and quality
of horizontal social capital documented in the preceding. Thus, with respect to this dimension, it
appears that an individualized response in the form of a household level safe water system may
be more appropriate at Mylai Balaji Nagar.

5.10 Relationships with local institutions (vertical social capital)
Relationships with local institutions (vertical social capital)
Q: What is the nature and quality of the relationships between the community and local institutions
(government, NGOs, private sector)? What of the relationships between institutions? Are effective
partnerships with local institutions for a safe water system at either level of application possible?
Household
Community
In cases where: a) local government neglects or is
In cases where: a) local government fulfills its basic
unable to fulfil its responsibilities (i.e. a good
obligations and has a positive relationship with the
governance deficit) and thereby has a strained
community (i.e. good governance); and/or b) local
relationship with the community; and/or b) local
NGOs have a positive relationship with the
NGOs have a poor relationship with the
community and are willing and able to provide
community or are unable or unwilling to provide
support, community systems may be possible as they
support, household systems may be more feasible
often rely on governmental/nonas they can rely on individual households taking
governmental/private sector actors joining into
the initiative themselves. Though
different kinds of partnerships with communities.
governmental/non-governmental support can
help, it is not required as household water
treatment products are often widely available on
the market (in urban areas at least).

This section looks to the vertical aspect of social capital, that is, how the community relates to
local government and non-governmental institutions. As with the preceding section, this
dimension overlaps somewhat with the previous dimensions of availability of capital funding and
availability of upkeep funding, but offers a more general look rather than a narrow focus on
funding. As with the two ‘economic’ dimensions, this one also has implications on the kind of
financing/O&M approach that may be viable in the case study community.
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Relationships with local government
The relationship between residents of Mylai Balaji Nagar and local government has been an ongoing motif throughout this and the previous chapter. Of the various government agencies that
are involved with Mylai Balaji Nagar, the TNSCB and the Panchayat of Pallikaranai are the most
pertinent.216 Without having to restate all that has been documented before, several themes on the
community-government relationship can be abstracted from this chapter and the preceding one.
I. Antagonism between the community and the government was seeded early on by the
people’s forcible eviction from their original location at Mylapore.
II. Few, if any, of the promised amenities of the ‘sites and services’ scheme were provided at
Mylai Balaji Nagar by the government.217 The government then out-sourced several of its
basic responsibilities to the NGO World Vision without providing supporting funding. In
the beginning, residents had to either agitate in order to get some basic services or
improvise on their own with little or no outside support.218,219
216

The TNSCB is responsible for the resettlement of impoverished peoples living in both ‘objectionable’ and
‘unobjectionable’ areas in the state of Tamil Nadu. For the latter, the TNSCB typically undertakes in situ
rehabilitation by clearing the slum housing and putting up tenements in their place or providing necessary
infrastructure facilities. For the former (including road margins, river margins, and places required for public
purposes), the TNSCB typically constructs housing at an alternate location to which families are resettled. In
addition, the TNSCB cooperates with civil society to provide employment training and other rehabilitation services
(TNSCB 2010). It appears that the story of Mylai Balaji Nagar is a departure from standard practices for the
TNSCB.
217
The National Rehabilitation and Resettlement Policy, 2007 promulgated by the Land Reforms Division of the
Department of Land Resources in the Ministry of Rural Development specifies the compensation and support that
evictees are entitled to during and after a government-mandated resettlement (Ministry of Rural Development 2007).
The 2007 policy replaced an earlier one, from 2003, called the National Policy on Resettlement and Rehabilitation
for Project Affected Families (Ministry of Rural Development 2003). This was the first national policy for
rehabilitation and resettlement of development-displaced peoples. Prior to the 2003 national policy, some states and
Central Ministries/Departments had their own policies and guidelines for resettlement and rehabilitation of peoples
affected by their specific works. I was not able to ascertain which policy was in play when the residents of Mylai
Balaji Nagar were resettled in 1993-4, but the current policies are quite progressive, on paper at least. It is likely that
earlier policies shared many of these traits, being only generalized to higher levels of government with the 2003 and
2007 policies. Many community-members reported that few of the obligations of the rehabilitation/resettlement
policy relevant to them had been met.
218
One important matter that came up several times in the research was that permanent water supply only came to
the community after several fires over three years culminated in a major blaze in 1998 that destroyed much of the
community and took the lives of a child and an elderly woman. This appears to be what it took before the
government was inclined to provide a basic service they were already obligated to provide under the resettlement
scheme.
219
The resettlement of Mylai Balaji Nagar was, in fact, a sort of experiment by the TNSCB—a ‘laissez-faire’
approach to resettlement in which the evictees were resettled without any governmental support (i.e. basic shelter or
any other amenities), and expected to develop their own community with limited support from non-governmental
agents to whom basic responsibilities were ‘out-sourced’ (mostly in the form of micro-finance and childcare to
support economic development). Officers from the TNSCB expressed remorse and admitted, in retrospect, that the
resettlement of Mylai Balaji Nagar has been an unparalleled disaster. Mylai Balaji Nagar was the second and the last
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III. Residents’ livelihoods were disrupted by their displacement to the unconnected urban
periphery. Without income or services, residents were unable or unwilling to pay the
leasing fees. Few, if any, families met their leasing obligations under the ‘sites and
services’ scheme.
IV. The involvement of different agencies across three levels of government in the
resettlement and rehabilitation of Mylai Balaji Nagar has resulted in a lack of clarity on
governmental roles, responsibilities, and jurisdiction. This has complicated the resolution
of the land tenure situation in particular, which in turn has had consequences for leasing
fees and basic services.
V. A ‘vicious cycle’ has emerged in which the government and residents blame one another
for failing to meet their respective obligations under the ‘sites and services’ scheme.
Owing to the lack of revenue being drawn from the community, basic services at Mylai
Balaji Nagar have suffered for a lack of investment, resulting in the environmental
degradation the community presently faces. When confronted with complaints, the
government seldom responds positively and instead deflects or ignores them altogether.
Additionally, on several occasions the Panchayat has failed to deliver promised support on
community development efforts (e.g. the erstwhile solid waste management program).
This behaviour, in turn, entrenches non-compliance on the part of residents. This sort of
cycle is typical of communities lacking secure land tenure (Grant 2001).
VI. The situation appears intractable as the key issue is the resolution of the land tenure
problem, but this has also become extremely confused because of informal land transfers,
accumulating interest and penalties on undefined leasing fees, and intra-government
conflict over jurisdiction and land ownership.
These themes illuminate the nature of the relationship between the community and the
government which, to summarize, cannot be described as anything other than antagonistic.

Governmental support of community development efforts was identified by respondents as a prerequisite for their success:

resettlement of this kind in Chennai, and the TNSCB has committed to not visiting this mistake on any other
unfortunate people in the future (INT7, Khosla 2009b).
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SIA:

I wanted to discuss with you an important aspect about a water treatment
system—whether community level or household level system would be
appropriate [for Balaji Nagar]? As you told us about the Exnora project,
people did not want to pay to run the project. Do you think people would
contribute some money to maintain a community level system or do they want
to take care of it at the household level?

P:

Yes, people can contribute money and also they can cooperate to run the
system at the community level. But it needs cooperation from the Panchayat,
at the very least, cooperation from the local Ward Member to encourage
people to cooperate. However, the Panchayat here is not cooperating for any
of the projects.
(INT2)

However, as seen even in the quote above, given the poor history of community-government
relations, the prospects for this were seen to be limited. With reference to the failed solid waste
management program, one of the program workers had this to say:

SIA:

Given this experience would you think that working with the Panchayat or
other government agencies would give a good outcome? Would you say that
you would want to work with the government in future? Would you trust the
government that they would give what they promise?

P:

No. I would not want to. Government is eyewash. At first they would convince
us and take us to their side. They would make us work hard. But finally we
would not be [supported].
(INT5)

Similar statements were also encountered during other research activities (c.f. FGD2, INT2).
Generally, respondents felt that government agencies are unreliable in keeping to their
commitments (FGD1, INT5, INT4, INT3, INT2, INT7); unresponsive to community concerns
(FGD1, FGD2, FGD4, INT1, INT15); view the community as little more than a vote bank
(FGD2, FGD4, INT17, INT18); constantly deflect responsibility between agencies (INT1, INT2,
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INT4, INT6, INT7, INT15); and that its officers are only interested in enriching themselves
(through corruption or other means) (INT1, INT4, INT9, INT10, INT11, INT15, FGD4). There
was only a single instance of residents speaking positively of the government (and this was only
with respect to the Panchayat responding to recurring problems with the water and electrical
supply in a satisfactory and timely manner) (FGD3).

It is also very interesting to note that the Panchayat has, in the past, actively obstructed
infrastructural development efforts coming from NGOs. Community-based workers for World
Vision report:

World Vision told us that they would build a [water storage] tank for us. But the
Panchayat wouldn’t agree to that! Our NGO was ready to take up the responsibility
and complete the job. They [World Vision] said that they would build an overhead
[water supply] tank so that the entire area [of Mylai Balaji Nagar] can get water
every day [24-hour supply]. But the Panchayat said that World Vision should hand
over the money to them and they said only they will build it and World Vision would
not be allowed to do it! […] That is why the [Sintex water storage] tanks were
bought. […] The major problem is that the government does not help us at all sir…
to date!
(INT15)

With this it appears that the Panchayat desires or is required to be the sole agent of infrastructural
development in the community, requiring that other agents transfer the funds to the Panchayat so
that they can carry out the work themselves.220

The negative feelings also went in the other direction. The Panchayat is at present, and has been
for some time, maintaining a minimal level of services in the community, including paying the
electrical bills and providing water, and more recently, beginning to pave the roads. As discussed
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This was encountered by the research team during the course of these investigations as well. When we were
interviewing the E.O. of the Panchayat, he requested that we provide him with the funds to develop a community
level system and the Panchayat would take care of it from there (INT19).
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previously, the Panchayat is providing these services without drawing any revenue from the
community. Though this is at least partially due to the legal/institutional obstacles documented in
section 4.3, some government officers say that the residents abuse the Panchayat’s goodwill and
do not contribute because they are irresponsible and do not care for their community (INT6).
Additionally, some government officers question the actuality of residents’ poverty by pointing
to the means they must in fact have to be able to build pucca and, in some cases, multi-storey
homes (INT15).221 The officers feel that the Panchayat is going above and beyond its duty and
are satisfied with their work in Mylai Balaji Nagar (INT6, INT19).

As was discussed earlier in sections 5.6 and 5.7, the Panchayat says that it would support a
community level system (INT16, INT19); however, given the poor history of communitygovernment relations, it is highly unlikely that such a partnership would be fruitful.

Relationships with non-governmental institutions (NGOs and the private sector)
A number of NGOs have been involved at Mylai Balaji Nagar over the years, the most
prominent of which is World Vision.222 The important and multi-faceted role it has played in
Mylai Balaji Nagar was highlighted in sections 4.2 and 4.5 of the previous chapter, and sections
5.6, 5.7, and 5.9 of this chapter. In fact, as has been described previously, World Vision was the
institution to which the TNSCB ‘out-sourced’ many of its basic development and service
responsibilities. This was done without providing supporting funding to the NGO, so it had to
rely on its own sources of private charitable funding.223 World Vision has, amongst many other
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In a way, residents also sometimes recognize the Panchayat’s predicament: “Even a poor family here has a fridge,
washing machine and rice cooker! Let them cut the power and talk to us. In a way they are correct as some people
here are arrogant and create problems. Let them come and ask. We will pay” (INT15).
222
Other NGOs that have been involved in some capacity at Mylai Balaji Nagar include: Hand-in-Hand, Growing
Opportunity, Janalakshmi, L&T, Five Star Welfare Residents Association, Kuupa, Exnora, CRAD Trust, Christ
Foundation, and YWAM (INT2, INT5, FGD1). Most of these NGOs offer micro-finance to residents and some are
linked to commercial banks, but some also provide educational support, vocational training, and other kinds of noncredit support (INT11). Micro-finance loans offer the advantage of having a lower rate of interest compared to
traditional moneylenders. They also keep capital within the community (INT15).
223
It is interesting to note that with this policy of out-sourcing the responsibility to provide basic services to a third
party, the government essentially absolves itself of one of its basic duties. Without government funding, the level of
service quality is entirely dependent on the largesse of the contractor NGO. In the (inevitable) event of service
deficits, the government can deflect community complaints to the contractor NGO. However, since the contractor
NGO is providing the service as a charity, the scope for remedy is limited. Essentially, the right of citizens to basic
services is converted into an act of charitable giving, undermining accountability and transparency in the provision
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things, initiated the SHGs and the allied Federation and Sangam which were discussed in section
5.9. Although some residents are critical of their focus on micro-finance activities, the SHGs and
its allied bodies remain an excellent avenue by which to mobilize the community for a household
or community safe water system (INT2). Generally, the residents of Mylai Balaji Nagar have a
very long-standing positive relationship with World Vision (FGD1, FGD4, INT1). A partnership
with World Vision could potentially support a safe water system at Mylai Balaji Nagar, though
as mentioned before, World Vision is presently winding down its ADP so it is not clear whether
they will be in the community for very much longer. Other NGOs, with which the community
has a positive relationship, such as Hand in Hand, could also be approached for a partnership.224
When their community-based workers were asked whether a household or a community level
system would be more suitable for Mylai Balaji Nagar they replied that—given the experiences
that World Vision has had in Mylai Balaji Nagar, and in spite of the organization’s preference
for community level interventions—World Vision is increasingly focusing on household
interventions at Mylai Balaji Nagar. They explained that with household level interventions each
family will take care of the development good. Moreover, with respect to water, each household
is then enabled to control and wisely manage their own water supply. This is in contrast to
community level interventions, with which NGO workers anticipate that conflicts over shared
responsibilities would ultimately derail the effort (INT3). Thus, a partnership with World Vision
(or another NGO) to support a household level system at Mylai Balaji Nagar is a possibility.

With respect to the private sector, there is a thriving private sector in the community itself
constituted of a wide array and number of many small businesses (Table 5-2). This represents a
body of entrepreneurial experience that is authochthonous to the community and could
potentially be mobilized to support the delivery of safe water from a household or a community
level system. As for external private sector agents, there have been some negative experiences in
the community’s history especially when they become involved in community development
efforts. One example is that of the school in sector 2 built by the Sriram Chits Co. This was
of services and the rights of the citizen vis-à-vis the government. Here we see a rather insidious side to the role of
NGOs in development.
224
Hand in Hand has been involved in offering educational support for several years at Mylai Balaji Nagar (INT11).
In fact, as of December 2011, the larger project in which the present work is embedded is seeking to establish a
partnership with Hand in Hand to support a water cooperative for a household filter that the project has developed
and implemented in the community.
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discussed in sections 4.2 and 5.6. With the preponderance of NGOs and banks offering microfinance in the community, there have also been some negative experiences with predatory
lending:

So many exploitation happened […] Yeah, the government says, and some few NGOs
came. But their only purpose was, they will say micro-finance and this that, but their
only purpose is [collecting] interest. […] Yeah, so they will came and give money and
get some times that back in extra money [interest]. […] So their only motive is the
interest, not for the community, not for the family, not for the individual.
(INT1)

The officer for World Vision’s ADP at Mylai Balaji expands that this negative experience has
made residents somewhat suspicious of outside agents entering the community, and that if a
community level system is to be undertaken, it must proceed slowly with a great deal of outreach
to get everyone on board (INT1). Thus, with respect to this dimension, private sector
participation in a household or a community level may be possible, albeit with some
reservations.

Summary
As this section deals with a number of stakeholders, a schematic, similar to that used in sections
5.6 and 5.7, is used to summarize the assessments (Figure 5-4).

Figure 5-4 | Summary of the relationships with local institutions at Mylai Balaji Nagar and associated implications
for viable level of application. Coloured bars beneath either household or community level denote viability at that
level, whereas a solid line denotes non-viability.
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5.11 Land tenure
Land tenure
Q: How secure is land tenure in the community?
Household
Community
Household systems are more feasible in places
High tenure security is necessary for community
that have low tenure security as they are portable
systems. This is to assure community-members of a
and do not require community mobilization for
return when investing time, labour, or money in a
infrastructural development.
collective endeavour to develop community
infrastructure and organization. Substantial
community mobilization may be required for this.

The land tenure situation at Mylai Balaji Nagar was discussed at length in section 4.3. Suffice it
to say, land tenure at Mylai Balaji Nagar is complex, controversial, and, in the end, ambiguous.
Though the community has been present there for some time, the lack of clear legal title and the
antagonistic footing the community and the government have vis-à-vis one another raises the
spectre of repeated displacement in the eyes of residents. This has the consequence of
forestalling collective constructive action to improve life in the community:

P5/1/3: [Lack of patta] is the primary reason why there is no collective and
constructive efforts from the people. People fear that they could be displaced
at any time for lack of patta or land documents, and hence, [they are] not
ready for any joint efforts. Even if people come together and build an
overhead water tank for solving the water [storage/supply] problem, they
[still] fear that they could be displaced at anytime, hence even though they
have the desire to have such [things], [they] are not ready to do it because of
the fear of displacement!

C:

You want to do many things, but fear of displacement prevents you from
undertaking such tasks, like overheard tank back in your villages? You are not
ready to do it for fear of displacement?

P5/1/3: What is the use of such efforts? People say, even if we come together, we
have the fear of displacement! We are even ready to do something about the
dumping of garbage near Balaji Nagar, but the lack of patta prevents us from
undertaking any collective efforts! Hence, people fear contributing anything
towards the common cause...

C:

You fear being displaced after doing such community efforts?
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P5/1/3: With patta, we can do everything and we will be assured our efforts [will not
go to waste] and nobody will question us [our rights].
(FGD1)

Similar statements were encountered during other research activates as well (cf. FGD2, INT18).
Thus, there is a feeling that without patta in hand, residents cannot be assured that they would
not be moved in the future, and thereby lose any collective investments they make in improving
their community. This helps us to understand the proclivity to protest rather than to production
documented in section 5.9.

However, this is not the whole story. As documented in Section 4.3, many residents have already
paid into obtaining an NOC from the TNSCB. Though not quite full patta, the NOC does
function as a sort of acknowledgement that residents have paid into obtaining title to the land
(INT16, INT7). As such, residents have somewhat mixed perceptions of how insecure their
tenure really is. Following from this, residents also voiced a contrary opinion to that above,
saying that they are here for now so they may as well undertake whatever effort they can to
improve their conditions. Sometimes these exchanges became heated as respondents argued with
one another as to what might happen with community projects given their ambiguous land tenure
status:

SIA:

Do you think that it [a community system] is a waste of money and effort when
you don’t have patta?

P:

No one will think that way. When it is common we have to cooperate as long
as we are here.

P:

We use the [tap] water. So we have to cooperate with them [the rest of the
community]. Nothing wrong in it.

P:

Otherwise we are going to pay our own money and get things done [in the
household anyway].

SIA:

Do you think that patta is not a problem at all?

P:

Not at all. Whether we have patta or don’t have patta, we will pay and do
it.[…]
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SIA:

After paying money, you could build a big water tank here. After that time,
you may be asked to quit [by the government] due to the patta problem. Do
you have a feeling or fear about wasting money in this? Do you think that
when we are not sure of staying here, how can we spend money?

P:

Yes! When we are not sure about staying here how I can invest money here!

P:

We are ready to give money even though we don’t have patta.

SIA:

What are your reasons for saying that?

P:

As long as we are here, we can have good water.

P:

Worry and concern about water will not be there.

P:

We want to have good water at least as long as we stay here.
(FGD2)

Similar statements saying that, regardless of patta, people need good water and will be living
together even if they are resettled elsewhere so they may as well work together on it now were
encountered during other research sessions as well (cf. FGD3, FGD4). Though such statements
were verbalized, they seem to contradict the considerable history of failed collective action in the
community discussed in section 5.9.

Altogether, the outlook is mixed. Though residents technically do not have proper legal title to
their plots, some residents have at least partial claim to the land by virtue of having paid into the
TNSCB’s NOC. Threats and rumours of future displacement on one hand contend with
statements from the government that the residents are now the de facto owners of the land and
will not be displaced. But whether residents will or will not be displaced is perhaps not so
relevant here; perhaps the more pertinent question is instead do residents perceive they are
secure enough in their location to invest in their community? Feelings on this matter were seen
to be ambivalent as well, as documented in the preceding. However, that there is a strong
perception amongst residents that because of their insecure land tenure they cannot be assured of
a return on collective investment is perhaps enough to forestall collective action on a community
level system. As such, with respect to this dimension, household level systems may be more
appropriate for Mylai Balaji Nagar.
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5.12 Government development plans
Government development plans
Q: What are government development plans for water supply in the community and do they conflict with
either level of application?
Household
Community
Household systems are not affected by
Community systems may conflict with government
government development plans as they are
development plans. If the government is going to
individual units that are located within each
develop new water supply infrastructure in the near
household. Whether or not the government has
future, it may not be preferable to go to the
development plans for water supply lined up in
considerable expense and effort of developing a
the near future affects household level systems
community level system. Community systems, if
less. It should be noted however that household
they do not involve local authorities, risk displacing
systems may reduce the political and social
governmental responsibilities for the provision of
impetus to provide public goods however by
safe water.
displacing governmental responsibilities to
provide safe water.

Government development plans for water supply in the community were documented in section
4.5.5.4. Piped water from the CMWSSB’s new southern desalination plant will eventually
connect into Mylai Balaji Nagar, though when this will happen is not presently known; estimates
range from one to seven years and more likely later rather than earlier. Additionally, the
Panchayat is undertaking a number of water storage projects in Mylai Balaji Nagar itself in the
near future.

The Metro Water connection would basically abrogate the need for either a household or a
community level safe water system; however, it is not so imminent that investing in either would
be without value. With respect to the water storage proposed for the community, a community
level system could easily be built around such a development, and a household level system
would not be affected at all. Thus, with respect to this dimension, either level of application
would be viable at Mylai Balaji Nagar.

5.13 Local perceptions
The dimensions above were drawn from the literature review in Chapter Chapter 2:. In addition,
further dimensions that were not foreseen prior to the primary research emerged during its course
as we learned from participants. These are detailed in this section.
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When respondents were asked directly whether they would prefer a household or a community
level safe water system in their community, a preference for the latter was consistently voiced
(FGD1, FGD2, FGD3, FGD4, INT1, INT4). A number of reasons for this were given including:



The convenience and time savings of having water treatment handled at a central location
so that residents would generally just have to collect the treated water (FGD1, FGD3,
FGD4, INT4).



The relative ease for households if potentially complex treatment tasks could be handled
by trained operators at the community level (FGD3).



A community level system would imply that safe water supply would be consistently
available throughout the year, and could be collected at any time.225 Access to sufficient
quantities of water was seen as being as important as quality of water (FGD1, INT5,
INT18).



The potential efficiency of placing a filter right at the infiltration well intake in the Lake
Narayanapuram (INT18).



The possibility of getting bottled water from a community level system for less than the
market price (INT4).

Though these and the features already discussed were seen as compelling positive points that a
community level system offered, after discussing the history of collective action in the
community, respondents suggested that though it might be desirable, a community level
approach might not be as viable as a household level system at Mylai Balaji Nagar (FGD1,
FGD2, FGD4, INT1, INT5). Advantages offered by household level systems that were identified
by respondents (and that have not already been discussed above) included:



More security and less risk of vandalism and breakage (FGD2).



Greater sense of family ownership of the system leading to a proclivity to care for it
(FGD2, INT3, INT18).



Individuals households can produce water at their own pace and manage their own supply
better (FGD3, INT3).
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This was a particular hope of residents as the current supply is seasonal, intermittent, and limited, as described in
section 4.5.5. Whether a community level system utilizing the same source would actually be able to improve these
conditions is another matter altogether.
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Ability to protect and improve children’s health in caregivers’ own hands (INT1).

Thus, respondents identified a number of features for both household and community level
systems that were not foreseen prior to beginning the primary research. The preferability of a
community level system, primarily for the perception that it would increase the total supply and
make it more convenient, was emphasized throughout the research.226 The relative desirability of
a community system was however balanced by respondents’ own assessment of the challenges
that it would entail, as well as the unique benefits that household level systems also had to offer.
In this way, local perceptions were ambivalent toward both household and community level
systems.

5.14 Synthesis
The preceding sections each generated an assessment with respect to each dimension in Table
2-3 on whether a household or a community level system would be more appropriate at Mylai
Balaji Nagar. The purpose of this final section is to parse all of these assessments together in
order to arrive at a ‘total’ recommendation of which level of application to pursue in the case
study community. A graphical representation in the form of a ‘pseudo-nomogram’ is used to
facilitate this.227 In addition, some of the comments that have been made throughout this chapter
on appropriate O&M approaches will also be synthesized here to generate some preliminary
recommendations.

The assessment of which level of application is most appropriate is an exercise in dominance
testing (section 2.3.6). As was described earlier, evaluation factors (i.e. the dimensions) are
226

Even when we pointed out that supply restrictions would likely remain because the lake source remains the same,
the respondents still cited the possibility of this advantage as a major point of desirability for a community level
system.
227
A nomogram is a general term for the graphical representation of a mathematical or conceptual relationship. In a
nomogram (also referred to as a nomograph), a conceptual relationship is “represented graphically and allows the
user to plot the known variables on provided scales, and ‘read off’ the resulting value from the remaining scale”
(McCullough 2011). In the present case, we are not working with a mathematical relationship per se, but rather a
conceptual one linking the dimensions given in Table 2-3 to the outcome space of a household or community level
system. I refer to it as a ‘pseudo’ nomogram because discrete variables are not plotted to yield an outcome, for there
is no clear analytical solution proposed here, just an intuited understanding of how ‘things fit together’ in the case
study community. The nomogram form is applied here because it is useful for summarizing each dimension’s
assessment and then illustrating how each assessment is parsed with the others to inform the overall total
recommendation.
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inevitably of variable importance. How important they are has to do with “how things fit
together” in the unique locale and is an assessment that cannot be made on a priori basis. An
‘expert’ assessment has been made by the investigator on which dimensions emerged as the most
important during the course of the research. Those dimensions that were assessed as being of
relatively high importance in the case study community have emboldened bars with a solid black
line in Figure 5-5, whereas those that were assessed as being of relatively low importance are not
bold. Similarly, dominance testing results with respect to high and low importance dimensions
are presented separately in Table 5-3.
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Figure 5-5 | Summary of assessments of appropriateness of household or community level systems. Coloured bars
beneath either household or community level denote viability at that level, whereas a solid line denotes nonviability. Bars with a black border were assessed as being more influential factors locally, whereas bars that were
not bold were less important locally.
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Dominance testing results are presented in Table 5-3. Dominance results for high and low
importance dimensions are reported separately. The numbers in each column indicate the number
of dimensions in which household level systems dominate community level systems, or vice
versa, or there is a draw between the two (i.e. the dimension is ambivalent).228
Table 5-3 | Dominance count for household versus community level comparison.
DOMINANCE COUNT
RELATIVE
IMPORTANCE
Household level
Community level
Draw

High

3 56

1

4

5 112

Low

2

1

0

TOTAL

5 56

1 14

5 112

It appears that the household level, in consistently dominating the community level, is the
appropriate level of application for a safe water system at Mylai Balaji Nagar.

However, the reality can be made a bit more complex. For the purpose of making the decisionmaking process clearer and more intuitive, household and community level systems have been
treated as the only two possible options. The reality is, of course, far more gradational than that
assumed here—dual level systems are also a possibility. These are arrangements in which some
of the treatment is handled at the community level (typically clarification), and further treatment
takes places at the household level (usually disinfection to ensure safety at the point of
consumption). Most community level clarification systems are demanding in the ways detailed in
this chapter, so there needs to be sufficient reason to believe that the community level component
228

A note is required as to how the dominance count was done as the use of fractions in the table may appear at first
to be rather strange. The dimensions of availability of capital funding, availability of upkeep funding, and
relationships with local institutions were divided into four, four, and three sub-categories, respectively. If a simple
tally of dominance was done, these dimensions would contribute more than the other dimensions as there were more
bars presenting them. To compensate for this, counts from these dimensions were made a fraction by the number of
sub-categories, such that if all the bars were summed in a given dimension, it would contribute unity, just as the
other dimensions. This introduced fractions to the dominance count—which admittedly is unusual—but it kept the
relative contribution of these dimensions they same as the others.
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of a dual level system would be viable in a given setting. One exception to this is the use of a
passive clarification method at the community level, such as bank-side or subsurface infiltration
wells. Though these still require O&M support, they are considerably simpler and less expensive
when compared to other community level options, given their passive utilization of natural
subsurface filtration processes. These systems may be viable in situations where, on the balance,
a household level approach is primarily indicated, but there is still some support for a community
level. Where this balance lies is difficult to say, so a contextual assessment must be made. In the
present case, there is some support for a dual level system with community level clarification,
given the number of draws on the high importance dimensions (Table 5-3). This is something
that is, in fact, already borne out in that there is a passive subsurface infiltration well at the tap
water intake in Lake Narayanapuram (section 4.5.5). On the other hand, the consistent
mismanagement of pumping and the degradation of the distribution system, also highlighted in
Chapter 4, bears out much of the failures of local governance described in section 5.10. For a
dual-level system to be viable at Mylai Balaji Nagar, there would have to be a sound distribution
system such that water, once clarified at the infiltration well, would not be subject to further
contamination during distribution; this of course entails that there be good governance to
correctly operate and maintain the distribution system. A dual level system is already in place at
Mylai Balaji Nagar but because of a good governance deficit, the distribution system is
ineffective and further clarification is still required; thus, the possibility for a dual level system is
left here and not considered any further in the next chapter.

Reflecting on some of the discussion earlier in this chapter also enables us to make some
preliminary statements about the O&M approach that may be viable at Mylai Balaji Nagar.
Sections 5.7 and 5.9 demonstrate that households are best engaged on an individual basis rather
than a collective one. The Panchayat (or any other government agency) is unlikely to be an
effective partner in a safe water system, particularly not at the household level, as demonstrated
in sections 5.6, 5.9, and 5.10. As such, a household system would have to be deployed with
support from only community-members, NGOs, and/or the private sector. One possible mode by
which this could be accomplished is having individual households, supported by NGOs, create,
or purchase from the market, household water treatment systems. NGOs could then support their
on-going operation at the household level.
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This chapter has presented the results of the analysis on the first of the two key design
questions—which is the appropriate level of application for a safe water system at Mylai Balaji

Nagar? This case study application of the decision-making support tool analyzed focus group
and interview data from the primary research, along with water quality monitoring and
community survey data from the baseline research, and demonstrated that a household level
system is more appropriate for application at Mylai Balaji Nagar. Now that the level of
application has been elucidated, we move on to the second of the two key design questions—

what are appropriate water treatment technologies for application at Mylai Balaji Nagar?—in
the next chapter.
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CHAPTER 6: RESULTS & DISCUSSION II: APPROPRIATE TECHNOLOGY
This chapter presents the second part of the case study application of the decision-making
support tool. It looks to the second key design question posed at the beginning of the thesis
(section 1.2): what are appropriate water treatment technologies for application at Mylai Balaji

Nagar? Specifically, this chapter reports the results of the methodology detailed in sections 3.4.2
(Technology feasibility flowchart), 3.4.3 (Assessment of technological alternatives), and 3.4.4
(Multi-factor analysis).

6.1 Selection of viable technologies via the feasibility flowchart
As described in Section 3.4.2, the first step in the process of selecting appropriate water
treatment technologies is to identify those options that are viable, and to eliminate those that are
not, on the basis of source water quality. This section presents the results of the application of the

technology feasibility flowchart. Each box of the flowchart is discussed in an independent subsection, with the outcomes collated at the end.
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Preliminary step: Source water quality assessment



Assess source water quality (including seasonal variation).
Identify water quality parameters of concern that are in excess of local (BIS) or
international (WHO) drinking water quality guidelines.

The quality of public water supply at Mylai Balaji Nagar, and its relation to BIS drinking water
standards, was discussed in section 4.5.5.2.

Step 1: Water quality concerns requiring specialized treatment
Are the permissible limits for common heavy metals including arsenic (0.05 mg/l), lead (0.05 mg/l), and
mercury (0.001 mg/l) exceeded?
Is the water observed to have or is likely to have (due to heavy pesticide use in surrounding agricultural
fields, if present) excessive levels of pesticides?
Is the water salty or brackish?
 If any of these conditions are met, it may be necessary to utilize advanced water treatment systems
(e.g. reverse osmosis) or seek another water source. This is not the focus of the present work.

Prior to the initiation of the baseline water quality monitoring program, as part of the larger
project in which the present work is embedded, grab samples were taken from Lake
Narayanapuram to test for heavy metals. These preliminary tests indicated that heavy metals
were not a concern with the tap water supply at Mylai Balaji Nagar. With respect to pesticides,
no testing was done, but there is little reason to believe there are any in the water as the
surrounding area is totally residential with no agricultural activity in the immediate
surroundings.229 Finally, with respect to salinity, the baseline water quality monitoring program
(Appendix D) indicated that the water of Lake Narayanapuram is not salty nor brackish, hence its
present use as a drinking water source.230 As none of the conditions indicating specialized
treatment were encountered, we may proceed with the flowchart.
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Whether there is agricultural activity in more distal parts of the watershed that affect the lake is unknown, but we
have no reason to believe there is at present.
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Referring back to section 4.5.5.2., chloride was included as one of the eleven parameters monitored in the
baseline water quality monitoring program (Appendix D). Chloride at all sampling locations was always well below
the BIS permissible limit of 1000 mg/L. These findings corroborate the earlier grab samples taken from the lake
(Table 4-1).
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Step 2: Is a clarification stage required?
Is turbidity > 10 NTU often or do community-members complain that the water is murky or cloudy?
 If so, then a CLARIFICATION stage is required.
Consider the following clarification options at the appropriate level of application:
 Household: sedimentation, ceramic filtration, biosand filtration, rapid granular media filtration, cloth
filtration, alum or moringa coagulation, combined coagulant-disinfectant products
 Community: rapid granular media filtration, slow sand filtration, alum or moringa coagulation, bankside/subsurface infiltration

Turbidity results from the baseline water quality monitoring program were presented in Figure
4-23. The raw lake water was shown to regularly exceed the permissible limit of 10 NTU during
the period of August to December. However, lane and well samples were consistently within
both desirable (5 NTU) and permissible limits, suggesting that the infiltration well effectively
controls turbidity.

These findings indicate two things. First, the raw lake water does in fact require clarification, and
second, that the existing subsurface infiltration well functions as a community level clarification
system. If it were the case that a community or a dual level system was assessed as being viable
at Mylai Balaji Nagar, this need would already be (at least partially) met by the existing
infiltration well. As per the discussion at the end of Chapter 5, there is some support for a dual
level system (although not for a full community level system). This ambivalence is reflected in
the fact that though it exists, the community level clarification and distribution system suffers
from consistent mismanagement, as was documented in section 4.5.5. Regardless, as the
infiltration well is already present at Mylai Balaji Nagar, the possibility for a dual level system is
not considered any further.

With the infiltration well successfully reducing turbidity levels, it would appear that a further
clarification process is not necessary at the household level, at least with respect to the water
quality data. However, community-members repeatedly identified particulate and suspended
matter in the tap water as a leading concern during the primary research:

P5:

We don’t like to drink this [tap] water. […] Layers of sediment form after a
couple of days, even worms are forming in the stored [tap] water.
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P3:

Lots of layers and deposits form and there is a lot of cloudiness [in the tap
water]. Even the colour of the [tap] water is not good—the water that comes
now is yellow in colour.
(FGD1)

Similar concerns were voiced during other research sessions as well (c.f. FGD2, FGD3, FGD4,
INT3).231 As such, though the tap water meets BIS turbidity standards (according to the baseline
water quality monitoring results documented in Figure 4-23), residents identify particulate and
suspended material in the water, including insect larvae, as something that negatively affects
their willingness to consume the stored tap water in the home. For this reason, it is advisable to
include a further clarification stage at the household level. Options for this include:



sedimentation,



ceramic filtration,



biosand filtration,



rapid granular media filtration,



cloth filtration,



alum or moringa coagulation, and



combined coagulant-disinfectant products (e.g. Proctor and Gamble’s PuR sachets).

Step 3: Is a disinfection stage required?
Is the water microbiologically contaminated? Remedial action is necessary if the following conditions,
stipulated by the BIS, are not met:
a) Throughout any year, 95 percent of samples should not contain any coliform organisms in 100 ml;
b) No sample should contain E. coli in 100 ml;
c) No sample should contain more than 10 coliform organisms per 100 ml; and
d) Coliform organisms should not be detectable in 100 ml of any two consecutive samples;
or do local people complain about waterborne/G.I. illnesses affecting their families and is there open
sewage in the environs?
 If so, then a DISINFECTION stage is required.
Consider the following disinfection options at the appropriate level of application:
 Household: chlorination, UV lamp irradiation, SODIS, boiling, combined coagulant-disinfectants,
ceramic filtration, biosand filtration
 Community: chlorination, UV lamp irradiation
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Speaking of particulate matter, the World Vision workers report that, around the time of the interview, a snake
had come out of one of the standpipes in sector 2 when the water had just been turned on (INT3)!
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Monitoring results for total and faecal coliforms were presented in Figure 4-21 and Figure 4-22
respectively. The baseline monitoring program demonstrated that the public water supply,
irrespective of sampling location or season, contains excessive levels of both total and faecal
coliforms. Though E. coli was not analyzed directly, the other three BIS conditions were not met.
With respect to the proxy indicators given above, residents complain of a host of
waterborne/gastrointestinal illnesses affecting their families, as discussed in section 4.5.6.1, and
open sewage is ubiquitous throughout the community, as discussed in section 4.5.4. Thus, a
disinfection process is required at the household level. Options for this include:



chlorination,



UV lamp irradiation,



SODIS,



boiling,



combined coagulant-disinfectants,



ceramic filtration, and



biosand filtration.232

Step 4: Special considerations
Is iron > 1.0 mg/l often or do community-members complain of a metallic taste and/or rust-colour staining
of laundry/vessels?
Is manganese > 0.3 mg/l often or do community-members complain of blackish staining of laundry/food ?
 If so, it may be preferable to use coagulation (for suspended insoluble form only) or biosand/slow
filtration at either level of application to treat these metals.


Iron was included in the baseline water quality monitoring program; full data are available in
Appendix D. To summarize, iron content in lane and well samples fell within the BIS
permissible limit (1.0 mg/l). Though periodically the lake samples exceeded the permissible
limit, generally levels were within an acceptable range. Previous water quality tests by Dutasta
(2010) similarly indicate negligible levels of iron in the water at all locations (Table 4-1). With
respect to the proxy indicator, only on a single occasion (c.f. FGD3) did a respondent indicate a
“smell of rust” as a water quality complaint. There was no further corroboration of this, either in
the baseline or the primary research. This instance may have been an incidental finding (possibly
232

Though ceramic and biosand filtration options are not disinfection methods per se, high quality filters of these
two types can effectively control microbiological contamination, reducing the need for an additional disinfection
stage.
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due to rust in water storage vessels or the standpipe at that particular location). There is no strong
evidence to believe that iron is a significant concern here.

Manganese was not included in the baseline water quality monitoring program. Though there are
no explicit data, there were no complaints encountered during the primary research of black
staining of food, laundry, or vessels that might suggest excessive manganese. Thus, as neither
iron nor manganese were seen to be concerns, this advisory need not be applied.

Is pH outside the range of 6.5 – 8.5 often?
 If so, there are two courses of action:
1) pH levels outside the normal range may reduce the effectiveness of some treatment options which
may need to be precluded from consideration including:
o Clarification via alum or moringa coagulation-flocculation
o Disinfection via chlorination
2) If these treatments are desired, may need to include a preceding pH CONTROL step via lime or
acid addition.

Although pH was not monitored as part of the baseline monitoring program, previous water
quality tests by Dutasta (2010) indicate that the pH is 8 at all locations (Table 4-1). As this is
within the normal range, this advisory need not be applied.

Is nitrate > 45 mg/l often or is the area highly agricultural with substantial levels of fertilizer use in the
vicinity and/or is there open animal or human sewage in the surrounding environment?
 If so, there are two courses of action:
1) Preclude boiling, ceramic, or slow sand filtration due to an increased risk of methaemoglobinemia
2) Alternatively, it may be preferable to use chlorine (or other chemical oxidant) to convert nitrite to
less-harmful nitrate and reduce this risk.

Nitrate was monitored as part of the baseline water quality monitoring program. The data for this
parameter are available in Appendix D. To summarize, nitrate in lake, well, and lane samples
ranged from 2.0 mg/l to 10.0 mg/l over the course of the monitoring period; at no time did it
approach or exceed the desirable limit of 45 mg/l. As such, this advisory need not be applied.

Are organics excessive (i.e. COD > 20 mg/l) often or do community-members complain of taste, odour, or
colour issues associated with excessive organic matter?
 If so, then may need to include a charcoal/coal or granular activated carbon adsorption filtration
component or alum coagulation to remove organics.

Community-members often complain of colour, taste, and odour issues with the tap water, as
was documented in section 4.5.5.2. This suggests that there may be excessive levels of organic
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matter in the water. This is corroborated by the baseline water quality monitoring program.
Figure 4-19 illustrated that the public water supply, at times, exceeded the BIS permissible limit
of 20 mg/L, but was almost always in excess of the desirable limit of 5 mg/l. As excessive
organics are a concern, this advisory should be applied. Referring back to the suggested
evaluation in Table 3-10, a merit/demerit factor of +10% for alum coagulation or
charcoal/coal/granular activated carbon filtration should be applied in the MWA.

Is fluoride > 1.5 mg/l often?
 If so, then may need to include an activated alumina absorbent filter stage to remove fluoride.

Fluoride was included in the baseline monitoring program; results for this parameter are included
in Appendix D. To summarize, fluoride was found to be consistently below both the desirable
limit of 1 mg/l and permissible limit of 1.5 mg/l, in all samples from all locations. As fluoride is
not a water quality concern, this advisory need not be applied.

Step 5: Exceptions and counter-indications







Exception: if utilizing boiling for disinfection, clarification may not be necessary; this may not be in
accordance with local WQ standards, but the output water may still be safe(r).
Exception: if using a high-performance type of clarification (i.e. ceramic filtration), further
disinfection may not be necessary.
Exception: if influent turbidity is >50 NTU exclude slow sand filters as they are subject to rapid
fouling when influent turbidity is high.
Exception: if influent turbidity is <10 NTU, alum coagulation may be ineffective and should be
excluded.
Exception: if influent turbidity is <50 NTU, moringa coagulation may be ineffective and should be
excluded.
Counter-indication: moringa coagulation is not compatible with chlorine disinfection (because of
organics enrichment and excessive chlorine demand with moringa addition). When using moringa,
SODIS or UV lamp irradiation may be preferable means of disinfection.

These exceptions and counter-indications indicate what combinations of the required treatment
stages are viable and should proceed for further analysis.

Summary of outcomes from the technology feasibility flowchart
The application of the flowchart generates the following recommendations on viable
technologies for further analysis (Table 6-1).
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Table 6-1 | Technological alternatives for further analysis for application at Mylai Balaji Nagar.
TREATMENT OPTIONS (HOUSEHOLD LEVEL)










Clarification
sedimentation
ceramic filtration
biosand filtration
rapid granular media filtration
cloth filtration
alum coagulation
moringa coagulation
combined coagulant-disinfectants









Disinfection
chlorination
ceramic filtration
biosand filtration
UV lamp irradiation
SODIS
boiling
combined coagulantdisinfectants

As both clarification and disinfection stages are required, quite a number of system combinations
are possible (i.e. more than thirty). Applying the exceptions and counter-indications identified
above limits the possible combinations somewhat, but there remain many to consider. For the
present purpose of designing the decision-making support tool and demonstrating its application,
it is not necessary to analyze all possible permutations. Instead, a subset of six combinations
were selected for further analysis on the basis of an informed understanding of the case study
application site and/or because the systems represent interesting possibilities.233 These are:
1. Alum coagulation + chlorination. Alum coagulation (followed by flocculation, settling,
and decanting) is widely practiced as a traditional technique for clarifying surface water
in rural India. Chlorination using chlorine bleach (NaOCl) powder is also a common
practice.234 This system has been selected on the basis of the widespread existing use of
its constituent technologies in India.
2. Moringa coagulation + SODIS. Recent years have seen many studies assessing the
potential of moringa coagulation (with flocculation, settling, and decanting) as an
appropriate water treatment technology. Likewise, research on SODIS as an appropriate
water treatment technology, especially in dense urban and peri-urban areas, has greatly

233

Furthermore, as discussed in 3.3.1.7, because the present case study could only be done in an ‘academic’ manner,
it was not necessary to assess all the options for possible application in the field—there was no need for a real
recommendation for subsequent community action. Only a subset was required to demonstrate the application of the
decision-making support tool. For this reason and to put a limit on the length of this dissertation, other options
having significant potential, such as biosand or ceramic filtration, were not analyzed any further.
234
A number of chlorination agents are available that have been widely applied in the field, including liquid bleach,
chlorine bleach powder tablets, and NaDCC tablets.
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expanded in recent years. The potential of this combination for application in a peri-urban
area is considerable.235
3. Cloth filtration + SODIS. Cloth filtration has been identified as a simple pre-treatment
for SODIS. The combination of these technologies represents a simple and low-cost
possibility for application in peri-urban areas.
4. Boiling. In many ways, boiling is the ‘standard’ method of water treatment. Boiling
figures as an important benchmark against which other technologies are compared.
5. Rapid granular media filtration. A range of technologies utilizing rapid granular media
filtration have been developed and implemented in the field. Two alternatives of this type
were selected for further analysis here.
a. AWSP dual-media bucket filter + chlorination. The AWSP filter was
developed as part of the larger project in which the present work is embedded.
The filter features rapid sand and charcoal carbon filtration to handle turbidity,
microbiological contamination, and organics. Post-filtration disinfection is
achieved through the use of chlorine bleach tablets. This system has been
included as it was developed specifically for the case study site and it is
interesting to see how it performs with respect to other options. Further details on
this filter are available in the AWSP Filter Summary Report (Appendix Q).
b. TATA Swach filter. From one of India’s leading industrial houses, the Swach
filter is a much-anticipated low-cost water purifier that is being promoted as the
innovation which will bring “clean drinking water to millions of Indian families”
(Rodrigues 2010). The filter features a rice husk ash (containing silica and
carbon) for clarification purposes, which also acts as a substrate for the key
innovation that sets it apart from other granular media filters—silver nanoparticles for microbiological control (Rautaray 2011). As such, it doesn’t require
any further disinfection. It has been included here as it is interesting to assess how
this filter performs relative to other alternatives with respect to appropriateness.

235

Although one of the exceptions from Step 5 is that with low turbidity water moringa should be excluded, it was
still considered here because some research was done with this option as part of the larger project.
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This preliminary analysis has identified potential alternatives which now proceed for assessment
against the appropriate technology criteria (Table 2-9).

6.2 Assessment of technological alternatives
This section presents the results of the assessment/ranking procedure outlined in section 3.4.3.
Each appropriate technology criteria in Table 2-9 is discussed in a sub-section here in which
relevant information on the performance of each alternative (with respect to that criterion) was
gathered and a ranking generated. The ranking was done on a non-parametric (simple relational)
basis, with the best performance assigned a rank of 1 and then descending in rank order to 6. Ties
were assigned the average of the shared ranks. The assessment strategies utilized for each
criterion varied following Table 3-9.

END-USER PREFERENCE CRITERIA

6.2.1 Cost (capital)
Cost (capital)
Initial capital cost of unit less any start-up subsidy that may be locally available, on a per-household basis.
Technological alternative
Cost (INR)
Ranking
Alum coagulation + chlorination
Nil
2.5
Moringa coagulation + SODIS
Nil
2.5
Cloth filtration + SODIS
Nil
2.5
Boiling
Nil
2.5
AWSP dual-media bucket filter +
760 (Appendix Q)
5
chlorination
TATA Swach filter
1199 (TATA Chemicals Ltd. 2012a)
6

Some notes and assumptions on the table above:



No start-up subsidies are available at the present time for any alternatives at Mylai Balaji
Nagar.



Alum coagulation, chlorination, moringa coagulation, cloth filtration, SODIS, and boiling
are assumed to utilize common household items (e.g. buckets, spoons, empty soft drink
bottles, mortar and pestles, pots, stoves, old cloth, etc.) that are available in most
households in Mylai Balaji Nagar. As such, it is assumed that no further up-front items
are required.
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The value given for the AWSP dual-media bucket filter + chlorination is the sum total of
labour and materials for prototype filter construction (Appendix Q). This figure is
conservative as these were handmade prototypes; with mass production costs would
likely be much lower. Chlorination costs are not included here as per the note above.



The value given for the TATA Swach filter is the MSRP from the manufacturer’s online
store as of January 2012.

6.2.2 Cost (on-going)
Cost (on-going)
Cumulative annual sum of recurring costs (including consumables/chemicals, labour costs, or replacement
parts) less any long-term subsidy that may be locally available, on a per-household annual consumption
basis.
Technological alternative
Cost
Ranking
(INR)
Alum coagulation + chlorination
756
3.5
Moringa coagulation + SODIS
66
2
Cloth filtration + SODIS
Nil
1
Boiling
3240
6
AWSP dual-media bucket filter +
775
3.5
chlorination
TATA Swach filter
1750
5

Some notes and assumptions on the table above:



No on-going subsidies are available at the present time for any alternatives at Mylai
Balaji Nagar.



Household labour costs were not included in the above estimates.



Calculations above are based on an average annual water requirement for drinking and
cooking purposes of 13,500 litres per household. This figure is based on an average
family size of 4.7 members (section 4.4) and an average daily water requirement (for
drinking and cooking purposes) of 7.8 litres per capita.236

236

Data for the average daily water requirement was gathered from the representative period of the baseline
community survey, from January to February 2010, prior to the re-sampling event (Appendix B). This period
corresponds to the time directly following the monsoons when water availability is at its greatest at Mylai Balaji
Nagar. Thus, the annual requirement represents the maximum annual demand at the best level of availability
currently possible in the community. 7.8 litres per capita per day for cooking and drinking purposes (and again, this
is during the best time of the year) is very close to the minimum drinking water requirement of 5 litres per day per
capita (Gleick 1996). This highlights the scenario of general water scarcity at Mylai Balaji Nagar
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The value for chlorination was derived from laboratory studies that were part of the larger
project. In these studies, a single chlorine bleach tablet, costing INR 0.50 each, was
required for treating ten litres of filtered lake water.237



Appropriate dose for both alum and moringa coagulation is dependent on the
characteristics of the influent water (Letterman, Amirtharajah, and O’Melia 1999). No
formal alum dosing tests were conducted with lake or lane water samples as part of this
research. General recommendations for alum powder dosage in the literature range from
0.05 gL-1 (for initial turbidity of between 10 and 30 NTU) (Preston et al. 2010) to 0.1
gL-1 (Arnoldsson et al. 2008).238 For present purposes, the latter figure was used as it
represents a more conservative estimate.239 An informal survey of several shops in
Chennai in January 2012 indicated an average price of Rs. 60/kg for alum. For the yearly
household requirement of 13,500 L, approximately 1.35 kg of alum would be required
annually, for a total yearly cost of INR 81 per household.



With respect to moringa, some laboratory-based testing was done with lake water as part
of the larger project (Ali et al. 2011). Here it was found an appropriate dose was 100
mgL-1 (by dry sieved weight) for influent water with an average turbidity of
approximately 35 NTU.240 An informal survey of several shops in Chennai in January
2012 indicated an average price of Rs. 20/kg for moringa seeds. Thus, for a yearly
household requirement of 13,500 L, approximately 3.3 kg of full moringa seeds would be
required, for a yearly cost of INR 66 per household.



The amount of fuel required for boiling water was not directly measured at the case study
site. Instead, the value given above comes from a cost analysis of boiling water as a water
treatment method conducted in another peri-urban community in India by Clasen et al.
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As all forms of chlorination are paired with clarification pre-treatments in the safe water systems being
investigated here, this chlorine dosage, specifically for clarified waters, is appropriate.
238
It should be noted that Preston et al. (2010) also demonstrated that at relative low turbidity (i.e. 10 NTU), alum at
all dosage levels performed worse—actually increasing turbidity rather than lowering it—than settling/decanting
controls. This may well also be the case with the low turbidity water available at the household level at Mylai Balaji
Nagar that is under discussion here, highlighting the need for pilot testing any recommended outputs of this decision
making support tool!
239
Our faculty partner at IIT, on the basis of previous experience in the region, also recommended a dose of 0.1 gL1
for informal alum powder dosing tests on the lake water that were part of the larger project.
240
This is within the recommended dosage range of 50 to 100 mgL-1 for water with turbidity <50 to 150 NTU (Lea
2010). As with alum, Lea (2010) points out the potential unsuitability of moringa coagulation with low-turbidity
water (i.e. < 50 NTU) (Dorea 2006).
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(2008). Only the direct cost of fuel consumed was considered for the value here; indirect
costs such as time were not accounted for here as it is considered elsewhere (section
6.2.5).



SODIS requires only plastic bottles which are widely available from recyclers or by reusing soft drink bottles. The cost for these are negligible.



Cloth filtration just requires that the cloth be washed periodically. When replacement is
required, used cloth scraps are desirable, as it is used cotton cloth that has smaller pores
(Colwell et al. 2003). The costs for these are considered to be negligible.



The only upkeep the dual-media bucket filter requires is that the media needs to be
washed with water every two to three months. This can be handled at the household level
without any other inputs. However, the absorptive capacity of the carbon layer eventually
becomes exhausted, at which time, the carbon media must be replaced. At the water
consumption levels prevalent in the community, this may need to be done once a year. As
such, an annual cost of INR 100 for materials and labour to replace the charcoal layer is
assumed. The sand layer does not need to be regenerated. Chlorination is as above.



The TATA Swach filter bulb is designed to last a maximum of 3000 litres and costs INR
350 for a replacement (TATA Chemicals Ltd. 2012a). For the yearly water requirement,
five replacement bulbs would be consumed totalling a yearly cost of INR 1750.



Though alum coagulation + chlorination and the AWSP filter are technically different
prices (INR 756 and 775, respectively), the difference is nominal, so they were ranked as
a tie.

6.2.3 Health impact
Health impact
How effective is the alternative at controlling diarrhoeal disease?
Technological
Comparative risk
Average
alternative
Alum coagulation +
 OR = 0.77 (Clasen et al. 2007)
0.68
chlorination
 RR = 0.59 (Hunter 2009)
Moringa coagulation +
 OR = 0.69 (Clasen et al. 2007)
0.69
SODIS
 RR = 0.69 (Hunter 2009)
Cloth filtration + SODIS
 OR = 0.69 (Clasen et al. 2007)
0.69
 RR = 0.69 (Hunter 2009)
Boiling
 RR = 0.38 ( Fewtrell et al. 2005 after Xiao,
0.38
Lin, and Chen 1997)
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Ranking
3
4.5
4.5
2

AWSP dual-media
bucket filter +
chlorination
TATA Swach filter

 OR = 0.77 (Clasen et al. 2007)
 Pooled RR (in children) = 0.71 (Arnold and
Colford Jr. 2007)
 RR = 0.64 (Hunter 2009)
 OR = 0.37 (Clasen et al. 2007)

0.71

6

0.37

1

Some notes on the above table follow:



An attempt was made to gather data from as many relevant sources as possible, but it
should be noted that the present effort did not constitute a systematic review of the
literature. The search strategy here focused on Google Scholar searches of key terms with
respect to each alternative. Systematic reviews and meta-analyses were sought out first
for data to populate the table. If data were not available there, then individual studies
were sought.



OR refers to the odds ratio which is the odds of disease among exposed individuals
divided by the odds of disease among unexposed individuals. RR is the relative risk or

risk ratio and represents the probability that a member of the exposed group will develop
a disease relative to the probability that a member of an unexposed group will develop
the same disease (Merrill and Timmreck 2006). In either case, the lower the ratio is, the
better the alternative performs (i.e. the lower the OR or RR, the better/higher it ranks).
Under specific circumstances, the OR and the RR are approximately equal (Webb, Bain,
and Pirozzo 2005). In order to simplify the present analysis, they were treated as the same
measure and aggregated to generate a simple average.



Diarrhoeal disease reductions pertain to all age groups unless otherwise stated.



Epidemiological assessments are not available for moringa coagulation, cloth filtration,
or either in combination with SODIS. As such, health impact data for the disinfection
method alone (SODIS) were utilized.



No systematic review included boiling. The data for this was taken from an individual
study of boiling for controlling diarrhoea in rural China (Xiao, Lin, and Chen 1997).



The AWSP dual-media bucket filter and the TATA Swach filter are recent developments
which have not yet been examined in epidemiological studies. As technology specific
data is not available, meta-analysis results for chlorination and general household
filtration have been utilized for either respectively.
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6.2.4 Ease of use/difficulty
Ease of use/difficulty
How technically easy or difficult is the alternative to use and maintain? This includes:
 the need to make difficult subjective decisions;
 whether procedural errors can lead to treatment failures;
 the time required to train people in the use and maintenance of the alternative;
 whether on-going technical support would be required; and
 whether children can also use the alternative.
Technological
Assessment
alternative
Alum coagulation
 Alum dosage needs to be optimized periodically using jar tests to
+ chlorination
adapt to changing influent water characteristics.
 Excessive stirring speed can break up flocs during flocculation.
Both flocculation and decanting must be conducted precisely
otherwise re-suspension can occur.
 Alum addition can lower the pH excessively which may affect the
effectiveness of chlorination (though acidification boasts its own
germicidal effect).
 Coagulation stage may be difficult for children to perform.
 Chlorination stage is relatively straightforward.
Moringa
 Moringa coagulation faces the same challenges as alum coagulation
coagulation +
above.
SODIS
 Required exposure time for complete disinfection with SODIS is
sensitive to weather conditions and requires subjective decisions to
be made.
Cloth filtration +
 Cloth filtration is very straightforward.
SODIS
 SODIS is more complex as above.
Boiling
 Basic treatment with which all households have experience.
 Some experience is required to ensure that the water comes to a full
boil for a sufficient length of time.
AWSP dual-media
 The use of the filter typically involves just pouring water in the top
bucket filter +
and collecting it from the tap at the bottom and adding chlorine
chlorination
tablets to the storage container.
 However, a subjective judgment is required as to when the filter
needs to be cleaned. The actual procedure for cleaning the media is
itself no more technically difficult than washing rice.
 Chlorination stage is relatively straightforward.
TATA Swach filter
 The use of the filter just involves pouring water in the top and
collecting it from the bottom.
 When the filter bulb is exhausted it automatically shuts off
preventing further water from passing through so that users need
not make a subjective decision on when to replace it.
 Periodic cleaning of the unit and pre-filters is required, but the
required steps are simple and clearly articulated in the user manual
(TATA Chemicals Ltd. 2010).

Ranking
5

6

4
2

3

1

Some comments on the above table:



The qualitative assessment here was made on the basis of an informed understanding of
the use and maintenance of the alternatives.
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6.2.5 Time and effort required (convenience)
Time and effort required (convenience)
How much time and effort is required to use the alternative and maintain it? Considerations here include:
how many steps are involved; how much time processes take and how laborious they are; and how often
the alternative needs to be maintained, repaired, or cleaned.
Technological
Assessment
Ranking
alternative
Alum coagulation +
 Alum prep and flocculation: ~10 minutes active.
4
chlorination
 Settling and decanting: ~30 min passive.
 Chlorination: ~30 min passive.
 Periodic cleaning of vessels only.
Moringa coagulation
 Moringa powder prep and flocculation: ~30 min active.
6
+ SODIS
 Settling and decanting: ~30 min passive.
 SODIS: 3 to 6 hours passive.
 Periodic cleaning of vessels and replacement of SODIS
bottles.
Cloth filtration +
 Filtering: ~5 min active.
5
SODIS
 SODIS: 3 to 6 hours passive.
 Washing the cloth after every use and periodic replacement
of SODIS bottles.
Boiling
 Boiling: ~10 min active.
2
 Periodic cleaning of vessels only.
 Increased need to replace fuel bottles for stove more often.
AWSP dual-media
 Filtering: ~15 min passive (Appendix R).
3
bucket filter +
 Chlorination: ~30 min passive.
chlorination
 Maintenance involves periodic removal of filter media,
washing and regeneration of media, cleaning of filter vessel
and storage containers. May need to crush charcoal if it
needs to be replaced (labour intensive tasks).
TATA Swach filter
 Purifying: ~1 hour passive.
1
 Maintenance involves disassembling unit, washing prefilters, and installing a replacement filter bulb. These are
active tasks but not very labour intensive.

Some comments on the above table:



The above estimates of the time and effort required were made on the basis of an
informed understanding of the operation and maintenance of the alternatives.



The differentiation between active and passive involvement reflects whether the user has
to be involved actively in the process, or whether they can leave the process to proceed
on its own.



Timing data for the AWSP filter is included in the raw data spreadsheet from its lab pilot
testing (Appendix R).
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6.2.6 Production rate
Production rate
How much time does the alternative take to produce enough water to meet the daily drinking requirements
of a single family?
Technological
Assessment
Ranking
alternative
Alum coagulation +
 The daily requirement could be produced in a single
3
chlorination
treatment operation: ~70 min.
Moringa coagulation
 The daily requirement could be clarified in a single
5
+ SODIS
operation: ~60 min.
 Eighteen 2 litre bottles would be required to treat 36 litres of
water with SODIS, but this could all be done at once in the
morning, provided sufficient space on the rooftop. It would
still take up to 6 hours to treat the water so water would
likely have to be produced the day before. Treatment could
only be done during the day, so all treatment work would
have to be done regularly in the mornings.
Cloth filtration +
 The daily requirement could be clarified in a single
4
SODIS
operation: ~5 min.
 SODIS as above.
Boiling
 Boiling takes 10 minutes approximately to be brought to a
1
roiling boil for a minute. Boiling would be done with
available stoves and pots. Since the largest pots are typically
~10 litres, it would take four boiling operations to meet the
daily requirement: ~40 min.
AWSP dual-media
 The flow rate for the filter is ~80 litres per hour (Appendix
2
bucket filter +
R), so it would take ~30 min to filter the daily requirement.
chlorination
 Chlorination could be done on the full volume at once: ~30
min.
 Total ~60 min to get daily requirement.
TATA Swach filter
 The flow rate for the filter is 3 to 4 litres per hour (TATA
6
Chemicals Ltd. 2010). At this rate, it could take up to 12
hours to meet the daily requirement.

Some comments on the above table:



A daily household water requirement for drinking and cooking purposes of 36.6 litres is
assumed (section 6.2.2).



Some of the values above were estimates made on the basis of an informed understanding
of the operation and maintenance of the alternatives while others were taken from
published or laboratory data.
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6.2.7 Appearance of product water
Appearance of product water
How well does the alternative eliminate cloudiness, colour, or other objectionable appearance issues?
Does the alternative impart any objectionable appearance issues to the water?
Technological
Assessment
Ranking
alternative
Alum coagulation +
 Coagulation is effective for controlling colour and turbidity
2
chlorination
(Farahbakhsh 2009). If it is done correctly, it can clarify
water almost completely, but there is a risk of increasing the
turbidity if flocculation or decanting is improperly
performed, or if the influent turbidity is too low (i.e. <10
NTU) (Preston et al. 2010).
 Chlorination has little effect on appearance, so long as there
are few dissolved solids in the water that can be oxidized.
Moringa coagulation
 As above, coagulation is effective for controlling turbidity
3
+ SODIS
and colour, however, it is a sensitive procedure. Moringa
may be more sensitive to influent turbidity than alum as it
has a more restrictive range of effectiveness (i.e. >30 NTU)
(Dorea 2006; Lea 2010).
 SODIS has no effect on the appearance of the product water.
The effectiveness of SODIS is however limited by turbidity
and colour in the water.
Cloth filtration +
 Cloth filtration is only marginally effective at reducing
5
SODIS
turbidity and colour in water.
 As above, SODIS has no effect on the appearance of the
product water. However, as cloth filtration does little to
control turbidity and colour, the effectiveness of SODIS may
be negatively affected.
Boiling
 Boiling does little to nothing to affect appearance.
6
AWSP dual-media
 The sand layer of the dual-media filter can control turbidity.
4
bucket filter +
 A properly selected carbon layer can remove the organic
chlorination
compounds that contribute to colour (Farahbakhsh 2009).
The carbon used in the AWSP filter is finely ground charcoal
wood. Laboratory assessments, though informal, demonstrate
that the carbon layer is effective at controlling colour and
odour compounds.
 Chlorination has little effect on appearance, so long as there
are few dissolved solids in the water that can be oxidized.
TATA Swach filter
 The Swach filter bulb is composed of a base of rice husk ash
1
that contains activated silica and carbon that can effectively
control turbidity and organic compounds that contribute to
colour (Rautaray 2011).

Some comments on the above table:



The qualitative assessments above were made on the basis of an informed understanding
of, and experience with, the alternatives, and in light of the turbidity control assessment
in section 6.2.12.
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6.2.8 Taste, odour, and palpability of product water
Taste, odour, and palpability of product water
How well does the alternative eliminate objectionable taste and odours from the water? Does the
alternative impart any objectionable tastes, odours, or other palpability issues to the water that children
especially may not like?
Technological
Assessment
Ranking
alternative
Alum coagulation +
 Coagulation is not effective at removing dissolved organic
6
chlorination
compounds that contribute to odour and taste issues
(Farahbakhsh 2009). It can at least partially improve taste
and odour by removing the suspended organic fraction.
 Acidification arising due to alum usage may cause
palpability issues.
 Chlorine taste and odour itself may be objectionable to
some users, especially children.
 In fact, chlorination can worsen existing taste and odour
issues of water when chlorine reacts with organic matter.
Moringa coagulation +
 As above, coagulation is not effective at removing
3
SODIS
dissolved organic compounds that contribute to odour and
taste issues (Farahbakhsh 2009). It can at least partially
improve taste and odour by removing the suspended
organic fraction.
 In fact, moringa can enrich the dissolved organic content
of the water which may create their own taste and odour
issues (Ali et al. 2011).
 Moringa does not lower pH as alum does (Yongabi, Lewis,
and Harris 2011; Ndabigengesere and Narasiah 1998),
evading palpability issues associated with acidification.
 SODIS may limit the palpability of water by increasing its
temperature and decreasing the dissolved oxygen content.
Cloth filtration + SODIS
 Cloth filtration will not effectively remove dissolved or
4.5
suspended organics contributing to taste and odour issues.
 SODIS is as above.
Boiling
 Boiling will not effectively remove organic compounds
4.5
contributing to taste and odour issues, beyond evaporating
volatile compounds if they are present.
 Boiling may affect the taste of water by increasing the
temperature and reducing the dissolved oxygen content if
it is consumed immediately.
AWSP dual-media bucket  Carbon filter layer can remove dissolved organic matter
2
filter + chlorination
contributing to taste and odour issues (Farahbakhsh 2009).
The carbon used in the AWSP filter is finely ground
charcoal wood. Laboratory assessments, though informal,
confirm that the carbon layer is effective at controlling
colour, taste, and odour compounds.
 Chlorination may introduce its own palpability issues, as
above, although, because organics are removed, new
disinfection by-products (DBPs) are less likely to form
than with alum coagulation + chlorination.
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TATA Swach filter

 The activated carbon of the rice husk ash in the filter can
adsorb organic compounds contributing to taste and odour
issues.
 The silver nano-particles for microbiological control do
not impart any objectionable palpability issues as
chlorination does.

1

Some comments on the above table:



The qualitative assessments above were made on the basis of an informed understanding
of, and experience with, the alternatives.

6.2.9 Aspirational appeal
Aspirational appeal
Does the alternative have an appearance that evokes perceptions of quality, value or prestige? Is it
something that households would want visitors to see? (Applicable to household level systems only.)
Technological alternative
Assessment
Ranking
Alum coagulation +
chlorination
Moringa coagulation +
SODIS
Cloth filtration + SODIS

Boiling
AWSP dual-media bucket
filter + chlorination
TATA Swach filter

 Uses only household materials.

3.5

 Uses only household materials.
 May be unsightly to have 18 used soft drink bottles on
the roof for SODIS.
 Uses only household materials.
 May be unsightly to have 18 used soft drink bottles on
the roof for SODIS.
 Uses only household materials.
 Clean and simple bucket houses filter.

5.5

 Sleek and modern appearance is highly appealing.

5.5

3.5
2
1

Some comments on the above table:



The qualitative assessments above were made on the basis of an informed understanding
of, and experience with, the alternatives.

6.2.10 Durability
Durability
How likely is the alternative to break or become damaged? (Applicable to household level systems only.)
Technological alternative
Assessment
Ranking
Alum coagulation +
chlorination
Moringa coagulation +
SODIS

 Requires no hardware beyond common household
utensils that are highly durable (i.e. metal pots).
 Moringa coagulation requires no hardware beyond
common household utensils (i.e. metal pots).
 Used soft drink bottles for SODIS are easily scratched
and scuffed, limiting their translucence and negatively
affecting performance.
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1.5
5

Cloth filtration + SODIS

Boiling
AWSP dual-media bucket
filter + chlorination

TATA Swach filter

 Cloth filters have to be washed after use and eventually
have to be replaced if they become worn.
 SODIS is as above.
 Requires no hardware beyond common household
utensils that are highly durable (i.e. metal pots).
 The plastic drum that houses the filter is made of the
highest density plastic available widely on the market.
 There is still a risk of the base cracking because of the
weight of the media (especially when wet) when being
shifted about the house or being transported.
 Engineering-grade plastic used in this durable good, but
it is plastic nonetheless.

6

1.5
4

3

Some comments on the above table:



The qualitative assessments above were made on the basis of an informed understanding
of, and experience with, the alternatives.

6.2.11 Fit in the home environment
Fit in the home environment
How well does the alternative (and additional safe storage, if required) fit into local houses? This includes
considerations of size, bulkiness, and stability. (Applicable to household systems only.)
Technological alternative
Assessment
Ranking
Alum coagulation +
chlorination

Moringa coagulation +
SODIS

Cloth filtration + SODIS

Boiling

 Uses existing household utensils that can have other
functions when not being used for treating water.
 May take a bit of space while flocculation and settling is
being done.
 No other requirement beyond safe storage containers.
 Moringa coagulation uses existing household utensils
that can have other functions when not being used for
treating water, as above.
 May take a bit of space while flocculation and settling is
being done.
 18 soft drink bottles can take up quite a lot of room on
the roof or in the home when full and awaiting use or
empty.
 Cloth filtration requires no additional space beyond the
existing household utensils it requires, and an existing
clothes line to hang from when it is washed.
 SODIS as above.
 Uses existing household utensils that can have other
functions when not being used for treating water.
 Takes up limited cooking space on the stove while being
treated.
 No other requirement beyond safe storage containers.
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2

5

4

3

AWSP dual-media bucket
filter + chlorination

TATA Swach filter

 Filter is large, bulky, and heavy. It is necessary place at
some height above the storage receptacle as well (i.e. on
a shelf or a stool), and once there, it is very difficult to
move.
 Safe storage container must also be positioned below
filter spigot.
 Compact design includes in-built safe storage container.

6

1

Some comments on the above table:



The qualitative assessments above were made on the basis of an informed understanding
of, and experience with, the alternatives and the case study site.

TECHNICAL CRITERIA

6.2.12 Technical effectiveness (turbidity control)
Technical effectiveness (turbidity control)
How effective is the alternative at reducing turbidity? Consider both 1) field-effectiveness and 2) labefficacy, if data are available. (Applicable only if a clarification stage is required.)
Technological
Log Reduction Values
Weighted
Ranking
alternative
average
Lab
Field
Alum coagulation +
 2.2 (Arnoldsson et al. 2008)
 1.1 (Crump et
1.1
3
chlorination241
 0.5 (Preston et al. 2010)
al. 2005)242
 1.0 (Ndabigengesere and
Narasiah 1998)
 1.2 (Sarpong and Richardson
2010)
Moringa
 0.9 (Preston et al. 2010)
n/a
1.2
2
coagulation +
 1.0 (Ndabigengesere, Narasiah,
SODIS243
and Talbot 1995)
 1.8 (Arnoldsson et al. 2008)
 1.0 (Ndabigengesere and
Narasiah 1998)
 1.2 (Asrafuzzaman,
Fakhruddin, and Hossain 2011)
 1.2 (Sarpong and Richardson
2010)
Cloth filtration +
 0.3 (Kotlarz et al. 2009)
n/a
0.3
5
SODIS244
Boiling
Nil
Nil
Nil
6

241

Studies that were found but not included as the influent turbidity was not within the specified range (~100 NTU)
were, from the lab, Crump et al. (2004) and Diaz et al. (1999), and from the field, Marimax (2011).
242
This is a performance report of a combined coagulant-disinfectant product; this was utilized to build the
information base for alum coagulation + chlorination in the field.
243
Studies found, but excluded for reason of varying influent turbidity, included Madsen, Schlundt, and Omer
(1987), Babu and Chaudhuri (2005), Muyibi and Evison (1996), Ali et al. (2010), Lea (2010), and Ali et al. (2011)
for the lab; and for the field, Marimax (2011).
244
Ali et al. (2011) was excluded from providing lab data for reason of different influent water turbidity.
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AWSP dual-media
bucket filter +
chlorination
TATA Swach filter

 0.6 (Appendix R)

0.6

4

1.3

1

n/a
 1.3 (MIT Technology Review
2011)

n/a

Some notes on the above table:



Turbidity control is inherently linked to influent levels. Greater apparent reductions are
possible when the influent water has a relatively high turbidity. Hence, influent water
conditions must be similar in order to intelligibly compare alternative effectiveness. This
ideally would be achieved by carrying out lab and field experiments with all the
alternatives using the same influent water from a single real world source; however, this
was beyond the scope of the present work. Instead, the strategy here was to search the
literature and gather data from previous experiences. In order to make the most
informative comparisons, data was taken only from treatment effectiveness studies where
the influent water had a turbidity of ~100 NTU. If the influent water used in the study had
a different turbidity, it was not included. Outcome measures were converted to equivalent
log reduction values in order to facilitate comparison.



A limitation here was that other water quality parameters were not considered, though
they too may relate to treatment effectiveness.



An attempt was made to gather data from as many relevant sources as possible, but it
should be noted that the present effort did not constitute a systematic review of the
literature. The search strategy here focused on Google Scholar searches of key terms with
respect to each alternative. First, systematic reviews and meta-analyses were sought and
if data was not available, then data was abstracted from individual studies.



Where accounts of multiple dosages were provided, the most effective dosage was used.



A weighted average of the field and lab data was generated wherein field data contributed
70% and lab data contributed 30%.



For the four combined systems, it is the clarification component that offers turbidity
control only. Data for these systems was taken from studies of the clarification
component alone, not of the combined system.



It should be noted that both moringa and alum coagulation are less effective at controlling
turbidity at lower influent turbidity levels (Preston et al. 2010; Lea 2010; Dorea 2006).
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No field reports were available of the effectiveness of cloth filtration at controlling
turbidity. Likewise, none were available for moringa coagulation either.



The AWSP study filter was assessed in the lab for turbidity control with raw lake water
as part of the larger project. On no occasion was the influent water source from the lake
in the vicinity of ~100 NTU. However, this is the only available data for this filter. As
such, the trial data from the replicate experiment where the turbidity was the greatest
(Replicate #6: 42.7 NTU) was used to populate this field. This influent value is less than
the standard applied to others which makes this an underestimate of the effectiveness of
the AWSP filter. However, some data was necessary for comparison, so this had to be
done. The results of pilot testing are appended (Appendix R). No data is available yet for
its effectiveness in the field.



Independent reports of the turbidity control capabilities of the TATA Swach filter are not
available. The reported value is based on manufacturer claims in which the influent water
quality was not identified. This was the only available data, so it was taken to populate
the field, however it should be regarded with some scepticism. No reports are available
from field assessments at present.

6.2.13 Technical effectiveness (microbiological control)
Technical effectiveness (microbiological control)
How effective is the alternative at reducing microbiological contamination? Consider both 1) fieldeffectiveness and 2) lab-efficacy, if data are available. (Applicable only if a disinfection stage is required.)
Technological
Log Reduction Values
Weighted
Ranking
alternative
average
Lab
Field
Alum coagulation +
 4.4 (Crump et al. 2004)
 3.2 (Rangel et
3.95
3
chlorination
 7.0 (Souter et al. 2003)
al. 2003)
Moringa
 1.0 (Ali et al. 2011)
2.45
5
coagulation +
 3.9 (Wilson and Andrews 2011)
n/a
SODIS
Cloth filtration +
 5+ (WHO 2008)
 3.0 (WHO
3.25
4
SODIS
 5.5+ (Sobsey et al. 2008)
2008)
 1.0 (Ali et al. 2011)
 3.0 (Sobsey et
al. 2008)
Boiling
 9+ (WHO 2008)
 6.0 (WHO
6.90
1
2008)
AWSP dual-media
 1.1 (Appendix Q)
1.1
6
bucket filter +
n/a
chlorination
TATA Swach filter
 6.0 (TATA Chemicals Ltd.
n/a
6.0
2
2012b)
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Some comments on the above table:



An attempt was made to gather data from as many relevant sources as possible, but it
should be noted that the present effort did not constitute a systematic review of the
literature. The search strategy here focused on Google Scholar searches of key terms with
respect to each relevant alternative. First, systematic reviews and meta-analyses were
sought, if available, and it not available, then data was abstracted from individual studies.



A weighted average of the field and lab data was generated wherein field data contributed
70% and lab data contributed 30%.



Many studies reported treatment effect on three classes of microbiological organisms
(bacteria, viruses, and protozoa). To simplify the present analysis, only bacterial LRVs
are presented here, as this was the primary microbiological concern assessed at Mylai
Balaji Nagar.



Performance reports of combined coagulant-disinfectant products were also utilized to
build the information base for alum coagulation + chlorination.



A notable exception for chlorination are the oocysts of the protozoan Cryptosporidium

parvum (WHO 2008).



The performance of coagulation is highly dependent on the type of coagulant, dose, pH,
temperature, alkalinity, and turbidity of the water (WHO 2008). This highlights the
importance of pilot testing recommendations emerging from this tool.



SODIS-only data was not included to supplement the moringa coagulation + SODIS
information base. This is because moringa coagulation has been observed to be
associated with secondary re-growth of bacteria (Ali et al. 2011; Wilson and Andrews
2011; Madsen, Schlundt, and Omer 1987; Jahn and Dirar 1979). As such, these two
treatment systems behave differently and should not be aggregated. No field assessments
of moringa coagulation + SODIS were found.



Performance reports of SODIS alone were also utilized to build the information base for
cloth filtration + SODIS. Rather than a multiplicity of individual studies, the values here
were primarily collected from two systematic reviews. The only individual study
included here is one that was done with specific relevance to the case study site (Ali et al.
2011).
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The AWSP study filter was assessed for microbiological control in the lab with raw lake
water as part of the larger project. The filter report is appended (Appendix Q). No data is
available yet for its effectiveness in the field.



Independent reports of the microbiological control capabilities of the TATA Swach filter
are not available. The reported value is based on the manufacturer’s claim that the filter
meets US Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) standards for water purifiers (TATA
Chemicals Ltd. 2012b). Moreover, no reports are available from field assessments at
present.

6.2.14 Availability
Availability
How easily can parts and materials be obtained locally? Considerations here include:
 whether there is an existing supply chain for parts and materials, or whether one can be established
easily;
 whether parts and materials are produced locally or need to be imported;
 whether materials are fragile, heavy or otherwise problematic to transport; and
 whether materials locally have other competing uses which may be impinged upon or limit their
availability for water treatment purposes.
Technological alternative
Assessment
Ranking
Alum coagulation +
chlorination

Moringa coagulation +
SODIS

 Alum and chlorine bleach tablets are established
products available widely in urban and rural
marketplaces throughout India.
 Both are produced locally throughout India.
 Both are light-weight, easy to transport, and not
particularly fragile.
 Both are intended for water treatment purposes primarily
(although alum is also used as an aftershave), so no other
major uses are impinged upon.
 Moringa trees grow widely throughout India, however,
in South India, its young fruit (the ‘drumstick’) is a
popular foodstuff. As such, the fruit is mostly harvested
before the seeds reach maturity and it is the mature seed
that is required for water treatment purposes. Because of
this competing use, the mature seed is relatively difficult
to obtain in South India. In Mylai Balaji Nagar
specifically, there are a few moringa trees, but being a
peri-urban community, there are hardly enough to
sustain continuous and widespread water treatment.
Moringa had to be obtained from special suppliers (i.e.
agricultural research stations) for research that was part
of the larger project.
 SODIS requires only used plastic soft drink bottles
which are available in great quantities from recyclers in
Mylai Balaji Nagar itself, or nearby. Almost all homes in
the community have flat or shallow pitched roofs upon
which SODIS bottles can be exposed to the sun, with the
exception of the few steeply pitched thatched roofs of
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2

6

Cloth filtration + SODIS



Boiling





AWSP dual-media bucket
filter + chlorination




TATA Swach filter






the very poor in the community. These households can
likely find other locations to place the bottles.
Used cotton sari cloth is a prime material for this
purpose. This is something that is available in great
quantities in all homes.
SODIS is as above.
Boiling requires just a pot, stove, and fuel, but it is the
latter that presents problems of availability. The
government subsidizes and rations the supply of
cooking fuel. Using cooking gas for boiling water can
substantially increase household consumption,
impinging on other uses. Though additional cooking gas
can be purchased on the black market, it is substantially
more expensive. Supply chains are already wellestablished in the community for cooking gas, but the
quantities are generally limited.
Biomass or other natural fuel sources are not available in
significant quantities in the community given its periurban location.
The ASWP filter requires materials that are widely
available in any urban or rural marketplace (e.g. plastic
buckets, PVC piping, charcoal, construction sand).
Its manufacture does require some basic tools however
(e.g. drill press).
Chlorination is as above.
The TATA Swach filter has just come on to the market
in India.
It is a locally produced good.
Units and replacement parts are available at most
household goods retailer in the urban marketplace.
Market penetration in rural areas may be limited
however.

1

5

3

4

Some comments on the above table:



The qualitative assessments above were made on the basis of an informed understanding
of the local context at Mylai Balaji Nagar and experience with the alternatives.

6.2.15 Reliability
Reliability
Can the alternative consistently treat water effectively (with respect to the required treatment stages), or is
its performance contingent on external or environmental factors?
Technological alternative
Assessment
Ranking
Alum coagulation +
chlorination

 Quality of alum available locally varies such that
clarification may be affected.
 Chlorine tablets become less effective with age and
exposure to air such that disinfection may become less
effective with time.
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4

Moringa coagulation +
SODIS

Cloth filtration + SODIS

Boiling
AWSP dual-media bucket
filter + chlorination
TATA Swach filter

 Quality of seeds is naturally variable; level of active
agent in seeds (polyelectrolyte) is substantially less
during the rainy season, so seeds should be harvested
during the dry season (Fuglie 2000). This may affect
clarification.
 The effectiveness of SODIS disinfection is entirely
contingent on exposure time and intensity of sunlight.
During the rainy season, this method may be entirely
unreliable.
 Cloth filtration is not affected by external/environmental
factors.
 SODIS is as above.
 Not affected by external/environmental factors.
 Does not appear to be affected by
external/environmental factors, however, it is a
prototype filter still undergoing refinement.
 Not affected by external/environmental factors.
 Product of 10+ years of field and laboratory
development; extensive product testing.
 Filter effectiveness does decrease with time.
Disinfection potential may become impaired with
clogging of the filter matrix.

6

5

1
3

2

Some comments on the above table:



The reliability of both system components (i.e. clarification for turbidity control and
disinfection for microbiological contamination control) was assessed separately where
applicable.



The qualitative assessments above were made on the basis of an informed understanding
of, and experience with, the alternatives.
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6.2.16 Robustness
Robustness
How well can the alternative handle varying quality of influent water (with respect to the required
treatment stages)?
Technological alternative
Assessment
Ranking
Alum coagulation +
chlorination

Moringa coagulation +
SODIS

Cloth filtration + SODIS

Boiling
AWSP dual-media bucket
filter + chlorination

 Alum dosage needs to be calibrated to specific influent
turbidity; if influent water quality changes, alum
coagulation is liable to become less effective. At low
influent turbidity, alum coagulation becomes ineffective
and may in fact increase turbidity.
 Alum also changes the pH of the water which in turn
may affect chlorine disinfection effectiveness.
 Chlorination also needs to be calibrated to influent water
characteristics. Its effectiveness is contingent on
turbidity and organics removal, so if the preceding
clarification stage becomes less effective, disinfection
too is likely to suffer. Varying dissolved organic content
in the water can also affect chlorination effectiveness.
 As with alum coagulation, moringa coagulation must be
calibrated to the specific influent turbidity and is
vulnerable to quality changes. In fact, moringa is more
sensitive than alum with respect to this feature.
 SODIS is less effective if the water is cloudy or
coloured, making it totally contingent on how well the
preceding clarification stage is functioning.
 Cloth filtration can only remove the larger fraction (>20
µm) of suspended material in water (Colwell et al.
2003).
 SODIS is as above. With cloth filtration, SODIS is liable
to be affected as the cloth filtration is not as effective as
other clarification methods (section 6.2.12).
 The disinfection effectiveness of boiling is generally
unaffected by changing influent water quality.
 The dual sand and charcoal filter layers can robustly
remove varying levels of turbidity and organic—until
the capacity is exhausted. When this occurs may be
unclear to some users as it is a somewhat subjective call.
 Chlorination can be negatively affected if the organic
content becomes elevated because of undetected filter
breakthrough.
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5

4

6

1
3

TATA Swach filter

 The pre-filters and nano-silver/rice husk ash filter bulb
can handle varying levels of influent turbidity and
organics according to the manufacturer, but may need to
be cleaned and replaced more often (TATA Chemicals
Ltd. 2010). The range of conditions that the filter has
been tested under are not available from the
manufacturer however.
 The filter bulb is designed to totally shut down and
prevent flow once its capacity is exhausted, making it
failsafe (TATA Chemicals Ltd. 2010).
 Disinfection by silver nano-particles may be affected by
increased influent turbidity or decreasing filter bulb
effectiveness, as solids contributing to turbidity tend to
shield micro-organisms from the active agent.

2

Some comments on the above table:



The qualitative assessments above were made on the basis of an informed understanding
of, and experience with, the alternatives.

6.2.17 Absence of environmental impacts and hazards
Absence of environmental impacts and hazards
Does the alternative produce any sort of environmental hazards or impacts?
Technological alternative
Assessment
Alum coagulation +
chlorination

Moringa coagulation +
SODIS

Cloth filtration + SODIS

Boiling

AWSP dual-media bucket
filter + chlorination

 Alum coagulation produces hazardous aluminumcontaining sludge that must be disposed of safely. Given
the lack of effective waste management at Mylai Balaji
Nagar (section 4.5.4), waste sludge is likely to wind up
in the canals and the immediate environment, presenting
a long-term toxicity hazard to residents.
 If moringa were locally supplied, there may be a risk of
over-harvesting, but this is not the case at Mylai Balaji
Nagar as it has to be obtained from outside.
 The waste sludge is biodegradable.
 No hazards or impacts. Environmentally friendly as it
uses only waste items (i.e. scrap cloth and old plastic
bottles).
 Irrespective of fuel source, leads to greenhouse gas
emissions. If using biomass, could lead to stripping of
local forest cover. Some water boiling at Mylai Balaji
Nagar is done with wood, but mostly it is cooking gas.
 The filter requires manufactured plastic goods, so there
are indirect industrial impacts.
 Wash waters from cleaning media may be contaminated.
 Disposing of exhausted charcoal media may present
environmental hazards.
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Ranking
6

2

1

4

3

TATA Swach filter

 Filter is a manufactured plastic good, so industrial
impacts are inescapable, as above.
 Filter bulbs need to be regularly replaced and properly
disposed. Throw away filter bulbs represent a significant
volume of non-biodegradable waste. Exhausted filter
bulbs may also present environmental hazards because
of the contaminants they contain. Accumulation of waste
bulbs is especially a concern at Mylai Balaji Nagar given
the lack of effective solid waste management there
(section 4.5.4).

5

Some comments on the above table:



The qualitative assessments above were made on the basis of an informed understanding
of the local context at Mylai Balaji Nagar and experience with the alternatives.

6.2.18 Risk of recontamination
Risk of recontamination
Does the alternative offer residual chemical protection against recontamination or offer dedicated
protected storage? Does the alternative have points of exposure during which recontamination could
occur?
Technological alternative
Assessment
Ranking
Alum coagulation +
chlorination

Moringa coagulation +
SODIS

Cloth filtration + SODIS

Boiling

 Alum coagulation takes place in an open buckets that
may be contaminated, but afterward it is decanted to a
safe storage jar in which chlorination is done.
 If done currently, a chlorine residual protects the water
from recontamination.
 Safe storage is necessary to prevent the introduction of
foreign materials that can consume the chlorine residual.
 Moringa coagulation has been observed to be associated
with the secondary re-growth of some bacterial species
(Ali et al. 2011; Wilson and Andrews 2011; Madsen,
Schlundt, and Omer 1987; Jahn and Dirar 1979). This
may be due to enrichment of organics in the treated
water. If SODIS disinfection is not complete, there may
be re-growth of bacteria in the water.
 SODIS itself takes place in narrow-mouth soft drink
bottles from which the water is directly consumed
limiting the opportunity for re-contamination by the
introduction of foreign materials.
 Cloth filtration occurs between two open containers, but
from there the water is placed in SODIS bottles, which
offer the advantages given above.
 Boiling takes place in open pots and offers no residual
protection. Often, the boiled water is kept in the same
pot into which glasses are dipped, or foreign materials
may fall into, increasing the risk for recontamination.
 This can only be ameliorated by transferring boiled
water immediately to narrow-mouthed safe storage
containers.
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1

5

4

6

AWSP dual-media bucket
filter + chlorination

TATA Swach filter

 Once poured into the top of the filter, the water is within
a closed system. However, at the outlet spigot it is open
to the environment again when being pouring into a
subsequent safe storage container in which chlorination
is done.
 Chlorination offers a chemical residual, as above.
 So long as the chlorination container is kept sealed, the
introduction of foreign materials can be prevented and
the residual maintained.
 The Swach filter is a completely closed system and
features dedicated closed storage from which water is
extracted via a tap, limiting opportunities for
recontamination.
 The silver nano-particles do not impart any residual
protection however.

2

3

Some comments on the above table:



The qualitative assessments above were made on the basis of an informed understanding
of, and experience with, the alternatives.

6.2.19 Absence of hazards to users
Absence of hazards to users
Does the alternative present other hazards in the home or plant setting?
Technological alternative
Assessment
Alum coagulation +
chlorination

Moringa coagulation +
SODIS
Cloth filtration + SODIS
Boiling

AWSP dual-media bucket
filter + chlorination

TATA Swach filter

Ranking

 Chlorine bleach tablets are hazardous to keep in the
home because of the risk of children swallowing them.
 Chlorine is a strong oxidant which may react violently
with flammable household liquids.
 No foreseeable hazards.

4

 No foreseeable hazards.
 Indoor air pollution because of the burning of fuels for
cooking or boiling water is a leading health concern
(Kulshreshtha, Khare, and Seetharaman 2008).
 Use of small stoves are a leading cause of fires in slum
settings (Jayaraman, Ramakrishnan, and Davies 1993;
Marsh et al. 1996)
 The filter is large and bulky and needs to be placed at a
height above the safe storage receptacle. This presents a
crushing hazard if not securely placed.
 Chlorination presents hazards as above.
 No foreseeable hazards.

2
6

2

5

2

Some comments on the above table:



The qualitative assessments above were made on the basis of an informed understanding
of, and experience with, the alternatives.
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CRITERIA RELATING TO SOCIO-CULTURAL AND LOCAL APPROPRIATENESS

6.2.20 Traditional knowledge, practices, and perceptions
As was discussed in section 3.4.3, the criteria relating to socio-cultural and local appropriateness
were not treated in the same way as the criteria of the previous two suites. As was the case with
several of the criteria above, a qualitative assessment was made on the basis of an informed
understanding of the case study site and experience with the alternatives; however, instead of
ranking the alternatives, here the strategy was to apply merit/demerit points reflecting the
promoting or inhibiting nature of the qualitative assessments (Table 3-9).

Traditional knowledge, practices, and perceptions
Traditional knowledge, practices, and perceptions shape the suitability of alternatives in specific settings in
different ways. Considerations here include:
 Is the alternative already known or similar to existing local practices, or can it build on traditional
knowledge?
 Are there pre-existing perceptions of certain alternatives (be they accurate or inaccurate) that negatively
or positively influence their perceived desirability?
Technological
Assessment
Merit/
alternative
Demerit Factor
Alum
 Clarifying water with alum blocks is a widespread traditional
+3%
coagulation +
practice throughout rural India. Knowledge of alum coagulation,
chlorination
although it is not widely practised, is already present in Mylai
Balaji Nagar as well (Figure 4-24). (+2%)
 Chlorination using bleaching tablets is a widespread practice in
both rural and urban India. Limited use of this method was also
documented during the baseline community survey (Figure 4-24).
(+2%)
 Though not common, there was a perception amongst communitymembers that using chlorine bleach powder could lead to negative
health effects, particularly for those with heart conditions (FGD7).
(-1%)
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Moringa
coagulation +
SODIS

Cloth
filtration +
SODIS
Boiling
AWSP dualmedia bucket
filter +
chlorination

TATA Swach
filter

 Moringa is a common foodstuff in south India and is, itself, not
widely used as a water treatment agent. However, the use of other
plant-based materials (notably the seeds of Strychnos potatorum—
also known as the clearing nut tree, or the nirmali tree in Hindi) for
water treatment purposes stretches back to ancient ayurvedic
literature, and is still widely practiced in rural Maharashtra and
Tamil Nadu (Babu and Chaudhuri 2005). Moringa could build upon
this traditional knowledge, but it is not presently known to the
residents of Mylai Balaji Nagar. (+1%)
 Likewise, the practice of exposing water to sunlight (i.e. combined
effect of heat and UV radiation) for purification purposes is also
documented in ancient ayurvedic literature (Baker 1949).
Applications of the modern form of SODIS are not widespread in
India however, and there was little pre-existing knowledge, and no
pre-existing use, of solar UV disinfection observed in Mylai Balaji
Nagar. (+1%)
 Cloth filtration is a technique already used by women in Mylai
Balaji Nagar when collecting water from the taps (FGD4). (+2%)
 SODIS is as above. (+1%)
 Boiling is the leading pre-existing water treatment method utilized
in Mylai Balaji Nagar (Figure 4-24). (+4%)
 Rapid sand filtration and the use of charcoal were both novel
treatment methods to many residents of Mylai Balaji Nagar, though
both have traditional precedents in the rural south India. (+1%)
 On the other hand, during some filter design sessions (a part of the
larger project), some residents raised the concern that the sand
would be unclean as construction sand is often taken from the
banks of sewage-polluted rivers. This perception led to some
resistance to the idea of using sand to filter water (INF). (-1%)
 Chlorination is as above (+2% and -1% = +1%).
 Ceramic filters were also amongst the common water treatment
methods already utilized at Mylai Balaji Nagar (Figure 4-24).
Though the Swach filter is technically not a ceramic filter, it is
similar in both form and effect. (+2%)
 Silver nano-technology is novel and unknown to the Indian public.
 Consumer products from TATA are seen as highly desirable and
reliable products amongst the emerging consumer class in India.
(+1%)

+2%

+3%

+4%
+1%

+3%

Some comments on the above table:



The qualitative assessment of each alternative and the assignment of merit/demerit
factors was made on the basis of an informed understanding of, and experience with, the
alternatives and the field-site, drawing on field and/or literature data wherever possible.



Some comments on the assignment of merit/demerit factors: If an alternative was already
known and utilized in the case study community, a merit factor of +2% was applied. If no
pre-existing practice of an alternative was observed, but the alternative had some basis in
traditional knowledge, a merit factor of 1% was applied. A merit or demerit of 1% to 2%
was applied if there was a pre-existing perception about an alternative, depending on its
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positive or negative significance. Boiling was assigned a positive merit factor of 4%
because of its widespread use and to compensate for the skewing resulting from it having
only a single component whereas the others had two components.

6.2.21 Local taste preferences
Local taste preferences
Are there local preferences about the taste of water and its suitability for drinking purposes? This is
especially important with respect to chlorination. How is the taste and odour of chlorine perceived? Are
local people accustomed to having chlorine in their water? Is it associated with safe water and good
health? Or is there resistance to it? How do children react to chlorine taste and odour?
Technological
Assessment
Merit/
alternative
Demerit Factor
Alum
 There was no preference or concern regarding alum observed
-3%
coagulation +
during the field research, but this alterative was not actually
chlorination
implemented on a large scale in the community so this is not to
say there are no possible concerns that may arise with
experience.
 Chlorination was associated with a number of palpability
concerns amongst users. As part of the field application of the
AWSP filter in the larger project, some filter-users reported
that excessive chlorine caused throat irritation (FGD2). A
common report during focus groups on appropriate technology
options was that children (and even some adults) would be
resistant to consuming water that had a chlorine odour or taste
to it (FGD5, FGD6, FGD7, FGD8, FGD9). Though excessive
chlorine taste and odour are caused by improper dosing of
chlorine bleach tablets—something that experience would
eventually rectify—it remains an inescapable concern. (-3%)
Moringa
 There was no preference or concern regarding moringa or
Nil
coagulation +
SODIS observed during the field research, but this alterative
SODIS
was not actually implemented in the community so this is not
to say there are no possible concerns that may arise with
experience.
Cloth filtration
 There was no preference or concern regarding cloth filtration or
Nil
+ SODIS
SODIS observed during the field research, but this alterative
was not actually implemented in the community so this is not
to say there are no possible concerns that may arise with
experience.
Boiling
 In other parts of south India, for instance, in rural Andhra
Nil
Pradesh, some people feel that boiling makes water tasteless
and undesirable (PATH 2008; PATH 2011). Despite this, there
were still no such complaints observed during the field research
when discussing this leading method of water treatment in the
community.
AWSP dual During field assessments of the AWSP filter, some users
-4%
media bucket
reported the growth of algae in the filter leading to an
filter +
unpleasant musty odour in the treated water (FRM1). (-1%)
chlorination
 Chlorination as above. (-3%)
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TATA Swach
filter

 There was no preference or concern regarding the TATA
Swach filter observed during the field research, but this
alterative was not actually implemented in the community so
this is not to say there are no possible concerns that may arise
with experience.

Nil

Some comments on the above table:



The qualitative assessment and the assignment of merit/demerit factors for each
alternative was made on the basis of an informed understanding of, and experience with,
the alternatives and the field-site, and drew on field and/or literature data wherever
possible.

6.2.22 Perception of treatment by users
Perception of treatment process by users
Is observing the treatment process at work important to users?
Technological alternative
Assessment
Merit/Demerit Factor
Alum coagulation + chlorination
 No such concerns observed.
Nil
Moringa coagulation + SODIS
 No such concerns observed.
Nil
Cloth filtration + SODIS
 No such concerns observed.
Nil
Boiling
 No such concerns observed.
Nil
AWSP dual-media bucket filter +
 No such concerns observed.
Nil
chlorination
TATA Swach filter
 No such concerns observed.
Nil

Some comments on the above table:



This criteria did not emerge as a concern during the course of the field research at the
case study site, though it may be a concern in other communities. It is retained here to
demonstrate the logic of the decision-making support tool.



Community-members did raise concerns about being assured of water quality when
undertaking treatment at the household level, as was discussed in section 5.4. This
concern was already handled there, and would be equally applicable to all of the
alternatives here, so it is not considered any further.

6.2.23 Relation to institutional environment
Relation to institutional environment
Does the alternative link to any existing institutional (i.e. governmental, legal, regulatory agency, etc.)
support/subsidies/schemes that can support its implementation and on-going operation?
Technological alternative
Assessment
Merit/Demerit Factor
Alum coagulation + chlorination
 No known opportunities.
Nil
Moringa coagulation + SODIS
 No known opportunities.
Nil
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Cloth filtration + SODIS
Boiling
AWSP dual-media bucket filter +
chlorination
TATA Swach filter

 No known opportunities.
 No known opportunities.
 No known opportunities.

Nil
Nil
Nil

 No known opportunities.

Nil

Some comments on the above table:



All of the materials required for the first five alternatives are household products already
widely available on the market.



Subsidies and other support from NGOs is always a possibility at Mylai Balaji Nagar, but
as was documented in Chapter 5, with World Vision on its way out, there is presently no
active NGO program in the community. Any such program would have to begin at the
project proposal stage.



As was documented in section 5.7, the Panchayat has previously indicated that they are
unable to provide services to individual households: any services rendered by the
Panchayat must be at the community level (INT6). Thus, there is no known potential for
governmental support of any of the above household alternatives.



The TATA Swach filter emerged from a decade-long corporate social responsibility
initiative in which TATA supported field research and implementation of its precursor,
the Sujal filter (Rodrigues 2010). The Swach filter is now being deployed as a
commercial product, not as part of a corporate social responsibility initiative, so no
further subsidies are expected.

With this, all of the appropriate technology criteria given in Table 2-9 have been applied to the
selected alternatives and ranking assessments of their performance have been generated. This
represents one of the key informational inputs (Figure 3-1) for the multi-factor analysis which is
discussed in the next section.

6.3 Multi-factor analysis
As described in section 3.4.4, the multi-factor analysis integrates two informational components
to develop an outcome space of appropriate water treatment technology(-ies). There are:
1. The performance assessment of technological alternatives with respect to the appropriate
technology criteria (Table 2-9).
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2. The weightings of the appropriate technology criteria.
The first of the informational components has been developed in the preceding section (section
6.2). Before moving on to the multi-factor analysis, the second must also be developed.

6.3.1 Weightings of appropriate technology criteria
Assessing the relative importance of appropriate technology criteria constituted the second part
of the community-based field research (section 3.3.3). This section presents the results of these
field investigations and how the data was processed in order to integrate it into the MWA.

End-user preference criteria
Weightings for the end-user preference criteria suite were generated via a ranking game carried
out during focus group sessions (Figure 6-1, Figure 6-2, and Figure 6-3).

Figure 6-1 | Focus group discussion (FGD 9) on end-user preferences (appropriate technology criteria) in Sector 4
of Mylai Balaji Nagar in May 2011.
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Figure 6-2 | Field staff assisting participants in ranking end-user preference criteria during ranking game in FGD 9
in Sector 4 of Mylai Balaji Nagar in May 2011.

Figure 6-3 | Field staff help facilitate a focus group discussion amongst participants on how they ranked end-user
preference criteria as part of a simplified Delphi-process during FGD 9 in Sector 4 of Mylai Balaji Nagar in May
2011.

Investigations into this question were done during FGDs 5 to 10, INT18, and INF events (Table
3-4). Transcripts from these sessions are appended (Appendix S). A total of thirty-one unique
rankings from thirty-one individual respondents (identified by the code Rx-y, where x is the FGD
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number and y is the respondent number) were gathered over the course of five focus group
sessions (FGD #x, where x = 5 to 10). A summary ranking (Table 6-2) was generated by taking
the mean ranking of the thirty-one unique results for each criteria (Table 6-3).
Table 6-2 | Summary of ranking results for end-user preference criteria from community-member rankings.

Rank position
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

END-USER PREFERENCE CRITERIA SUMMARY RANKING
Criteria
Mean ranking
Health impact
1.55
Appearance of product water
3.16
Taste, odour, and palpability of product water
4.35
Durability
5.39
Production rate
5.84
Time and effort required (convenience)
6.48
Aspirational appeal
6.68
Costs
6.81
Ease of use/difficulty
7.13
Fit in the home environment
7.61

The mean ranking in Table 6-2 was used in the MWA to generate general recommendations on
appropriate technology options (Scenario A). Each unique respondent ranking (Table 6-3) was
used to perform sensitivity analyses (Scenario B). This will be elaborated upon more fully in
section 6.3.3. Please note that Table 6-2 presents the mean ranking, in which 1 is high and 10 is
low.
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Sl.
No.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Table 6-3 | Individual rankings of end-user preference criteria by community-members during focus group sessions.
FGD #5
FGD #6
FGD #7
END-USER PREFERENCE CRITERIA
R5- R5- R5- R5- R5- R6- R6- R6- R6- R7- R7- R7- R71
2
3
4
5
1
2
3
4
1
2
3
4
Costs (1a and 1b)
9
9
9
9
9
4
5
7
10
3
10
9
2
Health impact
2
2
2
2
2
1
2
3
2
2
1
1
1
Ease of use/difficulty
7
7
7
7
7
9
10
4
5
8
8
8
10
Time and effort required (convenience)
10
10
10
10
10
7
3
1
4
7
4
4
9
Production rate
3
3
3
3
3
10
8
5
8
4
5
3
5
Appearance of product water
5
5
5
5
5
2
1
2
1
10
3
2
7
Taste, odour, and palpability of product water
4
4
4
4
4
3
6
6
3
1
6
7
8
Aspirational appeal
8
8
8
8
8
5
4
8
9
5
2
5
6
Durability
1
1
1
1
1
6
7
9
6
6
7
6
3
Fit in the home environment
6
6
6
6
6
8
9
10
7
9
9
10
4

R75
4
1
6
10
9
2
7
3
8
5

R76
4
2
7
9
8
3
5
1
10
6

Table 6-3 cont’d
Sl.
No.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

CRITERIA
Costs (1a and 1b)
Health impact
Ease of use/difficulty
Time and effort…
Production rate
Appearance of product…
Taste, odour, and palpability…
Aspirational appeal
Durability
Fit in the home environment

R81
2
1
6
8
9
4
7
3
5
10

R82
10
1
8
7
5
2
4
6
3
9

FGD #8
R8- R83
4
5
1
2
2
3
7
6
9
10
10
4
3
7
6
9
8
1
5
8
4

R85
4
1
9
3
8
2
5
7
6
10

R91
2
1
3
7
6
4
5
9
8
10
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R92
10
3
6
9
4
1
2
7
5
8

R93
3
1
7
5
8
4
2
10
6
9

R94
10
1
8
5
4
2
3
7
6
9

R95
10
1
9
5
7
2
4
6
8
3

FGD #9
R9- R96
7
10
4
1
1
9
7
4
5
3
9
2
2
5
3
6
8
7
6
8
10

R98
10
1
9
5
4
2
3
7
6
8

R99
10
1
7
4
5
2
3
8
9
6

R910
9
3
4
6
5
1
2
8
7
10

R911
8
1
9
5
4
3
2
10
6
7

MEAN
RANKING

6.81
1.55
7.13
6.48
5.84
3.16
4.35
6.68
5.39
7.61

Technical criteria
For the technical criteria, a weighting activity was undertaken with the nine subject matter
‘experts’ (Tech-x) in a focus group setting (Table 3-6). These experts were my staff from the
larger project as well as engineering faculty members at IIT-M. A summary weighting (Table
6-4) was generated by taking the mean of the nine unique results (Table 6-5).
Table 6-4 | Summary of weighting results for technical criteria from subject matter experts.
TECHNICAL CRITERIA SUMMARY RANKING
Rank position
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Criteria
Technical effectiveness (turbidity and microbiological)
Reliability
Absence of environmental impacts and hazards
Availability
Absence of hazards to users
Robustness
Risk of recontamination

Mean weighting
21.78
17.39
14.94
13.00
12.94
11.11
8.83

The summary weightings in Table 6-4 were used in the MWA to generate the general
recommendation (Scenario A). Please note that Table 6-4 does not feature a mean ranking, but
rather a mean weighting. This is the inverse of ranking, such that the greater the weighting, the
more important it is.245

245

There were 100 points for respondents to distribute on the basis of how important each criterion was in their
perspective.
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Sl.
No.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Table 6-5 | Weighting results for the technical criteria from subject matter expert focus group session.
EXPERT RESPONSES
TECHNICAL CRITERIA
Tech-1
Tech-2
Tech-3
Tech-4 Tech-5
Tech-6
Tech-7
Tech-8
Technical effectiveness
20
20
30
25
20
20
18
18
Reliability
15
5
5
10
15
10
27
10
Absence of environmental impacts
20
20
5
10
20
25
22
19.5
Availability
10
10
20
15
3
5
6
18.5
Absence of hazards to users
12.5
20
15
20
25
18
11
8
Robustness
10
15
10
5
2
7
7
16
Risk of recontamination
12.5
10
15
15
15
15
9
10
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Tech-9
25
20
15
12.5
5
7.5
15

MEAN
WTG
21.78
13.00
17.39
11.11
14.94
8.83
12.94

Assessment of criteria relating to socio-cultural and local appropriateness
This criteria suite was not ranked but assessed as merit/demerit factors. Values for these have
already been developed in section 6.2 (specifically, in sections 6.2.20, 6.2.21, 6.2.22, and
6.2.23).

Now that the two informational components have been developed, we proceed on to integrating
them into the matrix-weighting array in order to generate outcome spaces.

6.3.2 General recommendation (Scenario A)
This section reports the overall general recommendation on appropriate water treatment
technologies for application at Mylai Balaji Nagar (Scenario A). The matrix-weighting array of
the selection tool was built into Microsoft Excel 2003 as a spreadsheet (Appendix T). The
variable input component identities for the multi-factor analysis for Scenario A are given in
Table 6-6.
Table 6-6 | Variable input component identities for Scenario A (general recommendation).
Scenario A: General recommendation
No.
1

a
b

2
3
4

a

b

INPUT COMPONENT

IDENTITY

Appropriate technology criteria
weight: end-user preference criteria
Appropriate technology criteria
weight: technical criteria
Alternative performance rankings
Appropriate technology criteria suite
weights
Merit/demerit factors:
socio-cultural and local
appropriateness criteria
Merit/demerit factors:
special considerations from
technology feasibility flowchart

Summary ranking from community-members (Table 6-2)
Summary ranking from subject matter experts (Table 6-4)
General assessment (section 6.2)
Assume as 1 following discussion in section 3.4.4.1
General assessment (section 6.2)

From application of flowchart (section 6.1), following
from Table 3-10

The MWA output for Scenario A is included in the appendices (Appendix U). The outcome
space for Scenario A, presenting the final alternative scores, is given in Figure 6-4.
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Appropriate Technology Performance of Technological Alternatives:
Scenario A
12.00

10.21

Final Alternative Score

10.00

8.00

7.77

7.60
5.74

6.00

7.14

6.28

4.00

2.00

0.00
AC+C

MC+S

CF+S

BOIL

AWSP

TATA

Alternative

Figure 6-4 | General recommendations (Scenario A) on appropriate safe water technology options for Mylai Balaji
Nagar.

General recommendations on appropriate safe water technologies for Mylai Balaji Nagar can be
drawn from Figure 6-4. The TATA Swach filter demonstrated the greatest performance under
Scenario A, with a final score of 10.21. If the single ‘best’ alternative was sought for
implementation across Mylai Balaji Nagar, the TATA Swach filter would be that alternative. It
led by a large margin over the rest of the alternatives, the performances of which were more
evenly distributed. The next ranking alternative was alum coagulation + chlorination (7.77),
indicating that this alternative may have unrealized potential for application at Mylai Balaji
Nagar given its presently low level of existing use in the community (Figure 4-24). Only slightly
behind alum coagulation + chlorination was boiling (7.60), corroborating its status as the ‘status
quo’ treatment method in the community and its potential for further promotion (Figure 4-24).
Further behind, though not by a large margin, was the AWSP filter + chlorination (7.14),
followed at some distance by cloth filtration + SODIS (6.28) and finally by moringa coagulation
+ SODIS (5.74), indicating the relatively limited suitability of these alternatives.

Of course, the utility of making a general recommendation is limited in that it collapses a great
deal of diversity by virtue of using summary inputs for end-user preference and technical criteria
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rankings/weightings. Assessing the stability of the outcome space under different input
conditions can improve our confidence in the decision model and the recommendations
generated. This possibility is explored in the next section.

6.3.3 Sensitivity analyses (Scenarios B, C, D, E, and F)
Scenario B: Customized responses
As was discussed in the Chapter 2, Lantagne et al. (2009) and Murphy (2010) caution against the
“silver bullet” approach of trying to find the single “best” safe water technology—something that
is as true at the community level as it is at the global level. Even at the community level, there is
a diversity of circumstances amongst the multiplicity of households in the community. Some of
this diversity was captured in the thirty-one unique rankings of the end-user preference criteria
that each respondent made (Table 6-3). With these unique rankings, it was possible to generate
customized recommendations for every respondent. This constituted Scenario B.

The input component identities for Scenario B are given in Table 6-7. The input component that
is the subject of the sensitivity analysis here is given in bold type.
Table 6-7 | Variable input component identities for Scenario B.
Scenario B: Customized recommendations for each respondent
No.
1

a
b

2
3
4

a

b

INPUT COMPONENT

IDENTITY

Appropriate technology criteria
weight: end-user preference criteria
Appropriate technology criteria
weight: technical criteria
Alternative performance rankings
Appropriate technology criteria suite
weights
Merit/demerit factors:
socio-cultural and local
appropriateness criteria
Merit/demerit factors:
special considerations from
technology feasibility flowchart

Individual ranking from each respondent (Table 6-3)
Summary ranking from subject matter experts (Table 6-4)
General assessment (section 6.2)
Assume as 1 following discussion in section 3.4.4.1
General assessment (section 6.2)

From application of flowchart (section 6.1), following
from Table 3-10

The outcome space of the MWA, representing customized recommendations for each
respondent, are given in Table 6-8.
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Table 6-8 | Unique outcome spaces for each respondent ranking of end-user preference criteria (Scenario B).
ALTERNATIVE
No.
FGD RESPONDENT
ID
ID
AC+C
MC+S CF+S BOIL AWSP
TATA
1
FGD
2
6
5
3
4
1
R5-1
#5
2
2
6
5
3
4
1
R5-2
3
2
6
5
3
4
1
R5-3
4
2
6
5
3
4
1
R5-4
5
2
6
5
3
4
1
R5-5
6
FGD
2
6
5
3
4
1
R6-1
#6
7
2
6
5
3
4
1
R6-2
8
2
6
5
3
4
1
R6-3
9
3
6
5
2
4
1
R6-4
10
2
6
5
3
4
1
FGD
R7-1
#7
11
3
6
5
2
4
1
R7-2
12
2
6
5
3
4
1
R7-3
13
2
6
5
3
4
1
R7-4
14
2
6
5
3
4
1
R7-5
15
2
6
5
3
4
1
R7-6
16
FGD
2
6
5
3
4
1
R8-1
#8
17
2
6
5
3
4
1
R8-2
18
2
6
5
3
4
1
R8-3
19
2
6
5
3
4
1
R8-4
20
2
6
5
3
4
1
R8-5
21
FGD
2
6
5
3
4
1
R9-1
#9
22
3
6
5
2
4
1
R9-2
23
2
6
5
3
4
1
R9-3
24
2
6
5
3
4
1
R9-4
25
2
6
5
3
4
1
R9-5
26
2
6
5
3
4
1
R9-6
27
2
6
5
3
4
1
R9-7
28
2
6
5
3
4
1
R9-8
29
2
6
5
3
4
1
R9-9
30
2
6
5
3
4
1
R9-10
31
3
6
5
2
4
1
R9-11
2.1
6.0
5.0
2.87
4.0
1.0
Average of rankings

As seen in Table 6-8, the TATA Swach filter consistently out-performed the other alternatives,
with unanimous first-place ranking for all unique respondents. Likewise, moringa coagulation +
SODIS consistently ranked as the least suitable alternative (sixth place) across all respondent
rankings, while cloth filtration + SODIS consistently ranked as fifth and the AWSP filter +
chlorination held the fourth. Variability across respondent rankings was only observed with
respect to the second and third positions. Generally, alum coagulation + chlorination held the
second position, but periodically it traded places with boiling, which typically held the third
position. Hence, varying end-user preference criteria rankings registered an impact on the second
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and third positions, but generally the rank ordering was relatively stable across all respondent
rankings.

In Scenario B, the TATA Swach filter consistently emerged as the highest scoring alternative.
This is a testament to how well it performed with respect to the appropriate technology criteria,
as assessed in section 6.2, and therefore, its potential suitability to the specific context of Mylai
Balaji Nagar. However, let us consider for a moment a situation in which there was no single
leading option, for instance, if the TATA Swach filter was unavailable at Mylai Balaji Nagar.
Under Scenario B, though alum coagulation + chlorination, boiling, and the AWSP filter +
chlorination typically held the second, third, and fourth positions respectively, their scores were
relatively close to one another (c.f. Sheet ‘B Summary’ in Appendix T). For some respondents,
the order changed, but more often, they came very close to one another without changing
positions. These three alternatives had more evenly distributed scores between them, while the
TATA Swach filter had a runaway lead, and cloth filtration + SODIS and moringa coagulation +
SODIS trailed far behind. Harris (2005), in his study of the challenges facing the commercial
viability of PoU water treatment systems in low-income settings, identifies offering a
‘smorgasbord’ of PoU options to potential end-users as a key strategy to improve uptake and
sustained usage in low-income communities. He recommends “offer[ing] the two or three best
products to consumers rather than a more expanded selection” so that individuals can “choose
between the various interventions according to their needs”. This decision-making support tool
can perform such a role in generating a preliminary assessment of which alternatives amongst the
multiplicity available may be best suited to the specific community. Once the analysis has been
carried out and a ranked list of potential appropriate technologies generated, a ‘smorgasbord’ of
the two or three highest scoring technologies can then be presented to community-members.246
Community-members can try the options out and then, on the basis of this experience, decide for
themselves which they most prefer to use. In the present case, if the TATA Swach filter was not
available at Mylai Balaji Nagar, alum coagulation + chlorination, boiling, and the AWSP filter +

246

This can be done in an individualized manner wherein each respondent gets her or his own specific ranked
recommendations list, or in a summarized manner wherein a general ranked recommendation list is developed for
the whole community. It is not so important which route is taken as ultimately the highest-scoring technologies can
all be placed before respondents so that they can make their own decision as to which is best for them with some
further guidance and product trials.
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chlorination, as the three next highest scoring alternatives, could be presented to the community
as part of a water treatment ‘smorgasbord’. Households could then be supported in making an
informed decision about which alternative is best for them.247 This approach returns decisionmaking control to individual households and positions external actors as facilitators, bearing out
the precepts of a participatory approach in a post-normal scientific context (section 2.3).

Scenario C: Cost and convenience as controlling factors
The summary ranking of the end-user preference criteria (Table 6-2) has cost and time and effort
required figuring as relatively unimportant. The ranking game conducted with communitymembers during the focus groups was an abstract-reasoning activity—respondents were asked to
suggest what they thought was most important to them. What may actually be the most important
in practice may well be different from what is assumed in abstract.248 This is something that is of
specific importance to the two criteria identified above. Follow-up on field implementations of
household safe water systems have demonstrated that excessive cost and inconvenience are the
leading reasons why households discontinue use (Luby et al. 2008). For this reason, it is
important to assess what the outcome space may be under conditions where cost and
convenience are controlling factors. This is Scenario C and it is detailed in Table 6-9 and Table
6-10.
Table 6-9 | Variable input component identities for Scenario C.
Scenario C: Cost and convenience as controlling factors
No.
1

a
b

2
3

INPUT COMPONENT

IDENTITY

Appropriate technology criteria
weight: end-user preference criteria
Appropriate technology criteria
weight: technical criteria
Alternative performance rankings
Appropriate technology criteria suite
weights

Constructed ranking wherein criteria relating to cost
and convenience rank high (Table 6-10)
Summary ranking from subject matter experts (Table 6-4)
General assessment (section 6.2)
Assume as 1 following discussion in section 3.4.4.1

247

This process can be facilitated via community forums and using tools such as product trials or informed choice
catalogues (for instance, c.f. BORDA Indonesia (2006) for a good example of the use of an informed choice
catalogue in an urban services project).
248
There may have also been an element of research participants ‘gaming’ the process. Seeing us as outside agents
who have come to deliver some type of development good, the respondents may have ranked cost as less important
than it truly is because they may have assumed that we or some other external agency would be bearing the costs of
any development intervention, hence, they need not account for it.
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4

a

b

Merit/demerit factors:
socio-cultural and local
appropriateness criteria
Merit/demerit factors:
special considerations from
technology feasibility flowchart

General assessment (section 6.2)

From application of flowchart (section 6.1), following
from Table 3-10

Table 6-10 | Constructed ranking of end-user preference criteria for Scenario C.
END-USER PREFERENCE CRITERIA RANKING FOR SCENARIO C
Rank position
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Criteria
Cost
Time and effort required (convenience)
Ease of use/difficulty
Health impact
Durability
Appearance of product water
Taste, odour, and palpability of product water
Production rate
Fit in the home environment
Aspirational appeal

The outcome space of Scenario C, along with the general solution of Scenario A for comparison,
is presented in Table 6-11.
Table 6-11 | Comparative assessment of alternative scores under input scenarios A and C.
FINAL ALTERANTIVE SCORES

Scenario A
Scenario C

AC+C
7.77
7.64

MC+S
5.74
5.68

CF+S
6.28
6.61

BOIL
7.60
7.77

AWSP
7.14
7.11

TATA
10.21
9.91

Increasing the importance of cost and convenience engenders a shift in the scores of alternatives
reflecting their relative performance with respect to these criteria. Boiling and cloth filtration +
SODIS increase their scores, reflecting the cost and convenience strengths these alternatives
offer, whereas the others decrease to varying degrees. The TATA Swach filter suffers a
considerable loss in score, but still leads the others by a large margin. A shift in rank order does
occur with respect to the second and third positions, with boiling taking second while alum
coagulation + chlorination falls to the third position under Scenario C. The other rank positions
remain the same.
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Scenario D: Cost as a separate suite
Given the importance of cost, it is interesting to consider increasing the sensitivity of the
decision model to this criteria even further. This can be achieved by removing the cost criterion
from the suite of end-user preference criteria and treating it as its own suite (which can then also
be modified by a suite weight). The input identities for this scenario, Scenario D, are given in
Table 6-12.
Table 6-12 | Variable input component identities for Scenario D.
Scenario D: Cost as a separate suite
No.
1

a
b

2
3
4

a

b

INPUT COMPONENT

IDENTITY

Appropriate technology criteria
weight: end-user preference criteria
Appropriate technology criteria
weight: technical criteria
Alternative performance rankings
Appropriate technology criteria suite
weights
Merit/demerit factors:
socio-cultural and local
appropriateness criteria
Merit/demerit factors:
special considerations from
technology feasibility flowchart

Summary ranking order (Table 6-2) with cost extracted
and treated as its own suite of equal weight (1.00)
Summary ranking from subject matter experts (Table 6-4)
General assessment (section 6.2)
Assume as 1 following discussion in section 3.4.4.1
General assessment (section 6.2)

From application of flowchart (section 6.1), following
from Table 3-10

The MWA output for Scenario D is included in the appendices (Appendix V). The output table is
presented below (Figure 6-5).
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Appropriate Technology Performance of Technological Alternatives:
Scenario D
14.00

12.35

12.11
11.35

12.00

Final Alternative Score

10.53

10.52

10.23

BOIL

AWSP

10.00

8.00

6.00

4.00

2.00

0.00
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CF+S

TATA

Alternative

Figure 6-5 | Outcome space for the Scenario D wherein cost is treated as an independent suite.

In Figure 6-5, as the cost criterion was treated as an independent suite, the total points available
was greater here than with previous scenarios. Even in this case, the TATA Swach filter
outperformed the rest of the alternatives (12.35), although now the gap has considerably
narrowed. Alum coagulation + chlorination trailed closely behind in second with 12.11 points. A
change did occur in this scenario for cloth filtration + SODIS (which was in the fifth position for
all of the previous scenarios) now rising to third (11.35), owing to its considerable cost
advantage (i.e. it has no costs!). Likewise moringa coagulation + SODIS also rose from the sixth
position to the fourth because of its relatively low cost, just edging out boiling. The big losers in
this scenario were boiling (10.52) and the AWSP filter + chlorination (10.23) which fell to the
fifth and sixth positions respectively owing to their relatively high cost and lack of performance
in other dimensions. Thus, this analysis confirms that the TATA Swach filter, despite its
relatively high capital and on-going costs, offers significant advantages in other respects that
more than compensate for its relative expense.
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Scenario E: Outlier technical criteria rankings
A summary ranking was developed for the technical criteria (Table 6-4) and utilized for
generating the outcome spaces for the previous scenarios. Scenario E looked at the impact of
outlier rankings of the technical criteria on the outcome space. Outlier rankings of the technical
criteria were identified by assessing divergence from the mean beyond a single standard
deviation (c.f. Technical criteria rankings summary in Appendix W). A single one of the nine
expert rankings of the technical criteria was identified as an outlier: Tech-8. The input identity
for Scenario E is given in Table 6-13.
Table 6-13 | Variable input component identities for Scenario E.
Scenario E: Outlier technical criteria ranking
No.
1

a
b

2
3
4

a

b

INPUT COMPONENT

IDENTITY

Appropriate technology criteria
weight: end-user preference criteria
Appropriate technology criteria
weight: technical criteria
Alternative performance rankings
Appropriate technology criteria suite
weights
Merit/demerit factors:
socio-cultural and local
appropriateness criteria
Merit/demerit factors:
special considerations from
technology feasibility flowchart

Summary ranking from community-members (Table 6-2)
Using outlier ranking of Tech-8 (Table 6-5)
General assessment (section 6.2)
Assume as 1 following discussion in section 3.4.4.1
General assessment (section 6.2)

From application of flowchart (section 6.2), following
from Table 3-10

The MWA output for scenario E is included in the appendices (Appendix X). The outcome space
of Scenario E, along with the general solution of Scenario A, is presented in Table 6-14.
Table 6-14 | Comparative assessment of alternative scores under input scenarios A and C.
FINAL ALTERANTIVE SCORES
AC+C
MC+S
CF+S
BOIL
AWSP
TATA
Scenario A
7.77
5.74
6.28
7.60
7.14
10.21
Scenario E
7.73
5.74
6.48
7.53
7.32
9.93

Modifying the technical criteria weightings to the outlier ranking of Tech-8 does modify the
alternative scores, but not enough to change the rank ordering of the outcome space. The
outcome space is stable even with the outlier ranking for the technical criteria.
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Scenario F: Increasing the impact of the special considerations
The percentage merit/demerit factors for the special considerations from the technology
feasibility flowchart were arbitrarily assigned as 10%. Scenario F sought to assess the affect on
the outcome space if the percentage was increased (Table 6-15). This reflects a scenario in which
the water quality special considerations from the technology feasibility flowchart are given
greater prominence in the model (Section 3.4.2).
Table 6-15 | Variable input component identities for Scenario F.
Scenario F: Modifying influence of the special considerations
No.
1

a
b

2
3
4

a

b

INPUT COMPONENT

IDENTITY

Appropriate technology criteria
weight: end-user preference criteria
Appropriate technology criteria
weight: technical criteria
Alternative performance rankings
Appropriate technology criteria suite
weights
Merit/demerit factors:
socio-cultural and local
appropriateness criteria
Merit/demerit factors:
special considerations from
technology feasibility flowchart

Summary ranking from community-members (Table 6-2)
Summary ranking from subject matter experts (Table 6-4)
General assessment (section 6.2)
Assume as 1 following discussion in section 3.4.4.1
General assessment (section 6.2)

From application of flowchart (section 6.1), modified
from Table 3-10 using 20% rather than 10%

The MWA output for scenario F is included in the appendices (Appendix Y). The outcome space
of Scenario F, along with the general solution of Scenario A, is presented in Table 6-16.
Table 6-16 | Comparative assessment of alternative scores under input scenarios A and F.
FINAL ALTERANTIVE SCORES
AC+C
MC+S
CF+S
BOIL
AWSP
TATA
Scenario A
7.77
5.74
6.28
7.60
7.14
10.21
Scenario F
8.47
5.74
6.28
7.60
7.84
10.91

As predicted, increasing the influence of the special considerations increases the scoring for
those alternatives that can handle organics (i.e. those that feature carbon filtration or alum
coagulation). This modification may be used to better portray the need for organics control. In
this case, the TATA Swach filter still outscores all of the other alternatives, this time by an even
larger margin (10.91). Alum coagulation + chlorination also increases (8.47) and retains its
second place. The third place position now goes to the AWSP filter (7.84) as it is capable of
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handling organics, whereas boiling falls to fourth position (though it keeps the same score at
7.60) because it cannot improve organics. The last two, not affected by this shift, have the same
scores and remain in the same position. In this case, the leading option remains the TATA Swach
filter, however, alum coagulation + chlorination and the AWSP filter also rise in suitability.

The preceding sections have subjected the decision model to a number of tests to explore the
sensitivity of the outcome space to variable input identities. From the preceding it can be seen
that the decision model, though responsive to changing user input, generates a stable outcome
space: throughout all of the preceding sensitivity analyses, the TATA Swach filter consistently
emerged as the leading alternative. If a single household water treatment technology was sought
for implementation at Mylai Balaji Nagar, the TATA Swach filter would be that alternative.
However, a ‘smorgasbord’ approach, following Harris’ (2005) recommendation, may be taken in
order to increase HWTS uptake, in which case the top two or three alternatives could be selected
from the ranked outcome space of the decision model to present to individual households whom
could then select the alternative that best suits them (either on the basis of their own criteria
rankings or after product trials). This approach would be especially relevant if the TATA Swach
filter was not available at the case study site, as the rest of alternatives demonstrated more
variability in their rankings and may be differentially preferable to different households.

With this, the two key questions that the present decision-making support tool has been designed
to handle have been addressed. Given the conditions observed during the course of this research,
the decision-making support tool indicates that a household level approach to safe water would
be more appropriate at Mylai Balaji Nagar (Chapter 5). This chapter has explored the most
appropriate household level technologies for the case study community. It has identified the most
appropriate safe water technologies for Mylai Balaji Nagar, in order of suitability, as the TATA

Swach filter, then alum coagulation + chlorination, and finally, boiling. Now that the case study
application of the decision-making support tool has been completed, the next chapter concludes
this dissertation.
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CHAPTER 7: CONCLUSION
This dissertation has designed and carried out a case study application of a participatory
decision-making support tool for appropriate safe water systems development in marginalized
low-income communities of the global South. This work was undertaken to meet the need for
complex decision-making support tools to assist project implementers as decentralized safe water
systems begin to be scaled up around the world (Lantagne et al. 2009; Murphy 2010;
Palaniappan, Lang, and Gleick 2008). The support tool centres local people in the development
process and brings together several theoretical and methodological threads including
humanitarian

engineering,

post-normal

science,

appropriate

technology,

participatory

development, engineering decision-making, and water treatment engineering. This final section
will briefly recap the structure of the tool itself; the ways in which it advances the state of the art
over previous support tools; and the case study application at Mylai Balaji Nagar. It will also
draw upon the case study application to identify refinements to the decision model for
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subsequent applications; discuss future work; and finally suggest how the support tool might be
scaled up to support implementing organizations around the world.

7.1 Summary of dissertation
This section briefly summarizes the structure of the decision-making support tool developed in
the present work, the ways in which it improves over previous decision-making support tools,
and the main findings from the case study application at Mylai Balaji Nagar.

7.1.1 Overview of decision-making support tool
The decision-making support tool was designed to assist implementing organizations resolve two
key design decisions in the development of decentralized safe water systems:
1. Selecting the appropriate level of application (i.e. household or community level); and
2. Selecting an appropriate water treatment technology (or technologies).
The task of safe water systems design is treated in four parts in this tool. First are the preimplementation steps which aim to set the stage for the design and planning of an appropriate
safe water system by developing a contextualized understanding of the community of
implementation. Following these are the primary community-based field investigations into the
two key design questions. Here, focus group discussions and key informant/informal interviews
with local community-members, government officers, NGO workers, and other stakeholders are
utilized to identify stakeholder preferences and community capacities and circumstances. In the
third stage, information gathered from baseline, informal, and primary field research is analyzed
to determine appropriate strategies for safe water systems development in the local community.
This includes:



An assessment of which level of application (household vs. community level) is most
appropriate for a safe water system in the local community on basis of technical,
economic, and social and political-institutional dimensions;



A technology feasibility flowchart that identifies viable suites of technological
alternatives at the household and/or community level on the basis of water quality data;



An ‘expert’ assessment by the investigator on the performance of selected technological
alternatives with respect to appropriate technology criteria including end-user preference,
technical, and socio-cultural/local appropriateness criteria; and
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Integration of technological performance assessments and stakeholder preferences in a
matrix-weighting array in order to identify appropriate water treatment technology
option(s).

The fourth and final stage of the decision-making support tool are community PAR forums in
which further action and research on safe water systems development and implementation,
informed by the recommendations emerging from the previous steps, takes place. Through these
steps, the decision-making support tool guides implementing organizations through the stages of
safe water systems design and planning in a manner that centres local people in the process.

7.1.2 Added value of the present decision-making support tool
The previous work on decision-making support tools in the WASH literature was reviewed in
order to inform the present development (section 2.2.6). The present decision-making support
tool improves on previous tools and advances the state of the art in several ways:



Instead of limiting the present development to a single tool type, a more articulated and
comprehensive approach would be to integrate different tool types to meet the various
goals subsumed in the larger task of appropriate safe water systems development. The
present decision-making support tool deploys different tool types to accomplish the
various tasks of safe water systems design.



It considers both household and community level safe water systems, whereas previous
tools focused almost exclusively on the former only.



It features an explicit additive model in the form of a matrix-weighting array to make the
integration of technology performance information and appropriate technology criteria
preference information transparent. Bias can be observed and tested in the decisionmodel via sensitivity analyses.



It centres local people in the development process, positioning them as the ultimate
decision-making authority in community PAR forums. Various informational inputs are
gathered from participatory research, creating opportunities for local stakeholders to
guide and lead the process. It details specific methods by which to pursue participatory
development and involve local peoples in investigatory and decision-making processes. It
is designed to not be a ‘black box’ by focusing on engagement with local community-
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members on desired outcomes, necessary tradeoffs, and preferred solutions—critical
matters that are better handled through open discussion.



It has a clear and comprehensive ranking system for technological performance
assessments.



It draws on previous experiences documented in the literature with household and
community level systems utilizing various safe water technologies to drive appropriate
technology selection.



It centres consumer preferences in the process, as well as gives consideration to social
implications of technology and equity factors.



Local water quality is an important controlling input. It considers water quality issues that
are prominent with surface water sources in the developing world including excessive
turbidity, organics, and microbiological contamination, but also includes consideration of
important chemical water quality parameters including iron, manganese, pH, fluoride,
nitrate, and others that are relevant for both surface and ground water sources.



It can be scaled up as an accessible online platform with a user-friendly interface to
encourage usage. This online platform can also tie into and build up databases that will
make future applications all the more informed by experience.



The tool has been designed to be as open-ended as possible so as to facilitate adaptation
to unique local circumstances.



The tool is designed to generate a ranked list of recommendations that can then feed into
subsequent participatory processes instead of generating a deterministic outcome.



The tool is built around two sets of dimensions/criteria on a) the factors affecting the
relative contextual appropriateness of household and community level systems; and b)
factors relating to appropriate safe water technology. Both of these have been drawn from
an exhaustive review of monitoring and evaluation studies of previous safe water
interventions, studies of consumer preferences, and previous decision-making tools.
These two sets of criteria develop a comprehensive taxonomy of appropriate safe water
systems and technologies.

In all of the ways identified above, the present work advances the state of the art and improves
on what has thus far been available to guide decision-making on safe water systems
development.
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7.1.3 Summary of the case study application at Mylai Balaji Nagar
The present work also included a case study application of the decision-making support tool. A
full-scale implementation of the tool was not possible due to the constraints imposed by the
larger project in which the present work was embedded. As such, the present case study
application was restricted to the second (community-based field research) and the third
(analyses) stages discussed in section 7.1.1. The first stage—the pre-implementation steps—were
completed as part of the larger project prior to the initiation of the primary research for this
dissertation and served as background for the present work. The fourth stage—the postimplementation steps of community PAR forums—could not be implemented due to an on-going
field study of another safe water technology at the case study site.249

The case study application of the decision-making support tool at Mylai Balaji Nagar indicated
that a household level system would be more appropriate there, although there was limited
support for a community level system as well, raising the possibility of a dual level approach.
The application of the technology feasibility flowchart generated a wide range of potential water
treatment technologies, from which a subset of six systems (i.e. unique combinations of
clarification and disinfection stages) was selected for further analysis. These six alternatives
were:
1. Alum coagulation + chlorination;
2. Moringa coagulation + SODIS;
3. Cloth filtration + SODIS;
4. Boiling;
5. AWSP dual media bucket filter + chlorination; and
6. TATA Swach filter.
A general outcome space utilizing summary inputs of stakeholder preferences identified the
TATA Swach filter as the leading alternative.

Sensitivity analyses utilizing various input identities were also conducted in order to assess the
stability of the outcome space. Through all of the sensitivity scenarios, the first position of the
249

In place of this, and to fulfill the ethical requirements for the research, a community research-sharing forum was
carried out (FRM1). For more details, please refer to Appendix S.
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outcome space remained stable. Even for the scenario in which cost was extra-influential
(Scenario D), the TATA Swach filter remained the leading option. There was greater variability
in the second and third positions through the sensitivity analyses; however, the ranked order was
generally stable as the TATA Swach filter > alum coagulation + chlorination > boiling. It is for
these reasons that the household level safe water system of the TATA Swach filter is
recommended as the most appropriate alternative for Mylai Balaji Nagar (if a single option was
sought). The AWSP filter + chlorination generally remained in the fourth position across all
sensitivity analyses, with the exception of the scenario wherein water quality special
considerations were emphasized (Scenario F), in which it rose to third. Cloth filtration + SODIS
and moringa coagulation + SODIS typically remained in fifth and sixth positions respectively.

If the TATA Swach filter were not available, or in other situations where there is not a clearly
preferable alternative, it may be advisable to utilize, as Harris (2005) suggests, a ‘smorgasbord’
approach in which end-users select from amongst the top two or three alternatives the one that
best suits their needs, in order to improve uptake and sustained usage. In generating a ranked list
with discrete performance scores, the present decision-making support tool enables implementers
to compare the relative performance of alternatives and identify several leading options around
which to build a ‘smorgasbord’ approach. These are aspects that could be discussed in
community PAR forums (i.e. the post-implementation step of the decision-making support tool).
Though it was not possible to implement the community PAR forums in the present case study
application due to constraints from the larger project, a smaller research sharing forum (FRM1)
was conducted with research participants to share the results on the appropriate level of
application. The transcript from this session is available in the appendices (Appendix S).

7.2 Refining the decision-making support tool
From the case study implementation of the decision-making support tool at Mylai Balaji Nagar,
some ways in which to improve the support tool emerged. Future applications of the decisionmaking support tool may seek to incorporate these refinements.
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7.2.1 Enhancing the participatory nature of the support tool
The present work was limited in the degree to which a fully participatory effort could be
implemented due to constraints posed by the larger project in which it was embedded. However,
the case study implementation did indicate potential places for improvement in the decisionmaking support tool that may serve to make it more participatory for future applications. These
are some of the ways in which I would, in retrospect, revise my approach were I to do this
research again (or more importantly, how I would do similar work in the future).

Central to affecting a more fully-fledged participatory approach would have been to form, earlier
on, a core group of community members and informal leaders (including elders) to guide the
investigations and decisions-making processes of the support tool. Such a group would form
what Kelly and Farahbakhsh (2008) refer to as a core learning alliance group. For this group I
would seek out those people who were the key informants in my research because of their
knowledge and experience, credibility with the community, and desire to improve its situation.
The group would include representatives from each sector/neighbourhood, such that by just one
or two degrees of separation everyone in the community would be connected to the core group.
The learning alliance group could also be sub-divided on the basis of gender to reduce male
domination of the platform, and also to better identify and target specific gendered priorities and
perceptions on safe water supply.250 The two sub-groups could come together when necessary for
shared tasks. The core learning alliance would have several important roles:



Encouraging community dialogue in order to affect sustainable behavioural change in the
community by changing attitudes, perceptions of risk, and social norms (Figueroa and
Kincaid 2010).



I would go back to this group more regularly with the intermediate outcomes of the
research in order to guide subsequent steps.



Developing the necessary inter-language, as Kelly and Farahbakhsh (2008) put it, to
effectively communicate between the different stakeholders on the project (including the
researchers).

250

Understanding how men perceive and relate their priorities to water and sanitation is a significant gap in the
research (Figueroa 2012; PATH 2012). The approach detailed here would help to cast light on this question as well.
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Direct involvement in the assessment of dimensions relating to the first key design
question on the appropriate level of application (household vs. community). This is an
aspect of the support tool that is presently very much expert-driven, and could stand to be
improved upon.



Another important place for deepening community participation in the support tool would
be to have the core learning alliance group lead the task of technology
assessment/ranking with respect to the appropriate technology criteria.251 This could be
done by having the suite of possible technologies available for the core learning alliance
to try out and familiarize themselves with at home over the course of several weeks. I
would then help to facilitate the core learning alliance group in assessing and ranking the
technologies with respect to the appropriate technology criteria. This would dramatically
improve

the

quality

of

technology

assessments,

and

subsequently,

the

recommendations—moving it away from its presently very much expert-driven approach.
This would capture locally relevant perceptions of the technologies and greatly improve
the quality of the recommendations.
All of these aspects would help to better lay the groundwork for safe water systems
implementation in a given community. The learning alliance group could help to refine the
recommendations of the support tool, communicate them to the community at large, and then
initiate community PAR forums to discuss how to go about implementing safe water solutions in
the community. The ranked list of technologies from the support tool could feed into product
demonstrations at the neighbourhood level led by learning alliance group members from which
individual households could choose the technology that best suits their preferences and
circumstances, following the ‘smorgasbord’ approach (Harris 2005). Deepening the participatory
251

This would help to draw locally important perceptions of the technologies into the decision-making process.
Presently, the expert-driven assessment of technologies with respect to appropriate technology criteria partially treat
this, for instance, in the appropriate technology criterion of traditional knowledge, practices, and perceptions
(section 6.2.20). But this is something that would be better handled altogether if local people were doing the ranking
themselves. An important gap that was identified in the present expert-driven assessment highlights this. With
respect to the appropriate technology criterion of production rate (section 6.2.6), I had assessed boiling to have the
fastest production rate. However, I did not take into account the time it takes to let the boiled water cool! This is
something that I missed that may not have been missed if the ranking was done by local people after having had
some experience with the alternatives in their homes. Though such oversights could be captured and corrected on a
one-by-one basis, an altogether more robust approach is to have local people lead the assigning of ranks themselves,
thereby capturing more rich and locally relevant information. Assessment of end-user preferences criteria regarding
cost, ease of use, time and effort required, appearance of water, taste, smell and others may be most valuable when
they come from actual or potential users (Figueroa 2012).
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aspect of the research following these strategies would improve uptake and sustained usage of a
safe water system in a given community.

This matter brings up an important disclaimer for future applications. As with any model, the
participatory decision-making model here is only as good as the information that feeds into it.
What this means for future applications is that implementers must be committed to deep,
intensive, and long-term engagement on the participatory development of a safe water system in
a given locale. Rushing the process to quickly carry out research before relationships with local
stakeholders are sufficiently mature carries with it the risk of generating superficial and/or
inaccurate data, which in turn would generate inappropriate recommendations. Commitment to
the participatory process and to the specific place is necessary in order to obtain a contextualized
understanding of the community, as well as to have the benefit of multiple research relationships
by which to triangulate the information received. An example from the present case study
illustrates this. Referring to the discussion in section 5.9 on the propensity to collective action in
the case study community, what I found during my investigations was that earlier on in the
research process, before I had developed strong relationships with local research participants,
participants would uniformly tell me that a community level system was what they preferred and
what would be the best strategy for safe water systems development in the community. By better
understanding the community’s history and context, I was able to probe more deeply into this
matter; there were many layers behind it. Bolstered too by a growing trust with research
participants, subsequent investigations exposed significant contradictions between the stated
preferences of community-members and their own assessments of what was actually possible in
the community, as was detailed in section 5.9. What this example illustrates is that one must “go
deep” and be committed to the principles and precepts of the participatory approach (section
2.3.4) in order to get through all the intervening layers to accurate and meaningful information.
This is a pre-requisite for the use of the present decision-making support tool.

7.2.2 Improving the treatment of the cost appropriate technology criterion
An interesting feature was observed in the ranking of the end-user preference suite of the
appropriate technology criteria by local community-members (section 6.3.1). In Table 6-3, it was
noted that respondents living in sector 4, whom were poorer and were more often TWUs, tended
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to rank the cost of a safe water system as being relatively unimportant, when compared to
respondents from the other wealthier sectors. This finding is somewhat counter-intuitive as one
would assume that those who have less income would be more concerned about the cost of a safe
water system. Cost was more often ranked as being of greater importance during FGDs taking
place in sectors 1, 2, or 3, which are relatively wealthy compared to sector 4. This may have been
because of residents perceived us, the researchers, as external actors who may be bringing
development goods to the community in the near future.252 This may have led respondents to
“game the system”, so to speak, by prioritizing other appropriate technology criteria over cost, in
the belief that we, the external actors, would be bearing the costs of a future safe water
intervention. In sector 4, there has been greater NGO involvement given the larger proportion of
impoverished households in that sector; this may have contributed to NGO dependency and/or a
tradition of free goods in sector 4 vis-à-vis the other sectors which have had less NGO
involvement because they are wealthier and more self-sufficient. This may have led to possible
“gaming” of the development process in sector 4.

What this means then is that perhaps ranking cost amongst the other end-user preference criteria
may be subject to misreporting or bias. In response to this possibility, it may be preferable to
remove the cost criterion from the suite of end-user preference criteria. Instead, it may be
included in the technical criteria which are weighed by subject matter ‘experts’ in the present
model (i.e. my staff from the larger project and engineering faculty at IIT-M). Alternatively,
economic research tools such as willingness-to-pay or auction studies may be useful for
determining the relative cost-benefit tradeoffs of various safe water technologies from the
perspective of different groups (i.e. socio-economic) of potential end-users. Moreover, such an
approach could develop cut-off prices which appropriate safe water systems would have to beat
in order to be viable for certain socio-economic groups. These are some possibilities by which
the influence of cost on appropriate safe water technology may be more thoroughly investigated.

252

Though we made clear in the preamble to all of our research activities, that no such intervention would be
proceeding from the investigations.
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7.2.3 Handling variable quality of input data on technical effectiveness
What was seen in the present case study implementation was that the TATA Swach filter
benefitted from its high performance with respect to the two appropriate technology criteria
relating to technical effectiveness (i.e. turbidity control and microbiological control in sections
6.2.12 and 6.2.13 respectively). This is in contrast to the AWSP filter which had limited data
available for it as well; the little data available however did not indicate a strong performance
with respect to these two criteria. The data used to represent the performance of the TATA filter
came from manufacturer literature and not from independent testing. Moreover, most of the
studies of the other technologies used simulated water samples generated in the lab for their
assessments, where as the data for the AWSP filter came from research of the larger project that
was conducted using real-world water samples (i.e. from Narayanpuram Lake). This may have
influenced the performance of the AWSP filter in the lab compared to those other studies using
simulated waters. While performance data coming from laboratory and field studies have already
been differentiated in the decision model, it may be desirable to further qualify the input data on
the basis of its quality—along axes such as the use of real-world or simulated water, or between
self-reported or independent testing. Efforts should also be made to ensure that technical
effectiveness data from the literature come from studies which replicate conditions as closely as
possible in order to strengthen the legitimacy of cross-comparison. These may be important
refinements for the decision model in subsequent applications.

7.3 Future work
The decision-making support tool developed here focused on the hardware side of safe water
systems design and planning. Though it does partially look at appropriate O&M approaches in
which to deploy a safe water system, and begins to build up appropriate technology transfer
mechanisms, developing these two software aspects is the next step in safe water systems
development. Further work on the design, implementation, and evaluation of O&M and
implementation frameworks, as well as mechanisms for appropriate technology transfer are
required in the future. Interesting possibilities for these have been discussed by, just to name a
few, Kelly and Farahbakhsh (2008), Brikké and Bredero (2003), Harris (2005), Ahmed and Ali
(2006), and Prabaharyaka and Pooroe (2010). In fact, what is required is another decisionmaking support tool that can consolidate these experiences and do for software what this tool did
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for hardware. Moreover, the present work did not constitute a calibration or validation of the
present decision-making support tool. This is also an important stream for future work.

7.4 Scaling up
A demand for decision-making support tools has arisen alongside efforts to scale up
decentralized safe water systems across the global South. As such, there is considerable potential
to scale up this tool in order to better support the research community and NGOs working on the
global safe water challenge. Palaniappan, Lang, and Gleick (2008) identify a number of needs
which the present decision-making support tool could be scaled up to meet.

The decision-making support tool developed in this thesis could potentially be built into an
accessible online platform. Such an online platform would be positioned to support decentralized
safe water system implementations around the world. This thesis has developed the “back of the
shop” of the tool, and an online platform featuring a user-friendly graphical interface could
function as the front-end to guide project implementers though the stages of safe water systems
development.

Making the tool universally available, easy to use, and intuitive would encourage its use by
project implementers. This would create many opportunities to calibrate and validate the tool on
the basis of further field experiences. Expert use and evaluations of the tool would also help to
refine it. Carrying out field applications of the tool in a structured manner would also help to
better understand matters that are presently somewhat obscure—for instance, how important the
different dimensions/criteria affecting the suitability of household or community level systems or
appropriate technology are. These investigations would also help to make the tool more robust.
The online platform could be built into multiple languages in order to increase its accessibility.
Additionally, it could be developed into a simple Java program (or any other computer code) to
be downloaded and used offline, or even as a paper and spreadsheet booklet for places where
computers are not available.

For the purposes of the present case study application, an informal literature review was carried
out in order to build databases on the technical efficacy/effectiveness (e.g. turbidity control,
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microbiological control, and health impact) of the selected technological alternatives. Another
advantage of an online platform would be its ability to key into a centralized global database
which could accumulate such information. To begin, formal systematic reviews would have to be
carried out for each technological alternative, but once this was done, information from new
studies could constantly be updated into the database.253

Additionally, the other informational inputs could also be developed into databases that could be
tapped by users of the tool on demand. For instance, rankings of technical appropriate
technology criteria were done by a group of local subject matter experts in the present work (i.e.
my staff from the larger project and engineering faculty at the IIT-M). This suite of rankings
could be utilized in summary form by other users around the world. New rankings could be done
by individuals around the world which could then be inputted into a database and eventually
used to develop global/regional/contextual summary measures which could also then be tapped
on demand. Thus, the online platform could be designed to allow users to tap into central
databases and utilize summary measures for any of the informational inputs, or customize
whichever inputs they like themselves to suit their particular application. This applies to other
inputs of the decision-making support tool, such as the ‘expert’ assessment by the investigator of
alternatives with respect to the appropriate technology criteria. Having these databases available
would also serve to reduce the workload on the implementer if desired. Building databases of
these inputs is an important stream for future work.

In the present work, the assessment of the performance of technological alternatives with respect
to the appropriate technology criteria was structured in a very open-ended way that relied on the
user to assess the context themselves. Baffrey (2005) took a different approach on this and
specifically spelled out the parameters which affect each the performance of alternatives with
respect to the appropriate technology criteria he identifies. Though this approach is inflexible and
potentially inaccurate when compared to that taken in the present work, it has the advantage of
being less demanding on the implementer. The online platform could also be designed to offer
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This could be structured as a decentralized wiki-type community that enables researchers and practitioners from
around the world to directly update the database themselves, or it could be done in a more centralized manner, with
periodic systematic reviews done by a central body.
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both strategies to users so that they can pick which suits them best. (Additionally, this would
create an interesting opportunity to see how the outcomes following from open-ended
assessments and directed assessments correlate.)

Scaling up the decision-making support tool could be done as a collaboration with organizations
in the global safe water community that have identified the need for such a tool including the
Pacific Institute or the WHO International Network to Promote HWTS. The next step is to
discuss with these groups the gaps they see today, and if and how the present decision-making
support tool could be adapted and scaled up to meet these needs. There is great potential there,
and the next step is to explore it.
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CHAPTER 9: APPENDICES
As the present work reports over three years of research, the appendices are quite voluminous.
For this reason, they have not been included within this document, but rather, as separate files
on the University of Guelph Atrium ETD submission (they can also be obtained by emailing me
at ali.s.imran@gmail.com). Below is a list of the appendices:

A

Critical appraisal of previous decision-making support tools

B

AWSP Baseline Community Survey Report

C

AWSP Baseline Health Monitoring Status Report

D

AWSP Baseline Water Quality Monitoring Report

E

Tamil Ethics Consent Form

F

English Ethics Consent Form

G

University of Guelph REB Certificate

H

FGD I session guide

I

FGD I visual aid (household systems)

J

FGD II visual aid (community systems)

K

FGD II session guide

L

FGD II criteria information cards (Tamil + English)

M

FGD II ranking sheet

N

Technical criteria information cards

O

Technical criteria ranking sheet

P

TNSCB-Sogreah schematic map of MBN with water distribution network

Q

AWSP Filter Summary Report

R

AWSP Filter lab pilot testing raw data spreadsheet

S

Primary research (FGD and INT) transcripts

T

Selection tool matrix-weighting array

U

MWA output (Scenario A)

V

MWA output (Scenario D)

W

Technical criteria rankings summary

X

MWA output (Scenario E)
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Y

MWA output (Scenario F)

ZA

Coding analysis tables (from NVivo 9)

ZB

Memos from analytical process
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APPENDIX A: CRITICAL APPRAISALS OF PREVIOUS DECISIONMAKING SUPPORT TOOLS
This appendix contains the critical appraisals of the previous decision-making support tools, as
was discussed in section 2.2.6. The exploration that follows is sub-divided into categories
according to the type of tool:
Simple comparison arrays and informed choice catalogues;
Multi-factor analyses; and
Flowcharts.
This review is done with a critical eye toward the nature of participation the various tools
envision, after the categorization developed by Parkes and Panelli (2001) (Table 2.10). It also
considers how tools perform with respect to the features of an ideal decision-making tool
identified by Lantagne et al. (2009) and Palaniappan, Lang, and Gleick (2008).1 These include:
1. A clear and complete ranking system;
2. Scores assigned from sufficient evidence;
3. Consideration of consumer preferences;
4. Consideration of economic factors (beyond simplistic cost per litre water);
5. Consideration of local water quality;
6. Consideration of the social implications of technology (equity considerations);
7. Consideration of regional specificity including institutional landscape, social structure,
cultural practices and other specific contextual factors;
8. Features a user interface that allows practitioners to input local contextual information
and then presents feasible options in a clear and informative way;
9. Provides information on the conditions conducive to scaling up or replicating a
particular technology or approach;
10. Provides information on a technology’s long-term effectiveness deriving from
evaluation and monitoring of previous implementation experience; and

1

The analysis from Palaniappan, Lang, and Gleick (2008) took a larger view to the entire WASH sector and
envisioned a systemic approach to decision-making support. A few of the requirements they identify are beyond the
scope of the present work and have been excluded. Specifically, those that are excluded are financing; information
access; comprehensive WASH directory; and hygiene approaches. These are systemic recommendations for a
sector-wide WASH decision-making support system, and go beyond the scope of the present study focused on the
selection of appropriate water treatment technologies.

1

11. Level of application—that is, whether the tool considers applications at the household
level, community level, or both.2
Each tool under review will be assessed against these features. Additionally, a few brief
comments will be made to summarize the structure of the tool. These previous works also offer
guidance vis-à-vis criteria that may be relevant for assessing the appropriateness of candidate
water treatment technologies.

Simple comparison arrays and informed choice catalogues
Comparison arrays represent the simplest available approach for decision-making support on
selecting appropriate water treatment technologies. Generally, a comparison array is simply a
chart or table featuring several technologies characterized against relevant criteria. This
arrangement allows for ease of comparison between alternatives. It is exemplified by the work of
Sobsey et al. (2008). In a generalized paper study, Sobsey et al. select five PoU treatment
technologies and compare them on the basis of various criteria selected by the authors. Selected
data from the literature is compiled in criteria comparison tables in order to select what they call
the single ‘best’ option. The tabulated data are not integrated in any apparent way into a
comprehensive valuation in order to facilitate transparent decision-making. Instead, the
conclusion of the authors seems to emerge from their ‘gut feeling’ after assigning scores for each
technology and populating the comparison array. This approach has been criticized by Lantagne
et al. (2009) on several points including that their decision-making is not transparent and thus
subject to bias, and that their “silver bullet” approach cannot possibly account for all of the
variability inherent to the situation of hundreds of millions of people lacking safe water around
the world today. A critical evaluation of the tool, on the basis of the features identified above, is
given in Table 1.
Table 1 | Critical evaluation of the tool developed by Sobsey et al. (2008).
CRITERIA
DESCRIPTION
Type of tool
Simple comparison array
Type of participation
No participation involved
Expert-driven analysis is generalized and global
A clear and complete ranking system
No ranking in data tables for microbial efficacy or health
impacts; raw data is simply listed
Sustainability criteria subject to parametric ranking

2

This is an additional criteria not discussed by Lantagne et al. (2009) or Palaniappan, Lang, and Gleick (2008).

2

Scores assigned from sufficient evidence

Consideration of consumer preferences

Consideration of economic factors
Consideration of local water quality
Consideration of the social implications
of technology (equity considerations)
Consideration of regional specificity
(i.e. institutional landscape, social
structure, cultural practices and other
specific contextual factors
Features a user interface
Provides information on the conditions
conducive to scaling up or replicating a
particular technology
Provides information on a technology’s
long-term effectiveness deriving from
evaluation and monitoring of previous
implementation experience
Levels of implementation considered

Lantagne et al. (2009) critique that “scores assigned
drawn from insufficient evidence”
Scores for each item largely come from single studies,
instead of a more comprehensive review of the literature
No consideration of local consumer preference
Does give consideration to ease-of-use as one of the
sustainability criteria considered
Limited to cost per litre of water
No consideration at all of local factors incl. water quality
No consideration of social implications or equity factors
No consideration at all of local factors

No user interface
No place for data input as it is a general ‘solution’
Minimal treatment in the form of various ‘sustainability’
criteria (i.e. supply chain, ease of use)
Some limited discussion in text, parallel to comparison
array, on previous implementation experience

Household level only

Similar to comparison arrays are informed choice catalogues. In essence, informed choice
catalogues (ICC) are a form of comparison array adapted for public presentation and sharing.
They are an excellent tool for bottom-up planning as they can succinctly and rapidly
communicate basic, relevant information on the main features, strengths and drawbacks, and
risks of various technological options to an array of stakeholders, including lay-persons. An ICC
is typically structured as a ‘technology sheet’ which outlines the basic design and function of the
technology in question, followed by an ‘evaluation sheet’ in which the technology option is
assessed according to various criteria of interest (i.e. cost, ease of use, capacity, etc.). Though not
necessarily always the case, assessment is usually highly simplified (i.e. with +ve or –ve type
rankings only) so as to clearly and unequivocally communicate the main points to lay-users; with
this however, important caveats are lost. The ICC approach can promote the emergence of an
informed debate amongst participants on what viable options could be for their community, and
as such, can encourage truly participatory decision-making (BORDA Indonesia 2006).

Weimer (2006), in a USAID-sponsored project in underprivileged urban communities in Jakarta,
Indonesia, provides an excellent example of informed choice catalogues and comparison arrays
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being used in conjunction for the participatory selection of appropriate PoU water treatment
technologies. Weimer’s approach involved three campaigns in the communities of interest. First
was a “Water Handling and Hygiene Campaign” that delivered messaging on how to safely
handle water in the home, and the implications of failing to do so, in order to sensitize
community-members to the issue. The second, was a “Point-of-Use Water Treatment
Alternatives Campaign” that introduced community-members to five possible treatment options
(selected on an a priori basis by the researcher on the basis of their perceived feasibility in the
communities of interest) using an informed choice catalogue. The informed choice catalogue
featured a comparison array in which the five technologies were ranked across dimensions of
cost, availability, acceptability, simplicity, and recontamination risk using reasoned explanations
and data specific to the local context, rather than general data from the literature, by the external
researcher. On the basis of the informed choice catalogue, community-members were then asked
to rank the five treatment alternatives from most to least preferred, after which several
households were selected to pilot the technology of their choosing. Following a month of
household piloting during which water quality and user-feedback data were collected from pilot
households, a third campaign was called in order to disseminate the collected data to communitymembers and create another opportunity for ranking treatment methods in the light of the
experiential information gleaned from the pilot study. A critical appraisal of Weimer’s approach
is given in Table 2.
Table 2 | Critical evaluation of the tool developed by Weimer (2006).
CRITERIA
DESCRIPTION
Type of tool
Informed choice catalogue including a comparison array
Information in array is not integrated, but stands alone for
consideration by implementers and community-members
Type of participation
Generally consultation with elements of cooperation, colearning, and compliance
A clear and complete ranking system
Simple exercise in non-parametric ranking
Scores assigned from sufficient evidence
Scores are based on reasoned arguments drawing on
limited information
A good feature is that the data utilized and the arguments
marshalled are specific to the local context
Consideration of consumer preferences
Brief consideration of cost, availability, acceptability, and
simplicity for each alternative treatment method
No specific consideration of local peoples’ preferences
Consideration of economic factors
Limited to cost per litre, though capital investment is
discussed
Does a good job in drawing on local information to
characterize cost for different treatment methods
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Consideration of local water quality
Consideration of the social implications
of technology (equity considerations)
Consideration of regional specificity
(i.e. institutional landscape, social
structure, cultural practices and other
specific contextual factors

Features a user interface
Provides information on the conditions
conducive to scaling up or replicating a
particular technology

Provides information on a technology’s
long-term effectiveness deriving from
evaluation and monitoring of previous
implementation experience
Levels of implementation considered

Analysis is limited to low-turbidity, microbiologically
contaminated water that characterizes the local supply
No consideration of social implications or equity factors
Data defining five criteria of concern are generally drawn
from local sources
Considers the importance of existing practices with
respect to water treatment; compares other treatment
methods against boiling which is already widely used and
hence the standard by which others are judged
Briefly considers traditional relation between ceramics
and drinking water in local socio-cultural context
No user interface, just a description of the steps taken
No information in this vein is included in the comparison
array at the beginning when community-members are
ranking choices, however, at its conclusion, the study
generates some useful recommendations for scaling
up/replication of the studied technologies in
underprivileged urban communities in Jakarta
Returns water quality and user-feedback data from pilottesting to community-members in order to inform their
subsequent ranking and decision-making
Only PoU considered

Another example of a participatory approach integrating both informed choice catalogues and
comparison arrays is the work by Brikké and Bredero (2003). The process they propose has five
steps:
1. The request for improved water supply services to some external actor should come
from a recognized representative of, or group in, the community, in order to ensure that
the demand is real.
2. Carrying out a participatory assessment to assess the needs and challenges that the
community faces. Included are considerations ranging from existing service levels to
discussion on the advantages/disadvantages of different technological options to the
availability and nature of local expertise.
3. Analysis of data collected in the previous step in order to select appropriate technologies
by judging alternatives against criteria representing technical aspects, environmental
factors, management capacity, and financial sustainability, with a strong focus on O&M
considerations.
4. Holding discussions with the community to communicate information on possible
alternatives and how they measure up with respect to sustainability criteria, via an
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informed choice catalogue, with a focus on long-term O&M requirements. Also the
assignment of responsibilities amongst different actors is an important consideration.
5. Coming to a formal agreement on the chosen technological alternative that outlines how
the system will be operated and maintained, how it will be financially sustained, and the
responsibilities of different actors.
Though the approach outlined by Brikké and Bredero is focussed on community water supply—
not water treatment technologies per se—as well as the fact that it is not articulated to the level
specific activities, it does offer instruction on how to structure a participatory exploration on
selection of appropriate water treatment technologies. The five basic steps their approach follows
sketch out what an appropriate community engagement process should look like.3 The basic
logic embodied in their participatory process informs the present development.

Multi-factor analyses
A major critique of the approaches explored in the previous section is that information on how
alternatives figure with respect to the various criteria is not integrated into a comprehensive
valuation. This is important feature as it can facilitate comparative analysis of alternatives and
more flexible, transparent, and participatory decision-making. One of the more complex
contributions to decision-making on appropriate water treatment technologies comes from the
work of Baffrey (2005). In a case study project in Kenya, Baffrey utilizes a multi-factor analysis
that incorporates a point-scoring system to integrate information and rank available technological
alternatives with respect to two suites of site- and technology-specific factors.4 Each of the
factors is assigned a weight on the basis of its desirability, that is, how significant it is for the
sustainability and applicability (i.e. the appropriateness) of alternatives in the specific locale of
implementation. Each alternative is then assessed for performance with respect to each factor by
assigning a ‘point’ score, up to a defined maximum limit (i.e. the highest score represents the
best performance).5 The scores for the alternatives on each of the factors are, as a final step,
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A critical evaluation of this work is not given as the authors only outline the approach in general terms with
detailing the specific activities involved.
4
Multi-factor analysis is a methodology commonly used by engineers to rationally evaluate a number of alternatives
(technological options in the present work) in terms of a set of weighted factors (referred to by Baffrey as
‘parameters’, but as ‘criteria’ in the present work).
5
The multi-factor analysis with point-scoring utilized by Baffrey is analogous to matrix-weighting which is used in
the present work.
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cross-multiplied by the weighting of each respective criterion and summed to generate a relative
ranking of all of the options.6

Though Baffrey’s decision-making tool is an output of the International Network for the
Promotion of Safe Household Water Treatment and Storage, it has not published in any journal,
nor has it been disseminated widely by the network.7 Baffrey himself offers the disclaimer that
the tool he develops is only a prototype, a useful for starting point. However, there are some
considerable structural critiques that can be made of it, which may limit its field applicability
beyond the Kenyan sites in which it was developed. A review of the tool is given in Table 3, and
the following is a list of critiques of Baffrey’s work that future developments should be
responsive to:
It is limited to only household level systems, and does not give any consideration
to the possibility of community level systems.
Though Baffrey states that it is designed to be participatory in process, he
simultaneously acknowledges that his approach is “expert-driven”, in that the
selection of relevant criteria, the preference for various criteria as defined by their
weightings, and the assignment of performance scores for each technological
alternative remain in the purview of a single assessor, most likely an external
‘expert’. He suggests that this problem can be ameliorated by incorporating the
6

A related effort – albeit not for the selection of appropriate safe water alternatives, but for the selection of
appropriate sanitation system alternatives – also offers some instructive lessons for the present development. A tool
currently under development, the Wastewater Infrastructure Systems DecisiOn Matrix (or the ‘WISDOM’ project),
an effort of the Swiss Federal Institute of Aquatic Science and Technology (EAWAG), sees the selection of
appropriate and sustainable sanitation system technologies as a complex multiple-criteria group decision making
problem (EAWAG 2009). The similarities in the goals—and thus approaches—with the present work are apparent.
The WISDOM tool involves decomposing the sanitation system into component functional units. Technological
alternatives for each function are then assessed for suitability in the locale of implementation on the basis of various
criteria—classed into technical, economic, social, environmental, and institutional groupings—and examined for
mutual compatibility with other components of the system. The WISDOM project is important as it enhances the
approach embodied by the work of Baffrey (2005) in that it aims to also consider the variable preferences of
different stakeholders when comparing and ranking alternatives. The individual preferences of different decisionmakers are to be obtained by some multiple criteria decision aid method—though which method is to be used has
not yet been established. To arrive at a consensus solution, the WISDOM tool seeks to utilize a topological approach
to evaluate the degree of similarity/dissimilarity of individual opinions with respect to a collective opinion or
alternatively, by an algebraic approach dealing with the degree of consensus for each individual (EAWAG 2010).
As yet, these are just proposals as the tool is under development. Though the WISDOM tool is still in its inception
stages, it does suggest some interesting possibilities that are informative for the present work.
7
The International Network for the Promotion of Safe Household Water Treatment and Storage is a working body
established by the WHO bringing together the United Nations, bilateral agencies, private sector companies, and
research institutions for the promotion of HWTS strategies in the developing world (WHO 2011).
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perspectives of multiple stakeholders, but does not propose a method by which to
do this, nor does he follow through with the suggestion in his own case study
applications.
Similarly, he also claims that the tool is designed to be transparent in its
assumptions and straightforward in its design—so as to allow modifications (and
indeed modifications may well be required as the assumptions he makes are
highly site specific)—but he does not propose any methods by which local,
contextual information could be gathered in a participatory way in order to
modify the assumptions he has made and which determine the outcomes so
strongly. The role of local stakeholders is simply to furnish input data regarding
local conditions. Specific participatory methods need to be stipulated and built
into a tool so that valid and representative local information can be gathered at
any site of implementation.
The deterministic outcome, with the ‘best’ technology indicated by a ‘high score’,
is cause for some concern, bringing to mind the “silver bullet” critique from
earlier discussion on post-normal science (section 2.3.2). As Murphy (2010) says
“a prescriptive tool has the danger of allowing the user to ‘bypass’ detailed
examination of issues such as technology delivery mechanisms, subsidy,
sustainability, user feedback and perceptions.” Does arriving at a discrete number
do justice to a complex, uncertain, and ethically significant matter such as the
provision of safe water to marginalized communities? It would be more in line
with the precepts of post-normal science to pursue an approach that facilitates the
emergence of dialogue between different groups of stakeholders on what is a
desirable strategy for action, its challenges and its opportunities.
Baffrey attempts to include too many considerations into a single point-scoring
matrix system, whereas some criteria are really more akin to on/off switches (i.e.
will work/will not work) rather than contributors of a certain limited number of
points. Such concerns may be better addressed to a logic model such as a
flowchart, or as a point of concern in a group discussion. These may be more
appropriate strategies than a multi-factor analysis when dealing with criteria that
could represent certain system failure in some cases.
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Baffrey acknowledges that multi-factor analysis is susceptible to distortion via the
“halo effect” wherein an excessively high or low score in a single factor can
overwhelmingly detract from the overall score for a particular alternative. To
remedy this he suggests that a “cursory analysis” be pursued but does not
elaborate on what this might entail. There are a range of distortive possibilities
with ranking systems which will be discussed further in the next chapter.
Several of the site-specific criteria he utilizes are superfluous in that they reflect
no real variation between all possible alternatives and are then uninformative (e.g.
occurrence of disease).
Baffrey utilizes technology-specific criteria in sets unique to each technology in
question. On closer inspection, these reflect broader concerns which could be
better expressed as general criteria applicable to all possible technologies, in order
to streamline what is otherwise a somewhat ‘clunky’ process, so to speak.
Table 3 | Critical evaluation of the tool developed by Baffrey (2005).
CRITERIA
DESCRIPTION
Type of tool
Multi-factor analysis with point-scoring system
Type of participation
Consultation of local community-members for the
collection of information on a limited set of site-specific
parameters
Baffrey suggests that the tool could be modified to
include more participation—on the weighting of criteria
for instance—but does not put this into practice or suggest
methods by which to do this
The numbers-driven approach taken by Baffrey may serve
to curtail engagement with local community-members on
desired outcomes, necessary tradeoffs, and preferred
solutions, critical matters that are perhaps better handled
through open discussion (in fact, much to the contrary, he
claims that the tool only requires 30 minutes to generate
an ‘answer’!).
A clear and complete ranking system
Fairly robust ranking system incorporates a range of siteand technology-specific parameters
Distributes points for each technology based on its
performance with respect to different site-specific
parameters up to a set, maximum limit he defines
Points are tallied and cross-multiplied against the weight
of each parameter, giving a cumulative point score which
is the basis of comparison
Ranking of technologies is very much expert-driven as
both the weighting of criteria and the scoring of
technology performance is done on an a priori basis
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Scores assigned from sufficient evidence

Consideration of consumer preferences

Consideration of economic factors

Consideration of local water quality

Consideration of the social implications
of technology (equity considerations)

Scores for the performance of alternatives with respect to
the various parameters are assigned—that is,
‘suggested’—by Baffrey on the basis of an informed,
‘expert’ opinion, which draws on knowledge of the
literature
Scores are also highly site-specific, so it does not draw on
the literature per se, though it does give consideration to
experiences in the local implementation area which is
arguably superior to projecting findings from other places
onto his particular case study area
Several of the site-specific criteria he uses are based on
assumptions that are both suspect in their reasoning and
totally unsubstantiated by evidence (e.g. that children
under the age of twelve or illiterate people are incapable
of understanding and performing water management tasks
in the home)
Some limited consideration of factors relating to
willingness to pay, but not much else
Several factors he uses are in fact proxies for other
considerations, which may be better considered with if
they were directly included as factors (e.g. age of
members of the household as a proxy for acceptable level
of technical complexity).
He acknowledges, but then excludes, some criteria (what
he calls “applicability criteria”) which include important
considerations such as user-friendliness, maintenance
complexity, etc. He suggests these should be included in
future developments on decision-making support tools.
Utilizes several measures to assess economic factors
including family wealth, consumer willingness-to-pay,
and available funding (bursaries)
Considers several factors relating to local water quality
including source type, turbidity, and microbiological
contamination
Importantly, if the equipment or trained personnel are not
available to assess the latter two measures, source type
can be used as a heuristic to presume the local water
quality. In this way, the tool is flexible allowing for
proxies to be used if data cannot be gathered.
Only considers microbiological contamination and not
chemical contaminants
No consideration of social factors
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Consideration of regional specificity
(i.e. institutional landscape, social
structure, cultural practices and other
specific contextual factors
Features a user interface

Provides information on the conditions
conducive to scaling up or replicating a
particular technology

Provides information on a technology’s
long-term effectiveness deriving from
evaluation and monitoring of previous
implementation experience
Levels of implementation considered

Highly localized exploration
In fact, the entire tool is inextricably linked to the case
study locale in which it was developed, resulting in some
locale-specific artefacts being incorporated into the
design, making it a less general solution than it could be
Features a simple, but intuitive, “fill-in-the-blank” user
interface that prompts the ‘assessor’ to provide
information on the nature of the locale by assigning a
value for the various site-specific parameters (for
instance, the turbidity of the local water supply). The
possible ranges of values for the site-specific parameters
influence how different technologies may perform under
those conditions
Available in both paper and electronic formats to make it
accessible to many users8
Considers market factors and previous experience with
applications thoroughly
Gives fairly thorough consideration to factors affecting
scaling up including the nature of local governance and
infrastructure, as well as the presence of NGOs, schools,
and health clinics in the locale.
It also considers the marketing environment by looking to
factors such as mass media presence, availability of local
distributors, availability of skilled labour and technical
support in order to assess the viability of commerciallyavailable technologies
Draws on previous experience in the case study locale in
order to assign scores for technologies which embody
what was successful, and what was not
Considers factors relating sustainable expansion of
implementation as described in the previous row
Only household level

Another example of a multi-factor analysis is the WAWTTAR computer program (Water and
Wastewater Treatment Technologies Appropriate for Reuse), developed by Brad Finney and
Robert Greenheart (2005), two professors at Humboldt State University in California.
WAWTTAR is a “predictive program” to assist planners with selecting water and wastewater
treatment system options that are appropriate to available material and human resources in
different locales in both the global North and the South. The input for the program covers cost
constraints, performance standards, raw water/wastewater quality, and community needs and
capabilities (including demographics, climate, level of training available, and local resource
availability). The main outputs of the program are a) a listing of infeasible system options based

8

In order to accommodate all kinds of actors, Baffrey presents the tool in two formats: a paper-based form as well
as a computer-based MS Excel spreadsheet. The computer-based version is available online at the online portal for
the International Network for the Promotion of Safe Household Water Treatment and Storage
(http://stellar.mit.edu/S/project/hwts-network/materials.html).
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on local characteristics; and b) descriptions of possible treatment chains that meet the resource
limits and effluent standards defined by the user, along with predictions of their localized
performance, ranked by their capital and O&M costs (Finney and Gearheart 2004). The program
does not return a ‘best’ possible solution out of concern of becoming a ‘black box’ and
displacing solid engineering judgment. Instead, it focuses on evaluation, and facilitating
comparative analysis of different system options by technical personnel (Finney and Gearheart
2008). A critical evaluation of the WAWTTAR tool is given in Table 4.
Table 4 | Critical evaluation of the WAWTTAR program (Finney and Gearheart 2005).
CRITERIA
DESCRIPTION
Type of tool
Computer-assisted systems evaluation tool
Type of participation
Does not offer a place for the involvement of local
community-members
Entirely expert-driven
A clear and complete ranking system
Matrix analyses that compare alternatives against criteria
and local characteristics, generating a list of viable system
options, their performances, ranked by cost
Scores assigned from sufficient evidence
Extensive (and modifiable) databases included in
program, drawn from the literature, of water and
wastewater processes, including on-site/decentralized
options, along with their removal efficiencies, design
outlines, and drawings
Consideration of consumer preferences
Does not consider consumer preferences per se
Consideration of economic factors
Considers capital/construction and on-going O&M costs
Consideration of local water quality
Includes both raw water for water treatment systems, and
wastewater quality for wastewater systems
Also considers effluent water quality standards from
several jurisdictions for both kinds of outputs
Consideration of the social implications
Does not consider social implications
of technology (equity considerations)
Consideration of regional specificity
Considers local water/wastewater quality and local
(i.e. institutional landscape, social
standards for these
structure, cultural practices and other
Includes community factors such as demographics,
specific contextual factors
climate, and resource availability (including spare parts
supply and availability of trained personnel)
Features a user interface
Computer program usable by trained technical persons
only
Provides information on the conditions
Offers an index of flexibility and expandability for each
conducive to scaling up or replicating a
feasible treatment system option given in the output
particular technology
listing
Provides information on a technology’s
Databases draw on extensive implementation knowledge
long-term effectiveness deriving from
(9 years of development, collecting of information) for
evaluation and monitoring of previous
generating system performance estimates
implementation experience
Levels of implementation considered
Considers community level small systems in rural and
peri-urban contexts primarily
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Flowcharts
From what we saw in the previous section, it is clear that there are some important aspects of
decision-making on appropriate water treatment technologies that require a different kind of
treatment than that which multi-factor analysis can provide. Many of the considerations in this
problem are of a decisive nature, entailing that the system will work or fail entirely.9 There are
several considerations of this nature, which primarily relate to water quality parameters. Such
considerations may be better suited to a logical decision-making frame such as flowcharts.

A preliminary but highly informative use of a flowchart to guide decision-making on appropriate
water treatment technologies is found in the work of Murphy (2010). Her POU decision
flowchart poses a series of questions that implementers must consider prior to selecting a specific
PoU technology. The tool is comprised of five steps that articulate the logic implicit to the
engineering design of water treatment systems. A critical review of the technology is given in
Table 5.
1. The first step considers some key questions pertaining to whether a household- or
community level approach should be taken.10
2. The second step then asks the implementer to look at to the water quality identifying
several water quality parameters of import for both surface and ground water sources.
3. The third step brings in the logical decision-making that separates this approach from
others. It looks at the local water quality, and identifies those parameters that require
necessary technical approaches.11 Murphy does not further develop the comparative
analysis of feasible technologies, but simply provides a comparison array of several
prominent technologies.
4. The implementer is then asked to consider the feasible options against a range of local
appropriateness criteria.

9

For instance, the presence of high levels of turbidity in the source water demands some means of clarification
before disinfection; not doing so would render disinfection totally ineffective. Simply weighing factors does not
accurately reflect the ‘make or break’ nature of this concern.
10
Prominent considerations here include whether there are chemical contaminants present in the water that are
difficult to treat at a small-scale household level, and social and political factors of the context that would promote
the feasibility of one or the other approach.
11
For instance, if there is heavy metals contamination, a community level system should be considered instead of
PoU options or alternatively, when there is high level of turbidity some method of clarification is required (i.e.
settling or filtration).
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5. The final step then recommends that implementers pilot test their selected technology in
the implementation community.
Table 5 | Critical evaluation of the tool developed by Murphy (2010).
CRITERIA
DESCRIPTION
Type of tool
Logical flowchart with a comparison array
Type of participation
Meant to be applied by an ‘expert’ implementer, no space
for community participation in preliminary design
A clear and complete ranking system
No ranking per se, only a comparison array
Scores assigned from sufficient evidence
Scores present in comparison array are taken from
reviews of the literature
Consideration of consumer preferences
Considers a limited number of consumer preferences,
primarily consumer willingness-to-pay, by raising some
points for implementers to consider in Step 4
Also asks whether households are satisfied (or why not)
with the household treatment they currently practice, if
they do
Consideration of economic factors
In Step 4, includes questions on affordability, willingnessto-pay, subsidization, and microfinance schemes, as well
as other questions relating to marketing and supply chain
Consideration of local water quality
Directly asks what is the local water quality and identifies
parameters of interest for both surface and groundwater
sources.
Important parameters including turbidity, microbiological
contamination, heavy metals, nitrate/nitrite, and
iron/manganese directly influence which technologies are
feasible and should be considered
Consideration of the social implications
Step 4 asks implementers to consider what effect possible
of technology (equity considerations)
subsidization would have on sustainability and considers
outreach strategies for implementation
Consideration of regional specificity
Also considered are a range of local factors including
(i.e. institutional landscape, social
local availability of different technologies, supply chain,
structure, cultural practices and other
local entrepreneurs for assisting with marketing, other
specific contextual factors
organizations in the region who are able to assist or have
had previous experience to learn from, and outreach
strategies
Features a user interface
Tool is not fully developed, just a preliminary sketch, but
flowchart approach is accessible to users
Provides information on the conditions
Looks to systemic factors including marketing, outreach,
conducive to scaling up or replicating a
and sustainability through posing questions to the
particular technology
implementer in Step 4
Provides information on a technology’s
Prompts implementer to consider this question
long-term effectiveness deriving from
But only provides this information in the comparison
evaluation and monitoring of previous
array which draws from previous experiences documented
implementation experience
in the literature
Levels of implementation considered
Both household and community level applications
considered
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1 Introduction
As part of the Alternative Water Systems Project (AWSP), a baseline survey was conducted
in the case study community of Mylai Balaji Nagar in south Chennai, India. The purpose of
this study was three-fold: 1) to describe the socio-economic status of the community; 2) to
describe existing water, sanitation, and hygiene practices in the community; and 3) to assess
the prevalence of diarrhoeal disease in the community.

The baseline survey was conducted with two sets of questionnaires. Initially, the survey was
conducted using an extended health and hygiene questionnaire. This included questions
relating to socio-economic status, as well as water consumption patterns, hygiene practices,
and diarrhoeal disease prevalence. Following the initial application of the extended
questionnaire, an ongoing health and hygiene questionnaire was deployed which consisted of
a subset of questions from the extended health and hygiene questionnaire. Specifically, it
excluded questions on socio-economic status (as these were seen to be static) and retained
questions relating to water consumption patterns, hygiene practices, and diarrhoeal disease
prevalence. These latter items were tracked for variation over a period of one year.

The first extended health and hygiene survey was conducted between January 28, 2010 and
February 3, 2010. That data from this period was presented in the first interim report.
Following the first extended survey, the ongoing survey was implemented until a population
re-sampling event occurred in April 2010. With the new population sample, the second
extended health and hygiene survey was conducted between April 19, 2010 and May 25,
2010. From this point up until the end of the study on January 23, 2011, the ongoing survey
was implemented again with the new sample population. A total of 23 field visits were
completed by the end of the study. This document presents the findings from the second
extended survey and the results from the on-going survey from April 2010 up to the end of
the study in January 2011. The timeline of the study is summarized in the table below.
Start Date
January 28, 2010
February 3, 2010
April 19, 2010
April 19, 2010

End date
February 3, 2010
April 19, 2010
May 25, 2010

May 25, 2010

January 23, 2011

Survey instrument
First extended health and hygiene survey
Ongoing health and hygiene survey
Population re-sampling event
Second extended health and hygiene survey with new population
sample
Ongoing health and hygiene survey with new population sample
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This document also reports on some of the ancillary community development and outreach
activities that the Project has undertaken in the community. These include 1) a volleyball
tournament; 2) a quiz competition; 3) a tree plantation drive; and 4) a children’s health camp.
These activities are detailed in the appendices. Furthermore, the transcripts from the
community-design meetings in which the household filter developed by the project was
refined in accordance with end-user preferences are also appended.

2 Methodology
A copy of a community map of Mylai Balaji Nagar was obtained so that the sampling frame
could be determined for the baseline health study. The community is divided into four
sectors. Each sector is divided up into a number of plots. In general, a plot number
corresponds to a house number. On the map, there are 2202 plots and it was assumed,
initially, for sample size calculations that each plot contains one house. In reality, this was not
found to be the case. Upon visiting the community, many plots were empty and some houses
were built on two plots, therefore the population of 2202 households is an overestimate of the
actual number of homes in the community.

2.1 Sampling technique
2.1.1 First extended survey
This was explained in the previous interim progress report. Please refer the previous interim
report.

2.1.2 Second extended survey
In April 2010, it was decided to enrich the number of tap water users (TWU) in the study. It
was expected that prevalence of diarrhoeal disease was higher among tap water users as they
are most vulnerable to water-related disease, since the quality of tap water is poor and
microbiologically contaminated.

Thus, a re-sampling event took place in which a door-to-door census in the community
identified all of the TWU present at the time. New households were visited starting at the plot
next to participants already included in the study from which point onward every consecutive
household was visited to ensure a full census of the community. Household meeting the
2

inclusion criteria were included in the study. TWU households from the initial survey were
retained, while newly identified TWUs were recruited for participation in remaining baseline
data collection. Some bottled-water users (BWU) from the initial sample were deselected
using systematic random sampling. All lorry-water users from the initial survey were
retained.

2.2 Inclusion criteria
2.2.1 First extended survey
The following were the inclusion criteria for the study during its initial phase in JanuaryFebruary 2010:
1. The household needed to have at least one child ≤ 5 years old living in the home.
2. The household had to be willing to participate in the year-long study and could
commit to having someone at home to answer questions every two weeks (usually
the primary caregiver for the children).
If the household met these requirements, then they were enrolled in the study and ethical
consent was obtained. If these two criteria were not met, then the household would not be
included, shifting the sampling frame to the subsequent household until a household was
found with the desired criteria within a 15-home interval. In some cases, the plots were empty
or the homes were abandoned. These homes were replaced with subsequent households and
their plot numbers were noted. In the event that the household was not home, the household
was visited twice before replacing them with the next household. Thus, within every 15household interval there was one household sampled, covering the entire community equally.

2.2.2 Second extended survey
The inclusion requirements for the study we modified in order to enrich the proportion of
TWU in the study;
1. The household needed to have at least one child ≤ 5 years-old living in the home.
2. The household should use tap water as their source of drinking water.
3. The household should be willing to participate in a year long study.
Those houses that were not visited within the 15-household interval during the initial
enrolment were checked for these inclusion criteria and a full census was conducted in this
manner.
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2.3 Enrolment protocol
The study would be for a one-year period, with data collection (i.e. survey administration)
occurring once every two weeks for every study household. This is done so as to have regular
monitoring of disease distribution and seasonal variability of risk factors in the study
community (i.e. drinking water source, water treatment, hygienic practices). In total, there
were 23 field visits for a one-year period. The rosters emerging from the enrolment process
are included as an appendix (A5: Final roster of survey participants).

2.3.1 First extended survey
A total of 137 households were initially enrolled in the baseline health study. There were
thirteen households that were found that did not match the inclusion criteria of the study on
re-visiting (i.e. they do not have child ≤ 5 years old living in the home) and were
subsequently dropped.

2.3.2 Second extended survey
A total of 119 households were enrolled in the health study following the re-sampling event.

2.4 Questionnaire
The extended survey questionnaire elicits details on demographics; socio-economic status;
water, sanitation and hygiene; and diarrhoeal disease prevalence. It is appended to this
document (A3: Extended health and hygiene survey questionnaire) for the full questionnaire.
The ongoing survey is a subset of this questionnaire and is also appended (A4: Ongoing
health and hygiene survey questionnaire).

3 Results
The data from the extended health and hygiene survey conducted between April 19, 2010 and
May 25, 2010 is reported below. The data from the ongoing survey conducted for a year until
the end of the study in January 2011 is also reported here.
Different data were elicited by either survey. The data from the extended survey are largely
static, whereas the data taken from the on-going survey represent temporally-variable
measures. In the following section, different content comes from either of the two surveys, as
identified in the table below (Table 1).
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Table 1: Informational content taken from extended and ongoing surveys.
Content type
Demographic
Details

Water
Management

Health and
Hygiene

Socioeconomic
Status

Extended survey

On-going survey

Number of family members
Gender of respondents
Location of respondents
Source of drinking water
Perception of quality of drinking
water
Treatment of tap water
Method of treatment of tap water
Source of water for household
purpose
Pattern of solid waste disposal
Hand washing behaviour
Availability of soap for hand washing
Prevalence of diarrheal disease
Method of treatment of diarrheal
disease
Accessibility to toilet
Ownership of home
Type of house
Possession of TV, Motorbike

Primary source of drinking water
Treatment of Drinking water
Treatment of Drinking water those
drinking tap water (TWU)
Method of treating drinking water
Frequency of treating drinking water.
Prevalence of diarrheal disease
Treatment of Diarrheal disease

3.1 Demographics
The demographic section dealt with several questions. These included:
Location of respondents
Number of family members
Gender of respondents

3.1.1 Breakdown of respondents by sector
The breakdown of participants by sector is presented in Figure 1. It revealed that majority of
42% of respondents are from 2nd sector since it is a large sector in terms of number plots in
the sector. Subsequently 26% of respondents are from sector 4 even though this sector is
smaller in size but number of tap water users is greater in this sector.
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Figure 1: Distribution of Participants after census survey.

3.1.2 Family size
The distributions of number of family members in the households are presented in Figure 2. It
revealed that majority of 36% of respondents households have 4 members in a family. It also
revealed that 3% of respondents have 10 members in the family.

Figure 2: Size of family and distribution in community

3.1.3 Gender
The following describes the participants by gender is presented in Figure 3. It revealed that
majority of 86% of participants are female. This is expected as women are the primary caregivers in the home.
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Figure 3: Gender breakdown of respondents.

3.2 Water management
In this section we present data on several questions including:
•

Source of drinking water

•

Perception of quality of drinking water

•

Treatment of tap water

•

Method of treatment of tap water

•

Source of water for household purpose

3.2.1 Source of drinking water
The source of drinking water is presented in Figure 4. It revealed that a majority of 46% of
respondents use tap water as their primary source of drinking water and subsequently 41% of
respondents use bottled water as their primary source of drinking water. Another 13% of
respondents use lorry water as their primary source of drinking water.
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Figure 4: Source of drinking water.

3.2.2 Quality of drinking water
The following describes perception of quality of drinking water, as presented in Figure 5. It
revealed that 68% of respondents expressed that the quality of drinking water is not of good
quality and only 32% of respondents alone expressed that the quality of drinking water is of
good quality.

Figure 5: Perception of quality of drinking water.

3.2.3 Treatment of tap water
Figure 6 describes the proportion of TWU households that treat the tap water

before

drinking. It revealed that 30% of tap water users did not treat their drinking water. This
emphasizes the need for treatment of tap water.
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Figure 6: Treatment of tap water

3.2.4 Method of treating tap water
The method used to treat tap water is presented in Figure 7. It revealed that 76% of those
people who treat their tap water use boiling as their method of treating the tap water. 22% of
those people use candle filter as their method of treating the tap water. A small percentage
(2%) also use an aqua filter.

Figure 7: Method of treatment of tap water.

3.2.5 Source of water for household purposes
The following describes the source of water for household purposes (i.e. cooking, cleaning,
laundry, etc.) in Figure 8. It revealed that 98% of respondents use tap water for their
household purposes and only 2% of respondents use lorry water for their household purpose.
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Figure 8: Source of water for household purposes.

3.2.6 Availability of tap water
This finding illustrates the availability of tap water in Figure 9. It revealed that 40% of
respondents expressed that they get tap water once in two weeks and 53% of respondents
expressed that they get tap water once in 5-7 days. Another 9% of respondents expressed that
they get tap water once in 15 days. As this comes from the ongoing survey, it demonstrates
the variability of the tap water being turned on in the community over the course of the
period from April 2010 until January 2011. Most of the time it is available once a week, but
at some points through the year this decreases to up to 2 weeks.

Figure 9: Availability of tap water.

3.3 Health & hygiene
This section dealt with health and hygienic practices. There are several questions such as:
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•

Pattern of solid waste disposal

•

Hand-washing behaviour

•

Availability of soap for hand-washing

•

Prevalence of diarrheal disease

•

Method of treatment of diarrheal disease

•

Accessibility to toilet

3.3.1 Pattern of solid waste disposal
The following describes the pattern of solid waste disposal in Figure 10. It revealed that 35%
of respondents throw their solid waste in the canal and 32% of respondents threw their solid
waste “somewhere” in the community. Another 22% of respondents put their solid wastes by
road. Only a small percentage (3%) utilized a waste collection bin.

Figure 10: Pattern of solid waste disposal.

3.3.2 Accessibility to toilet
The following describes the accessibility to toilet in Figure 11. It revealed that 64% of
respondents use a personal latrine and 22% of respondents use the public toilets in the
community (i.e. shared latrines). Another 11% of respondents have a bathroom in their home
and a small percentage (3%) practise open defecation.
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Figure 11: Accessibility to toilet and other defecation practices.

3.3.3 Hand washing behaviour
The following describes the hand-washing behaviour in Figure 12. Respondents could offer
multiple answers to this question. It revealed that 32% of respondents wash their hands
before eating and 21% of respondents wash their hands when it is dirty. Another 6% of
respondents say they never wash their hands.

Figure 12: When hand-washing behaviour is practiced in the community.
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3.3.4 Hand-washing behaviour of children
The following describes the hand washing behaviour of children in Figure 13. It revealed that
38% of children wash their hands when it is dirty and 28% of children wash their hands while
bathing. Another 20% of children wash their hands before eating and 4% of children wash
their hands after using toilet.

Figure 13: Hand-washing behaviour of children.

3.3.5 Availability of soap for hand-washing
The following describes the availability of soap for hand-washing in Figure 14. It revealed
that 51% of respondents did not have soap for hand-washing present in the home, while 49%
of respondents did have soap for hand-washing available.
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Figure 14: Availability of soap for hand-washing.

3.3.6 Prevalence of diarrheal disease
During the second extended survey (i.e. Field Visit #6), the prevalence of diarrhoeal disease
was observed to be 2.34% amongst children less than 5 years of age. Amongst the whole
study population (i.e. regardless of age), it was observed to be 1.72%.

3.3.7 Method of treating diarrheal diseases
The following describes the method of treatment of diarrheal disease in Figure 15. It revealed
that 45% of respondents use allopathy (i.e. western medicine – clinic, doctor, hospital, etc.) to
treat the diarrheal disease and 35% of respondents use traditional medicine to treat the
diarrheal disease. Another 15% of respondents did not treat the diarrheal disease and 5% of
respondents used oral rehydration therapy in the home.
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Figure 15: Method of treatment for diarrheal disease.

3.4 Socio-economic status
This section dealt with the socio-economic status of the respondents. These questions were
only included in the extended survey. This section dealt with questions on:
•

Ownership of house

•

Type of house

•

Possession of motorcycle

•

Possession of Television

3.4.1 Ownership of House
The proportion of respondents who were also owners of their house is presented in Figure 16.
This revealed that 76% of respondents own their house while 24% rented their house.
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Figure 16: Ownership of house.

3.4.2 Type of housing construction
The following describes the type of house construction in Figure 17. The following revealed
that 27% of respondents have corrugated metal roofs and 27% of respondents have tiled
house. Another 25% of respondents have a pukka (concrete structure) house representing the
most durable and costly construction. Some 20% have only thatch roofs representing the
poorest households.

Figure 17: Type of house construction.

3.4.3 Availability of television
The following describes the availability of television in Figure 18. It revealed that 80% of
respondents had a television in their home and 20% of respondents did not.
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Figure 18: Proportion of households with a television set in the home.

3.5 Results from ongoing survey
In this section, the results of all 23 field survey visits are presented. There is a break
identified from April 2010 onwards, representing the time of the re-sampling event. Ongoing
survey visits were conducted to each household on a bi-weekly basis. In this section, timeseries of the 23 sampling events are shown in order to illustrate seasonal variability. This
section presents results on the following:
•

Source of drinking water

•

Treatment of drinking water

•

Method of treatment of drinking water

•

Prevalence of diarrheal disease

•

Method of treatment of diarrheal disease

3.5.1 Source of drinking water
The source of drinking water used by study households changes over the course of they year.
Figure 19 describes the primary source of drinking water and its seasonal variation amongst
participants over the 23 visits of the ongoing survey.
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Figure 19: Distribution of primary source of drinking water supply over the course of the year.

3.5.2 Treatment of drinking water
The following describes the proportion of households regularly treating their drinking water
over the course of the 23 ongoing field visits (Figure 20). It revealed that significant number
of respondents, about 50% of the community, did not regularly treat their drinking water.
This represents the responses from all households in the study, regardless of what their source
of drinking water is.
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Figure 20: Distribution of practice of regular treatment of drinking water.

3.5.3 Treatment of Drinking water those drinking tap water
The following describes the proportion of households using tap water as their primary
drinking source who are regularly treating their water (Figure 21). It revealed that around
60% of TWU regularly treat their drinking water, a higher rate than that observed from
amongst the entire study population, as it would be expected that TWU would be more
included to treat than water than either BWU or LWU.

Figure 21: Proportions of treatment of drinking water amongst those using tap water as their primary source.

3.5.4 Method of treatment of drinking water used by TWU
The following describes the method of treatment of drinking water by TWU households
(Figure 22). It revealed that many tap water users boil their drinking water however a
substantial level of people did not treat their drinking water.
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Figure 22: Method of treatment of drinking water amongst TWU.

3.5.5 Frequency of treating drinking water amongst TWU
The following describes the frequency of treating the drinking water amongst TWU (Figure
23). The following revealed that substantial numbers of tap water users always clean their
drinking water and another majority of people did not treat their drinking water.

Figure 23: Frequency of cleaning the drinking water amongst TWU.
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3.5.6 Availability of soap for hand-washing
The following describes the availability of soap for hand-washing in the home (Figure 24).
The following revealed that majority of people did not have soap for hand-washing. A
substantial decline is observed after the re-sampling event, indicating that the TWU-enriched
sample had less hand-washing practice, possibly reflecting lower socio-economic status or
water availability.

Figure 24: Availability of soap for hand-washing.

3.5.7 Longitudinal prevalence of diarrheal disease
The following describes the longitudinal prevalence of diarrheal disease (Figure 25). As
expected, after increasing the number of tap water users in the study there was an observed
increase in the prevalence of diarrheal disease observed amongst the study population.
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Longitudinal Diarrhoel Disease Prevalence Among Children <5 years in MB Nagar
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Figure 25: Longitudinal prevalence of diarrheal disease among children <5 years in MB Nagar.

3.5.8 Method of treatment of diarrheal disease
The following describes the method of treatment of diarrheal disease when people suffered
from the illness in the household those (Figure 26). It revealed that majority of people go for
allopathic treatment for diarrheal disease and substantial numbers of people prefer selftreatment.
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Figure 26: Method of treatment of diarrheal disease.

4 Conclusions
Some of the major findings of the second extended health and hygiene study include:
1. The survey identified that 46% of households use tap water as their primary source of
drinking water while 41% of households use bottled water as their primary source of
drinking water. Another 13% of households use lorry water as their primary source of
drinking water.
2. The survey revealed that 70% of households in the study sample drinking tap water
clean their drinking water and 30% of households did not clean their drinking water.
3. The survey found that 76% of household in the study sample that treat the tap water
use boiling as their method of treatment and 22% of household treat their tap water
using candle filter.
4. The survey identified that 40% of households in the study sample get tap water once
in 2 weeks and 9% of people expressed that they get tap water once in 15 days.
5. It was identified that 57% of people in the study sample dispose their solid waste in
canal and by road.
6. The survey revealed that 64% of study households use personal latrine and 22% of
household use public toilet. Whereas 3% of household go for open space.
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7. The survey identified that 45% of household participating in the baseline study
observed with diarrheal disease treat their disease by allopathic method whereas 35%
of household use traditional medicine to treat the diarrheal disease.

The on-going diarrhoeal disease dataset revealed that diarrhoeal disease prevalence
amongst children under the age of five years is relatively low, with some sampling events
registering no diarrhoeal events with a maximum rate of 3.5%, over the course of the
entire study. On average, the prevalence ratio amongst children under the age of 5 years
was 1.15% prior to the re-sampling event (which is representative of the entire
community). Following the re-sampling event, which enriched the number of tap-water
users (TWU) households in the study, the average rate for the rest of the year was 1.06%.
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Appendices
A1: Transcripts of community-design meetings
Community meetings are organised across all the sectors in order to create the involvement of
people in the process of development of filters. Different kinds of filters are made and it was
taken to the community to find out their feasibility in using and maintaining the filters. There
are five community meetings are organised. They are as follows
1. On 16th August 2010 at Sector 1
2. On 9th of September 2010 at Sector 4
3. On 23rd of September 2010 at Sector 3
4. On 1st of October 2010 at Sector 1
5. On 21st of October 2010 at Sector 2
In the community meetings, the different filters are displayed to the community and the
demonstrations are shown to the people. Initially there were 5 kinds of filters were taken to
the community using earthen pot, stainless steel pot, plastic pots, PVC pipe and bucket
filters. During the community meetings people are given various suggestions on each filters
and their suggestions are taken into considerations. Those suggestions were incorporated in
the next community meetings. For every community meetings there were modifications were
made in the filters. People are suggested that they did not want earthen pot filter sine the
every household has children at home and even it is difficult for them to maintain the filters.
So the earthen pot system was removed. Then 4 layer systems were also removed since
people said that it would be space constraint at home. People preferred Plastic bucket model
filter and it was refined according to the suggestions of the people. The initial size of the
bucket was 20 litres then it was increased to 50 litres as per the request of the people. The
transcripts for these meetings follow.
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Date

:

16.08.2010

Day

:

Monday

Place :

Ist Sector

Folder :

“B”

Time :

3:30pm

Duration:

1 hour 10 sec

IIT – Srini:

Welcome! I am srinivasan from Indian Institute of Technology – Madras. We

are implementing Alternative Water System Project in mylai balaji nagar from august 2009.
Under this project we are doing two different activities in mylai balaji nagar. One is
longitudinal health survey and another is drawing water sample from all the sectors and lake.
Since water quality in mylai balaji nagar is not good. So we are analyzing the water samples
across all the sectors and the lake water.
IIT - Jincy

:

From last year we are taking water samples from 4 sectors and from

lake. With the drawn water samples, we are analyzing the water quality in the lab at IIT.
From every sector we take 2 bottles of water samples.
IIT – Sounder :

We can test the water in 3 parameters.

1. Physical parameters:
in physical parameters, by looking at the water
and its colour. We can say weather it is a potable or not. Even by smelling
also we can identify the quality of water.
2. Chemical parameters, we are analyzing these chemical parameters in our
lab. Under this we do test of alkalinity, hardness, turbidity, BOD, COD,
Fluoride.
BOD is called as Biological Oxygen Demand. These are the reason for the presence of
bacteria in the water and it is also the reason for the worm present in the water. Let see the
test we do in the lab and its effects. We are doing test on chemical parameters in the lab.
Hardness: when the hardness of water is more. When we cook the dhall it will not boil well.
Even we can see the white colour settled in the vessels. If the hardness is more in water it can
develop kidney stones. Whereas hardness level in your water is less and within the limit. The
permissible limit is between 300 – 600. If it exceed then it will create some ill health. But it is
not a problem in mylai balaji nagar.
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Fluoride: It means salty nature in water. It helps to find out the amount of salt present in
water. The permissible limit is between 250 – 1000.
Nitrate: It is to find out the micro organism present in the water. If nitrate is more in water
there is a chance that child can born in blue color. Diarrhea can happen because of water. The
nitrate amount should be 0. But in sector 1 and 2, the nitrate is more than 0. In sector 3 and 4,
it is even more. While seeing the health survey we identified the diarrhea is more in sector 3
and 4. More important 75% of illnesses occur due to water.
Fluoride: in krishanagiri, oosur region we can see more number of people teeth would have
brown in color. Likewise if we keep drink the water which has fluoride rate high, there is a
possibility of bone defects. But there is not an issue in your area.

MBN (mallika): Yes, but the problem is we are not getting the water regularly. We are
storing the water and using it.

IIT:

yes we know that. In every two weeks, we are visiting your house and asking for the

details on water consumptin. How much water do you need for drinking? How much water
do you need for washing and other uses?. While asking this, there are people asking why do
you need all these information and what you going to do with this information?

MBN: yes, even I asked it.

IIT – Srini:

When we design the water filter, we should know your need and amount of

water consumption in a day. If your consumption is high we need to design a filter in such a
way that it will meet your needs. As like this, in our health survey we are having a section.
We will ask the prevalence of diarrhea incidence. This is because diarrhea occurs due to
contamination in water. But many of you hesitated to reveal this. Once in every two weeks
we visit your house but you all repeat the same answers. This will not help us in any manner.
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Now we strengthened our health survey by including more number of tab water users.
Because the prevalence of diarrhea will be more among tab water users.

While looking into the diarrhea disease incidence prevalence, it is more in sector 1 and it is
even more in sector 4. Then in the followed week diarrhea is more in sector 2. Then in the
consecutive week it is again more in sector 4. It has proven that diarrheal disease prevalence
is more among the tap water users. In the first week it was 11 and in the next week it was 5
only. This survey helped us to find out the reason for this.

More important is in the last meeting we have shown you the picture of different filter design
using mud pot. But you all suggested that your house is small and every house has children.
And you have told us that they may break the mud pot. You also suggested us to make the
filter design using steel and plastic. With your suggestions we have made 4 filter designs.

What we have done in this filter design is that, we have made a stand with 4 layers. In the 4
layers, 1 layer will have raw water sample in a pot and a hole was made in the bottom of the
pot and it is allowed to pass to the next layer. The next pot will contain sand in it and it is
again allowed to pass to the next pot containing charcoal. Finally it is allowed to pass to
another pot, it acts as a reservoir. We tested the water quality after passing into this filter. We
are able to identify most of the contamination was removed.

IIT – Jincy :

before passing into the filter. MPN was 50. After passing into the filter it was

38. After chlorination it was reduced to 2. But actually it should be 0. Do you all like this
filter design.

IIT – Srini:

now all tell me, can you all use this filter? We have made this very simple.
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MBN: Will water color turn black?

IIT:

If you wash the charcoal well and dry it. Then it will not turn black. We have made

stainless steel, plastic pot and plastic bucket model filter. It is you all have to tell me which
will be easier for you to use.
In plastic bucket design also we have followed the same principle. In the top sand followed
by charcoal. In the bottom we have fixed a tap through which water can be collected.

MBN : If we put charcoal and then sand, will water be purified?

IIT – Soundhar:

have you all seen Aqua guard filters?

MBN: No

IIT – Soundhar:

Even the aqua guard filters also follow the same principle.

MBN:

what I am asking is, if we use sand and charcoal, will water be purified?

IIT – Srini:

Is there a difference between lake water and ground water?

MBN: yes, ground water will be pure compare to lake water.
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IIT – Srini:

Why? Because sand will take away the turbidity in the water and it helps to

keep the water clean. That is why we are using sand to remove the turbidity and using the
charcoal to remove the odor.

IIT – Jincy

:

You should not open the tap immediately after pouring the water.

IIT- Srini

:

after pouring the water in the filter. You need to allow the water to stay

in the filter for 30 mins to 1 hour. You itself can find the difference. We will give the kit to
test on your own.

MBN: do we have to keep 4 pots or even we can keep 1 pot? We do not have enough space
to keep everything.
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Date

:

09.09.2010

Day

:

Thursday

Place :

4th sector

Time :

3:50pm

Folder :

‘D’

Duration:

38mins 13 secs

IIT Srini:

Cholera, Malaria, jaundice and diarrheal diseases are water borne diseases. In

developing countries 80% of mortality occurs due to water related diseases.

It is not only meant that we should keep water clean. We should also keep the environment
clean. The presence of micro organism and faecal matters affects the quality of water. While
we drinking the contaminated water it causes water related diseases.

In the lab, we are testing the water to find out the various contaminants present in the water.

IIT Jincy:

we are taking water samples from each sector and doing analysis at the lab.

We are doing MBN analysis to find out the faecal matters present in the water. The result
shows that micro organisms and faecal matters are high in Balaji Nagar tab water.
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Dr.Ligy:

Is your drinking water clean?

MBN: I am drinking bottle water.

IIT Srini:

most of the tab water users are from sector 4.

MBN: yes, but they boil the water and using it.

MBN: we cannot drink the tap water directly. The tap water pipe and sewage pipe line are
very close. Whenever there is a leak in sewage pipe line. It will mix with the drinking water.

Dr.Ligy:

If you get the water like this. You can purify the water on your own using this

filter.

Srini: the water quality is very poor in Balaji Nagar. So we designed some filter model.
Filter is designed only for drinking water purpose.

We used 2 mediums in this filter. We used sand and charcoal. Sand is used to remove the
turbidity. That’s why ground water is clean when compared to the lake water.

Dr. Ligy:

Now we show you the demonstration of this bucket filter. Now you have to

put the gravel at the bottom of the bucket and spread a nylon cloth over the gravel. Then put
5kg of crushed charcoal. You need to wash the charcoal till it loses the black colour. Now
you have to spread another nylon cloth over the charcoal. The purpose of placing the nylon
cloth is to mixing up of sand and charcoal. Then you put the sand. You need to fill the sand
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level up to 6 inch height. Then spread a cotton cloth over the sand and pass the water into the
filter. Allow the water to stay in filter in 30 mins.

Now you can collect the water in a 20 litres plastic pot. Then you need to put 2 chlorine
tablets to disinfect the micro organisms. Now, you will get clean water.

MBN: when do we need to clean it? Do we have to wash the cotton cloth?

IIT Srini:

You should wash once in two week.

Dr. Ligy:

In rainy season, water will be so contaminated. So you need to wash it before

you use.

You will get 20 litres of water in 1 hour and after putting chlorine tablets. Leave it for 30
minutes. Now you will get pure water.

IIT Srini:

We have asked how much of water you need in a day. You have told us that

you need 20 litres of water for drinking purpose. That’s why we are using large plastic
bucket.

This is our filter design. You have to give your suggestions and opinions.

Dr. Ligy:

In the rainy time, your water will be so dirt. So, you can powder the alum and

put 1 spoon for 20 litres of water and stir it will. Allow it to settle for 1 hour. All the dust
particles will be settled at the bottom.
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IIT Srini:

you are buying bottle water for rs. 20. It will cost Rs.700 – 800 for a month. In

this method, you are going to do one time investment to buy bucket. Then other expense is
for buying sand, charcoal and chlorine tablets. Your daily expenses will be just 70 paise only.
You can get pure water using this method. We have tested the filtered water. The faecal
matters are reduced when compared to the results of raw water samples. There should not be
micro organisms/faecal matters in the water.

The presences of faecal matters are the major cause for diarrheal incidence. The water borne
diseases are more amongst children.

Dr. Ligy:

We will give you BOD bottle. You can test the quality of water on your own.

You have to fill the water up to 75% level in the BOD bottle and leave it for 24 hours. If
faecal matters are present in the water it will turn the colour to black. If it is not then colour
will be pale yellow. You can test this on your own.

IIT Srini:

you can change this sand and charcoal after 6 months.

Will you be able to use this filter?
Is it difficult? Or is it easier?
Since you are only going to use the filter.

MBN: Yes, it is easy only.
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IIT Srini:

Do you have any doubt? We had organised similar kind of meeting at sector 1.

They have given us some suggestions. We have considered those suggestions and
incorporated in this filter. If you have any doubts tell us.

MBN: Here everybody is listening to you. But they will not use it at home. They will find it
difficult.

IIT Srini:

Ok, you tell me, will you use?

We are recording the incidence of diarrhoea and correlating the lab results with the diarrheal
disease incidence.

MBN: We cannot drink this tab water. They are drinking on compulsion. They are not able
to spend money to get the bottle water.

Water is not clean. So we are getting water related infections.

IIT Srini:

Is washing sand and charcoal a difficult task? Tell us; because you are going

to wash it once in two weeks only.

Are you able to understand this method?

MBN: Yes, we are able to understand. But people will not use it.
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MBN: May be some will not do. But everybody had children at home. So they will do this
for their children health.

IIT Srini:

See she is telling that she will do it for her children. Why don’t you do it for

your children?

MBN: they will not spend much time on this. They want everything to be easier. That’s why
they are using bottle water.

IIT Srini:

See your telling bottle water is clean and pure. But not all bottle water is clean.

They may bring the water from bore well station. As far as this method is concerned you can
purify the water on your own. So you can trust this method.

MBN: yes, instead of doing so much of work. Shall we boil the tap water and use it?

IIT:

Yes, you can do it. But you will loss more fuels on this. Moreover you cannot boil 20

litres for a day. There are times people may boil the water only when somebody is sick at
home.

MBN: Ok, is this method will purify the water equal to boiled water?

IIT:

Yes, it will purify it.

IIT Srini:

If you buy one bottle water for a day. You may have to spend around Rs. 700

per month. Just imagine will you be able to spend Rs. 700/month just for the drinking water
alone?
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MBN: Yesterday we didn’t get bottle water. So we are forced to drink the tap water.
IIT Srini:

If you find this method difficult. There is another method. You should take

water in a bucket and put one spoon of alum powder. Stir it well for 10 mins. It will settle the
dust particles at the bottom. Then filter this water with saree cloth and transfer into plastic
pot. Put 2 chlorine tablets in the pot and allow the chlorine to disinfect the micro organisms
for 30 mins. Then you can use this water.

You all only are going to use it. You have to tell us which method will be ok for you?
Accordingly we can make changes.

Dr. Ligy:

In bucket filter, we are using charcoal. It will remove the unpleasant odour

present in the water whereas in alum method we cannot remove the odour.

IIT Srini:

Alum method will not remove the odour.

MBN: Worms are formed if we store the water for long days.

IIT Srini:

If we do chlorination it will disinfect the micro organisms.

MBN: Do we have to wash the sand and dry it?

IIT Srini:

You can wash it. You should change it after 6 months.
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Dr. Ligy:

you need to crush the charcoal.

IIT Srini:

Which method will be easier for you?

MBN: Even if it is difficult also. We will use the bucket filter since it is better one compared
to alum method.

IIT Srini:

If you want it to be easier. You pour the water in night and you can collect the

water in the morning.

Initially we will give this filter to 5 to 6 people each sector. We test it to ensure whether it’s
working well or not.

Date

:

23.09.2010

Day

:

Thursday
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Place :

3 Sector

Time :

4:00 pm

Folder :

‘C’

Duration:

44 mins 41 sec

IIT – Srini:

Welcome! We are coming from IIT – Madras. We are implemented

Alternative Water System Project in Mylai Balaji Nagar. The water in this region is not so
good for drinking. So we are drawing water samples from each sector as well as at lake. We
are analyzing different parameters such as turbidity, MPN, COD, BOD, hardness,etc in the
lab.

Some of the water borne diseases are cholera, Malaria, diarrhea. These diseases have more
intensity among children compare to adults. When we see the statistics it shows the number
mortality rate of less than 1 year child is because of water borne diseases.

As a part of our activities, we are doing health survey. In which we get information about
occurrence of diarrheal disease and we also ask about the source of water. Whether is it bottle
water or a tap water?

We are taking water samples from lake as well as from each sector. We compare both the
results of lake and street samples. We will also correlate the survey results with the lab
findings. When we took the survey we found more number of diarrheal disease occurrence at
the same time we also found more amount of fecal matters present in the water samples
drawn. So to remove those contaminants present in water, we planned to develop a filter at
large level/ community level. But people have suggested that it will be difficult to manage
and they need it by individual method.
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We have developed different filter models. Initially we have developed a filter in 4 layer
type. Filter was designed using plastic pot as well as silver pot. After the filter design we had
a similar kind of program at sector1. People are suggested us that every house has a children
and it is difficult to maintain such a kind of filter at home. So they suggested making a filter
in a single container. We have taken those suggestions into consideration. Then we made the
changes in the filter. Later we had organized a meeting at sector 4. They also gave some
suggestions and we had taken those suggestions also. We are organizing series of community
programs about this filter design because people are the one going to use the filter. Now we
are here and we expect your valuable suggestions and opinions.

As per our survey, we have found that for a family of 5 members they need average of 20
liters of water per day. So we have increased the volume of the container.

We are going to use sand and charcoal as the medium in this filter. What we are going to do
is, take a bucket and put a hole in the bucket and set PVC pipe horizontally and connect a
small pvc pipe in inclined position. Then we need to fill the charcoal and sand at the top. We
need pour the water and maintain the pressure so that water will be pumped out.

After placing the 1.25 inch PVC pipe horizontally (holes should be made in a top surface, so
as to water will flow into it) and connect 0.5 inch PVC pipe in inclined position. Then
connect an elbow bend and it will be connected to a 0.5inch pipe in vertical position and it is
connected to tap. After fixing the PVC pipe we need to cover the holes in PVC pipe by nylon
cloth to restrict the flow of sand into the pipe. We need to put gravel at the bottom to support
the inclined PVC pipe. Above the gravel spread a nylon cloth and fill charcoal. After that fill
it with sand. Above the sand spread a cotton cloth and pour the water. The water will pass
through sand and charcoal. Sand will remove the turbidity present in the water and charcoal
will remove the odor present in the water. The filtered water should be collected in the plastic
pot. Then we need to do chlorination using the chlorine tablets. We need to use 2 tablets for
20 liters.
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Chlorine will disinfect the micro organisms in the water. While we do chlorination we need
to close the pot and we should not allow light. After chlorination we should not put our hands
inside we should fix a tap in the pot to get the water. This will reduce the contamination. The
cost we will spend in a day will be 70 paise only. If you buy bottle water you have to spend
rs. 20 per day, for a month it will cost around rs. 700/-.

You all would have seen Aqua filter. That is also operates on the same principle. We wanted
this filter to be a sustainable one. We will come here for two years till our project get over.
After which it is your responsibility to make it sustainable.

We have bought the sand and charcoal in the nearby place. You have to crush the charcoal
and wash it till the black colour goes out of it. You have to sow the sand and wash it before
using it. You need to wash the sand and charcoal once in two weeks. You can use the same
for 6 months.

The cost of the set up is not high as you think. You have to do one time invest for bucket.
Other expenses are for sand and charcoal. 1 kg of charcoal is rs. 5 and the cost of sand will
not exceed more than rs. 20. You will use the same sand and charcoal for the 6 months.

Initially for the study purpose we will select 5 to 6 households in each sector. Then we will
draw samples from the household and test the quality of the filter. If the filter is successive
one, we will make efforts to arrange it for everyone. We have organized this meeting is to get
your reflections on this filter design.

You can see the difference between well water and lake water. Lake water will be so turbid.
So you can take the water in the bucket and mix it with alum powder. Allow the alum to
settle for 20 mins. Alum will make the dust particles to be settled at the bottom of the bucket.
You can visually see that all the dust particles would be collected at the bottom. You have to
use one spoon of alum for 20 liters of water.
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After this transfer the water to plastic pot affixed with tap at the bottom. While transferring
you have to filter it with oil saree. Then you have to do chlorination in the pot. You have to
put 2 chlorine tablets and allow it to disinfect the micro organisms for 30 minutes. If you use
alum method, it will remove the turbidity and chlorination will disinfect the micro organisms.
But it will not remove any unpleasant odour present in the water.

Bucket filter will remove turbidity as well as odour. We will give BOD bottles. You can test
it on your own. You can just fill the BOD bottle with your water and leave it for 24 hours. If
it turns black in color it indicates the presence of micro organisms. If it is yellow in color it
indicates there is no micro organisms present in the water.

MBN: where do we get the charcoal?

IIT – Srini:

you can get from firewood shop at kaiveli near Velacheri railway station.

You tell us about your opinions?

MBN: How do we fix up the PVC pipe in the bucket?

IIT Srini:

As I explained you early, you have to place the 1.25inch PVC pipe vertically

and join 0.5inch PVC pipe in inclined position and connect it with the tap. We will teach you
how to do it. Everyone can do it on your own or your husband/ son can do it.

Do you need any changes in filter?
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Chlorine tablets are available in the markets. Each box contains 1000 tablets and it cost is Rs.
350 only. When you use tablets you know the exact quantity.

IIT:

You can pass the water in night and collect it in the morning. You can use the water.

MBN: is anything harming in using bleaching powder?

Dr. Ligy:

No, that is only calcium powder. It won’t create any harm. Even in metro

water also they are using the bleaching powder for the disinfection.

IIT Srini:

Any other doubts?

MBN: What is the size of the pipe?

IIT Srini:

1.25” pipe and 0.5” pipe. We can set up this at home itself.

MBN: will it give bottle water taste?

IIT:

Yes, Yes, it will give.
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Date

:

01.10.2010

Day

:

Friday

Place :

Ist Sector

Folder :

A

Time :

4:00 pm

Duration :

38mins : 57 secs

IIT – Srini

:

Welcome! We have organized 3 meetings in your sector. We are

coming from IIT – Madras. The water being supplied to your area is not so good and it is
contaminated. It is not having good standard to be used as potable water. So we are designed
a filter to remove those contaminants and to provide you a safe drinking water.

Last month we had organised a meeting in your sector. Around 20 people participated. We
had shown you the filter models we made. So you all gave your suggestions for the
modifications and for the improvements needed in the filter design. Followed by which we
had organised a community meeting at sector 4. They also gave their valuable suggestions.
We had taken all those suggestions into consideration. In accordance to the suggestions, we
have incorporated those suggestions and modified the filter design. With the latest filter
design. We organised a community meeting at sector 3 and demonstrated the filter to them.
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They all were satisfied with the latest model and they expressed their interest in using it.
They told us that if we teach them the method and they are happy to use it.

We wanted to show the latest model to you as well as we wanted to demonstrate and listen to
your feedback. Now you can see the latest plastic bucket design. In the initial bucket model,
we did not have anything at the bottom. But in the latest design, what we have done is that we
have fixed 1.25inch PVC pipe horizontally at the bottom and we made hole at top layer of
PVC pipe. In the parallel side of the PVC pipe, we have attached a 0.5inch PVC pipe in
inclined position. We made the hole in the upper layer of the 0.5inch PVC so that the water
can enter and flow to the 1.5inch PVC pipe. Then the PVC pipe is joined with the elbow bend
and it is again connected with 0.5 inch PVC pipe vertically. The length of vertical pipe is
taken up to 15 cm and a tap is attached in the bucket. The reason to allow the water to pass
through the vertical pipe is to increase the efficiency of removal capacity.

The nylon cloth is placed above the PVC pipe in order to avoid sand entering into the pipe.
And at the bottom of the bucket we need to put the gravel that can support the PVC pipe
placed in inclined position. After you need to spread a nylon cloth over the gravel and put the
crushed charcoal and in the next layer we need to fill it up with the sand. We may need 6 to 7
kgs of charcoal. On top of the sand we need to spread a cotton cloth. Now filter is ready we
can pour the water to pass through the medium.

When we pass the water, sand will remove the turbidity and charcoal will remove the odour
present in the water. The filtered water is collected in a plastic pot. Then with the filtered
water we need to do chlorination.

You can even think why do we need to use sand and charcoal? Even Aqua filters shown in
the Television also use the same principle. Sand and Charcoal should be used for the water
filter. Sand is used to remove the turbidity in water. You don’t need to spend a lot for this
filter. You can use the same sand and charcoal for 6 months. Only thing what you have to do
is you need to clean every two weeks. The cost of the charcoal is Rs. 5 -6 for 6 kgs it will cost
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Rs. 30 only and you need 7 kg of sand. You need sew the sand and use the small size sand so
that it will remove the turbidity and it will have more efficiency.

In the last meeting you have told us that u need very simple methods like using chemicals and
so on. We have another method of filter. This is using Alum. You can get the alum in the
market. What you have to do is. You need to powder the alum and use 1 spoon of alum for 20
litres of water. You pour the water in a bucket and put 1 spoon of alum powder and stir
rigorously for 2 mins. Wait for 20 minutes. Now you can see all the dust particles will be
deposited at the bottom of the bucket. Now you filter the water with oil cloth and transfer into
the plastic pot. In the plastic pot you have to do chlorination. What you have to do is you can
get chlorine tablet in the market it cost rs. 35 paise per tablet. You have to put two chlorine
tablets for 20 litres of water and close the pot and leave it for 30 mins. It will destroy the
bacteria present in the water. The pot is made with the tap at the bottom and you can use the
tab.

MBN: will the bacteria stay at the bottom?

IIT – Srini:

No, chlorine will disinfect her micro organisms present in the water. That is

why we asked you to put chlorine tablets in the pot and asked you to close the pot for 30mins.
After chlorination, if we put our hands inside to take water. Again water will be
contaminated. So that only we asked you to close the mouth of the pot and use the tab fixed at
the bottom of the pot. This Alum method is simplest and easier method. But the main
difference between alum method and bucket filter is that alum will not remove odour in the
water. Alum will remove the dust particles and while doing chlorination it will disinfect the
micro organisms. In bucket filter, sand will remove the turbidity and charcoal will remove the
odour present in the water. If we pass through the water in bucket filter, we can get pure
water as like your bottled water. There won’t be any odour in the water.
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You all were telling us that you need 1 bottle water per day and it will cost rs. 20. If so, for a
month it will cost rs. 600 approximately. Whereas in this bucket filter, you will spend only 70
paise/day.

In the last community meeting, you all were telling us that crushing the charcoal and washing
the sand are unnecessary work for you all. Now, you don’t need to change the sand and
charcoal often. You can use the same for 6 months. Only thing what you have to do is that
you need to clean it once in two weeks.

MBN: if water is wet, then there will be a chance for the formation of algae.

IIT – Srini:

we tested this in our lab. We didn’t find anything of the kind. Only thing you

have to do is you have to clean the sand and charcoal once in two weeks. You can use the
same for 6 months.

MBN: where do we get the sand? Is this sand taken from river side?

IIT:

No, this is not taken from river side. It is taken from the nearby construction place.

MBN: if we take the sand from nearby places. It would have been contaminated with faecal
matters.

IIT: we need to clean the sand and use it. For example, you are buying rice in a packet sack.
Even though it is clean you are washing it again. As like the same you have to wash the sand.

MBN: Rice is different. It will be clean not like the sand.
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IIT:

We have taken the sand and washed it. We have using the same sand in this filter.

We had organised the similar kind of meeting at sector 3 and demonstrated to them. They
themselves asked us that “Is it possible for us to do on our own?” they told us that if we teach
them how to use it. They are happy to use it.

After filtering the water. You can test the quality of water on your own. We will give 2 BOD
bottles. You fill the one with raw sample and one with filtered water. Then keep it for 24
hours. Then you can see the changes. If it is black in colour it shows that there is a presence
of bacteria/micro organisms in water. If it is not turns black in colour it ensures there is no
bacteria/micro organisms present in the water. See here we have two bottles. One is yellow in
colour in this we used filtered water. You can this bottle it is black in colour in this we used
raw water.

Now you can see the water in the alum mixed one. It is very clean now. You transfer this
water into plastic pot by filtering with oil saree cloth. After this you do chlorination to
disinfect the micro organisms present in the water. If you want water to be free from any
odour. You should pass this water into the bucket filter model.

In alum method, after mixing the alum with water. You should allow it to settle for 20 mins.

Now you tell me, is this easy for you to use? You should tell us that how do you feel about
this filter model. So that only we can make changes according to your convenience.

In the last meeting, you told us that you need 20 litres of drinking water per day. That’s why
we increased the bucket size. We have made the modifications as per your suggestions. If you
feel this bucket filter will be difficult to use then you can use the alum method.
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MBN: Where do we get chlorine tablets?

IIT:

You can get it in the departmental stores. 1000 tablets cost Rs. 350 only.

MBN: where do we get the alum?

IIT:

you can get it in pallikaranai market itself.

MBN: if we put alum in water, it will create itching sense in the body.

IIT – Srini:

No, you are going to powder it and you are going to use only one spoon for 20

litres of water. The mixed alum will settle the dust particles while filtering this in saree cloth.
Alum will also stay along with the dust particles.

MBN: We know alum will purify the water. But if we use the alum in water it may create
some illness. How do we drink it?

MBN: what she is saying is true. If children’s drink this water does it affect them?
IIT – Srini:

when we filter with saree cloth this alum will be filtered along with the dust

particles. It will not mix up with the water.

MBN: we cannot afford large money to make bucket filter. Shall we do chlorination alone?
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IIT Srini:

IT will not cost high as you think. The plastic tab cost rs. 15 and we pasted it

using M seal.

MBN: shall we do chlorination and pass it again in bucket filter. We can reduce the usage of
number of pots.

IIT :

If you pass the chlorinated water again in the filter it will be useless. Chlorination is

done to disinfect the micro organisms. Sand is used to remove the turbidity and charcoal is
used to remove the odour.

IIT Srini:

I will tell you the expenditure incurred to do this filter design. The whole

bucket cost will be around Rs. 550/-. It is the initial set up cost only. The daily expenses for
this filter will be 70 paise/day. But for the bottle water you have to spend Rs.20/day.

MBN: IF we use this water, do we get the taste like bottle water?

IIT:

Yes, tell me is this method easier?

MBN: Yes, it is easy only.

IIT:

chlorine tablet box contains 1000 tablets. You can share it among 3 people to reduce

your expenses.

MBN: Shall we use the same filter for lorry water also?
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IIT:

If no odour in water. You can use alum method and do chlorination.

80% of diseases are water borne disease.

You cannot also trust the bottle water. There are possibility of contamination in bottle water
also.

Date

:

21.10.2010

Day

:

Thursday

Place :

2nd Sector

Time :

4:00 pm
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Folder :

‘E’

Duration:

38 mins 44 sec

IIT – Srini: we have come from IIT. IIT is a college located at guindy. Drinking water quality
is not so good in balaji nagar. You all know about the quality of drinking water in your area.
With reference to that we have implemented an Alternative Water system project in your
area. What we are doing under this project is every week we are taking water sample in all
the sectors as well as at Pallikaranai Lake. With the drawn sample, we are analyzing the
water to test the quality of water with different parameters. We are also identifying the
contaminants present in the water. Apart from this, we are also doing longitudinal health
survey in your area with the selected participants. In which, we are concentrating on
occurrence of diarrheal disease prevalence. We are focused more on water related infections
since water related disease is more vulnerable among children. So as to remove the
contaminants we have developed a filter.
We have tested the raw water and the filtered water. Raw water is more turbid, it is also had
more micro organisms and it also had more dust particles. Whereas the filtered water is better
in compare to the raw water. The filter removed the turbidity, micro organisms, and odor and
dust particles.
The purpose of development of this filter is to provide safe drinking water in balaji nagar.
The water related diseases are more and even it is more among children. That’s why we have
developed a filter to provide safe drinking water so as to combat the water related diseases.
We have organized similar kind of program in other sectors. This is the first meeting at sector
2. We have demonstrated the filter method and how to use it. Initially we will choose few
households and give them this filter. This is to check the efficiency of the filter and also to
find out whether people are able to use this filter. Now Ms. Vinodhini, Project Associate, IIT
will demonstrate this filter method.
IIT – Vinodhini:

As per the survey we have found that every household need at least 20

liters of drinking water in a day. So we have used 50 liters plastic bucket container for the
filter method. We have also used PVC pipe for the inner piping system.
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IIT – Srini:

Before this filter model, we have developed 3 different methods. Four layer

silver pot model and plastic pot model. We have shown this model in sector 1. They told that
it will not be suitable for them since it will take more space and even it is difficult to handle
the 4 layer model. They also suggested that one type container model will be good enough for
their use. So we have developed this bucket filter method with 20 liters capacity and we have
increased the capacity of the container to 50 liters so as to meet the needs of the people.
We have used sand and charcoal as the medium. Why did we use sand and charcoal?.
Because sand will remove the turbidity in the water and charcoal will remove the odour in the
water. You would have seen advertisements in TV on filters even those filter also will have
charcoal and sand as the medium.
You can see the piping system at the bottom of the bucket. We have used 0.5” PVC pipe
which has been connected in inclined position with 1.25” PVC pipe which is kept
horizontally at the bottom of the bucket. Which then connected to 0.5”PVC pipe joined with
elbow bend and it is lifted to the height of 15 cm and this has been connected with plastic tap.
The main reason for this piping system is to increase the efficiency of removal.
First you have to put gravel at the bottom of the bucket so as to support the piping system.
Then you need to spread a nylon cloth above the gravel. Then you need to put crushed
charcoal and then place a nylon cloth and put the sand. You have to crush the charcoal and
wash the charcoal till the black colour goes out. You need to use 5 kgs of charcoal and fill it
up to 13 cms. Here we have the filter already made. You need to pour 20 litres of water and
allow it for 20 minutes. Then you can collect the water in 20 litres pot and do chlorination.
Close the pot for 30 minutes and allow the chlorine to disinfect the micro organisms in the
water. Now you will get the pure and safe drinking water.
We have another method, which is alum method.
IIT – Vinodhini:

what everybody saying is that it is difficult to use sand and charcoal.

They need easiest method of filter using any chemicals. That’s why we made Alum method
filter.
IIT – Srini:

Take 20 litres of water in a bucket put 1 spoon of alum powder and stir

vigorously and allow it for 20 minutes. All the suspended particles will be settled at the
bottom of the bucket. Then you need to filter the water using saree cloth and do chlorination
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to disinfect the micro organisms and bacteria present in the water. You should not put your
hand in the pot because again the water will be infected. So we have fixed a tap in the pot.
In the bucket filter, if you don’t get nylon cloth you can still use cotton cloth. You have to get
only sand and charcoal alone.
You can see the difference between raw water and filtered water. After filtration and
chlorination, water will be freed from bacteria and micro organisms.
You don’t need to change the sand and charcoal often. You can use the same for 6 months.
You should wash once in 2 weeks. Other than this there is no expense.
The difference between alum method and bucket method is that in the bucket method it will
remove the odor whereas in alum method it will not remove the odor in the water.
IIT – Vinodhini:

For this bucket filter, you should spend just 35 paise in a day.

IIT – Jincy:

you should use 2 chlorine tablets for 20 litres of water.

IIT – Srini:

we will give you H2S strip to you. After chlorination you can test it on your

own. If the strip bottle changes black it indicates there is presence of bacteria and if its turns
yellow, it indicates that water is freed from bacteria and micro organisms. You should pour
the water in strip bottle and wait for 24 hours.
See here we have tested the filtered water with this H2S strip, here the color is not turned
black.
IIT – Vinodhini:
IIT – Jincy:

You can do this test at your home itself.

The bacteria and micro organisms present in the water are responsible for

diarrhea and other related diseases.
IIT – Srini:

In the recent research it was found that 80% of diseases are only due to water.

That’s why we wanted to develop a filter in balaji nagar.
In the health survey we have identified diarrheal disease incidences. While we looked into we
have found that most of the diarrheal disease incidences are among tap water users. With this
filter you can use the tap water as a safe drinking water. By using this filter it can be equal to
bottle water.
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IIT – Vinodhini:

For this filter, you have to get 8kgs of charcoal and 5kgs of sand. You

can use the same for 6 months. Your daily expense is 70 paise only.
IIT – Srini:

If you use bottle you will spend at least Rs. 20/day it will come around Rs.

600/month. If we are able to treat water by our own, then why should we spend money for
bottled water?
IIT – Vinodhini:

why should we spend money for doctors and medicines, if we are able

to treat our water and have safe water.
You don’t need to spend lot of time for using this filter. You can just pour 20 litres of water
into this filter in the night and get the filtered water in the morning. You just put 2 chlorine
tablets and after 30 mins you can use it. Even for boiling the water also we may lose fuel but
this method is more effective and efficient.
You can clean it once in 2 weeks. The nylon cloth used in the filter will have holder so that
you can simply pull out and wash the sand and charcoal. You can use the same sand and
charcoal for 6 months. Instead of nylon cloth you can still use the cotton cloth available at
home.
IIT – Srini:

You need sew the sand and use the minute sand for the filter.

IIT – Vinodhini:

The purpose of using minute or small size sand is that it will have good

removal efficiency.
MBN: is it beach sand?
IIT – Srini:

No, this is ordinary sand used for construction.

Will you find it difficult to use this method?
IIT – Vinodhini:
IIT – Srini:

which method is easy? What we do? What else we have to do on this?

we organized similar kind of meeting at sector 1. They suggested us not to use

4 layer system and pot method. Then only we have developed alum method.
Your suggestion will be so useful for us.
We bought the charcoal in market only.
IIT – Vinodhini:

yes, we bought it in shop only.
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IIT – Srini:

If we give this filter, will you use this?

IIT – Vinodhini:

we have made this filter with the very cost effective materials. You can

use the same for 6 months. There will not be daily expense.
IIT – Srini:

if we give similar kind of filter, will you be able to use at your home?

You are spending money for getting bottled water; you’re spending for your children health.
Why don’t you spare your little time for using this filter in a day?
MBN: Can’t you prepare even easier?
IIT – Srini:

You can go for alum method. it is easier, you just have to mix up the alum

powder with the water and do chlorination.
MBN: Yes, alum is often used one.
IIT – Vinodhini:

Yes, alum method is easier when compared to this bucket filter but it

will not remove the odour.
MBN: but we are using the chlorine tablet rite
IIT – Vinodhini:
IIT – Srini:

Tablet will disinfect the bacteria and micro organisms. Not the odour.

Charcoal will remove the all kind of odor in the water.

MBN: How long we need to wait
IIT – Vinodhini:

you have to wait for 20 minutes then you need to do chlorination. So

that it will disinfect the bacteria and micro organisms. This is the main purpose of doing
chlorination.
It will taste good. You should put little effort for making safe water.
Before this people suggested that we cannot use 4 layer system methods since children may
disturb it. Then we made bucket filter with 20 liters but then we increased it to 50 liters. So if
you suggest we will incorporate your suggestions.
MBN: so we get only this lake water? Don’t we get Metro water?
IIT – Srini:

Government is telling that it will take 3 years for metro water project.
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MBN: we did not have drainage facility. If we have better drainage facility it will be good.
Some people not even using this tap water for cooking.
Rather than using this water, we can buy bottled water.
IIT – Srini:

With this filter you can get safe water like bottled water. For the bottled water

they are doing reverse osmosis. Even by this method also you will get safe water.
MBN: shall we get good taste?
IIT – Vinodhini:
IIT – Srini:

Yes you will get good taste. You can try this.

Because turbidity and odour only you are not able to get the taste. If

everything is removed you can get good taste.
You are going to invest money only for the initial set up.
IIT – Vinodhini:

Is it possible for you to use? What you all feel?

MBN: do we have to change the piping system after 6 months?
IIT – Vinodhini:

No, you don’t have to change pipe and nylon cloth.

MBN: will sand, charcoal mix up in the container?
IIT – Srini:

we are using nylon cloth as a separator. So it will not mix up.

MBN: will water be pumped up to the tap?
IIT – Srini:

by pressure it will come.

MBN: does anybody use it already?
IIT – Srini:

Now we are listening to the suggestion of people. We will test this with

people. We also tested it in the lab.
It all depends on people.
MBN: where did you get the water?
IIT – Srini:

from lake

MBN: lake is so dirt, why don’t you take water from the well?
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IIT – Srini:

we are making a filter that can live up to the lake water so that it can easily be

used for all other source of water.
We are taking samples from lake, well as well as from the tap.
Initially we will distribute this filter to very few people and test it.
MBN: when do we have to clean it?
IIT – Srini:

once in 2 weeks is enough.

MBN: If you keep the meeting late evening would be appreciable and weekend would be
better option.
IIT – Srini:

Even in Aqua guard filter also they will use the same charcoal.

IIT – Soundher:

we will teach you now but you all have to do it on your own.

MBN: do we have to remove the piping system while cleaning?
IIT – Jincy:

No, you just make the piping system permanent.
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A2: Ancillary community activities
Volley Ball Tournament:
Volley ball tournament was organised on 11th of July 2010 at New Life School, Mylai Balaji
Nagar. This was organised to bring the youth for the joint action. There were five teams
participated in the tournament, one team from each sector and one guest team. The youths
from all the sectors are actively participated in the tournament. This was organised in order to
mobilise the youth and utilize their participation in a constructive manner. The guest of
honours for the tournament was Mr. Vimalanathan, Sub Inspector of Police, Pallikaranai and
Mr. Sanjay Santhakumar, District Coordinator, Nehru Yuva Kendra, Ministry of Youth
Affairs and Sports, Govt. of India.
Youth from all sectors participated in the volley ball tournament. Community people actively
participated in the event. Mr. Vimalanathan and Mr. Sanjay Santhakumar distributed the
prizes to the winners and runners. In order to encourage the participants, all the participants
were given with the participation certificates.
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Quiz competition
Quiz competition was organised in New Life School located at Sector 3 on 11th of August
2010. The quiz competition was organised on “Personal hygiene and environment”. The
materials were given one week prior to the competition time. The teachers in the school
taught the students on various topics such as personal hygiene, hand washing and on safe
environment. The competition was organised by making three different groups. The prizes
were distributed on Independence Day celebration organised on 15th of August 2010.
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Tree Plantation
Tree plantation was done in the New Life School campus on 30th of July 2010. Trees were
distributed to the New Life School and it was planted in their campus. Tree plantation was
organised as a part of creating awareness among people on green environment and the need
to protect the environment.
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Medical Camp
Free general medical camp for children aged between 3 – 12 years were conducted on 29th of
August 2010 at New Life School at Sector 3. Medical camp was organised in collaboration
with Soroptomist International, Apollo Hospital and Indian Institute of Technology – Madras.
The total of 380 children was benefited through this medical camp and five children were
asked for follow up treatment with the Apollo hospital. The primarily works were done in the
field before the medical camp. The pamphlets were distributed in all the 4 sectors and
announcements were done using P A system a day before the medical camp.
There were 30 members medical team was present during the medical camp. It included 6
doctors, 4 nurses and dispensary workers. Volunteers from Soroptomist international were
present at the medical camp. The medical camp was a great success in the community.
Community people were so happy about the medical camp and they expressed their great
need of medial care in the community.
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A3: Extended health and hygiene survey questionnaire
Extended Health and Hygiene Survey
Interviewer Name: ………………………… Date (D/M/Y): ………………………………
Household Code: …………………………
Household Data
Household Code: ……………………………
Sector : ………………… Address : ……………………
Interviewee’s name: ………………………… Sex: …………………

Age: …………………

Relation to children : ………………………… Number of Household Members: ……………………
Fill in table with information about all household members (start with the interviewee’s information):
Nº

Age (year or months)

Sex

Level of Education

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Drinking Water Management
Q4. What source of water do you use for drinking right
now?

1. Bottles (20L cans - bubble top)
2. Lorries (trucked-in water)
3. Well (personal well)
4. Public Taps (lake water)
5. Other, specify: .…………………….

Q5. Do you think your drinking water is of good quality?

1. Yes

Q5a. Why or why not?

2. No

Write down comments: ………………….
……………………………………………
……………………………………………
……………………………………………

Q6. Do you ever clean your drinking water in the home?
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1. Yes

2. No

Q7. How do you clean your drinking water in the home?

1. No treatment
2. Boiling
3. Alum
4. Bleaching powder (chlorine)
5. Filter (candle filter)
6. Cloth (cotton fabric)
7. Other, specify: ……………………….

Q8. How often do you clean your drinking water?

1. No treatment
2. Never
3. Always
4. When children are sick
5. For baby milk powder
6. Sometimes, specify: ……………….

Q9. How do you store your drinking water in the home?

1. Cooking pot
2. Plastic pots
3. Large drums (plastic)
4. Sump (underground tank)
5. Above-ground tank
6. In the same bottle purchased in (20L)
7. Other, specify: ……………………….

Q9a. Is it covered? (Make a visual check, and specify
type of cover)

1. Yes

2. No

3. Some

Specify type of cover: ................................
Household Water Management
Q10. What source of water do you use for all
household activities such as washing and bathing?

1. Lorries (trucked-in water)
2. Well (personal well)
3. Public Taps (lake water)
4. Other, specify: …………………………….

Q11. How do you store this water in the home?

1. Plastic pots
2. Large drums (plastic)
3. Sump (underground tank)
4. Above-ground tank (cement)
5. Syntex Tank
6. Other, specify: …………………………….

Q11a. Is it covered? (Make a visual check)

1. Yes

Q12. How much water does your household use
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2. No

3. Some

each day for drinking and cooking? (Ask the # of containers: …………………………………
interviewee how many containers they use)
Q12a. What kind of container do they use:

………………………………………………….

Q12b. What is the volume of the container:

…………………………………………… (litres)

Q13. How much water does your household use on
average each day for bathing and toilet?
# of containers: …………………………………
Q13a. What kind of container do they use:

…………………………………………………..

Q13b. What is the volume of the container:

…………………………………………… (litres)

Q14. How much water does your household use on
average each day for cleaning inside the house # of containers: …………………………………
and washing dishes?
Q14a. What kind of container do they use:

…………………………………………………..

Q14b. What is the volume of the container:

…………………………………………… (litres)

Q15. How much water does your household use on
average each day for laundry?
# of containers: …………………………………
Q15a. What kind of container do they use:
…………………………………………………..
Q15b. What is the volume of the container:
…………………………………………… (litres)
Q16. How long do you have to wait in between
times for the water to come on in the taps?

1. 5-7 days
2. Between 8 – 14 days (1 – 2 weeks)
3. Other, specify: …………………………….

Hygiene and Sanitation
Q17. Where do you place the solid wastes from
your house?

1. In the canal
2. By the road
3. In a bin
4. Take and dispose somewhere else
5. Other, specify: ………………………………

Q18. Where do you and your family use the
toilet?

1. Toilet in the house
2. Public toilet blocks
3. Personal latrine outside the home
4. Open space
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5. Other, specify: ……………………………...
Q19. Can you tell me when do you wash your
hands with soap? (Do not prompt interviewee,
allow them to answer freely and check all that
apply)

1. Never
2. Before cooking
3. Before eating
4. After eating
6. After using the toilet
7. After cleaning baby’s bottom
8. Before feeding children/ baby
9. After helping my children use the toilet
10. When dirty
11. Other, specify: ……………………………

Q20. When do your children under 5 years old
wash their hands with soap? (Do not prompt
interviewee, allow them to answer freely and
check all that apply)

1. Never
2. Before eating
3. After eating
4. After using the toilet
5. Before sleeping
6. When dirty
7. Other, specify: ……………………………...

Q21. Do you have soap in your house for washing
hands?

1. Yes
2. No
3. Sometimes

Q21a. Ask them what kind of soap that they use. Soap name: .............................................................
Write down the brand name.

Disease Status
Q22. Has anyone in your family had diarrhea in the last 48 hours (2 days
prior to now)?
Explain the definition of diarrhea to the interviewee: Diarrhea can be
defined by relieving loose or watery motions 3 times or more in 24
hours.
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1. Yes

2. No

Q23. If

YES, ask which family members (currently living in the household) had diarrhea and record all
data into the next table.
Nº

Age
(Yr.
or
Mo.)

Sex
(M/
F)

Is he/ she a
child that is
Breastfed
(Yes/ No)
1= Yes
2= No

Dysentry
(Feces
with
blood)
(Yes/No)
1 = Yes
2 = No

How did you cure this diarrhea? (Enter
code as shown below)
0=No treatment
1=Mix water with rehydration salts
(packages)
2=Western medicine (doctor vist), specify
3= Western medicine (self medication),
specify
4=Traditional medicine (herbs), specify
5=Home medicine, specify
6=Don’t know

1
2
3
4
5
6
Q24. Has

anyone in the household been ill in the last 48 hours (2 days) had the following symptoms?

1. None

8. Other, specify ………........, # of people …..............

2. Worm, intestinal

# of people ……………

3. Skin infection

# of people ……………

4. Eye disease

# of people ……………

5. Abdominal pain

# of people ……………

6. Vomiting

# of people……………

7. Nausea

# of people ……………
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Asset Index (Socio-economic status)
Q25. Do you own or rent your house?

1. Own
2. Rent
3. Other, specify: …………………….

Q26. Visual observation: What is the roof of the house
made of?

1. Thatch
2. Corrugated Metal/ Asbestos/ Fibre
3. Pukka (concrete)
4. Tile
5. Other, specify: …………………….

Q27. Visual observation: What are the walls of the house
made of?

1. Thatch
2. Corrugated Metal/ Asbestos/ Fibre
3. Pukka (concrete)
4. Other, specify: …………………….

Q28. Visual observation: What is the floor of the house
made of?

1. Mud
2. Tile (ceramic)
3. Pukka (concrete)
4. Vinyl sheet
5. Other, specify: …………………….

Q29. Visual observation: How many levels does the
house have?

1. Ground floor
2. 1 floor
3. 2 floors
4. Other, specify: …………………….

Q30. Do you own a TV?

1. Yes

2. No

Q31. Do you have a satellite dish?

1. Yes

2. No

Q32. Does your family have a motorbike?

1. Yes

2. No

Q32a. If yes, how many?
Q33. Does your household own a refrigerator?
Q34. Do you have a toilet inside your home?
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# of motorbikes: …………………………
1. Yes
2. No
1. Yes

2. No

A4: Ongoing health and hygiene survey questionnaire
Ongoing Health and Hygiene Survey
Interviewer Name: …………………………… Date (D/M/Y): ………………………………
Household Data
Household Code: ……………………………
Sector : ………………… House # (plot #) : ……………………
Interviewee’s name: ………………………… Gender: …………………

Age: …………………

Relation to children: …………………………
Drinking Water Management
Q1. What source of water do you use for drinking right
now?

1. Bottles (20L cans – bubble top)
2. Lorries (trucked-in water)
3. Well (personal well)
4. Public Taps (lake water)
5. Other, specify: .…………………….

Q2. Do you ever clean your drinking water in the home?

1. Yes

Q3. How do you clean your drinking water in the home?

1. No treatment
2. Boiling
3. Alum
4. Bleaching powder (chlorine)
5. Filter
6. Cloth
7. Other, specify: ……………………….

Q4. How often do you clean your drinking water?

1. No treatment
2. Never
3. Always
4. When children are sick
5. For baby milk powder
6. Sometimes, specify: ………………
1. Cooking pot
2. Plastic pots
3. In the same bottle purchased in (20L)
6. Other, specify: ……………………….

Q5. How do you store your drinking water in the home?
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2. No

Q5a. Is it covered? (Make a visual check
1. Yes

2. No

Household Water Management
Q6. What source of water do you use for all
household activities such as washing and bathing?

1. Lorries (trucked-in water)
2. Well (personal well)
3. Public Taps (lake water)
4. Other, specify: …………………………….

Q7. How much water does your household use
each day for drinking and cooking? (Ask the # of containers: …………………………………
interviewee how many containers they use)
Q7a. What kind of container do they use:

………………………………………………….

Q7b. What is the volume of the container:

…………………………………………… (litres)

Q8. How much water does your household use on
average each day for bathing and toilet?
# of containers: …………………………………
Q8a. What kind of container do they use:

…………………………………………………..

Q8b. What is the volume of the container:

…………………………………………… (litres)

Q9. How much water does your household use on
average each day for cleaning inside the house # of containers: …………………………………
and washing dishes?
Q9a. What kind of container do they use:

…………………………………………………..

Q9b. What is the volume of the container:

…………………………………………… (litres)

Q10. How much water does your household use on
average each day for laundry?
# of containers: …………………………………
Q10a. What kind of container do they use:
…………………………………………………..
Q10b. What is the volume of the container:
…………………………………………… (litres)
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Hygiene and Sanitation

Q11. Can you tell me when do you wash your
hands with soap? (Do not prompt interviewee,
allow them to answer freely and check all that
apply)

1. Never
2. Before cooking
3. Before eating
4. After eating
6. After using the toilet
7. After cleaning baby’s bottom
8. Before feeding children/ baby
9. After helping my children use the toilet
10. When dirty
11. Other, specify: ……………………………

Q12. When do your children under 5 years old
wash their hands with soap? (Do not prompt
interviewee, allow them to answer freely and
check all that apply)

1. Never
2. Before eating
3. After eating
4. After using the toilet
5. Before sleeping
6. When dirty
7. Other, specify: ……………………………...

Disease Status
Q13. Do you have soap in your house for washing hands and bathing?

1. Yes

2. No

Q14. Has anyone in your family had diarrhea in the last 48 hours (2 days
prior to now)?

1. Yes

2. No

Explain the definition of diarrhea to the interviewee: Diarrhea can be
defined by relieving loose or watery motions 3 times or more in 24
hours.
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Q15. If

YES, ask which family members (currently living in the household) had diarrhea and record all
data into the next table.
Nº

Age
(Yr./
Mo.)

Gender
(M/F)

Is he/ she a
child that
is
Breastfed
(Yes/ No)

Feces with
blood
(Yes/No)
1 = Yes
2 = No

1= Yes
2= No

How did you cure this diarrhea? (Enter code as
shown below)
0=No treatment
1=Mix water with rehydration salts (packages)
2=Western medicine (doctor vist), specify
3= Western medicine (self medication),
specify
4=Traditional medicine (herbs), specify
5=Home medicine, specify
6=Don’t know

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
Q16. Has

anyone in the household been ill in the last 48 hours (2 days) had the following symptoms?

1. None
2. Worm, intestinal

# of people ……………

3. Skin infection

# of people ……………

4. Eye disease

# of people ……………

5. Abdominal pain

# of people ……………

6. Vomiting

# of people……………

7. Nausea

# of people ……………

8. Other, specify ……......, # of people .........
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A5: Final roster of survey participants
Retained TWU, LWU + BWU
S. No

Household Code

Sector

Plot No

Gender

Age

1

H3

1

42

Female

19

2

H5

1

63

Female

25

3

H7

1

138

Female

52

4

H9

1

125

Female

24

5

H12

1

110

Female

31

6

H13

1

195

Female

38

7

H14

1

189

Female

35

8

H15

1

246

Female

22

9

H16

1

230

Female

22

10

H17

1

221

Female

40

11

H18

1

78

Female

52

12

H20

1

288

Male

25

13

H21

1

333

Female

27

14

H22

1

271

Male

30

15

H23

1

318

Female

27

16

H24

1

306

Female

23

17

H27

2

450

Female

25

18

H29

2

437

Female

26

19

H30

2

528

Male

34

79

20

H32

2

374

Female

23

21

H34

2

501

Female

33

22

H36

2

524

Female

53

23

H37

2

1298

Female

30

24

H38

2

1256

Male

32

25

H41

2

585

Female

25

26

H42

2

515

Female

29

27

H43

2

639

Female

35

28

H44

2

645

Female

27

29

H45

2

700

Female

23

30

H46

2

602

Female

55

31

H51

2

793

Female

23

32

H54

2

1152/53

Male

44

33

H55

2

820

Female

25

34

H56

2

835

Female

45

35

H57

2

850

Female

29

36

H59

2

903

Female

25

37

H60

2

1121

Female

27

38

H62

2

940

Female

28

39

H64

2

979

Female

26

40

H65

2

991

Female

24

41

H70

2

1045

Male

50

80

42

H71

2

1060

Female

28

43

H72

2

1075

Female

48

44

H73

2

1103

Female

32

45

H75

2

880

Female

26

46

H78

2

1171

Female

24

47

H81

2

1184

Male

29

48

H86

2

1338

Female

31

49

H88

3

1420

Female

25

50

H89

3

1436

Female

35

51

H92

3

1571

Female

40

52

H97

3

1513

Female

45

53

H101

2

1370

Female

30

54

H102

3

1860

Female

23

55

H104

3

1601

Female

33

56

H107

3

1650/51

Female

25

57

H110

3

1735

Female

25

58

H113

3

1771

Female

25

59

H118

3

1885

Female

23

60

H119

3

1870

Female

24

61

H120

4

1901

Female

18

62

H121

4

1922

Female

24

63

H122

4

1936

Female

30

81

64

H123

4

2160

Female

31

65

H124

4

1946

Female

29

66

H126

4

1976/77

Female

25

67

H129

4

2185

Female

28

68

H131

4

2095

Female

28

69

H132

4

2065

Female

30

70

H133

4

2081

Female

42

71

H134

4

2104

Male

36

72

H135

4

2170

Female

36

73

H136

4

2037

Female

23

74

H137

4

1998

Female

23

Newly enrolled TWU
S. No

Household Code

Sector

Plot No

Gender

Age

75

HN2

1

42

Male

26

76

HN3

1

70

Female

23

77

HN4

1

81

Female

61

78

HN10

1

280

Female

27

79

HN11

1

322

Female

45

80

HN13

2

378

Female

29

81

HN14

2

393

Female

28

82

HN16

2

446

Female

42

82

83

HN17

2

484

Female

20

84

HN21

2

572

Female

52

85

HN22

2

610

Female

24

86

HN23

2

642

Female

27

87

HN27

2

749

Male

32

88

HN31

2

838

Female

21

89

HN40

2

1106

Female

55

90

HN44

2

1205

Female

55

91

HN45

2

1234

Female

287

92

HN48

2

1299

Female

27

93

HN55

3

1495

Male

30

94

HN59

3

1602

Female

20

95

HN61

3

1667

Female

55

96

HN75

4

1897

Female

40

97

HN77

4

2007

Female

80

98

HN84

4

2042

Female

26

99

HN86

4

2053

Female

60

100

HN87

4

2061

Male

29

101

HN90

4

2075

Female

25

102

HN91

4

2077

Female

30

103

HN97

4

1927

Female

48

104

HN100

4

1943

Female

55

83

105

HN102

4

1952

Female

45

106

HN103

4

1953

Female

22

107

HN121

4

2129

Female

38

108

HN122

4

2132

Male

29

109

HN129

4

2167

Female

25

110

HN130

4

2169

Female

27

111

HN131

4

2178

Female

21

112

HN133

4

2189

Female

26

113

HN134

1

290/291

Female

22

114

HN135

1

293

Female

26

115

HN136

2

583

Male

32

116

HN137

2

612

Female

20

117

HN138

2

720

Male

27

84
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1.0 Introduction
As part of the Alternative Water Systems project, a baseline health study was designed for Mylai Balaji
Nagar, Chennai, India, to assess the current extent of diarrheal disease in the community. A cross
sectional study was developed to choose households that would participate in a longitudinal disease
monitoring programme that will track diarrheal disease prevalence in the community over a one-year
period.

2.0 Methodology
There are two commonly used methods for documenting diarrheal disease: longitudinal prevalence of
diarrhea or diarrhea incidence. The measure of diarrhea incidence can be defined as the “number of
episodes experienced by each child over a defined period” where diarrhea prevalence is defined as the
“number of days of diarrhea divided by the total number of days of observation for each child” (Morris et
al., 1996).

In the current baseline health study, it was chosen to monitor “longitudinal prevalence” over “diarrhea
incidence” for several reasons:

1. Longitudinal prevalence has been shown to be a stronger predictor of long-term health outcomes and
nutritional status than diarrhea incidence (Morris et al., 1996).

2. Longitudinal prevalence measures have an advantage over diarrhea incidence measures, because
frequency and duration of diarrheal disease episodes do not need to be collected. As a result, data
collection in the field is much simpler. In addition, errors in defining a disease episode are avoided (Baqui
et al., 1991; Morris et al., 1994).

3. Longitudinal prevalence seems to be the most commonly used measure for diarrhea in children under
5 years old in recent water, sanitation and hygiene related intervention studies (Stauber et al., 2009;
Brown et al., 2008; Luby et al., 2006; Clasen et al., 2004; Reller et al., 2003; Quick et al., 2002; and Quick
et al., 1999). Longitudinal prevalence was also chosen so that one could compare results from this study
to recent research in the field.
In addition, it was chosen to use a 48- hour recall period for the duration of the baseline health study.
Forty-eight- hour recall means that at each visit to a household, the household is asked whether or not
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anyone in the home has had diarrhea in the last 48- hours. Recent research suggests that any recall
period longer than 48 hours significantly under-estimates the diarrheal disease burden (Zafar et al., 2010;
Schmidt et al., 2007). It was for this reason that a 48- hour recall was chosen for the current study.
Households in the baseline study will be visited every two weeks for a period of one year. This will yield
approximately 54 days of observation of a total of 365 days.

According to recent work by Schmidt et al. (2007), a sampling interval of up to 14 days with 48 hour recall
can improve estimates of diarrhea prevalence without increasing the costs of the study. Schmidt et al.
(2007) indicate that the number of visits to a household is much more important than the duration of the
study. They advise to space visits at 7 to 14 day intervals for a longer period of time than conducting a
study over a short and intensive time period. In addition, a longer study has the advantage of capturing
seasonal variations in disease occurrence. Consequently, the current study will run for one year. In
addition, a two-week sampling interval was selected for the following reasons: a) availability of personnel
to conduct the surveys, b) weekly visits might contribute to household fatigue and subsequent household
drop out from the study; therefore visits at a 14-day interval were chosen as they require less time
commitment from each household.

3.0 Study Design
A copy of a community map of Mylai Balaji Nagar was obtained so that the sampling frame could be
determined for the baseline health study. The community is divided into four sectors. Each sector is
divided up into a number of plots. In general, a plot number corresponds to a house number. On the map,
there are 2202 plots and it was assumed, initially, for sample size calculations that each plot contains one
house. In practice, this was not the case. Upon visiting the community, many plots were empty and some
houses were built on two plots, therefore the population of 2202 households is an overestimate of the
actual number of homes in the community.

3.1 Sample Size Determination
A series of sample size calculations were performed to determine the sample size needed for the
baseline health study. In order to perform the sample size calculations, a diarrhea disease prevalence
rate was chosen from the literature. In a study conducted by Brown (2007) in rural Cambodia, diarrhea
disease prevalence in a baseline health survey among a community without access to a safe water
supply was found to be 12%. In a study in Delhi slums, morbidity prevalence was found to be 15.4% in
the population (Marimuthu et al., 2009). Luby et al. (2006), found diarrhea prevalence to range from 2-
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10% depending on age in a control group for a water treatment intervention in Pakistan. Diarrhea disease
prevalence in children under 5 was found to be 47.2% in an epidemiological study in a slum community in
Varanasi, India (Saran & Gaur, 1981). In a more recent epidemiological study conducted in Pakistan,
diarrhea prevalence in children under 5 was reported to be 51% (Shah et al., 2003). In addition, diarrhea
prevalence ranged from 8.7- 33% in a study in Urban Mizapur depending on the season (Mishra et al.,
1990).

From available literature, two diarrhea prevalence rates were assumed. A 15% prevalence rate was
chosen as a conservative estimate of what the diarrheal disease prevalence rate may be among the
entire population in Mylai Balaji Nagar (including all age groups). In addition, sample size calculations
were performed for a prevalence rate of 50%, which would be an extremely conservative estimate of the
disease burden for the entire population, however would be a reasonable estimate for the burden on
children five years old and under.

The sample size calculations were determined using the following information:

•

Population: 2202 households x 5 people per household = 11,010

•

Assumed Proportion of population with diarrhea disease prevalence: 15%; 50%

The following table presents three sample size calculation scenarios. It was found that a sample size of
150 households, which corresponds to approximately 750 people total, at the 95% confidence interval
gives between 2.5- 3.5% error depending on the assumed diarrheal disease prevalence rate. One of the
inclusion criteria for the study is that all participating households have at least one child ≤ 5 years old.
Assuming every household has one child, we can estimate the sample size of children ≤ 5 to be
approximately 150. Using a diarrhea prevalence rate of 50%, a sample size of 150 children yields an error
of approximately 8% at the 95% confidence interval. These conservative estimates all yield acceptable
levels of error, therefore a sample size of 150 households was determined to be acceptable for purposes
of the baseline health study. In addition, a sample size of 150 households is a manageable number of
households given current available resources. Also, 150 households allows for a 15%- 20% drop out rate
without loosing a significant amount of statistical power.
Table 1. Sample Size Calculation Scenarios

Scenario

1

Confidence

Diarrheal Disease

Sample Size

Sample Size

Interval

Prevalence

( n= number of people)

(n= number of households)

95%

15%

750

150
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2

95%

50%

750

150

3.5 %

3

95%

50%

150 children ≤ 5

150

8%

3.2 Sampling Frame
Households were selected to participate in the study using systematic sampling with replacement. First,
the community was divided by sector, into 4 groups. Based on a sample size of 150 households, a
proportional number of households were selected from each sector. The following calculations were
performed using the number of plots in each sector:
Proportion of Community Population
Sector 1 = Plot 1- 357
Sector 2 = Plot 358- 1388
Sector 3 = Plot 1389- 1866
Sector 4= Plot 1867-2202
Sector 1 Proportion = 357/ 2202 = 0.162
Sector 2 Proportion = (1388-358)/ 2202 = 0.468
Sector 3 Proportion = (1866-1389)/ 2202 = 0.217
Sector 4 Proportion = (2202-1867)/ 2202= 0.152
# Sample Households per sector
Sector 1 = 150 * 0.162 = 24
Sector 2 = 150 * 0.468 = 70
Sector 3 = 150 * 0.217 = 33
Sector 4 = 150 * 0.152 = 23
From the number of households per sector, the sampling interval “n” required per sector was determined.
Sampling interval per sector (interval “n”)
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Sector 1 = 357/ 24 = 14.875
Sector 2 = (1388-358)/ 70 = 14.714
Sector 3 = (1866-1389)/ 33 = 14.455
Sector 4 = (2202-1867)/ 23 = 14.565

Given that “n” for each sector was approximately 15, a sampling interval of every 15th household was
chosen for the entire community.
Households were visited starting at plot #1, then plot #15, followed by plot #30 and so on for every 15th
household. In order for households to be included in the study, they had to meet some preliminary
requirements. If these were not met, they were replaced by the neighbouring household (i.e. Household #
1 would be replaced by Household #2 if requirements were not met.) The following were the inclusion
requirements for the study:

1. The household needed to have at least one child ≤ 5 years old living in the home.
2. The household had to be willing to participate in the year long study and could commit to
having someone at home to answer questions every two weeks ( usually was the primary
caregiver for the children).

If the household met these requirements, then they were enrolled in the study and ethics consent was
obtained. If these two criteria were not met, then the household would be replaced with the neighbouring
household and so on until one household was found with the desired criteria within the 15- home interval.
In some cases, the plots were empty or the homes were abandoned. These homes were replaced with
subsequent households and their plot numbers were noted. In the event that the household was not
home, the household was visited twice before replacing them with the next household.

In total, 137 households were enrolled in the baseline health study. There were thirteen, 15-home
sampling intervals, throughout the community that did not have a home with a child 5 years old and
under. Often these intervals contained numerous empty or abandoned homes; therefore a smaller
number of households were visited in that interval. Consequently, the likelihood of coming across a home
with children 5 years old and under was less probable. As a result, no households were selected from
these intervals. The initial population estimate of 2202 homes in the community was an overestimate and
therefore the calculated sample size could have been reduced. In addition, the population of children
under the age of 5 was initially unknown for the community, and given how many sampling intervals did
not contain households with children 5 years old and under, it is anticipated that a sample size of 137
households is more than adequate to represent the community.
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3.3 Questionnaire
Preliminary and on-going questionnaires were developed to assess the diarrheal disease prevalence in
household members. In the questionnaire, the interviewer was required to explain to the household, the
definition of diarrheal disease and then ask if any household members have had diarrhea in the last 48
hours. The standard WHO definition of diarrheal disease episode used for the study is given in Baqui
(1993) as “three or more loose, liquid, or watery stools or at least one bloody stool in 24 hours. An
episode was considered resolved on the last day of diarrhea if there were at least 3 intervening diarrheafree days”. In the current study the recall period is 48 hours, and individual episodes are documented per
household member. Consequently, multiple episodes are not documented as the recall period is not long
enough to allow for “3 diarrhea-free days”. Documenting single episodes also allows for easier
documentation of diarrhea in the field as frequency and duration of each episode are not recorded.
In addition, the preliminary questionnaire addressed questions regarding household water use,
consumption, storage, hand washing, hygiene and sanitation as well as socioeconomic indicators such as
educational background of household members. Also, questions regarding household assets were
incorporated in the questionnaire so that relative household wealth could be documented. The preliminary
and on-going questionnaires can be found in Appendix A.

4.0 Preliminary Sampling
The preliminary round of sampling and selection of the 137 households took place in early February 2010.
The on-going questionnaire will be administered every two weeks to all 137 households beginning on
February 8, 2010 and will continue for one year.
Currently, there is one field team leader and three field staff that are conducting the interviews at all
households. Surveys are administered daily for a two week period until all 137 households have been
visited. The field workers have been instructed to re-visit households until someone is at home to conduct
the questionnaire. They have also been asked to setup an appropriate time for the visit with each
household and create a schedule so that households are visited on the same day and time of the week at
every two week visit (see QA/QC sheets in Appendix B).

5.0 Data Management & Quality Control Measures
At the end of every field day, the field team leader will check every field worker’s questionnaires to ensure
that all questions have been answered. In the event that a question was missed, the field worker will be
required to re-visit the home the following day to collect the missing information. At the end of each
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sampling day, the completed questionnaires will be collected by the field team leader and then placed in
the on-going questionnaire binder and locked in a cabinet at IIT Madras. Every two weeks, the team
leader will enter the field data in prepared spreadsheets and will e-mail a copy to S. Imran Ali to be
checked for errors in data entry. All data entry will occur on a secure computer that is locked in Dr. Prema
Rajagopalan meeting room at IIT Madras and the field team leader will also back up all the information on
a data key.

A series of check sheets were developed for each field staff member. The sheets identify which
households need to be visited by each worker every two weeks. In addition, the field worker is required to
complete a section for each household that indicates whether the questionnaire was completed or not. If it
was not completed, the field worker needs to include reasons why the questionnaire was not
administered. In addition, a master list of all households in the study was created for all the field staff so
that household code, plot address and last person interviewed can be cross referenced to ensure that the
same household is interviewed every two weeks. This is important as not all households are physically
labelled with a household address and therefore, care must be made to ensure the same household is
interviewed from visit to visit. Example check sheets and the master household list can be found in
Appendix B.
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Interviewer Name: …………………………………
………………………………

Date (D/M/Y):

Household Code: …………………………
Preliminary Questions (Enrolment Criteria)
Q1. Is anyone in your household under the age of 5?

 1. Yes 

2. No

 1. Yes 

2. No

 1. Yes 

2. No

If NO: Do not fill out the Questionnaire, move to next household (next door).
Q2. Would you be willing to participate in a 12 month study where we come
visit your house once every 2 weeks to ask you some questions? Today we
will ask you some questions for about 30 minutes. After this week, we will
visit on every other week and take only 15 minutes of your time. Are you
willing to participate?
If NO: Do not fill out the Questionnaire, move to next household (next door).
Q3. Ethics consideration presented to interviewee and informed consent
obtained?
If NO: Do not fill out the Questionnaire, move to next household (next door).

Household Data
Household Code: ……………………………
Sector : ………………… Address : ……………………
Interviewee’s name: ………………………… Gender: …………………

Age: …………………

Relation to children: ………………………… Number of Household Members: ……………………
Fill in table with information about all household members (start with the interviewee’s information):
Nº

Age (year or months)

Gender (M/F)

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

12

Level of Education

Alternative Water Systems Project
Sanitary Risk and Health Study - Extended Questionnaire
_____________________________________________________________________________

Drinking Water Management
Q4. What source of water do you use for drinking right
now?

 1. Bottles (20L cans - bubble top)
 2. Lorries (trucked-in water)
 3. Well (personal well)
 4. Public Taps (lake water)
 5. Other, specify: .…………………….

Q5. Do you think your drinking water is of good quality?

 1. Yes 

Q5a. If yes, why?
Q6b. If no, why?

Write down comments: ………………….
……………………………………………
……………………………………………
……………………………………………

Q6. Do you ever clean your drinking water in the home?

 1. Yes 

Q7. How do you clean your drinking water in the home?

 1. No treatment
 2. Boiling
 3. Alum
 4. Bleaching powder (chlorine)
 5. Filter (candle filter)
 6. Cloth (cotton fabric)
 7. Other, specify: ……………………….

Q8. How often do you clean your drinking water?

 1. No treatment
 2. Never
 3. Always
 4. When children are sick
 5. For baby milk powder
 6. Sometimes, specify: ……………….

Q9. How do you store your drinking water in the home?

 1. Cooking pot
 2. Plastic pots
 3. In the same bottle purchased in (20L)
 4. Other, specify: ……………………….
 1. Yes 

13

2. No

2. No

2. No
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Q9a. Is it covered? (Make a visual check, and specify
type of cover)
Household Water Management
Q10. What source of water do you use for all
household activities such as washing and bathing?

Specify type of cover: ................................

 1. Lorries (trucked-in water)
 2. Well (personal well)
 3. Public Taps (lake water)
 4. Other, specify: …………………………….

Q11. How do you store this water in the home?

 1. Plastic pots
 2. Large drums (plastic)
 3. Sump (underground tank)
 4. Above-ground tank (cement)
 5. Syntex Tank
 6. Other, specify: …………………………….

Q11a. Is it covered? (Make a visual check)

 1. Yes 

Q12. How much water does your household use
each day for drinking and cooking? (Ask the
interviewee how many containers they use)

# of containers: …………………………………

Q12a. What kind of container do they use:

………………………………………………….

Q12b. What is the volume of the container:

…………………………………………… (litres)

Q13. How much water does your household use on
average each day for bathing and toilet?

# of containers: …………………………………

Q13a. What kind of container do they use:

…………………………………………………..

Q13b. What is the volume of the container:

…………………………………………… (litres)

Q14. How much water does your household use on
average each day for cleaning inside the house
and washing dishes?

# of containers: …………………………………

Q14a. What kind of container do they use:

…………………………………………………..

Q14b. What is the volume of the container:

…………………………………………… (litres)

14

2. No
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Q15. How much water does your household use on
average each day for laundry?

# of containers: …………………………………

Q15a. What kind of container do they use:
…………………………………………………..
Q15b. What is the volume of the container:
…………………………………………… (litres)

 1. 5-7 days
 2. Between 8 – 14 days (1 – 2 weeks)
 3. Other, specify: …………………………….

Q16. How long do you have to wait in between
times for the water to come on in the taps?

Hygiene and Sanitation
Q17. Where do you place the solid wastes from
your house?

 1. In the canal
 2. By the roadside
 3. In a bin
 4. Take and dispose somewhere else
 5. Other, specify: ………………………………

Q18. Where do you and your family use the
toilet?

 1. Toilet in the house
 2. Public toilet blocks
 3. Personal latrine outside the home
 4. Open space
 5. Other, specify: ……………………………...

Q19. Can you tell me when do you wash your
hands with soap? (Do not prompt interviewee,
allow them to answer freely and check all that
apply)

 1. Never
 2. Before cooking
 3. Before eating
 4. After eating
 6. After using the toilet
 7. After cleaning baby’s bottom
 8. Before feeding children/ baby
 9. After helping my children use the toilet
 10. When dirty
 11. Other, specify: ……………………………
 1. Never

Q20. When do your children under 5 years old
wash their hands with soap? (Do not prompt
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interviewee, allow them to answer freely and
check all that apply)

Q21. Do you have soap in your house for washing
hands and bathing?

Q21a. Ask them what kind of soap that they use.
Write down the brand name.

 2. Before eating
 3. After eating
 4. After using the toilet
 5. Before sleeping
 6. When dirty
 7. Other, specify: ……………………………...
 1. Yes
 2. No
 3. Sometimes
Soap name: .............................................................

Disease Status
Q22. Has anyone in your family had diarrhea in the last 48 hours (2 days
prior to now)?

 1. Yes

 2. No

Explain the definition of diarrhea to the interviewee: Diarrhea can be
defined by relieving loose or watery motions 3 times or more in 24
hours.
Q23. If YES, ask which family members (currently living in the household) had diarrhea and record all
data into the next table.
Nº

Age
(Yr.
or
Mo.)

Gender
(M/F)

Is he/ she a
child that is
Breastfed
(Yes/ No)
1= Yes
2= No

Dysentry
(Feces
with
blood)
(Yes/No)
1 = Yes
2 = No

How did you cure this diarrhea? (Enter
code as shown below)
0=No treatment
1=Mix water with rehydration salts
(packages)
2=Western medicine (doctor vist), specify
3= Western medicine (self medication),
specify
4=Traditional medicine (herbs), specify
5=Home medicine, specify
6=Don’t know

How much did you
pay for treatment of
diarrhea?
Write cost
here.
If there is no expense
write “0”

1
2
3
4
5
6

Q24. Has anyone in the household been ill in the last 48 hours (2 days) had the following symptoms?

 1. None

 8. Other, specify ………........,
16

# of people …..............
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 2. Worm, intestinal
 3. Skin infection
 4. Eye disease
 5. Abdominal pain
 6. Vomiting
 7. Nausea

# of people ……………
# of people ……………
# of people ……………
# of people ……………
# of people……………
# of people ……………
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Asset Index (Socio-economic status)
Q25. Do you own or rent your house?

 1. Own
 2. Rent
 3. Other, specify: …………………….

Q26. Visual observation: What is the roof of the house
made of?

 1. Thatch
 2. Corrugated Metal/ Asbestos/ Fibre
 3. Pukka (concrete)
 4. Tile
 5. Other, specify: …………………….

Q27. Visual observation: What are the walls of the house
made of?

 1. Thatch
 2. Corrugated Metal/ Asbestos/ Fibre
 3. Pukka (concrete)
 4. Other, specify: …………………….

Q28. Visual observation: What is the floor of the house
made of?

 1. Mud
 2. Tile (ceramic)
 3. Pukka (concrete)
 4. Vinyl sheet
 5. Other, specify: …………………….

Q29. Visual observation: How many levels does the
house have?

Q30. Do you own a TV?

 1. Ground floor
 2. 1 floor
 3. 2 floors
 4. Other, specify: …………………….
 1. Yes  2. No

Q31. Do you have a cable?

 1. Yes 

2. No

Q32. Does your family have a motorbike?

 1. Yes 

2. No

Q32a. If yes, how many?
Q33. Does your household own a refrigerator?

# of motorbikes: …………………………
 1. Yes  2. No

Q34. Do you have a toilet inside your home?

 1. Yes 
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Interviewer Name: …………………………………
………………………………

Date (D/M/Y):

Household Data
Household Code: ……………………………
Sector : ………………… House # (plot #) : ……………………
Interviewee’s name: ………………………… Gender: …………………

Age: …………………

Relation to children: …………………………
Drinking Water Management
Q1. What source of water do you use for drinking right
now?

 1. Bottles (20L cans – bubble top)
 2. Lorries (trucked-in water)
 3. Well (personal well)
 4. Public Taps (lake water)
 5. Other, specify: .…………………….

Q2. Do you ever clean your drinking water in the home?

 1. Yes 

Q3. How do you clean your drinking water in the home?

 1. No treatment
 2. Boiling
 3. Alum
 4. Bleaching powder (chlorine)
 5. Filter
 6. Cloth
 7. Other, specify: ……………………….

Q4. How often do you clean your drinking water?

 1. No treatment
 2. Never
 3. Always
 4. When children are sick
 5. For baby milk powder
 6. Sometimes, specify: ………………

Q5. How do you store your drinking water in the home?

 1. Cooking pot
 2. Plastic pots
 3. In the same bottle purchased in (20L)
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2. No
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 6. Other, specify: ……………………….

Q5a. Is it covered? (Make a visual check

 1. Yes 
Household Water Management
Q6. What source of water do you use for all
household activities such as washing and bathing?

2. No

 1. Lorries (trucked-in water)
 2. Well (personal well)
 3. Public Taps (lake water)
 4. Other, specify: …………………………….

Q7. How much water does your household use
each day for drinking and cooking? (Ask the
interviewee how many containers they use)

# of containers: …………………………………

Q7a. What kind of container do they use:

………………………………………………….

Q7b. What is the volume of the container:

…………………………………………… (litres)

Q8. How much water does your household use on
average each day for bathing and toilet?

# of containers: …………………………………

Q8a. What kind of container do they use:

…………………………………………………..

Q8b. What is the volume of the container:

…………………………………………… (litres)

Q9. How much water does your household use on
average each day for cleaning inside the house
and washing dishes?

# of containers: …………………………………

Q9a. What kind of container do they use:

…………………………………………………..

Q9b. What is the volume of the container:

…………………………………………… (litres)

Q10. How much water does your household use on
average each day for laundry?

# of containers: …………………………………

Q10a. What kind of container do they use:
…………………………………………………..
Q10b. What is the volume of the container:
…………………………………………… (litres)
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Hygiene and Sanitation
Q11. Can you tell me when do you wash your
hands with soap? (Do not prompt interviewee,
allow them to answer freely and check all that
apply)

Q12. When do your children under 5 years old
wash their hands with soap? (Do not prompt
interviewee, allow them to answer freely and
check all that apply)

 1. Never
 2. Before cooking
 3. Before eating
 4. After eating
 6. After using the toilet
 7. After cleaning baby’s bottom
 8. Before feeding children/ baby
 9. After helping my children use the toilet
 10. When dirty
 11. Other, specify: ……………………………
 1. Never
 2. Before eating
 3. After eating
 4. After using the toilet
 5. Before sleeping
 6. When dirty
 7. Other, specify: ……………………………...

Disease Status
Q13. Do you have soap in your house for washing hands and bathing?
Q14. Has anyone in your family had diarrhea in the last 48 hours (2 days
prior to now)?
Explain the definition of diarrhea to the interviewee: Diarrhea can be
defined by relieving loose or watery motions 3 times or more in 24
hours.
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 1. Yes

 2. No

 1. Yes

 2. No
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Q15. If YES, ask which family members (currently living in the household) had diarrhea and record all

data into the next table.
Nº

Age
(Yr./
Mo.)

Gender
(M/F)

Is he/ she a
child that
is
Breastfed
(Yes/ No)
1= Yes
2= No

Feces with
blood
(Yes/No)
1 = Yes
2 = No

How did you cure this diarrhea? (Enter code as How much did
shown below)
you pay for
0=No treatment
treatment of
1=Mix water with rehydration salts (packages) diarrhea?
2=Western medicine (doctor vist), specify
Write cost
3= Western medicine (self medication),
here.
specify
4=Traditional medicine (herbs), specify
5=Home medicine, specify
If there is no
6=Don’t know
expense write “0”

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Q16. Has anyone in the household been ill in the last 48 hours (2 days) had the following symptoms?

 1. None
 2. Worm, intestinal # of people ……………
 3. Skin infection # of people ……………
 4. Eye disease
# of people ……………
 5. Abdominal pain # of people ……………
 6. Vomiting
# of people……………
 7. Nausea
# of people ……………
 8. Other, specify ……......, # of people .........
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Example QA/QC Check -sheets
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Household Code Master Sheet
Household
Code

Sector

Plot/ Door
#

H1
H2
H3
H4
H5
H6
H7
H8
H9
H10
H11
H12
H13
H14
H15
H16
H17
H18
H19
H20
H21
H22
H23
H24

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

3
24
42
53
63
76
138
102
125
151
173
110
195
189
246
230
221
78
285
288
333
271
318
306

H25
H26
H27
H28
H29
H30
H31
H32
H33
H34
H35
H36
H37
H38
H39
H40
H41
H42
H43

2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

377
390
450
410
437
528
431
374
482
501
541
524
1298
1256
1245
571
585
615
639

Name of person
Interviewed 1st time

Relation to
Children

Mother
Uncle
Mother
Mother
Mother
Mother
Father
Father
Father
Mother
Father
Mother
Mother
Father
Mother
Mother
Grandfather
Grandmother
Grandmother
Father
Father
Father
Father
Father
End of Sector 1
Mother
Mother
Mother
Mother
Mother
Mother
Grandmother
Mother
Mother
Mother
Grandfather
Mother
Mother
Mother
Mother
Mother
Mother
Mother
Mother
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Age

Gender

24
32
19
22
25
22
30
40
28
28
30
32
36
35
21
23
50
51
50
25
40
30
30
34

F
M
F
F
F
F
M
M
M
F
M
F
F
M
F
F
M
F
F
M
M
M
M
M

24
28
25
38
26
24
48
37
24
32
65
20
30
24
38
26
25
28
25

F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
M
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F

Other Comments

Shop owner
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H44
H45
H46
H47
H48
H49
H50
H51
H52
H53
H54
H55
H56
H57
H58
H59
H60
H61
H62
H63
H64
H65
H66
H67
H68
H69
H70
H71
H72
H73
H74
H75
H76
H77
H78
H79
H81
H83
H84
H85
H86
H87
H101

2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

645
700
602
717
732
765
775
793
747
810
1152/1153
820
835
850
869
903
1121
912
940
966
979
991
1003
1015
927
1034
1045
1060
1075
1103
1107
880
1202
1137
1171
1351
1184
1236
1312
1320
1338
1171
1370

H80
H82
H88

3
3
3

1393
1408
1420

Father
Mother
Grandmother
Mother
Father
Father
Father
Father
Father
Father
Mother
Father
Grandmother
Mother
Father
Father
Mother
Mother
Mother
Mother
Mother
Mother
Mother
Mother
Father
Father
Grandmother
Mother
Mother
Mother
Father
Mother
Father
Mother
Uncle
Mother
Mother
Father
Uncle
Mother
Grandmother
Mother
Mother
End of Sector 2
Mother
Mother
Father

25

32
27
55
26
32
24
30
29
34
30
28
31
45
28
34
29
28
28
31
29
26
24
26
26
32
41
45
27
22
32
32
26
32
23
40
28
25
25
14
25
67
24
30

M
F
F
F
M
M
M
M
M
M
F
M
F
F
M
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
M
M
F
F
F
F
M
F
M
F
M
F
F
M
M
F
F
F
F
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F
F
M
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H89
H90
H91
H92
H93
H94
H95
H96
H97
H98
H99
H100
H102
H103
H104
H105
H106
H107
H108
H109
H110
H111
H112
H113
H114
H115
H116
H117

3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3

H118
H119
H120
H121
H122
H123
H124
H125
H126
H127
H128
H129
H130
H131
H132
H133
H134
H135

4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4

1436
1452
1489
1571
1686
1694
1506
1501
1513
1529/1530
1548
1557
1860
1594
1601
1627
1632
1650/1651
1707
1722
1735
1789
1759
1771
1808
1826
2153
1840

Mother
Mother
Grandfather
Grandmother
Mother
Mother
Father
Mother
Mother
Mother
Mother
Grandmother
Mother
Mother
elder mother
Mother
Mother
Mother
Mother
Father
Father
Mother
Mother
Father
Grandmother
Mother
Grandfather
Mother
End of Sector 3
1885
Mother
1870
Mother
1901
Grandfather
1922
Mother
1936
Mother
2160
Mother
1946
Mother
1965
Father
1975
Mother
2005
Mother
2020
Grandfather
2185
Mother
to be completed in Field week 1
2050
Father
2065
Mother
2081
Uncle
2104/2105
Mother
2170
Mother
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22
24
72
40
30
21
31
23
24
20
35
48
23
21
32
23
25
25
24
24
32
32
24
35
48
25
60
30

F
F
M
F
F
F
M
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
M
M
F
F
M
F
F
M
F

22
24
45
24
30
31
26
29
25
20
58
23

F
F
M
F
F
F
F
M
F
F
M
F

30
30
28
25
36

M
F
M
F
F

(Refer: Uma)

Red door next to shop
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H136
H137

4
4

2037
1998

Mother
Mother

23
29

F
F

On-going Questionnaire Check-sheet
Interviewer: Farihda

Date (dd/mm/yyyy): _______________________

Visit #1
Househol
d Code

Sector

Plot/
Door #

H91

3

1489

H92

3

1571

H93

3

1686

H94

3

1694

H95

3

1506

H96

3

1501

H97

3

1513

H98

3

1529/1530

H99

3

1548

H100

3

1557

H102

3

1860

H103

3

1594

H104

3

1601

H105

3

1627

H106

3

1632

H107

3

1650/1651

H108

3

1707

H109

3

1722

H110

3

1735

On-going
questionnaire
completed (Check
here)
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If, not completed.
Explain why here.

Best Day and time
of the week to
visit household

Additional
Comments
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H111

3

1789

H112

3

1759

H113

3

1771

H114

3

1808

H115

3

1826

H116

3

2153

H117

3

1840

H118

4

1885

H119

4

1870

H120

4

1901

H121

4

1922

H122

4

1936

H123

4

2160

H124

4

1946

H125

4

1965

H126

4

1975

H127

4

2005

H128

4

2020

H129

4

2185

H130

4

H131

4

2050

H132

4

2065

H133

4

2081

H134

4

2104/2105

H135

4

2170

H136

4

2037

H137

4

1998
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On-going Questionnaire Check-sheet
Interviewer: Farihda
_______________________

Date (dd/mm/yyyy):

Visit: _____
Date

Household
Code

Sector

Plot/
Door #

H91

3

1489

H92

3

1571

H93

3

1686

H94

3

1694

H95

3

1506

H96

3

1501

H97

3

1513

H98

3

H99

3

1529/1
530
1548

H100

3

1557

H102

3

1860

H103

3

1594

H104

3

1601

H105

3

1627

H106

3

1632

H107

3

H108

3

1650/1
651
1707

H109

3

1722

H110

3

1735

H111

3

1789

H112

3

1759

H113

3

1771

On-going questionnaire
completed (Check here)
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H114

3

1808

H115

3

1826

H116

3

2153

H117

3

1840

H118

4

1885

H119

4

1870

H120

4

1901

H121

4

1922

H122

4

1936

H123

4

2160

H124

4

1946

H125

4

1965

H126

4

1975

H127

4

2005

H128

4

2020

H129

4

2185

H130

4

H131

4

2050

H132

4

2065

H133

4

2081

H134

4

H135

4

2104/2
105
2170

H136

4

2037

H137

4

1998
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Introduction

The Alternative Water Systems Project (AWSP) is a research collaboration between the
University of Guelph (Canada), the Indian Institute of Technology Madras (India), and Queen’s
University (Canada). The objective of the Project is to develop alternatives for safe water
provision to urban/peri-urban slums of the Indian subcontinent, in order to control endemic
diarrheal and water-borne infectious diseases.

One of the key tasks of the Project was to characterize the chemical and microbiological quality
of drinking water, as well as its seasonal variability, at Mylai Balaji Nagar, the case study
community of the Project. For this purpose a baseline water quality monitoring programme was
carried out from August 2009 until December 2010. This report highlights the main findings of
this programme.

1.1 Description of study area
Mylai Balaji Nagar is a low-income community on the southern periphery of Chennai, near the
suburb of Velachery with 10,000 inhabitants. Like many marginalized ‘slum’ communities, it is
densely populated, and faces relative economic deprivation and ambient environmental
degradation. Mylai Balaji Nagar can be roughly divided into four sectors of varying size. The
community is bordered in the north by a municipal dump, in the west by Velachery Main Rd.
and a lake, and in the south and west by wetlands.
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The source for the public water supply, delivered via communal standpipes, is a lake that is
approximately 1 km away from the case study community. Previous research in the Project
indicates that about 20% of households in the community are consuming this water as their
primary drinking water source. The lake is highly contaminated by various human activities. The
intake for the public tap water supply features an infiltration well at the bank of the lake. The
well is open and no further treatment or disinfection is regularly practiced at-source. The water is
then pumped from the well to the community, where taps are turned on by a panchayat agent on
an intermittent basis, from four to two times a month, depending on the season and water
availability. Each household collects water and then stores it in the home in open-mouthed
storage containers (sometimes but not always with lids) until it is used. The quality of the public
water supply has been identified by the community as a major problem in this area. This report
discusses the chemical and microbiological quality of the public tap water supply, as observed
between August 2009 to December 2010.

2

Methodology

2.1 Sampling frame
Initially, twelve samples were collected from various locations around the community – four
from the lake and eight from randomly-selected households in the community (i.e. two
households from each sector of the community). Later on in the monitoring programme, an
additional sample was also collected from the infiltration well at the intake in the lake. Four
different locations in the lake and two samples from each sector were selected for sampling in
order to accommodate possible spatial variability in water quality.
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2.2 Sampling timeline
Samples were collected two times a month from August 2009 to December 2009. From January
2010 to April 2010, samples were collected four times a month. From May 2010 to July 2010
samples were collected two times a month again. Finally, from August 2010 to December 2010,
samples were collected once a month. Details of the sampling timeline are given in Table 1.
Table 1: Details of sampling timeline.

Sampling Event No.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30

Date
11 August 2009
24 August 2009
8 September 2009
22 September 2009
6 October 2009
6 November 2009
16 November 2009
7 December 2009
14 December 2009
22 December 2009
7 January 2010
19 January 2010
8 February 2010
15 February 2010
22 February 2010
1 March 2010
8 March 2010
15 March 2010
19 April 2010
26 April 2010
3 May 2010
17 May 2010
15 June 2010
26 June 2010
13 July 2010
30 July 2010
13 August 2010
6 September 2010
8 October 2010
15 December 2010
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2.3 Water quality testing
Water samples were analyzed for 11 parameters including:












Hardness
Chloride
Alkalinity
COD (chemical oxygen demand)
BOD (biochemical oxygen demand)
Iron
Nitrate
Fluoride
Total coliforms
Fecal coliforms
Turbidity

Two different methods were utilized for analysis: a) the experimental method following the
standard laboratory procedure; and some of the time b) a rapid test-kit method, that simplifies the
experimental procedure, but is less precise. From August 2009 until April 2010, some of the
parameters were tested using the rapid kit method. These included:




hardness,
chloride, and
alkalinity.

From April 2010 onwards to the end of the monitoring programme in December 2010, all
parameters were tested using the experimental method.

2.4 Water quality standards
Findings of the water quality monitoring programme were compared to permissible limits
defined by the Bureau of Indian Standards (IS 10500:1991). These are identified in Table 2.
Table 2: Relevant water quality standards.

S. No.

BIS, Indian Standards
(IS 10500:1991)

Parameter

Desirable limit

4

Permissible limit

4

1

Total Hardness (as CaCO3)

300 mg/L

600 mg/L

2

Chloride (as Cl)

250 mg/L

1000 mg/L

3

Nitrate (as NO3-)

45 mg/L

100 mg/L

4

Fluoride (as F-)

1.0 mg/L

1.5 mg/L

5

Alkalinity

200 mg/L

600 mg/L

6

Iron (as Fe)

0.3 mg/L

1.0 mg/L

7

Turbidity

5 mg/L

10 mg/L

8

MPN

- Ve

- Ve

9

Bacteriological Quality-H2S Strip
Method

- Ve

- Ve

10

BOD

2 mg/L

5 mg/L

11

COD

5 mg/L

20 mg/L

Results

The following section presents the data from the monitoring programme from August 2009 to
December 2010. The data are available as both tables and graphs. For the tabular format, please
see the embedded document:

Tables.doc

The data for each of the 11 water quality parameters are summarized in graph format in the
following sections. Following each graph, a brief comment is made about how the water quality
figures with respect to the desirable and permissible limits as set by BIS for that specific
parameter. The points on the graph represent the mean of the data collected for that sampling
event and the type of sample. The error bars represent the standard deviation of these means.
5

Error bars represent the variability of the summary statistics.

6

4.1 Hardness

Hardness in lake, lanes and infiltration well samples are below the desirable limit of 300 mg/l and permissible limit of 600mg/l set by
BIS. Hardness is not a water quality concern.

7

4.2 Chloride

Chloride levels in all samples are below the permissible limit of 1000 mg/L set by BIS, but at times exceed the desirable limit in the
lake. It is not a major water quality concern.

8

4.3 Alkalinity

Alkalinity of all samples is generally below the permissible limit of 600 mg/L, with a spike exceeding the limit around August 2010
for the infiltration well and the lane samples. The levels of alkalinity in the lake appear to be regularly less than that of the well or lane
samples. The desirable limit of 200 mg/L is regularly exceeded, however, it is within permissible limits, so alkalinity is not consider a
water quality concern.

9

4.4 COD

COD in all lake samples is consistently in excess of both the desirable (5 mg/L) and permissible (20 mg/L) limits. The infiltration well
does seem to reduce the organics content of the water such that the lane samples are generally within the permissible limit, though still
in excess of the desirable limit. However, there are sporadic spikes in COD over the course of the year. Even samples from the lanes
and the infiltration well had COD values in excess of the permissible limit of 20 mg/l after May 2010. Organic matter washing into the
lake during the monsoon season may be responsible for the observed spikes. Given the impact of organics on taste, odour, and the
applicability of disinfection treatments, organics are considered a major water quality concern.
10

4.5 BOD

The level of BOD in the lake is regularly in excess of the permissible limit (5 mg/L). Though the lane samples are generally within the
permissible limit, they are often in excess of the desirable limit (2 mg/L). As expected, BOD follows a similar trend as does COD. A
spike is observed during the months of June, July and August 2010, during which time the even the lane samples and the infiltration
well were in excess of the permissible level of 5mg/L.

11

4.6 Iron

The concentration of iron is generally below the permissible limit (1 mg/L), and most often within the desirable limit (0.3 mg/L) for
all samples, with the exception of a significant spike during the initial testing period. Iron is not considered a major water quality
concern here.

12

4.7 Nitrate

The concentration of nitrate is below the desirable limit of 45mg/l and permissible limit of 100 mg/L in all samples. Nitrate is not a
water quality concern.

13

4.8 Fluoride

The concentration of fluoride is below the desirable limit of 1mg/l and permissible limit of 1.5 mg/l in all samples. Fluoride is not a
water quality concern here.

14

4.9 Total coliforms

Total coliforms are consistently in excess of the limit of zero, for all samples, throughout the year. Several spikes in MPN levels can
be observed, possibly linked to rain events, such as in the month of May. Microbiological water quality is of extreme concern here.

15

4.10 Fecal coliforms

Fecal coliforms were assessed for a shorter period than total coliforms were. As expected, the level of fecal coliforms is always above
the permissible limit of zero. Similar trends following the rains in May are likewise observed. Microbiological contamination is a
major concern in the water quality here.

16

4.11 Turbidity

The turbidity values are high in lake samples, exceeding the permissible limits of 10 NTU following the month of August until
approximately November. This is likely due to the monsoon rains washing solids into the lake source, or possibly due to construction
activities that have been taking place in the vicinity. Turbidity in the lane samples is generally low and within the limit indicating that
the infiltration well is effective at controlling turbidity. Turbidity is seen to be a concern in the lake water supply because of its
regular, seasonal spikes.

17

5

Conclusion

The levels of MPN, COD, BOD and turbidity are regularly in excess of permissible limits set by the BIS. These indicate that the main
water quality concerns in the lake source at Mylai Balaji Nagar are:


Organic contamination



Turbidity



Microbiological contamination

A drinking water treatment system in the case study community should be responsive to these concerns and able to handle these
contaminants.

18

APPENDIX E: TAMIL ETHICS CONSENT FORM

2
khw;W FbePh; Kiw jpl;lk;
Ma;tpy; gq;Nfw;f xg;Gjy;
FOf; fye;jha;T / Neh;f;fhzy; gFjp
kapiy ghyh[p efh; $l;L Rfhjhu ghjpg;G kw;Wk;
MNuhf;fpaj;jpw;fhd Ma;T
FNsg;
gy;fiyf;fofj;jpd;
nghwpapay;
fy;tp
epiyak;>
ePh;epiy
nghwpapay; Jiwiar; rhh;e;j iraJ ,k;uhd; myp vd;gtuhy; elj;jg;gLk;
Ma;tpy; gq;Fngw cq;fis Nfl;Lf; nfhs;fpNwhk;.
,e;j Ma;tpd; KbTfs;
‘lhf;lh;” gl;lk; ngWtjw;nfdr; rkh;g;gpf;fg;gLk; tpsf;ff; fl;Liuf;F cjTfpwJ.
fdlhtpy; cs;s xl;Nlhthtpd; cyfshtpa Kd;Ndw;w Ma;T ikaj;jhy;
Muk;gpf;fg;gl;l ‘efh;Gw tWik kw;Wk; Rw;Wr;#oy; epfo;r;rpapd;” cjtpAld;
elj;jg;gLfpwJ.
,e;j Ma;T gw;wpa cq;fspd; re;Njfq;fSf;F kw;Wk; GfhUf;F> jaq;fhky;
fPo;f;fz;l njhlh;G vz;fSf;F njhlh;G nfhs;sTk;.
1)
2)

iraJ ,k;uhd; myp> Muha;r;rpahsh;> 917-648-5940 (,e;jpah).
Kidth; nftpd; `hy;> Muha;r;rp Nkw;ghh;itahsh;> 1-519-824-4120
tphpT 53081 (fdlh).

Ma;tpd; Nehf;fk;:
,e;jpahtpy; efh;Gw Fbir gFjpfspy; cs;s jz;zPh; rhh;e;j Neha;fis
Fiwg;gjw;fhf kw;Wk; khw;W khjphp ghJfhf;fg;gl;l FbePh; trjpapid kjpg;gPL
nra;Ak; kw;Wk; kf;fs; gq;Nfw;ig nfhz;L Kd;Ndw;wj;ij cUthf;FtJk; ,e;j
khw;W FbePh; Kiw jpl;lj;jpd; Nehf;fk; MFk;.
,e;jf; FOf; fye;jha;T / Neh;f;fhzypd; Nehf;fkhdJ Rfhjhu FbePh; Kiwia
gad;gLj;Jgth;fspd; vz;zq;fis Muha;tJ MFk;. ,jpy; FbePh; Rj;jpfhpg;G
tbfhypd; rpwg;gk;rq;fs; kw;Wk; tbtikg;gpd; NjitfSk; mlq;Fk;.
nray;Kiw:
ePq;fs; jhdhf Kd;te;J ,e;j Ma;tpy; gq;Nfw;f tpUk;gpdhy;> ehq;fs;
gpd;tUk; fhhpaq;fis nra;AkhW Nfl;Lf; nfhs;fpNwhk;:
jaT $h;e;J fye;jha;T elj;Jgthpd; Nfs;tpf;F cq;fs; mwptpy; rpwe;j
gjpy;fis $wTk;. ePq;fs; Rje;jpukhf NgRq;fs;. ePq;fs; Fwp;g;ghd Kiwapy;
NgRtjw;f;Nfh
my;yJ
Ngrhky;
,Ug;gjw;;Nfh
tw;GWj;jg;gLtjhf
epidf;fhjPh;fs;. cq;fspd; fUj;Jf;fs; vq;fSf;F Kf;fpak;. ,jpy; rhpahd kw;Wk;
jtwhd gjpy;fs; fpilahJ. Neh;kiw kw;Wk; vjph;kiw fUj;Jf;fSk; ,izahd
Kf;fpaj;Jtk; tha;;e;jJ. ePq;fs; vt;tsT $wNtz;Lk; my;yJ vt;tsT
$wNtz;lhk; vd;W ePq;fs; KbT nra;ayhk;. ePq;fs; ,Wjpapy; xU KbTf;F
tuNtz;Lk; vd;W vjp;h; ghh;f;fj; Njitap;y;iy. jaT $h;e;J fye;jha;tp;d; NghJ
eP;q;fs; ve;j jUthapYk; Rje;jpukhf Nfs;tp Nfl;fyhk;. NkYk;. kw;wth;fis
NgRtjw;;f;F
mDkjpAq;fs;
kw;Wk;
kw;wth;fs;
NgRk;
NghJ
,ila+W
nra;ahjPh;fs;. xU jUzj;jpy; xUth; kl;LNk NgRq;fs; mg;NghJ jhd; ehq;fs;
njspthf gjpT nra;a KbAk;. ,e;jf; fye;jha;T 1 kzp 30 epkplq;fs; ,Uf;Fk;.
,e;jf; fye;jha;tpid gjpT nra;Ak; ,ae;jpuk; %yk; gjpT nra;Nthk;. cq;fs;
gq;Nfw;g;gpid vjph; tUk; Muha;r;rp epfo;r;rpapy; vjph; Nehf;FNthk;.
Vw;Gila ghjpg;Gfs; kw;Wk; rq;Nfh[q;fs;:
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,e;jf; fye;jha;tpy; Nfl;fg;gLk; rpy Nfs;tpfs; cq;fs; rKjhaj;jpd;
ek;gpf;if kw;Wk; xw;Wik gw;wpa cq;fspd; a+fq;fisg; rhh;e;J ,Uf;Fk;.
midj;J gjpTfSk; Kbe;j mstpw;F cq;fspd; jdpkdpj Rje;jpuj;ij
cWjpg;gLj;Jk; kw;Wk; midj;J gjpTfSk; IIbapy; ghJfhg;ghd ,lj;jpy;
Nrfhpf;fg;gLk;.
,jid
vq;fs;
Muha;r;rp
gzpahsh;fs;
kl;L;k;
jhd;
cgNahfg;gLj;Jthh;fs;. gq;Nfw;ghsh;fs; mth;fspd; ngahpd; %yk; milahsk;
fhzg;glkhl;lhh;fs; kw;Wk; gjpTfSk; ghJfhg;ghf itf;fg;gLk;.
gq;F ngWgth;f;F / r%fj;jpw;F Vw;glf;$ba gad;fs;:
gq;F ngWgtUf;F ,e;j Ma;T gzpapd; %yk; Neubahf gad;
,Uf;fhJ.
,Ug;gpDk;> ,e;j Ma;tpd; %yKk; kw;Wk; Ma;T nray;ghLfspd;
%yKk; Nfhug;gLk; tptuq;fs; ghJfhg;ghd FbePh; Kiwf;F toptFf;Fk;. mJ
kapiy ghyh[p efhpy; trpf;Fk; kf;fspd; FbePh; jd;ikia jukhdjhf;Fk;. ,e;j
Ma;T gzpapy; fz;Lgpbf;fg;gLk; fz;Lgpbg;Gfs; murhq;fj;jpw;F njhptpf;fg;gLk;.
kw;Wk; mJ nrd;id kw;Wk; ,e;jpahtpy; kw;w ,lq;fspy; J}a kw;Wk;
ghJfhg;ghd FbePh; jpl;lk; cUthf;Ftjw;F toptFf;Fk;.
gq;F ngWtjw;F njhif:
Ma;tpdpy;
fye;J
nfhLf;fg;glkhl;lhJ.

nfhs;gtUf;F

ve;jtpjkhd

njhifAk;

,ufrpaj;jd;ik:
,e;j Ma;tpd; %yk; ngwg;gLk; tptuq;fis ,ufrpakhf ghJfhf;f
midj;J eltbf;iffSk; Nkw;nfhs;sg;gLk;. G+h;j;jp nra;ag;gl;l tpdhj;jhs;fs;
midj;Jk; I.I.b. Nguhrphpah; miwapy; gj;jpukhf G+l;b itf;fg;gLk;. kw;Wk;
mjid jpl;l mYtyh;fs; kl;Lk; cgNahfg;gLj;Jthh;fs;.
,e;j Mtzq;fs;
jpl;lk; KbTWk; ehshd Nk 31> 2012 gpwF 6 khj fhyk; ghJfhf;fg;gLk;. mjd;
gpwF mJ mopf;fg;gl;LtpLk;.
gq;Nfw;G kw;Wk; thg];;:
ePq;fs; ,e;j Ma;tpdpy; gq;Nfw;gjh? ,y;iyah? vd;W KbT nra;ayhk;.
ePq;fs;
jhdhf
Kd;te;J
Ma;tpdpy;
gq;Nfw;why;>
ePq;fs;
vg;NghJ
Ntz;LkhdhYk; ve;jtpj ,ilA+Wkpd;wp ntspNawyhk;.
ePq;fs; cq;fs;
tptuq;fis Ma;tpdpy; ,Ue;J vLj;Jtplyhk;. ePq;fs; gjpy; $w tpUg;gg;glhj
Nfs;tpfis epuhfhpj;Jtpl;Lk;> ePq;fs; njhlh;e;J Ma;tpdpy; ,Uf;fyhk;. Ma;T
Nkw;Nfhs;gth; #o;epiyfis fhuzkhf nfhz;L Ma;tpdpy; ,Ue;J cq;fis
tpsf;fyhk;.
Ma;tpy; gq;FngWgthpd; chpikfs;:
ePq;fs; vg;NghJ Ntz;LkhdhYk; cq;fs; xg;Gjiy jpUk;gg; ngw;Wf;
nfhs;syhk; kw;Wk; Ma;tpdpy; ,Ue;J ve;jtpj mguhjKkpd;wp tpyfpf;
nfhs;syhk;.
ePq;fs; ,e;j Ma;tpdpy; gq;Nfw;gjhy; ve;jtpjkhd chpikNah>
rl;l chpikiaNah tpl;Lf; nfhLf;fg;Nghtjpy;iy.
,e;j Ma;T FNsg;
gy;fiyf;fofj;jpd; xOf;f newpKiw FOtpd; %yk; rhpghh;f;fg;gl;L xg;Gjy;
toq;fg;gl;Ls;sJ.
cq;fSf;F
gq;Nfw;gthpd;
chpikia
gw;wp
mwpa
tpUk;gpdhy;> njhlh;G nfhs;f.
Ma;T xOf;fKiw xUq;fpizg;ghsh;>
FNsg; gy;fiyf;fofk;
437> gy;fiyf;fof ikak;>
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FNsg;> OW N1G 2W1
njhiyNgrp: (519) 824-4120> tphpT: 56606
,nkapy;: sauld@voguelph.ca
Ngf;];: (519) 821-5236
iraJ ,k;uhd; myp
jpl;l xUq;fpizg;ghsh;, khw;W FbePh; Kiw jpl;lk;
RM 30, EWRE
rptpy; ,d;[pdpahpq; Jiw>I.I.b. nkl;uh];>
nrd;id - 600 036.
njhiyNgrp: 91-917-648-5940
,nkapy;: alis@uoguelph.ca
Ma;tpy; gq;Nfw;gthpd; ifnahg;gk; / rl;lhPjpahd gpujpepjp:
‘khw;W FbePh; Kiwjpl;lk; - FOf; fye;jha;T / Neh;f;fhzy; gFjp
kapiy ghyh[p efh; Rfhjhu ghjpg;G kw;Wk; MNuhf;fpak;” gw;wpa Ma;tpid
gw;wp fPo;f;fz;l tptuq;fis gbj;Njd;.
ehd; jpUg;jpailAk; mstpy; vdJ
Nfs;tpfs; gjpyspf;fg;gl;lJ. kw;Wk; ehd; ,jpy; gq;Fngw xg;Gf; nfhs;fpNwd;.
vdf;F ,jd; efy; nfhLf;fg;gl;lJ.

.......................................................
gq;FngWgthpd; ngah;

.........................................................
rl;lhPjpahd gpujpepjp (VNjDk; ,Ug;gpd;)

..........................................................
gq;F ngWgthpd; ifnahg;gk;
(m) rl;lhPjpahd gpujpepjp

.................
Njjp

(gq;Nfw;ghsuhf rhpahd Kiwapy; xg;Gjy; juKbatpy;iynad;why; kl;Lk;
ngah; kw;Wk; rl;lhPjpahd gpujpepjpapd; ifnahg;gk; ngwTk;.
gq;Nfw;gth;
xg;Gjy; mspf;f njspthf ,Ue;jhy; ,J Njitapy;iy).
rhl;rp:
............................................
rhl;rpapd; ngah;

............................................
rhl;rpapd; ifnahg;gk;
(Ma;T nra;gth; rhl;rpahfkhl;lhh;.
rhl;rpahf khwyhk;).

...............................
Njjp
Mdhy; ahNuDk; ,y;iynadpy; Ma;thsh;

APPENDIX F: ENGLISH ETHICS CONSENT FORM

ALTERNATIVE WATER SYSTEMS PROJECT
CONSENT TO PARTICIPATE IN RESEARCH
FOCUS GROUPS/INTERVIEW SESSIONS

You are asked to participate in a research study conducted by Syed Imran Ali, from the School of
Engineering at the University of Guelph. The results of this study will contribute to a PhD
dissertation. This research is supported by the Urban Poverty and Environment Program Initiative
at the International Development Research Centre (IDRC) in Ottawa, Canada.
If you have any questions or concerns about the research, please feel free to contact Syed Imran
Ali at 917-648-5940 (India) or the supervising faculty member, Dr. Kevin Hall at 1-519-824-4120
ext.53081 (Canada).
PURPOSE OF THE STUDY
The objective of the Alternative Water Systems Project is the participatory development and assessment
of an alternative model for safe water provision in an urban slum in India, in order to reduce the burden of
water-related diseases.
These Focus Groups/Interviews sessions aim to investigate end-user and stakeholder perceptions of safe
water systems including desired features and design requirements.
PROCEDURES
If you volunteer to participate in this study, we would ask you to do the following things:
Please answer, to the best of your knowledge, the questions asked to you by the moderator. Free to talk
as they please, don’t feel pressurized to speak or not speak in a specific way. All of your opinions are
important to us, there are no right or wrong answers, and both negative and positive comments are
equally important. You can decide how much to tell or not. You are not expected to reach a consensus at
the end. Please feel free to ask questions when and if you please during the session. Also, please allow
others to speak and don’t interrupt one another. We request that you speak one at a time so as to make
the recording clear. This session will last about 1½ hours. This session will be recorded using an audio
device. Your participation may be sought for future research activities of this project.
POTENTIAL RISKS AND DISCOMFORTS
Some of the questions in this session deal with personal perceptions of trust and cooperation in your
community. All recordings will be handled with the utmost concern for privacy and will be stored in a
secure location on IIT campus and will be accessible only to research staff. Participants will not be
dentified by name and the recordings will be anonymous..
POTENTIAL BENEFITS TO PARTICIPANTS AND/OR TO SOCIETY
There are no direct benefits to participants expected from this research activity. However, the information
collected in this survey and subsequent research activities will guide the development of a safe water
system that may improve the quality of clean water available to residents of Mylai Balaji Nagar. The results
of this research will also be disseminated to the government level and has the potential to improve policies
for safe, clean water provision in other low-income communities in Chennai and elsewhere in India.
PAYMENT FOR PARTICIPATION
Participants will not be paid for participation.
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CONFIDENTIALITY
Every effort will be made to ensure confidentiality of any identifying information that is obtained in
connection with this study. All data will be securely stored in a locked cabinet in faculty offices at IIT
Madras and will be accessible only to project staff. It will be retained for 6 months after the project
completion date of May 31, 2012 after which point the original data will be destroyed. Participants will
ultimately determine the level of confidentiality of the focus group sessions, so we ask that participants
please not discuss what was said during the session or who was present when they leave the session

PARTICIPATION AND WITHDRAWAL
You can choose whether to be in this study or not. If you volunteer to be in this study, you may
withdraw at any time without consequences of any kind. You may exercise the option of removing
your data from the study. You may also refuse to answer any questions you don’t want to answer
and still remain in the study. The investigator may withdraw you from this research if
circumstances arise that warrant doing so.
RIGHTS OF RESEARCH PARTICIPANTS
You may withdraw your consent at any time and discontinue participation without penalty. You
are not waiving any legal claims, rights or remedies because of your participation in this research
study. This study has been reviewed and received ethics clearance through the University of
Guelph Research Ethics Board. If you have questions regarding your rights as a research
participant, contact:
Research Ethics Coordinator
University of Guelph
437 University Centre
Guelph, ON N1G 2W1
Syed Imran Ali
Project Coordinator
Alternative Water Systems Project
Rm 30, EWRE
Dept. of Civil Engineering
IIT Madras, Chennai 600 036

Telephone: (519) 824-4120, ext. 56606
E-mail: sauld@uoguelph.ca
Fax: (519) 821-5236

Telephone: +91-917-648-5940 (mobile)
Email: alis@uoguelph.ca

SIGNATURE OF RESEARCH PARTICIPANT
I have read the information provided for the study “Alternative Water Systems Project - Focus
group/Interview sessions ” as described herein. My questions have been answered to my
satisfaction, and I agree to participate in this study. I have been given a copy of this form.
______________________________________
Name of Participant (please print)
______________________________________
Signature of Participant or Legal Representative

______________
Date

[The name and signature of the legal representative is ONLY necessary if the participant is not competent
to consent. If the participant is competent, please do not include these options.]
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SIGNATURE OF WITNESS
______________________________________
Name of Witness (please print)
______________________________________
Signature of Witness

_______________
Date

[The witness is ideally NOT the investigator, but if there is no readily available alternative, the investigator
can act as witness.]
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APPENDIX G: University of Guelph REB Certificate

RESEARCH ETHICS BOARD
Certification of Ethical Acceptability of Research
Involving Human Participants

APPROVAL PERIOD:

April 13, 2010 to April 13, 2012

REB NUMBER:

10JA024

TYPE OF REVIEW:

Delegated Type 1

RESPONSIBLE FACULTY:

KEVIN HALL

DEPARTMENT:

School of Engineering

SPONSOR:

INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT RESEARCH CENTRE

TITLE OF PROJECT:

Alternative Water Systems Project

CHANGES:

14 Mar 11: A.3 Dates; B.10 Methodology; D. 17 Consent;
D.20 Feedback
04 May 11: B.10 Methodology

The members of the University of Guelph Research Ethics Board have examined the protocol which describes
the participation of the human subjects in the above-named research project and considers the procedures, as
described by the applicant, to conform to the University's ethical standards and the Tri-Council Policy
Statement.
The REB requires that you adhere to the protocol as last reviewed and approved by the REB. The REB must
approve any modifications before they can be implemented. If you wish to modify your research project, please
complete the Change Request Form. If there is a change in your source of funding, or a previously unfunded
project receives funding, you must report this as a change to the protocol.
Adverse or unexpected events must be reported to the REB as soon as possible with an indication of how
these events affect, in the view of the Responsible Faculty, the safety of the participants, and the continuation
of the protocol.
If research participants are in the care of a health facility, at a school, or other institution or community
organization, it is the responsibility of the Principal Investigator to ensure that the ethical guidelines and
approvals of those facilities or institutions are obtained and filed with the REB prior to the initiation of any
research protocols.
The Tri-council Policy Statement requires that ongoing research be monitored by, at a minimum, a final report
and, if the approval period is longer than one year, annual reports. Continued approval is contingent on timely
submission of reports.
Membership of the Research Ethics Board: M. Bowring, CME; F. Caldwell, Physician (alt); J. Clark, PoliSci
(alt); J. Dwyer, FRAN; M. Dwyer, Legal; D. Dyck, CBS; D. Emslie, Physician; M. Fairburn, Ext.; J. HackerWright, Ethics; G. Holloway; CBS (alt); V. Kanetkar, CME (alt); L. Kuczynski, FRAN (alt); S. Lachapelle, COA;
L. Mann, Ext.; J. Minogue, EHS; P. Saunders, Alter. Health Care; S. Singer, COA (alt); L. Son Hing,
Psychology; V. Shalla, SOAN (alt); L. Spriet, CBS; L Trick, Chair; T. Turner; SOAN; L. Vallis; CBS (alt).

Approved:
per
Chair, Research Ethics Board

Date: ______________________

APPENDIX H: FGD I SESSION GUIDE

Last modified: April 7, 2011 (FGD #2)
INTRODUCTION


Welcome participants as they enter, offer refreshments, make small talk to set all at
ease, give name tags as they come in so they can refer to one another.



Once all are present, introduce research team (point out name tags), explain each
person’s role.



Introduce the project in general by talking about the AWSP and our previous activities
that they may be aware of.



Introduce the purpose of this session: to explore whether a water treatment system in
their community would be more suitable on an individual basis in each household, or on
a shared, collective basis at the community-level.
o Give examples of what we mean by community- or household-level systems,
ensure that it is clearly understood  use visual aids
o Discuss the format or the session: series of approximately 12 questions posed to
the group
o State our intention: to simply listen and learn about what people think would be
possible for a water treatment system in the community
o Remind participants that these focus group discussions are separate from the field
trial of the household filter and that they should not feel any pressure to skew
their responses in any direction.



Explain why the participants were selected: referring to the inclusion criteria for the
particular FGD session



Lay out rules and expectations
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o Free to talk as they please, don’t feel pressurized to speak or not speak in a
specific way.
o All of your opinions are important to us, there are no right or wrong answers, and
both negative and positive comments are equally important.
o They can decide how much to tell or not.
o Not expected to reach a consensus at the end.
o Please feel free to ask questions when and if they please.
o Allow others to speak and don’t interrupt one another.
o Request that they speak one at a time so as to make the recording clear.
o The session will last about 1 hour.


Discuss ethical guidelines
o Inform participants that they are being recorded by audio device and by notetaking by the Observer.
o Any published information will not feature any names, so data is totally
anonymous.
o All information will be used for research purposes only, it will not be shared or
divulged for any other purpose.
o Future uses of their contributions – PhD research thesis, publication in research
journals.
o Must clarify that this session is just for research purposes – there will not be any
more interventions coming out of the project, including from this session. We are
not using this session to design a new intervention; nothing will come out of it!!
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o Encourage participants to maintain the confidentiality and anonymity of the other
participants when they leave the session.


Ask participants to introduce themselves to one another and which sector they live in.



Move on to open-ended, un-cued factual questions to break the ice on the topic:
o What are some of the most serious problems related to water supply in the
community?

KEY QUESTIONS
What are the informal and formal groups, organizations, or associations that function in Mylai
Balaji Nagar?


Brainstorm list and write on flip-chart.



Probe for: credit, religious, recreational, health, education, parent-teacher association,
youth group, sports groups, cultural groups, civic associations, labour, commercial,
women’s groups, development committees, self-help groups, others (specify).



Which of these groups are important and active in improving well-being of different
community-members?

How do people respond to natural calamities and accidents – for instance, a fire in the
community – does each household watch out for itself, or do people work together to face the
problem?


What are some examples that you can think of in recent memory, if any?

If someone else in the community had the following choice, which one would he or she prefer:
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1) to treat water individually in the home, with more cost and effort on the individual; or
2) to work collectively with others in the community to get the same benefit of treated safe
water, for less cost and effort on the individual, but with the added requirement of
working with others and the risks of other people not contributing as equally?


What are the reasons that might influence a person’s decisions?

Do you think others in the community would be willing to pay their money up-front into a
collection that will go toward building a community-level system later on?

People from the same community often get together to address a particular issue that faces the
community, fix a problem, improve the quality of life, or provide some kind of needed service.


Have there been any efforts by the community to improve the quality of water supply or
overcome another problem (service or benefit) in recent memory? What were they?
o If no answers forth-coming on water, probe into: education, health, public
services, garbage, public latrines and sanitation, water supply, roads and
transportation, credit, recreational and cultural resources, security, child care,
wine shop, others (ask them to specify).
o Brainstorm list, make sure it is clear for audio recording.



Were there certain community groups that played an important role in this?



What kinds of responses did you get from the local government? From other
organizations? From the rest of the community?



What kinds of obstacles did you have to deal with?



What was the outcome of the effort?
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If the above question deals with a success, then ask about a failure too: On the other hand, has
the community ever attempted to make improvement, but failed?


Probe into: Exnora waste management program; other community efforts that did not
succeed…



What would you have done differently to make the effort more successful?

In the past year, have people in Mylai Balaji Nagar gotten together and jointly petitioned
government officials or political leaders for community development issues (i.e. electricity,
water, drainage)?


What was the outcome of these efforts?

What kind of support to you think external stakeholders (i.e. government, local NGOs and
businesses) can be counted on to provide with respect to on-going operations and maintenance,
and financing? (~5 min)

The government is proposing to bring the Chennai Metro water supply to MB Nagar. How
credible do you believe these claims to be? How does it affect your preference for a moretemporary household-level solution or for a more permanent community-level solution? (~5
min)

Do your neighbours all have secure tenure (i.e. legal title) to their plots? Is there a risk that the
government could move you from your present place? Are you concerned about putting effort
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into the community infrastructure, if there is a chance you could be moved from there at a later
date by the government? (~ 5 min)

Final impression on level of application… (~15 min)
Considering everything we’ve discussed, do you think a community-level system would be
possible for Mylai Balaji Nagar?


What are the important reasons for your feeling on this matter?



Do you think all of your neighbours would contribute equally?



Probe: Not only what we’ve discussed today, but anything else that comes to mind and
affects your decision

Which do you think would be best for Mylai Balaji Nagar - a household- or a community-level
water treatment system?


What are the important reasons for your feeling on this matter?

CONCLUSION


Ask participants:
o Are there others with opinions very different from yours? If so, who are they (so
we may follow up with them as well)?



Moderator gives a review of the purpose of the study, how the comments will be used,
and how confidentiality and anonymity will be ensured.
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How we will share the results once the analysis is complete: we will call a meeting of
all the focus group participants to meet and share results for further discussion at the end
of the research.



Final check by asking the question:
o Have we missed anything?



Thank the participants to end.

DEBRIEFING


Have facilitators come together and discuss the main points, observations on
participants and events, things to improve for next session, and have everyone
check/complete their notes.



Plan out any necessary follow-up interviews with quiet, under-represented participants.



Plan out transcription of recording, annotations, translation and back-checking.
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APPENDIX I: FGD I VISUAL AID (HOUSEHOLD SYSTEMS)

tPL Kiw tbfl;b

APPENDIX J: FGD I VISUAL AID (COMMUNITY SYSTEMS)

rKjha Kiw tbtk;

APPENDIX K: FGD II SESSION GUIDE

FGD II QR for participatory assessment of end-user preference criteria
Last modified: May 5, 2011

INTRODUCTION


Welcome participants as they enter, offer refreshments, make small talk to set all at
ease, give name tags as they come in so they can refer to one another.



Once all are present, introduce research team (point out name tags), explain each
person’s role.



Introduce the project in general by talking about the AWSP and our previous activities
that they may be aware of.



Introduce the purpose of this session: to explore what people want in a water treatment
system
o Team will give a brief presentation on the “preference criteria” we’ve identified
so far  will use the Preference Information Sheets to explain
o We will ask participants what they think of these criteria and what else they think
is important to consider
o We will then ask participants to rank these preference criteria to indicate how
important each one is to the participants  discuss it verbally, use the Ranking
Sheets to record
o We will invite the participants to discuss with one another why they ranked the
way you did



State our intention: to simply listen and learn about what people think would be possible
for a water treatment system in the community
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FGD II QR for participatory assessment of end-user preference criteria
Last modified: May 5, 2011


Remind participants that these focus group discussions are separate from the field trial
of the household filter and that they should not feel any pressure to skew their responses
in any direction.



Explain why the participants were selected: referring to the inclusion criteria for the
particular FGD session



Lay out rules and expectations
o Free to talk as they please, don’t feel pressurized to speak or not speak in a
specific way.
o All of your opinions are important to us, there are no right or wrong answers, and
both negative and positive comments are equally important.
o They can decide how much to tell or not.
o Not expected to reach a consensus at the end.
o Please feel free to ask questions when and if they please.
o Allow others to speak and don’t interrupt one another.
o Request that they speak one at a time so as to make the recording clear.
o The session will last about 1 hour.



Discuss ethical guidelines
o Inform participants that they are being recorded by audio device and by notetaking by the Observer.
o Any published information will not feature any names, so data is totally
anonymous.
o All information will be used for research purposes only, it will not be shared or
divulged for any other purpose.
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FGD II QR for participatory assessment of end-user preference criteria
Last modified: May 5, 2011
o Future uses of their contributions – PhD research thesis, publication in research
journals.
o Must clarify that this session is just for research purposes – there will not be any
more interventions coming out of the project, including from this session. We are
not using this session to design a new intervention; nothing will come out of it!!
o Encourage participants to maintain the confidentiality and anonymity of the other
participants when they leave the session.


Ask participants to introduce themselves to one another, which sector they live in, and
what source of drinking water they use.

TEAM PRESENTATION


Team presents the factors identified in literature:
o There have been many studies of water treatment systems being implemented in
real communities like Mylai Balaji Nagar
o These have shown some of the features that end-users like yourselves often want
from a water treatment system
o There are 10 factors we’ve identified:


The costs – up-front and on-going – of purchasing and using the water
treatment system;



The health benefit that the water treatment system can provide, in terms
of reducing the illnesses children and adults suffer from drinking bad
water;
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FGD II QR for participatory assessment of end-user preference criteria
Last modified: May 5, 2011


The level of difficulty or ease of use to operate and maintain the water
treatment system;



The time and effort required and the convenience of using the water
treatment system;



The production rate of the water treatment system, meaning how much
clean water it can produce and how fast it can produce it;





How the water looks after treatment;



How the water tastes and smells after treatment;



How the water treatment system appearance;



How durable and long-lasting the water treatment system is; and



How well the water treatment system fits into your home

Invite participants to ask questions and considerations as we go through them.
o Are there other criteria we’ve missed? What else is important for you in a water
treatment system?


Make notes of additional criteria or considerations  use post-it notes to
add additional considerations to existing Information Sheets; use a new
sheet of paper for new criteria altogether

o Are there any criteria that just aren’t important to you?
o Are there any considerations missing on these criteria?


Go through each of these factors, explaining fully using the Preference Information
Sheets for each factor.

RANKING EXERCISE & DISCUSSION
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FGD II QR for participatory assessment of end-user preference criteria
Last modified: May 5, 2011


Put the Preference Information Sheets up in a place that is visible to all



Ask each participant to rank each criterion by importance from #1 meaning the most
important to #10 for least important on the ranking sheet  can discuss it verbally and
have a helper mark it on each of their Ranking Sheets



Ask participants to discuss why they picked what they did  what is at the top, the
second, the bottom, etc?



Allow people to discuss and modify as desired

CONCLUSION


Moderator gives a review of the purpose of the study, how the comments will be used,
and how confidentiality and anonymity will be ensured.



How we will share the results once the analysis is complete: we will call a meeting of
all the focus group participants to meet and share results for further discussion at the end
of the research.



Final check by asking the question:
o Have we missed anything?



Thank the participants to end.

DEBRIEFING


Have facilitators come together and discuss the main points, observations on
participants and events, things to improve for next session, and have everyone
check/complete their notes.



Plan out any necessary follow-up interviews with quiet, under-represented participants.
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FGD II QR for participatory assessment of end-user preference criteria
Last modified: May 5, 2011


Plan out transcription of recording, annotations, translation and back-checking.
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APPENDIX L: FGD II CRITERIA INFORMATION CARDS (TAMIL +
ENGLISH)

COST

How important is the cost of a water
treatment system to you?
There are two considerations here:
1. The up-front cost to purchase it in the
first place.
2. The on-going costs to keep using it over
the course of time. This includes the
costs for any chemicals, labour costs for
repairs if needed, or any replacement
parts.
Preference Ranking Info Sheets – English & Tamil

1

ÅûX

¨eLs á¼¨ûW ãj¾LÃdám êû\dá ùNXî ùNnYûR
GqY[î êd¸Vm G] Lìç¸±oLs?
¡rYìm CkR CWiå ùNXîLû[ëm Lìj¾p ùLôs[
úYiåm:
1.

êRÄhåf ùNXî : á¼¨ûW ãj¾LÃdám êû\dá
ùRôPdLj¾p ùNXÅP úRûYlTåm êXR]j ùRôûL.

2.

á¼¨ûW
LôXj¾p

ãj¾LÃdám

êû\ûV

ùNXÅPlTåm

ETúVô¸d¸u\

ùRôûL.

C¾p

úY¾úNoUeLs, úRûYlThPôp TZç NÃVôojRídLô]
ÏÄ ApXç Uôtñ TôLeLs Yôe¸VRtLô] ùRôûL
B¸V] APeám.

Preference Ranking Info Sheets – English & Tamil

2

HEALTH BENEFITS

How important is the health benefit that the
water treatment system can provide? (In
terms of reducing the illnesses children and
adults suffer from drinking dirty water)

Preference Ranking Info Sheets – English & Tamil

3

ãLôRôW SuûULs

á¼¨o

ãj¾LÃdám

TVuTåjçYR]ôp
SuûULs

HtTåm

ÁLîm

Lìç¸±oL[ô?

ãLôRôW

êd¸Vm

(UôãThP

á¼lTRôp
ùTÃVYoLðdám

êû\ûV
G]

á¼¨ûW

áZkûRLðdám,
HtTPÏ¼V

EPpSX

ºoúLå).

Preference Ranking Info Sheets – English & Tamil
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DIFFICULTY & EASE OF USE

How important is ease of use of the water
treatment system to you?
This includes:
 How technically difficult is it to use?
 How technically difficult is it to repair
and maintain?
 The need to make difficult decisions
 The time required to be trained on its
correct use
 Whether the water treatment system be
easily used by children
Preference Ranking Info Sheets – English & Tamil

5

L¼] Utñm GÇV TVuTôå

EeLðdá á¼¨ûW ãj¾LÃdám êû\Âu GÇV TVuTôå
GqY[î êd¸VjçYm YônkRç?
C¾p :


á¼¨ûW ãj¾LÃdám êû\ûV ETúVô¸lT¾p GlT¼lThP
ùRôÆpèhT ¬¾Vô] ºWUeLs Es[]?



á¼¨ûW

ãj¾LÃdám

êû\ûV

Tïç

TôolT¾ím

TWôUÃlT¾ím GlT¼lThP ùRôÆpèhT ¬¾Vô] ºWUeLs
Es[]?


á¼¨o ãj¾LÃdám êû\ûV TVuTåjçm úTôç L¼]Uô]
ê¼îLû[ GådL úYi¼VRu AYºVm.



NÃVô]

YÆÂp

á¼¨o

ãj¾LÃlé

êû\ûV

TVuTåjçYRtdá úRûYlTåm LôX AYLôNm?


á¼¨o ãj¾LÃdám êû\ûV EeLs áZkûRLs ÏP
TVuTåjR CVíUô?

Preference Ranking Info Sheets – English & Tamil
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TIME & EFFORT REQUIRED

How important is the amount of time and
effort to use the water treatment system to
you?
This includes:
 The amount of work and time you have
to do
 How often you have to maintain, repair
or clean the water treatment system
 The number of steps involved in
performing the treatment

Preference Ranking Info Sheets – English & Tamil
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Njitg;gLk; fhyk; kw;Wk; Kaw;rp

á¼¨o ãj¾LÃlTôû] GlùTôïùRpXôm
TWôUÃdL,
Tïç
TôodL
Utñm
ãjRlTåjR úYiåm?

,jpy; :
 jhq;fs; nra;a Ntz;ba Ntiy
kw;Wk; fhyj;jpd; msT?
 FbePiu
Rj;jpfhpf;Fk;
Kiw
vt;ntg;NghJ
guhkhpf;f,
gOJ
ghh;f;f, Rj;jg;gLj;j Ntz;Lk;?
 FbePiu
Rj;jpfhpf;Fk;
Kiwia
nray;gLj;j cl;gLj;Jk; gbfspd;
vz;zpf;if.

Preference Ranking Info Sheets – English & Tamil
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PRODUCTION RATE

How important to you is how fast the water
treatment system can produce water?
This means:
 The time required for the water
treatment system to produce enough
clean water for your family’s daily
drinking water needs

Preference Ranking Info Sheets – English & Tamil

9

cw;gj;jp tpfpjk;

EeLðdá “á¼¨ûW ãj¾LÃdám
êû\Â]ôp
GqY[î
úYLUôL
á¼¨ûW EtTj¾ ùNnV úYiåm”
GuTç GqY[î êdLVm?
,J vd;dntd;why;:
 jq;fs;
FLk;gj;jpw;F
jpdrhp
Njitahd Rj;jkhd FbePiu
NghJkhd msT cw;gj;jp nra;a
FbePiu
Rj;jpfhpf;Fk;
Kiw
vLj;Jf;nfhs;Sk; fhy mtfhrk;

Preference Ranking Info Sheets – English & Tamil
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APPEARANCE OF WATER

How important to you is the appearance of
the treated water?
This means:
 Whether the water is cloudy or clear,
whether it has colour or is colourless

Preference Ranking Info Sheets – English & Tamil

11

FbePhpd; Njhw;wk;

cq;fSf;F Rj;jpfhpf;fg;gl;l FbePhpd;
Njhw;wk; vt;tsT Kf;fpaj;Jtk;
tha;e;jJ ?
,J vd;dntd;why;:


ãj¾LÃdLlThP
á¼¨o
ùRÇYôL Es[Rô? ApXç
LXeLXôL Es[Rô?



ãj¾LÃdLlThP á¼¨Ãp ¿\m
Es[Rô? CpûXVô?

Preference Ranking Info Sheets – English & Tamil
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TASTE AND SMELL OF WATER

How important to you is good taste and
smell of the treated water?
This means:
 Does the water having a chlorine or
earthy smell bother you?
 Will your children drink water that has
chlorine smell?

Preference Ranking Info Sheets – English & Tamil

13

FbePhpd; Rit kw;Wk; eWkzk;

Rj;jpfhpf;fg;gl;l FbePhpd; ey;y Rit
kw;Wk; eWkzk; cq;fSf;F vt;tsT
Kf;fpaj;Jtk; tha;e;jJ ?
,J vd;dntd;why; :
 FNshhpd; kw;Wk; kz; thrid
nfhz;l
FbePh;
jq;fSf;Fg;
gpur;ridahf cs;sjh ?
 FNshhpd; thrKs;s FbePiu
jq;fs; Foe;ijfs; Fbg;ghh;fsh
?
Preference Ranking Info Sheets – English & Tamil
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APPEARANCE OF SYSTEM

How important to you is the how the water
treatment system looks?
This means:
 Do you prefer a traditional look like the
clay pots, or a more modern one like the
plastic in the middle picture?
 Is it important to you to display the filter
in your home for visitors to see?

Preference Ranking Info Sheets – English & Tamil
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FbePh; Rj;jpfhpf;Fk; Kiwapd; Njhw;wk;

EeLðdá “á¼¨o ãj¾LÃdLlTôÉu
úRôt\m GlT¼ CìdL úYiåm GuTç
GqY[î êd¸VjçYm YônkRç?

,J vd;dntd;why;:


RôeLs TôWmTÃV UhTôiPeLs
úTôu\Ytû\ úRokùRål©oL[ô?
ApXç
À[ôv¼d
áPeLs
úTôu\Ytû\ úRokùRål©oL[ô?



ReLs ®h¼p Es[ á¼¨o
ãj¾LÃlTôû]
Ut\YoLðdá
LôiÀjRp AYºVUô?

Preference Ranking Info Sheets – English & Tamil
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DURABILITY

How important is the strength and durability
of a water treatment system to you?

Preference Ranking Info Sheets – English & Tamil

17

ePz;l ehs; ciof;Fk; jd;ik

cq;fSf;F FbePh; ãj¾LÃdLlTôÉu
jplKk;,

ePz;l

jd;ikAk;

ehs;

ciof;Fk;

vt;tsT

Kf;fpaj;Jtk;

Preference Ranking Info Sheets – English & Tamil

18

tha;e;jJ ?

FIT IN HOME

How important is how well the water
treatment system fits into your home?
This means:
 The amount of space it takes up
 Whether it is heavy or difficult to move
 Whether it is easily knocked over or
unstable

Preference Ranking Info Sheets – English & Tamil
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tPl;by; nghUj;Jjy;

EeLðdá “®h¼p á¼¨o ãj¾LÃdám
êû\ Su\ôL ùTôìjRlThås[Rô”
GuTç
GqY[î
êd¸VjçYm
YônkRç?

,J vd;dntd;why;






Cç
Gu]ùYu\ôp,
á¼¨o
ãj¾LÃlTôû]
®h¼p
ùTôìjçYRtá
úRûYlTåm
CPm?
á¼¨o
ãj¾LÃlTôÉu
GûP
ÏåRXôL
Es[Rô
ApXç
CRû]
SLojçYç
L¼]UôL
Es[Rô?

,J vspjhf cilaf;$bajh
my;yJ epiyaw;wjh?

Preference Ranking Info Sheets – English & Tamil
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APPENDIX M: FGD II RANKING SHEET

Preference Ranking Sheet – English & Tamil
Participant:

RANK

CRITERIA

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

Last modified: May 5, 2011

1

Preference Ranking Sheet – English & Tamil
gq;Nfw;ghsHfs;:

thpir

Njh;e;njLf;Fk; jd;ik

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

Last modified: May 5, 2011

2

APPENDIX N: TECHNICAL CRITERIA INFORMATION CARDS

Technical Criteria Ranking Info Sheets

TECHNICAL EFFECTIVENESS

How important is the technical effectiveness
of a water treatment system?
 For this, consider:
o Turbidity control
o Effectiveness at improving microbiological quality
o Effectiveness at improving chemical
quality

1

Technical Criteria Ranking Info Sheets

AVAILABILITY

How important is the local availability of
materials and a supply chain to support a
water treatment system?
 For this, consider:
o How many materials are required for
the operation of the water treatment
option
o Local production vs. need to import
o Existing or potential supply chains
o Problematic transport of heavy or
fragile materials
o Requirements for electrical supply

2

Technical Criteria Ranking Info Sheets

RELIABILITY

How important is it that the water treatment
system be able to consistently produce water
of a certain quality?
 For this, consider:
o How ‘fail-safe’ the water treatment
option is expected to be
o Whether the performance of the
water treatment option is contingent
upon external or environmental
factors

3

Technical Criteria Ranking Info Sheets

ROBUSTNESS

How important is it that the water treatment
system be able to effectively handle different
influent waters (i.e. different water quality)?
 For this, consider varying levels of
influent…
o Turbidity
o Microbiological contamination
o Organics

4

Technical Criteria Ranking Info Sheets

ABSENCE OF ENVIRONMENTAL HAZARDS

How important is it that the water treatment
system not present additional environmental
hazards as well as be environmentally
sustainable?
 For this, consider:
o The need to extract limited resources
for its operation
o Whether over-extraction of renewable resources is a possibility
o Wastes produced from the water
treatment system that need to be
disposed of, including hazardous
waste products
5

Technical Criteria Ranking Info Sheets

RECONTAMINATION RISK

How important is it that the water treatment
system mitigate against recontamination?
 For this, consider:
o The need for chemical residual
protection (i.e. chlorine)
o The use of an appropriate safe
storage container for the water
6

Technical Criteria Ranking Info Sheets

ABSENCE OF ADDITIONAL HAZARDS

How important is it that the water treatment
system not present additional hazards?
 For this, consider:
o Both the home or a small plant
setting
o Burn injuries, storage and use of
hazardous chemicals, large items
falling, presence of children in the
home
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APPENDIX O: TECHNICAL CRITERIA RANKING SHEET

Technical Criteria Ranking Sheet
Participant:
1st ROUND RANKING
RANK

CRITERIA

POINTS (out of 100)

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

Last modified: August 22, 2011

1

Technical Criteria Ranking Sheet

2nd Round Ranking
RANK

CRITERIA

POINTS (out of 100)

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

Last modified: August 22, 2011

2

APPENDIX P: TNSCB-SOGREAH SCHEMATIC MAP OF MYLAI
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1 Introduction
1.1 Objective
To design and develop cheap bacteria, pollutants free water filter for best durability, decent flow
rate for supplying safe potable drinking water to the slum community.

1.2 Present Water Quality Status
According to the analysis results of the water sample in Balaji Nagar the levels of MPN; COD,
and turbidity are regularly in excess of permissible limits set by the BIS. These indicate that the
main water quality concerns in the lake source at Mylai Balaji Nagar are:


Organic contamination



Turbidity



Microbiological contamination

A drinking water treatment system in the case study community should be responsive to these
concerns and able to handle these contaminants.
The following graph shows the current water quality status
Figure 1 Total Coli forms

1

Figure 2 Fecal Coli forms

Figure 3 Turbidity

2

Figure 4 COD

2 Filter types tested
We primarily worked on six main models:
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)

Earthen pot
PVC pipe model
Simple Plastic bucket
Steel Pot – 4 Pot system
Plastic Pot – 4 pot system
Alum Method

Sand and charcoal is used as the filter media for all 6 types of filters. The particle size of the sand is
0.3mm (it has to pass through 0.5mm sieve and retained in 0.3mm). This small size resulted in virtually
all of the suspended material being removed at the filter surface. Filtration efficiency will increase with
decreasing particle size.
Charcoal is crushed into small pieces (it should be in uniform size) and washed till it loses the black
colour.
Pilot studies were conducted on all models using water collected from the lake in balaji Nagar.

2.1 Earthen Pot
Earthen pot of approximately 5 liter capacity was used for the study. Sand and charcoal layer measuring
almost 3cm in length was used as the filter material and the collected water sample was made to pass
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through the layers and the flow rate is maintained as 2.5l/hour. Treated water collected at certain time
intervals for the further analysis. There was a decrease in the level of MPN, COD and Turbidity at certain
time intervals.
Figure 5: Earthen pot system

2.2 PVC Pipe model
Filter was designed using 7.2 inch diameter and 40 cm long PVC pipe fixed tap at the bottom for
collecting filtered water sample. Put gravel at the bottom and spread a nylon cloth over the gravel. Then
put crushed charcoal up to 13 cm. spread another nylon cloth over the charcoal. On top of that put sand up
to 13cm. The purpose of placing the nylon cloth is to avoid mixing of sand and charcoal. Then poured 5L
of water sample and allowed to stand for 30 minutes. After 30 minutes collected the filtered water sample
from the tap and analysed MPN, COD and turbidity. The removal of Turbidity, COD and MPN is
comparatively high.

4

Figure 6 PVC pipe Model

2.3 Small bucket filter
Plastic Bucket
A normal plastic bucket of approximately 20liters was used initially. Put gravel at the bottom and spread a
nylon cloth over the gravel. Then put crushed charcoal up to 5 cm. spread another nylon cloth over the
charcoal. On top of that put sand up to 5cm. The purpose of placing the nylon cloth is to avoid mixing of
sand and charcoal. Then poured 5L of water sample and collected the filtered water sample from the tap
and analysed MPN, COD and turbidity. There was a decrease in the level of removal of Turbidity, COD
and MPN.

5

Figure 7 Plastic Bucket Model

2.4 Design of 4 pot system
Initially we have developed a filter in 4 layer type. Filter was designed using 5L plastic pot as
well as silver pot. We have made a stand with 4 layers. In the 4 layers, 1 layer will have raw
water sample in a pot and a hole was made in the bottom of the pot and it is allowed to pass to
the next layer. The next pot will contain fine sand in it and it is again allowed to pass to the next
pot containing crushed charcoal. Finally it is allowed to pass to another pot, it acts as a reservoir.
The flow rate is maintained as 2.5L/hour. We tested the water quality after passing into this
filter. There was a decrease in the level of MPN, COD and Turbidity.

6

Figure 8 Four Pot system Model

2.5 Alum Method
As per the survey, it is found that for a family of 5 members they need average of 20 liters of water per
day. So the volume of the container is increased as 50L. Bucket is fixed with the tap above 7cm from the
bottom and placed in a stand. 20 L of water sample is poured in to the bucket and mixed 2g of alum,
stirred well and allowed to settle for 1 hour. After one hour filter the water using cotton sari and allowed
to pass in 20L plastic pot with tap. Put 2 chlorine tablets in the pot and allow the chlorine to disinfect the
micro organisms for 30 mins before drinking.

7

Figure 9 Alum method
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Figure 10 COD comparison of different filter types

Figure 11 Turbidity comparison of different filter types
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Figure 12 MPN comparison of different filter types
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3 Community-based design of bucket filters
We have conducted 5 community meetings in Balaji Nagar. It was very helpful for the development of a
suitable water filter for the community. We demonstrated all 6 filter designs which we designed at lab
and explained the filtration process. We described the need for the filter design and water analysis. People
were given suggestions on the filter design. When we conducted 1 st community meeting people were
given suggestions on the filter design. When we demonstrated earthen pot system people were not
interested to use as it is fragile. Even the maintenance of the 4 layer system will be quiet difficult because
every house has at least two children. They expressed the space constraint problem while using 4 pot
systems. So they want a filter system which will be suitable for their living condition. In PVC pipe model
they said that they will get only 5 litres of filtered water at a time. Out of these 6 designs they were more
interested on 20 L plastic bucket model since it is very simple. Some of the people preferred alum method
since the procedure is comparably easier than bucket filter method. But we explained them that bucket
filter will be much efficient than alum method only the procedure is little difficult. Then people expressed
that they are ready to use bucket filter method because they need effective filter type method rather than
easiest method.

Initially they were apprehensive on using sand and charcoal as a medium in the filter Because they felt
cleaning of sand and charcoal may consume lot of time. They even expressed that the disbursement of
water happens only once in a week or even it may be once in two weeks time also. The storage of
drinking water also a problem in balajinagar. So they need a filter which can also meet the storage need.

3.1 Evolution of design
From the community meetings we have taken into consideration of the suggestion of the people. We
incorporated the changes in the filter and focused more on bucket type single container and increased the
capacity of the bucket so as to meet the demand of the drinking water since the ongoing survey found that
people at least need 20L of drinking water in a day. We developed a piping system at the bottom of the
plastic bucket in order to increase the efficiency of the filtration.

50 L capacity of plastic bucket is used for filtration and put a hole in the bucket and set PVC pipe
horizontally and connected a small PVC pipe in inclined position. Then filled the charcoal and sand at the
top. Poured the water and maintain the pressure so that water will be pumped out.

After placing the 1.25 inch PVC pipe horizontally (holes should be made in a top surface, so as to water
will flow into it) and connected 0.5 inch PVC pipe in inclined position. Then connected an elbow bend
and it will be connected to a 0.5inch pipe in vertical position and it is connected to tap. After fixing the
PVC pipe, covered the holes in PVC pipe by nylon cloth to restrict the flow of sand into the pipe. Then
put gravel at the bottom to support the inclined PVC pipe. Above the gravel spread a nylon cloth and
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filled charcoal. The nylon cloth helps to avoid mixing of sand and charcoal. After that filled it with sand.
The particle size of the sand is 0.3mm (it has to pass through 0.5mm and retaining in 0.3mm sieve) Above
the sand spread a cotton cloth and poured the water sample. 20-25 litres of lake water was collected and
mix 2g of alum and allowed to settle for 30 minutes and passed through the filter.. The water will pass
through sand and charcoal and maintained the flow rate as 2.5L/hour so as to get 20L of water in 8 hours.
The filtered water is collected in the plastic pot. Then chlorination is done by using chlorine tablets
(2tablets/20L).

Initially we conducted the filter study using sand with particle size 0.5mm.There was a decrease in the
level of COD and Turbidity. However, in order to increase the removal efficiency, changed the particle
size as 0.3mm. The smaller the size of media, the smaller the pore openings through which the water will
pass. It will enhance the filtration efficiency. Moreover, chlorination helped the complete removal of
pathogens from the water sample. The level of residual chlorine is 0.2mg/l.

3.2 Schematic of final bucket filter design
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Figure 13 Bucket filter and piping system
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F
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4 Laboratory-based pilot testing of final bucket filter
A laboratory pilot was conducted of the finalized 50-L plastic bucket filter design. Water was collected
from the lake each morning and the filter was tested for a total of 27 days. Part way through the water was
collected in bulk and stored at-site in the IIT labs (from the 19th to the 27th trials). The following tables
present the summary data for the efficacy of the filter in the lab at controlling turbidity (
Figure ) and microbiological contamination (Figure 8).

Figure 14 Efficacy of filter in lab for turbidity control.
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Figure 15 Efficacy of filter for bacteriological control

Figure 8 Efficacy of filter in lab for control of microbiological contamination using old chlorine tablets.

Efficacy of Filter for Microbiological Quality Control
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It can be seen from the results that filter effectively reduces the turbidity as well as the microbiological
quality of the water. The additional step of chlorination reduces MPN further, albeit not to zero as is
expected. We used old chlorine tablets which was not effective. Since this test is for total coliforms, not
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fecal coliforms or specific pathogenic bacteria, these remnant levels do not necessarily indicate
microbiological risky water, though at the same time it cannot be declared absolute safe, just less risky.
Hence the filter is capable of producing, with respect to the influent source water, safer water for human
consumption.

5 Cost estimates of final bucket filter
Cost of Filter
S. No
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.

Description
Bucket
PVC pipe 1.25” and 0.5”
End cap (6No’s for 0.5” and 1No for 1.25” )
Solution for pasting
M- Seal
Sand
Charcoal
Nylon cloth
Elbow bend
Tap (2 No’s)
Washer
Gravel
Pot
Lid
Chlorine tablets (2 per day) (Rs. 1 if used)
Reducers
Labour cost (see below)
Total

Price in
Rs.
270.00
60.00
20.00
10.00
30.00
35.00
48.00
50.00
10.00
50.00
2.00
10.00
40.00
5.00
n/a
20.00
100
760.00

Labour
Assume for each (cf. timelog.doc):
S.No
Description
For Piping system:
1.
Leveling, drilling and shaping ( for 0.5”)
2.
Leveling, drilling and shaping (for 1.25”)
3.
Making hole in bucket
4.
Piping fixing
5.
Placing sand and charcoal
6.
Crushing, sieving, and washing sand, gravel, and charcoal
(by hand)
TOTAL
17

Duration
30 minutes
35 minutes
2 minutes
60 minutes
20 minutes
320 minutes
467 min  7.8 hours

Thus, 8 h or one day of unskilled labour required to build each filter. At Rs. 100 per day at
standard labour wages, the cost is Rs. 100 per filter for labour.
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APPENDIX R: AWSP FILTER LAB PILOT TESTING RAW DATA
SPREADSHEET
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Lab Pilot Testing of Filter

Influent Water Turbidity (NTU)

Filter Effluent Turbidity (NTU)
TURBIDITY CONTROL
TURBIDITY LRV
Influent Water Volume (L)
Total Water Effluent (L)
Time required (min)
Chlorine residual after 30 min (mg/L)
Chlorine residual after 24 hrs (mg/L)
Influent MPN (raw)

Filter effluent MPN
FILTER MPN CONTROL
FILTER MPN LRV
Final MPN (after Chlorination)

Sl. No.
Replicate
1
2
3
AVERAGE
1
2
3
AVERAGE
C/CO
log(C/CO)

1
2
3
AVERAGE
1
2
3
AVERAGE
C/CO
log(C/CO)
1
2
3

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
05/12/2010 06/12/2010 07/12/2010 10/12/2010 14/12/2010 20/12/2010 21/12/2010
26.7
12.6
28.9
33.8
19.2
39.2
11.2
23.4
12.1
27.2
34.6
16.6
42.5
11.8
24.1
13.1
23.0
39.2
16.7
46.5
10.9
24.7
12.6
26.4
35.9
17.5
42.7
11.3
12.1
5.1
5.5
7.7
13.1
9.7
3.6
13.2
5.4
5.2
8.2
12.3
9.2
3.8
12.8
5.3
5.6
8.8
12.8
10.1
3.8
12.7
5.3
5.4
8.2
12.7
9.7
3.7
0.51
0.42
0.21
0.23
0.73
0.23
0.33
0.29
0.38
0.69
0.64
0.14
0.65
0.48
20.7
19.8
21.4
20.4
20.1
21.5
20.9
19.7
19.7
20.5
20.2
20.0
19.6
20.0
16.0
16.0
16.0
18.0
14.0
15.3
15.5
BDL
1.5
0.9
0.8
1.5
0.1
1.0
BDL
0.2
BDL
BDL
0.2
BDL
BDL
31.0
NVO
>1600
250.0
84.0
180.0
84.0
NVO
81.0
350.0
84.0
440.0
31.0
350.0
>1600
210.0
84.0
250.0
48.7
350.0
81.0
270.0
84.0
290.0
17.0
62.0
36.0
21.0
38.0
45.0
28.0
27.0
52.0
39.0
26.0
27.0
17.0
31.0
39.0
45.0
26.0
32.0
20.7
40.0
42.3
35.0
30.0
34.7
0.4
0.1
0.5
0.1
0.4
0.1
0.4
0.9
0.3
0.9
0.4
0.9
35.0
4.5
4.5
17.0
17.0
150.0
NVO
2.0
4.0
13.0
17.0
120.0
42.0
4.5
2.0
22.0
23.0
120.0

FILTER + CHLOR MPN CONTROL
FILTER + CHLOR MPN LRV
ADDITIONAL NOTES

H2S Strip Tests!

AVERAGE
C/CO
log(C/CO)

COD (mg/L)
Filtered Water

COD (mg/L)
Chlorinated Water (30 min)

3.7
0.01
1.98

3.5
0.04
1.36

08/12/2010 No incubator available - tests not performed
13/12/2010 Stopping experiment due to filter shortcutting
Raw
Filt
30 min
24 hr

Days of Storage
COD (mg/L)
Influent (Raw) Water

38.5

1
2
3
AVERAGE
1
2
3
AVERAGE
1
2
3
AVERAGE

17.3
0.06
1.19

19.0
0.23
0.65
BDL - Below detectable limit
NVO - No value obtained

130.0

8
9
10
11
12
13
14
22/12/2010 23/12/2010 05/01/2011 06/01/2011 07/01/2011 10/01/2011 11/01/2011
12.2
32.0
15.0
10.2
9.4
12.0
29.7
13.8
10.6
11.5
12.4
30.1
14.6
10.7
8.5
12.2
30.6
14.5
10.5
9.8
6.1
8.9
5.0
5.5
3.8
5.4
9.1
5.3
6.1
3.7
5.1
8.9
5.0
5.6
3.7
5.5
9.0
5.1
5.7
3.7
0.45
0.29
0.35
0.55
0.38
0.34
0.53
0.45
0.26
0.42
~20
~20
~20
~20
~20
~20
~20
~20
~20
~20
13.0
14.0
17.0
15.0
13.0
1.5
1.0
0.2
0.1
0.1
0.2
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
280.0
180.0
250.0
39.0
62.0
54.0
130.0
210.0
54.0
210.0
46.0
350.0
52.0
540.0
250.0
350.0
>1600
26.0
44.0
11.0
22.0
246.7
194.7
230.0
37.0
152.0
39.0
230.7
52.0
39.0
45.0
32.0
62.0
39.0
17.0
52.0
45.0
32.0
20.0
920.0
38.0
11.0
44.0
52.0
59.0
48.0
54.0
39.0
6.8
49.3
45.3
45.3
33.3
345.3
38.7
11.6
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.9
1.0
0.1
0.7
0.6
0.7
0.0
0.0
1.3
33.0
38.0
280.0
0.0
4.5
13.0
7.8
26.0
24.0
>1600
2.0
14.0
4.5
4.5
13.0
22.0
210.0
4.5
4.0
11.0
7.8

15
13/01/2011
11.9
10.5
11.1
11.2
7.4
7.8
7.1
7.4
0.67
0.18
~20
~20
19.0
0.8
0.2
48.0
34.0
33.0
38.3
27.0
14.0
22.0
21.0
0.5
0.3
7.8
7.8
4.5

16
14/01/2011
16.0
12.0
11.6
13.2
7.5
7.2
7.0
7.2
0.55
0.26
~20
~20
14.0
0.0
0.0
21.0
26.0
33.0
26.7
11.0
17.0
13.0
13.7
0.5
0.3
6.1
7.3
9.3

17
17/01/2011
7.5
7.3
7.2
7.3
4.0
3.8
3.9
3.9
0.53
0.27
~20
~20
15.0
1.5
0.0
54.0
150.0
210.0
138.0
31.0
24.0
24.0
26.3
0.2
0.7
4.5
4.5
4.5

18
19/01/2011
11.8
11.2
10.3
11.1
4.8
4.3
4.2
4.4
0.40
0.40
~20
~20
16.0
0.2
0.0
1600.0
56.0
1600.0
1085.3
54.0
19.0
95.0
56.0
0.1
1.3
11.0
17.0
14.0

24.0
0.10
1.01

28.0
0.14
0.84

245.0

2.2
0.06
1.23

7.5
0.05
1.31

9.5
0.24
0.61

6.7
0.03
1.54

6.7
0.17
0.76

7.6
0.28
0.55

4.5
0.03
1.49

n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a

n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a

n/a
n/a
negative
negative

CONTAMIN.

14.0
0.01
1.89
raw seems
to be cont.
i.e. >1600
positive
n/a
negative
negative
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20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
20/01/2011 21/01/2011 24/01/2011 25/01/2011 27/01/2011 28/01/2011 01/02/2011 02/02/2011 03/02/2011
10.3
21.0
3.4
2.1
1.0
1.8
0.6
1.6
13.1
11.5
16.6
3.6
2.1
1.0
1.0
0.8
1.4
9.7
10.1
11.1
3.0
2.1
0.9
1.3
0.6
1.3
9.6
10.6
16.2
3.3
2.1
1.0
1.4
0.7
1.4
10.8
4.8
4.2
1.9
1.6
1.1
0.8
0.5
0.5
1.2
4.9
4.1
1.8
1.7
1.0
0.6
0.5
0.5
1.1
4.7
3.9
1.8
1.6
1.1
0.6
0.4
0.5
0.9
4.8
4.1
1.8
1.6
1.1
0.7
0.5
0.5
1.1
0.45
0.25
0.55
0.78
1.10
0.49
0.70
0.35
0.10
0.35
0.60
0.26
0.11
-0.04
0.31
0.15
0.46
1.01
~20
~20
~18
~18
~18
~18
~18
~18
~18
~20
~20
~18
~18
~18
~18
~18
~18
~18
15.0
15.0
15.0
16.0
15.0
15.0
16.0
15.0
15.0
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.3
0.2
0.0
0.4
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.1
0.0
0.0
0.2
62.0
24.0
17.0
130.0
26.0
32.0
38.0
430.0
280.0
220.0
17.0
23.0
26.0
95.0
26.0
20.0
350.0
1600.0
62.0
95.0
33.0
26.0
22.0
33.0
39.0
62.0
54.0
114.7
45.3
24.3
60.7
47.7
30.3
32.3
280.7
644.7
28.0
12.0
13.0
49.0
20.0
17.0
14.0
47.0
45.0
280.0
14.0
17.0
14.0
11.0
17.0
33.0
40.0
45.0
62.0
17.0
17.0
22.0
14.0
23.0
17.0
32.0
58.0
123.3
14.3
15.7
28.3
15.0
19.0
21.3
39.7
49.3
0.3
0.6
0.5
0.3
0.6
0.7
0.1
0.1
0.5
0.2
0.3
0.5
0.2
0.2
0.8
1.1
4.5
4.5
11.0
7.8
4.5
4.5
7.8
20.0
4.5
4.5
4.0
7.8
4.5
4.5
2.0
4.5
6.8
4.5
4.5
4.5
7.8
17.0
2.0
4.5
4.5
46.0
4.5

0.379
0.465

Ave % reduction
Ave. LRV

0.4
0.6

Ave % reduction
Ave LRV

4.5
0.04
1.41

n/a
n/a
negative
negative
0

4.3
0.10
1.02

n/a
n/a
negative
n/a
1

8.9
0.36
0.44

9.8
0.16
0.79

negative
negative
negative
n/a
4

H2S checked
48 hrs later
positive
positive
positive
n/a
5

3.7
0.08
1.11

3.7
0.12
0.92

n/a
negative
negative
n/a
7

H2S checked
60 hrs later
positive
positive
negative
n/a
8

5.6
0.17
0.76

negative
negative
negative
n/a
12

24.3
0.09
1.06

4.5
0.01
2.16

positive
negative
negative
n/a
13
22.4
22.4
22.4
22.4
12.8
12.8
16.0
13.9
9.6
9.6
3.2
7.5

last day
remnants of
stored water
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
14
cont. 0
38.4
12.8
25.6
3.2
28.8
19.2
17.1
28.8
6.4
9.6
14.9

0.11
1.13

Ave % reduction
Ave LRV
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cont knocked out
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TRANSCRIPTS

FGD #1 (BWU/LWU) – Full Transcript
Conducted: March 25th, 2011 @ Sector 1

Main recording - WS400034.wma

FGD 1 RAW TRANSCRIPT

Introduction by Imran Aliwith translations from John (00 sec. to 01:57 sec.).
Vanakkam thank you for coming today. My name is Imran Ali, I think I have met some of you before.
I am a project coordinator from university of Welsh in Canada. I am working with IIT and this is the
IIT staff and I am working on safe water and water treatments. I am sure you have come to our
sessions before and know who we are. This session is a small session compared to the ones we had
before. It is one of the focus group sessions and is a research tool. It involves small numbers of
people to look into the issues and ideas deeply.I am the Co-moderator and with me isSeeni the main
moderator who will be asking most of the questions to you and this is John who is the translator and
Vinodhiniis the record keeper and Mani and Pradip are the other helpers and coordinators.
Imran Ali with translations from John(01:57 to 09:37)
So the purpose of today’s session is to look at the idea of whether water treatment in
MylaiBalajinagar is better at the household level in the house or is better to do at the community
level todo it in a large tank. When I say household I mean boiling water at house, or using filters at
home or bleaching powder at home are some of the examples of what it means to be at the
household level. At the community level I mean a small facility somewhere in balajinagar that will be
watered in large quantities and supplied to everybody and everyone will collect water in cans for
few rupees for use. The format of the session is going to be, we are going to ask you about 12
questions and we are going to discuss based upon your responses and elicit data accordingly. You
can answer whenever and however you please, you can talk to one another, you can discuss with
one another, you can ask questions, and you can ask anything and you can us and we will gather the
relevant data accordingly. The question that we are asking have to do with technical matters
relating to water quality and also with contextual matters but how a system fits it into the craft at
the end of all these questions we are asking which one do you think is the best to take in your
community, community level or household level. Our intention is here only to listen to what you
have to say and there is no right and wrong answer and everything you say is important to us. I just
want to remind everyone that this session is separate from everything we done before, right now we
also have some filters in the community and is totally separate from that and just don’t let that to
influence what you think. We will just quickly go over to some expectations of rules for the session.
Firstly you freely talk as you please and don’t feel pressurized to talk or not. All of your opinions are
important to us and there is no right or wrong answers. You can decide how much to tell us or not to
tell us and you are not expected to reach a consensus at the end and you have to be at your end.
Because we are recording the session we ask you to speak and speak loud and clear so that your
voice can be recorded clear and speak one at a time if possible and let other person finish and then
start and speak so as to have your voice recorded clearly. It will be go about an hour to an hour and
a half. We have the ethical guidelines and I will just quickly touch upon the list instituted by the
university. First of all it requires to be recorded by the audio device and by a person recording it,
and vinodhini is recording it and we have the audio device recording it. All the information we
collect is for research purposes only and we are not going to share it with anybody else. The
quotations that we get from the recording I can put any body’s name so that it can be anonymous.
The research will be s used for PhD. Research, for journal publication, and possibly to inform future
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developmental studies in mylaybalajinagar but we are not promising that now it is only a possibility.
So the only way we can maintain confidentiality is through you guys so when you leave we ask you
don’t talk about it or discuss as who is present at the meeting and finally last point is you are free to
leave any time you want we are not going to ask you to be her and there will be no impacts if you
leave and if you ask to remove your information we will delete your information and there will not
be news pertaining to you. Finally that’s everything about the introduction we just ask you to
introduce yourselves now your name and address.
Participants introducing themselves: (09:45 to 10:07)
Imran Ali with John (10: 08 to 10: 30)
The first question that we are going to ask you we are going to talk for three to five minutes is
What do you think are the biggest problems relating to water supply in mylaibalaijinagar?
Seeni (10:31 to 10:36) what are the problems that you face in Balajinagar with respect to water?
(Participant five)(10:37 to 11:09)water is important for drinking, water is the important problem
here, getting drinking water is an important problem.The water here cannot be used for drinking
purposes. People are buying water in cans paying Rs. 2.50 it can be used for washing, cleaning and
other purposes but cannot be used for drinking purposes. We don’t like to drink this water (P4 10:52
it is tastless). Fossils are formed after couple of days, even worms are coming in the stored waters
how many can afford to buy water for RS. 2.50 For drinking purposes? Skin problems are coming so
getting good drinking water is the main problem here.
Participant four 11:10 to 11:23it is not regular and it comes after ten or twenty days. How can we
use this for children and children if they use are subject to many problems
Participant three 11:24 to 11:31: lot of layers and deposits there is lot of viscosity. Even the color of
the water is not good the water that comes now is yellow in color.
Participant two 11: 31 used for cooking
Participant four 11:36 to 11:43 if you cook with that water then the cooked food stuff is also yellow
in color. We are taking our children quite frequently to the hospitals.
Participant five 11:43-12:00 people who can afford to buy water by paying Rs. 2.50 can it be for
everyone.
Participant one 11:47 to even today when we collected the water, the first few cans cannot be used
for any purposes, people smell it, look for the odour and then waste couple of cans before getting
for drinking purposes.
Participant four 11:59 to 12: 16 fewer comes quite frequently and the drinking water is the biggest
problem here.
Participant three 12: 17 to 12:27 the first water comes with bad odour. The first few cans people
will only waste and it cannot be used for any purposes. And people will smell it and then only go for
it.
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Participant four 12:29 to 12:45the first water is full of bad small even it cannot be used for washing
your mouth.
Participant one 12:48 to 12:50 even for washing it cannot be used immediately.
Skin problem comes; allergy comes from using this water.
P: People say that since water comes from long the water is like it
P: Water is not coming properly.
P : Mosquitoes are formed on the stored water.
Water is the biggest problem here.
Seeni 13:20 to Akka we have asked what are the problems faced in mylaibalajinagar due to water
what are the organizations, service organizations or ngo’s or political organizations or associations
belonging to political parties are found in mylaibalajinagar?
Participant four 13:40
World vision of India, many federations and sangams here, women’s group movements. There are
many organizations working and helping here in mylaibalaijinagar. But not found here but operating
from outside such as Hand in Hand india from Pallikaranai is helping here, Growing opportunity.
Should it be water based?
Seeni: everything.
P: gramavidiyal, mahasemam,
P: all these are women’s group movements.
P: World vision has organized and provided 200 tanks for the collections and storage of water in all
the four sectors for its members and there are proposal to provide 300 more in April – May. Seeni:
Are there any thing more
P: janalakshmi, LNT.
Seeni: you have identified the organisations working here butare there any associations found in
Balajinagar,
P: yes there are resident welfare associations such as five starwelfare resident associations some
training associations in second plot and there are many youth associations in the different plots not
necessarily associated with political parties.
Seeni: are there any associations of the political parties?.
P: yes there are also organizations and activities associated with various political parties such as
DMK, AIADMK, ViduthalaiChirathigalKatchi (VCK), congress and of other political parties.
Seeni: You have identified many service based organizations and associations here in MylaiBalaji
Nagar can you tell us what some of the activities of such organizations are?
Translated by: J. John Jacob
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P. World Vision has done many such works. We came here in 1995 and there were many huts here
then and there are no facilities for education for our children. World Vision sponsored education for
our children by adopting 400 of our children, organized 50 women’s group movements provided
loans of various kinds such as housing loans and loans for doing other business and also helped in
providing driving licenses and many such helps are provided by World Vision.
Seeni: what are the works done by other organizations?
P: Hand in Hand India had helped in the following way, for the eighth class failed students they had
helped them to continue their education and to pass in the eighth class and for the ninth class failed
candidates to complete SSLC or tenth class. Education to illiterate ones and non-schoolgoers are
helped with education and for making them to enrol in schools and also formed many women’s
group movements and provided with many loans to them (not only Hand in Hand India does it but
the loans are also provided by other organisations).
In the fourth sector there is a youth voluntary association who organise to provide electricity to the
homes by collecting 20 Rs per month from the homes which don’t have electricity in their houses
and are seeking to have one. They also provide water to homes provided by the panchayat board by
collecting 2 Rs. Per can form every home and provide water to everyone.
Seeni:is it started by the people themselves in the fourth sector?
Vinodhini: who does it? Is it done by Hand in Hand?
P: it is done by the youths in the fourth sector themselves.
Seeni: is there any other work done by the organisations.
P: since she is part of the organisation and a member of it she knows much about it.
P: we do not know much about it whereas she knows it much more than us because she is a member
in it.
P: They are also getting many tailoring machines in second sector andthere are also attempts to
provide free tuition to the students in balajinagar.
Imran: can we just quickly ask them if at home which source of water they aredrinking.
Seeni: what source of water are you drinking at home?
P: Can water
P:Can water
P: we are getting water for Rs.2.50 and using the filter and drinking it.
Seeni: she is one of the members of the pilot study of ours.
P:can water only but we are using for cooking and other purposes we are using the lorry water
bought at Rs. 2.50.
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P: we are also using the lorry water user.
P: lorry water,
P: can water for cooking and drinking purposes but for other purposes we use the water provided by
the tapes.
Seeni: is there any natural calamity or disaster or problem in Balaji Nagar similar to the one faced by
Japan due to earthquake and what is the community’s response in the wake of such a disaster, will
be there be cooperation among the community in wake such a disaster. In case of fire accident what
will be the response?
P: six years back fire broke out in a house in second sector because of heavy winds, the fire spread
into all the four sectors and many houses were burnt and everyone from the four sectors came
forward to extinguish the fire and to provide needed assistance at that hour.
Seeni: what happened after extinguishing the fire?
P: everybody helped in that act.
Seeni :everyone from the fours sectors came forward to help it?
P: Yes everyone came forward to help.
Worldvision also helped it, they provided whatever is needed in a house for the destroyed families.
Seeni: in case of such happenings or events we see people coming together to help
Shanti: three houses were burnt
P: three houses were burnt
Seeni:where?
Backside
Seeni: when did it happen
P: two or three years back
P: recently
P: two months backs only
P: are you talking about this incident, I was referring to the incident what happened two years back.
P: December… December 4th
P: two months back only
P: on December 4th sir.
P: two and half years back there was a fire accident
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P: on December 4th sir.
P: on December 4th.Opposite to our home, it was very close to our home; even our home is a
thatched one and ours was a lucky one to escape that.
Seeni: How did the people behave then?
P: everybody came forward to help it. People from all sectors came forward to pour water to
extinguish the fire. People are very helpful and cooperative.
P: because of god’s grace our house did not catch fire, everybody came forward to help it.
P: which sector was it.
P: backside ma
Our house was a thatched one it was a matter of seconds that our house escaped and everybody
came forward to help it.
Seeni: everybody came na?
Seeni: we were talking about water treatment, is it at the community level or to be at the household
level. If we are doing at the community level then cost will be lower as everybody is going to share it
and it is done totally and it needs everybody’s cooperation and participation and the work is shared
whereas if we do the water treatment at the individual level which everyone ought to do it
themselves at the individual level, but the cost involved will be bit higher, which does the
community opt for water treatment.
P: if it is common and public there will be clash as to who will do it and everybody will try to shift
and point to the other to do the task and if it as the individual level everybody ought to do it and
they will not like to shift from their responsibility.
P: It is good if it is done at the community level.
John:if it is the community level will people be contributing and participating in such an endeavour
for the building and maintenance of it?
P: everybody’s participation and cooperation ought to be there. And I am sure everybody will
contribute for it. People have to contribute if they want to drink more and good one. People will do
whatever is possible from their means and their end.
P: water is important hence people will contribute for it.
P: people will contribute their money towards hospitable expenses for such thing. They will
contribute definitely for such thing.
Seeni:you said that people will do it if it is done at the individual level, will there be such effort and
cooperation if it is done at the community level if we construct a common water treatment thing. If
it requires ten people to play a part will people be willing to play part in it whereas if it is done at the
individual level people are ready to play their part. How much will people play their part if the water
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treatment is done at the community level? Will people opt for common or community level water
treatment or water treatment at the individual or household level?
P:it is not possible for everyone to do the water treatment at the individual or household level, there
are 2500 households here and it is not possible for everyone to have this, and if it is done at the
community level, then at least everybody will be benefitted even partially.
Seeni: if it is done at the common or community level, will people be contributing money for such a
common cause asyou have mentioned the example of the youth volunteers in fourth sector who are
able to provide the necessary services by charging Rs 20 and everybody willing to contribute for it.
Will that be the case if we have one community level water treatment?
P:definitely people will contribute for it. There are four groups even in this particular plot and if we
have a separate meeting and explain them the need to have a community level water treatment and
ask them to speak to their respective members in their plot to contribute their share and people will
definitely contribute for it. If we ask them to get the requisite money from the community and they
will get it accordingly.
P: everybody will give it.
P: water is important and people will definitely contribute it.
P: if people are getting good water then they don’t mind contributing for it.
Seeni:since water is highly important so people will help it right?
P: people will contribute for it. Since they are getting good water right definitely people will play
their part in it.
Seeni: so if we have meetings for such groups and explain our cause then definitely people will
contribute it and also help it.
P: since there is great water shortage and lack of good water people will definitely do anything for
getting good water and water in plenty.
Seeni: can we be assured of people’s contribution regularly for the maintenance of such a thing.
P: people will definitely do it and contribute for it.
P: People will definitely do it for the sake of water
Seeni: So people will do anything for Water right since water is highly important and there is water
problem here?
P: in a short time during April and May water may come even once a month and even if water comes
and if something happens to the main pump I mean if the pipe is broken due to lorry, then water will
not come and we will stand near the pumps at the middle of the night waiting for water.
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P: water may come in the pipes well after twelve and one and we will wait to collect water. We have
to wait for getting water. Getting water is the biggest problem here in balajinagar otherwise there is
no problem here.
Seeni: you have said before that people have cooperated in times of crisis or calamity or disaster
such as the fire accident in the community some years back. And the problem in balaji nagar is
centered on water, is there any joint effort from your end from the people of balaji nagar collectively
to solve it from your end or is there any efforts from your side to address it.
P: no effort from our end
P: when there was no water in our street, people in our street went to the panchayat board
reporting them about the non-availability of water once. And in another occasion when the water is
muddy and dirty and was red in color we went to the authorities we collected the water in a bottle
and asked them how we can drink such red colored water. We also took the water available at
pallikaranai to show them the difference in color of the water and asked them why the water in
pallikaranai is clean and ours in such a red color. There were sources of water and which they
themselves admitted to be muddy because of the death of a dog. During rainy season the water in
the river and well source got mixed and the water is completely looks similar to the water at the
river and we also took photos of our water and asked them can we still drink the water. The
authorities said that the water that we get is only after purification and there is nothing to worry and
we will look into the problem and ensure that it doesn’t recur; use can water for two months for
drinking purposes.
Seeni: have you done any other thing like this about the water problem to solve the water crisis
besides taking this water and the photos of it. Has any other organisations or groups supported your
cause of reporting to the authorities of the water problem?
P: women’s groups cooperated with us; especially world vision conducted a meeting of its women’s
group members and asked the councillor about the water problems. The councillor promised that
the water will be regular instead of twenty days for water to come and since then water is coming
regularly within five or six days as the councillor has promised. Since even after that water comes
occasionally even in twenty days. Water comes regularly in the first few weeks of the councillor’s
promise for five to six days, but nowadays water comes in ten days or a week or even after twenty
days.
Seeni: you said that you had worked collectively with world vision to address the water problems
and even met the councillor collectively. What was the response or cooperation or help of other
people in other sectors in balaji nagar.
P: when we asked the groups the group members came along to address the water problems. If
there was no water in the plot or sector or in the street, then the people in that particular sector or
plot street came together to address the water problems.
Seeni: what are the problems or hindrances you faced when you went to report to the authorities
about the water problem and about the non availability of water?
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P: people both in the sector and in the panchayat board office said why are you bringing this is as an
issue when everybody in the sectors are drinking?
Seeni: what are the other kinds of problems or hindrances you faced when you went to report to the
authorities about the non availability of water and of its poor quality? Did you face any problems
from any body on this as to why you are bringing this and who are you to report such issues?
P: no problems faced.
Seeni: did you see any change in the level and quality of water after you reported the poor quality of
water of its color, odor and of its non availability of water?
P: yes there were significant changes since then, the color level is not bad as it were now it is okay
and they took water in a bottle to test of the mineral or salt content in it. They also tested for
ground level water and for having bore wells and they said that water contains 76% contains salt and
the water cannot be used for any purposes except for cleaning the houses not even can be used for
washing faces such was the level of salt content in the water. There were bore well pipes near the
common toilets in the four sectors, even the bore well pipes and the iron rod got repaired because
of the high level salt content in the water within a year.
Seeni: who are the beneficiaries of such a reporting of the issue? Is it the people from one sector or
from all sectors? Was this reporting beneficial to only the sector that reported it or to the entire
sectors?
P: people in the second sector took this issue but they took it as an issue and problem of the entire
balaji nagar and not of the individual sectors alone.
Seeni: you said that you worked as a group and there were collective efforts to address the water
problem who headed this or who can give us a better picture about this. You said that you had
meeting with world vision officials with panchayat board officials, tell me under who’s leadership
things had done or who can give us a greater picture of the problem and of the steps taken by it.
p: yes people in the office at world vision
Seeni: is there any one in particular people in the world vision.
p: people in the office at world vision know about it better especially the three people the people in
charge of the women’s group movements. They know of all problems from the water problem to all
such problems in the sectors and can give a better picture of this.
Seeni: so if ask them I can get a better picture of this how people went about it and what are the
consequences of it right?
P: yes if you ask them then you can get a better picture of it.
Imran : you asked them about the positive effect now ask them if there is any negative effects?
Were there any negative consequences of such reporting?
Seeni: Were there any negative effects besides the other assurances given when you reported this
matter to the authorities. You should not have done this and we will not do any thing.
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P: when we reported them about the problem of water and the non availability of water for twenty
days. Thirty houses or twenty five households get water from a single pipe. We asked for more
pipes. So we asked for pipes in every street and they put pipes to the people who are talkative and
are aggressive and not near the soft mannered homes and asked them to get water from the
common pipe available.
Seeni: so pipes were put near the comes who will ask people and assert their rights and not near
other homes in order to avoid such problematic people so pipes were put near their homes and near
the homes who will question more.
P: in order to avoid the problematic pipes were put near their homes.
Seeni: you said that you reported these both to the panchayat and at the panchayat at palikaranai
what are they saying about your complaints and about your general requests?
P: the only answer that the officials say when we go there to report of our general problems is that
they are asking us to pay the taxes. Pay the land taxes, as you have been here for more than the
fifteen years to twenty years and unless you pay the taxes we cannot do anything to address your
general problems.
Seeni: they were not doing anything
P: they were asking us to pay taxes for the soil. We cannot do anything here as you are temporary
residents and not the permanent ones and hence nothing can be done here. Even in the past twenty
days there were posters posted in our every homes from the panchayat board asking us to pay the
land and soil taxes.
Seeni: we were speaking about the water treatment here to be done at the community level
treatment or at individual level treatment? In times of water shortage or during excessive water
seasons, there will not be any problem of water treatment at the individual level whereas it is a
concern at the community level because of shortage of water or excessive water. Which will be
simple and easy is it the water treatment at the individual level or at the community level?
Requirement of water varies at the individual or at the community level and is always changing
which will be easy in terms of water treatment is at the community level or at the individual level.
We said that filters can be used at the community level and there will be contributions from people
you have identified but during different seasons such as during water drought situations and during
excessive water seasons which thing do you prefer for water treatment is it to be done at the
individual level or at the community level.
P : during times water shortage we prefer doing the water treatment at the household level.
Seeni: when you said that the if water treatment is done at the community level, there will be
contribution from people and everybody will provide their help and support for it so as to get water
for everyone and at the individual household level wherein you said that everybody will do it bas a
matter of necessity and they will do it compulsorily. During times of change during seasonal changes
such as during shortage of water and during seasons of excessive water which treatment method
will you prefer is it at the community level or at the household level?
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P: community level treatment is good done at the sectoral level and it is beneficial for everyone. We
should do the water treatment collectively at each sector preferably or at the individual level if the
community level treatment is not possible or conducive.
Seeni: so you have identified doing water treatment at the community level and you have also
rightfully identified the working of many organisations and associations working here what are the
ways by which these organisations can contribute in bringing this community level water treatment
more beneficial and accessible to more people in the community.
P: World vision has provided bigger tanks (one lorry water capacity water tanks) in all the four
sectors for water storage so water can be made available to all people making use of the group wise
distribution.
Seeni: these are the things that they have done what are the ways in which they can take the
community level water treatment more accessible and beneficial to the people. What are the ways
by which the organisations can serve in the better functioning of the community level water
treatment more accessible to the people? You had asked for community level water treatment what
are the ways you will ask from these organisations the voluntary youth associations or other
organisations to contribute for the smooth functioning of such community level water treatments at
balaji nagar.
P: we can ask two people at every sector to clean and take care of the water and also to ensure
proper distribution of water at the sectoral level.
Seeni: the government is promising the coming of metro water here for some times, has it
hampered people’s efforts at the individual level or at the community level. Do the promises serve
as a hindrance for you to solve the water problems faced here? Has it hampered the community
level efforts for solving water problem issues here? Are your efforts at using filters at the community
level getting postponed because of the promises of metro water coming?
P : people in the streets are saying that metro water will come and hence they are slack at doing any
efforts to solve the water problems here.
P: no body has taken any step. If people take steps then things can be done here
P: since there is no patta (land document) no body is taking any efforts to solve the water crisis. If
there is patta then people will do something.
P: people are saying that we are only displaced ones and we have no patta hence they are not
prepared to take any real efforts. Hence no real efforts because of lack of patta and they also fear
but the governments will not help them or come to their rescue for lack of patta or land document.
Seeni: There could be some people who own their lands and have proper pattas and for others who
live on rents who lack patta is it hampering you to come collectively and do things to solve the water
crisis? Do you fear that the governments will send you anytime to a new location or displace you at
any time and hence fear doing any constructive work here to solve the water problem here? You
don’t own the land because of lack of patta. Do you fear doing common efforts or is it the lack of
efforts due to patta?
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P: that is the primary reason why there is no collective and constructive efforts from the people.
People fear that they could be displaced at any time for lack of patta or land documents and hence
not ready for any joint effort. Even if people come together and build an overhead water tank for
solving water problem but they fear that they could be displaced at anytime hence even though they
have the desire to have such but are not ready to do it because of the fear of displacement.
Seeni: you want to do many things but fear of displacement prevents you from doing such things.
Like overheard tank in villages you are not ready to do it for fear of displacement?
P: what is the use of such efforts people query even if we come together, we have the fear of
displacement. We are even ready to do something about the dumping of garbage near balaji nagar
but the lack of patta prevents us from doing any collective efforts. Hence people fear for
contributing anything towards the common cause.
Seeni : you fear being displaced after doing such community efforts.
P: With patta we can do everything and we will be assured of our efforts and nobody will question
us.
Seeni: there are many metals such fluorides, arsenide’s in the water and is injurious to health.
Treatment of this can be done only at the community level as it requires big water tanks and
equipments and is effective at the community level and is not effective at the household level for
treating and removing the water of heavy metals such as fluorides, arsenide’s etc. There are no such
metals in the water samples that we collected from balaji nagar and the water from balaji nagar
does not contain any of such kinds of heavy metals such as fluoride and arsenide.
Imran: did you ask the water body question; ask them one by one the kind of water source is beat
and their preference for it and the main reasons for it. If it is at the community level why it is done
and why cannot be it at the household level and vice versa.
P: if it is at the community level it is beneficial to everyone whereas if at the household level it
serves only the household.
John: who will take responsibility if it is at the community level or at the common level in case of any
problems.
P: we need to select few people who will ensure the protection and better care of it.
P: if at is the community level it is useful and beneficial level whereas if it is at the individual level it
is for household members only.
Seeni: will it be feasible if done at the community level at the balaji nagar.
P: everybody should feel that it is ours and they should take responsibility for it and should take of
the community level water treatment in a responsible manner.
Seeni: what is your perception of it.
P: everybody should live

Translated by: J. John Jacob
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FGD #1 (BWU/LWU) – Full Transcript
Conducted: March 25th, 2011 @ Sector 1

Main recording - WS400034.wma

Seeni: so far we have spoken many things, let us recapitulate things from the organisations that
were serving here in balaji nagar, the problems associated with water at balaji nagar, the kind of
representations made by the people to the panchayat and public officials and their response and the
kind of water treatment that is possible that is of the community level or at the household level. we
have also discussed that the kind of community cooperation to solve the water problems and the
kind of reporting made or to be made by people here to the associations and to the public
authorities. Do you have anything more than this to say other than what we have discussed?
P: nothing more, getting water is the important problem and concern here
P: people are not going to far away places or even for work because of water. People forgo their
work, leisure and travel in order to get water.
P: people are even not going for work because of their work. Even people forgoing family functions
and to attend emergency situations.
Imran: so what they need is storage capacities for water and water available for regular usage.
Seeni: as Imran has said before, whatever we have discussed is going to be used only for research
purposes and we will have similar consultations in other sectors to know the perception of the
people in the different sectors in balaji nagar and we will not disclose or divulge any details but for
research purposes only. We will come and share with you about the kind of overarching response of
the people and the kind of important findings and of the usefulness of the research and of their
choice of water treatment of the community level water treatment or individual household level
water treatment.
P: we are leaving then,
Seeni and Imran: thank you thanks for your response and for your sharings.

Translated by: J. John Jacob
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INT #2 (Follow-up from FGD #1) – Summary Only
Conducted: April 27, 2011 @ -’s home, Sector 2

FGD 1 FOLLOW UP INTERVIEW
NB: Voice recorder was malfunctioning, so notes taken to field journal instead. Passages
immediately written up and cross-checked for accuracy and gaps with Srinivasan.
Participants:
-– FGD #1 participant
Summary:
Q: During FGD #1, you had said that you were trying to organize an agitation for
improving the water service in MB Nagar against the Panchayat, but were stopped
from doing so – told not to make it an issue. Why was this? Who stopped you?
That wasn’t quite the story, it goes longer.
About 2 years ago, the water quality in the taps got really bad. It started coming out
“red”. This was the time that many people abandoned drinking tap-water (TWU) and
began to purchase water (BWU/LWU).
- mobilized an 10 people in each sector to go to the Panchayat office with bottles of the
red water to show what they were being supplied with. They showed this to the
Panchayat officials who responded that this was the same water that was being supplied
to other areas in Pallikarnai (i.e. think of the several infiltration well/pump inlets in the
lake – these go to supply other areas) – so why are you complaining about it? The
Panchayat refused to do anything about it.
- then later on tried to re-mobilize people for another agitation on water quality issues to
the Panchayat office, but this was not successful as people didn’t believe the Panchayat
would do anything about it – so why bother?
There was a big shift to BWU/LWU from TWU at this time. The government’s refusal
essentially forced the cost of clean water onto households; created a large “market
opportunity” for firms to profit from.

Summarized by: Imran & Srini
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M:

Hello…thanks for coming here. My name is Imran. I am from
Canada. My University of Guelph and IIT do a project together.
Mr.Srinivasan is the field coordinator. He is also co moderator. Ms.
Vinodhini will take sown the notes. Ms.Faridha is the field worker. You
might know about the survey. You have been provided with the filter. But
this session is a new one. This one is a research to look at whether in
Maylai Balaji Nagar household system is better or a common system is
better. In a community level all of you contribute money and effort for the
filter. In house hold level you may boil or filter water to purify it. In this full
session what we are going to do is to ask you a series of 12 questions
about yourself. Our intension is only to listen to you and learn from you.
This is different from the ongoing research of filters. There is no right or
wrong answer. You can feel free to answer. All of you are tap water users.
That is why we have chosen you to answer. Let us quickly go through the
rules and the manifestations of this session. So feel free to answer. There
1

R:
R:
M:
R:

is no compulsion to answer all the questions. Everybody’s opinion is
important for us. There is no right or wrong answer. At the end of the
session we will ask your opinion. You need not have any fear to tell your
opinion. Every body’s individual opinion is important for us. There is no
compulsion that you should follow the decision of any individual opinion.
You can tell your opinion as an individual. If you have any questions you
can ask us any time. As we are recording the interview you please talk one
at a time. Otherwise we cannot understand it. This is from my university
from Canada about our project. I am going to hand over this to you. This
has an explanation of what we are doing. This session will last about one
hour. We are going to do audio recording and also she is taking down
notes. All the information you give will not have your name with it. It would
be published without your name. Everything you say will be anonymous
and confidential and will not be shared with anybody else. It would be used
only for research purpose. This research will be used for my PhD.
we are going to help you in your study. We should help you. It is for the purpose
and support of education. We will help you.
I am not able to pay school fees of our children. As you asked me to talk freely I
am telling you this.
we will come to this subject afterwards. This is to clarify that I am not
going to make any more projects and this is for research purpose
…learning only.
Ok. OK.

M:

there is a possibility that the findings of the research would be given to
other NGOs and other organization that may use it to come out with a new
project out of it.
R:
there is too much of garbage in our area and no one takes it away…
R:
wait…he is telling us not to tell all these complaints now
Srini: we will talk about it later on …he says so
M:
R:

yeah. We will discuss the other issues finally
OK

M:

Unfortunately I cannot speak Tamil. Srini is here to translate what I speak.
Let us go a little slowly. I will speak in English. Srini will translate it in
English for you and your reply in Tamil will be translated by him to me in
English. So the session would go a little slowly
No problem about it

R:
M:

the last thing is the confidentiality and the anonymity. So I request you not
to discuss these matters in this discussion with anyone outside. Now you
please introduce yourselves and tell me which sector you belong to and
which source of water you are using.
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R:
R:
R:
M:
R:
R:
M:

R:

I am -. I live here in the same sector. I use tap water. My children drink the
same. Even guests drink it. Everyone says it is tasty.
my name is -. I live here in the same sector. I use tap water for drinking.
my name is -. I live here in the same sector. I use tap water. I am also using the
filter.
He is John Jacob. He will translate the rest of the session.
I am -. I live here in the same sector. From the time filter was allotted we use
nothing but the same.
I am -. I live here in the same sector. I use filter. I drop tablet in it. It is of course
good.
as we are recording the discussion please talk loudly and clearly. It would
be useful for us to write it down in future.
Now the first question is what are the major problems in water in Mylai
Balaji Nagar?
the tap water is yellow in color. Within 2 days worms develop in it. After we
started using the filter it is good.

Interpreter: is there any other problem regarding water?
R:
the canal water mixes with the drinking water
R:
in the beginning there is bad smell. First there is the smell of gutter and then the
soap smell is there. The hospital water gets mixed. There are so much of insects
in water in 4 days
R:
no. not 4 days. It is within 2 days.
R:
yes, she is correct. Within 2 days the worms develop
R:
but the same water is color less and tasty if we pour it in ‘it’ and drop the tablet.
Interpreter: is there any other problem regarding water? What do you say?
You…?
(The same problems mentioned above are repeated verbatim by everyone)
Srini: please talk one at a time. We cannot record otherwise.
(The same problems are mentioned again)
M:
R:
R:
R:

what are the formal and informal associations that work for you in Mylai
Balaji Nagar?
word vision is there
for electricity problem 4th sector people do the repair and rectifications as they
have got a ‘pass’ for it
yes. 20 rupees are collected every month for it

M:

what are the services done by ‘women’s self help group’? What is their
main duty?
Interpreter: what type of service do they make you do?
3

R:
R:
R:

they get the loans
they buy us sarees…one saree per year
they conduct meetings then and there

Interpreter: do they do any other society related services? Is there ADP?
R:
no. not like that
R:
they help us to pay school fees. I didn’t get it. Many people got here.
R:
they didn’t give us any
R:
but still it is going on
M:
R:

do they focus on financial help?
we pay 100 rupees per month. They collect it and give us 5 or 10 thousands
when we are in need. Our own money is rotated

M:
R:
R:
R:
R:

Is there any group which works regarding water?
the women’s self help group gives water for 3 rupees per pot.
anyways we have to pay and get it
there is a lady called ‘Vijayakka’. We asked her. She arranged for this water
through world vision. They give us a can of water if we give a written request
bearing the name of the group and our name with a seal of the group.
they give it in whole lot

M:
R:
R:

are there any groups who work for waste management?
no one takes care. The waste water is overflowing.
no one comes here like that. If we ask anyone about it - it ends up in quarrel.

Srini: do you remember Exnora worked before some time? Is there any
organization like that now?
R:
once a year they come and clear.
Srini: once a year! Who does it?
R:
they come from municipality (Panchayath board).
R:
you better come and see near our house.
Srini: now we are recording the discussion. We will come and see afterwards.

4

(The respondents discuss among themselves regarding how bad the
surroundings are, how the throw the waste food items and how the
defection is all around. They say they don’t even like to take their food in
this surrounding)
(Again the moderator/Imran reintroduces the entire session for the new
comers).
R:

I am -. I am coming from the 4th sector. I use only tap water for my family to use.
We use the tank provided by you

M:

I want to move on to the next question. The next question is to know how
well the groups work together at the time of stress/crisis. The question is if
there is a fire in this community how would the people react? Would they
look after their own house first or put off the fire together.
(all of them say together) we will put of the fire together
we will act united

R:
R:

M:
is there any recent example for it?
R:
it happened 4 or 5 years back. There was a fire and all of us put it off together
Interpreter: apart from fire accident was there any other accident in this area?
Srini: even if it is not accident it may even be a common problem or crisis.
M:
R:
R:
M:

R:
R:

can you elaborate and tell me about the fire accident which happened 4 or
5 years ago?
only one house caught fire and all people came running and put it off. The
people of this area as well as the other areas came to put it off.
fire service was not called. We went to the open terrace of the adjacent building
and poured water.
the next question is for your imagination. If someone else in the
community or your neighbor or something gives you a choice of these 2
which one would you choose? First to treat water in the house hold that
would take all the cost and all the effort for your own family. This is the first
choice. The second choice is - you work practically with others in the
community which would combine all efforts and money in one place for
sharing the benefit of safe water with the difficulty of working with others
which some people may mind it to treat the water.
we will prefer it to be a common task
yes I too think so
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M:
R:
R:
R:
R:
R:

would you all be ready to spend money for such a common task?
yes all of us will give
no. some of them may refuse to give
they will give
they will not give
they will not

Inter: will there be confusion and problem in sector 4 if it is done in common? Do
you think if there would be confusion or there would not be confusion?
Srini: why do you hesitate? Please tell us. In other sectors they frankly expressed
their problems.
R:
generally when something in common some people may not care about is as
someone is there to look after. They will think ‘let them look into it. Why should I
bother’?
Farida: that is why he is asking how would you want to do? Would you like to do it
individually or in common?
R:
even if someone wants to do like that they have to collect money from others and
do.
Inter: will every one give money if someone takes interest and involve in doing
it?
R:
yes all of us will give
R:
if someone comes and collects money at our door steps we will give. Everyone
will give.
Srini: will there be any problem? Other sector people told that there would be
problem.
R:
yes. Problem will arise. They will suspect that the entire amount would not be
spent for the cause. They will question them
R:
we cannot say everyone would come forward to give
R:
some will be ready and some will not be ready
Srini: will there be any problem if some come forward and some do not?
R:
yes. The one who would be ready would start scolding the others who do not
R:
at the same time those who do not like this would say ‘if you want you go, don’t
compel us’.
R:
this would end up in a quarrel.
R:
eve while money distribution happens in our area some would be left out for
some genuine reason. But they don’t understand. They shout at us.
R:
even now they would ask why some of us were given the tub.
M:
R:
R:
R:
R:

I understand that there is difficulty. But is it possible to have a community
level sharing system?
yes. They would co operate when it is going to be good to everyone.
someone should explain and convince them.
if someone takes initiative they would have no objection to co operate
it is possible
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M:

we will move on to the next question. This is about collective action. I want
to know about the benefits which you get some kind of service …which you
people in Mylai Balaji Nagar got in the past by the collective effort.
Interpreter: it may be regarding water purification or waste water removal or
whatever.
R:
bus did not stop in our area. We all fought for it to stop here and that is how it
stopped here thereafter
R:
actually it was long ago. I didn’t come to this area. It was hearsay. These people
were living. Is it not?
R:
yes. We were here. We did strike
M:
R:
R:
R:
R:
R:

any other example in which people here worked together?
if there is no power supply we would all go and complaint
if there is no water supply we would all go and complaint
yes …we would go to municipality (panchayat board and tell)
there was no power for one full week. Half of us went and other half didn’t come
there is no pump or bore or well here. We have to depend upon this tap for
everything. If there is no tap we are finished

M:

so, when you first came here there was nothing, is it? What all
developments were here after that? You said about bus stop. Was there
any other development after you came here?
R:
there is one Raniamma here. She would be able to give you full details.
R: (Farida) I too belong to this area. There was no power supply at first. There was not
even street light. We pulled the supply.
R:
we need to pay 2 rupees for water. What can we do when we don’t have those 2
rupees? Why don’t they provide us a bore well?
Interpreter: whom should you give those 2 rupees to?
R:
for truck…lorry
R:
we cannot blame them. They pay for the water and bring for us
R:
I was comfortable when I was in Chennai city. Now I suffer a lot for water and
everything here
M:
where does the water that you pay come from?
R:
I think it is metro water
Interpreter: how much do they pay for it?
R:
we don’t know all those things
R:
something like 700 or 500 rupees
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M:
R:

you all fought together to bring a bus stop here. It is a basic political
change. What else did you achieve in the same way?
we were not getting even the tap water. We fought for it and got it

Srini: what would you say to unite them for such a cause?
R:
we will simply tell them that there is no supply of water and ask them to join us to
get it
R:
we would day one person from one family should come and join
Srini: did they come when you invited like that?
R:
why not! When it is a common cause they should unite and they did!
Srini: was there anyone who led the cause? Was anyone leading the show?
R:
someone will start. Others would join. And somebody else would kindle the
others.
R:
generally 2 or 3 persons are here who would readily take up the leadership for
any common cause
Srini: is it someone from the sector or is it a political leader?
R:
it is from within the sector
R:
they would volunteer and we would join
(PART 1 IS COMPELTED AND PART 2 BEGINS)

M:
R:

any other example?
we all went and tried to get relief from land tax. But it was not successful.

M:
R:

what for you fight regarding land tax?
so that the house will become our own. They say they wouldn’t give the slip. We
are not able to get the ‘patta’.
Inter: why?
R:
we want the slip for lower amount than what they demand
M:

R:
M:
R:
R:

OK. This is one example where people worked together for the benefit from
the government. In other examples you worked together but it didn’t work
out. Is there any other example like your land tax? Is there any example
where you fought but you couldn’t get proper reply from the government?
nothing
what was the big obstacle for getting these things?
they say they would give the patta only if we had cleared the electricity bill and
the land tax.
some people are ready to pay and the others are not.
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M:
R:
R:
R:

How many of you have patta?
no one gave us any patta
people of Nungampakkam, and Mylapore came and settle here.
no one has patta here

M:
R:

does anyone have own house?
some of them have purchased house and came here. They are not more in
number.

M:
if the government gives how many of you would get?
Srini: do you understand his question? Some of you have come from Nungampakkam,
some of you have come from Mylapore and some of you have come from
Teynampet. If it is decided that those who have migrated from other places would
be given patta…how many of you are likely to get?
Inter: if you do not pay land tax and electricity bill, the government is likely to
send you out at any time. Is it not so?
R:
yes. Yes. You are right
M:
R:
R:
R:
R:
R:

are you worried about it that there is a possibility for this?
yes. Of course
yes. Definitely we are.
those who have purchased the land and settled here will not have any worry. But
we are extremely worried about it
there is not even a little space in the city
this place is far better for us

M:

if there is a community system in this sector do you think that it would be
convenient for the government for the operations?
Inter: will it be easy for the government to operate if there is a group here?
Government or municipality cannot come and talk to each and every
individual. If a group represents you the aid or subsidy can easily reach
you. Is there any group like that here?
R:
no. there is no such group.
R:
sometimes we take the problem to the municipality through the office. We don’t
take it to them individually.
M:
R:
R:
R:
R:
R:
R:

do you think that the government will introduce any water project?
they have not done anything.
they have not done anything.
they have not done anything.
we don’t know if they would do so in future
definitely they will not do anything
they will just say so for eyewash. They will not do it
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R:

they will come here to ask for us to vote. That is all. They will never turn this side
after that

M:

the government says it would bring the metro water here and pipes would
be laid to the water supply of Mylai Balaji nagar. Do you think it would
happen?
they have laid pipes
if the water is brought it would be nice
they would not give water
they would give water
we have to wait and see
we are not sure about it

R:
R:
R:
R:
R:
R:
M:

do you have community system a project or purifying system for the water
which come together from different sources, do you think that the
government might bring the water…don’t know when…because of it is
there any obstacle?
Inter : does it stop you from operating as a group? Is nay one stopping you not
to do purification just because government is going to bring water?
R:
no. not like that
R:
the water is yet to come. Till then this can’t be stopped
(Srini explains the question once more)
R:
no. it didn’t happen like that
M:

I want to go back to the issue of land’s patta. Would you do the purification
of water in individual house hold level or in the community level? Would
you involve yourself in community level of water treatment?

Inter : do you think that it is a waste of money and effort when you don’t have
patta?
R:
R:
R:

no one will think that way. When it is common we have to co operate as far as we
are here
we use the water. So we have to cooperate with them. Nothing wrong in it
otherwise we are going to pay our own money and get things done

Inter : do you say patta is not a problem at all
R:
not at all. Whether we have patta or don’t have patta we will pay and do it
M:
do you think everyone in the community think in the same way?
R:
yes. Everyone will be ready to co operate.
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Inter : after paying money they would build a big water tank here. At that time
you may be asked to quit due to patta problem. Do you have a feeling or
fear about wasting money in this? Do you think that when I am not sure of
staying here how can we spend money?
R:
yes. When we are not sure about staying here how I can invest money here
R:
we are ready to give money even though we don’t have patta
M:
what are the reasons for saying like this?
R:
as far as we are here we can have good water
R:
worry and concern about water will not be there
R:
we want to have good water at least till we stay here
(All of them repeatedly say this)
Inter : - madam says she is ready. What do you say?
R:
when it is good for the entire community and when it is good for me too I will
surely cooperate with others for a common cause
R:
the result should be good. It is enough
Inter : - … What do you say?
R:
when it is for the welfare of the community we have to give. We happily give 20
rupees for that
Inter : What do you say?
R:
When we are not sure about staying here it is doubtful to give. Those who have
money can give. How can every one give? Anyways we are cooperating till date
M:
R:

Why do you say so?
we have a fear since the bridge (fly over) was built here

M:
R:

what is the connection between the bridge and this issue?
there is bridge. There was also a petrol station built here. So we may have to quit
- we fear

M:
who said so?
R:
people around say so
Inter : rumors!
R:
when the lake overflows our houses would sink. The bridge would also cause the
same
M:
R:
R:
R:

is the community system of treating water easy to do or difficult to do? Is it
easy to get the time and effort of all the people?
if we ask all they would come forward
it is doubtful if everyone would join
some of them will join and some of them may not

M:
R:

will this cause friction and conflict between you?
all may not join. But Ashok Annachi may gather boys together
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R:
R:

he took the initiative to trim the trees
he generally takes initiative for many common causes

M:
R:

why do people listen to him?
he generally comes forward. He took effort to rectify when there was a power cut.
He took effort even to bring water

M:
R:
R:

is he old man? Does he live here for a long time?
he is young. He also migrated with us
he is also in a political party

I:
R:

which party?
DMK

M:

this is my last question...which one do you think is better? Is it household
water system or community level water system?
Srini: which one would you prefer for sector IV?
R:
R:
R:
R:
R:
R:

it is better to be in community level. All of us use it. So all of us should do it
it is impossible for a single person to do it also
it is better to be in community level.
yes.
yes
if everybody cooperates we can do in community level. This is a better method

I:
R:
R:
R:
Srini:

what do you say?
I will prefer it to be in community level.
the filter water caused cough and cold
I use tablet
did you read the instructions? Only if the pot is full you should drop one
full tablet. Otherwise you should break. If it is half pot you have to drop half
tablet.

M:
R:
R:
R:
R:

I have a question. Does everyone have a filter at home?
we don’t have in our house
we have
we have
we have
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M:

would you give up the filter or forego the filter if there is one common
facility to treat the water?
R:
we will not give the filter
R:
we will manage with our own filter
(All the respondents laugh)
R:
we will not forego the present one
R:
someone may muddle with the common device and we may not get that benefit
R:
I will keep my personal belonging carefully
R:
yes. I feel individual filter is better
R:
how can we give back what was given to us?
M:
R:

what are the reasons for you prefer the household devices?
this is good. The 2 Rs water is muddy. But this filter makes it very clear

M:

if the household system and the community system give the same quality
water for the same cost, which one would you prefer?
individual house system

R:

M:
what is the reason?
R:
we cannot look after the common device whereas we can keep a watch at home
Inter: a little while ago all of you preferred community level system. Suddenly you have
changed your mind. Why?
R:
this is very small. Not enough for every one
M:
we will give it in a big scale
R:
we will take that community system water and filter is with this filter
(All the respondents laugh)
R:
it would be nice if they dig a bore well in our side
R:
her leg is not OK. So she needs a bore well in her side
M:
R:

do you say like this to have access for the water or do you think that you
cannot manage the device if it is in community level?
during night time boys may break it

M:
Inter:
R:
R:
R:

would you like to share anything else about it?
Even at home children may play with ball and break it?
no. we have instructed our children not to do so
children in this area play with glass bottle and throw them.
we cannot even ask them
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M:

R:
M:

thank you very much. This is for my research purpose. The discussion
was to know whether individual system is better or community system is
better. I will have such small researches by conducting discussions in the
other sectors and come back to you to share the results of my research.
OK

R:

you mentioned about waste management in the beginning. What did you
say?
they don’t come and clear the waste water and it is all over here

M:
R:

is there anything else you want to share with us?
nothing

M:

thank you very much.
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M:

Hello…thanks for coming here. My name is Imran. I am from
Canada. My University of Guelph and IIT do a project together.
Mr.Srinivasan is the field coordinator. Ms. Vinodhini will take down the
notes. I think you know about our project. It is about water treatment and
health issues of Balaji Nagar. We are working here since 2009. This
research will be used for my own PhD. This is to know if household
treating system or community level is better. When I say household
treating system you know very well I mean the household filter or boiling or
alum in the home. This is the cleaning system just for your own family.
When I say community level I mean each sector will have a purifying
system which can be taken home for a fee of anything between 2 to 4
rupees. These are some picture for example. Please see these pictures.
This is the common method of water treatment. Water is collected here. We
see people come and take pure water with their pot go home for drinking.
In this full session what we are going to do is to ask you a series of 12
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questions about yourself. Our intension is only to listen to you and learn
from you. This is totally separate from the ongoing research of filters. You
need not answer on the basis of that. There is no right or wrong answer.
You can feel free to answer. If you have any questions you can ask us any
time. There is no necessity for you to answer every question. If you don’t
want to answer any question you need not answer. So don’t feel
pressurized in any way. There is no right or wrong answer. At the end of
the session I would like to answer one question about whether the water
treatment system is better in household level or community level in Maylai
Balaji Nagar. As we are recording this I would like you to speak one at a
time. if somebody is speaking let them finish and then you can talk as this
session is being recorded. . This session will last about one hour. There
are some ethical basic guidelines given by my university. First of all
everything is being recorded and also there is a notes taking. The
information you give will be used for research purposes only. Everything
you say will be anonymous and confidential and will not be shared with
anybody else. It would be used only for research purpose. This research
will be used for my PhD. We are going to do audio recording and also she
is taking down notes. All the information you give will not have your name
with it. It would be published without your name. I also request you not to
share the matters of this session with anybody after leaving this place.
Finally I would like to emphasis that I am not going to make any more
projects and this is just for research purpose. Now you please introduce
yourselves and tell me which sector you belong to and which source of
water you are using in the household.
R:

I am -. We use can water.

R:
R:

I am -. I live in the second sector. I use can water.
my name is -. I live here in the 2nd sector. I use can water for drinking.

M:

because it is being recorded you can slightly raise your voice while talking.
Unfortunately I cannot speak Tamil. John is here to translate what I speak.
Let us go a little slowly. I will speak in English. John will translate it in
English for you and your reply in Tamil will be translated by him to me in
English. So I request you to go a little slowly. He is John Jacob. He will
translate the rest of the session. Now the first question is what are the
major problems regarding water supply in Mylai Balaji Nagar?

R:

there are many problems. Within 2 days worms develop in the water. Children
get fever frequently if we drink it. Children suffer from loose motion too. Water is
yellow in color. Mostly we use the water for washing feet etc.

R:

we don’t use it for drinking or cooking.

Interpreter: is there any other problem regarding water?
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R:
R:

it has a smell of rust
if we use it for cooking the rice would be yellow in color

M:

what are the formal and informal groups or voluntary groups that work for
you in Mylai Balaji Nagar?

R:

no. nothing is there

M:

I want to move on to the next question. The next question is to know how
well the community people work together at the time of stress/crisis. The
question is if there is a fire in this community how would the people react?
Would they take care of their own house first or put off the fire together.
(all of them say together) we will put of the fire together
we will act united
if someone gets affected it affects us too! Is it not?

R:
R:
R:
M:
R:

are there any recent examples for it in your memory?
when we came and settled here 12 years ago from Mylapore around 12 houses
caught fire. It happened here in this place!

Interpreter: can you elaborate and tell me about the fire accident
R:
my mother in law was here. The fire started form the last house. It started
spreading to all the houses. There was not even a single thing left without burnt
in my house. Everyone joined together and ceased the fire from all around.
R:
‘Baiamma’ was here
M:

when you first came and settled here from Mylapore, was everyone united?

Interpreter: was there any difference of opinion?
R:
the entire space was empty that time. We had our own things. Then thatched
houses were built.
Srini: was everyone united at that time?
R:
yes. We were united to get water
R:
we requested anything in united manner
R:
there would not be any problem between us
R:
‘Baiamma’ used to lead us. We would co operate with her. We all used to go
together.
R:
still we work together to get water supply.
M:
R:

can you elaborate more on how you fought for water together?
when there is a crisis we need not call them. They come voluntarily. If there is a
stoppage in water supply automatically we all unite. Just we pass the information.
That is all.

Srini: whom did you approach till now?
R:
we usually approach councilor.
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Srini: where would you meet him?
R:
we meet him in the panchayath office of Pallikkaranai.
Srini: was there any response for that?
R:
yes. They responded within one or 2 days
R:
if there was any fault in the taps they used to come and rectify.
M:
I:
R:

when you first came here there was no water here. Where did the water
come from at that time?
you built houses. How did you get water for that?
from the road….in tankers

M:
R:

how did you get the panchayath put the pipes?
when there was more number of houses gradually…they had installed and
connected the pipes themselves.

M:

the next question is for your imagination. If someone else in the
community or your neighbor or something gives you a choice of these 2
which one would you choose? First to treat water in the house hold that
would take all the cost and all the effort for your own family. This is the first
choice. The second choice is - you work practically with others in the
community which would combine all efforts and money in one place for
sharing the benefit of safe water with the difficulty of working with others
which some people may mind it to treat the water. you have to pay a bit for
this.
if you tell this to your neighbors what would they prefer?
all of us would prefer the water treatment in community level
few of them may prefer to do it at home considering the situation at home

I:
R:
R:
M:
R:
R:

what type of situation would make them decide so?
those who have financial problem would prefer to do it at home
going out and bringing water may be a task for them…they may not want to go
out to bring the water. They would want to take it conveniently at home
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Srini: is there any other to prefer it at home?
R:
no other reason is there
R:
money is a reason. They may think it is a costly affair
Srini: some people prefer it to be treated in community level. What type of
mentality would they have to prefer it that way?
R:
it would be easier than doing separate. It is better than doing individually
R:
the result is assured. We won't know if the home based method would be fruitful
R:
someone or other would look after when it is common
M:
I:
R:

you said you prefer it if someone does it in the community level. How
would it be if you have to take up the responsibility?
would you co operate by spending your money or effort?
we too would join if all of them cooperate.

Srini:
R:
R:
R:

do you think that others would cooperate?
I doubt
yes. It is difficult
we can’t say it surely!

Srini: you can say it based on the previous experiences!
R:
if they feel that everyone would be benefited, people may come forward.
M:
would it be possible for you to cooperate if a few of them refuse to co
operate?
Srini: for example if 2 out of 10 people refuse to cooperate what would you do?
R:
if it is only 2 out of 10 we would leave them aside and start doing.
M:

we will move on to the next question. This is about collective action. I want
to know about the benefits which you get some kind of service …which you
people in Mylai Balaji Nagar got in the past by the collective effort.
Interpreter: it may be for their right or need.
R:
there would be frequent power cut. If it is 2 or 3 days of power cut we take
collective action
R:
there is a power-cut every day here. But they come and rectify immediately
M:
the examples you gave were the ones which you went to the Panchayath
board and got them solved. Is there any example of a common issue solved by
you?
R:
no. everything would be taken to the panchayath board
R:
no, we don’t do them by ourselves
M:

who would take responsibility when a common task is undertaken? R:
our head ‘Balaji” would lead us
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M:
when you go to the panchayath or the council person for the issues of
water or something else what kind of response would you get?
R:
they would say that they would send a man to look into the matter
R:
we had not gone. Only people who lead us go. Big shots go
I:
R:

how would they treat you if you go?
we don’t know as we never had gone there. Only the leading persons used to go

M:
R:

who usually go there?
some elderly persons used to go. My mother in law used to accompany them.

M:
when you are doing these projects what would be the obstacles you would
face?
I:
what would be the hurdles in this sector? Would anyone stop you from
doing so? Would any one discourage you saying ‘don’t you have any other
work?’
R:
no such hurdles would be there. Everyone cooperates here
R:
they support such efforts
M:
did any effort fail when you tried together? Is there any example for such
an incident?
I:
were you disappointed that your effort was not answered?
R:
they were responsive whenever we approached them
R:
no disappointments were there
R:
I came here just a year back. I don’t have much of knowledge or experience
about it
M:
R:
R:

the government is planning to bring the metro water here and pipes would
be laid to the water supply of Mylai Balaji nagar. Do you think it would
happen?
they say that it would happen in 2 years
we are not sure if it would be done
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M:
does this affect whether you work together on water supply or not?
Inter : does it stop you from operating as a group? Is nay one stopping you not
to do purification just because government is going to bring water?
Srini: are you able to follow? I heard in first sector that they are going to build a
common tank. If you have any such plan would it be affected by the governments
plan? Do you think that it is a waste to take efforts for water supply when the
metro water pipe line is going to be laid?
R:
R:

no. we won't hesitate like that. We have not talked that way to one another
they are planning to set up a tank here.

Srini: would it be done by the residents of this sector or some institution like
world vision?
R:
no. someone from this area should take the initiative and others would cooperate
with him or her
Srini: will you all contribute money?
R:
the plan is already on
R:
the Panchayath would install the tank
R:
someone would maintain and all of us would contribute money for that
M:
what I understand from what you are telling is, the Panchayath would build
a tank for you and you would not spend money for building the tank but you are
ready to spend money for maintaining it.
I:
you are ready to spend 2 or 3 rupees for maintaining it. Is it not so? R:
yes.
M:
R:
R:
R:

would you be ready to contribute money to build your own tank?
yes, if someone takes effort and collects money we are ready to contribute R:
yes we are ready to contribute
yes
yes we are ready

M:
are there any examples in which people joined and collected money for a
joint effort?
Srini: for example in sector 4 they have formed an association. They spend it to
repair when there is a power failure whether it is in house or in public place.
R:
there was a power failure. A person climbed the post. He fell down. We all took
him to hospital. We collected money and spent for the hospital expenses.
R:
yeah. His hand bone was broken. We contributed whatever one could…like 50 or
100.
R:
even now when something should be bought when there is a power cut, we
contribute money to buy it.
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R:
we collect money when there is a big common problem. But when there is a
small problem we just spend from our pocket and get it done.
M:
you feel that the quality of water we were talking about is colored and it
causes loose motion. Is this what the issue or is there anything more?
R:
as far as we know there is nothing else. This is the problem
M:
it?
I:
R:
R:

are these problems acute enough for every one of you would cooperate for
will every one spend time, money and effort for it?
yes
yes…they will

M:
I have 2 more questions. Does everybody in Mylai Balaji Nagar has patta or
some of your neighbors do not have it?
R:
many of us do not have
R:
no one of us has it
M:
R:

the government is likely to send you out at any time. Is it not so?
they have assured us that they would not ask us to quit

I:
R:
R:
R:

do you have the fear that there is a possibility for this?
no they would not ask us to go out
we are confident about it
people are talking among themselves like that

M:

the government is saying that it would give patta for the past few years. But
there is a delay. Does it have a negative or positive impact for your joint
effort about drinking water?
Inter : do you think that it is a waste of money and effort when you don’t have
patta? Do you have a feeling or fear about wasting money in this? Do you
think that when I am not sure of staying here how can we spend money?
R:
R:
R:
R:

no we do not think that way
whether there is patta or not we will extend the co operation
let the patta come when it comes. We will continue these common works
as long as we live here we have to do it

M:

this is my last question...which one do you think is a better approach for a
system in Balaji Nagar? Is it household water system or community level
water system?
it is better to be in community level
yes.
yes

R:
R:
R:
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I:
why do you say so?
R:
we may have a doubt/fear that it may not be proper if it is done in individual level.
We believe that the system of treating would be better if it is done in community level.
R:
the water would be cleaner
Srini: will everybody cooperate if it is in community level?
M:
can you tell me the other reason for saying that you prefer water treatment
in community level?
R:
we may not get time to do it at home
R:
as the duty is shared we will get time to do it in community level
M:
will that be an issue to go and bring water from there?
I:
if it is household level it is available inside your home. If it is community
level you have to go and bring the drinking water from somewhere. Will it is OK
for you?
R:
of course it would be an issue for us. Otherwise they can pull the purified water to
our doorsteps through pipe line.
M:
what do you think about it if it can’t be brought to your home (through pipe)
and you have to go and bring the drinking water to your home?
R:
if it is one or 2 pots we can bring it. How can we bring the entire water needed for
the household consumption?
Srini:
R:
R:
R:
R:
R:
R:

it is only for drinking purpose.
in that case it is fine. We can go and bring
yes we can manage to bring
anyways, we are already brining drinking water from metro water like that
yes. We use it for drinking and cooking purpose.
I use metro water only for cooking and for drinking we used can water
we too do so

M:
so the final question is…you prefer community level system. Is it possible
here to mobilize the people here to make it possible?
I:
Do you feel that the people here would spend time, effort and money for
that?
R:
yeah. Surely
R:
if it is common we will contribute for that
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M:

thank you very much. Again I would like to emphasis that this is only for
my research purpose. Again I will come back to share the results of the
research with you.
Thank you very much. Have these snacks.

R:

Thank you
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FGD 4 RAW TRANSCRIPT
Imran : so okay with that I begin I will ask the first question, that is my first question to you is, what
are the main problems with water in mylai Balaji Nagar?
Seenivasan: the first question is, what are the problems connected with water in mylai Balaji Nagar.
What are the issues connected with water.
Participant: we are collecting the tape water; worms are formed within a week.
Participant: even within two days worms are formed. Even when the water comes it smells bad
Participant: I am drinking this water only. I am not drinking can water you can come and test it for
yourself.
Participant: The Water smells when it first comes,
Participant: We cannot cook with that water it can be used for washing and cleaning purposes and
for cleaning the utensils.
Participant: Smell is coming.
Imran: Just for the recording I want you to introduce yourselves and what source of water you are
drinking at the household.
Seenivasan: tell your name as we are recording and also tell what water you are using for drinking.
Participant: My name is - and I am drinking this water only
Imran: tape water
Participant: tape water.
Participant: my name is - and I am using tape water only.
Participant: my name is - and I am drinking this tape water only ever since I came here.
My name is - and I am drinking can water
My name is - and I am using can water for drinking.
Participant: I have told this already the water cannot be used for drinking only for washing and
cleaning purposes and for bathroom purposes only.
Imran: can you translate this for me.
Participant: Smell is coming, water is not drinkable, worms are formed
Imran: Do children get sick can you ask everybody.
Participant: stomach pain, vomiting
Imran: Stomach pain, vomiting ah
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Imran: Loose motion happens
Participant: Loose motion yes sometimes,
Imran: Who is most affected by it, In the household who gets sick most often ?
Participant: Children
Participant: Old people,
Participant: Everyone who is drinking tape water.
Participant: All are having the same problem
Imran: everybody drinking the tape water
Participant: All are drinking this water only.
They are using tape water and that’s what they are asking
What are they saying? Are they saying about eating behaviors?
Imran: is there any other problem other than Stomach pains, loose motions due to water
Seenivasan: is there any other problems due to water like the stomach pains and loose motions
Participant: When we were in mylapore the water is clean and we are eager to drink that it is the
corporation water. It will be clean and we never know what source of water is coming over here.
May be from the well or a muddy pond. It is not clear.
Participant: the water comes in yellow in color, it smells with bad odor and when it comes we use
clothes to purify it while collecting the water.
Participant: even when the day the water comes it is like this
Participant: The food that is cooked from this water is yellow in color.
Imran: so let me ask then, what are some of the things that people in Mylai Balaji Nagar have done
to improve the water situations
Seenivasan: is there any an effort or steps taken in mylai balaji nagar to improve the water
conditions after knowing that the water is not good over here.
Participant: nobody has taken any steps. There were no steps taken here
Participant: water comes in ten days. It is nine days since water came to our area. We have to use
the same water for all purposes for cleaning, washing, and for other purposes. All of such household
chores have to be done using the same water. There is no well or other source of water or pumps.
Participant: some people have put the pumps but only salty water comes there.
Imran: what are some of the groups, formal associations that exist in balaji nagar and that have done
some developmental works?
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Seenivasan: what are the welfare groups or associations here that have done some welfare things
here in mylai balaji nagar that have worked here.
Participant: world vision. World Vision has helped us lot. Since we did not have any storage facility
to store the water world vision has provided us with syntax tanks of 500 litre water capacity. They
have also provided us with bleaching powder to clean the tank for storage of water.
Seenivasan: Is there any other groups or women’s groups
Participant: there are lots of groups, Women’s groups 40 in number in the four sectors.
Seenivasan: Is there any more voluntary associations or groups?
Participant: There is no group in our area whatever you gave was with us. We have not got anything
from anybody else.
Participant: They have given us the tanks. They have not given it free but gave it for Rs. 2000. They
are giving it for the third time.
Participant: Had they given it free everybody could have come hence such price of 2000 rupees.
Imran: Going back into the history of the community what are the instances in which people worked
together say in the instances of some collective disaster?
Seenivasan: after you had come to balaji nagar is there is any common disaster or collective problem
where people have come together and worked collectively such as a fire accident?
Participant: Fire accident sir.
Seenivasan: Fire accident when it happened.
Participant: fire accident occurred in the year when we came here it was around 2003 or 2004.
Participant: which year it happened?
Participant: not in 2003 or 2004 even earlier
Seenivasan: what did you do how did the people react?
Participant: three hundred houses were gutted. From one house it spread too many houses till the
last sector.
Participant: fire came from afar and burnt the houses.
Seenivasan: what did you do then collectively?
Participant: We called up the fire service and they came.
Participant: then they were only huts and hence such a damage
Participant: People after that got loans and tried to move from huts to other forms of housing. Three
times fire has caused great disaster.
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Participant: some of us used water to quench the fire.
Participant: There was no current facility water facility it was since then even now
Participant: there were no water then only sand and ground everywhere. People tried to quench the
fire using sands and not water.
Participant: there were no facilities there were lot of shrubs.
Participant: we were from mylapore and when we were brought here. There were no current and
water facility. It is the same since then.
Participant: it was a scorching place and very horrible indeed as no place even to rest for a while.
Participant: There were snakes, tortoises and so on and it is indeed frightening to be here at the
nights.
Participant: people use to take shelter in the shadow of the doors
Participant: Flood also came
Imran: people in the face of fire worked together and put off the fire.
Participant: yes people worked together in the face of fire.
Participant: Flood came when there was heavy rain and there was no place to take rest. Water
everywhere. Water came into our houses and waters everywhere.
Seenivasan. When did occur?
Participant: water came; there was no way for water to be let outside.
Participant: It was six or seven years back, there was water in every home during the reign of Amma.
The whole village is filled with water.
Seenivasan: did people during the time collect money and do anything?
Participant: no money and all people brought food for us in the nights but it was bad. We had lot of
difficulties during that time for a week. .
Seenivasan: what did you do as a group?
Imran: did people help one another at this time, does people stayed with other people what
happened?
Seenivasan: did you go after people to get some help or are they helped on their own.
Participant: people here only helped here. People gave rice and they also cooked the food and gave
at every night. People themselves collected the money and did provide rice to all. They gave rice to
every home nearly 2 kgs to 5kgs of rice to every home
Seenivasan: did people collect money for helping and did they provide rice.
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Participant: people collected money to get rice
Participant: people gave food in packets.
Participant: The government gave two thousand rupees per household especially to the people living
in the huts.
Participant: That was the only help we received and nothing else.
Participant: That was only after the coming of water, because of the flood.
Imran: when they say people collected money and gave five kilos of rice is it for everyone in the
community or only for those who are affected.
Seenivasan: who are the beneficiaries of the collected money? They gave for everyone.
Participant: yes for everyone.
Seenivasan: from who have they collected the money? From the people or from the government
Participant: people who serve as leaders in the community collected the money from the
government and gave it to people.
Participant: whoever had the ration card they only got the money. Rice was given commonly.
Participant: everyone got the rice and the money only to those who had the ration card.
Seenivasan: Rice everyone got it but the money of two thousand rupees was given to those who had
the ration card.
Participant: I have not got the money as I did not have ration card.
Imran: Often time’s people in the community get together and work for some common benefit do
you have any other instances like that in your recent memory in mylai balaji nagar ?
Seenivasan: is there any other incident where people collectively worked together in mylai balaji
nagar like that.
Participant: People will do together
Participant: people are minding their own works .
Participant: people will not care for others everyone minding their own works.
Imran: do you feel that things have changed over time; in the beginning people were willing to work
together when you have settled here and now have become individualistic or has that been the case
from the beginning?
Seenivasan: Has there any change? Have people changed now from what they were in the past.
When they had first come here from mylapore where they more concerned about the community in
the beginning or is there any other change or people minding their own works from the beginning.
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Participant: people are minding their own works from the beginning
Seenivasan: are people from the beginning like this since you settled for the first time in balaji nagar.
How are the people behaving? Is there any change in their behaviour?
Participant: people will come together if there is a water problem. They will go to the streets and do
a road blockage.
Participant: if there is a problem then people will come together and go to the office in Panchayat
board and complain there.
Participant: they are united if there is a crisis or a problem.
Participant: When water does not come people go to the streets.
Participant: During crisis or issues people come together
Participant: water came to our area after we took to road block.
Participant: That’s what they are asking. If during crisis will people come together is what they were
asking.
Participant: People will stand together.
Participant: People will work together for the crisis arising out of water and electricity. And they will
not come together for any other cause.
Participant: there is no bus facility.
Participant: there were notice boards kept in the women’s group and everybody was asked to
participate in the agitations and the request letter was written then stating the lack of basic
amenities here and presenting to the world vision office to be sent to the government.
Participant: There were accidents weekly once. A demand requesting the appointment of traffic
police, police station and the request is placed before the district collectorate. Lot of thefts there
was no security for us. A wine shop also comes closer by. So we have placed our complaints to the
collector office here.
Participant: there was no patta, there was no electricity no water facility.
Participant: There is no government hospital close by for everything we are going to the kamakshi
hospital which is a private hospital.
Participant: The last time we took the streets was when the wine shop came to this place sometime
before two years.
Imran: when was that?
Participant: five months back.
Imran: when was this agitation to get the water you blocked the road took place?
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Seenivsan: When did you block the road for getting waters?
Participant: it was immediately after we came over here from our mylapore say after two or three
months when we did not get water. And the last time was couple of months back over when they
had put off the wine shop.
Seenivasan: when was it?
Participant: when was it? Is it before two years?
Seenivsan: people agitated three or four years back protesting against the wine shop.
Imran: three or four years ago.
Participant: people from all the four sectors took part in the road block to remove the wine shop.
Imran: What happened with the wine shop was it still open now. Why is it still open now and what
happened
Seenivasan: why is the wine shop still open now?
Participant: people protested against it but all in vain. People did not protest enough.
Participant: People even broke the wine shop but the wine shop is not closed.
Participant: They have even relocated the ration shop from here because of the wine shop and put
the wine shop here and the ration shop in kaivelli. .
Participant: The wine shop is run by the members of the political parties. It was hard time getting
things from the ration shop because of the wine shop. People were not able to buy anything.
Participant: We have went to the road blockage one more time to have the ration shop close by and
finally they have put the ration shop in its original place in the next block.
Participant: It is good if they have removed the wine shop from this place.
Participant: Wine shops are everywhere.
Participant: They should have the police station first in this place
Imran: when was the road block for ration shop?
Seenivsan: when did you go for the road block for having the ration shop?
Participant: we have not done the road block we went to the ration shops with our petitions. We did
the road block only for getting water and not for any other issue?
Seenivsasan: you have said just now before ?
Participant: no sir we did not do the road blockage for getting the ration shop but only for getting
water. We went to the ration shops with our petitions directly and asked them.
Imran: are there any other instances of this kinds of blocks and agitations.
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Seenivasan: are there any other kinds of such protests happened here after you went to the
panchayat office with your petitions.
Imran: How about lobbying the government? What are the measures people adopt together, when
they go to the panchayat office or government offices with their petitions to get things done
Seenivasan: you went to the panchayat office and petitioned things. Are they listening to you? Were
you able to get things done from the government officials?
Participant: they are not doing anything now. People are saying that the after the elections things
can be done.
Seenivasan: people are saying that when next governments they will look to their petitions and get
things done for them.
Participant: how are the roads here? The roads are not good here.
Participant: When water comes it will be on the road
Imran: Let me ask a question going back to the choice we have household level versus community
level. If your neighbor is going to do one way or the other which one do you think they will choose.
Seenivasan: we will go back to the old question, which one will your neighbor prefer about the water
level treatment at the community level or household level? Which one do you think going back to
the basic issue that we are discussing about which one does your neighbor opt for water treatment
be at the community level or the household level?
Participant: community level only. People will not do it rightly.
Participant: we might not find time as children might be there old people might be there patients
might be there and people might be going for works so it will be good if things are done at the
community level. We can buy from the community level treated water or get it pumped to our
houses from there.
Seenivasan: they prefer community level, because people will not do it correctly and rightly and
children might be there, elders and patients also might be there. If it is at the community level then
people can get it from the community or get it pumped to their houses.
Imran: you have to go, Thank you very much nandri.
Seenivasan: elders and patients also might be there. If it is at the community level then people can
get it from the community or get it pumped to their houses.
Imran: Community level means people will have to work together collectively so people have to give
their time and efforts and money to do some kind of public level infrastructure whereas household
level means all the work and everything is done at the house.
Seenivasan: at the community level means everybody should contribute their time, efforts and
money together collectively together to construct a public facility whereas the household level
means all the expenses, time and efforts are borne at the individual level in the household.
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Participant: only the known persons might be able to do it at the household level, whereas if done
at the community level then everyone can be profited by it. If at the household means children
might drink water not knowing the difference between the good one and the bad one. If it is
common then we can even pay and get the water.
Seenivasan: if it is done at the community level then people can pay and get the treated water as
doing at the household level involves certain procedures which everyone might not know and the
children will not be able to distinguish between the good one and the bad one. Some body might
know how to do it and how to maintain it and some others mights Community level will be better
according to her
Imran: Do you think any conflict will arise if people had responsibilities as some people are doing
more and some other are not doing more in the community.
Seenivasan: will there be any problem if the water treatment is done at the community level as it
might involve some working more and some other working less? If done at the community level
means everybody’s cooperation is required and some got to do more work and some other end up
doing less work.
Participant: yes definitely problems of this sort might come
Participant: definitely things might come like that.
Seenivasan: he is asking the same thing will there be any problem because of some one’s over work
or less work.
Participant: problems will come definitely sir; if I am going one hour earlier and doing things and
someone else comes late I might definitely ask them why they came late and so on. Don’t I have
work at home so problems will definitely come because of this? Definitely problems will come on
this account sir.
Seenivasan: she is saying that if I come one hour earlier and doing work and somebody else coming
late and doing work, then I might ask them don’t I have work at home still I come early and work
why do you come late and doing work less than mine. Definitely problems will come on this account.
Imran: Do you think this conflict can be managed can people be encouraged to work together or is
too difficult some people always say that no. … no .. You do the work I will not do it.
Seenivasan: he is asking whether the conflicts can be managed or is it beyond one’s control. Will
more people be giving troubles like this?
Participant: problems will be coming. It is difficult to adjust people at all times.
Seenivasan: can we manage the troubles will it be a recurrent one
Participant: problems will be coming. It is difficult to adjust people at all times. Even some times I
might fell ill and others might say why you are not coming expecting us to work always instead. I
have BP, Sugar and people might accuse me of no work and them of more work.
Seenivasan: you are telling the truth.
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Participant: yes very much sir
Seenivasan: she is having sugar and health illness some might accuse her of not working and so on.
Imran: so it seems like people want to have community level because it seems easier to use for you
and for your kids and you cannot worry about who comes to work or not, you don’t feel that it is
possible. Is that correct?
Seenivasan: some of you are saying that it is good to have the community level water treatment. Do
you feel that it might be difficult to implement because of the problem that might come because of
people working or not working, children might not do it.
Participant: yes it is difficult, difficult to do it at the community level.
Seenivasan: you feel that it is good to do it at the community level, as children do not know how to
do it and the problem of people working or not working then is it difficult to do it at the community
level.
Participant: yes it is difficult, difficult to do it at the community level.
Imran: what would have to happen so that people work collectively so that community level water
treatment system is done for all the people?
Seenivasan: what should be done so that it works for the community? You know about the
community better and also know which one would work better for them and so on.
Participant: we should allot four persons each day and there will not be any problems.
Seenivasan: what she is saying that we have to allot four people each day so that there will be any
problems. What you are saying is good. If people allotted on the group basis then there will not be
any problem.
Participant: if you allot people the work respectively each day then there will not be any problem. it
is difficult to make everybody work together.
Imran: Are there other opinions as well.
Seenivasan: are there any other viewpoints or opinions on any things
Participant: Nothing sir
Seenivasan: as she was suggesting the appointment of people in groups of four do you have any
such opinions like that.
Participant: nothing sir
Imran: now I know there are issues in mylai balaji nagar on patta. Many people have no ownership;
does that affect people working in groups collectively?
Seenivasan: in balaji nagar there are issues of patta to the people. Does that non possession of patta
prevent you from working together collectively? Do people feel that since I don’t have patta why
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should I work with others collectively and waste my money when I don’t have patta. Are there any
issues like that.
Participant: people are saying that they are going to give patta.
Seenivasan: I am not asking that. Most of the people living here in balaji nagar do not have patta and
what he is asking is that because you don’t have patta do you feel apprehensive working together
with other people ready to spend your money and efforts to construct some common structure or
do you feel okay to work with people even if you don’t have patta and spending money and efforts
and time.
Participant: all these people are going to be in the same place it is not an issue even if there is no
patta. The same kind of people is only going to stay here so patta or no patta is not an issue.
Seenivasan: the same kind of people is going to stay here even if they are displaced the people will
go to the place together. That’s what he is asking us well.
Participant: we are not going to leave. If the present government comes then they might give us
patta if the women Jayalalitha comes then we might not get it.
Participant: anyway we are not going to leave from here.
Seenivasan: Some people are saying that if we don’t have patta we are not ready to contribute but if
we have patta we don’t mind spending our time, money and efforts.
Participants: since the same kind of people going to be here it makes no difference with or without
patta.
Imran: Does the patta issue make you difficult to invest your own money in building a common
facility like building a tree or a park or something planting some trees in the street.
Seenivasan: does the lack of patta prevent you from doing something like building a park or planting
trees in the public.
Participant: It is not a hurdle. People are promising to give us patta after we give money. People
who can afford can pay for it and can get the pata what about the people who don’t have money
and not able to pay anything to them to get the patta
Seenivasan: some people are saying that we are paying money to get the patta and some others are
saying we are not able to pay to get the patta
Participant: people are living here since 1995.
Seenivasan: they have been living here since
Imran: I want ask a final question. I want everybody to give your opinion you don’t have to form a
common opinion. One by one, considering everything we discussed. Do you think community level
water treatment is possible in mylai balaji nagar? Going round the circle you tell your opinions
Seenivasan: is it possible to have a common level water treatment in myali balaji nagar.
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Participant: it may be or may not be.
Seenivasan: Whatever you feel you share.
Participant: if everybody join together then we can do it.
Participant: If everybody cooperate then it is possible.
Participant: If everybody cooperate and act together and have a will and a heart for it then it is
possible.
Seenivsan: if everybody come together and if everybody comes and listens just like the way we did it
from you then people will cooperate for it.
Imran: but the question is does everybody feel it the same way?
Participant: people have to be told and educated about the usefulness of such a thing and people
themselves will realize the need for such a common thing in the community and accordingly will play
their part. People who do not know will come to know about the usefulness of this thing and will
play their part. People once they realize that it is for their good will definitely work for it.
Seenivsan: we have to educate the people then people will cooperate and act together. If people are
able to understand then they will do accordingly
Imran: Are there any other thoughts on this question.
Seenivasan: is there anything more you want to share with him
Imran: That’s all I would have to ask you thank you nanri. Thank you very much for your time
Imran: I am taking all this information and collect and use it and I will come back and share with you
the results of these researches.
Participant: doing well is a good thing.
Seenivasan: what he is saying is that he is doing researches everywhere and he will come and share
with you the findings of this research.
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R:
R:

good morning everybody. First you please introduce yourself and tell me
about what source of drinking water you use for drinking.
I am -. We buy water and use. One pot costs 2 and half rupees.
2 and half rupees!
yes. What else can we do! Other water does not agree with the health.
you tell me. What is the source of drinking water for you?
we also buy ‘can’ water
there is no other go.
you said you spend 2 and half rupees on one pot. How many pots do you buy
each day?
4 pots.
you mean you spend 10 rupees for water per day! Around rupees 300 per
month!?
I buy 10pots per day sometimes!
.first we were only taking ‘this ‘water. (She shows the public tap outside). But this
is not clean or pure of late.
yeah... we can obviously see worms and small and tiny insect in that water
water is yellow in color

I:
R:

how about you?
we don’t pay. We just you the available water

R:
I:
R:
I:
R:
R:
I:
R:
R:
R:
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M:
R:
I:
R:
I:
R:
I:
R:
I:
R:
I:
R:
R:
R:
R:
R:
M:

R:
R:

how do you use it? Straight away?
we make it as hot water
you mean you boil it
yes we boil it
you?
at first we were buying the can water. We couldn’t afford
how much does the can cost? Is it 25 rupees?
2o rupees. at first we were buying the can water. We are not able to pay that
much. More over we didn’t like the taste. Now we are using the tap water.
do you boil it?
no. No. we just use it directly.
some of you said you buy that 2 and half rupees water. Where do they bring it
from?
it is metro water
it is good to taste
if we filter the tap water it is good for cooking. But it is not good for drinking…
(The children of the area have gathered around. They are fully enthusiastic about
the photography and the refreshment)
when we have money we can buy the water. But when we don’t have what can
we do?
we can buy it only if you have those 2 rupees. Otherwise we can’t.
so…let me describe you about the discussion. Around the world the
research for making safe water system for communities is going on. In this
connection we want to find about what the users like you want in the water
treatment for getting safe water. They are being recorded by this audio
device. He is srinivasan. He is there to take down the notes. Unfortunately I
am not able to converse with you in your language. So I have brought Ms.
Vedha Gopalan for interpretation and Farida would take the photographs. I
hope you don’t have any objections.
no
no objection. There is nothing wrong in it

M:
the data you give us is totally anonymous. We would not publish it with
your name. Whatever we talk is totally for research purpose. All information will
be used for research purposes only; it will not be shared or divulged for any other
purpose.
R:
R:

OK
OK

M:

there will not be any more interventions coming out of the project,
including from this session.
OK

R:
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M:
R:
R:
M:

I:
R:
I:

please keep things we discuss here confidential. Please don’t discuss
them with anybody outside.
OK
OK…we won’t
we want to share the “preference criteria” we’ve identified so far with you
and discuss it today. In this exercise each person has to rank the list of the
criteria in the order of what is most important to them
preferences are not alike among individuals. He is going to give you 10 aspects
of preferences for ranking.
we are not educated, how can we do this?
you can do it. It is after all the day today problem of your community. We are
here to explain in your mother tongue. Srinivasan is there to explain. It is a very
simple talk. We will take down your presences in this paper.

M:
Please raise your hand if you have any doubt or query. You can feel free to
ask any question. Let us explain them to you. All of your opinions are important
to us, there is no right or wrong answers, and you negative and positive
comments are equally important to us.
R:
R:
R:
R:

OK
OK
OK
OK

M:

I have 10 aspects or preferences here as far as getting safe water is
concerned. Let me discuss them with you. We will explain them to you. You
please tell me the order of preferences. Then you can rank them in the
order of importance.
OK
OK

R:
R:
M:
R:
I:
R:
I:

apart from these things if you fell that there are some more aspects you
can come forward with them. We will note is down and consider.
I can’t read. I don’t know these things
that is what we are here for. We will explain it
I can’t write
you need not! We will give you full explanation. You just tell us your order of
preferences. We will write it down on your behalf.

M:

you please tell us if there is anything difficult for you or if you are not able
to do this.

R:

OK
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M:

R:

so…let me begin. The first thing is about the cost. There are 2 important
factors here. The question is how important is the cost of giving the system
to you- considering the upfront cost which is the initial cost of purchasing
the unit and the second one is ongoing cost of continuing to use them.
yes

M:
R:

I will give this card to you. Please see this.
Oh…you also see this (telling to the woman in the next seat)

M:

the next one is the health benefit that the water treatment system can
provide, in terms of reducing the illnesses children and adults suffer from
drinking bad water.

R:
R:

Oh…
I see

M:

the next one is the level of difficulty or ease of use to operate and maintain
the water treatment system. This is a very important one. I will try to
explain it to you. This is a complicated matter. So try to tell me whether it is
important to be simple and easy to use. I want to take more time to explain
this particular aspect. How easy should it be to use for you.

R:
I:

can we clean the devise ourselves?
wait! He would talk about it to you later on

M:

there are five important aspects as far as level of difficulty or ease of use is
concerned. The technical ease or difficulty of the usage; the knowledge of
settling the problems in case of difficulty…to fix the problem…the quick
decisions to be taken…whether it may take more time or less time…do you
expect your children also should use it without any difficulty?
of course it is better to be user friendly for everyone in the family inclusive of
children.

R:
M:
R:
I:

how often should it be maintained…how much time does it take to clean or
maintain…I mean the steps involved in it
we are not able to understand what you are saying
he is talking about the time involved. How important is it for you that the time is
saved in it. Moreover he wants to know if you expect your children also should
use it without any difficulty. How fast the water is to be collected after
purification…can it take some time?

M:

next one is the time which is actually required. The question is how much
time and effort is required to you… The time and effort required and the
convenience of using the water treatment system.

R:

time is not a problem. If we are free what else do we have to do!
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M:

the next one is the production rate of the water treatment system, which
means…how much clean water it, can produce and how fast it can produce
the pure water.

R:

we want a lot of water fast. But as far as it is sufficient at that particular time it is
enough for us…

M:
R:

how fast should it provide you with drinking water…for the entire family!
yes

M:

the next one is the appearance of the water. The question is how important
to you the appearance and clearness of water is. You can see here…please
see this picture…there is cloudy water, clear water, colored water and
uncolored water… that is …How the water looks after treatment
see this picture. They have showed you different types of water. See it by
yourself.
see this…this water is cloudy
it is clear in this bottle in this picture
it may be cloudy but…
no. it should not be
yes. It should be crystal clear.
all of you please see these pictures…these cards.

I:
R:
R:
R:
R:
R:
I:
M:

R:
I:

see this card. You know this guy…Mani…Manikandan. Mani smells the
water. The next question is about how the water tastes and smells after
treatment…can there be any smell or taste in the water…the smell of
chlorine or mud smell may be there
if there is any…it should be a good smell. How can one like the smell of mud!
if there is smell, would your children drink water?

M:

the next question is about the appearance of the water treatment system.
How important to you is how the water treatment system appears. See
these pictures. You can see traditionally appearing the water treatment
system. The next picture shows a different one and the last picture is a
different one.

R:

yes…we have seen pot and mud method.

M:

should it appear beautiful? How important is appearance of device of the
system to you?
(There is a gap as there was murmuring-they are discussing about the
appearance among themselves in an inaudible voice)
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M:

the next one is a simple question. The question is how important the device
should be durable and long lasting?

R:

what we want is clean and safe water. The durability of the device is secondary
for us.

M:

I:

the last question is how important How well is it to you that the water
treatment system fits into your home. It is regarding the space it takes up,
how heavy or difficult for you to handle it…sometimes when kids run
rushing they may hit the device to fall. How well you should be able to
manage the weight of the device without falling.
now he has shown you ten aspects. O.K?

R:

OK….

M:

Are there other criteria we’ve missed? What else is important for you in a
water treatment system? If you have anything in mind you are free to be
open

R:

do you think there is anything apart from these? (Asking another woman)

M:

first you have to rank them individually and afterwards you discuss among
you to tell me if there is any change in the order of priority.
I:
now he has shown you aspects like The costs, health benefit, the level of
difficulty or ease of use, the time and effort required, production rate, appearance
of water after treatment, taste and smell of the water, appearance of the
treatment system, durability, How well the water treatment system fits into your
home…these are the aspects, tell him your order of priority. Srinivasan will take
down your answers while you rank them.
(a discussion goes on )
R:
R:
I:
R:
I:
R:
I:
C:

health is the most important aspect sir. If you do not have good health you can’t
do anything. Cost is important. But it is secondary.
water is important for us.
that is right, it is a good answer, but please tells him what is important in a
system fixed with a purpose of getting good water…that is…water purifying
device.
(telling another woman) you tell. We are not able to tell
every one of you should rank all the aspects. OK. You have told that health is
important. Tell me your second prefereance.
cost
OK…health, cost and then…
did you understand what he wants from you all? There are ten cards of aspects
here. To indicate the content there is a picture. You should tell me what is
important as the first priority. Then tell us the second. Then tell is the third.
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I:
C:
R:
I:
R:
I:
C:

C:
M:

Please tell so on till you finish all the 10. Likewise all of you should tell the
ranking of priority list.
just imagine like how you would rank the favorite actor…
you see the cards. You also look at them. You too have a look. All of you see and
rank.
what do we know to rank?
see he has come to learn from you. Only if you tell him what is important his
research would get fulfilled.
should we tell about all the ten!
imagine that you go to a shop to buy a device for treatment of water. While
selecting what all would you look in the system?
is cleanness of water very important? Is cost very important? Is the appearance
of water very important? Do you want it to be time saving? Do you want it to take
less time? Do you want to clean it without spending much time? Do you want it to
give you good health?
cost is very important for me,

R:
I:
R:

do you want the cost to be less. OK. What is the next important thing for
you?
my priority is health.
I too give importance for health we cont save money in a system to spend it in a
hospital!
cost is important
but if I say that “if the cost is more the health would be fine”
how can I say! Definitely cost and health … both of them are equally important.
But our earning will not allow us to think about costly system.
but it is a cost for our health. So I don’t mind money if I can provide good health
for my family
will they give us loan to buy it?
only if health is fine we can go to earn!
please stand and see
it need not look good or fit in the house. It should be cost saving, it should give
good health.
our children will not like if the taste is not good
so taste is important for you.
that is also somewhat important

M:
R:
R:

how about you?
it is better to be cute and good looking…small…
however the look is, it should give us tasty and healthy water

M:
I:
C:

please talk one at a time. Your voices are recorded. Please speak clearly.
I have set the two cards aside, you choose from the remaining 8 cards.
do you follow what they are trying to tell you all? You have to choose what is very
important to you from these cards.

R:
R:
R:
I:
R:
R:
R:
R:
I:
R:
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R:
C:
R:
C:

R:

it is very clear to us. We are talking about water. We get water from tap.
OK. All those things are fine; did you understand what he wants you to do using
these cards?
No.
if I keep 10 dresses in front of you, you would choose one after the other. You
would take the most preferred one immediately… you would take the second
preference next, in the same way you choose these ten one after the other as
per your priority.
Oh! Is it?

M:
C:

now does everybody understand?
The costs, health benefit, the level of difficulty or ease of use, the time and effort
required, production rate, appearance of water after treatment, taste and smell of
the water, appearance of the treatment system, durability, How well the water
treatment system fits into your home…these are the aspects

M:

I will ask my staff with each person to take down the order of priority. They
would note it down in these papers. OK? And then you come back as a
group and discuss it.
tell us what is important to you among the 10
you tell -. I have finished telling 2. Enough…
no. all of you have to rank all the aspects.
tell me. I will write down for you
I will help you. Farida will help -.
appearance of water is important
smell and taste are important for us
easy handling is very important
I am working for a hospital canteen. I have to rush for the job every morning. So
time is important for me. So also the volume of water I get in short time
I have three children; they have to go to school every morning. I should make
things ready before they leave. The volume of water is important for me
it should be definitely durable or unbreakable. These things cannot be bought
every now and then.
I am a house wife. Time is ample for me. But I want it to be easy to handle.
my house is small. It should fit in to my house
if the cleaning process is cumbersome we don’t mind. At the same time it should
not be technically complicated.
look at these cards.
water should be clear to look at. It should not be cloudy or colored. It is the
guarantee for the cleanness of the water
we want lot of water in short time as the consumption is more in our house
for more for you cost and health are important
you have mentioned them in the beginning
they have added some tablets in the filter. We catch cold due to that
it would be so for the first 2 days. Then it becomes alright.

C:
R:
I:
C:
I:
R:
R:
R:
R:
R:
R:
R:
R:
R:
I:
R:
R:
I:
R:
I:
R:
R:
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R:

R:
R:
I:
R:
M:
R:
R:
R:
R:
R:
R:
R:
R:
M:
R:
R:
R:
R:
R:
R:

R:
M:

would you give us this devise? I will keep it very carefully. You take down my
name first. Write here…I think you know my name. I am -. Write as - mother of -.
There are many women her with the same name. They may give the devise of
water purifier to someone else.
there are 10 women in the name -.
appearance of the system is least important for me.
have all of you finished ranking?
yes
Ok. What we are going to do is….you all get together and discuss. You can
change the order of priority of you wish to…have we left anything in this
list? Would you like to add anything?
no…
no
no
no
health is the most important aspect of for us. It should be filters nicely.
it should be highly useful
it should be made with a sturdy unbreakable plastic as it should withstand the
weight of the mud and water.
you have given us a filter…
there is no connection between the ongoing study and this focus group,
please understand that.
at present we filter a pot of water a day. It would be better ig this system could
purify more volume of water
the tap should be bigger
it would be better if it would give us water for a week
it should be fast
there should not be any smell in the water.
among the purification systems the middle one is nice to look at. It would give us
a lot of water. The first one has thee pots. Pots are breakable.
(In the mean time the children want them to be photographed. Farida and the
moderator take the photographs and the children are very happy about it. They
enjoy the refreshment and ask for more)
the can water is clear. We want like that.
(The children read the cards for their parents)

R:

now, everyone has done their own ranking. Now you discuss as a group
and tell me what is most important and what is least important. At the end if
you like you may change the rank.
OK

M:

why did you give first rank for this?
10

I:
R:

why did you choose health to be very important?
you know why? They bring water in the lorry from the source where Lorries are
washed. Oil floats on the water. So… when we take bath we get itching and
rashes on skin. Thus the purification assures health for us and children.
Sometimes impure water leads to dysentery.

M:

your opinions vary from one another. Each one of us may please tell me
why you gave rank for that particular aspect. The opinion differs. I would
like to know how the priority would change if you have a group discussion.
yes. If we discuss the order would definitely change
we will come to a conclusion after discussion
if you ask us to choose one thing unanimously we would say that the system
should be durable and unbreakable
(They discuss among them and - gives a consolidated ranking list which all of
them have agreed)
all the other things like cost, appearance of device and water come after that

R:
R:
R:

R:
M:
R:

why is that number 1?
because we want it to be expenditure for only once. We can’t go and buy them
every now and then

I:
R:

which one is the second aspect?
healthy water is important. It should give us good health.

M:
R:

why is that number 2?
unless you are healthy nothing can be done

I:
R:

which one is the second aspect?
we want a lot of water in less time; this is an area where there is water scarcity.
We get water once in 10 days. We buy metro water. The tap water is used for
washing and cleaning. Even if you dig well here, we can get only saline water.
Thus water purification is very important in our area. This makes us to want a lot
of pure water in a short time

M:
R:
C:
R:

it is storage issue and it is supply issue too.
let it take some time. Time aspect is the last preference. We want quality water
there are two things. One aspect covers taste and smell. Other aspect is about
clear and colorless water. Which one do you mean?
we want good taste and no smell

M:
R:

does every one agree?
yes

M:
R:
R:

does anybody else have anything to say
no
it is getting very late. I have to go for hospital job
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C:
R:

you go. You have spent a lot of time here
may I go. Please don’t be angry with me

M:
R:
I:

no problem. You may proceed with your work. Thank you very much. Bye.
my daughter would be here for me
it should be clear. The appearance is important. If the appearance is good the
taste would be good automatically.

M:
R:

next?
it should be safe and fit in the place.

M:
I:

fit in the home?
yes. She means it

M:
R:

does every one agree?
yes

C:
R:

there are 4 aspects left. What do you prefer among them?
even if it is cumbersome to clean it is OK

M:
R:

Oh! Even if it is cumbersome to clean it doesn’t matter!
it doesn’t matter!
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M:
R:

there are many aspects under the same. The technical difficulties…
we can learn or make someone to do it for us. But we should be taught. We can’t
pay to repair. We will ask someone to repair in our locality. We want everyone at
home to use it

M:
R:

what next?
the look of the system is least important to us. Whether it is beautiful or not…we
are not going to show case it. The result is more important than the appearance
of the system
yes, appearance of the system is the last preferred one
it can be slightly costlier. If the devise is costly it would be more durable and
more useful. The quality depends on the price.

R:
R:
M:
R:
R:

Have we missed anything? Do you have anything to say?
no
nothing

M:

that is everything I hoped to do today. I wanted why you individually raked
and why the opinion changed after discussion. I want to share the results
of the discussion with you. I will go to Canada and come back in August. I
will meet you all again. I will share the results with you. So thank you very
much.
you are great. You are doing a very useful research. We should also thank you.
This is a useful research for our society. I wish this brings out aw very good result
for you

R:

R:
R:
R:
M:

thank you
thank you
thank you …best of lucks sir
I thank you all very much.
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good morning everybody. First you please introduce yourself and tell me
about what source of drinking water you use for drinking. we want to share
the “preference criteria” we’ve identified so far with you and discuss it
today. In this exercise each person has to rank the list of the criteria in the
order of what is most important to them. I have 10 aspects or preferences
here as far as getting safe water is concerned. Let me discuss them with
you. We will explain them to you. You please tell me the order of
preferences. Then you can rank them in the order of importance.
OK
for example while buying a sari (or dress) one would give importance to price,
one would think about the material, one would see if the design
(smiles) yes…yes..
in the same way he wants to know about your preferences while selecting a
water purifying device.

M:

apart from these things if you fell that there are some more aspects you
can come forward with them. We will note is down and consider. The first
thing is about the cost. There are 2 important factors here. The question is
how important is the cost of giving the system to you- considering the
upfront cost which is the initial cost of purchasing the unit and the second
one is ongoing cost of continuing to use them.

R:
C;

definitely it is an important aspect. No doubt.
Do you understand what he explained to you? These days money has become
important. These days we have started spending money for water. When we are
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I:
R:
I:
M:

I:
R:
R:
I:
R:
R:
I:
R:
I:

buying a device for water purification the expenditure does not stop with that of
purchasing a system. We have to go on spend on it
for example if you buy a refrigerator you spend money for purchasing it and you
spend money for electricity charges and service charges as a recurring…ongoing
expense. He is trying to tell you the same
yes, we have understood it. You are talking about expenses.
good. That is the thing. There you are
the next one is the health benefit that the water treatment system can
provide, in terms of reducing the illnesses children and adults suffer from
drinking bad water. How important is it for you to drink clean and safe
water?
what benefits do you get by drinking safe and pure water? children and adult as
well as elderly persons may get affected health wise.
yes. We may catch cold…
even skin…
OK. First we talked about expense. What did we talk next about?
about…what?
what did he tell? I don’t remember.
it doesn’t matter. Nothing is wrong about it. We were talking about health
benefits. The benefit by we get by drinking good water is health. He wants to
know which place it would get in your preference criteria list. OK?
OK. Health is important
let him explain us all the 10. You may please tell your rank of preference
afterwards.

M:

the next one is the level of difficulty or ease of use to operate and maintain
the water treatment system. This is a very important one. I will try to
explain it to you. This is a complicated matter. So try to tell me whether it is
important to be simple and easy to use. I want to take more time to explain
this particular aspect. How easy should it be to use for you.
I:
there may be many steps involved. It may be technically complicated. Did you all
understand this point?
C (Srinivasan): May I explain it to you?
R:
yes,
C (Srinivasan): sometimes we may buy a product. But we may not have knowledge
about how to use it. Some products would be very easy to use.
R:
yes,
C (Srinivasan): how easy should it be for you…especially the technical matter? What
would you see in a filter when you go to purchase it? Price or health benefits or
ease of using it…or
R:
it should give us good water even if we pay chips more for it
I:
do you know why we are trying to explain these things to you? We are going to
discuss all these things to you. So keep these points in mind. What was our first
point?
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R:
cost
I:
What was our second point?
R:
health benefits
I:
What was our third point?
R:
ease of using.
I:
that is good. Fine. Enough. You have understood it very well
C (Srinivasan): after we give explanations for all the 10, you are going to rank them. Did
you understand?
R:
yes
C (Srinivasan): how about you?
R:
yes
C (Srinivasan): yourself?
R:
yes
M:
R:

how often should it be maintained…how much time does it take to clean or
maintain…also about the steps involved in it
yes we are explained.

M:
next one is the time which is actually required. The question is how much
time and effort is required to you… The time and effort required and the
convenience of using the water treatment system.
R: you are telling about time.
I:
exactly correct. That is why they have shown a clock here. It talks about how
much time it would take to purify water for the entire family
R:
time factor is important for me
R:
it is not that It is somewhat important
R:
I am a working woman. Time factor counts
R:
it is difficult if it takes too much of time
M:

the next one is the production rate …how fast it can produce the pure
water. It is the production rate of the water treatment system, which
means…how much clean water it can produce for the entire family

R:

we need a lot of water in my home

M:

I:

the next one is the appearance of the water. The question is how important
to you the appearance and clearness of water is. You can see here…please
see this picture…there is cloudy water, clear water, whether it is colorful or
colorless…
imagine that we have a system. We finished purifying. How would it look like?
Here are different types of water. See it by yourself. Would you like if the water is
like “Limca”. I am talking only about the appearance of it. See these bottles. One
is muddy in color. One is crystal clear…one is like Limca.

R:

each one is different in this picture.
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M:
see this card. You know this guy…Mani…Manikandan.
R:
yes! This is Manikandan
our mani! My!
I:
she has identified Manikanadan!
M:

R:
I:
R:
I:

Mani smells the water. The next question is about how the water tastes and
smells after treatment…can there be any smell or taste in the water…the
smell of chlorine or mud smell may be there. Whether your children would
like to drink it?
it definitely important sir! Otherwise our children would not even touch it!
so we have seen so many points like cost, health benefits, taste and smell of
water, ease of using the system
health is most important
nice. Let us see the other points before we talk about priority.

M:

the next question is about the appearance of the water treatment system.
How important to you is how the water treatment system appears. See
these pictures. Should it be traditional in appearance or modern…

R:
R:
R:

I like the middle one
what is there in appearance?
I don’t think so. When people visit us they should appreciate it

M:

the next one is a simple question. The question is how important the device
should be durable and long lasting?
it is very important.
yes, it should be durable.

R:
R:
M:

R:
M:
R:
I:
R:
C:
I:
R:

the final one is how important How well is it to you that the water treatment
system fits into your home. It is regarding the space it takes up, how heavy
or difficult for you to handle it…sometimes when kids run rushing they may
hit the device to fall. How well you should be able to manage the weight of
the device without falling. These are the 10 factors. Are there any questions
about it?
no
is there anything that I missed here?
you are all talking …telling nice things. What do we have to tell?
we have come here to learn from you. Please feel free. You may say that you
have a 11th point!
you are research people…You know it better
we have told whatever we thought of. If you have any point you can tell us.
can you think of anything apart from this.
good air and water are essential for life
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I:
R:
I:
M:

I:
R:
I:

Ok. Ok. Imagine that I am going to gift you with a water purifying devise. If we
give you all these benefits would you expect anything else apart from these?
nothing else
Ok. They don’t have anything to say
let us play a game now. First you have to rank them individually and
afterwards you discuss among you to tell me if there is any change in the
order of priority. What is most important to you and what is least important
to you…
we have just arranged then in a random way. It is not a queue. You have to
arrange them in order.
(a respondent has brought her son) shall I help my mom?
(after getting the consent of the researcher) if you wish you can also give the
ranking individually

M:
R:
R:
R:
R:
R:
R:
R:
R:

you also write the source of drinking water in the sheet
we use can water
we also use can water
purity of water is very important to me
smell and taste can be given the next rank
health is first
need not be very beautiful
should fit in the home
appearance of water is important whereas appearance of the system is not

M:

I am going to pause it now.

(After the break)
M:
R:

starting reading after the ranking; first ranking
appearance of water is very important for me

M:
R:

why is it important for you?
the drainage water is different from drinking water. This is why the appearance is
very important

M:
R:

then?
second of all the smell and taste of water are important

M:
R:

what is the third thing?
it is about cost

M:
R:
I:

-…what is most important for you?
good water is necessary.
he is asking what is most important to you among these 10.
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M:
R:
M:

-…you said that cost is very important. Why is that so for you? What are
the reasons for it?
how far we can afford is an important question for it

R:

you said appearance of water is. Why is it so for you? Tell me the reasons
for it?
when the appearance is good the quality would be good

M:
R:
I:
R:

you have given third rank for the time and effort required.
it should take less time
why?
I can do some other important work in that time

M:

you have taken the ease of usage of the system as the last point. Why did
you give it the last rank?
if it could give us safe and good water the difficulty could be ignored. Provided I
get a good water I don’t mind if it is cumbersome

R:
M:
R:

you have mentioned that the appearance of the devise is not that
important. You have taken it to the ‘last but one’ rank. Why did you rank
so?
appearance is not important at all

M:
R:
M:

why is it not important? Don’t you want to show off when guests come?
no. I don’t want to show off
thank you -

M:

the first thing you have mentioned is health benefits. Can you tell me why
that is important to you?
of course health is the most important thing. Only then can have more water!
(Laughs)
you said first most important thing is health benefits. You have taken cost
to the second place
cost is next to you after health.
heath is the most important thing. it is more important than money. Cost is only
after health. Health is top priority and cost is definitely important …but money is
not more important than health

R:
M:
I:
R:

M:
R:

the third one you have put durability.
when we go to buy a product it is better to be durable. When we are going to pay
for it, naturally it is important. We should use it in long run.

M:
I:

the last one you have preferred is ‘fit in to the home’.
you have pushed it to the last place! Why so?
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M:
R:

why is it not a constrain?
we can keep it aside. We don’t have any problem about it. We have space in our
house, there is no problem.

M:

- says appearance of the device is not important at all. You have taken it to
the ninth place. Why did you give this rank to appearance?
beauty is not important. Health is important

R:
M:
R:
M:
R:

M:

- you have told health is important. - has also preferred the same. Why do
you think health is preferred to all the other points?
We can do any activity only if the health is good
you have told that the devise should be nice to look at. You have preferred
the appearance of the system. Can you tell me the reason for it?
it is preferable to the pot etc. it would be nice in the house. It would be nice if the
visitors see. it would be stylish. These days’ people give importance for style and
appearance.

R:

and the third one is the taste and smell of the water. Can you tell me the
reason for the preference?
I will not like to drink if taste and smell are not good

M:
R:

Can you tell me the reason for the preference?
srinivasan asked me a leading question. So I preferred. (All of them laugh)

M:

your last preference is production rate. Tell me reason for taking it to the
last place.
he is asking if it is not important for you that the water is purified fast
no. it can take its pace. We would arrange accordingly.

I:
R:
M:
R:
R:
R:

you said fitting in home is less important. Why did you say so?
it should be small and cute. It should not be very heavy. I can place it in a corner.
It would be sturdy so that the children would not push it to fall.
then you have to go for a pot
if you push pot it would break

M:

we want you to rank in once again to see if your preferences have changed
after discussion. Please rank them once again
R:
do I have to write?
I:
you need not write anything. We will write. It is enough if you just tell us your
preferences in order of priority.
(The second ranking is allowed and the discussion is concluded)
M:

thank you everybody. Thanks for your time
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good morning everybody. First you please introduce yourself and tell me
about what source of drinking water you use for drinking. we want to share
the “preference criteria” we’ve identified so far with you and discuss it
today. In this exercise each person has to rank the list of the criteria in the
order of what is most important to them. I have 10 aspects or preferences
here as far as getting safe water is concerned. Let me discuss them with
you. We will explain them to you. You please tell me the order of
preferences. Then you can rank them in the order of importance.
OK
for example while buying a shirt she would give importance to price; you would
think about the material, the other one would see if the color is fast and someone
else may bother if the design is good
yeah
in the same way he wants to know about your preferences while selecting
system of water purification
I am -. We drink can water and use tap water for cooking
all of us use can water for drinking and tap water for cooking
we use metro water for cooking
apart from these things if you feel that there are some more aspects you
can raise your hand and tell them. We will note is down and consider.
OK
2

M:
R:

apart from these things if you feel that there are some more aspects you
can raise your hand and tell them. We will note is down and consider.
OK…

M:
R:

if you have any question you can ask me.I will try to make it clear to you
OK…

M:

The first thing is about the cost. There are 2 important factors here. The
question is how important is the cost of giving the system to youconsidering the upfront cost which is the initial cost of purchasing the unit
and the second one is ongoing cost of continuing to use them.

I:

for example if you buy a refrigerator you spend money for purchasing it and you
spend money for electricity charges and service charges as a recurring…ongoing
expense. He is trying to tell you that a system of water purification is likely to
have two types of expenses

R:
M:

yes
please go through the card in a quick glance
(3 persons in this set of respondents are a little more educated than the others as
well as than the previous 2 groups, they take more time to go though, they seem
to be keen in learning what is in the card, they seem that are able to
judge/understand what we are coveying from the card)
M:
the next item is the health benefit that the water treatment system can
provide, in terms of reducing the illnesses children and adults suffer from
drinking bad water. How important is it for you to drink clean and safe
water?
(They take sufficient time to go though)
I:
OK. First we talked about expense. What did we talk next about?
R:
Health benefits
I:
yeah of course
M:

I:

the next item is the level of difficulty or ease of use to operate and maintain
the water treatment system. Tell me whether it is important to be simple
and easy to use. I want to take more time to explain this particular aspect.
How easy should it be to use for you. Tell me how important is it that it
should be technically easy to handle. Do you want the children to use it
too?
he says that there may be many steps involved. It may be technically
complicated. Did you all understand this point? If there is any ‘repair’ you have to
manage is it not? You may have to decide things quickly. Whether the water is
filtered fast or slowly... If you pour a pot of impure water today when it does
finishes the entire quantity…
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C (Srinivasan): come on… I will explain it to you. Sometimes we may buy a product. But
we may not know how to use it. How easy should it be for you…especially the
technical matter?
R:
Oh…
C (Srinivasan): What would you see in a filter when you go to purchase it?
R:
as he has mentioned we want our children to use it.
R:
they should not expect us to take and give then every time
R:
but I will not allow my little boy to use it as he may meddle with it
I:
now you were told 3 points…Price or health benefits or ease of using it?
R:
should we tell the ranking now?
I:
No…after he explains all the 10, you are going to rank them.
C (Srinivasan): don’t have any tension. We are here to help you.
C :( Farida) you need not write anything. We are here to do it for you.
M:

how often should it be maintained…how much time does it take to clean or
maintain…also about the steps involved in it
(Respondents read the translated side of the card)

M:

next one is the time which is actually required. The question is how much
time and effort is required to you… The time and effort required and the
convenience of using the water treatment system.

R:
I:

Time factor is the most important aspect for me
even for our house we have an idea how often we sweep the floor and mop the
same. He is asking how often the system should be maintained
the next one is the production rate …how fast it can produce the pure
water. It is the production rate of the water treatment system, which
means…how much clean water it can produce for the entire family

M:

R:
R:
R:

it should be fast
no. it can also be slow…but not too slow to be sufficient for the family
see…my family needs at least 25 liters of drinking water per day. It is enough if
we can get that quantity through the device

M:

the next one is the appearance of the water. The question is how important
to you the appearance and clearness of water is. You can see here…please
see this picture…there is cloudy water, clear water, whether it is colored or
not colored…
think about how the purified…filtered water should appear. How should it look
like? Here are different types of water. See it by yourself. Would you like if the
water is like ‘Limca’ in appearance? See the bottles in this picture. This water is
muddy in color. One is ‘crystal clear’…the other one looks like Limca.
my mother in law’s house is near chinglepagttu (it is a suburban place off
Chennai). The water would muddy there. But it would be very tasty. It is running
water. It is ‘Palar’ river water...
only river water can be in this color

I:

I:

I:
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(Respondents keenly see the picture in the card)
M:
see this card. Do you know this guy…Mani…Manikandan?
(Respondents are happy to see and are excited about Manikandan’s picture)
R:
see…last time they cleaned my can with chlorine. But now after 4 days it has
become worse and the water is green with algae (she asks someone to bring and
show the can water left. It has many impurities in it)
M:
Mani smells the water. The next question is about how the water tastes and
smells after treatment…can there be any smell or taste in the water…the
smell of chlorine or mud smell may be there. Whether your children would
like to drink it?
R:
Otherwise our children would not like the chlorine smell…
R:
but I can tolerate
R:
but I cannot tolerate
I:
so we have seen so many points like cost, health benefits, taste and smell of
water, ease of using the system. Let us see the other points before we talk about
priority.
M:

the next question is about the appearance of the water treatment system.
How important to you is how the water treatment system appears. See
these pictures. Should it be traditional in appearance or modern…?

R:
R:
R:
R:
R:

I like the middle one
Appearance is important
pot is breakable
second one is good
yes the…second one is good

M:

the next one is a simple question. The question is how important the device
should be durable and long lasting?
just now you mentioned that pot is breakable. He has touched the point!
Durability
it is very important.
yes, it should be durable.

I:
R:
R:
M:

R:

the final one is how important for you that how well is it to you that the
water treatment system fits into your home. It is regarding the space it
takes up, how heavy or difficult for you to handle it…sometimes when kids
run rushing they may hit the device to fall. How well you should be able to
manage the weight of the device without falling. These are the 10 factors.
Are there any questions about it?
no

M:
I:

is there anything that I missed here? Does anybody have any questions?
Do you have any doubts?
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R:
I:
R:
M:
R:

why should you doubt you?
no. he is asking if there is any query or doubt
Oh! Nothing else
is there anything that I missed here?
no

M:

let us play a game now. Please form 2 groups as we have 2 sets of cards.
One group can be with Ms.vedha Gopalan and the other one would be
helped by Srini.
(They form 2 groups of 3 respondents in each - as per the moderator’s
instruction)
M:

C:

First you have to rank them individually and afterwards you discuss among
you to tell me if there is any change in the order of priority. What is most
important to you and what is least important to you…
we have just arranged then in a random way. This is not a queue of order. You
have to arrange them in order. You have to tell me the order of priority.
you just take the card and give it to us. it is enough. We will look after the rest.

M:
R:
R:
R:
R:
R:
R:
R:
R:

you also write the source of drinking water in the sheet. you
we use can water
we also use can water
purity of water is very important to me
smell and taste can be given the next rank
health is first
need not be very beautiful
should fit in the home
appearance of water is important whereas appearance of the system is not

I:

(The recording is paused for some time as the ranking goes on)
(Recording is re started after the pause)
R:

cost

M:
R:

why is it important for you?
it should be affordable. We count every paisa (penny) before we spend. The
initial cost /expense should be low.

M:
R:

then?
second priority is durability.

M:
R:

why?
we can’t go on spending money for the same purpose. Once we buy a thing
means we should use it for a long time.
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M:
R:
I:
R:
M:
R:
M:
R:
I:

what is the 9th option?
time and effort
why? Do you have ample of time?
I am a house wife. I can adjust as far as the time factor is concerned. After all it
may need cleaning once in a week. I can do it. Moreover many other things
which you mentioned are more important for me than this.
what is the last …10th option?
appearance of water

I:

why?
I have seen pure river water in this color
is it ok for you if you get cloudy or colored water after this much of purification
efforts
see after spending this much the device is not going to give impure or very bad
looking water. If at all it gives… it is going to be pure in nature. When it is pure
why should I bother about the appearance?
fantastic analysis. My appreciations to you

M:
I:
R:

what is most important for you?
he is asking what is most important to you among these 10.
of course cost. There is no doubt.

M:
R:

you said that cost is very important. Why is that so for you? What are the
reasons for it?
we have lot of other important and inevitable expenses.

M:
R:

what is most important for you?
appearance of system is important.

M:

you said appearance of system is important. Why is it so for you? Tell me
the reasons for it?
when the appearance is good the quality would be good and it would be definitely
durable.
see…we have durability point in other card.
see…you have shown pots in the picture! It is not durable. So appearance has
relevance of durability. As you have mentioned if children push it it will not break
(she has give 3 aspects of 3 different cards in a single priority. Appearance of
system; durability and fit in home)

R:

R:
I:
R:

M:
R:
I:
R:

you have taken the health benefits as the last point. Why did you give it the
last rank?
that is wrong. I didn’t see the card first. I am sorry.
no issues. Nothing wrong in it. which place would you like to take it to?
health benefits would be second choice; cost is my first choice.
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M:
I:

don’t worry about the present ranking you made. You are going to do it
again!
this is the reason why he is giving you sll a second chance

M:
R:

how about you?
appearance of water is important whereas appearance of the system is not

M:
R:

why is it very important for you?
after all we buy a system for the sake of purification. When you don’t get good
looking water after this much of purification there is no meaning in it!

M:
R:

what is in the second place?
taste and smell of water

M:
R:
I:
R:

R:

why is it very important for you?
we will not feel like drinking it otherwise. It may affect health
if I add chlorine it may not be good to smell or taste. But it is good for health.
even chlorine is not good in certain cases. For example it would not agree with
heart patients.
in such case it is ok for me.
I am sorry I should have placed health benefits in the third rank. Now I have
changed my opinion.
you can rank it again. Anyways… if you are going to shuffle anything to take to
first or the second rank you can bother about it. Otherwise just leave it as you
have done earlier.
(many voices unanimously say) Health benefits are most important for us. It
should go to the first place.
according to me Health benefits go to the 9th place!

M:
R:
R:

why?
unless all the other things are there…health benefits would not be there
fit in home is my last preference.

M:
R:

why did you take it to the last place?
other benefits are more important for me than being fit in home. If it fits in to my
house and does not give all the other benefits there is no use in it!

M:
R:

how about you?
appearance is more important

M:
R:

why is appearance is more important for you?
the good looking system appears to be more study. I want my children to use it.
So it should be stronger

R:
R:
I:
R:
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R:
I:
R:

M:
I:
R:
I:
M:
R:
R:
M:
R:
R:
R:
M:
R:
I:
R:
R:

smell and taste are important for me; I don’t prefer the smell and taste of
bleaching powder. It may harm the health.
will bleaching powder affect the health?
bleaching powder may harm the health. Even chlorine is not good in certain
cases. For example it would be good for heart patients. Bleaching powder is not
good for heart patients. Some children may be allergic to bleaching powder and
chlorine.
the last one you have preferred is durability. Why did you take it to the last
place?
is it not important for you?
I have given importance for appearance of system. Plastic would not be
breakable. It would be strong. In ‘appearance preference’ I prefer the second
(middle) devise. I didn’t choose the terracotta (mud) pot.
you say appearance of water is not important for you. You have taken it to the
10th place.
why? Why have you taken it to the 10th place?
sorry. I didn’t notice it. I want to take it to the 3rd place.
appearance of water is important for me. It would not quench my thirst if it is
cloudy or muddy. It may harm the health.
does it mean that you are giving importance to health?
yes. Health is equally important for me
which one do you prefer more?
I want to give both the first rank. I.e. health benefits and appearance of water are
in the first rank simultaneously.
you say fit in home is given the second rank. Why did you give second rank
for fit in home?
my house is small. Children run around. It should have light weight to enable me
to handle.
you have taken appearance of the device to the last place.
when a device gives these benefits there is no need for it to be good in
appearance! I need not show off! Appearance needs to be good provided the
other benefits are assured for me
strictly speaking all the 10 points are equally important for me and I would give all
of them 1st rank.
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C: (Farida) you said taste and smell are very important. Why did you say so?
R: it should be! This is assurance of the quality of water
C: (Farida) you have taken health benefits to the second place.
R:
every one knows health is important.
I:
R:
I:
R:
M:

you said health benefits are in the second rank. Why did you say so?
yes, if the appearance and fitting in home are not ok we can adjust. But we can’t
compromise with our health!
you have taken appearance of water to the last place
appearance of water is very important for me. I am sorry…by mistake I gave that
rank.
stopping the recording to allow the second ranking.

(The second ranking is allowed and the discussion is concluded)
M:

I will be back in August to discuss the result of this meeting. thank you
everybody. Thanks for your time.
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good morning everybody. First you please introduce yourself and tell me
about what source of drinking water you use for drinking. We want to share
the “preference criteria” we’ve identified so far with you and discuss it
today. In this exercise each person has to rank the list of the criteria in the
order of what is most important to them. I have 10 aspects or preferences
here as far as getting safe water is concerned. Let me discuss them with
you. We will explain them to you. You please tell me the order of
preferences. Then you can rank them in the order of importance.
OK
for example while buying a shirt or dress some of us would give importance to
price; some of us would think about the material, some of us would see if the
color is fast and some of us would be particular about the design.
yeah
in the same way he wants to know about your preferences while selecting
system of water purification
I am -. We drink can water and use tap water for cooking
I am - use tank water …i.e. metro water for drinking and tap water for cooking
I am -. We use metro water for cooking as well as for drinking. We boil it before
cooking. The tap water is full of worms if we keep it for few days. But we use
nothing but the same for cooking and drinking. We use it for all the purposes like
bathing, cooking, drinking, and washing clothes.
I am -. We use can water for drinking and tap water for cooking
2

R:
M:
I:
M:
R:
M:

we use the ‘pureit’ device for water purification purpose and drink that we also
cook food with ‘pureit’ water. We use tap water in the ‘pureit’ device. Water
becomes tasty in this. For all the other purposes we use only tap water directly.
what is it?
there is s device called ‘pureit’ for water purification purpose.
can I come to your house and see the device after the session is over?
sure. Why not?

R:

apart from these things if you feel that there are some more aspects you
can raise your hand and tell them. We will note is down and consider.
OK

M:
R:

if you have any question you can ask me. I will try to make it clear to you
OK…

M:
R:

if you feel that something is not important also you can tell me.
yes

M:

The first thing is about the cost. There are 2 important factors here. The
question is how important is the cost of giving the system to youconsidering the upfront cost which is the initial cost of purchasing the unit
and the second one is ongoing cost of continuing to use them.

I:

for example if you buy a refrigerator you spend money for purchasing it and you
spend money for electricity charges and service charges as a recurring…ongoing
expense. He is trying to tell you that a system of water purification is likely to
have two types of expenses
(Jacob explains them to everyone by reading the card)
M:
M:

please go through the card in a quick glance
the next item is the health benefit that the water treatment system can
provide, in terms of reducing the illnesses children and adults suffer from
drinking bad water. How important is it for you to drink clean and safe
water?
(They quickly go though. One of them is illiterate and is not reading)
I:
OK. First we talked about expense. Then we talked about Health benefits
R:
yeah you did.
M:

I:

the next item is the level of difficulty or ease of use to operate and maintain
the water treatment system. Tell me whether it is important to be simple
and easy to use. I want to take more time to explain this particular aspect.
How easy should it be to use for you. Tell me how important is it that it
should be technically easy to handle. Do you want the children to use it
too?
he says that there may be many steps involved. It may be technically
complicated. Did you all understand this point? If there is any ‘repair’ you have to
3

manage is it not? You may have to decide things quickly. Whether the water is
filtered fast or slowly... If you pour a pot of impure water today when it does
finishes the entire quantity…
C (Srinivasan): Sometimes we may buy a product. But we may not know how to use it.
How easy should it be for you…especially the technical matter? Some people
may say that they do not mind
R:
Oh…
M:

has every body seen the card? Does anyone want to see it again? how
often should it be maintained…how much time does it take to clean or
maintain…also about the steps involved in it
(Respondents read the translated side of the card)

M:

next one is about the time and effort which is actually required. The
question is how much time and effort is required to you… The time and
effort required and the convenience of using the water treatment system on
a regular basis

R:

it may take some time to get filtered. But the quality of water should be good

I:

in our house we have an idea how often we sweep the floor and mop the same.
He is asking how often the water filter or purifying system should be maintained

R:

(laughs) we get water only once in 15 days. We have to clean the system
whenever we get water supply.
we should not feel lazy to clean it. It may lead to diseases.

R:
M:
R:

has every one seen the card? You may please ask me if you have any
doubt,
no doubt. Seen the card

M:

the next one is the production rate …how fast it can produce the pure
water. It is the production rate of the water treatment system, which
means…how much clean water it can produce for the entire family…very
very quickly or very very slowly?

I:
R:
R:
R:

think about the quantity of water required for the entire Family
it is enough if it is bit slow if it is going to purify very well
if it is filtered very quickly it means that the filtration is not done properly.
it need not be fast

M:

the next one is the appearance of the water. The question is how important
to you the appearance and clearness of water is. You can see here…please
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see this picture…there is cloudy water, clear water, whether it is colored or
not colored…

R:
R:

think about how the purified…filtered water should appear. How should it look
like? Here are different types of water. See it by yourself. Would you like if the
water is like ‘Limca’ in appearance? See the bottles in this picture. This water is
muddy in color. One is ‘crystal clear’…the other one looks like Limca.
it should be transparent like glass.
my ‘pureit’ device gives such water.

M:
R:

how much does it cost?
1800 rupees

M:
R:

is there any ongoing cost?
we have to spend around rupees 350 every time to change the filtering unit

M:
R:

how frequently?
if the consumption …filtration is not much…the part could be changed less
frequently. If many members in the family use it we may have to change it

M:
R:

how often?
if it is very frequent it would be once in six months

M:
R:

how would you know when to change the part?
there is indicator. As soon as it finishes filtering 3500 liters of water it would stop
filtering and a red indicator would say us it is time to change the part. If we inform
the company people would come and do the entire service and also change the
part. There is a special part to take away the germs causing typhoid and jaundice

M:
R:

M:
R:
R:
R:
R:

may I come and see the device in your house?
sure. I told you already. My house is just the opposite one. Actually this is my
mother’s house. There is a ‘pureit’ device even in my in law’s house.
so please tell me about your prefereance of color. Can it have some color?
it would not be pure if it is cloudy or muddy
if I assure colored water that it is germ free and pure?
in some villages tap water is supplied from the river. It would be colored.
here they supply lake water where trucks are cleaned and people use for
washing after defecation
even buffalos are cleaned here
yes, you are correct
they wash clothes in that
it is in front of the Kamakshi hospital
even the well dug give s the same water

M:
R:

see this card. Do you know this guy…it is Mani…Manikandan?
yes. Just now he was standing here

I:

I:
R:
I:
R:
R:
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M:

R:
R:
M:
R:
R:
R:
R:
I:
R:

Mani smells the water. The next question is about how the water tastes and
smells after treatment…can there be any smell or taste in the water…the
smell of chlorine or mud smell may be there. Whether your children would
like to drink it?
it would be good if it is totally free of any taste or smell
chlorine smell is not preferable. Of course it is needless to say that mud smell is
not at all preferable.
will children drink water with any smell or taste?
no. no
they prefer only can water to drink
they would play very well with muddy water. But will not prefer to drink
but there is a specific taste in the can water. Children like
some people say it is like tender coconut
these days’ people do not mind the cost. They need pure water

M:

there are three more aspects. The next question is about the appearance of
the water treatment system. How important to you is how the water
treatment system appears. See these pictures. Should it be traditional in
appearance or modern…?

R:
R:
R:
R:

I like the middle one
Appearance is important
second one is good
the result is important. Even if the appearance is not nice the water should be
pure and good.

M:

the next one is about durability. The question is how important the device
should be durable and long lasting?
it is very important.
yes, it should be durable.
there is no use if it breaks
plastic pots are durable. I just wash it with soap water every time. plastic pots last
long unless we drop them unnecessarily.

R:
R:
R:
R:

M:

R:

the last one is how important for you that how well is it to you that the
water treatment system fits into your home. It is regarding the space it
takes up, how heavy or difficult for you to handle it…sometimes when kids
run rushing they may hit the device to fall. How well you should be able to
manage the weight of the device without falling. These are the 10 factors.
Are there any questions about it?
no

M:
I:
R:

Does anybody have any questions? Did you all understand all the aspects?
Do you have any doubts?
Oh! Nothing else
6

M:
R:

is there anything that I missed here? Cost is there, durability is there,
appearance is there…
nothing is left
(They start discussing about the present filter fitted in their area. Some of them
complaint that they didn’t get the filter. Srinivasan explains about the presently
fitted filter)

M:

let us play a game now. Please form 2 groups as we have 2 sets of cards.
One group can be with Ms.vedha Gopalan and the other one would be
helped by Srini.

(They form 2 groups - as per the moderator’s instruction)
M:

First you have to rank them individually and afterwards you discuss among
you to tell me if there is any change in the order of priority. What is most
important to you and what is least important to you…
I:
we have just arranged then in a random way. This is not a queue of order. You
have to arrange them in order. You have to tell me the order of priority.
C:(Srini)
you just take the card and give it to us. It is enough. We will look after the
rest.
M:
(M:

you also write the source of drinking water in the sheet.
stopping the recording for ranking session)

(Recording is re started after the pause)
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M:

I:

your order of prefereance may change after ranking once. You would be
given another chance to rank it again
we may select a dress in a shop first. We may change our mind and would want
to select another dress instead of the first one
it is enough if the water is filtered slowly
Oh is it? Suppose you are starting to travel somewhere and ready with the
luggage. The water is not ready. What would you do?
Imran…he is doing moderation on your behalf!

M:

Oh! Thank you very much

I:
R:

-…You have preferred durability. Why is it very important for you?
we don’t have money to buy it frequently. We cannot afford. If children push it, it
may break. It would be useless
-…You have preferred health benefits as second choice. Why?
when I consume tap water ii get ill. I am not able to go for work. In other words
nothing can be done if health is not good
why didn’t you take it to the first place?
whenever we go to buy a thing in a shop we see how durable would it be.

I:
R:
R:

I:
R:
I:
R:

M:
R:

what is the 9th option?
appearance of system is my 9th option
Why is it that less important for you?
even though beauty is somewhat important it is not our main purpose. Only when
someone visits our house they would see the device. But we need waster all the
time!
you have taken ease of using to the last place. Why?
no, it should be easy to use
is it by mistake you have given a wrong ranking?
yes
don’t worry. You would be given another chance to rank them again
no. it is ok if it is difficult. We are not going to maintain every day
we are not talking about the maintenance. It is about how difficult or easy it would
be for ‘using’.
you are going to use it every day
if it is every day it should be easy to use

M:
R:

which rank would you like to give for ease or difficulty of using?
I would like to give it the 3rd rank

M:
R:
R:

when you re rank it you change the order.
OK
it should be easy; in my pureit devise I open the tap. Take the water. It should be
as simple as that

I:

-…you have mentioned that health is most important .why is it important for you?

M:
R:
I:
R:
I:
R:
I:
R:
I:
R:
I:
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R:

health is the most important thing. Only when health is good we can even walk
and sit. We have to rush /run for work every morning. The day to day routine is
possible only with a good health

M:

you said appearance of system is important. Why is it so for you? Tell me
the reasons for it?
when the appearance is good we would feel like using it for drinking and cooking.
For good health you need to drink clear water
you have given ‘fit in home’ the 9th preference. Is it ok if it does not fit in your
home?
my house is small. A big device would occupy space in the house
so you want to take it upward?
I want to take it to the 3rd place
fine I will change it here in the sheet
somewhat I have managed to answer

R:
I:
R:
I:
R:
I:
R:
I:
R:
R:
R:
I:
R:
I:
R:
I:
R:

-…You have preferred health benefits as first choice. Even cost has gone to the
second place. Why?
bad water will affect important organs like kidney. I am a kidney patient. Doctor
has told me to have at least 3 liters of water. a very healthy water is important for
me
doctors say that one has to take at least 5 liters of water
I underwent surgery in both the kidneys. Water may lead to formation of stones if
it is not pure and healthy
you have given second rank for cost.
I am getting daily wages, I cannot afford costly things. The cost /expense should
be low.
you say production rate is not important. You have taken it to the last place
no issues. I would fill the device as soon as I get up in the morning. Let it filter in
its own pace. We are going to take it after some time. More water is required only
in the noon! Again I would fill it so that I can collect it in the night
you have given ‘fit in home’ the 9th preference. Is it ok if it does not fit in your
home?
it is not a matter of concern for me. It is OK for me. It doesn’t matter if it does not
fit in the home as other benefits are more important

M:
next is (Respondents laugh)
R:
see how nicely he is addressing
R:
he knows respecting others!
M:
you said cost of system is important. Tell me the reasons for it?
R:
salary is low. We can’t afford because the family situation would not allow the
same …we can’t go for costly items
I:
you have given second rank for health benefits. Why is it important for you?
9

R:
M:
R:
I:
R:
M:
I:
I:
R:
I:
M:
M:
R:
M:
R:
R:
R:

I have a small child of 2 years. Her health is poor. She becomes sick often.
Elderly parents are at home. They are also not keeping good health. So naturally
health benefits are more important for me. We have to go to hospital.
what sort of sickness is there for your child?
She gets cold fever and cough often. Even the elderly people are affected in the
same way
you say time required is not important. You have taken it to the 9th place, is it not
important for you?
everybody goes out in the morning. They would all be back only after the
evening. So fast filtration is a waste for us
she is at home. The whole day she can afford to wait.
yeah
you say production rate is not important. You have taken it to the last place
the same reason which I told you now
same logic works out
we want you to rank in once again to see if your preferences have changed
after discussion. Please rank them once again
I will come back to you after 2 months to announce you the result of my
research
I bless you and wish you pass out soon and open a plant here in our area to help
us all.
if I open a factory every one of us will work in that
we would be very happy to work with you
we have many unemployed educated youth here, take them with you
next time you have to give us gift.

(Two of them are happy with the first ranking. They have good logic. The kidney
patient is firm on her logic as she has experienced health problems)
R:
M:

you are a very nice person. We bless you.
I will be back in August to discuss the result of this meeting. Thank you
everybody. Thanks for your time.

(The second ranking is allowed and the discussion is concluded)
M:

ending the discussion
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good evening everybody. First you please introduce yourself and tell me
about what source of drinking water you use for drinking.
I am -. We use metro water at home
I am -. I am tap water user
I am -. We use can water
I am -. We use can water from recent past. We were using tap water beforehand.
I am -. We use can water
my name is -. We were using tap water and after the two and half rupees water
supply started we use this.
my name is -. We too use two and half rupees water.
there is no other go. The water supply is not there. Otherwise we don’t have
anything against the tap water
we are suffering; it is very difficult for us
it is more than 10 days since we got supply of water
we use the same for every use
boiling the water us very easy, but it involves little expense. Filtering is not
expensive. At the same time it is very easy too. Adding alum is still easier.
It is very cheap. People may prefer the method based on these criteria.
2

I:
R:
R:

one method would be easy. Another would be easy but costly. The third one
would be neither costly not cumbersome.
I generally prefer easy methods
time is also important is it not?

M:

so we have discussed that there are many ways to purify water. Some of us
boil it and drink. Some of us use alum. We want to know which kind of
purification system is best for your place. They have done many studies all
over the world and people told 10 criteria as very important. We want to
share the “preference criteria” we’ve identified so far with you and discuss
it today. In this exercise each person has to rank the list of the criteria in
the order of what is most important to them. I have 10 aspects or
preferences here as far as getting safe water is concerned. Let me discuss
them with you. We will explain them to you. Then we are going to play an
interesting game using these cards. You please tell me the order of
preferences. Choose the one which is most important to you. Then you can
rank them in the order of importance.

I:

the aspect which is important for one person may not be so for others. So he
wants to find out what is important for you.
OK
for example while buying a shirt or dress some of us would give importance to
price; some of us would think about the material, some of us would see if the
color is fast and some of us would be particular about the design.
yeah

R:
I:
R:
I:

R:

in the same way he wants to know about your preferences while selecting
system of water purification
apart from these things if you feel that there are some more aspects you
can raise your hand and tell them. We will note is down and consider.
OK

M:
R:

if you have any question you can ask me. I will try to make it clear to you
OK…

M:
R:

if you feel that something is not important also you can tell me.
yes

M:

The first thing is about the cost. There are 2 important factors here. The
question is how important is the cost of giving the system to youconsidering the initial cost which is the initial cost of purchasing the unit
and the second one is ongoing cost of continuing to use them.

I:

for example if you buy a refrigerator you spend money for purchasing it and you
spend money for electricity charges and service charges as a recurring…ongoing

M:
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expense. He is trying to tell you that a system of water purification is likely to
have two types of expenses
M:
I:
R:

did every one understand?
if you don’t understand anything you please tell us. we will explain it to you again
no. no. it is easily understandable

M:

please go through the card in a quick glance
(They go through the cards)

M:

the next item is the health benefit that the water treatment system can
provide, in terms of reducing the illnesses children and adults suffer from
drinking bad water. How important is it for you to drink clean and safe
water?

(They quickly go though.)
I:
First he told you about expense. Then he told you about Health benefits
R:
yeah
M:

R:

the next one is a little difficult. Please try to understand it properly. The
next item is the level of difficulty or ease of use to operate and maintain the
water treatment system. Tell me whether it is important to be simple and
easy to use. I want to take more time to explain this particular aspect. How
easy should it be to use for you. Tell me how important is it that it should
be technically easy to handle. Do you want the children to use it too?
he says that there may be many steps involved. It may be technically
complicated. Did you all understand this point? If there is any ‘repair’ you have to
manage is it not? You may have to decide things quickly. Whether the water is
filtered fast or slowly... If you pour a pot of impure water today when it does
finishes the entire quantity…
we are able to follow what he says…

M:
R:

has every body seen the card? Does anyone want to see it again?
no sir.

M:

next one is about the time and effort which is actually required. The
question is how much time and effort is required to you… The time and
effort required and the convenience of using the water treatment system on
a regular basis

I:

in our house we have an idea how often we sweep the floor and mop the same.
He is asking how often the water filter or purifying system should be maintained.
He talks about steps involved and how cumbersome…

I:
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M:
R:
M:

has every one seen the card? You may please ask me if you have any
doubt. Please feel free to ask us
no
the next one is the production rate …how fast it can produce the pure
water. It is the production rate of the water treatment system, which
means…how much clean water it can produce for the entire family…very
very quickly or very very slowly?

I:
R:
I:

think about the quantity of water required for the entire Family
this picture shows a can, is it about can water? Has he designed a new device?
no…no...He talks about production rate. How much water can be treated in a
given time…whether you need a lot of water or is it enough if it treats it in a slow
pace. He is asking you, which one you would prefer. Imagine that we have to
design a new device
R:
it need not be fast
R:
we want it to be clean. That is all
R:
it would be fine it is done quickly
R:
if it is very cumbersome and we have to work a lot to maintain or clean it may not
be very useful for us
R:
we want it to be hygienic
R:
if we have to work a lot on it, it would not be preferable. It should be simple and
easy for day to day
R:
now you have given a device. We have to wash the coal and sand frequently. We
have to dry it too
Srinivasan: it is enough if you wash it once in 6 months. You need not dry it at all. You
can wash and refill again.
M:

the next one is the appearance of the water. The question is how important
to you the appearance and clearness of water is. You can see here…please
see this picture…there is cloudy water, clear water, whether it is colored or
not colored…

I:

R:
R:

think about how the purified…filtered water should appear. How should it look
like? Here are different types of water. See it by yourself. Would you like if the
water is like ‘Limca’ in appearance? See the bottles in this picture. This water is
muddy in color. One is ‘crystal clear’…the other one looks like Limca.
it should be transparent like glass.
water should look like water (all of them laugh).

M:
R:
R:
I:

see this card. Do you know this guy…it is Mani…Manikandan?
yes. Now he is standing here
is he drinking tea or smelling water? (Laughs)
no…he is not drinking tea. He smells the water
5

M:

R:
R:
R:
R:
R:
M:
R:
I:

Mani smells the water. The next question is about how the water tastes and
smells after treatment…can there be any smell or taste in the water…the
smell of chlorine or mud smell may be there. Whether your children would
like to drink it?
I like muddy smell
fool. If it rains the muddy smell would be nice but not in the drinking water.
I prefer it even in the drinking water! When water is poured in a fresh …new mud
pot… it would have a nice smell.
or you mad or what?
smell is not at all preferable.
will children drink water with any smell or taste?
no. no
does anyone want to see the card once again?

M:

The next question is about the appearance of the water treatment system.
How important to you is how the water treatment system appears. See
these pictures. Should it be traditional in appearance or modern…?

R:
R:
R:

I like the middle one
Appearance is also important
the result is important. Even if the appearance is not nice the water should be
pure and good.
we prefer the middle one
if we arrange the first method in the house, children would push and break it in
no time
it would be finished in a single day
I prefer the middle one
(to the moderator) as in any other sector
do you want to place it high or low position?
better to be high
no. how can children take water?
the tap should be low (Laughs)
if it is placed in a lower level it would be easy for the children to handle it
the next one is about durability. The question is how important the device
should be durable and long lasting? Or can it be broken easily?
durability is important. It is needed.
yes, it should be durable.
if it is unbreakable we can use it for a long time.
the last one is how important for you that how well is it to you that the
water treatment system fits into your home in your situation. It is regarding
the space it takes up, how heavy or difficult for you to handle
it…sometimes when kids run rushing they may hit the device to fall. How
well you should be able to manage the weight of the device without falling.
if it is too big like a giant it is difficult. If it is too small it may fit but it may not filter
sufficient water for the entire family.
no

R:
R:
R:
R:
I:
M:
R:
R:
R:
R:
M:
R:
R:
R:
M:

I:
R:
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M:
I:
R:

These are the 10 factors. Are there any questions about it?
Does anybody have any questions? Did you all understand all the aspects?
Do you have any doubts?
No

M:

these are the 10 things that a water treatment system should have. Is there
anything that I missed here? It should have a good, it should give health
benefits…it should be durable, it should have good appearance …it should
be quick to use…it should fit into your house very very nicely… …it should
give clean and clear water… it should have a nice taste and smell…and it
should not be breakable. What I want to know from you is, which one of
these things matter the most to you? Does health matter the most? Does
cost matter the most? Is it appearance of the system? Is it the durability? I
want to know from you which is most important and which is least
important.

M:

let us play a game now. Please form 2 groups as we have 2 sets of cards.
One group can be with Ms.vedha Gopalan and the other one would be
helped by Srini. 5 people in one side and the rest of them in the other.

(They form 2 groups - as per the moderator’s instruction)
R:
one, two, three, four, five…we are five here.
M:
First you have to rank them individually and afterwards you discuss among
you to tell me if there is any change in the order of priority. What is most
important to you and what is least important to you…
I:
we have just arranged then in a random way. This is not a queue of order. You
have to arrange them in order. You have to tell me the order of priority. I,
Srinivasan and Farida are here to assist you all.
C :( Srini) you just take the card and give it to us. It is enough. We will look after the rest.
C: (Farida) take the card with the aspect which is most important to you and give it to
me… Then take the nest most important aspect card, and then take the third
one. Likewise you have to take all the ten in the order of priority.
M:

(to the interpreter and the coordinators) let one person finish all the 10 and
then you can go to the next one

M:

you also write the source of drinking water in the sheet.

(M:

stopping the recording for ranking session)

(Recording is re started after the pause)
M:

going back to the discussion
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M:
I:

your order of prefereance may change after ranking once. You would be
given another chance to rank it again
we may select a dress in a shop first. We may change our mind and would want
to select another dress instead of the first one

C :( Srini) Jeyanthi…you have mentioned that health is very important.
I:
why do you say so?
R:
every one of us knows that health is important
M:
which is the least important thing?
C :( Srini) you have mentioned that you don’t bother whether it is good to look at
R:
appearance is least important. It is of no use. Water should give us health. Health
is the most important. More important than anything
I:
Velankanni… you too have told that health is most important. You have ranked
as if cost may be high, it need not be good to look at…taste and smell have gone
to the third rank. But you have mentioned that health is most important. Why do
you say so?
R:
if it is healthy it is useful for me and my family
I:
you have given appearance of water the second rank
R:
yes appearance is the assurance of healthy and quality water.
I:
if I show you some water which is not good looking but I assure that it is
healthy…?
R:
I will not use it if the appearance is not nice
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I:
R:

you have told appearance of system is not important.
yes. If you compare healthy water with good appearance of the system naturally
healthy water is more preferable.
I:
you have taken cost to the last place. Are you ready to pay any price for a
purifying system?
R:
if it is few chips this way or that way I don’t mind. It is not going to be enormously
costly. If it is going to be good for the health of my family I am ready to pay any
amount rather. There is no use in buying a product which is not good for healtheven if it is going to be cheap!
I:
-…you say that you would prefer only very clear water. Why do you say so?
R:
we will like to drink it only when it is clear to look at
I:
others have preferred health. Is health not important to you?
R:
health is equally important for me. It is s equal as the appearance of the water to
me
I:
OK…then...shall I write both of them as your first preference?
R:
yes. That is better
I:
I am taking both the aspects to the first rank in your sheet. Is it OK for you?
R:
yes.
I:
you are telling that taste and smell are very important for you. Is it so?
R:
taste is more important. Smell is not much important.
I:
you are telling ‘fit in to the home’ is not important at all. Is it so?
R:
I don’t give much of importance to that when compared to health benefits and
taste of water.
I:
you are telling production rate is not important at all? Why? Do you have ample
time?
R:
even if I have to fill the filter early in the morning I am ready to do it
R:
I too have the same opinion.
R:
I too feel so
R:
yes
R:
yes
R:
yes
R:
yes
(All of them start discussing among themselves. much noise in recording)
I:
please…please be kind enough to talk one after the other. If all of you talk at a
time nothing would be audible in the recording. We cannot make out if future. It is
a request.
I:
R:
I:
R:
I:

-…you have told health benefits are more important for you. You have an opinion
that the appearance of the device and even the cost are not important to you at
all.
yes
Why?
I want my water to be healthy. Rather I do not want my water to spread disease
in the family
you have mentioned that taste and smell are important for you. Why is taste and
smell important for you?
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R:
I:
R:
I:
R:
I:
R:

I:
R:
I:
R:
I:
R:
I:
R:
I:
R:

only then I would like to drink it
you have taken the ease of using the device/system to the ninth rank. Is it not
important for you?
when I get healthy, tasty, good smelling water I do not mind if it is not easy to get
it. I am ready to undergo that difficulty.
are not bothered about the appearance. Why so?
as far as it is good for health/as far as health benefits are there I need not bother
about the appearance of the water.
- …you have told you want the device to look good.
it should appeal my guests so that they would ask me for water and drink it; in
turn it would satisfy me. It would tempt them. The appearance should give the
desire to drink. I should give them water as soon as they come. It is a sort of
pride for me
you have mentioned that the appearance of water should be clear and should not
be cloudy or it should not be colored. Why do you say so?
it would be healthy only if it is clean
OK. I say that the cloudy water was tested in lab to assure that it is healthy
even then I will not prefer it. I won’t like to drink or can’t drink cloudy, muddy
colored water. I will fell like drinking it only if it looks clean and beautiful
you don’t bother about how well it fits into your home. Why did you give that last
but one rank?
my house is small I want it to be small and cute.
my very question is that madam! You are contradicting your statement. Now you
say it should fit into the home well
yes, it should fit into the house well,
would this go as your first or second preference?
no. my first 2 preferences are the same as before. I don’t want to change. This
may be the third one

M:

Ok. You will be given a chance to re rank. Let us do it in the second ranking
session
I:
you are telling that you do not mind it even if it is not easy to use, why do you say
like that?
R:
time is important for me. It may be tough but it should be quick.
I:
where is -? Please come to the front row. You have mentioned that health is very
important. Why do you say so?
R:
….
I:
don’t hesitate. We are not questioning you. We want to know about water
purification from you. We are going to lean from you. Please answer.
C :( Srini) come on whatever you say is the answer.
R:
health is more important.
I:
you have mentioned that taste and smell are important for you. Why is taste and
smell important for you?
R:
only then I would like to drink it. Otherwise I won’t even touch it. Even children
will not touch it.
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I:
R:
I:
R:
I:
R:
I:
I:
R:
I:
R:
I:
R:
I:
R:
I:
R:
I:
R:
I:
M:
R:
I:
R:
I:
R:
I:
R:
I:
R:
I:
R:
I:
R:

you are telling appearance is not very important for you.
what if the appearance is not good? It is enough if the water is good
you don’t give much of importance for the ease of using. Why is it so?
it is better to undergo some difficulties. Otherwise we have to hurry to the
hospital if we give importance to ease.
-, you also have voted for health benefits. Why?
I have an infant at home
so it is quite natural for you to give importance for health benefits.
you are telling appearance is important for you. Is that so?
I am fussy otherwise. I will not like to drink the water unless it is neat and clean to
look at
you are telling you are not much bothered about cost. Why?
when I have a baby health becomes the most important and I should not mind
the cost
you say that ease of using is not at all important! Why did you say like that?
only when you put on more effort on something…the result would be good.
-…you please come forward. You have mentioned that health benefits are very
important. Why do you say so?
health is important for children at home
you have mentioned that taste and smell are important for you. Why is taste and
smell important for you?
if the water is with bad taste or bad smell we would have aversion about it
you are telling that production rate is not very important for you
no, I am very sorry. Production rate is very important for me. My ranking it wrong
OK. Don’t bother. We are giving a second chance for re ranking. You are telling
that ‘fit in home ‘is not very important for you.’
you will be given a second chance you can rank it again
OK. That would be better for me
-…you please tell me.
you have chosen appearance of water to be in the first rank.
we can’t say it is germ free even if it appears good!
if the appearance is not good, the taste will not be good. It would be
saline…salty…
do you mean to say that taste is important for you?
yes.
shall we take it to the first place?
yes…it may be in the first place along with the appearance of water
do you mean to say that you want to give first rank for both appearance and taste
of water
anyways appearance of water is more important for me than anything else
you have chosen appearance of system as the second choice/rank
appearance of water is more important for me
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I:
R:
I:
R:
I:
R:
I:
R:
I:
R:
I:
R:
I:
R:
I:
R:
I:
R:
I:
R:
I:
R:
I:
R:
I:
R:
I:
R:
M:
I:

(From further conversation it is clear that she seems to be a bit confused
about how far she gives importance to the appearance of devise. But she is
firm that appearance, taste and smell are really important for her)
you have taken ‘time’ to the 9th place. Why did you rank it like that?
let it take some time. Children should not dip their hand so that we get health
benefits.
but you have taken health benefits to the last/10th place! Is health benefit
important to you or not?
no! Health benefits are very important for me! It is the first preference
would you like to take it to the first place?
of course. Definitely I would like to…
have I left anybody…
you didn’t ask me!
yeah -…tell me please… you have taken health benefits to the first place.
most of the diseases spread through water. That is the reason why I ranked
so…
ease of using is in the second place.
there are so many works for me
are you a working woman?
no. but mine ours is a joint family. Household chores are there. Amidst all my
duties I have to look after this too.
you are telling durability is not so important. Why?
I have to take more important aspects to the earlier ranks. So this is
automatically given the 9th rank.
shall we put it this way? Other aspects are more important to you than durability.
Am I right?
yes.
you have told the appearance of the system is not at all important to you…
whatever I want are health benefits and fast filtration. Others are not important.
Sheila, you have told health is more important than everything else…
yes, I am very conscious about health. I am not fully grown for my age. I am
short. My legs and knees are weak. I know the value of health. So…. health is
more important than everything else…
you have given second place for taste and smell of water.
If the taste is not desirable and if there is some smell in water we can’t drink it.
you are telling durability is not so important. Why?
I prefer the second type of system/device which is in the middle. That would be
naturally durable. We will keep things safe at home.
you are telling cost is not important at all.
if a system is costly it would be automatically good. The higher price you give the
better the quality would be.
OK…very quickly you all please re rank the aspects. Based on everything
you told you go back and re rank. Let us take five more minutes for this.
come on. Please tell me one after the other...-…previously you told health
benefits are the most important and the next are taste and smell. Would you like
to change the rank?
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M:
I:

Please see the cards and do the exercise once again.
Please see the cards once again. Come on…

M:

OK. I am stopping the recording for the second ranking.
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when I ask you question every one please speak one at a time so that it
would be recorded properly. Please be louder.
when he is asking please answer one after the other because if you all talk
together the recording would not be proper. Please talk louder so that we can get
a clear recording.
First thing we talk about the water system requires for Balaji Nagar.
I wanted to know and did a research on which level of water treatment
system is preferred in Mylai Balaji Nagar.
he did a research to find out which level of water treatment system is preferred in
Mylai Balaji Nagar by you people. He is going to tell you all about it.
what I wanted to do today is to explain more about the water system and
share my recommendation with you. My aim was to have discussion with
everyone about which level of treatment do you think will be better. I had a
discussion in the past in many sessions about this. I had come to a
conclusion as a result of it. After I explain please share with me whatever
you want to.
he had a discussion in the past by having many sessions about this with you in
this area. I had come to a conclusion as a result of it. After I explain please share
with me whatever you want to.
my aim is to have a discussion with everyone of you today about which
type of filtration you think would be best with all the information we share
today. Thank you for coming here.
he says he has come to a conclusion about the method of water purification
suitable for this Mylai Balaji Nagar. He would share his views with you. After that
you can share your ideas and opinions openly without any hesitation. He is
thanking you for coming here.
see…this is about communal system. Communal system is one centralized
facility in the middle of the Mylai Balaji Nagar.
the water system is in one place. He has already discussed about it to you all. He
is going to use the word ‘communal system’ frequently hereafter. Please don’t
get confused. It is the common system at communal level.
People have to come to the plant to collect can water and then bring the
can back to be cleaned and refilled
All of you can go to that place and bring water. What are the benefits and
problems in that?

2

M:

T:

the challenge with this system is, everyone has to work together on it. One
of the major difficulties in Balaji Nagar is people have to collectively work
for the common cause and system as the water is the major problem here.
People here have Raise the capital funds to build the infrastructure and it
could be something like hundreds to thousands of rupees per household.
The biggest challenge in this is Cooperate to run and operate the system.
People here have Raise funds to build the infrastructure and it could be
something like thousands of rupees so that each one has to pay hundreds to per
household. The biggest need in this is co operation and unity is a must.
Otherwise there is no use in it.

M:

people have to manage the water supply collectively and share the
resource.
when we pay equal amount of money we can also take equal amount of water
too.

M:

There is a fee to purchase the can and then to fill with water… it could be
cheaper because of economies of scale to purchase water, but it may be
more expensive in the beginning…it may be 2 to 4 rupees per 20 liters. This
system is also often done in cooperation with the Panchayat, NGO, or a
business group. These bodies take the responsibilities of operating
system, managing, cleaning system, or also take up some other
responsibilities like capital system. It uses different kinds of water
treatment technology – filter technology, UV, reverse osmosis, etc.

T:

This system is also often done in cooperation with the Panchayat, NGO, or a
business group. These bodies take the responsibilities of operating system,
managing, cleaning system, or also take up some other responsibilities like
capital system. It uses different kinds of water treatment technology – filter
technology, UV, reverse osmosis, etc.

M:
T:

it is run and maintained by one or more trained operators drawn from the
community.
someone should be there to maintain these systems.

M:
T:

Is built around one single water source like river or lake
we can use only one source. We cannot use many sources at a time.

M:

Recontamination more likely as there is greater time and distance between
treatment and consumption
as the distance is more, the water may get contaminated again before you reach
your home from the place where the treatment is done. So the entire system
would be a waste.
so what I want to share with you all is the result of the research between
the 2 ways of treating the water…one is household level and the other is
community level.

T:
M:
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T:

he wants to share the results of his research. He has found out which method is
more suitable for Mylai Balaji Nagar.

M:

community level treatment system is more suitable only in places where
there is patta as public shared infrastructure can be made
when you do not have patta you are likely to have fear in mind that you may be
asked to quit anytime form this place. You will invest in it when you are fearless
about vacating this place.

T:

R:
T:
T:

we have place to build tank. If they build a tank we can use the water. we don’t
have proper facility to build it.
yes. Let him finish share his views. Afterwards you would be given chance to
discuss these matters extensively. He would allot half hour to discuss.
she is telling that they have place to build tank but don’t have proper facility. I
said we would discuss the matter after you finish telling the results of your
research.

M:
M:

sure.
it would Takes some time to build and make operational. The situation of
the government is you want to something and you are all ready for that, but
you are not able to. After the discussion is over I am going to ask you all to
tell me which system is best for Mylai Balaji Nagar.

R:

OK

M:
so first let us talk about the house hold level system…to address the
problem in mylai Balaji Nagar and after that we will talk about community level
system. In household level system each household has its own treatment unit
T:
M:
T:
M:
T:
M:

every house would have a treatment system and we have to take the
responsibility.
because it is house hold level every house hold has to control and use as
their own safe water supply
the control and usage is according to the individual liking of the household. No
one will interfere in the matter of purification and no one would claim the usage of
it too. We will treat it and we will drink it.
each house has to do all the work to operate and maintain the system
themselves
They should take the responsibly individually. But the control is totally in their
hands.
But there is no infrastructure to be built there is no need to cooperate with
everyone else in the community or with the Panchayat, NGOs, businesses,
etc. as much as with the community level system.
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T:

you need not seek anybody’s help; you need not depend upon any one when you
do it at house hold level. You need not seek the help of Panchayat,
NGOs…anybody or anything.

M:

Each household has to pay the costs of the system itself which is
often thousand rupees or less also
if you make it at house hold level it would cost you rupees 1000…at the

T:

maximum. It may not even cost much if you keep cheap types of devices like pot
etc.
M:
T:
M:
T:

M:
T:

M:
T:

M:
T:

M:
T:

also, will have to take on the upkeep costs of buying chemicals,
replacement parts and filters, repairs, etc
we may have to spend for buying chemicals, replacement parts and filters,
repairs and all
because it is set in a small scale there is no economical scale. But the cost
in community level would be like 2 to 4. you may have to spend 6 to 8
rupees or 10.
there is no economy scale in house hold level because it is set in small
scale…small level. But cost would be different. For example as per his statement
you may have to spend 6 to 8 rupees or 10. But in house hold level
this system can accommodate several different sources of water if water
comes from many different places. You can use tap water, lake water and
water from any type of resources.
in community level we have to bring the water only from a single source, but in
house hold level you can bring the water from anywhere. You can take it from
well or lake or pond or whatever. It is your wish he says.
Water quality would be relatively simple as the water is fresh. Also
recontamination is unlikely to occur as treatment happens immediately
before consumption, as long as the water is stored in a closed manner.
water is fresh to use and thus the quality would be better than that you get from
the community level system. You consume it as soon as the filtration is done.
You don’t bring it all the way to home!
More suitable to places where there is no patta as it is in the house and
does not require the public, shared infrastructure be built
you are likely to have feared that you may have to vacate this place due to patta
issue. You may feel that the entire investment is a waste if you don’t continue to
stay here. Whether you have patta or don’t have you may have this at home and
if at all you have to shift you may carry it along.
because it is a small system it can be installed and used very quickly
you can quickly install it and use. It will not consume so many hours.
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M:

So…I have held meetings with many different community-members in all of
the sectors. I would like to share the results with you.

R:

he conducted many meetings here in all sectors is it not? He wants to share the
result he found out due to those meetings with you all.

M:

we had meeting with each and every sector with people using different
sources of water like tap water, lorry water, can water for drinking purpose.
he says he held meetings with people here who use tap water, lorry water, can
water for drinking purpose. He has held different meetings in all the 4 sectors.

T:
M:
T:

M:

T:

M:
T:

we also had interviews with many community leaders, respected elders,
CMWSSB, TNSCB, Panchayat people, NGO people
he says he held meetings with people of many levels. He talked to slum
clearance board, Panchayat people, NGO people, CMWSSB etc. he has found
out the system suitable for our area. He would recommend it for you all.
we asked questions about the situation of the community, how well people
worked together, about previous experiences working together at the time
of crisis, about patta situation, about resettlement, about relationship with
government…
from these meetings he has gathered information about the situation of your
community how well you people worked together, especially about previous
experiences working together at the time of crisis, about patta, about
resettlement, about relationship with government…
from these discussions I drew out arguments supporting household level
system or community level system in Mylai Balaji Nagar; I have 22 points
supporting the same
he says house hold level is suitable for Mylai Balaji Nagar and now he is going to
explain how…he has 22 points supporting the same

M:

I didn’t create anything. I have summarized all the points told by you, the
people of different sectors of Mylai Balaji Nagar. I would explain the points.
While tell you the points you may express your views if you feel the point is
incorrect. If you want to add anything you can do so.

M:

so the first argument with regard to house hold level system is… people
will keep their personal household belongings more carefully.
when he asked you said that you can look after the system carefully at home
whereas the common property would be destroyed by others

T:
M:

the second one is…people can keep household level system secure and
prevent it from being tampered with or broken better than with community
level system
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R:

it is commonly possible in community level system to break or tamper the system
whereas it is unlikely to happen in house hold level system.

M:

People want community level system because they think they have access
to water at any time. but in Balaj Nagar this is not true – the source is very
limited and household can handle multiple sources better.

T:

In Mylai Balaji Nagar the sources are limited. There is no proper river, lake or
tank in good condition around. In the house hold level you can manage to get
water from different sources whereas it is impossible in community level system.

M:

Conflict may arise on sharing responsibilities for a community level
system. It may be easier to manage House Hold as each household is
responsible for their own system.

T:

in community level system the sharing of responsibility is a problem. Conflict may
arise. But in House Hold level it is likely to be easier to manage. It is enough if
you look after your own system of your house.

M:

some people also said it may be difficult to get people cooperating around
a community level system. House Hold would be easier to mobilize the
people around.
in community level system you cannot get people to cooperate. But in House
Hold it would be easier to mobilize the people around.

T:
M:
T:

People can manage their own water supply more wisely better at House
Hold. There may be competition for limited water resources at a community
level
in community level system one person may take away more water and the other
may take less. Late comer may not even get! This problem is not there in House
Hold level.
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M:

some people even said that some people also said that the men may not be
supportive of women engaging in community efforts. I heard that they stop
the women. It may be easier to manage at House Hold as there is less need
for public work.

M:

Self Help Groups have become very focused on giving loans only. They do
no other self-help activities so there is little present experience with
collective action in the community. House Hold can get around this. They
don’t need to mobilize funds together.
the self help group women have to look after their own issues and they can’t look
after the water problem simultaneously. They have got a lot of headache like loan
etc. their schedule is tight due to this. They cannot concentrate on both.

T:

M:
T:

the next one is…metro Water may be coming soon to the community, so
people are slack at doing anything for better water supply at the collective
level.
already talks are going one here in your area that metro Water may be coming
soon to the community. Why should we spend thousands of rupees for building a
tank when metro water is about to come here which would become useless soon.
You may think that your money would be wasted.

M:

we also heard some people saying that the government does not
cooperate properly. They will make promises and then they leave.
On
the other hand the
government says that no taxes are paid to them, so
they can’t give
priority to Mylai Balaji Nagar when other
sectors are
paying.
T:
some people say that government does not
cooperate properly. The
government says that it has to give priority to the sectors which pay
the
taxes properly and that Mylai Balaji Nagar does not pay any tax.
M:

T:

M:

one thing they fear is because they don’t have patta, so many people have
fear about investing in a community level. They are afraid if there is
possibility of being moved again. House Hold gets around this as there is
no public infrastructure investment and it can be moved.
some people say that “I don’t have even patta. I don’t know when I will have to
suddenly shift from this area. When I don’t know if this place is permanent for
me, how can I invest money for a community cause? We can spend for a house
hold system and we can take it along with us wherever we go. I won’t spend or
waste my money and effort. So he feels that to purify at home is a better option.
there are some examples for the cause which failed in community level.
One such example is maintenance of Public latrine. Public latrine cleaning
failed because people would not share responsibility of paying for worker.
Latrines are very unhygienic now. They are not cleaned.
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T:

when somebody asks you, you would naturally say that you would look after
things collectively. You also say that you would co operate well. But what
happened in the case of Public latrine? Public latrine was built. A person was
appointed to clean it too. But he went away that he was not paid. On the other
hand we are not able to clean it ourselves. It has practically become impossible.
Latrines are very unhygienic now. They are not clean. This was just an example.
He tries to say that we can’t do it in case of water as we could not do in case of
Public latrine.

M:

another example given to us was the Exnora waste management project.
The program failed because people would not share responsibility of
paying. The funds could not be collected from the community. Water
quality problems are simple and can be handled at HH level.
the Exnora waste management project also failed in the same way. They were
not paid properly and the responsibility was not shared properly when it is the
matter of money! It was stopped. These things makes him to conclude that the
water problem can be manages in house hold level as they are rather simple.

T:

M:
T:

M:

T:

M:

T:

People are more concerned with taking care of their own family nowadays
than improving the whole community now. House hold suits this.
human psychology is more self-centered these days. They are concerned about
their own family. They are not bothered to improve the whole community now. So
the house hold level is more suitable for this kind of attitude.
there is a talk going on that Mylai Balaji Nagar may become part of
Corporation of Chennai. This will shake up the responsibilities for any kind
of responsibility of the government and upset a community level system
that is operated or supported by the government. House hold may get
around this.
it is said that Mylai Balaji Nagar may become part of Corporation of Chennai.
This will shake up the responsibilities for any kind of responsibility of the
government and upset a community level system that is operated or supported
by the government. House hold would be better when the situation is like this.
There would not be any use. It would be a waste.
people also said that conflict may arise and people may argue over who
has to contribute money for capital and on-going operations as some
people are poor people and some people are wealthier in Mylai Balaji
Nagar. House hold may be better as each household is responsible for
paying for their own system.
it is said that conflict may arise about who has to pay money. Some can afford
and the others cannot afford. House hold may be better as each household is
responsible for paying for their own system. They would be ready for it too. Some
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people may ask for the account too. Someone may say that the person who
didn’t pay should not take water.
M:
T:

M:
T:

people also told that they fear that there could be risk of corruption of
money if it is collected for community. House hold may be better to avoid
this situation.
all of you may collect money and give it to a person. But there is no guarantee
that he is genuine to do the work and finish it properly. There is a fear that he
may run away with the money.
People would rather spend more money to get something right now, rather
than less money now to get something more later on. House hold is
suitable to this.
people want things to happen immediately even if they have to spend more
money. He feels that house hold is suitable to this.

R:
M:

T:

you have taken effort to bring bust stop electricity etc. There are no
examples noted of people undertaking a collective self-help effort to
provide a service. There is only protest to get government to do things.
House hold may be better in the case of no experience.
there are many examples in which you collectively protested against government
to get things done. But you could not bring water with a collective self help. There
is only protest to get government to do things. House hold may be better in the
case of no experience.

R:
M:
T:
M:
T:

People feel they can be more certain of their water quality if it is done at
house hold.
you may feel that you can be sure that the water is really purified and filtered and
that the quality is really good.
finally I would like to say that people feel that they have to walk quiet a
distance for one or 2 pots of water
they fell that walking a distance for water is an issue. They cannot walk all the
way to bring one or 2 pots of water.

R:
M:

T:

I just explained the advantages of house hold level treatment and the
disadvantages and issues regarding community level system. Have I left
anything? Do you have any other point to add? These were the points
expressed by you all.
he explained the advantages of house hold level treatment and the
disadvantages and issues regarding community level system. He wants you to
come out with more points if you have any.
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R:
M:

T:

R:(-)

R:

M:
R:
M:
R:
R:

OK. Now let us move on to the community level system. We also got some
reasons why community level system is better for Mylai Balaji Nagar
People want community level because then everyone in the community can
benefit.
all this time he was explaining about the disadvantages in the community level
system. But we can’t deny that there are some advantages in it too. People feel
that everyone in the community would be benefitted if there is a common
arrangement.
today even the poorest person in Mylai Balaji Nagar is using can water. They
gave some filters to few houses. They didn’t use it because they are not able to
clean it and smell is there in the water. Even doctors’ advice and recommend the
same.
we have to wait for days together for the next supply of water. In the mean time
the pipe is also broken. We cannot store water for a long time too. When health
is upset we go to doctor. He advises that can water can be used for better health.
Water becomes yellow. Worms are there. We feel that can water would be really
pure and they will not cheat us. It is a branded can.
when you buy can water…they fix a profit of 5 rupees per can. But house
hold level will not cost you much.
yes. Surely their profit is more. But we are not able to clean the candle. Smell is
there.
OK. - is saying that there is problem in house hold system. Let us see the
advantages of it.
there is medical smell in it. It is like germ killer. It is not that of chlorine. Water is
not tasty too.
when we came here there was no shop here. But now there are many shops and
we are able to buy them. Our earning capacity has increased. So we can afford.

M:

Bad water quality is a problem that everyone faces, so everyone will be
interested to work on it. Community level system may be able to build on
the shared nature of the problem. All can join and solve the problem and
share the benefits.
T:
the real problem in this Mylai Balaji Nagar is the bad quality of water. Something
should be done to purify it.
R:
if we use the water immediately there is no problem. But after 2 or 3 days it
smells.
R:
pipe is broken. Worms develop. Water gets mixed. Rice becomes yellow on
cooking.
Srini: (coordinator) keep the plastic buckets a little open.
M:

another problem is that…people fear that they will not be able to perform
the treatment procedure correctly at house hold, so it may be preferable to
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have someone who is trained at a community level of treating water for
everyone.
R:
M:

somebody also told me that working people do not have time to take on
additional HH tasks, so community level is more convenient.

M:

People have demonstrated a capability of organizing protests to get
services from the government for e.g. bus stand, water supply, water
quality, electricity supply and all. But there are no examples of people
providing the service by themselves, so this is of limited significance.

M:
Many people feel it is more convenient to simply buy water rather
than
doing so much work at home. - also expressed the
same feeling just now.
Even the taste is liked.
M:

People are working together in Self help groups, the Federation and the
Sangam. These are existing groups that can be used to support a COMM.
Also, there is self-help and self-organization emerging in Mylai Balaji Nagar
Sector 4 with the Youth Voluntary Association. This could also be used to
support community level system.

M:

TNSCB doesn’t anticipate that the community will be moved again. NOC
can be obtained by paying land taxes, so residence can be made more
secure. Public infrastructure for a community is possible. This encourages
you to invest more.

M:

NGOs may be able to support operation of a community level system.
World Vision could start a new project if application is made and accepted.

M:

Panchayat could take over and support the operation and maintenance of a
COMM. It will not do this for HH. However, there is no history of the
Panchayat cooperating with an NGO in this way.

M:

People respond collectively in the face of disaster like fire, flood, etc. the
pipe lines are laid for metro water. Ehen I enquired they say that it would
take at least five years to bring it. So you can arrange for a device for the
interim gap.

M:

I have got 22 points for supporting house hold level of treatment and 11
points for supporting community level system. So I would recommend
house hold level of water treatment. Is there anything I missed I that? You
can tell me if you have any point which I left.
we don’t have to do them at home. We have to hurry for the job. Why don’t you
set a plant to purify water and give us at the rate of 5 rupees?

R:
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R:

R:

R:
R:

the can water supply is prompt. It is tasty too. We cannot stand the very
appearance of the tap water. Snakes and frogs are there. We can’t use them
after seeing that. We can’t cook them. Whether it is 5000 rupees tank or 7000
rupees tank ...it is finished in a day.
we used to take leave to take water. We use this water only for bathing and
washing clothes. People would be ready to pay even 7 rupees per can because
the water would be protected well. They would maintain it somehow or other.
They would be ready to give even 10 rupees.
For people who are going for job, the community level system would be very
useful. Even if we come back by 11 PM the water would be there for me. If it is
house hold level, only the house would be benefited. It is selfishness.
when you compare it with the present 25 rupees per can - this 10 or 15 would be
very cheap. Even very poor people are able to afford it. You can give it for lesser
amount.
Panchayat and world vision planned to plant a device here. They have taken it to
Thoraippakkam. The tested the water in the research center. But our water is
more salty than sea water. So the machine itself would get spoiled. Panchayat
didn’t extend its cooperation too. World vision was ready. Panchayat wanted the
money to be given to them. World vision refused to do so. It was a failure at last.
They were ready to spend 20 lakhs

M:
R:

from what you are telling I understand that the metro water would be nice.
it would take at least 5 years to come. Till such time we would be buying water.

M:

from what we discussed you may please tell me which one is a better
method, House hold level or community level?
I repeatedly say that the community level I better.

R:
M:
R:

it was told that there would be issues regarding who has to maintain the
devise.
we will pay for that. The water would be cheaper than the can water. Even the
poor people think that they are ready to pay any amount for good water.
Maintenance would be done well if they are paid well. Their intention would be
maintenance an nothing else.

Srini: (coordinator) will people come and take part for maintenance?
R:

definitely they will not! All of them will not come forward even if they talk high
about it. No one will volunteer. If you go and call them 10 times they may come
forward in the 11th time. We can pay 2 rupees extra per can, so that the money
can be paid to the person who does the maintenance. Some of them would be
ready to give money but not the effort and cooperation.
Srini: (coordinator) will they be ready to give 10 rupees per person.
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R:

the commercial private water suppliers didn’t collect any money for investing!
You start a plant. We will buy.
R:
I am against the collection method. I dint want to pay for the festival of Hindu
god. But they compelled us to pay. We don’t like to pay when we are compelled.
We asked people to pay 500 rupees for the tank of 7000 liters. Ti really cost 1500
rupees. World vision gave us the can. Those who didn’t pay also take water from
it. Water would be empty in 2 days.
Srini: (coordinator) that is why he says the house hold level is better.
R:
world vision was ready to plant the device here.
Srini: (coordinator) the tender was passed. But the overhead tank was not built as they
could not meet the expenses. They say that the stones were broken and taken
from the common bus stop. No one knows who did it. The public won’t do such
things if they too pay.
R:
50,000 rupees were spent to build toilet. Each house was requested to pay 5
rupees. They didn’t pay. The person who worked here stopped coming.
M:
R:

what should be done to make it function?
we are using the tank. It is not a waste. Someone or the other takes water.

M:

in what way they would be benefitted? What sort of financial benefit would
be there for them?
a lorry of water costs 150 rupees today. They have to look after their income
within that.

R:
M:
R:
M:
R:
M:
R:
M:

R:

if the community level system is there money can be collected. The
responsibility should be handed over to someone. They can collect money
and look after the expenses.
the water is useful for everyone.
we cannot expect co operation from everyone. One person can take the
responsibility to collect money and look after maintenance.
yes. That can be done.
do you have any other point which I left? How can we make people get
involved in this? What should be done to make everyone cooperate? I
want to
that is all
thank you very much for your time today. I appreciate your co operation to
help my research. I have come to the conclusion that the hose hold level of
purifying is better for this Mylai Balaji Nagar. Even if it is used in the
houses individually it would be if someone like and NGO takes up the
responsibility. Is it so?
yes.
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R:

you do some help for us. The major problem of this area is water problem. You
make some arrangement. We will cooperate. There is place for building
overhead tank. You build a system there.

M:

R:

if is built in one sector will you be ready to pay for bringing water to your
sector?
They charge 2 rupees for the water brought from Pallikkaranai area. They come
in tricycle. They charge for what we get here
no. it is clean.

M:
R:

OK. Thank you everybody.
Thank you

R:
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Participants:
D - -, Officer at World Vision responsible for MBN (out-going)
I - Imran
S - Srini
Transcript:
I: So, can you tell me a bit about over the course of 15 years in MBN what kind of projects did
you work on?
D: MBN is a re-settlement area. there were .... in the city. the SCB asked us to ... they called all
the Chennai based NGOs to do that. So we started 1993 and full-fledged in 1996. So based on
that, at that time, what are the need? According to need we start that. That time we built this
centre, the gov't provide only the land. So they need a centre. So we provide thatches for 300
houses, families, then another need was children. so there were in the part of the city, they were
in the different schools, after they came here, so they were in the street and roaming, so the gov't
approach us to start the education realted program. So we started a daycare centre, irrespective of
age, first year. Then another NGO, New Life Development, started a school with the help of
World Vision, then we restricted our daycare centre to it.
<He answers a phone call at 2:27 - 2:44)
D: So based on that we started. Then Schools. we are not started school. With the help of other
NGOs, New Life. We provided school building, we build the school building.
I: This is the one in Sector 3?
D: New Life, yes, third sector. Then we started tuition centres for school-going children, then
slowly we started SHGs, then we post SHGs, then we started community-based organization,
women’s association. Then we used to have 12 projects. Health, education, economic
development, leadership, moral education, community facilities, then ..., then ...-based programs,
street children, then all ... likewise we had a program in our New Hope ADP. So based on that
we have started slowly programs... the major program is housing program. Twelve times in a
year, fire broke out. Because the land is allotted by the gov't, most of the families are not settled
there because of lack of basic amenities - water sanitation, EB connection, this an all, so they
stay back in same place or nearby places, like that. So only the huts is available, so in the hot
summer season, the fire easily cam. How it came, is social evils, some leaders, some goondas.
each will get Rs. 1000 then the fire broke out. So there are a few houses are not peopled, there
are few houses in which people are living, but those that are living are affected. But they are all
affected, only the huts are broken ,so they get the Rs. 1000. So I discussed with my Team
Leader, so why don't you start something for housing? Initially we started 100 houses, then 200,
we increased it. Later on, the prices is raised, the rate. So we collaborate with habitat. Then all
the programs did through CBO. So the amount we be repaid to CBO, not World Vision, the
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purpose is the another person will get the house or benefits. so through them also they gave more
than 100 houses.
I: Let me ask you about these community-based organizations. These were started by World
Vision, or did they emerge by themselves? Did people organize themselves?
D: This was started by World Vision.
I: Also, the women's SHGs, also started by World Vision?
D: Yea, this is purely started by World Vision. Later on its their own, they stand on their own.
I: They became independent later on?
D: Yes.
I: And then in the initial phases, they were helped along. I see.
<MARKER: 7:30>
I: In some of the previous interviews we had, one of the things that came up was a change, a
change in the level of community organization from the day it was first established to today.
Have you observed anything like this? Have you observed any change in how well the
community works together? Or doesn't work together?
D: Community or CBO?
I: Community, like people living there.
D: Yea, yea, yea. Yes. I am still seeing with my own eyes when I was there in the community as
well as people as well as infrastructures. There are a lot of changes I'm seeing. When we reached
only the huts were available. No single tree. So we provide so many trees, like... so now you can
see. Also there is no house, brick house, only thatch, now beginning to change with this aspect.
Now building with roof. So, this I'm seeing. And the children's education. Beginning they send
only to gov't school, now they are sending to matriculation schools, English-medium schools,
like that. So, road and all, but not much change. Very slowly. But others and all are building. But
people's mind also changed.
I: How?
D: So, the beginning they would sit and they would fight for everything because there were
pukka houses, they had good employment opportunities, good water, they had good water,
I: Before coming here?
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D: Yea, before coming here. Then they lost everything. So here they are fighting for everything.
Employment opportunity... but there is no bus stop. So they had a more than to times roadblock,
we also participated. Then we build bus shelter, then we approach MTBC, the transit MD. Then
one person from <Mylapore to here, so like that, changes. People at that time is outlooking also,
respect. And speaking to the people, so communication. And they are sending, they are after they
are joining the SHG, the are going to the bank, and living conditions improve, so children going
to school, friends are coming to house, so the house is improving, so like that lots of things. The
previous time, the crime rate is very high, now not much different, but there is a reduction.
S: In terms of community togetherness, how they live together, if there are some issues, how do
they respond to those issues? Whether there is cooperation among the community or is there, I
found in many places like this Sector clashes with the fourth sector, in terms of this, how is the
cooperation in the community, because we are working for some cooperation for the
development in the community. How do they respond to that?
D: Ah yea. I never had a fight between the sectors, they had a fight within the sectors and within
the relatives only. But not between. And also depends upon the issue, so the previous and all,
beginning they had so many groups. Because you know the slum, each street has a leader, each
slum has a leader, so there are different level of leaders. So at that time there was no proper
communication to the people. They want something to meet the need, so who ever says they
follow. At the beginning and all, I had a bitter experience. So, the fire and this and all came and
wherever it happened, two, three, four leaders, they're not leaders, they become the leaders. They
came and they will hut ... give only half of the portion like that. So, our World Vision, for me,
that is the obvious, the community is the obvious, so I went everything there is some time, after
one year, the people called look at us and they approached, so they distributed everything
directly, like bread, for the affected families. So one leader came and he fight with me. He used
whatever bad language. So he came with a stick and a knife. So he came and he said he will kill
you. So the people and all are saying. I am also new. After college education, I went for that. So
they came and the fighting. But I kept in mind, but my organization teaches, teach me, prayer, so
that whenever good things or bad things or anything...
<His phone rings again @ 14:55-15:20>
D: So that is the, I didn't sleep 2-3 months. one reason is the problem is the fire, every 10 days,
every 15 days, in a week 2-3 times, like that. Many times people fighted me, they don't know
who I am. So they thought that I am also gov't officer, so they will come and whatever they
want, the will explore, this and that, like that. And this incident is big turning point for this
community. I took it as a positive way. When he came with two tree persons I know he will not
kill me, but he wanted to, how you say that...
I: Scare you? Threaten you?
D: Yea. So he put the stick here, like this. The knife also. <gesturing to his own body where the
knife and stick were pointed>. Then all the people came and seen and no body anything no. So I
become a popular to the people. So our leader are went for this person to, so i become popular.
While he said this, 'this is the last day for you, you go, don't come tomorrow, if you come, i will
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beat you.' So then I went as usual I came I did my work. I have seen him also, he didn't tell
anything, so I work. But the people are saying I heard my ear, this all is going. Yesterday, only
that man going to kill you , like that. So I took it positive way, so I become popular to the
people. Then I thought I shared my managers and all, all my team, my team prayed for me, so
okay, like that, confident and everything. Then I took it everything as positive. Then I planned
ok, this is a thing, so we can do it. so we have a daycare centre, so i called the daycare centre
parents, i explained them about World Vision, I explained about community development and
everything. then I used to go to all houses. Whenever I got to daycare centre, I touch my
childrens. SO they will come and give hands, so I will give all the children. And also they will
come and touch me. And sometimes I get very heat, I mean very thing. The children will touch
me, and I will come down. The same way , the children when I touch them, the will be very
happy, 'sir! sir!' like that. That time only, pager, I used to wear here, that come and touch that.
Then we had tuition centres called tuition centre parents, likewise, I used to go to go around
house by house, I used to walk with the street, but my manager teach me, whenever you walk
you pray for that house. Whatever you see you pray for that house. So I pray.
<MARKER 19:55>
I: I want to follow up on a question, something you said earlier. You said when you first came
MBN you found people were very trusting, you found people had more trust in the beginning.
D: yes, yes.
I: But now you are saying now that has changed. Are you saying there is more or less trust now?
D: Trust? Now they are more trust.
I: Of yourself?
D: Yea.
I: Ok. How do they relate to one another? If they were going to work on something together,
could they do it better now? than they could before.
D: Yea... better now. Depends upon the program, depends upon the issue.
I: Ah ok. What issues? What is it about an issue that makes it successful?
D: So for example, they have recently a liquor shop there. Wine shop.
S: Second sector.
D: Yea, second sector. This is issue, they wanted to have a roadblock. But the liquor shop owner
already covered the leaders, with financially as well as liquor. They confused the particular
womens, those who are going to lead things. So, today, tomorrow, morning, or afternoon, so like
that. So one person came with 15 members, police man came and went. Another day another
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political party they put all the flags, but no body stand there. So one person is those who are
leading the gov't, that person, no no don't fight. Like that, they divided. But there is no proper
communication to everybody, so that is the negative, the learning. So if they need the patta,
everybody needs the patta, that's the original authority document for the land, now they are not
planning to... only, they are paying rent only, but the land belongs to gov't. If we say that, all will
come, because all are going to benefit. Like that.
I: I see. So if the benefits are shared, if its something that's needed by everybody, then everybody
will participate. I see. ok. Lemme ask you another question....
D: Let me finish that.
I: Ok.
D: So then I approach all the things for people came to us so we had so many things, so those
that fighted me, their children are studying in my tuition centre or daycare, so they used to call
me, sir come, this is my house, so i went and that man, ok sir ok sir, I forgot I don't call you like
that. Same thing, so many ladies scolded me. I didn't touch that leaders and all but I'm not against
them. I become with the people big thing. They are the same thing, so they become small, we
become big. So automatically they have to come to us, like that they came,. So they every time i
used to have a fight with, they will come and whatever they say like this, and the next day, i will
go and i have a good relation with the people. Almost all the families we have touched. Any
program, housing, tuition, daycare, SHG, women also, youth association, any one of the
program, the family benefits. So those that are older, I vote that they become a leader of the
SHGs. So they told us, World Vision is a good thing. they are coming for us.
I: So, building on this point, as you develop SHGs, CBOs, and did all these different kinds of
projects in MBN, what were some of the obstacles you encountered mobilizing people, some of
the difficulties you had... what were they?
<MARKER 25:45>
D: Yea, forming two groups. I took it one year to form just two group. And the next year, I
formed 20 groups.
I: Why was that?
D: Yea. two groups there are so many struggles. All the people they themselves say we are not
good people, each person is blaming others not themselves. Our womens are not like this. They
will not give money. They will not come for meeting. Then I gave so many trainings and this and
that, first you come. Don't worry about others. Like that they came and they joined. So few
people came, few people are middle, few people are behind, so the middle people, if it is good ,
we will join, otherwise we'll go back. And that people is ok, we'll see, what will happen, like
that. Then this people, function, meeting, and everything then it's become mandatory, you should
become one of the groups or one of the CBOs like that we come. At the same time, the gov't also
introduced the self-help groups. Before the gov't we started, because we are an int'l organization
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we had Bangladesh, so we started at that time. Then we re-arranged everything according to the
gov't needs.
<His phone rings again at 27:45-28:30>
D: Sorry.
I: No problem. I want to ask you a question that has to do with...
D: One of the major struggle are men.
I: Men?
D: Yea.
I: Why?
D: These women what, when, why they are going to do?
I: So, you're saying that men prevent women from participating?
D: Yea, like that. But indirectly are supporting. Those that are coming, those husbands are
supporting. If they are not coming, then those husbands are saying 'you and me friend, your wife
is going to attend the meeting, she is not good, she is going for in and around that way, take her
out back.' like that. Then next time I would cover this person going. So ok, both go. Then it
become a competition - which group is good? Your group or your group. So in the beginning we
set our strategy to that and everything.
I: Ok, so what were, what else, what other kinds of obstacles did you encounter?
D: Then gov't also once the put there, they not care about anything. If we approach Panchayat,
Panchayat says it is the gov't - Slum Clearance Board. If we go Slum Clearance Board, no, no
no! like that. I want to ask them, you say there is no review written, or you give written. So the
people went to them, they asked, so whenever they need, gov't need, that time they go and
everything like that, then they sat that, like that. So gov't also, after Mr. G.G. Paul, so when we
took that time was very good cooperation from the gov't. When they say the project is not yet
over, that project is started good they went back closed. So that is also another thing. And also
there is, in Chennai, we have so many NGOs, nobody came there. Very few came. But they came
with some objectives, whether we can do with the help of gov't funding, like that. So there is a
potential but no one. For example, you take it Kannagi Nagar, there are 200 NGOs are working
there! If we ask the NGO, each NGO say, I went there first! I was there before! I was... Okay,
what have you done? Nothing. Only for your record you are there. So here is the lack of NGOs
not came there. Two NGOs came, lack of funds they went back - New Life and Kuupa.
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I: In your experience in MBN, did you see any examples of people banding together to get some
kind of service for themselves, be it like waste management or lobbying the gov't to pave the
roads, or anything, did you observe examples like this?
<MARKER 32:34>
D: One is for the bus stop. Bus stop and (bice?).
I: So they lobbied the gov't to ask for...
D: yea. Another one is for the water. So previously, not at all they provided water. So they fight
and they got Syntex tank with water, they provided water, but not pure water. But anyway. That
work with the gov't.
I: So these are examples of the people petitioning or lobbying the gov't. Are there any examples
of people doing the service themselves?
D: That is for nearby houses in that, so they are helping with the money with the (inaudible) and
for... at the time, the houses are free. Somebody came with nothing, so they give one house, you
can stay there like that. Then each projects, our projects, they contributed 10% 15% like that.
Each and every projects. And the SHGs also, they are helping themselves for the things. Then we
gave so many things as assistance. That money came back to the groups and the CBOs the
helped so many people. Personally they are helping for sick persons, this person, and the took it
to the hospital, TB person was there, and they took care. Even HIV/AIDS person is there. Old
age person is there, they took it to the hospital, and the provide some foods and all like that.
I: So people support one another, when there are times of difficulty?
D: Yea, yea. But not that much. But they have their (inaudible)
I: OK, I want to ask you a question that follows up to one point you just mentioned. You
mentioned that people would contribute 10 15% of the cost of running a project. Do you think
that hypothetically if some NGO was going to build a water treatment system in the community,
that everyone would share, would people be willing to contribute some of the capital costs to this
thing?
D: Yea... definitely people contribution will come. So water is one of the need. Still not yet met.
So people will come and contribute. That is how we communicate and how we take it to the
people, that is also very important.
I: So I want to ask you the core question. The core question has to do with... there are two levels
you can have for the application of water treatment system, either people can treat their water in
the house, meaning boiling, filtering it, adding bleaching powder, alum - this is something they
do by themselves to make the water for their own family, and they bear the cost themselves. The
other alternative is to do it at the community level, so you have a shared facility, everyone pays a
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little money, everyone puts a little time and effort in to run this system. They share the work, but
they also get all of the benefit. Do you think a community level system is feasible in MBN?
D: Which system is feasible? Yea, that family level is a good one.
I: What are the reasons you feel that way?
D: But in future, the community level, the bigger one. The immediate level, is the family level.
What is the difference is, again, how it is we are going to take it. How is it going to help the
people. This project is definitely going to be helping to the people, people will go for it. But we
will have to face many things.
I: For example?
D: For example, the gov't itself! We say there is no (inaudible). They will say, yea, we are
providing water daily. See for example, that day the water this and that. They will say.... For that
reason, we provide Syntax tanks. So when the extra water comes and you store and use for some
other purpose. So Gov't is the challenge you are going to face. Community how you take it to the
community, depends. But it is a very needed work, you can go ahead.
S: So household level is very possible, for now. can you tell me some reasons why it is better
than community level?
D: yea, community level is since we got some knowledge we know the truth there, so the
community level is going to help. The people also think like that, than they will come forward.
So the families, they are very concerned about their own families. So this is a good thing. So we
can do it. If we boil your water, our children will be health, we will be health, like that. If it is
community, so they will be 'ohhh... nobody... who is going to come do?' like that they will think.
So many exploitation happened.
I: What do you mean exploitation?
D: Yea, the gov't says, and some few NGOs came. Their only purpose is... they will say
microfinance and this that. So their only purpose is paying interest.
I: Like a bank?
D: yea, so they will came and give money and get things then some times extra money, in
between people, so you have to take care of 10, then 10 repay, that is your responsibility, one is
not repay, then fight will be there. Another will not give, a fight will be. So their only motive is
the interest, not for the community, not for the family, not for the individual. So whatever we do,
World Vision thinks about building the family, not the house, the family, so family relationship.
I: When you say there's been exploitation, you mean that it prevents people, it makes people
want to stay in their house and take care of their own family first. Cos there's not some trust - is
this the issue?
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D: So if going for community level, you should have pukka cooperation from the community,
then only you can go ahead. Otherwise... you can take your time and explain everything.
I: So in conclusion, you think right now household is the best?
D: Ah yes, but personally I'm saying that community level is the best. As Balaji Nagar person
I’m saying, family. But as a NGO person, I’m saying community level is the best.
S: Do you have incidence of doing something with the community’s cooperation, and failing,
because by knowing MBN is saying household level is best. Do you have any examples saying
that why are you saying community level, do you have some experiences?
D: Yea you are going to community level nah, who are the partners? so that is depends. Who is
going to take responsibility. So who is going to go do. Even now you are doing research. You
are, you have, IIT have power. So there is no help for the people, so they are looking you. so
they are coming for 2 years, so nothing happened. People is thinking like that. So they want to do
something. And also whatever you are doing you have to tell the people, so we are doing this and
this, it will take time, this time that time. So you are approaching very few people and they are
not, they are closing. Usually people will not explore good things. Sometimes they want, if the
benefit for her, they will tell if it is not going to benefit anything, they will tell. For example, if I
give so many schemes on the meeting, they will not tell everybody. It depends on the individual
persons. Is there any person to help, that particular person they should listen to get to the ... like
that. You are doing it, yes, you have to tell everything to the whole community so they can be
aware. This is my suggestion. Whatever you are going to do, we will cooperate, whether we are
working there or not. So I will cooperate. Because that is my lab, that is my heart, so I can help,
and also I can help instruct my people to cooperate.
I: Wonderful. Thank you vey much for all your time today. Thank you for sharing all your
experience as well. But you’ll be working in the Saidapet area, but you're staying in this office,
not shifting, yea? So we'll be in touch, and we'll let you know about the April meeting, if you
would come it would be great. thank you.
D: Thank you.
<RECORDING ENDS 45:42>
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Upto 2 mins: introduction about yourself and the objective of this meeting. Explained the ethical
guidelines.
Q: what are the projects she has been involved with?
2 mins – 4:02 mins
Initially we have involved with world vision under ADP project, we joined self help group
(SHG) and involved in various activities through SHG. Then with Cupa (spelling not clear) is
another organization worked with us, they have constructed permanent shelters under 20 years
loan scheme and then we worked with Exnora and collected the garbage from mylai balaji nagar.

Later Pallikaranai Panchayat selected us for the solid waste management project. Under which
we collected the garbage from balaji nagar as well as in and around pallikaranai. In which we
segregated the garbage into bio - degradable and non bio-degradable. We constructed decompose
shelter at Panchayat then we left it to the exnora training. Since, we did not have cooperation as
well as good relationship with the Panchayat.

I am still working with exnora. Exnora is not working in balaji nagar now. Since, there is no
cooperation from the community people. In the initial phase, they were planting trees across the
community and done solid waste management activities.

File No WS400037
0mins – 1:06 mins
Shown some of the photographs of the project activities and documentations.
Q : Still the project functioning?
Yes, project is still functioning in NIOT near pallikaranai. It is not functioning in balaji nagar
because of poor cooperation from the people. People are not even contributed to support the staff
salary.
1:06 mins – 3: 50 mins
Shown pictures with Mr. Srinivasan and Mr. balaji from exnora. They have distributed garbage
collecting tri-cycle in saratha school located at T nagar.
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Exnora planted trees in school located at sector 2. I have put decompose shed in sector 2 near
councilor house. But it is taken off now because there was no cooperation from people as well as
from the councilor. This was done in collaboration with government and exnora international.

3: 51 mins – 6:15 mins

Q: why were they not cooperated?
Income generation out of this solid waste management is very important whereas in balaji nagar
there was no income. Panchayat has done nothing to support this and even people are not
contributed anything.
We wanted to collect the small contribution from every household to support our workers. We
used to collect garbage from door to door. But people refused to pay even the small contribution
stating that we are not putting any garbage here, we are dumping somewhere not here and so on.
I will quote an example, suppose a water pipe line was broken and somebody comes to repair it,
atleast we should pay him some or at least we should render tea. So that he will be happy to work
on it. As the same we should give some money to people who take care of this project.

6: 25 mins – 7: 44 mins
I left ADP project of word vision because they provided subsidized loan only to scheduled caste
SHG not to muslim and backward class community group. So I left the ADP project along with 4
SHGs. I also asked for subsidized loan for the backward community as well as to mulim SHGs.
But they refused to do it so.

7: 45 mins – 11: 40 mins
Now I’m taking care of the community hospital running by St. John’s Ambulance. So I did not
want to take many responsibilities. So I’m just only taking care of this hospital. I am the in
charge for this hospital.
Q: what do you d?
I will clean the hospital; take care of the hospital premises and the medicines. I will be having
the key. I will assist the doctor.
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Q: How long do you involved in this?
I am in this hospital for 10 years. The newly built hospital in sector is running for past 3 years
and before this hospital was built. This was running in model house constructed by government
in sector2. Then for a period of one year it was running in my house, here in the same premises.

I was able to meet many people to raise funds to construct this hospital. Social work students
from stella maris helped us a lot. Mr. Mathews only brought this stella maris students here.
Along with this stella maris students we used to visit Rekha’s hospital to help us in setting up of
this hospital. There were doctors from rekha hospital used to visit this place before construction
of this hospital.

11:41mins – 13:04mins
Mr. Francis who worked here also conducted entrepreneurship training such as tailoring training
and I asked him not to give them a loan and knock their doors. So he has distributed 35 tailoring
machines to households and they are benefited out of this. Now I am just looking after this
hospital.

13:05mins – 14: 40mins

Q: you know many projects running in mylai balaji nagar. Are there any examples people
working together?
Yes, there are several projects with people working together. Even ADP project is also the best
example of people working together. In ADP they formed Self Help Groups and they conducted
several programs. They have conducted many awareness program and they only developed us to
be bold and brave to come out of home and ask for our needs. Through ADP projects they have
conducted many entrepreneurship trainings and with the initiative of this project they constructed
permanent houses. ADP was working for 15 years.

14:41 mins – 16:19 mins
Q: is ADP helped people to work together?
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Yes, ADP has 42 self help groups and even in the last week they observed international women’s
day. I became aged so I was not involved in many projects and I asked some other to take
responsibility. Now I am taking care of the hospital. Hospital is running on 3 days in a week. It
functions on evenings in Tuesday and Thursday and on the morning in Sundays. That’s why I am
not able to be involved in ADP projects.

16:20 mins – 19: 40mins
Q: wanted to discuss about important aspect on water system. Whether community level or
household level system would be appreciated?
As you told about exnora project, people did not want to pay to run the project. Do you think
people would contribute some money to maintain community level system or do they wanted to
take care at household level?
Yes, people can contribute money and also they can cooperate to run the system at community
level. Put it needs cooperation from Panchayat at least cooperation from local ward member. So
that it will encourage people to cooperate. Whereas, Panchayat here is not cooperating for any of
the projects.

19:41mins – 21: 30 mins

Q: Do you think if Panchayat cooperates, it is possible?
Yes, if Panchayat cooperates it will be possible. In balaji nagar, slum clearance board
constructed public toilets. Initially ADP helped in running the public toilets then they left to
people to take care of it. Now the condition of public toilet is so worse in all the sectors. If
Panchayat take initiative to cooperate to run the public toilets then people can take care of it. In
our original settlement, everyone had their personal toilets whereas here we are really running
short of infrastructure. We need Panchayat support.

21:31mins – 24:06mins
Q: Do people take initiative to clean it or they do not?
People are not taking any initiative for a common cause. People attitude becoming like taking
loans and repaying loans from SHGs. Even ADP also does the same. From the beginning I
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always have a tendency to work for the people. Even now I can take initiative to look after the
public toilets but Panchayat is not doing anything to support us. People are wanted to take care of
their own self.
Initially if we have any issue, we used to go to slum clearance board along with the field worker
and ask our needs. But now slum clearance board told us that we should approach Panchayat.
But Panchayat refusing us service saying that we are not paying any taxes to the government.

24:07mins – 30:43mins
Q: in a given condition, does community level system is possible?
It is possible but leaders should cooperate. In ADP there are 42 SHGs; leaders should cooperate
to make it possible. They should not think of benefits always. Initially Mr. Darwin took initiative
but nowadays it becomes hard to see him in the community. Even ADP has left saying that their
projects are over.
In this community, you can always see the electricity problem. There will be power shutdown
frequently because of some faults in the line. But nobody takes initiative to look after this.

Q: whom do you refer as leaders?
Leaders are the Self Help Group leaders and people from ADP. Now they started federations.
The federation leaders also included. Because they are giving loan to so many people and they
can bring them together. For example, I am taking care of hospital and I took many initiatives in
approaching people to bring resources to the hospital.
Even if we are taking care of the latrine, it brings revenue. If we are collecting 50 paise also it
will create revenue.
The ADP project only allotted people to receive loans and collect the money back. But they did
not given any responsibility to individuals to take care of the community resources.
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0 min – 2:40mins

There are examples that people worked together for joint action. There was one such event that
there is a garbage dumping site next to sector 1, they used to dump the garbage even outside the
site and along the road side which was a big threat. Then we did a road blocking along with the
cooperation of exnora international. Then they stopped it.
Initially people were together for joint action. Now they are focusing on individual satisfaction.
In the beginning ADP focused on community building but now they just turned as giving loans
alone.
Imran: thank you so much to participate in this interview. This is what we wanted to ask you.
2:46 mins – 9:00 mins

People are not cooperated well so I employed 10 people at NIOT and left it with them. I have
employed so many elders in this project. They did not want elders to work but I lobbied with
them and employed elders. Now they are earning rs. 7000 per month. They are not been cared by
their own children.
I am eagerly looking forward for the next government; I am expecting the forth coming
government may help this project further.
If you wanted to do something for us please do something for this waste management project.
The councilor in this place is not cooperative and she is not taking any initiative to run this
project.
People asked me to take leadership but I did not want to take leadership. If I become a leader I
cannot put a question to others and I will be under somebody’s control.
In ADP they have given me the responsibility of taking care of this hospital, I have developed it
to my caliber. But people in SHG become concentrated on money and loan.
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9:01 mins – 10: 58 mins
In ADP they allotted 2.50 lakhs loans in which 1.25 was subsidy and 1.25 lakh is loan. There
were two groups. One group is scheduled caste and another group is backward class. They said
subsidized loan is for SC and not for BC. So I did not sign it and I left the group.
Then I joined in exnora training and we have constructed a decompose unit in NIOT.
Imran: yes we will pass this to world vision and also we will talk to soroptomist on this waste
management.

10:59 mins – 15:30 mins

When you talk to world vision please mention about the latrine facility. Ask them to take some
initiative. They also placed 3 tanks worth of Rs. 50000 but no use without water facility.
ADP should give responsibility to a suitable person not to anyone.
Here water comes once in 15 days even sometimes once in 30 days. People who are wealthier are
able to store in tank and sump. But poor people will suffer a lot.
In hospital we are rendering services to the poor and doctor here is so generous in helping
people.

When balaji nagar resettled here, it looked like a desert. There was nothing in balaji nagar. Slum
clearance board used to provide water in a truck. We struggled a lot here.

15:31 mins – 17:53 mins
There are people used to ask me. You are a muslim but why did you give a place to a chritians. I
used to tell them everyone is equal.
There are tribals from Andhra lives nearby, we can give them the responsibility to take care of
the latrine.
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tasks part way through)
Summary:
Q: Can you tell us about the work of WV in MBN over its history?
World Vision (WV) began to work in Mylai Balaji Nagar (MBN) in 1996. Its first task it
undertook was the creation of crèches for childcare in each of the four sectors. In 1998, WV
started a sangam (a community-based organization) in MBN, from which self-help groups
(SHGs) were spawned.
1998 was a trying year in MBN. There were some 10 fires in the community in 1998 as the
primary housing there at that time were hutments which were very risky for fires. There was a
big one in which one old woman and one child who used to attended the crèche lost their lives
and “thousands” of huts were destroyed. This was the context into which the SHGs grew in order
to help the community get back on its feet.

WV bought housing materials worth Rs. 10, 000 including sand, bricks, cement, etc. and made it
available to people in MBN so they could rebuild their homes. After this, WV also initiated noon
meals in the crèches, offered night classes and after-school programmes to offer kids
opportunities in the evenings, and also set up a hospital with a doctor in the community initially
(which is now run by St. John’s Ambulance).

Q: What are the activities that SHGs are involved in at MBN?
The SHGs were started in 1998 and today there are some 50 groups active in MBN. They are
mostly involved in offering small loans to their members. In 2000, a Federation of SHGs was
started that helps SHGs to better link to banks. The Federation was also linked to the government
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of the District of Kancheepuram. The Federation was made up by brining 2 members from each
SHG to about 12 members or so, who then all join together and form a Federation. It is very
common practice for SHGs in many communities.

SHGs have also been the entry-point into MBN for other activities initiated by WV. WV has
facilitated the installation of 5000 L water tanks in each sector, which are managed by SHGs.
Each tank costs Rs. 20,000, of which WV contributed half as a subsidy. The remaining Rs.
10,000 for each tank was paid for by a SHG, that then was responsible for maintaining it and
then collecting payment for water disbursed, in order to recover their investment. Chennai Metro
Water lorries come to MBN and sell their 5000 L cargo for Rs. 600 to the SHGs who fill the
tanks with this water, and then over the course of the next while sell relatively clean water to
households at Rs. 2 per 15 to 20 L container. This has the benefit of extending the availability of
water in MBN for when the taps are not turned on for some time, and also providing an
ostensibly better source of water than that which comes out of the taps. Private households in
MBN who have sumps or other forms of bulk water storage also purchase water in the same way
and sell it Rs. 2.50 or 3.00 per 15 to 20 L pot (the pots vary in size, but are typically around 15 L
according to Srini).

At the given rates – the SHG sells 5000 L of water purchased at Rs. 600 at Rs. 2 per 15 L pot –
they earn Rs. 666.67, which is a Rs. 66 profit from their initial investment of Rs. 600. If it is sold
at Rs. 2.50 or Rs. 3 per 15 L, as private households with sumps do, they make a Rs. 833 and Rs.
1000 respectively. These are profitable margins of Rs. 233 and Rs. 400 respectively. It seems
selling the water at around Rs. 2.5 per 15 L is highly profitable – hence the SHGs offer a more
accessible alternative for extra water supply than private actors.

Since water is one of the primary problems at MBN, the SHGs have had a big role in trying to
improve this situation. WV requests that we also do some more works to improve this situation.
WV says the water quality is so bad here that a snake even came out of the public tap recently!

SHGs have also been involved in trying to manage and improve the sanitation facilities at MBN
(i.e. the public latrines that were initially built by the TNSCB). They were trying to organize a
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sustainable latrine cleaning initiative but it has ultimately failed. They asked households to
provide Rs. 10 per month to hire an attendant (from outside of the community) who would come
and regularly clean the public latrines, but this effort failed.

Q: Why did the latrine-cleaning effort fail?
- can’t say ultimately what led to the failure of the programme, but she suggests that it was poor
cooperation from people that contributed to its downfall. WV also offered small loans to
households in MBN to construct their own toilets, but this programme had low enrolment
(suggesting that people are not interested in sanitation investments). WV also tried to hire
volunteers from MBN itself who use the toilets themselves as cleaning staff under the auspices
of WV, but this too failed in the end.

The cleaner’s wage was Rs. 900 per month and there was one cleaner per sector. This was
initially paid for by WV fully. Later on, WV tried to involve local beneficiaries to contribute at
first Rs. 5 per month, and then later on Rs. 10 (to make the cleaning programme sustainable).
However, this effort ultimately failed because local beneficiaries didn’t want to pay for the
latrines to be cleaned regularly and refused to take on the financial burden from WV.

Q: What did people in MBN say when asked for Rs. 10/mo. to pay for the cleaning? And
what was the timeline of this affair?
In 1997, when the programme was started, people were very enthusiastic. All households were
paying a part of the fee (initially Rs. 5), and along with the support of WV, they were hiring
cleaners and keeping the latrines in good condition. It ran for some time, and then around
2005/6, the people who were collecting the money from all of the households and then paying
the cleaners may have started to skim some of the money, as money was going missing. People
stopped paying and the programme began to fall apart.

WV had also spent some Rs. 2 lakh to place overhead water tanks on the public latrines, drill
boreholes, install motorized pumps to move water to the tanks and have it available for washing
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and cleaning in the public latrines. Around the time that the cleaning programme began to fall
apart, the motors were stolen from the pumps. The community’s response to this was mixed at
this point. WV attempted to mobilize women in the community to approach the police to file a
report and they were ready to do this WV says, but WV claims that the menfolk were not
supportive of this and prevented this from happening. At a loss, WV then approached the
Panchayat to take over the responsibility of managing and cleaning the latrines, as WV would
have to be leaving shortly anyway at the end of their ADP (Area Development Program). The
Panchayat accepted the responsibility, but then did not do anything.

Thus, since 2005/6, the latrines have been in a very unhygienic and unclean condition. There has
been no regular cleaning and there is quite a bit of material that creates risk of waterborne
disease. Also the tanks are no longer able to pump groundwater as the pumps were stolen, so
there is no water available there for washing and cleaning (instead now, you see people carrying
their own water with in a 5 L pail as they go to visit the loo). From 2007 onwards it has been
consistently in the worst shape. When people get totally desperate and disgusted with the
condition, they will attempt to collect money from their neighbours in the sector and pay
someone to clean it on a one-off basis.

Q: What are other works that WV has done or that they are planning for the near future?
WV has largely stopped giving out money for skills development training and other activities
such as this and is now asking debtors to repay to the Sangam, so that it can carry on work in
MBN. WV is at the end of its 15-year ADP at MBN and looking to transition out now.

WV also looked into a RO plant as a community-level water treatment system at MBN to utilize
the GW and augment the supply. They drilled several boreholes and sent it for testing at PWD
(near to the IIT). The analyses indicated that the water is way too saline to be effectively treated
at this location. The reports are no longer here at the WV office at MBN, but at the office at
Purasaiwalkam. The boreholes they drilled have also been unutilized as the water is too brackish
for people to use directly.
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Q: So, based on your experience with WV’s activities at MBN, do you think household or
community-level would be most feasible at MBN?
With household-level systems (HH), people will maintain their own systems and use it correctly.

On the other hand, with community-level systems (COMM), there will inevitably be competition
and conflict between people to pass on the responsibilities of its collective management and
operations to others. In fact, there is an example of the failure of such a COMM system in a
similar kind of community nearby. The RO plant that was investigated for implementation at
MBN but was ultimately not built because of unacceptable GW quality was ultimately installed
at another slum in Kannagi Nagar, Thuraipakkam. It failed there because it was given to the
community, but the people were not involved enough, so it fell apart eventually. Kannagi Nagar
is a similar kind of slum resettlement place as MBN is. More than 12 to 15 slums were resettled
at the same place. There are multi-storey buildings there built by the TNSCB. Srini indicates that
an NGO called Monfort Community Development Society working there and he can connect me
with the coordinator, one Mr. Arul.

Q: Given the experience with the latrine cleaning programme, do you think people would
contribute money to the collective construction of a community-level water treatment
system?
It is difficult to envisage that people will contribute funds. In the case of water, people are
willing to immediately pay Rs. 20 to get a bottle of water (20 L), but they would not be willing to
put money into a collective project for good water, even if the returns would be better eventually.

Q: If WV was to do a water treatment project in MBN, which way would it go: household
or community-level?
Initially WV has always had the preference to do community-level interventions, even with
challenges. But with many bad experiences, this is changing. WV are increasingly focusing on
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household-level initiatives after these failures. For instance, WV is shortly going to be
distributing 500 L tanks for each household in MBN.

Again, at the HH-level, people will take care of the good. And they can also control the quantity
of water they have and manage its consumption wisely according to the home’s needs. At the
COMM-level, WV anticipates conflict over responsibilities that would ultimately derail the
effort.
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Participant:
- – President, Mylai Balaji Voluntary Association
Also present:
Siva – translator
Mani – guide
Imran - researcher





MBN has 2500 families, and 6000 people
THE ASSOCIATION HAS BEEN FORMED only 6 months back
o Arose organically as a reaction to the total inaction of the government to
provide these basic services with any semblance of quality after all these
years, to make up for the lack of responsibility in the Councillors
o There are 25 members of the Association, 3 per street in Sector 4
o All are male
o Structure is: President > Vice-President > 3 Secretaries + 2 Treasurers >
General Members – 3 representatives from each street
MANY REASONS for forming the Voluntary Association in MBN:
1. Water Supply
 Gov’t is not providing water or sanitation services in any meaningful way
here
o One of the biggest issues is insufficient water supply
 10-12 days waiting between having the public water supply
come on
o They also do not repair leakages/breakages in the pipelines due to
the roadside construction (ironically, for the water main to go past
MBN)
 Much water is wasted, made worse by the fact that there is
such water scarcity here
 - says that the government often promises, but doesn’t ever do
o They placed some 40 large Syntex water tanks across all the
sectors, but no water was ever given! (beyond the intermittent, low
volume supply of tap water)
2. Electricity supply situation:
 3 transformers in MBN  supply is not good (one of the transformers
went out with a loud ‘BANG!’ in the midst of this very conversation,
knocking out power in the sector)
 Only streetlight connections and three transformers were installed by the
gov’t  these are the only source of power
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Streetlights were seen as the most basic necessity as it was the
edge of the city, a vacant field, with nothing in it, so the gov’t at
least gave streetlights…
No connections for any households officially
 All households connect illegally to the streetlight circuits to access
electricity
In 2006-7, the Ward Member in MBN, Jayaprakash, collected Rs. 500
from 300 households in Sector 2 in order to get their papers processed so
they could get official electrical connections  but no connections came. seems to be suggesting there was something very irregular going on here.
Panchayat is now saying to residents that if they want an official
electricity connection they have to obtain a NOC (No Objection
Certificate) from the TNSCB  the TNSCB says they will not issue a
NOC as they say that the MBN project/file is now closed (and their efforts
are now at Chamenjeri)
 (How Kafkaesque!)
 - says that one reason they may not want to give an NOC is so
there is no permanence given to their residency there
 - feels that even if residents were somehow able to obtain an NOC,
the Panchayat would not accept it to connect the power and
legitimize a permanent claim to that land  he alleges that the
Panchayat is trying its utmost to keep the people at MBN informal
so that they can be moved again whenever the gov’t decides







3. Sanitation situation
 Toilet blocks have been built but are very poorly maintained  hygiene
issues make them difficult to use and people are forced to find alternatives


IN RESPONSE to these gaps, -’s association has undertaken the following
activities. These are supported by the Association collecting a voluntary fee of Rs.
20 per month from each of the households in Sector 4.
1. Water Supply Improvements
 Association pays Rs. 1500 – 2000 to have a Chennai Metro Water lorry
come to the Sector 4 and fill the 4 tanks stationed here (5000 L each)
 The Association then sells this water for ~Rs. 2 per 12-15 L pot to
households who want more water
 Every 2 days they are able to call the tanker to augment the
inadequate supply that comes on every 12-15 days in the public
taps
 Association has paid Rs. 1000 to fix up each of the tanks (i.e. taps,
leaks, etc.)
2. Electricity Improvements
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When there is a power outage caused by some local wiring or technical
problem, the Association calls someone from the EB (Electricity Board) to
come fix it
Also help people make connections to the streetlight circuits for household
power supply

3. Sanitation Improvements
 Hire someone to come and keep the toilets clean


ON THEIR RE-SETTLEMENT and current legal status at MBN:
o When they were shifted they were given a lorry ride to move their things
and their families and just Rs. 1000 to get by; they were dropped off in a
vacant field at the edge of the city
o Residents are not paying land taxes at all since the beginning
 The original “deal” of the re-settlement was that residents at MBN
would pay at least Rs. 200/mo. until they reached a total of Rs.
11,000 (could retire the debt faster if they wanted), and then they
would have full title to their plot
 But the residents could not afford to do this as after they were
forcibly re-settled they lost all sources of employment income
from their previous location at Mylapore
• Many households were involved in retailing, driving, cyclerickshaws, cleaning in the old Mylapore neighbourhood
• They couldn’t get transport back to these old work places
as at that time there was no bus-stand at MBN, and had to
walk 3 km to Vijay Nagar to catch a bus  so they lost
their only source of income!!
• The households obviously had no money to pay the land
fees in the beginning; in fact, - says in those early days
there wasn’t enough money to feed the children
• Moreover, they had to walk kilometres to get water at
Pallikarnai cos there was not even the tap water system
there then; no educational facilities for kids – nothing
• Development has only really accelerated in the community
in the past three years says o - tells us though he had a house and basic services at Mylapore (albeit
informal encroachment as much of that displaced was), his ‘allotment
paper’ (which he showed to us, and of which I have photographs)
indicates that he was a street-dweller, and should be rehabilitated
accordingly
 The language of ‘allotment’ is important as it is clearly not patta
• the people still have no legal right to the land, they have
just been given permission by the owner – the gov’t – to
use it for the time being
• this can be withdrawn at any time should the gov’t decide
to seize the land for development purposes, setting off
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another cycle of displacement for the people of MBN (says he had been moved before from several places before
Mylapore)
o - feels that there is no security for their land  software companies
coming up to the south, to the west the plots in the wetland that measure
2400 sq. ft. (“1 ground”) are valued at 40-50 lakh each
 “And in the middle of all this is a slum”
 The value of the land at MBN is going up and up  this land is
becoming extremely valuable and possibly lucrative for the gov’t
so - fears they may be displaced again
 Again, the issue of allotment is important as it means that residents
may live there but they do not have the legal right to sell the land
at the market price to other private actors
• (If they gov’t is going to ‘buy’ it back (if they pay anything
at all should they decide to seize the land) they will
severely undervalue it (<50%) says Siva)
• The plots in MBN are 370 sq. ft., there are some 300
households in Sector 4 totalling some 46250 sq. ft. (i.e.
some 10 crore of value at surrounding land values!)
o - says that according to a law that the previous DMK gov’t passed people
should get patta after 10 years of residence at a place
 However, they’ve been there for 16 years and nothing has
happened
 Other places that were informal have been formalized this way
 - is in fact a DMK “ward member” in the “party alliance” (i.e. a
grassroots worker for the party)
• Some twenty petitions and letters have gone to the
Collector, to the Deputy CM (formerly Stalin) to get patta
through this law (even 5 to the “CM cell” which typically
responds strongly within 24 hours)  but all to no avail
o Some people are trying to pay it now in order to regularize their land
tenure, but it seems the gov’t is not cooperating according to  TNSCB and Panchayat are both shifting the responsibility to the
other and making it very difficult and unclear to residents on how
to regularize themselves or access basic services
 - went to meet the head of TNSCB, Mr. Abuji Sharma, recently
and was told that with interest accumulated, the residents owe Rs.
50,000 (instead of the Rs. 11,000 it was originally) to reach the
target and normalize their plots
 - says many residents are ready to pay this even now (there has
been a lot of economic development in the community, and
they’ve really come up in recent years)  but the Panchayat and
the TNSCB are not ready to accept the payment he claims
• - feels that gov’t won’t accept the back-taxes as it would
legitimize residents’ claims to their plots and normalize
their tenure;
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•



He feels that the gov’t is trying to keep them on an informal
basis so that they can be moved again whenever they
decide to use the land for other purposes

ON HH vs. COMM:
o About 10% of people in the Sector are not able to purchase bottled water
(Neela brand available locally, manufactured at a plant nearby)
o - feels that people are far more ready to purchase bottled water rather than
use a WTU at the household level
 People have little time being day labourers to use the WTU at the
home  convenience is a major preference
 Also the cost and taste are an issue  it would have to be
substantially cheaper and taste on par with bottled water to justify
treating water at home
o Collecting bottled water from a COMM system may be a viable
alternative
 There is a Rs. 5 mark-up from the manufacturer to the store, which
if eliminated by a COMM system could yield a cost-saving
 Though the distribution network for existing bottled water is quite
good  every little corner store has bottles on hand for sale and
the manufacturer regularly comes to replenish the stock
o - feels the menfolk are ready to organize and work together for a COMM
system were that pursued, at least those men involved in the Association
 he suggests that such an undertaking would fit well and work well
through the Association
o He does acknowledge that prior to the start of the Association, there was
no history of collective action for providing basic services for themselves
in MBN
 The only case of people contributing collectively were festivals
when each house would contribute Rs. 100 and all would join
together to celebrate
 There were some cases of political organizing however, one that he
mentions is the effort to have the Wine Shop removed from MBN
(Sector 2)
• This effort failed cos for political reasons  the owner of
the Wine Shop was well-connected and scuttled their
efforts by keeping the authorities on his own side (I heard
AIADMK mentioned, but not clear)
• Also, spouses of drinkers preferred that the Wine Shop
remain in MBN ironically
o Otherwise, the men had to travel to either Vijay
Nagar or somewhere to the south (Tambaram?) to
the closest Wine Shop  pay for travel both ways
o They would go to these other places and there
would be fights and violence, drinkers passing out
on the streets far from home
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o Hence, the wives of drinkers preferred that at least
the drinkers were still in the community and could
stumble home instead of being lost somewhere else
o Of course the drinkers too preferred having the
Wine Shop close by and resisted efforts to have it
closed


FINALLY, - REQUESTS ASSISTANCE in improving the solid waste
management situation in Sector 4
o Specifically, requesting funds to purchase materials to build 6 waste
collection boxes
o 4 x 8 ft boxes require each:
 75 hollow bricks x 26 Rs./ea = 1950 Rs.
 4 bags cement x 280 Rs./ea. = Rs. 1120
 ¼ lorry sand (1 unit) = 4300 Rs.
 Total = 6370
 For 6 units = 30-35,000 RS.
 Association will provide labour
 - has contacts with the Panchayat to increase the once-in-three
month garbage truck to once-in-a-month from the new dump sites
 This is a necessary intervention to prevent dumping in the canal
which leads to serious water stagnation problems and vermin
during the rainy season
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Do you remember any incident where the acquaintance here joined
together and worked together ….cumulatively…for some cause here in this
area? What for you joined and worked together?
yes. We …who worked here ….all joined to form Mother Teresa women’s
progress (improvement?) association. World Vision of India invited us to join as
members. I got loan from 10 to 25 thousand each and built houses here. The
houses had thatched roofs here. They caught fire and burnt. People joined
together. They belonged to 250 houses. They trusted me and gave 38 lakhs of
rupees to build houses. Then we told them that we didn’t have hospitals. There
was one doctor Beulah. She used to come only twice a week. There was
another organization called as YWAM. There was one more association called as
Grace Founders (this was interpreted as Christ foundation by Srinivasan. -’s
pronunciation is likely to be wrong). They all helped to some extent. They
came here 3 times a week. There was no facility of doctors here at that time.
They used to come and sit here. They used to give tablets and medicine. There
were no doctors to give immediate attention here at that time.
do you have to pay beck the sun given for constructing the house?

R:

we have to return 50% of it, it was subsidized…there are some helpless senior
citizens here who were abandoned by sons and daughters in law. We provided
lunch for 35 elderly people (Mid day meal) every noon.
I:
does it happen even now?
R:
no. it is not going on now. It was stopped.
I:
how long did it happen?
R:
we provided around 8 to 9 years
I:
who supported it?
R:
it was supported by World Vision.
(This scheme was interpreted as ‘day care center’ for elderly people)
M:
can you tell me something about the time when people living in Balaji
Nagar itself worked together? Did NGOs make them unite together?
R:
once we tried. Before it could run in full swing the ‘small savings scheme’ (this
was interpreted as self improvement groups) was developed. So people
spitted among many groups. Then 20 ladies /women were given training by the
‘Palllikkaranai municipality/panchayath’ on preparing compost fertilizers using bio
degradable and non degradable garbage.
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M:
R:

who gave the training?
the ‘Palllikkaranai municipality/panchayath’ gave training

M:

were you given training? Was the self help group given training? What sort
of training did you take?
we prepared compost fertilizers. We supplied them to many places. We have
given to IIT too. One Srinivasan from IIT came here to collect them

R:
M:
R:

What sort of training were you given? What did you do with the garbage?
we have to collect degradable garbage and dump them in a tub, we have to
make them into natural compost; natural fertilizer. We sold the non degradable
garbage in particular shops. They have fixed rates for each item. We have to
separate them first.

M:
R:

Oh…did you!
among them we used to separate coconut shell, peel of orange, lemon and
sweet lime to dry them and grind with a thing called shikai kai. It is used to wash
hair in India. It was tested in laboratories and they said it is good. It cools down
the head. We sold the shikai kai powered.

M:
R:

when did this training happen?
it was given in 2004. We stated doing it. It prolonged till 2007. Government
provided an amount of Rupees 3 lakhs and 20 thousand. But the ‘group’ neither
showed us the account nor paid any salary for the same! So we left the job.

M:
R:

were you supposed to be paid?
yes. They should have given but they didn’t. We were even asked to open a bank
account. They didn’t credit any amount except rupees 20 per house. We were
not able to run the show. Even that was irregular. For such jobs one should be
paid at least 5 or 6 thousands for the then cost of living. The panchayath didn’t
pay even 10 paisa (penny) for us for collecting the garbage We collected money
from the residents of the road where we collected the garbage

M:
I:
R:

did the take the money from the households where they sold the products?
didn’t the Panchayath pay you anything?
no. they paid nothing. Even if the garbage cart had to be repaired they refused to
do it and we had to do it. But we had to manage with the money by selling the
products.

M:
R:

how many people were doing this?
20 women worked in that job

M:
R:

also Rahman Baby worked with you?
yes. She also jointly did with us

M:

was it the same training which she took?
3

R:

yes

M:
R:

how much did they promise to make and how much did they make?
at first they did not commit anything. But they said “you do it, we will give you”.
DRO came and talked to us. He was the sub collector. He said that we run the
‘group’ well. He asked us to open an account in the bank so that the amount
would be credited in it. They said rupees 20 thousand would be sent to the bank
for 20 women. They asked us to take the salary according to the collection. But
they didn’t give anything till 2007. So we stopped working for them. I still have the
passbook with me.
did they pay the 20 thousand?
they never deposited any amount
do you know the name of the DRO?
I forgot. He belongs to Kerala. He is a ‘Nair’. …there was a M.D. I remember her
name. She is Nirmala.
what do you mean by MD?
I don’t remember. Her rank is under the collector.
do you mean slum clearance board?
no. she is not from slum clearance board, it was in Jayalalitha’s period during the
previous tenure. The scheme was introduced at that time.

I:
R:
I:
I:
R:
I:
R:
M:
R:
I:
R:

is this waste management scheme? Does this scheme has any name?
yes. It was a scheme. It was adjudged in the Supreme Court.
what is the name of the scheme?
it is about cleaning the water. The plastic papers block the mud at the bottom
which in turn spoils the water as well as arrests the flow. This does not allow the
water to be absorbed by the ground. The underground water is gradually under
threat! Thus this scheme was introduced by the government to protect the water
and the underground water.

M:

given this experience would you think that working with panchayath of
other government agencies would give a good outcome? Would you say
that you would want to work with the government in future? Would you
trust the government that they would give what they promise?
no. I would not want to. Government is eyewash. At first they would convince us
and take us to their side. They would make us work hard. But finally we would
not be paid.

R:

M:
R:

do you know any other example in which people of Balaji Nagar worked
together?
people fought together for the sake of water supply. We conducted strikes for
getting drinking water. Water is the scarcest thing for us here. We don’t get water
in summer season. Then we united together. We collected money and bought
water in trucks. We got 5 pots per house. It is metro water. The water per load
costs rupees 1200. We bought the water and distributed among us.
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M:
R:

any other example in which people here worked together?
there was no bus stop here. We joined together to fight for buses to stop (bus
station) here in our area.

M:
R:

any other example?
government gives grants for widows. Money is also given for last rites of the
dead people. We try to get it for the deserving persons. We collectively try to get
the schemes to be put into practice by the government.

M:

from what you say I am able to understand that there is lot of activities here
in Balaji Nagar. Do you feel that the people in this community would like to
join together more (for common cause) in future?
or do you think they would look after their own problems?
if there is any emergency or important need or primary requirement they would
unite together. Otherwise people will mind their own business.
from the day Balaji Nagar was formed- till now can you say if there is any
difference? Can you say if they united better in the past and not so often in the
present or something like that?
not so. The difference is they have separated into groups. They are divided into
groups. The government is giving loan is it not? The grouping is due to that. It is
self help group. One has 10 or 5 or 4 groups. They get loans from government
agencies outside. They get the money and run their groups.

I:
R:
I:
R:

M:
R:
M:
R:

M:

I:
R:

do you mean too day people work together as individual groups? Won’t
they work with people of other groups (would they work only with the
people of their own group?)
you are right. They will not work together with other groups.
are there any examples people tried to organize something to merge the
smaller groups into a larger one?
If they are encouraged they would surely do it. They were separate committees
and groups. They started a Christ (Or great or grace? - the pronunciation
could not be followed). It was known as circulatory justice. The important office
holders (she says ‘the important persons of that formation’) started looting
money. So the money did not reach the deserving persons. The members suffer
a lot to get things done in every aspect. So I will not interfere with them as far as
possible. I feel there is no connection between that group and me.
the main question I want to ask you is about water treatment system. You
can do that in 2 ways. One is in household level like boiling the water,
adding alum, in other you can all join together and make it happen and then
you pay money for that. Which one do you think as the most possible? Is
the second one is the most possible?
is it possible in Balaji Nagar?
it is possible. People here have awareness. Water is the major critical problem
here. People would be ready to unite for the sake of water. They would be ready
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to do some work for that. Those who can afford will be ready to pay as they
would get water which they wanted. So it is easy to do things in community level
system. The underground water is saline now. If someone would change it as
drinking water it would cost some 20 or 25 thousand rupees. If people can collect
10 thousand someone can come forward to subsidize it.
M:

R:
I:
R:
I:
R:
I:
R:

what people told me in the previous interviews done is that people have 2
kinds of issues about the supply of water. One is that water supply is
intermittent. Is that the biggest issue or the water quality and taste are
biggest issues?
water is a basic necessity. It is needed for everything. It should be of good
quality. Health should not be affected. Disease should not be caused.
do you mean to say that even if the supply is not continuous it should b e of good
quality?
yes
don’t you want the supply to be continuous?
of course it is important. But the quality is also important.
you mean both are important?
yes. Both are important.

M:
R:

do you think everyone would feel the same way?
yes. Most of them would feel the same way. Water should be consistently
supplied. It should be of good quality too.

M:

we were talking about the potential cleaning where everyone shares one
unit…if the government is involved for some help how would you react?
None of us would get involved in that. We would keep away from that. Why
should we do when they do it?

R:
M:
R:

what would others say?
what would they say? They would welcome the water!

M:

what would they do if their co operation is needed? If government provides
fund and you have to arrange the laborers how would the people react?
they would say yes and do the needful

R:
M:
R:

given the previous experience in the waste matter project how far would
you be ready to work for the government?
government dug deep bore-well in many places to convert the saline water into
better one. They gave us training for that. They taught us. We cannot bring
mechanics from outside if there is any fault in the bore. Sometimes the chain
may get cut. They made things ready; but they never turned back to repair
things. Even after we reported to them that the pump broke down they did not
bother to come and see what is wrong with that. There was no one to repair that.
We tried our level best to repair it by ourselves as we were given a set of tools.
The metal became a waste as it was corroded by the salinity of water. Another
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point is …the government did not pay any attention about it. They would bring a
scheme and would never continue any follow up. They will not monitor them.
The government built toilets here. They didn’t maintain them. We tried our level
best to maintain. We collected 5 or 10 rupees from the houses here to clean it
and maintain. We couldn’t do it. It is useless now. It is unhygienic now.
M:
R:

when the government started something can’t you continue to fill up the
gaps?
no. we are not able to do. It would stop at a level.

M:
R:

is there any example like this?
they built canals. It was to take away the drainage water from the house. But it is
not at all used or maintained. Just it is not silted. There is no outlet for the
household drainage. Likewise the waste water (from the skeptic tank) would also
be left overflowing and unless we go and tell them they would not bother to clear
them off.

M:

so even in the situation when there is a big need, the government has
moved away, service is collapsing, what you do to make it better again.
Would you join together? Is there any example for this?
no. people have a tendency of thinking ‘why should I bother!’

R:
M:
R:

M:

which one do you think is better? Is it household water system or
cumulative water system?
it would be useful for everyone in the society it is done in bigger and common
level. That is better. We cannot be selfish. Everyone should be equally benefited.
Everybody should get water.

R:

do you see any issues of conflict between people when they have to
cooperate and share the responsibilities?
no. there will not be any.

M:
R:

thank you. I think you have to go to the church. Bye.
bye
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INT #6 (Panchayat) – Field Notes
Conducted: May 24, 2011 @ Pallikarnai Panchayat Office

INT6 RAW FIELD NOTES
Participant:
-, Clerk (one step below the Executive Officer)
Who is responsible for providing basic services at MBN?
 TNSCB is responsible for MBN, they were the agency that re-settled the people to that
location
o Panchayat feels that TNSCB should do it, but they won’t
o There is limited communications between the Panchayat and the TNSCB
 The Panchayat doesn’t collect any taxes from MBN
o Though the Panchayat isn’t getting any revenue from there, they are still
providing toilets, streetlights (electrical supply), public water supply
o But they maintain they are not officially responsible for providing services
o They are providing services out of concern and cos MBN falls under their area
What’s happening with the water main being put in next to MBN from Chennai Metro
water – any plans to connect MBN into the city’s water system?
 Once the city expands to include MBN and Pallikarnai, it would become the CoC’s
responsibility to provide water and sewage services in its own area
 For now, the Panchayat feels that they are doing what they can (and beyond the call of
duty) at MBN
 It would be the Metro Water Department that would be able to answer the question on
which parts of Velacherry will get connected to the new Metro water line
o Water/sewage works financing follows the formula: 50% Panchayat, 50%
Centre/State Gov’t
What is the actual tenure situation at MBN?
 TNSCB is responsible for deciding on the patta matter
 The land at MBN belongs to the TNSCB, not the Panchayat
 The tenure situation is additionally complicated by the fact that there are both original
settlers there as well as new-comers amongst (who have informally purchased land there,
but are not the intended residents of the re-settlement scheme)
 The residents are not paying any taxes (so how can they claim to own the land?)
Will the land tenure decision responsibility always remain with the TNSCB, or will it be
transferred to the Panchayat if the TNSCB transfers the land (and responsibilities) to the
Panchayat?
 This matter is not yet decidied
 But if it does, Pallikarnai Panchayat will be amalgamated to the Corporation of Chennai
which would entail a big shake-up of the responsibilities
What are the development plans on the part of the Panchayat for MBN?
 Cement roads are now being built in MBN
 Overhead water tanks (same water supply though – untreated lake water) have been
planned and it has been approved already
Interview by: Imran and Srini
Summary by: Imran
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o But, no one has accepted the tender yet!
Underground sewage lines and drainage are planned within the next 2½ years

What are the barriers to the development of the community?
 There are no barriers per se  “If people demand it, we will do it”
 She feels that the people at MBN are irresponsible and are misusing the facilities that the
Panchayat has provided there
o E.g. breaking the water taps (but we know well why they feel they had to do this)
 She feels that people at MBN are not responsible people and don’t care for their place
(she says this with disrespect and dismissal)
o It is not due to lack of land tenure she says, but something due to their nature
Would the Panchayat be willing to implement our household filter in the households of
MBN?
 Panchayat cannot do anything for individual households
 “We can render the services that we already do”
 “We are already chlorinating the infiltration well intake 1-2 times a week”  there is no
water quality problem, they say…
 The Panchayat is satisfied with their work

Interview by: Imran and Srini
Summary by: Imran
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INT #7 (TNSCB) – Field Notes
Conducted: May 25, 2011 @ TNSCB Main Office (Marina Beach)

INT7 RAW FIELD NOTES

Participants:
-, Community Development Officer (CDO)
Things to look into:
 Tenure situation @ MBN? Who owns land? Can it be taken away again?
 Who is responsible for the provision of basic services @ MBN? Who collects taxes?
 What works has the TNSCB implemented at MBN?
 What works are planned?
 What are the barriers to getting patta for the people at MBN?
 What are the barriers for delivery of better services to MBN?
 Would the TNSCB cooperate with an NGO doing a COMM water system? Financially?
 Would the TNSCB cooperate w/ an NGO doing a HH water system? Financially?
Notes:
 3400 families re-settled to MBN in 1995
o Into 4 sectors: Phase I – IV
o Most people moved were informal dwellers at Mylapore
o TNSCB gave the families Rs. 1000 at the time as re-habilitation
 Education and employment were disrupted due to re-settlement
o Many of the women were domestic help in their original area of Mylapore
o “People have to accept, it’s a central government project.”
 TNSCB conducted a socio-economic survey on the people who were to be displaced 
education, income levels, occupation, demographics
 World Bank + Central Gov’t + “Land-owning Department” gave money for the MRTS
development as well as the resettlements
o He suggests going to speak to the Chief Engineer at the TNSCB for more info on
the World Bank link
 The TNSCB Planning Engineer says it’s not the case that the WB was
involved in this project
 Must look into WB Project directory to see if there was involvement at
MRTS Chennai Mylapore and sort out this confusion






Plot size = 15 x 18 ft.
o Totally empty land at time of re-settlement
o Only street lights at the time
o Plots marked by strings
o Families had to build their own homes
Families were entitled to a “Hire Purchase” scheme to gain ownership of the land
o Rs. 70/mo. for 10 years and then it’s theirs
o Before MCS  Lease cum sale agreement (Temporary)
o After  Permanent patta (permanent)
But people didn’t pay  not a single family followed through with the scheme’s
payments

Interview by: Imran and Srini
Summary by: Imran
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Maintenance issues then arose:
o E.g. garbage etc.
o TNSCB had to scrounge for funds to support these on-going services  they
didn’t have funds earmarked for these purposes (shit planning eh?)
o They say they transferred to Panchayat  but they also have no funds
 They tried to collect ~5 Rs. To do sewage, waste management, etc.
The Community Development Team at TNSCB did look after the following, after the resettlement, from 1995-1997:
o Schools in nearby areas for kids to attend; helped families to enrol their children
o Arranged w/ NGOs to build two schools in MBN itself
o Built ration shops
o w/ NGOs did more educational support type works
o Established a health clinic for which the TNSCB built the physical facility
TNSCB looked after maintenance for 3-5 years  but then had to focus its attention on
new re-settlement colonies that were coming up
Typically, TNSCB works in a re-settlement community for 7-8 years to help it get back
on its feet
o Usually it finds NGOs to do the work itself
o They put out the ‘tender’ or the ‘right to work’ in a particular re-settlement
community, on its development priorities
o But there is no money given for these services to the NGOs!!
o The TNSCB basically plays the role of outsourcing the government’s
responsibilities to NGOs
 It’s own role is limited to networking, connecting NGOs, other gov’t
agencies to the community of interest
o For services, the TNSCB focuses on getting (into the new community):
 Police
 Hospital
 Ration supply
 Water supply
Wrt water supply, for the short-term, TNSCB will arrange for water lorries to come to the
re-settlement community if there is no other water source, but only as a temporary
measure  they don’t typically handle water supply
Wrt electrical supply, TNSCB installed street lights, but not household connections
o (The street lights have now been spliced to provide electricity to homes!)
The TNSCB now claims that it is the Panchayat that is now responsible for the land
TNSCB says they have transferred ownership to the Panchayat
o Panchayat is the legal owner of the land!
o Talk to the EO for more on its legal status, normalization, and services
TNSCB doesn’t anticipate that MBN will be moved again
o But it’s under the control of the Panchayat, TNSCB is not involved in these
decisions anymore
The Residents are now the ‘de facto’ owners of the land, he suggests
o But they have to go to the Panchayat to be fully recognized/formalized, not the
TNSCB

Interview by: Imran and Srini
Summary by: Imran
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There is an interesting example of a COMM water supply system at Kannagi Nagar being
led by Metro Water
o Kannagi Nagar is a new re-settlement colony being done by TNSCB
o TNSCB is building tenements there
o TNSCB is also collecting fees from residents for services and MCS payments
Kannagi Nagar: World Vision and TNSCB = implementing an RO plant project
o Talk to the Executive Engineer in Kanagi Nagar for more details
It turns out, MBN was an experiment in re-settlement  give people nothing and drop
them off on the edge of the city…
o It was the 2nd re-settlement in Chennai that the TNSCB had ever undertaken
o The first was another site in Velachery
o Both of these “re-settlement” schemes involved the TNSCB not providing any
form of housing (even tenement blocks) at the new site of re-settlement
TNSCB will not do any more of these MBN-style re-settlements  obviously it was a
big fucking disaster (the interviewee says this with some regret and guilt)
TNSCB has a “Rural Rehabilitation Policy”; may be a different one for urban areas as
well  look into the legal frameworks surrounding resettlement in India
Srini: will get the Central Gov’t “National Rehabilitation and Resettlement Policy, 2007”

Interview by: Imran and Srini
Summary by: Imran
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INT #8 (CMWSSB) – Field Notes
Conducted: May 25, 2011 @ CMWSSB Main Office

INT8 RAW FIELD NOTES

NB: Went to their offices and got the run around, being bounced from office to office








No history of working collaboratively with NGOs in water delivery
CMWSSB also acts as a consultant for Panchayats outside of Chennai proper, but does
not administer projects outside of its own zone
Pallikarnai may be connected to the new desalination works that Metro Water is building
south of Chennai
Sent to go speak to Mr. Rashed (3rd floor) who is the Technical Officer to MD about
MBN plans
Chief Engineer resides on the 4th floor
Need Superintending Engineer (South), Mr. Satharatam, to approve
To have a proper meeting must be a “bonafide” person and have a letter of introduction
and of your business:
o Letter addressing your:
 Position
 Interest
 Home institution
o Addressed to the Managing Director, Metro Water
o Must have Srini submit two letters for me:
1. Personal letter with the above items about who I am
2. A confirmatory letter from Ligy assuring my “bonafide” nature!

Interview by: Imran and Srini
Summary by: Imran
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Note on abbreviations:
M: = Moderator
R: = Respondent
M:

Hi…having a chat with -. Hi...I just want to ask you about the history of
housing in this area…
Srini: we are all building houses …is it not? He wants to know who funded the
construction and all details about it. It is growing from the starting time when you
came to Mylai Balaji Nagar…till now. Can you please tell me about it?
R:
we came here in 95 in the beginning. At first slum clearance board vacated us
and gave this place for us. When we came here we were given a house
measuring They gave us a flat rate of 500 Rs. for that. We built thatched houses
here and started living here.
Srini: was the 500 rupees enough for you to construct the thatched house?
R:
how will it be enough? We had to adjust and build!
Srini: did all of you build houses?
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R:

yes. We all spent around 5000 or 6000 each and built houses. They gave us a
lorry which is usually used to transport garbage. Our belongings were filled in it
and brought here.

M:
ask how did they afford to build?
Srini: he is asking how you could manage the amount spent for building the house.
R:
what to do? We had to borrow from money lenders.
M:
everyone?
Srini: did everyone build the house in the same way?
R:
yes, of course. Otherwise somebody else may encroach. We all had that sort of
fear and thus all of us built.
Srini: they had a fear that somebody may encroach. So they built the houses
immediately.
R:
we started living there immediately after building the houses. Slum board used to
bring and supply water at that time. They gave us 3 pots of water per house.
They kept a syntex tank.
Srini: after building the thatches houses they started living here. The slum clearance
board arranged for metro water and they arranged a syntex tank. They allowed
these people to take 3 pots of water.
M:
how frequently?
Srini: every day
R:
we used the syntex water from 95 to 98.
Srini: from 95 to 98 it is only thought the syntex they got water
R:
in the mean time there was fire for 12 times.
Srini: in the mean time there was 12 times fire here
M:
which time?
Srini: from 95 to 98.
M:
in all the sectors?
Srini: yes… in all the sectors.
R:
in the 6th month of 98 almost all the huts were burnt. All the families suffered
Srini: in June 98 totally 700 hundred houses caught fire
M:
how did it start?
Srini: he is asking you how the fire started first.
R:
if we ask they would say that a woman cooked and it caught fire. I still have the
news paper with me. A child and an adult died in the fire accident.
Srini: when the fire was happening a child and a lady died.
M:
In the same fire of 1998?
Srini: yes in the same fire both of them died
R:
I have Thanthi paper (this is a famous local news paper)
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M:
R:

at that time were all the houses thatched?
yes, all of them were thatched houses. Then they built us houses with the
measurement of 9feet breadth and 15 feet length. The roof was made of 3 layers
of tiles.
Srini: who built it for you?
R:
slum board. We asked them to give a jute cloth and 4 nails. We were called as
road side dwellers. The allotment mentioned us as Balajinagar road side
dwellers. That is why I used to ask every officer to give us all jute cloth and 4
nails. We can make a shelter and can sit under that! So they built houses with
seven pipes and a roof of tiles.
Srini: was it given for every family here?
R:
yes. It was given for every family. At first they issued token of allotment. They
allotted houses for everyone according to the token priority.
Srini: after the fire incident initially they did not allot any house. They just issued tokens.
Then they laid seven pipes like this and then put a sheet…these kinds of sheets
(asking -) is it this kind of sheet?
R:
yes
M:
R:
Srini:
R:

was it after the fire? Were you first issued the tokens?
yes
only roof and not the walls
it was not for the15* 18 area. It was only for the area of 9*15.

M:
is it for a part of the house? Is it not for the full house?
R:
yes. It is not for the full house. Some of the houses look the same even now.
Srini: she is telling some of the houses are left as it is.
R:
she points out a house and tells) see here. This is the pipe laid by them and this
is the roof they had put!
Srini: is it! Did they make the houses like this!
R:
exactly the same.
Srini: but there are walls!
R:
yes. We went and quarreled. So they built walls too for the houses.
Srini: this is what slum clearance board has built for them.
M:
that is why they are so small. I see. Did they do it for free of cost?
Srini: did they do it for free of cost for you?
R:
yes. They didn’t collect any money from us for the same
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M:
and then, how many people got that?
Srini: he is asking how many of you got that…
R:
all of us…everybody got that. All of us were issued token and all of us were built
these types of houses. All the 2000 families got it.
Srini: whoever people are residing here got the house
M:
R:

what happened to those who were not issued the token?
there is no one who did not get a token! All of us were issued token and all of us
got these built houses
Srini: there were no people without token
M:
R:

Srini:
R:
Srini:
R:
Srini:
R:
Srini:

R:
Srini:
Srini:
R:
Srini:
R:
Srini:
R:

so 700 huts were burnt and…
as huts were burnt we couldn’t live here and that was the reason why slum
clearance board built us house with roof sheet and walls. Some of them have 2
places here. They can sell one and build a house using that money in future.
amma…you said only 700 houses were burnt in the fire. But did they build
houses for all the sectors?
yes even though the total loss was only for this second sector, the fire had
spread to all the other sectors. Then they had laid pipeline of water for us. Slum
board gave 24 lakhs of rupees to Panchayat board and we signed some papers.
see…slum clearance board has given 24 lakhs of rupees to Panchayat for water.
They had laid water pipes.
Swaran singh was the chairman of slum boars in that at that time.
did you also sign some papers?
yes. I did. He took three of us. We paid the money. We also signed some
papers.
three members from the committee went to the Panchayat with the chairman.
They paid 24 lakhs and signed some papers. They did not give the money to
these people. They took the money and took three of them with them. These
three were the representatives of the area and committee.
They pay the electricity bill too. The entire arrangement was by the central
government because the metro train was that of the central government! So the
railway department assured these places and school for the children.
what she is telling…they shifted under the MRTS plan. Railway has promised that
they will come and then they will construct park, schools and everything that is
how they had settled here
when did they tell you all these things?
they told in 93 itself. We sued a case against them. They said that they had
handed over everything to the slum clearance board and so they would do
everything for us.
whom did you file a case against?
we sued against Railway department saying that we were residing in that area for
70 years and so we would not vacate.
who filed a case?
we the public.
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M:
R:

when was this case…?
it was I 1993. We were near Sai baba temple. We were asked to vacate in the
year 1993. I was the last one to vacate. I came out in the year 1995. They said
they are spending 11 crore for this project of railways and so they brought us
here.
Srini: they were asked to vacate ion 93 and they vacated in 95.
R:
swaraj Patil was the judge in the high court. It was due to his judgment we all
came here. We were told that even if we lived there for many years and even if
we have any number of pattas we have to give up because the land belongs to
government of India. He said we had to vacate and assured that all facilities
would be done by them.
Srini: the judge told that they had to obey the rule. The slum clearance board is
entrusted the responsibility and the SCB would do the facilities property.
M:

did anyone fight that they go back to the court that the slum clearance
board did not do the facilities for you?
R:
we don’t have any chance to talk because we were told that we have to give
back the government’s land. We could not talk back that we were there without
any patta in the government’s land. W came just like that it si not correct to
encroach government’s land.
Srini: they just encroached to the streets and they lived there. It is government’s land.
We encroached to it. So we cannot claim any more. That is hoe people came
out.
M:

who is responsible now for the lights etc? (This was not audible as many
women and children were shouting around).
R:
slum board has paid money for everything in advance. Railway has given the
entire amount to the slum board. They are benefited by us. We were not
benefited by them. We said there is no school. Sriram built this house.
Srini: who is Sriram?
R:
don’t you know Sriram? He is the one who runs Sriram Chit funds. Their charity
club built this school. Lion’s club built the bigger school. They gave us a
government teacher too. One lord Mr. Akbar Ali of London donated 40 lakhs for
the school. The Lion’s club has arranged to plant flower plants here near the
school.
Srini: she is telling slum clearance has paid the amount to the Panchayat.

M:
was it in the year 1998?
Srini: yeah that is what she is telling. This school was constructed by Sriram chits’
finance. With the support of another NGO they have constructed this school. And
then Lion’s club has promised to do the tree plantation and other things. There is
a person called Akbar Ali of Lion’s club. He has promised to donate 40 lakhs of
rupees.
R:
Sriram did not invite Panchayat for the inaugural celebrations. They arranged
everything by themselves. Sriram wanted to make it as a convent school and to
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collect fees for the same. But Panchayat didn’t want to give up as the land owner
is Panchayat! They argued that only the building belongs to Sriram and if
possible he could take it and go away! I said Sriram is like the Lord (god) Rama
and he is capable of lifting the building. I shouted at the Panchayat officer saying
that he should not talk about it there inside the building. I said I have CD of the
speech delivered by the London Lord Akbar Ali. I told I would play it in front of the
Madam. I said let this be a free English medium convent. We were there for 3
hours quarrelling. We didn’t allow. I asked if the Panchayat officer if he was
invited for the inaugural function at all. Now they have placed the discarded
pumping station inside the building.
Srini: see. The school was constructed by the Sriram chits and finance. BDO (Block
development officer) and the Panchayat came there and told that the land is
under slum clearance board. It belongs to the government. They wanted to make
it into a private convent school.
M:
who?
R:
Sriram wanted to make it into a private convent school. These people said no to
the private schools. They wanted it to be a free school.
R:
Sriram was running free mid day meals scheme here. They also appointed a
watch man. All these things were withdrawn. Sriram has handed over this place
to government and went away.
Srini: amma. Please tell me about the world vision and housing facilities here.
R:
world vision paid money and constructed in 1996. They paid a part and we paid
the rest of the amount. They paid good houses. A service organization called
‘keep all’ (?) built us 8 terraced houses here.
Srini: where are those houses?
R:
they are there in that side of the street. They got loan from HDFC for 20 years
and built houses for loan. Around 20 families got those houses
Srini: how many houses were built by world vision?
R:
50 to 60 houses were built by them
Srini: didn’t they get the house at fist?
R:
everyone got. The world vision built house is that of Raniamma. Go and see!
Srini: they demolished their original houses and built pucca houses.
M:
so…basically whoever has got a house now has done it with loans from a
bank or NGO?
R:
now people also spend some money to build
Srini: she is telling that now people are putting some money these days
R:
there are houses built with the help of ‘keep all’. They have finished the loan is 10
years. The EMI was 350 or something. But the bank waives rupees 17000 saying
that it is waiving the interest.
M:
OK that was everything I wanted to know about.
R:
the allotment papers were collected from them and handed over to the owners of
the houses.
M:
you just ask her what source of water she is using.
Srini: for drinking purpose what water do you use?
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R:

we buy can water and use it for drinking. We were using only this Panchayat
water for drinking. Only for the recent 2 years we have shifted to can water.
There is too much of atrocity. We sent the water for testing. We were drinking the
water which passed the tests. But they had set up the unit for an apartment
building called sai samithi building in the Kamakoti Nagar of Thoraippakkam.
Now they have taken another well far away from this place. It is near
Natayanapuram. It is near Kolathur.
Srini: see, initially the water was not pumped from this pumping station. The name of
the place is Kolathur. There was a well and from there only water was supplied to
them.

M:
is it a bore well?
Srini: yes. It is. Now that water is distributed to another neighborhood. They started a
new well here and water is being distributed from that well.
R:
M:
why was this started?
R:
water is not enough
Srini: water will not be sufficient to supply to neighborhood. She is telling that water
would be too good and they miss it.
M:
when did this happen?
R:
4 years back
M:

OK. Thank you
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M:

Hi. I am having a chat with - and -. Srini is translating in office on Wednesday,
on August 17, 2011. OK. What I want to talk to you about today is how men
interact with women in community works. We talked about it before today. The
question is how do the men react when they are asked to come to the focus
groups?
-: they will feel it is a waste of time. They would also ask “what are you going to discuss
about? Don’t I know? It is about water only”. They also say “they come without
any work. But we have lot of work.”
-: they would also ask how much money we would give to participate.
-: They would say, “We will get money if we go to work. We won't get anything. Will they
give money to compensate it?” they want to know what the benefit is?
M:
what about the weekends?
-: they have many more work in weekends. They drink in the weekends
M:

is it everybody, some men or few men?
1

-: no. not everybody. Few men
-: but most of the men answer like this
-: 95% of them drink
-: 95% of them drink and then they work (laughs)
-: even if you ask them to come on holidays they would say that they want to take rest
on that day.
Srini: They will say that they work for the entire week and they have only one weekend
to take rest. They also have a lot of responsibilities in their homes.
M:

I know there is a difference with the women. They have their families, they
have their kids. They have to take care of many things. But they are ready
to come when we call them for focus groups!
-: men are not interested they want to sit at home and watch TV. They want to sleep,
drink and quarrel.
M:
why are women interested?
-: she is interested because she is maintaining the family. They need some help. When
5 women go the sixth one follows. She thinks that things would be fruitful if they
go as a group so that they can get some help. She also feels that she can learn
something. They feel they can get some kind of benefit
M:
why don’t the men feel like that? Why don’t they want to benefit the family?
-: they think and stop with that level! They will not be ready to come out of their houses.
We don’t understand the reason
-: sometimes they even come near the venue. But they will just go back thinking that it is
a waste of time and there will not be any benefit out if it
M:
how about the working women? Would they say the same things?
-: till today, only 2 or 3 working women have come for focus groups. Most of the
participants are only housewives.
M:

what do the men say about the women who go for the focus groups? Will
they support it?
-: little bit of support would be there
-: most of them stop the women by saying “don’t go”
-: but women would argue saying that the focus groups are leading to something
positive about the drinking water. They would obtain the permission and then
come after 5 or 10 minutes than the scheduled time of starting.
-: some men say “go”. Some men say “don’t go”.
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M:
how many percent of men allow the women to go?
-: 90% of them don’t allow
M:
seriously?
-: yeah. Seriously …you don’t know I we struggle to get them for focus groups. It is very
difficult. Sometimes we force them to come for FG. We have to compel them and
call them to come by saying “please come…Please come”.
-: 70% men will not allow and 30% allows
Srini: since - is a girl she says as 90%. But really it is 70% who say no.
M:

do you want to say anything more about their involvement in community
level?
-: no one will get involved. If you observe in the temple festival in local area 10 men
would involve themselves. Married men will not come for collection of money.
Young boys and bachelors like me would go.
M:

what would happen for the women who participate even when the men not
supporting them? How would they react?
-: they would start scolding from the very minute they go back home. Or they would say
“she has gone. She is not to be seen yet”. Some of them would even come to the
venue of the meeting!
-: sometimes they call her and take her with him! It has happened
-: they will say “why are you sitting here when there is work at home”.
-: he has even asked “is it going to feed your bread”. (Laughs)
M:

women have participated in other NGO groups too. How did men react after
they achieved them?
-: at first they were quarrelling. After they saw the benefits of money and loan they
became silent. Now they are supporting
-: now they started believing them as tax is also paid, but they don’t believe… (Laughs)
M:
but they don’t believe us! eh…(Laughs)
-: yes (Laughs)
M:
are there any other NGOs like -…
-: no. - has withdrawn. She has stopped the service.
Srini: is she living in the same sector?
-: yes. She is
M:
when other NGOs come, will they work with the women here or men?
-: mostly they work with women
M:
has any other NGO worked with men?
-: no
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M:
why?
-: for the same reason which we told you now
M:
anything to add about men and women regarding community level work?
-: they said they have worked together to get compensation while there was flood in the
area. They conducted demonstrations to get it
-: they have conducted strike to get the water too
-: they did road blocks in the main road
-: for electricity too
M:
who leads these road blocks?
-: as far as our sector is concerned it was the then head man Manohar. He is no more
now. But anyways we don’t do anything these days
-: one or 2 men start it and then the others join
M:
did women also go for mobilization in road block?
-: no. they were discussing about it with neighbors. They gave their support. They asked
to them to come
M:
but the men took the leadership. Right?
-: yes.
M:
how about the wine shop issue? Who did that?
-: it is politics! The Viduthalai Siruthai party men started and few women form second
sector joined to support them. It is the party of Thirumavalavan.
M:

OK. That was everything which I wanted to ask you. Thank you
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Problem: Many crows are crowing in high voice and the voice of the respondent is feeble. There is too much of
shouting around too. (All these things were only during the first half of the interview- second half is clear)

Srini: can you explain about those organizations?
R:
at first they gave loan for 5 thousand rupees. We have to give 131 Rupees every
week. From the amount Rs 11 would be taken as savings. In case something
happens in the middle, it would be used as insurance and for the education of
our children. They are having tie up with Bajaj alliance
M:
R:

tell me about Gramavidigal (?) (Not audible)
it is almost the same. They give education loans and festival loans.

M:
R:

what is the % of interest?
it is one and half paisa for a rupee per month for Mahalsa (?) (Not audible)
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Srini: it is 18% per year.
M:
R:

How about growing opportunity? (?) (Not audible)
it is the same in growing opportunity too. The interest is 1.20 paisa for a rupee
per month. The office is in Tambaram. They will help us if we have to do self help
business like handicrafts. The meeting would be held once a month. They also
help in the education of children. These things would be discussed in the
meetings. They also give awards for the group which has achieved maximum on
‘women’s day’.

M:
R:

will they form a central group or do they meet one and one basis?
they will always from groups. They will never meet anyone individually. The loan
is also given only for groups and not to individuals.

M:
R:

what would they use it for?
if we have to get loan from outside (private parties) it would be 5 paisa per one
rupee. Instead we can get loan here! We can use it for the education of our
children. We also use it for emergency purpose for our household.

M:
what about hand in hand?
R:
it is focusing specially /only on children. It is for informal education.
Srini: it is helpful for non formal education - especially for the drop outs from the
schools. They have separate hostels for boys and girls. Everything would be
provided freely for them including dress and food. They give education up to 10th
standard. They also help if the child wants to study further - 12th standard or
college education. They help in getting admission in school and college; they
also visit the houses of Balaji Nagar. Anyways they didn’t visit mine. They help in
toilet cleaning and tap replacing.
M:
R:

How about JanaLakshmi?
they also provide us loan. It is a monthly loan. They give loan in 6 or 7 types/
methods. They give normal loans, jewel loans, housing loans etc. even this is
given for lower rate of interest.

M:
What is L&T?
R:
It is in Saidapet. They also do the same thing. They also form women’s group.
Srini: there are lots of organizations done in this way. The rate of interest would be less
than other outside private parties. That is why they give loans to the entire group.
If they do so the entire group would be held responsible to repay it, this is why lot
of organizations are doing this micro financing.
M:
R:

Tell me about 5 star welfare…?
it is meant only for second sector. I don’t know what they actually do.
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M:
R:
M:
R:
R:

how are the different political parties present here in Balaji Nagar? Do they
have associations? What do they do for you?
they do not do anything. Who does anything for us?
Do they have associations?
they mind their own income! (Laughs) They want to earn. They don’t help poor
people like us. There is no street light or anything. Only now they have slowly
started. Just now they have stepped in to our area!
It was there in the beginning. It is not there now!

M:
R:

DMK…ADMK….
only now they have started the work regarding drainage. They have laid the
cement road only now. The panchayath does something. When some political
parties celebrate the birthday of their leaders they do a service here and a
service there! Otherwise they don’t do anything.

M:
R:

do the men here involve themselves in political parties?
a lot of them! Almost everyone is involved. Even women are involved in first and
second sectors. Every male in almost all sectors are involved. There is a section
called “Ilaignar Pasarai (which means the gang of youth) in ADMK

M:
R:

which party is the most popular I this area?
overall ADMK is the most popular party. ADMK always wins here.

M:
R:

DMK is less…
yes.

M:

Thank you very much
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M:
R:

what is your name sir?
-

M:
R:

your family has constructed a toilet here. Is it in concrete?
yes. It is.

M:
R:

when did your family construct this one?
about 4 years back.

M:
before were you using the community toilet?
Srini: before this were you using the public toilet?
R:
yes
M:
R:

why did you prefer this one?
there were no facilities
1

Wife: it was not maintained properly. They didn’t wash it properly
R:
world vision made arrangements. There was one person appointed for it. He
withdrew as he didn’t receive any salary. They don’t wash it every day. It was
very dirty. It was not hygienic. So we built an individual toilet.
M:

when world vision stopped doing the cleaning and all, did you not start
doing in community level?
R :( wife)
no. we did not.
R:
there was no sufficient water. The water was supplied only once in 15 days. We
also tried to appoint (hire) 2 or 3 persons to lean it. It didn’t work out.
R :( wife)
some times the water would be supplied even after 20 days!
M:
R:
R:

what source of drinking water do you use?
tap water.
we use Panchayath water too. It may come even once in 15 to 20 days. This
water does not agree with the health of some boys here. They are allergic to it.
Water is not good here. It causes lot of health problems. They suffer with some
or other problem or disease.

M:
that is everything I wanted to ask you. Thank you very much
R:
he is the leader for this sector
Srini: he is the secretary for the ward. He belongs to ADMK
M:

this is the first person talking about the community and toilets in sector I
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M:
R:

interviewing - in sector 4. Which water do you use for drinking?
can water.

M:

I know that you know many people living here. What are the kinds of jobs
they are working at?
most of them earn daily wages. They do house cleaning, driving auto etc. they
belong to poor families.

R:

M:
R:

when you say daily wages what do you mean?
it is general labor. Per day they may earn 100 or 150 rupees.

M:
R:

what else do they do?
they go for domestic works. Some of them do painting work. It is wall paining. It
is daily wages …or weekly paid.

1

Srini: The residence cleaning work would fetch them monthly salary like 500 Rupees
per month. Domestic works like washing vessels, cooking, washing clothes…etc.
M:
R:

what else?
paining and auto driving only!

M:

That is all. Thank you very much
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M:
R:

we are going to talk about sector 4 latrine …what I your name?
-

M:
R:

is your family using this?
yes. My family uses this

M:
R:

is any other family using this?
only my family uses this

M:

why does your family prefer to use thins and not the community level
latrine?
we have built another lavatory and use this to store water. We are not using this
for ‘that’ purpose. We use some other bathroom

R:
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M:
R:

were you using this before?
yes. After we constructed the house we have built the lavatory inside the house.

M:

before were you using this toilet? Why don’t you use this? Why do you
use the other one?
R:
that is more comfortable for us. For urgency why should we go around? We use
it only for bathing purpose.
Srini: do you use this even now for bathing purpose?
R:
yes
R:
but even now we use public toilet
M:

that is everything I wanted to ask you. Thank you
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I:

=

interpreter

C:

=

coordinator

M:

Would you mind if you record the discussion?

R:

by all means…by all means…we are after all telling the truth. We are not telling any lie.

M:

is this your ‘self help group’?

R:

yes

M:

how many women are in this ‘self help group’?

R:

15 members are there. 12 to 20 members are allowed to be in a group. We have 15.

M:

what is the average size?

Srini: 20

M:

20 is the average size?

Srini: yes. Maximum

M:

how many self help groups are there?

R:

45 groups are here

Srini: 45 groups are here
M:

OK that means 900 people! And only women…

R:

yes. All are only women

M:

they have joined together to identify their own business opportunity and to take a
loan as a group.

Srini: after joining to form a group you all do separate works. Is it not?
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R:

yes. They have given us opportunity to enhance our economic condition using whatever
business talent we have.

Srini: as a group they take loans and divide that amount. With the help of that amount …I.e.
they can make use of it for the business opportunity.
R:

the benefit in this is …if we take loan from outside we have to pay interest of 10 paisa
we have to pay interest of 10 rupees for 100 Rs per month. this is the interest rate of the
bank.

Srini: she says, the interest is very high if she goes for a bank. It is 12% per annum. Whereas
the outsiders even charge 30 to 40%.
M:

is it a national bank; a government bank?

R:

yes.

M:

the private banks charge very high rate of interest?

R:

no. no. it is not bank. Please tell him we are not taking any loan from the bank. It is like a
private individual who charge high interest. We are not getting it from the private parties.

R:

we are getting loan from the bank thought the group association. We are allocating that
too. If we pay Rs.10, 000, they have to repay Rs. 500 every 15 days. They are repaying
24 installments in one year that is 12 months. This is also

Srini: so if you take loan of 10 thousand you have to repay 12 thousand. Is it so?
R:

yes. We have to. The sangam and the federation do it together.

M:

how does the federation differ from the sangam?

Srini: there would be 2 representatives from each central group from the federation.
R:

there would be a meeting once in a month

Srini: whoever is selected from the central group will form a federation
M:

one federation for the entire Balaji Nagar?

R:

yes. yes. We meet once in a month

M:

what is the name of the federation?

R:

in Tamil it is ‘Magalir Kuzu koottamaippu’.

Srini: it is women’s’ group federation. Magalir means women. Kuzu means group.
Koottamaippu’ means federation.
M:

what does the federation do?

R:

federation does social works. It also arranges for loans. a meeting would be conducted
at the end of every month. The maintenance of the group would be looked after. We
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would give them trainings to write the note books. See this. The note book would be like
this.
R:

the instructions on how the business should be done. We give a methodical training of
how to manufacture certain items. Work is taught. I am not able to tell the appropriate
word…

M:

Oh! Is it work-shop training?

R:

yes. Yes. We give training for them to make acid, phenol, detergent powders (she
mentions it as SURF- which is a brand name of detergent powder)

R:

the note book contains the instructions of the items to be made in the workshop. It is a
coaching system.

Srini: it is training for self working
R:

even if someone suggests a job opportunity we would announce it to our members. Just
if they talk to those 2 members it would reach all the twenty.

R:

we also discuss about lack of water supply and water tank. The rate of the tank is
Rs.2000. but we said we would give only 500. If we pay Rs.500 the tank becomes ours.
We come to a solution for many problems during these discussions

R:

we update any news to them

Srini: see they meet and discuss every month. They give some training, some views and
awareness. 2 members represent each group.
R:

only if we tell the group members would know about it

M:

so do you discuss all the problems women have in this community

Srini: he asks if you would discuss every problem

R:

yes boy. We do so. This community is divided into 4 parts. We know every problem of
all the 4 parts. We take census and class for the same. We discuss about pension for
old age people. Even for that we do a survey census. We get them pension.

Srini: is it within this area.
R:

yes of course. But these days teachers themselves take the census.

Srini: what details are collected through the census?
R:

we collect details regarding how many members are there in a family, how many of them
are earning members, what is the age, how many males are there and how many
females are there, what the family income is… etc..

R:

we also take details whether it is a thatched house or a tiled house or a terraced house.
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R:

this would give us a clear picture about the socio economic condition of the family. This
would enable us to help them. Our NGO is word vision. We can get help though our
federation from the WV. They give us money. We collectively take it and distribute them
to the members according to the needs.

R:

we will perfectly do whatever we feel is good.

Srini: they say that they would collect all the details about every family like their income,
age group, gender, how many members are there in a family, how many of them
are earning members and all that. They collect money from World Vision and
distribute them among the families as per their needs
R:

world vision says the people who are very poor are classified as POP. How can we
select them among the 10 thousand people? First we took census and we divided them
into category. We classified them into rich, middle, Poor and very poor. We allotted
marks accordingly. They get loan to do business. Those who had not much of properties
got more marks and thus got more loans. They were given more of housing loans too.
Even now people do many businesses through this WV. Rice business etc…

R:

There uses to be so much of fire (she uses more of English words so that the moderator
is able to understand without the help of the interpreter).

M:

Oh…! Fire?

R:

yes. This was the reason why we give more of the loans to those who want to have well
built houses. These houses withstand the fire. Stone wall and tiled roof can be built with
the loan. We call them and talk to them about what they want. We also talk to those who
have diseases. We find out what business is possible for them. We give loan for the
same. Everything is possible because of federation. The group is the tool to help us
meet the people. We are able to meet their needs and alo able to elevate them.

Srini: the groups are able to meet people and able to convey whatever they want to say
or complaint. They solve the problems
R:

we solve health problems too

M:

what sort of health problems do you solve?

Srini: he is asking what sort of health problems do you solve?
R:

we help those who have TB and wheezing. We give them a card. They can take it ti
hospital and get free medicine. They can get weekly medicines for many months. The
nearly hospital representatives come and supply us the medicines. The sisters would
give the instructions about the dosage. The patient would collect it from us. if they don’t
collect it we go and call them to collect it and then supply the same to them. Even that is
one of the achievements of our self help group. Many people were cured in this method.

Srini: they help the tuberculosis and wheezing…that is asthma patients too. They will
give cards to them. Everybody will come here and take it. Lot of people got cured
this way.
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R:

even for that a verification team came from Delhi. They came and enquired. They
verified the names. They went and met the patients. They did not allow us to talk to the
patients. They enquired the patients about how we gave them medicines and how they
were consumed. They also asked how they got cured. Lot of people got cured! Now they
are healthy too. Now the medicines were even stopped. They have become normal.
Many people made use of it. Everything was possible only through this. Only then we
can form federation.

R:

If there is no ‘group’ there is no federation. If there is no federation there is no sangam.

Srini: you know what she is telling? Even people from Delhi came to check what they are
doing. They even met the people and talked to them. She is telling without self
help group there is no federation and without federation there is no sangam.
M:

what is a Sangam?

R:

sangam is formed by those who are in these groups. At the same time those who are
not in the group can also be in this. Public people can be in a sangam. They can do
social service. They built this school as a private school. But as far as our area is
concerned we don’t have that much of money to afford the fees. We wrote is through the
group and sent it to the collector office. We wrote as what we need is a free government
school. Now it has become a government school. People too make use of it very well. at
first there was only up to 5th standard (grade). Now there is up to 8th standard. We
welcome all. All are welcome. We tell them that they can be in Sangam even if they are
not in the group. But all groups should have representatives in sangam.

Srini: basically sangam is a kind of association of Balaji Nagar. Everybody can be a part
of a sangam. But as far as federation is concerned, the members of self help
group alone can form a federation. But in sangam everybody can be there.
Actually somebody built this school and they wanted it to be a private school.
They approached the district collector and made it into a government
school…because these people have loan and all... They cannot afford to pay the
fees. They cannot give fees to private education. So they approached the district
collector.
M:

was it done by the self help group or the sangam?

Srini: he is asking what all things do you all do through sangam.
R:

we worked together.

M:

what are the other services of sangam?

R:

sangam does public services. It meets the needs of the public. People express their
grievances to the sangam. For example, if the ration shop is not proper we approach
them to rectify. We have helped a lot of helpless widows to get their pensions.
Government gives money to the family if the head of the family expires.

Srini: see, if the ration shop is not OK they help to report it. They also have got the
amount for the widows if the head of the family expires. They discuss all the
problems in the monthly meetings.
R:

government gives money even for the pregnant women.
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Srini: maternity benefit is also given. So they do a lot of services.
R:

we do social service for the public. At first the WV was giving aid to the college going
poor people. These days almost every one studies in the colleges. So they give
preference for those who go for technical education. World vision has started giving
importance to technical education.

Srini: what do you mean by technical education?
R:

diploma

R:

training. As soon as they complete 10th standard (grade) they go for it. They go for
nursing, computer,

Srini: will they help to pay the fees?
R:

yes. They would. But they will not help for engineering education because it is a college
education. If the training is regarding a skill they would help. Election, plumbing, driving,
nursing, polytechnic…they help for all these things. They pay the fees.

Srini: previously they were giving support for children’s school education and college
education. Now they are focusing more on skilled education. Election, plumbing,
driving, nursing courses means they give money. They pay the fees.
M:

I want to know about the sangam. How many people are there in the sangam?

R:

there are 800 people in the group. The total would be more than 1000 anyways. We
celebrate ‘women’s day’ is it not? Sangam, group and federation involve in that.

M:

so sangam also has only women or-

Srini: he is asking is sangam is having only women or are there men too?
R:

yes

R:

yes

Srini: it is named as Mylai Balaji nagar women’s Sangam.
R:

the sangam is a registered body. Everything comes under sangam.

M:

so even if you are not in self help group you can join the sangam. But only if you
are in self help group you can join the federation …right? I want to know more
about the federation and the sangam has done for water.

Srini: he is asking what the sangam and federation have done for water in this area.
R:

if the water supply is not proper we would go and give letter to the Panchayath board.
They would do the needful. But we will mainly go only if the water supply is totally
stopped. But we don’t have any other source of water except this single source. Do you
know that they send water from pallikkaranai? We get only that. Even that is supplied
once in 10 or 15 days or once in a week. Did you see that water? It is not good at all.
Just if you keep it a day, it would change the color. Worms develop.
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R:

we came here in the year 99. Water was not like this at that time. Water used to be very
good then. It was good to drink too. It was also good for cooking rice. It was so for about
5 years. But now…if we cook the rice in the morning it is not at all good by 12 noon or 1
PM. However costly the rice is…the cooked rice is not good if we don’t pay for the water!
The cooked rice gets spoiled. The salinity of water is more here. The water as well as
the cooked rice has a bad smell. World vision told that they would build a tank for us. But
the panchayath wouldn’t agree for that. Our NGO was ready to take up the responsibly
and complete the job. They told that they would build an overhead tank so that the entire
area can get water every day. But the panchayath says that the World Vision should
hand over the money to them and they said only they will build it and the World Vision
would not be allowed to do it. The work could not be completed just because it was not
agreeable for the World Vision. That is why the tanks were bought. 10 or 20 people join
together to buy good water and we are using it. We need not pay 2 and half rupees each
and every time. The major problem is the government do not help us at all sir…till date!
Then 3 or 2 groups join together to buy bigger tank. Even that was done by the World
Vision and not the government.

Srini: see if the water is not coming they will write to the panchayath. So that is what
they will do. What world vision did was, they gave syntex.
R:

the capacity of the syntex is 500 liters.

Srini: they bought water and filled it. They paid for that water. And then World Vision
also wanted to construct an overhead tank so that they can store the water and
they can supply regularly. But the panchayath asked the money to pay to the
panchayath. But the World Vision R:

(interferes) as far as the World Vision is concerned it would give materials and it would
not give money as such.

Srini: World Vision will supply only material. Not money. She also says that water was
good for 4 or 5 years when she came here at first.
M:

where did the water come from at that time?

Srini: the other pipe. She also says that she cannot store the water for a long time. The
color turns yellow.
M:

what did they do when the source of water changed?

Srini: you said that the water was good in the first 4 or 5 years and then it was changed
is it not? What did the public do…what did you all do at that time?
R:

We all asked them. See, when we came here the water was not only good, but the
regularity in supply was also there. The problem started when the Kamakshi Hospital
was started here.

M:

can you please talk one after the other because there is confusion…because I am
recording …I can hear one at a time.
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R:

the tape recorder has the capacity of only one voice at a time. You finish telling and then
I will talk and after I finish you can talk.

R:

after the hospitals entry in this area the waste water started mixing with the drinking
water resource. The pipes join. For the first half hour there would be bad smell in the
water. There would be a smell of gutter. We would let the water out for the first half hour.
Then we would do all sorts of things like filtering and boiling. Some of them boil it and
drink it and some of them consume it as such straight away. Many of them use can
water because of the same reason. They use the can water for drinking purpose. They
use only corporation water for cooking. Some get it for 3 rupees and some get it for 2
rupees. It depends upon the sellers. The persons selling to us charge only 2 rupees.

R:

but now it has increased

R:

yes, they say there is a demand for water in the source from where they get. So they
have increased it from 2 to 2.50, but definitely we are supplied worse water than before

Srini: did you ask them about it?
R:

yes. We asked. But they say that it is possible for them to supply whatever is available.

R:

water problem is a major issue here. We also heard that the entire good water is
supplied to the Kamakshi Hospital.

R:

many flats (she means apartments) have started developing here. They are given
importance from then and we are ignored. Water is not good at all and diseases
develop. (She says to Srini) You tell all things to this sir.

Srini: after the Kamakshi Hospital and many flats have come here they don’t get good
water. Then only the problems started
M:

was the water supply through the pipe?

R:

yes. Yes. Everything was through pipe. Then it was pipe and now also it is though pipe.

M:

same pipe?

R:

yes. The same pipe

M:

till what year was the good water supplied?

Srini: till which year?
R:

the water was good for 5 or 6 years.

R:

no. it would be only for 4 years. All within 5 years…

R:

Kamakshi Hospital and cancer hospital were built here…the pipes used to break. It was
not known where the pipe was broken. They took even photographs from your people,
your team. The gutter water and the drinking water got mixed at a stage. How do we
know all these things? We just drank that too! People don’t use it because the taste is
not good. For drinking and cooking we buy corporation water. But we can't buy water for
all the other uses. For the sake of the other uses we collect and store this water. It is
inevitable. Otherwise we don’t have any liking for it.
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R:

we use it only to take bath and to wash clothes

Srini: she is telling they were using only for other uses and not for drinking. Sometimes
the pipe would be broken and the gutter water used to get mixed. Even that was
consumed by these people. For cooking and drinking they pay 2 rupees and buy.
She says after the coming of Kamakshi Hospital the water got spoilt. For drinking
and cooking they used corporation water and for other uses they use this water.
After the coming of Kamakshi Hospital the water is not good.
M:

does the pipe come from Kamakshi Hospital?

R:

yes. Yes. It comes from there only

M:

what did the panchayath say about it?

R:

we took them to the place where it was broken. There is lake water and the pipe line
comes that way. We showed it to them. They dig and try frequently. But no one is able to
locate where the problem is. We also tried to find out. But it is tough.

R:

once there was intolerable smell and we found out a dog was dead in the well. They said
it cannot happen as they have closed it with a net. It is not at all possible to drink as the
smell of the water was horrible. Sometimes it used to have the smell of dead rat.

Srini: she is telling even our team pointed out. They took the matter to the Panchayath.
M:

how did the Panchayath react for that?

R:

we expressed the matter. Even I told you in the meeting held by you long back. There
was a meeting with ward member and councilor. We mainly focused the water issue
there.

M:

so I see the water is the big issue here.

Srini: water is the big problem for you is it not?
R:

yes. The water supply is erratic and indefinite. I have to go out for work. I can't pay for
water for all the purposes. I can't buy. It should be supplied in a fixed time.

Srini: she says that there is no regular time of water supply. She has to go for job. She
cannot buy water every time for all things.
M:

so what I wanted to know is …did the sangam, or federation or the self help group
try to solve the water problem by itself or jointly? Or did the sangam, or federation
or the self help group go to the panchayath to ask them to solve the problem?

Srini: did the sangam, or federation or the self help group try to solve the problem by
own effort or did you approach panchayath to solve it?
R:

do you know how many times we approached panchayath? We also used to approach
our ward member and asked him to solve the problem.

Srini: he is asking if you took any action through the SHG or federation or sangam…
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R:

no. we didn’t sir! When we approach them they ignore us. They would say “OK we will
do the needful. You go” but they never do it

R:

the supply time is indefinite. Sometimes I have to take leave to my household job and
fetch water. at least they should tell us ‘on which date - which part would get the supply’.
Sometimes the water used to run waste without being helpful to anyone.

Srini: she says when she approaches proper persons they will say ‘ok. We will do. But
they won't. They also say that the supply time is not particular. There is no
regulation. They don’t know when the water will come.
M:

there is no system

R:

yes. No system is there. Should there be any solution for the problem all the persons in
charge should assemble in a place which becomes impossible. The panchayath
president and ward member along with the councilor should heed us together. They
should involve themselves. But they don’t.

M:

can't your self help group or federation solve the problem?

R:

we don’t know if there is any possibility.

M:

why not?

Srini: he is asking why you can’t solve the problem.
R:

we can't take initiative when our heads are there. We don’t know what we should do to
make the well water clean at the source level.

M:

will the World Vision help you to solve the problem.

R:

certainly. Definitely…by all means. If that well is here we would have solved the problem
years back there should be lid to the well. A security person should be there. They can
use a machine to purify it. They even brought a machine for water purification here. They
took water sample and it was tested in Tharamani. But they said it would not be suitable
for our soil. If the land water is good we can get at least daily supply. That is also not
good. Our NGO arranged for it and the machine too came here. And now it was taken to
Thuraippakkam.

Srini: if the well is in this community they would have done something. Even World
Vision would have taken some action. They even brought a machine for water
purification here. They took water sample and it was tested in Tharamani. But they
said it would not be suitable for this water. If that well is here they would have
solved the problem by putting a lid and security.
M:

they wanted to have their own source of pumping but here they couldn’t…right?

Srini: yeah
M:

many of you have got filters already. Will the World Vision support for
establishing and maintaining such a devise if it is supplied for the house hold
levels?
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R:

certainly. We will arrange for a meeting. You come and talk in the meeting. They will be
ready for it. In fact they wanted to get a branded water filter called ‘pureit’. But it was not
possible due to budget. You give your devise. We will tell our people. Will the devise be
suitable for our water? Do you mean to say you need fund? Our contract ends in
October as far as this area is concerned. That is why they wanted to supply water filter
‘pureit’. The cost was rupees 1500. They couldn’t buy it. Instead they got us tanks. We
have applied for 100 more tanks. Most of them have syntex at home.

M:

she says World Vision wanted to get them costly water purifier. It was beyond the
budget. So they got syntex tanks for them.

R:

in fact they have extended the contract for one more year. They want to find out how we
do things.

M:

so after September World Vision will not support them, is it.

Srini: yeah. Even now fresh funding is impossible. They just continue the prevailing
services. Now they are observing how these groups do things.
R:

even few days back the World Vision conducted an awareness program in the nearby
school. The HM was also there. If you want to find out if they would provide funds you
have to talk to them. We can't. You should have informed earlier.

R:

please talk to them. Even during the last meeting the manager asked if there is any
possibility to make the prevailing water drinkable in our area. Even the madam
mentioned that they want to do some help to build the over head tank here

R:

we liked her way of talking. She has understood our need.

Srini: yeah. I too talked to her once
R:

I remember that

Srini: her name is Sarala
R:

yes. She is Sarala.

M:

will the federation and sangam continue after World Vision leaves?

R:

definitely we will continue. There is no doubt in it. For the past 3 years we take our salary
from this. There is no separate salary for us. We had servants even for sweeping this
place. But we have stopped her and we do it ourselves. We are able to run for 3 years.
We will not waste money.

Srini: she says they will continue. They were running this for 3 years.
M:

will they continue after September?

Srini: yes, yes.
M:

I want to ask some questions about water treatment and involvement of sangam
or group. There are 2 ways of treatment. One way is the house hold method. The
treatment is done in household level. The other one is community level water
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treatment system. In this a big system is built and water is treated. People pay one
or two rupees and take water to their homes.
Srini: see, you follow some methods like water filter etc at home for water cleaning at
home is it not. It is house hold level purification. The other one is done in public
level and people can take it by paying one rupee or 2 rupees.
M:

house hold level means each house is responsible for its own filter. The
community level means everyone has to work together for it.

Srini: house hold level means they have to manage it by themselves. If it is community
level means every one’s contribution is needed for collecting money, or cleaning
or maintaining.
M:

Would the sangam or federation be ready to run a community level system?

Srini: will the sangam and federation maintain it by cleaning and looking after the
treatment systems maintenance and management?
R:

can maintain…

R:

can't it?

R:

only by hiring somebody for it.

Srini: she says sangam and federation would do it. But some on should be appointed.
M:

is the sangam a registered one?

R:

yes. It is

M:

do you think there would be good co operation from everyone in the community
for the community level treatment system? Will every one co operate?

R:

(firmly and aloud) yes. Surely everyone will co operate because it is about water.

R:

certainly. Why not?

Srini: what they say is, water is the basic necessity and so everyone would co operate
definitely. For water they will do.
M:

what types of job do the women in this community do?

R:

they go for job, they go for household help/work, cooking and they also go for assisting
in the construction works. Some go to stick the tiles. Apart from that they also do some
businesses. Some sell rice. Some sell clothes.

Srini: they say they go for different types of jobs. They go for domestic labor like
cleaning the vessels in the house. They go for cooking. They go for mild mason
job. Even they go for construction jobs. Sometimes they lay tiles too. They go for
selling saris.
R:

they sell vegetables too.
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M:

so approximately what percentage of the women in this community goes for jobs?

R:

no woman stays at home these days in any house! If they are well off they stay at home.
As far as this area is concerned this is the position.

Srini: most of the women are going for job .
M:

is it!

R:

at times even gents sit at home; but not the ladies

Srini: see…even some men are at home. But women are going for jobs.
R:

hope you won't mistake me. These days women are keener. If you make your son as an
engineer I will want my son to study more than yours! This is the mentality of women
these days. We have to earn to give good education for our son means we have to earn
more money. Only women go for jobs!

Srini: see…what she is telling. More than men, women are more responsible taking up
their families…educating their children…they really wanted their children to study.
So they go for jobs to earn.
M:

do you think males take part in community level system?

R:

no. why participation…they would not even care for it. They won't give importance for it.
They won't even allow our progress. That is the biggest hurdle for us. So we are scared
to take effort and do things. The first opposition is from gents for us. We took efforts and
steps for building the toilet…the pumping station. But those who were deeply involved
could finish it. They did it! Now they are building underground drainage. They build it for
20,000 people. We thought that the smell would be horrible. We tried our level best to
cancel it. But the first opposition rose from the gents of our own community. They ask
me “who are you to do it? Why should you poke your nose in this matter….etc.”

Srini: see…men are becoming hindrance if women want to do something.
M:

hindrance!?

Srini: yeah. A pumping station is going to be built in the government school. They did
not want it to happen. They tried to stop it. They ask ‘who are you to do this.’
R:

we even approached the collector. But gents were hindrance. We sent a letter to the
panchayath board. We sent a letter to the C.M cell. We sent a letter to the collector
office. We told we didn’t want it to be in our area-especially in the government school. It
is said that the drainage water from all over would accumulate there and then pumped
out. They take it to Perungudi it seems. We gave a letter to the MLA too. He says that it
is too late as it was approved before 3 years. He says it should only be built there and
that is the right place. This area is already treated as garbage dumping area. It may lead
to kidney problem to many people here. In addition to that problems would be severe if
this also is established. The diseases would spread more. That is the reason why we
gave a letter to all these officers. But everything was in vain.

Srini: they gave letter to Panchayath, MLA, collector…they even gave a letter to the
collector office. But nothing was fruitful. They said it was already too late. They
said it was approved 3 years ago. We cannot do anything. They said we are doing
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it for the benefit of so many people. They said that so many people opposed many
matters. They could not be stopped. Likewise this would also happen. These
people say that this is a government school. Building a drainage pumping station
would damage the health of so many people.
R:

around 500 children are studying here. This is in the middle of the community too. It has
students of 8th grade/class too.

Srini: she says approximately 500 children are studying in this school. From every place
it is going to come here and accumulate.
R:

the smell would spread around the entire area. Students have to eat only there! Actually
it is a place where there is a park previously for the children. The children are supposed
to eat here

Srini: she says Students have to eat there! The place is a park for the children. The
children are supposed to eat here. Here is going to be the pumping station and the
children have to eat here.
R:

these children are not even rich sir! They are all poor children. They eat and they inhale
the smell too. Why won't the disease affect the children?

Srini: she says the children eat and smell at the same place where the pumping station
of drainage water is going to be set. They fear that the health may get affected.
R:

there is one more concern. The bad gas would evolve there. We clearly know that it
would lead to kidney problem. But however we tried we could not succeed.

Srini: she says the gas which comes out would lead to health problem…that is kidney
problem. The entire community would get affected.
R:

it would be a big problem if there is a power cut.

Srini: she is telling if the power stops it would be problem
R:

it is erratic and the timing is indefinite. There is no power and there is no water.
Especially if there is a power cut in the night it is like a hell as the mosquito bite would be
intolerable. Even snakes’ come in. we can even purchase edibles or food from outside.
But can we buy electricity? The government never gives even an iota of importance for
these issues. We went even to the slum board. The ward members went and asked to
give us importance. There is no permanent patta. There is no permanent water supply.
There is no permanent electricity. The place is not fit to live in. we don’t lead a
permanent life here. It resembles the life of road hut dwelling which has to be vacated as
and when ordered to quit! We went and asked the MD. He is asking us whether it is
Naththam waste land or canal waste land or lake waste land. He is asking us. Is he not
supposed to know all these details? All the details are available in the file. Even if he is
new to the chair, he is there for 2 years! The previous officers have left all the details for
him to refer to! We are here for many years! Still he doesn’t have any knowledge about
this area! He is telling us this area is not permanent for us as slum board has sanctioned
us this place which does not belong to them. No one claimed it permanently! The
allotment itself says that the place is allotted to the pavement dwellers. They ask us to
pay the filling charge We have to pay only 5000 per house which measures 15 by 18.
The 5 thousand has grown into 40 thousand.
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Srini: what is filling charge?
R:

the area was very low. They had filled mud to raise it. They ask us to pay the filling
charge. The 5000 is only the filling charge! If we pay they would hand over the land to
the Panchayath board! Then they would give us patta. When we vacated the house they
said it is a free place for us.

Srini: wait …I have to tell all these things to this gentleman. She is telling water is a
problem. Electricity is a problem. They went and met the MD one month back. He listed
various types of waste lands and asks them which one does this place belongs to. They
are demanding these people to pay 5000. Now it is 40 thousand. But that amount is only
filling charge. This area was low. To bring it up they have to pay. In such case the area
would be given patta. That too…the panchayath will give the patta and not the slum
clearance board. After paying this money they will send the documents to the
panchayath. Then panchayath will charge something else and give patta.
M:

does the slum clearance board ask money for this?!

R:

yes. MD says so. He sways “pay the entire amount. I will give you a receipt. We will give
patta and allot the land to you”. The certificate will only confirm that the filling charge3
was paid by us. There are 2500 hoses here. They expect all the 2500 houses to pay the
filling charge. Unless it is competed we can't expect the patta!

Srini: she says that - even if one house does not pay the money they will not give patta
to anyone. Only if everybody pays the money they will hand over the place to the
panchayath.
M:

will it happen? Is it possible?

Srini: he is asking if it is possible and would it happen?
R:

it does not seem to be possible. It seems it is impossible. It cannot be possible. This
place is not permanent for us. Somewhat poor people may not pay and clear the
amount. We told them to establish an office here and let him sit here. We will collect
installments though the group and pay the amount to them. We will ask the residents to
come to their office and let them collect the money and give them receipt. These days
they send a person periodically. They will just come and talk to few residents here. They
would collect of someone gives money and they would go just like that.

Srini: does he give receipt?
R:

yes. He gives a perfect receipt.

Srini: how much does he collect?
R:

a person gives just rupees 300. How long will it take to reach 40000? Moreover the
delay will also cumulate penalty. There is confusion now due to another matter. Most of
them who bought in the beginning have sold it to somebody else. Now most of the hoses
are in the third hand. To avoid this confusion they have segregated the houses into 2
groups namely the first hand holders and the second hand holders.

Srini: those who came first should pay…?
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R:

first it was told they have to pay only Rupees 5000. The persons got from them should
pay Rupees 12000. If you are allotted… it is Rupees 32000. They also collect from the
person who was allotted at first. So it is Rupees 32+ Rupees 5= Rupees 37 thousands.
They say that 100 months have gone. They collect 300 Rupees per month. Many people
have paid money. But they were not given any proof for that. They collect interest on
interest! Just imagine… 9% per Rupees 100!

Srini: how much money was paid?
R:

at first Rupees 7500 was collected. Then they collected Rupees 17 thousands. Then
they collected Rupees 21 thousands. Then 32! Now it is 38 which would come to
Rupees 40 thousands along with interest. There are people who got filled (the mud) in
their lands even when they were asked to pay Rupees 17 thousands. But they were not
given any receipt. These days whenever we go and approach they ask “Oh…Balaji
Nagar..?” and they hesitate to do anything for us. They look us down. We were happy
that we have bought a land which we would give our children. After my demise it should
become a permanent property to our children. What will happen if the position is
indecisive like this at his time? Nothing is clear. Everything is confusing. They don’t give
a responsible response when we approach them. Will we get patta?

Srini: when we approached the SCB they say that only panchayath is responsible to
allot the Patta. When we approached panchayath they say that only SCB is
responsible to allot the same.
R:

yes. they repeatedly say the same thing to us.

Srini: she is telling those who originally bought it should pay almost like 32 thousand
rupees. People who bought from them have to pay extra amount of 5000 as a
penalty. Some of them have paid full amount. They didn’t even get the receipt for
it. She also says whoever the authority may be, they are not responding properly.
R:

our councilor, president along with 2 or 3 important persons from this area and 3 of our
members of group went there and asked. We requested them that we would pay 25
thousand and asked them to give allotment. We would show it to Panchayath board and
make it ready. They ask for land/property tax too! They see if the house has mud floor or
cement floor or mosaic floor or marble floor! The tax differs according to the flooring of
the house. The entire Pallikkaranai area is full of patta lands. They collect the property
tax according to the floor and roof of the house. (She mentions it as floor tax and roof
tax). OK…let them collect. No problem! But we should be allowed to live here. They are
not amicable either way. They talk in a very strict way. They say that we should pay the
entire amount immediately. They talk in a commanding voice. Those who have money
would pay. How about the ones who don’t have money? OK. They ask us to pay only
rupees 300. But they calculate the interest for the balance amount as well as the interest
on the balance interest. The installment would follow up to our next generation too

Srini: she is telling that they are paying 300 rupees per month. But how long? Again and
again they are putting penalty. They are again putting the interest for the lack of
money. If they pay 300 rupees it will come for the lifelong. They have to pay and
the next generation has to pay.
M:

do you live here?
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R:

yes. My house is at the back of this place.

M:

what is the source of drinking water for you?

R:

can water

M:

do you have a fear that SVCB or the panchayath may ask you to clear this place?

R:

no, because I have paid part (half of the amount) already. I have 3 houses. One house
was paid 32000. I have paid 24000 Rupees totally; 11000 for one house and 11000for
the other. They are in the name of my 3 sons and I am paying money in the name of all
the 3 sons. What they say is I should pay 35000 within this month and make things
clear. Unless I pay this, the penalty and interest would grow.

Srini: she says she has 3 houses. For one house she paid 32 thousand. For the other 2
she paid 11000 each. They are putting penalty on the pending amount.
R:

the MD of SCB once came here to inspect. There were 11 fire accidents here. One of
the houses here is a 3 storey building. A new MD was appointed in SCB and he came
here to supervise the filling. The MD is asking “you don’t have proper income. You get
only 1000 Rupees per month. How could you build such a big house? CM has ordered
to demolish this”. He also asked “Who sanctioned you permission to build a floor on a
floor?” how did you get approval? she said he got approval. But he went to his office and
sent a letter saying that the house should be sealed. But the officer got transferred
immediately.

Srini: she says that the managing director is asking Mylai Balaji Nagar people “how
come you are able to construct a concrete house here when you don’t have
sufficient income”.
M:

when did this happen?

R:

it happened 4 years ago.

R:

now they are construction drainage pipes. It will take 3 years for it to be competed

R:

this place was given to us by central government. One Mr.Swaran Sigh made this area
clear for us. When we came here they said that the area was freely allotted for us. “Go
and live in your own house, why do you suffer in this slum”. So we came here. First they
said the land was free. They filled mud. They asked us to pay the filling charge. We
came here from Luz corner Mylapore. It was near the railway station. The place called
flower garden was near our slum. They said that the place belongs to Public Works
Department. We all hesitated to vacate that place and were adamant no to vacate. I
overstayed there for one more year. They asked us why we should have any fear when
government allots free land and so we came here. There was no electricity here for so
many years.

Srini: she says they lived in Mylapore. The place belonged to Public Works Department.
They asked why they should hesitate when government allots free land and so
they came here at last half heartedly.
R:

10 years back Karunanidhi (the then Chief minister) told he would give free patta for
lands occupied by pavement dwellers. We went and gave request in CM’s cell straight in
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the hands of MK Stalin (son of Karunanidhi). They said they would look into the matter
and just collected the requisition papers. No progress was there! We have approached
almost all the places. We have even approached the fort and collector!
Srini: we are going to Panchayath office on Monday. We will ask about it to them. We
will come and inform you.
R:

let them not give electricity or water. But these places were bought for the sake of the
next generation. At least they should make it as our permanent place. That is enough
for us. Don’t we need peace of mind? We don’t have big flat. It is after all a hut.

Srini: she is telling that they are not very rich. They don’t have big flat. After all they
own 15 by 8 houses. They want to give it to the next generation without any
encumbrance.
R:

what is there if I don’t leave anything? He has children.

R:

I only had three sons when I vacated Mylapore. Now they are married and have a girl
child each. Can we live in the same old small house? We borrow money and extend the
house by adding a floor. They ask us ‘when you can't pay the penalty why should you
extend the house. You are able to mobilize lakhs of rupees for building the house’.

M:

you said you got receipt for the amount paid?

R:

they gave receipt but they did not give any proof -that is clearance certificate as we
have not paid the full amount. It is only allotment paper. It is not a perfect patta.

M:

how much more they have to pay? Is it not clear?

R:

that is not clear because they are paying interest on penalty.

M:

will they be removed from this place?

Srini:

that is what she is asking us! She asked whether they would be asked to move
from this place! I said I would talk to panchayath and tell.

R:

you please tell them I would thank them 1 lakh times if they make this place permanent
for us. if you ask them about that I would thank you so much.

Srini:

a new EO has come. We would go and ask them.

R:

we sent a letter to the EO too. He also didn’t respond.

Srini:

if we ask he says they didn’t receive even a single paisa from Balaji Nagar. The
electricity bill was something like more than a crore it seems.

R:

should they not take auction for that?

Srini:
R:

if they cut the electricity connection people come and quarrel from this area
even a poor family here has a fridge, washing machine and rice cooker! Let them cut the
power and talk to us. In a way they are correct as some people here are arrogant and
create problems. Let them come and ask. We will pay. Even for SCB we tell them the
same thing. if they establish an office here we will regularly pay the amount. Group
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people are ready to collect it and give. At least let them sit till the 10th of every month.
We are sure that we should pay the devil its due. Let them take step. They should not
cut for the entire area. They should cut only for those who don’t pay. They should take
step. When there is power in one house and no power in the other house they will have
an urge to pay. We filled a form of 150 rupees and sent a request to the EB. They are
adamant not to give us. They say the SCB has not given approval for the same. The EB
didn’t give sanction as there is no patta.
Srini:

I was talking to Panchayath officer on the other day. He said there is no revenue
from Mylai Balaji nagar. Even the EB bill was for more than a crore. These people
are telling that they want sanction for houses. But they are not sanctioned as they
don’t have patta. This area still belongs to SCB. The EB bill is not the prime issue.
The problem is, Panchayath is confused about who has to issue patta. They say
unless they pay the arrears they would not get allotment. Without an allotment
they cannot get patta. Even that letter is a temporary allotment. Only when there is
a registered approval everything is possible.

R:

let them give separate connections individually for every house. See…in villages if the
water is supplied straight to your house you have to pay water tax. In the same way let
them give connection and collect tax. Let them give patta and collect land tax. Either one
of the bodies should take in charge. We the people are sandwiched in between. We are
dying out of fear every day regarding the patta matter. Some of us paid money and
suffer and the others suffer without paying. If they approach us we will give importance
in our federation and discuss in our federation. We will take the matter to the public. If 10
people gather we can get a better solution. We will get a permanent life. Even those paid
the full amount and got the letter approached the electricity board and asked. Even they
were refused individual connection. They told them to come with the entire community
after clearing the amount.

Srini:

she says that let them give individual connection and collect tax.

R:

there is no use in living here for 10 years. It is better to live one year with happiness and
satisfaction. The next generation should not curse us telling that ‘my parents have
purchased in such a place’.

M:

OK. We will go there on Monday. We will talk to them about it.

R:

better do it, we will be thankful. What do you say?

Srini:

we understand. We will do it.

R:

he is nodding his head. I doubt if he has understood. He is also laughing (every one
laughs)

M:

have a home. OK.

R:

they come and collect regularly. At first they said it is free for us. After a long time in the
year 2000 they asked us to pay 7,500 rupees. Then they asked 11,500 rupees. Then it
became 32000 rupees. They say that the penalty is 5000 rupees per year per every
house.
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M:

penalty! Every year!!

R:

yes. Then there was a scheme from Panchayath that if you have a land they would build
a house for you for 80000 rupees. But they asked us to give a bribe of 20000 rupees.
But the scheme was helpful for this area as it needed patta. They said to the federation
that the allotment should be in our name. There was full rush for it! 100 persons are in
the federation. Some of them are very poor. They don’t have house. They said that
unless full amount is settles the panchayath can't help.

R:

some of them work in the office; some of them do assistance in construction work.
Some of them are government staff and some other men are government staff. But the
percentage of government staff would be very little. 10 or 8% would be government staff.
Most of them are laborers. They get wages daily. The job is according to the education.

M:

that is all I wanted to ask you all about. Thank you very much

R:

we have to thank you. Get us a good reply. We will ever think of you.
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M:

Hi…meeting Mr. - of sector 2 on Friday. The first question is what is the
10year situation of Patta here?
Srini: Please tell us something about the land matters and patta.
R:
this place belongs to revenue department.
Srini: he says that this place belongs to revenue department.
R:
but the slum clearance board occupied this place and got CMDA approval. They
divided them into plots. They only got the 2 phase, 3 phase electricity approvals
and they also got the approvals for roads such as 10 feet road, 20 feet road and
30 feet road. They also arranged for public toilets in the ratio of 1 one toilet for 10
families.
Srini: see, the slum clearance board occupied the land and got the approval of CMDA.
CMSA is the only authority to give approval. Slum clearance board also arranged
for 15 feet road, 20 feet road and 30 feet roads.
R:
but the maintenance is performed by town Panchayat.
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Srini:
M:
Srini:
R:

he says the Pallikaaranai town Panchayat is doing the maintenance.
what does he mean by the maintenance?
what is maintenance?
water, road, waste

M:
R:

can you tell me something about patta?
Slum clearance board has allotted 270 square feet for every family. They say that
the allotment would be given to those who pay all their dues. The revenue
department should give its approval in the form of NOC (no objection certificate).
If it gives NOC then the patta would be allotted. But the NOC is not yet given by
the revenue department.
Srini: Slum clearance board has allotted 270 square feet for every family. If they have
paid the dues the allotment letter would be given. Even then the patta will not be
given because Slum clearance board has to give NOC.
R:
actually this land is supposed to be cattle rearing land. The Delhi government
has to give approval for using the rearing field to use for residential purpose.
Srini: this is grassing land. This is agricultural land. Central government has to approve
allotment. So the government has to give approval for using grassing land for
living purpose.
M:

does this belong to revenue department of central government or state
government?
Srini: actually this land belongs to whom, Central government or state government?
R:
Central government
Srini: is it not Tamil Nadu revenue department?
R:
the revenue department is that of state government. But the rearing land belongs
to the Central government.
Srini: since this is a grazing land they have to get the approval from the Central
government.
M:
Srini:
R:
Srini:

the people have to get the approval or the department?
not the people. The Slum clearance board has to get it
Pollution control department has right in this land.
that means this is under the control of forest land? No…this is not forest area at
all.
R:
this is not forest area. What is the English word which indicates the land where
you take the cattle to allow them to ear grass? I am also aware of it. But the
agricultural department is asking for land which equals the size of the land and
they say only on that condition they can give this land for residence. The SCB
will give NOC to us. For that they have to get NOC from them.
Srini: The SCB has to give NOC to these people and the SCB will get NOC from the
revenue department.
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M:
what do they have to do to get NOC from the revenue department?
Srini: they have to pay the money. But even then they have not got the approval of the
revenue department. That is what blocking them.
M:
what is the hurdle to get the approval from the revenue department?
Srini: tell us what should be done to get the approval of the revenue department?
R:
they have to get the entire value from the residents. In 2001 they did a survey of
verification of lands to know who has got confirmed allotment and how many
vacant lands are there. They listed out who were allotted and who had purchased
from the allotted persons. It was finalized in the year 2003. According to the
survey it was announced that those who were directly allotted should pay rupees
17040 and the persons who bought from them had to give an additional amount
of Rs. 5000 as penalty. But even after paying they were given only NOC and not
patta. Even now the records say that these lands belong to the revenue
department. They also allowed them to give Rs. 2000 or Rs. 3000 and to give the
rest of the amount as installment of Rs. 300.
Srini: he says they did a survey in 2001. They listed out who were allotted lands. They
have to pay 17500 Rupees if they were allotted.
M:
for how many months?
Srini: how many months should they pay like that?
R:
till they finish paying the entire amount. If there is delay they have to add penalty
and pay. But this was the stage in 2003. Today the value has gone up to 4000
Rupees.
Srini: yes. Every month they have to pay 300 rupees extra if they fail to pay.
M:
OK…once the people get NOC what will happen?
R:
that is all!
Srini: NOCs are end…only they are aimed.
M:
it is not a patta?
Srini: it is not patta. But NOCs are enough to prove they are the owners for the time
being as no one is allotted patta.
M:
Srini:
R:
R:

has anybody in this Mylai Balaji Nagar has got NOC already?
he is asking if anyone got NOC here.
yes 5% of them have got
(another person interferes and tells) 7% is there

M:
can they get patta using the NOC? What is the duty of the SCB then?
Srini: how can they get patta using the NOC?
R:
they cannot get patta with NOC. But only if they have NOC they can get EB
connection and drainage connection.
Srini: that is rule of SB department that they should have NOC.
R:
they can even get loan (pledging the house) if they have a NOC.
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Srini: he is telling that if they have NOC they can get electricity and drainage
connection and even they can apply for loan.
M:
R:

what should one do to get a proper patta?
nothing can be done. They cannot do anything. The central government has to
give NOC to SCB.
Srini: he is telling that revenue department has to give NOC.
M:
R:

who gives the patta? Who is the sponsor?
Tamil Nadu Government

M:

you said the Panchayat is responsible to give maintenance of services
here. Is the Panchayat getting any revenue for this service?
Srini: do they collect any money to give the maintenance service?
R:
no. not at all.
M:
R:
Srini:
R:
Srini:
R:
Srini:
R:
Srini:
R:

what are the development plans here? Concrete road has come.
drainage connection.
sewage…
rain water harvesting
rain water canal …what else…
metro water supply
when will you get metro water?
in another one year
he is telling metro water will reach them after a year
already the drainage work is going on. We will get metro water only after the
drainage work is finished (completed)
Srini: once this drainage work is complete then they will start working on metro water
M:

will the metro water be given to individual houses? Will they have a
separate line?
R:
unless we get metro water the drainage will not function properly. There would be
blockage.
Srini: will the metro water be given to individual houses?
R:
definitely. Why not?
Srini: they will have separate lines and the connection would be given to individual
houses.
M:
R:
Srini:
R:

will that be given to every house or to the house which got NOC?
I don’t know what will happen at that time
they don’t know
for slums they will fix only very low charge. But we don’t know what the cost
would be
M:
OK. Subsidized price
Srini: yes. But they don’t know what the cost would be
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M:
R:

they have to decide…
details are there. But we don’t know

M:

before the metro water is given the quality of water coming in the pipes is
quite bad. We have given some filters for the households. There are 2 ways
to do the water treatment. One is community level RO treatment and other
is in household level.
Srini: the water now supplied it not that good is it not? We have given filters to the
houses. There are 2 ways to do the water treatment. One is community level RO
treatment and other is in household level.
R:
the RO plants are not maintained well.
Srini: is there any plant in this area!
R:
no. I saw it somewhere else
Srini: OK. If they are provided there would be 2 methods to do the water treatment.
M:

OK. Will the Panchayat co operate with the NGO for the improvement of
water quality improvement?
R:
if they do it in a single place they can do.
Srini: he says it is possible in community level
R:
Panchayat will co-operate in every aspect. As a ward member I will also
contribute whatever I can
Srini: he says Panchayat will co-operate and he would also contribute whatever he
could
R:
I am ready to do anything in political level
Srini: he says he is ready to co operate in this
M:
would they be financing?
Srini: if NGO contributes money will the Panchayat contribute?
R:
ye they would. They should methodically give a written request saying that they
want to do the water purification and need the co operation from the Panchayat.
The cost should be mentioned. It would be discussed and the sanction would be
passed
Srini: he says there is a proper process. They should ask by writing a letter. Then the
Panchayat would co operate and do whatever is needed, they should mention
the cost in the letter. The Panchayat would decide it in a meeting of a body and
pass a resolution
M:
if the NGO is financing how about managing the system?
Srini: he is asking, if NGO contributes the money and builds a system in community
level, will the Panchayat do the maintenance?
R:
yes. The town Panchayat always does the maintenance. Definitely
Srini: they will discuss everything in a Panchayat meeting and decide things
R:
we have already given tender for one lakh rupee project for overhead tank.
Someone has already taken tender. But they have not done anything so far.
R:
(another person) there was a tender given for underground sump which was for 2
lakhs. It was also not done
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Srini: he says they have passed tender for one lakh rupee for overhead tank. Some
company has even taken the tensed. One lakh for overhead tank and 2 lakhs for
underground sump were sanctioned. But they have not done so far. If it is done we can
even go for a community level filter.
M:
what is the time limit to build overhead tank and the sump?
R:
the tender was passed and they have taken the tender too. But no they say that
the money is not enough for the project.
Srini: the company has taken the tender, but now the company is resisting doing the
work saying that the fund is not sufficient.
R:
they say that the budget is low
R:
they say that the rate is low (he means the fund is low)
Srini: they are negotiating with PWD about the amount
M:
how much time would it take to get the approval of the Panchayat for the
community level water treatment system?
R:
our tenure is coming to an end. We have after all two months left with. Hereafter
it is becoming corporation. Rather it is going to become corporation. I doubt whether it is
practically possible to do. It is going to be Chennai Corporation in the next move. It may
or may not be town Panchayat. We can’t say now.
Srini: how much time would it take if it is town Panchayat?
R:
we can make things ready within a month. There is no problem. We will
immediately convene the assembly meeting. The letter of request of the NGO would be
shown and discussed there.
Srini: he is telling there is going to be an election for the local bodies within 2 months.
They are going to club this with corporation. It is just a plan. If it is going to happen they
have to approach the Chennai Corporation for the approval. If it would be a Panchayat
he could get the work done within a month’s time.
R:
if it is a corporation there would be a delay
M:
is Mylai Balaji Nagar not a part of Chennai metro?
Srini: no. plans are going on for that. They are going to divide into 3 sectors. They are
north, central and south sectors. This place will be covered under south
M:
Srini:
R:
Srini:

is this going to happen in 2 months?
we don’t know. There is a plan
the process is over. We think it would happen
they are anticipating that it would happen
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M:
R:

OK. That is all the questions I have. Thank you very much
thank you sir

M:
R:

your name?
Shiva

M:

Thank you very much
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Summary Notes
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Location: CMWSSB Training Centre, Kilpauk
Participant: -, Deputy Director, Training Centre & formerly Executive Engineer, Coordination
Present: Imran and Srini
Prepared by: Imran, cross-checked by Srini




Met with Mr. - (referred to as B from herein) in the evening time
Didn’t have direct knowledge of Mylai Balaji Nagar or the Metro Water connection plans
for that area himself, but made several calls to colleagues until found someone who could
answer the questions
Eventually, useful information was given by -, A. E. (Assistant Engineer) which B related
to us:



The pipeline that is now being installed along Velachery Main Rd is the water main
coming from the desalination plant that is being constructed south of Chennai
o This is the “Nemmeli” plant and is a 100 million litre per day (MLD) desal plant
that will supply Chennai city
 There is also another 100 MLD desal plant to the north of the city that
may or may not be online yet
o The Nemmeli plant is not yet complete but is aimed to be completed by 2012
 Whether this will actually be the case, or whether there will be further
delays B cannot say
o The pipeline being built will convey that water and there will be a tapping point
for Pallikaranai
 B says however that it could take 5 years to build the distribution network
in the Panchayat itself, which would be necessary for the water to reach
households there
• Could be low as 3 years if the gov’t comes under lots of political
pressure
• But could also be up to 7 years with delays etc.
o On the matter of whether MBN would get water specifically, B says that because
it is a “slum packet” it functions as a vote bank which will be valuable for
political parties in the next election  the people living at MBN can use political
pressure to ensure that they to will become connected (MBN will be covered so
there will not be any need for political pressure to ensure them with metro water
connection)
 B seems pretty convinced of the inevitability of MBN becoming
connected, but B isn’t aware of a specific plan to connect or not connect
MBN, or of the community’s particular circumstances




CMWSSB has no experience of cooperating with NGOs
CMWSSB only handles construction and management of the water systems they create
o They are not involved in areas outside their service zone
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o Would not become involved in an NGOs efforts in MBN or any other community
outside their gov’t-mandated service zone


Pallikaranai (and MBN with it) is in the process of becoming part of the Corporation of
Chennai
o When this will be complete, B cannot say
o But it will change who is responsible for services to MBN
 In what way, B cannot say
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Participants:
L – -, Project Faculty Partner @ IIT
I - Imran
Transcript:
I: Ok, so meeting with Dr. -... So what are the reasons that you felt that the household level
system was the best way to go for this particular community?
L: See, our experience with the household and community level treatment units for
defluoridation in Rajasthan and other areas, ok.... We felt that when we put in the community,
they feel that it is nobody's baby, ok. So they never give any attention to clean, then this filters
and all we have to do the backwashing, clean, maintain it and all the things, nobody do anything,
ok? But when you give it to the house, and if they are aware of the problem, ok they feel that it is
their own thing. If they maintain it, they can get immediately the benefit. Ok, so that type of
mentality is there, prevailing, so that is the reason.
I: Ok, so you had done a defluoridation project in Rajasthan?
L: Rajasthan, it is a sponsored project.
I: Ok, and all the systems you deployed were household level filters?
L: We had both.
I: Oh you did!
L: Yea, both the things were there - community level and household.
I: Not many people...
L: Nobody came.... So same thing was happening. We were going for the regeneration of that,
because, after passing a particular quantity, the activated alumina was getting exhausted. So we
had to clean it. So we used to go every two months to the site to clean it, with all the chemicals
and all the things. And whenever we asked them to come and just pump the water for the
cleaning purpose, not a single person was ready.
I: ...For the community level?
L: Yea, we just put it for them, and they are using the water.
I: Were they using it?
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L: They were using it!
I: They were taking the water from it?
L: They were taking the water from it, but when we have to clean it...
I: No one came...
L: Nobody came...
I: I see.
L: Ok? But in household - I'm not telling that household unit was also 100% successful - but the
success rate was over... the maintenance was better in household unit compared to the
community level.
I: I see.
L: Household level also some people were, because we were giving nice steel vessels at that
time, so they have removed the media and they used it for storage. So those types of things we
could see, but at least 70% was successful there.
I: When you had the community level filter—
L: Ah, yea, that is one thing. Another thing is at this moment we are looking mostly for the
bacteriological quality and we know the surrounding hygienic conditions... So if you have the
community level unit, they have to collect the water and go and keep it somewhere.
I: So there's a risk of recontamination?
L: Ah yea. And they'll be storing in a vessel, carrying in one vessel, and storing in some other
vessel. It is not immediately used. Ok, so the chance of contamination will be there. The unit,
whatever we have given now, they are treating it and immediately using it, so the chance of
contamination will be much less.
I: Yes, I see. Ok. In Rajasthan, when you had the community level system, did you organize a
group of people to—
L: It was for some 12 families, one community, or twelve or fifteen, because in villages - you
have seen isn't it - many families will be living together, and they'll be having a common well.
I: Oh, ok, around the well—
L: So we connected to the well, directly, where they come for taking the water for all the
purposes.
<Marker: 0:03:17.9>
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I: Can you describe for me the process by which you entered the community?
L: Ah.... No we have done the screening studies. Ok... then find out the place where the fluoride
concentration was very high and whoever was having the problem, and we went and told them
that this is because of the fluoride and all and we have conducted this awareness programme and
among the things, ok and um, and no... and we looked at various parameters ok? That,
accessibility to the place, because we had to take all the chemicals and all the things ok? So those
type of things also came into picture. But we talked to the people, we created a sort of awareness
among them ok, and we told that, yea, we are putting it for the testing purpose and you'll be
getting clean water. Ok? And this is the thing, and we have shown them also, with test, what is
the fluoride concentration before and after...
I: With the test kits?
L: Yea, test kits. Ah the fluoride test kits. All those things we have done, and they were aware,
and even the doctors, health department, doctors also came and talked to them and all.
I: Oh, so they were doing outreach, public health side as well?
L: Yea. Ok still, after they were asking only one question - you people are in the city, you just
opening the tap, you get water in your kitchen, why can't the government do they same thing for
us?
I: So people's first priority is to have a household tap connection.
L: Tap connection.
I: That's their ideal.
L: Yea, so if you can get it, then why should we go and clean the things and get the water? That's
what they are asking.
I: So, what do you think would... is it possible, do you think, in that community in Rajasthan to
make the community level system successful?
L: Ah, but now, after that one, ah, now what they are doing is distributing the household units
just like, ok, and they have a centralized regeneration system, just like the gas cylinders.
I: Oh!
L: So the gas cylinders, this ones are there, and the activated alumina in the <inaudible> tube you must've seen, isn't it - and once it is exhausted, they have the testing liquids, solutions are
there. So they'll test and we'll tell that if this is the number of people in this house, this many
litres, or this many days you can use it, then you get an approximate idea. So after that one,
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they'll be taking this bag and going to the central place. Ok? So they give them another bag, and
they'll be regenerate. Just like the gas cylinder, isn't it?
I: Sure, do you mean in every village there is one regeneration location?
L: That's what, at that time. Presently I don't know what was the thing. When we came out to the
community, that is what we suggested. And after that one, I've heard that they have distributed 1
lakh 50 thousand filters. Huge.
I: Oh, so this is a massive area!
L: Massive area. Ok, we started initially with 50, then we went up to 150, then we went up to
500. After that one, we have... because by that time, ten years were over in the projects, so I left
and my advisor left, so—
I: Do you mean 15 filters, or 15 hundred, or 15 thousand?
L: Now it is 1 lakh 50 thousand.
I: So you started with only 15... and went up...
L: No, we went up to 500, after that some NGOs took over.
I: Ok, and then they spread it out?
L: Yea.
I: Ok, so when you had the test case, the regeneration was done—
L: ...in a centralized place. Ok, because they have to put it in alkali solution, then acid solution,
then utilize it, so many people may not be able to do it.
I: ...in the home.
L: Yea, at home.
I: So, each village you set up these, kinda, chemical depots and they...
L: Yea, and we don't want to throw the liquid here and there, so what do you do is, they'll just be
putting it in a tank, so they acid and alkali will just be neutralizing, and then the sludge will be
settling down. And clear water, they'll throw it away and the sludge they'll dry it and put it in a
tank.
I: Oh, ok. So, who ran that regeneration centre?
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L: See, regeneration centre is ran by a villager, and each regeneration this people will be giving, I
think, 5 rupees or 10 rupees or something like that, so he will be getting the money.
I: So, it's a little business.
L: Yea, it's a small business.
I: OK, and was that model sustainable? Do you know if its still operating today?
L: Ah... filters are... ah... I don't have the clear picture but they are telling that the program is
going on fine. That's what UNICEF told me.
I: If it's gotten so big, it's—
L: Yea, so ok, we were using with this steel filters and all, now they converted into plastic, so
that they cannot use that filter for any storage purpose <laughs> and all the things...
I: Oh, ok, I see.
L: So that's the model going on there.
I: So in this case, what we're suggesting is that the treatment is going on at the household level,
but the management, maintenance...
L: Maintenance is in a centralized place.
I: Ok, ah...
L: And for our filter also, I think that would be a better solution, if they wanted to replace the
carbon or something, if someone is there, one of the self-help group person is there, he can, she
can give ok, 5 kgs this one, clean one, this much rupees, something like that.
I: Ah yea. So we can, so you're suggesting it's possible to use a community group to sell new
charcoal, throw out the old charcoal once it's exhausted, and they get new one.
L: Yea, the old charcoals, they can dry it and use it as a fuel. Ok, so no waste will be there.
I: Oh, ok, ok! I actually met with World Vision yesterday and we were talking about this exact
same thing. So the self-help groups, two people from every self-help group join a federation. The
federation is for all of Balaji Nagar. There is also a Sangam, for all the women in the community
who aren't in the self-help groups, can join the Sangam.
L: Yea! And they can get some monetary benefits, some 2 rupees or 5 rupees or something like
that, so that will self-sustainable.
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I: So, the self-help groups do a lot of economic development, so there's a business aspect there.
And the Sangam deals with a lot of water quality issues. So it's a very natural connection, to use
a Sangam and the Federation and the self-help groups to supply charcoal or help clean the filters,
or something like that.
L: Yea! And here the cleaning is much easier compared to the other place, other place we have to
use alkali. Ok, here it is just washing, because that washing they can do household level itself,
that's what I feel. Because why should they go and pay the money and all the things...
I: Yea, just wash it like rice at home.
L: Yea, but when they have to change the charcoal, instead of everyone going and buying and
making it, this people can supply that one. Much better!
I: Yea. So when we were talking to the CMWSSB gentleman yesterday, he said that it's a good
idea, and because the [Metro] water is not coming there for five years, there's a lot of potential to
continue using it. He suggested finding NGOs who can help support it as well. And maybe take
it to other peri-urban communities like this one, that need the same thing. But he has very
supportive of it.
L: Yea, - he is aware of our municipal work and all things. -. He was not hesitant to give any,
you told that it was for the project purpose, isn't it? Once it is project, he won't tell anything for
IIT project, and...
I: Yea, good relationship there.
L: Yea, otherwise they'll create lots of problems.
I: Ah I see. He called many, many people! He called like 6 people, he called this person, called
that person. But he finally answered eventually.
<Marker 0:10:04.8>
I: So let me ask you, can you speak about why you felt that the rapid sand filter with the charcoal
dual media was the best for this community.
L: Ah yea, see when we analyzed the water quality, we could see that the major problems were
bacteriological quality, then turbidity, and then this one, odour and taste. So if you want to
remove these things, turbidity - filtration is the easiest method. Ok, and we have to have an
economical unit, is it use, and the community should have the know-how to develop it, so if you
go for any high-end technology, ok, finally when it goes from us to somebody else, the
middleman will be taking all the profits, yea, profits and all the things. Ok, so, finally it will be
working as any filter which is available in the market. But this filter means, ok, sand and...
everybody knows that what this media will do, because our grand-grand-parents were using this
one in three pots - that three-pot filter system was existing long, long, long time back. Ok, so,
this is just a modification of that one, so.
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I: Can you tell me a bit about the history of the three-pot filter, like where was it used
traditionally?
L: In most of the households where they were collecting the water from the surface sources.
I: In Tamil Nadu? In Kerala? In south India...?
L: Um... in many rural areas. It is not location specific, it was spread everywhere.
I: Everywhere this is a very common practice?
L: Yea, wherever it was there, ok, filter will be using a cloth and put it through the sand and...
Because I remember, when I was in school in 4th standard, this was one of the projects I made
for the...
I: Oh really! So you started early!
L: Yea, at that time we were trying to do that one. We didn't know what is actually happening in
the systems and all, but it was clearing the water, so.
I: I see.
L: Because charcoal will take care of your, any organic matter present, and definitely the residual
turbidity also. And the chlorine will disinfect the system.
I: Can you speak to why you chose to put the sand on top and the charcoal on the bottom, and not
the other way around?
L: Okay, see, we are putting the charcoal mainly to remove the taste etc. Ok, but the sand, will be
able to remove only the turbidity. So if you put the charcoal in the top, the charcoal pores will be
getting clogged with turbidity very fast, ok, and the cleaning will be, ok, and what purpose we
used, we proposed it, may not be achieved fast.
I: I see.
L: Ok, so, if you put the sand, sand will be taking care of the turbidity particles. Then only
whatever the left over, the colour, the organic matter, whatever is coming, that sort of thing will
be there, so that one will be taken care of by the charcoal.
I: So, the life is extended—
L: Life is extended and it will be used in a better way.
I: Ok, so this basic system - dual media gravity filtration - how would it look like if it was done
at a community level system?
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L: Community level system also it will be the same way. We can put a big filter. Ok? Either in
the same tank itself, we can put the sand and the charcoal, ok? Or you first put sand filter, then
you can go for the charcoal. Because if put it both the things together, backwashing time the
charcoal will be coming at the top.
I: So the reason we can put it this way in the buckets is that there's no backwashing, so there's no
gravity settlement.
L: Because usually the dual-media filter, anyway, whenever we talk about the filtration, they'll
tell that effectiveness will come if the process water goes in the top and the small, ok? But we
did the other way because of this purpose. Ok so.
I: So in a city plant that has a GAC filter or something, that would be a separate unit from the...
L: Yea! Actual sand filter, followed by a GAC.
I: As long as you're doing backwash.
L: Always, always, separately.
< Marker 0:14:03.4>
I: If you were going to place a community level system at Balaji Nagar, where would you put it?
What's a good place for it, you think?
L: Community level, I suggest it will be in that infiltration well itself.
I: At the infiltration well? Inside it or...?
L: Inside the well itself we can put it.
I: So like have an upflow well.
L: Yea, upflow mode, we can put it.
I: Oh ok.
L: So that's what initially we were thinking. But that never came because during the transport
itself lots of contamination chances are there. Unless we plug that one, no point in having
treatment unit there, isn't it?
I: Yea, it's a much bigger process to rehabilitate the—
L: Yea, and the cost will be much higher.
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I: Much higher, yea... What do you think about a community level system that will be inside
Balaji Nagar?
L: Inside Balaji Nagar, also the same thing. If you go to Balaji Nagar, see how they store the
water.
I: But let me suggest this. There's some examples in rural Andhra Pradesh where some NGOs
are—
L: Yea, they are doing RO plant and they give it in the cans.
I: Yea, in the cans!
L: Yea, if you do that type of a thing, it will work. But if you don't have any proper, ok, storage
system and all the things, again the same thing will be happening. But there the charge is there,
they're charging ten rupees or something.
I: Yea, it's fairly expensive. It's not as much as the market models, but—
L: Yea, it is half the market price.
I: Yea.
L: Another thing is, you don't need the RO water, isn't it?
I: It's very high quality.
L: Yea, very high and, no, why do we want to remove all the things?
I: There's no chemical contamination!
L: Yea, there's no chemical contamination here!
I: Do you think such a system could work there?
L: Depending upon the mentality of the people, if whether they are ready to pay. Because this
people, whoever is going for the tap water, they don't have any means or capacity to pay,
otherwise already, other people are going for the thing [bottled water], isn't it?
I: Yea.
L: So that's what we have to look into, the lowest rate, what is the paying capacity. And no, when
the children are there - food or this water or what will they be doing?
I: I see. So even that kind of system may be too expensive for our target population.
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L: Ah yea, because they may need one bottle everyday, 10 rupees going for that one, when will
they be able to afford? Otherwise, they will gave gone by now, isn't it, for that one, 20 rupees.
I: Yes, 20 rupees.
L: Yea, it is only 20 rupees, so—
I: So we're aiming for the very, very lowest part of the market.
L: Another thing is a community system, how are we going to ensure the continuous supply of
water to that system, because now also it is coming in only once in 10 days. When the water is
plenty in the lake also, we are only getting once in 10 days. The community system, if you put it
up, how are you going to make sure that the system is working continuously.
I: But for a rapid sand filter, it can run intermittently no?
L: Yea... rapid sand filter and all, we can run it intermittently... No, this also we can run in
intermittently, but what I'm telling is when a community system is there, if they are getting water
only once in 10 days, they have to go and again store it and all the things, isn't it? Will it be, how
many storage vessels you need? Ok, that will be a big problem, isn't it? But this type of a system
means whenever they need they just have to pour and get the water, so that's all.
I: And they control how to spend their own water as well.
L: Ah yeah, yeah.
I: One thing I noticed in the focus groups I was running, when I would ask people which one do
they prefer - household level system or communal system - they would always say communal
system.
L: They always told community?
I: Because, they said, if we have a communal system, it means we can get water any time we
like.
L: Yea, but there should be a continuous supply, isn't it?
I: So! They assume that the communal system means that there's going to be - anytime I go to
that, I can buy the water and take it.
L: But how are we going to assure that the community—
I: That's the catch! So people would like it, but the situation is not appropriate for that one.
L: Yea, because first we have to make sure that we'll be getting supply to that one [the system].
If that is the [case], that is fine, whenever they want they can go and get the can of water.
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I: Ok, so right now, we also met with the Panchayat, and they have a plan. They put the tender
out already, in fact, to build the overhead tank there.
L: Overhead tank there?
I: Yea. In this case they would probably have storage there all the time.
L: But overhead tank also, because, if you go to other parts of Tamil Nadu, ok, because
everywhere they have the infrastructure, it's not that Tamil Nadu government didn't spend
anything on the infrastructure for water supply, any village you go they have the overhead tank
and the water supply line. Only thing is pumping! They won't do the pumping, not even, every
day! Ok, and that also, once in a week, they will be getting one hour two hour.
I: So, they'll pump the water into the tank for one or two hours?
L: Yea, that's all!
I: ...and it'll run down again?
L: Ah yea! After that one, nothing will be available.
I: So, why do they... why does that happen?
L: Why's that happen? Sometimes they tell that electricity problem. Sometimes the workers will
not even go because the government will not be paying them on time and the various
<incomprehensible> and all the things. And no proper monitoring...
I: Quality control...
L: Yea, yea. Ok, and sometimes they'll that the sources are not sufficient. But the—
I: So it's a combination of factors?
L: Yea, so many things are there.
I: So, in this particular community, we would definitely see a source problem—
L: Yea, the source problem. And these people are not paying anything, so how can any
governmental agency sustain the problem. They are not ready to pay a single penny. How long
the government can give free?
I: I see. So for these reasons, even the water tank that's gonna go there, probably is not going to
change—
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L: No, because if water is not there, because if somebody is paying for the water, and if they
have a limited supply, where will they supply it first?
I: First to people who are paying...
L: That is the, yeah. Otherwise the people who is paying for the water will be going and shouting
at the Panchayat authorities "we are paying and why are you not giving the water?".
I: Ok.
L: Unless the water supply is proper...
<Marker 0:19:45.0>
I: So, can we itemize all the things that would need to happen in Balaji Nagar to make a
communal system possible? One of them is that water supply—
L: No, once their continuous water supply system is assured, then community level system will
definitely work.
I: Ok, what else has to happen?
L: Huh?
I: What else?
L: ...Uh...then create awareness among the people. See, if you have to get something, ok, you
have to contribute something. So that type of a feeling, unless it comes everything will be
coming free of cost.
I: So, collective action...
L: Yea, collective action, that type of a thing is needed, isn't it? Definitely, isn't it?
I: And for that one, land tenure is important? People have to have patta to...
L: Yea, see unless they have the ownership of the land and all the things, whether this people
will be ready to pay? Because many of them are just orally transferred the properties isn't it, three
times, four times, and all the things. So who will be responsible if they put up something and
give a water connection. So unless those types of things are settled how will they be able to do
it?
I: Ok.
L: No, because, this Pallikaranai Panchayat people were telling that they are going to put up this
one, and they are going to put up the solid waste management bins, three years back? Two years
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back also, isn't it, to us? But nothing happen so far. And that Exnora vehicle is not coming or is it
coming nowadays?
I: No, it's not.
L: That time they promise it will start coming in the next week! So that's what I'm telling, all
these things will just be promises because their priority will be who is paying it, we'll service
them.
I: I see. So this is—
L: Otherwise during election time, they'll get the votes. So, now election will come only after
four years, so nothing will happen!
I: Nothing will happen there... I see. Ok. So, really, the basic problem is a legal, institutional
one?
L: Yeah! Legal sense - yeah.
I: Because people need to have the patta and then they can have the—
L: Once they have all the rights, ok, people there... then all these things are automatically come
isn't it?
I: Ok.
L: Unless that is done, how it will be? And the government thinks that, see, the land value is
increasing so much, so these people will slowly be moving away from that place. Not a single
slum people will be there. That's what they are... At that time, somebody was talking, when they,
because the land value is going on, so they'll sell this one and go to some other slums or... Big
people, or industry people, or economically affluent people will come to that area so all these
problems will automatically solve.
I: Uh... how so?
L: See, you'll be getting 25 lakhs for that small plot here. And that 25 lakhs you can buy much
bigger plot in some other village. So what these people will do, as the land prices increase in that
area, slowly, slowly, whoever is staying there, they'll be leaving the place and giving it
somebody so if some highly influential people, political people or this one, somehow they
manage to get the patta and the things...
I: Oh, I see. So the wealthier people will be able to use personal connections to normalize
themselves—
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L: Yea, personal connections. I don't know what is the legal way for that one, but somehow they
will... because so many... that Hyundai, I mean, some automobile companies all are there, isn't
it?
I: Yea, and the IT companies are there too.
L: Yea, so they will not be putting the IT <family?> without any proper <lunch?> or proper
documents, isn't it?
I: Right, right. So you're saying that that whole land will be converted to commercial, industrial
use?
L: Yea, within few years, that may happen. Because the city is spending so much, and the land
prices or real estate prices are going up. So that's what somebody was telling - "ok, we don't have
to do anything, the problem will be automatically solved, these people"-I: Who was saying? The government people were saying?
L: Some government people... not officially... unofficially they were telling that this is what is
going to happen. And even Prema was telling, you talk to Prema, she also tell the same thing, so
naturally, this people will be going to some village areas later. Get the money and go away.
I: Retire... retire to the countryside.
L: Ah yea.
I: I see. So there's a possibility that this is kind of... this place isn't—
L: Yea, because you see the history, whoever actually was there... even half the people are not
there.
I: Have of them have left, yea.
L: Ok, so the other people will also be moving away.
I: So it's kind of like in limbo, you could say...
L: Yeah! Yeah.
I: It's kinda caught between two worlds.
L: So now, whoever is there they are not even the people who is rehabilitated, so they don't have
to get any free... meals, isn't it? Because no water, no electricity should be given free to them,
because they are not the actual sufferers. So the government may take that type of a stand "unless you are the original people, why should we give you?"
I: We talked to the Panchayat, the Ward Member, he says there's a certain fee - Rs. 35,000 - to
normalize the land. And if you bought the land and moved in - you're not the original allottee Interview by: Imran
Transcription by: Imran
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then you pay an extra penalty of Rs. 5000. But then you still get it. 5000 rupees more and then
you still get it.
L: Yea.
I: So he said they, the Panchayat, are ready to normalize everybody if you pay it.
L: Yea, but if they are not willing to do even that one, ok, so, what anybody can do? Because
when they expect something... ummm... they should have responsibility to you, isn't it?
I: Ok. Well that's everything I had to ask you.
L: No, because, this is what I strongly feel. Because if you go for a household thing, at this stage,
that will be the best thing. Because community level may not be successful.
I: In your career, have you found a place where a communal system was successful?
L: Ummm.... I haven't seen anything!
I: You have not seen one! In your many years of working in this field...? <laughs>
L: <laughing> No, no.
I: Really!
L: Unless it is run by the government, I cannot see any community thing being successful.
I: I see. So, do you always tend to go towards household level...?
L: See, from the experience only we learn, isn't it?
I: Yes, definitely...
L: No, other type of experience also may be there, but I didn't have any experience in whatever
we have done. So that is what we must see.
I: Ok! Thank you very much.
<Marker 0:26:07.3>
<General banter to the end of the recording at 0:26:38.9>
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M:
I:
R:

I want to talk to you about MYLAI BALAJI NAGAR. What is the Patta status?
he is asking about patta status. Whom does it belong to?
it belongs to the government.

I:
R:

which government does it belong to?
the state government. You know…? The trains were running is it not? The people
who did the encroachment of the places were brought here. The government
itself formed it and allotted the places to them. I don’t have proper ides about
whether the allotted people live here. They are taking action for patta allotment.

1

I:
R:

who is taking action?
it is happening in the government level. The Slum Board is doing it. The Slum
Board has allotted it. Based on it things are moved. Even the MLA came and
discussed the matter.

I:
R:

who has to give patta? Is it the Panchayat?
No. not the Panchayat…the revenue department has to give patta. Always patta
means it should be given only by the revenue department only.

I:

he is telling the land is only Tamil Nadu state government land. He is
telling
even the MLA also visited Mylai Balaji Nagar and discussed these patta issues.
Actually the patta has to be issued by the revenue
department only.

M:
I:
R:

what should the people do to get patta?
he is asking what the people should do to get patta
first of all we don’t know if the allotted persons live there. We are not able to
identify if the allotted persons live there. If there are 500 people there may be 50
persons who were really not allotted. Chances are there for that. The officials who
came from the Slum Clearance Board have
discussed with them about who
were allotted and if the allotted plots were sold to someone else. They thoroughly
talked to them. Only after making these things clear we can think about patta. We
cannot give patta to some other man. We can give only to the person who is
allotted! When someone is allotted someone else is not eligible to get the patta. It
is also said that a lot of dues are pending- not paid. I don’t have exact idea
because it doesn’t come under our department at all. Such activities regarding
Water, light, road and public heath are looked after by us. If you discuss with SCB
officials they would clearly tell you. They would tell you how many plots were
there, who were allotted and if the same persons reside in the same addresses.
They will tell you accurately.
he is telling, before going to the patta issues there are a lot of issues. Who were
allotted originally, who were the persons who got the land from the persons who
were allotted originally. He is taking care of the maintenance of other facilities like
water and road. But they have no authority about the patta. Then he is suggesting
that it is with the Slum clearance board and we can ask them. They will tell. They
have all these data about what number of allotments was given and what about
the land status now. They are only responsible.

I:

M:
I:
R:

who is responsible for providing water and other facilities?
sir. Is it the Panchayat responsible to provide water and other facilities?
yes. We are doing it. Already UGD- underground drainage is going on. We have
already provided CC road and BT road. The roads might have been damaged due
to the work of UGD- underground drainage which is going on now. It would be
rectified after the work is finished. If it is CC road they would be built as CC road
and if it is BT road they would be built as BT road. Water supply is only own
source. We have built a well in the lake. Water is supplied thought a pump. Street

2

I:
M:
R:
I:

M:
R:
I:
R:

light, road and underground drainage and public health are looked after by us. We
are doing these 5 aspects.
he says they are only checking water, Street light, road and underground drainage
and public health. They are responsible for these things.
does Panchayat get revenue from all these things?
no. no revenue. Not even a single paisa return is there as revenue. We are
spending lakhs and lakhs of rupees which we get as revenue from other sources.
he says that they are not getting even a single paisa of revenue from Mylai Balaji
Nagar and they are getting revenue from other areas no…they are spending
money from that. They are investing lakhs and lakhs of money for Mylai Balaji
Nagar.
is there any long term plan to collect the money from them?
the very problem lies there! The major problem is only that. See, we have to find
our and identify who was originally allotted and we have to get the tax only from
them. That task is still pending.
is that the biggest problem for you?
yes of course. That is what…we enquired there so many times. We have not
receives any details from them. Without those details we can’t do anything. If you
are allotted we should know this plot in this street with this number is allotted to
you! It would be easy for us to collect tax from that particular person. When you
don’t even know who is allotted - from whom we will go and collect the tax?
Moreover they say that so many dues are pending from many persons who were
allotted! Some dispute is going on between the slum board and the residents. I
don’t know what it is. For the time being we can’t even collect the tax.

I:

he is telling it is tough to collect the taxes. It is difficult because the originally
allotted persons do not live in most of the house. Unless they find out the original
people who are allotted they can’t collect the taxes. That itself is difficult. So they
don’t get any revenue. But they are spending lakhs of rupees.

M:
R:

is there any chance for it to be brought under Chennai Corporation?
the ward number is 188. They have divided Pallikaranai into 3 wards for us. 1 to 7
comes under one ward. 8 to 14 come under one ward.15 is a separate ward. Its
number is 188. Now days we have 15 wards. Now they have changed the
ward188 and merged with wards 2, 3 and 4 of the area Madippakkam. The 3
wards of village Panchayat and 15th ward of Pallikaranai were merged and formed
a ward which is ward number 188. It is a proposal. But for us this is 15th ward.
80% of the Balaji Nagar falls under our control. Now the Madippakkam wards and
the 15th ward of Balaji Nagar which is 188 together fall under Chennai
Corporation. We are doing the proper works to impose and regulate the same.

I:

what he is telling is, the Mylai Balaji Nagar’s 15th ward along with 3 wards of
another area called as Madippakkam comes under Chennai Corporation.
Madippakkam 2, 3 and 4 were merged with this 15.

3

(The recording abruptly stops with this)
INT #19 – EO – Notes
Aug 22, 2011
Participant: -, Executive Officer, Panchayat
Interviewers: Imran and Srini
Location: Pallikaranai Panchayat Office
<The audio recording failed part way through the interview, so the remainder of it was recorded
as a paraphrasing in my field notebook>
Q: What kind of support can be counted upon from the Panchayat for a HH or COMM system?
 Panchayat will not work at the HH level
o Only COMM level is possible for support the Panchayat
 Presently, the Panchayat is chlorinating the overhead tanks and wells in their jurisdiction
o This works for some time (several years) but then fails and poor quality water
becomes more likely
 However, there are no examples of the Panchayat working with an NGO directly
o It’s just never been tried before
Q: Even if there is no revenue being drawn from MBN, would they still support?
 He says he is very interested to support (i.e. take money from) an external NGO or
individual who wanted to do something in MBN
 But on the question of the Panchayat actually contributing new funds for a start-up
project (even matching what an NGO contributes):
o The process is very long to approve discretionary funds for the Panchayat
 EO  District Collector  Director  DC  EO
o There are also no examples of the Panchayat undertaking a cost-sharing
agreement with an NGO doing developmental activities
o Thus, there is little possibility of the Panchayat being involved in financing
 However, the Panchayat is prepared to support a project by taking on operation and
maintenance tasks
o If the capital costs are taken care of, they can mobilize limited funds within their
own budget (the local committee can approve up to 4 lakhs; anything higher must
go up to the DC for approval)
o All that would need to happen is a local body resolution to take up the
maintenance and operation of the system and then to take it over
ON who the EO is:
 Top civil servant in the Town Panchayat system
 Appointed by the Tamil Nadu (state-level) Public Service Commission
 As compared to the Panchayat President who is elected and comes from a political party
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APPENDIX T: SELECTION TOOL MATRIX-WEIGHTING ARRAY

Appropriate Safe Water Technology Selection Tool
Name of user:
Target community:
Assessment date:
Assesment type:

Alternative Identities
Alternative
Sl. No. Code
1
AC+C Alum coagulation + Chlorination
2
MC+S
Moringa coagulation + SODIS
3
CF+S
Cloth filtration + SODIS
4
Boiling
BOIL
AWSP filter + Chlorination
5
AWSP
TATA Swach Filter
6
TATA

Appropriate Technology Criteria

Criterion
Rank Weight

End-user preference criteria suite
1 Costs
1a - (capital)
1b - (on-going)
2 Health impact
3 Ease of Use/difficulty
4 Time and effort required (convenience)
5 Production rate
6 Appearance of product water
7 Taste, odour, and palpability of product water
8 Aspirational appeal
9 Durability
10 Fit in the home environment
Technical criteria suite
1 Tech. effectiveness
1a - (turbidity control)
Tech. effectiveness
1b - (microbiological control)
2 Availability
3 Reliability
4 Robustness
5 Absence of environmental impacts and hazards
6 Risk of recontamination
7 Absence of hazards to users

hndrd

AC+C

Alteranative Ranking Site
MC+S CF+S BOIL AWSP

TATA

Variable Input Component Identities
Sl. No.
Input Component
1a
End-user preference criteria weights
1b
Technical criteria weights
Alternative ranking site
2
Criteria suite weighs
3
Socio-cultural and local appropriateness criteria merit/demerit factors
4a
Special considerations for technology feasibility flowchart
4b

AC+C

Alternative Response Site
MC+S CF+S
BOIL AWSP

TATA
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Appropriate Technology Performance of Technological Alternatives
10.00

Merit/Demerit Factors

9.50

Socio-cultural and local appropriateness criteria suite
1
Traditional knowledge, practices, and perceptions
2
Local taste preferences
3
Perception of treatment process by users
4
Relation to institutional environment

Final Alternative Score

9.00
8.50
8.00
7.50

Special considerations for technology feasibility flowchart
4a
Excessive iron and/or manganese
4b
pH outside of the normal range
4c
Excessive nitrate
4d
Excessive organics
4e
Excessive fluoride
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Appropriate Safe Water Technology Selection Tool
Name of user:
Target community:
Assessment date:
Assesment type:

Alternative Identities
Alternative
Sl. No. Code
1
AC+C Alum coagulation + Chlorination
2
MC+S
Moringa coagulation + SODIS
3
CF+S
Cloth filtration + SODIS
4
BOIL
Boiling
5
AWSP
AWSP filter + Chlorination
6
TATA
TATA Swach Filter

Imran
Mylai Balaji Nagar
Mar 10 2012
General Recomm (Scenario A)

Criterion
Rank Weight

Appropriate Technology Criteria
End-user preference criteria suite
1 Costs
1a - (capital)
1b - (on-going)
2 Health impact
3 Ease of Use/difficulty
4 Time and effort required (convenience)
5 Production rate
6 Appearance of product water
7 Taste, odour, and palpability of product water
8 Aspirational appeal
9 Durability
10 Fit in the home environment
Technical criteria suite
1 Tech. effectiveness
1a - (turbidity control)
Tech. effectiveness
1b - (microbiological control)
2 Availability
3 Reliability
4 Robustness
5 Absence of environmental impacts and hazards
6 Risk of recontamination
7 Absence of hazards to users

6.81

0.076
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3.16
4.35
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5.39
7.61

0.172
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0.082
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AC+C

Alteranative Ranking Site
MC+S CF+S BOIL AWSP

Variable Input Component Identities
Input Component
Source
Sl. No.
1a
End-user preference criteria weights
Summary ranking from community members
1b
Technical criteria weights
Summary ranking from subject matter experts
Alternative ranking site
Assessment in Ch 6
2
Criteria suite weighs
3
Assume as 1 from discussion in Ch 3
Socio-cultural and local appropriateness criteria merit/demerit factors
4a
Assessment in Ch 6
Special considerations for technology feasibility flowchart
4b
Assessment in Ch 6
Alternative Response Site
MC+S CF+S
BOIL AWSP

TATA
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6
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6
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4.98

1.00
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3.39

4.31

AC+C
7.07

Appropriate Technology Performance of Technological Alternatives:
Scenario A

10.21
10.00

Final Alternative Score

Interim Alternative Score
MC+S CF+S
BOIL AWSP
5.60
6.07
7.32
6.65

TATA

TATA
9.30

Merit/Demerit Factors

12.00

8.00

Suite Response Site
MC+S CF+S
BOIL AWSP

Suite
Weight
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0.00
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Special considerations for technology feasibility flowchart
4a
Excessive iron and/or manganese
4b
pH outside of the normal range
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Excessive nitrate
4d
Excessive organics
4e
Excessive fluoride
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AC+C

Socio-cultural and local appropriateness criteria suite
1
Traditional knowledge, practices, and perceptions
2
Local taste preferences
3
Perception of treatment process by users
4
Relation to institutional environment

CF+S

BOIL

Alternative
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Appropriate Safe Water Technology Selection Tool
Name of user:
Target community:
Assessment date:
Assesment type:

Imran
Mylai Balaji Nagar
Mar 10 2012
Sensitivity Analysis (Scenario B)

Appropriate Technology Criteria

Criterion
Rank Weight

End-user preference criteria suite
1 Costs
1a - (capital)
1b - (on-going)
2 Health impact
3 Ease of Use/difficulty
4 Time and effort required (convenience)
5 Production rate
6 Appearance of product water
7 Taste, odour, and palpability of product water
8 Aspirational appeal
9 Durability
10 Fit in the home environment
Technical criteria suite
1 Tech. effectiveness
1a - (turbidity control)
Tech. effectiveness
1b - (microbiological control)
2 Availability
3 Reliability
4 Robustness
5 Absence of environmental impacts and hazards
6 Risk of recontamination
7 Absence of hazards to users

8
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1
9
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4
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6
7
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0.109
0.127
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Sl. No.
1
2
3
4
5
6

Alternative Identities
Code
Alternative
AC+C Alum coagulation + Chlorination
MC+S
Moringa coagulation + SODIS
Cloth filtration + SODIS
CF+S
Boiling
BOIL
AWSP filter + Chlorination
AWSP
TATA Swach Filter
TATA

Variable Input Component Identities
Sl. No.
Input Component
Source
1a
End-user preference criteria weights (SENSITIVITY VARIABLE) Rankings from each community member (customized)
1b
Technical criteria weights
Summary ranking from subject matter experts
Alternative ranking site
Assessment in Ch 6
2
Criteria suite weighs
Assume as 1 from discussion in Ch 3
3
4a Socio-cultural and local appropriateness criteria merit/demerit factors
Assessment in Ch 6
4b
Special considerations for technology feasibility flowchart
Assessment in Ch 6
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Appropriate Technology Performance of Technological Alternatives:
Scenario B (variable)
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Final Alternative Score
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MC+S CF+S BOIL AWSP
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7.36
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8.00

Suite Response Site
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Weight
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Socio-cultural and local appropriateness criteria suite
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Traditional knowledge, practices, and perceptions
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Local taste preferences
3
Perception of treatment process by users
4
Relation to institutional environment
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Special considerations for technology feasibility flowchart
4a
Excessive iron and/or manganese
4b
pH outside of the normal range
4c
Excessive nitrate
4d
Excessive organics
4e
Excessive fluoride
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Total Merit/Demerit Points
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FINAL ALTERNATIVE SCORE
MC+S CF+S BOIL AWSP
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Scenario B Summary (Customized Recommendations for Communi
Date:

Mar 10 2012

Outcome space
Sl.
FGD
Respondent
No.
ID
ID
0 Summary ranking
1 FGD #5
R5-1
2
R5-2
R5-3
3
4
R5-4
R5-5
5
6 FGD #6
R6-1
7
R6-2
R6-3
8
9
R6-4
R7-1
10 FGD #7
11
R7-2
12
R7-3
13
R7-4
R7-5
14
15
R7-6
16 FGD #8
R8-1
17
R8-2
R8-3
18
19
R8-4
20
R8-5
21 FGD #9
R9-1
R9-2
22
23
R9-3
24
R9-4
25
R9-5
26
R9-6
R9-7
27
28
R9-8
29
R9-9
30
R9-10
31
R9-11
Average of outcomes
SD

AC+C
7.77
7.93
7.93
7.93
7.93
7.93
7.75
7.84
7.53
7.62
7.44
7.73
7.84
8.17
7.90
7.70
7.81
7.84
7.87
7.99
7.77
7.55
7.69
7.58
7.68
7.81
7.79
7.63
7.73
7.61
7.48
7.71
7.77

MC+S
5.74
5.65
5.65
5.65
5.65
5.65
6.01
5.81
5.56
5.64
5.81
5.46
5.54
5.81
5.84
5.85
5.83
5.66
5.64
6.03
5.88
5.89
5.76
5.99
5.67
5.64
5.59
5.96
5.69
5.64
5.73
5.81
5.74

Alternative
CF+S
BOIL
6.28
7.60
6.17
7.91
6.17
7.91
6.17
7.91
6.17
7.91
6.17
7.91
6.34
7.22
6.26
7.34
6.35
7.66
6.14
7.52
6.52
7.80
6.04
7.69
6.12
7.77
6.52
7.80
6.45
7.29
6.46
7.24
6.43
7.47
6.03
7.67
6.29
7.74
6.60
7.32
6.34
7.44
6.66
7.57
6.14
7.52
6.51
7.47
6.12
7.65
6.17
7.48
6.13
7.70
6.39
7.36
6.12
7.63
6.23
7.57
6.23
7.51
6.29
7.64
6.28
7.60

AWSP
7.14
7.11
7.11
7.11
7.11
7.11
7.03
7.17
7.36
7.12
7.41
7.35
7.31
6.79
6.89
7.14
7.10
7.22
6.91
6.69
7.11
7.13
7.33
7.07
7.30
6.95
7.26
7.11
7.24
7.15
7.42
7.12
7.14

TATA
10.21
9.97
9.97
9.97
9.97
9.97
10.38
10.31
10.28
10.69
9.75
10.45
10.15
9.65
10.36
10.34
10.09
10.30
10.28
10.09
10.19
9.92
10.29
10.11
10.32
10.67
10.27
10.29
10.32
10.52
10.37
10.16
10.21

ations for Community Respondents)

SUM
44.73
44.73
44.73
44.73
44.73
44.73
44.73
44.73
44.73
44.73
44.73
44.73
44.73
44.73
44.73
44.73
44.73
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44.73
44.73
44.73
44.73
44.73
44.73
44.73
44.73
44.73
44.73
44.73
44.73

Rank position
Sl.
FGD
Respondent
No.
ID
ID
0 Summary ranking
1 FGD #5
R5-1
2
R5-2
3
R5-3
4
R5-4
5
R5-5
6 FGD #6
R6-1
7
R6-2
8
R6-3
9
R6-4
10 FGD #7
R7-1
11
R7-2
12
R7-3
13
R7-4
14
R7-5
15
R7-6
16 FGD #8
R8-1
17
R8-2
18
R8-3
19
R8-4
20
R8-5
21 FGD #9
R9-1
22
R9-2
23
R9-3
24
R9-4
25
R9-5
26
R9-6
27
R9-7
28
R9-8
29
R9-9
30
R9-10
31
R9-11
Average of outcomes

AC+C
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
3
2
3
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
3
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
3
2
2.13

MC+S
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6.00

Alternative
CF+S
BOIL
5
3
5
3
5
3
5
3
5
3
5
3
5
3
5
3
5
2
5
3
5
2
5
3
5
3
5
3
5
3
5
3
5
3
5
3
5
3
5
3
5
3
5
2
5
3
5
3
5
3
5
3
5
3
5
3
5
3
5
3
5
2
5
3
5.00
2.87

AWSP
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4.00

PRELIM ANALYSIS
Outcomes are relatively stable!
TATA always wins
AC+C mostly 2nd, but rarely 3rd
BOIL mostly 3rd, sometimes swit
AWSP always 4th
CF+S always 5th
MC+S always 6th

TATA
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1.00

Check
21
21
21
21
21
21
21
21
21
21
21
21
21
21
21
21
21
21
21
21
21
21
21
21
21
21
21
21
21
21
21
21

PRELIM ANALYSIS
Outcomes are relatively stable!!
TATA always wins
AC+C mostly 2nd, but rarely 3rd
BOIL mostly 3rd, sometimes switch with AC+C for 2nd
AWSP always 4th
CF+S always 5th
MC+S always 6th

Appropriate Safe Water Technology Selection Tool
Name of user:
Target community:
Assessment date:
Assesment type:

Imran
Mylai Balaji Nagar
Mar 10 2012
Sensitivity Analysis (Scenario C)

Appropriate Technology Criteria

Criterion
Rank Weight

End-user preference criteria suite
1 Costs
1a - (capital)
1b - (on-going)
2 Health impact
3 Ease of Use/difficulty
4 Time and effort required (convenience)
5 Production rate
6 Appearance of product water
7 Taste, odour, and palpability of product water
8 Aspirational appeal
9 Durability
10 Fit in the home environment
Technical criteria suite
1 Tech. effectiveness
1a - (turbidity control)
Tech. effectiveness
1b - (microbiological control)
2 Availability
3 Reliability
4 Robustness
5 Absence of environmental impacts and hazards
6 Risk of recontamination
7 Absence of hazards to users

1

0.182

4
3
2
8
6
7
10
5
9

0.127
0.145
0.164
0.055
0.091
0.073
0.018
0.109
0.036

hndrd
21.78

unity
0.218

13.01
17.39
11.11
14.94
8.83
12.94

0.13
0.174
0.111
0.149
0.088
0.129

Sl. No.
1
2
3
4
5
6

Alternative Identities
Code
Alternative
AC+C Alum coagulation + Chlorination
MC+S
Moringa coagulation + SODIS
CF+S
Cloth filtration + SODIS
BOIL
Boiling
AWSP
AWSP filter + Chlorination
TATA
TATA Swach Filter

Variable Input Component Identities
Input Component
Source
Sl. No.
End-user preference criteria weights (SENSITIVITY VARIABLE)
Constructed ranking with cost and convenience high
1a
Technical criteria weights
Summary ranking from subject matter experts
1b
2
Alternative ranking site
Assessment in Ch 6
3
Criteria suite weighs
Assume as 1 from discussion in Ch 3
4a Socio-cultural and local appropriateness criteria merit/demerit factors
Assessment in Ch 6
4b
Special considerations for technology feasibility flowchart
Assessment in Ch 6

AC+C

Alteranative Ranking Site
MC+S CF+S BOIL AWSP

TATA

AC+C

Alternative Response Site
MC+S CF+S BOIL AWSP

TATA

2.5
3.5
3
5
4
3
2
6
3.5
1.5
2

2.5
2
4.5
6
6
5
3
3
5.5
5
5

2.5
1
4.5
4
5
4
5
4.5
5.5
6
4

2.5
6
2
2
2
1
6
4.5
3.5
1.5
3

5
3.5
6
3
3
2
4
2
2
4
6

6
5
1
1
1
6
1
1
1
3
1

0.73

0.86

0.95

0.50

0.50

0.27

0.51
0.29
0.49
0.22
0.45
0.07
0.06
0.60
0.18
3.61

0.32
0.15
0.16
0.11
0.36
0.29
0.03
0.22
0.07
2.57

0.32
0.44
0.33
0.16
0.18
0.18
0.03
0.11
0.11
2.81

0.64
0.73
0.82
0.33
0.09
0.18
0.06
0.60
0.15
4.09

0.13
0.58
0.65
0.27
0.27
0.36
0.09
0.33
0.04
3.23

0.76
0.87
0.98
0.05
0.55
0.44
0.11
0.44
0.22
4.69

3
3
2
4
5
6
1
4

2
5
6
6
4
2
5
2

5
4
1
5
6
1
4
2

6
1
5
1
1
4
6
6

4
6
3
3
3
3
2
5

1
2
4
2
2
5
3
2

0.87

0.76

0.54

0.76

0.44

1.20

0.65
0.52
0.22
0.15
0.53
0.39
3.33

0.13
0.17
0.33
0.75
0.18
0.65
2.97

0.78
0.35
0.11
0.90
0.26
0.65
3.59

0.26
1.04
0.67
0.45
0.09
0.13
3.40

0.52
0.70
0.44
0.60
0.44
0.26
3.39

0.39
0.87
0.56
0.30
0.35
0.65
4.31

AC+C

1.00

3.61

2.57

2.81

4.09

3.23

4.69

1.00

3.33

2.97

3.59

3.40

3.39

4.31

AC+C
6.94

Appropriate Technology Performance of Technological Alternatives:
Scenario C

9.91
10.00

Final Alternative Score

Interim Alternative Score
MC+S CF+S BOIL AWSP
5.54
6.40
7.49
6.62

TATA

TATA
9.00

Merit/Demerit Factors

12.00

8.00

Suite Response Site
MC+S CF+S BOIL AWSP

Suite
Weight

7.77

7.64

7.11

6.61
5.68

6.00

4.00

Socio-cultural and local appropriateness criteria suite
1
Traditional knowledge, practices, and perceptions
2
Local taste preferences
3
Perception of treatment process by users
4
Relation to institutional environment

3%
-3%
0%
0%

2%
0%
0%
0%

3%
0%
0%
0%

4%
0%
0%
0%

1%
-4%
0%
0%

3%
0%
0%
0%

Special considerations for technology feasibility flowchart
4a
Excessive iron and/or manganese
4b
pH outside of the normal range
4c
Excessive nitrate
4d
Excessive organics
4e
Excessive fluoride

0%
0%
0%
10%
0%

0%
0%
0%
0%
0%

0%
0%
0%
0%
0%

0%
0%
0%
0%
0%

0%
0%
0%
10%
0%

0%
0%
0%
10%
0%

0.70

Total Merit/Demerit Points
0.14
0.21
0.28
0.49

0.91

AC+C
7.64

FINAL ALTERNATIVE SCORE
MC+S CF+S BOIL AWSP
5.68
6.61
7.77
7.11

TATA
9.91

2.00

0.00
AC+C

MC+S

CF+S

BOIL

Alternative

AWSP

TATA

Ave.
7.0

Appropriate Safe Water Technology Selection Tool
Name of user:
Target community:
Assessment date:
Assesment type:

Imran
Mylai Balaji Nagar
Mar 10 2012
Sensitivity Analysis (Scenario D)

Appropriate Technology Criteria
End-user preference criteria suite
1 Costs
1a - (capital)
1b - (on-going)
2 Health impact
3 Ease of Use/difficulty
4 Time and effort required (convenience)
5 Production rate
6 Appearance of product water
7 Taste, odour, and palpability of product water
8 Aspirational appeal
9 Durability
10 Fit in the home environment
Technical criteria suite
1 Tech. effectiveness
1a - (turbidity control)
Tech. effectiveness
1b - (microbiological control)
2 Availability
3 Reliability
4 Robustness
5 Absence of environmental impacts and hazards
6 Risk of recontamination
7 Absence of hazards to users

Criterion
Rank Weight

1
1
8
6
5
2
3
7
4
9
45
hndrd
21.78

0.2
0.044
0.089
0.111
0.178
0.156
0.067
0.133
0.022
1
unity
0.218

13.01
17.39
11.11
14.94
8.83
12.94

0.13
0.174
0.111
0.149
0.088
0.129
1

Sl. No.
1
2
3
4
5
6

Alternative Identities
Code
Alternative
AC+C Alum coagulation + Chlorination
MC+S
Moringa coagulation + SODIS
Cloth filtration + SODIS
CF+S
Boiling
BOIL
AWSP filter + Chlorination
AWSP
TATA Swach Filter
TATA

Variable Input Component Identities
Sl. No.
Input Component
Source
1a
End-user preference criteria weights (SENSITIVITY VARIABLE)Summary ranking by order with cost removed as its own suite
1b
Technical criteria weights
Summary ranking from subject matter experts
Alternative ranking site
Assessment in Ch 6
2
Criteria suite weighs
Assume as 1 from discussion in Ch 3
3
4a Socio-cultural and local appropriateness criteria merit/demerit factors
Assessment in Ch 6
4b
Special considerations for technology feasibility flowchart
Assessment in Ch 6

AC+C

Alteranative Ranking Site
MC+S CF+S BOIL AWSP

TATA

AC+C

4.00

4.75

5.25

2.75

2.75

1.50

0.80
0.09
0.27
0.44
0.89
0.16
0.23
0.73
0.11
7.72

0.50
0.04
0.09
0.22
0.71
0.62
0.10
0.27
0.04
7.35

0.50
0.13
0.18
0.33
0.36
0.39
0.10
0.13
0.07
7.44

1.00
0.22
0.44
0.67
0.18
0.39
0.23
0.73
0.09
6.71

0.20
0.18
0.36
0.56
0.53
0.78
0.33
0.40
0.02
6.11

1.20
0.27
0.53
0.11
1.07
0.93
0.40
0.53
0.13
6.68

0.87

0.76

0.54

0.76

0.44

1.20

0.65
0.52
0.22
0.15
0.53
0.39
3.33

0.13
0.17
0.33
0.75
0.18
0.65
2.97

0.78
0.35
0.11
0.90
0.26
0.65
3.59

0.26
1.04
0.67
0.45
0.09
0.13
3.40

0.52
0.70
0.44
0.60
0.44
0.26
3.39

0.39
0.87
0.56
0.30
0.35
0.65
4.31

2.5
3.5
3
5
4
3
2
6
3.5
1.5
2

2.5
2
4.5
6
6
5
3
3
5.5
5
5

2.5
1
4.5
4
5
4
5
4.5
5.5
6
4

2.5
6
2
2
2
1
6
4.5
3.5
1.5
3

5
3.5
6
3
3
2
4
2
2
4
6

6
5
1
1
1
6
1
1
1
3
1

3
3
2
4
5
6
1
4

2
5
6
6
4
2
5
2

5
4
1
5
6
1
4
2

6
1
5
1
1
4
6
6

4
6
3
3
3
3
2
5

1
2
4
2
2
5
3
2

Alternative Response Site
MC+S CF+S BOIL AWSP

TATA

AC+C

1.00

7.72

7.35

7.44

6.71

6.11

6.68

1.00

3.33

2.97

3.59

3.40

3.39

4.31

AC+C
11.06

Appropriate Technology Performance of Technological Alternatives:
Scenario D

Interim Alternative Score
MC+S CF+S BOIL AWSP
10.32 11.03 10.10
9.50

TATA

TATA
10.99

Merit/Demerit Factors

14.00

12.35

12.11
11.35

12.00

10.53
Final Alternative Score

Suite Response Site
MC+S CF+S BOIL AWSP

Suite
Weight

10.52

10.23

10.00

Socio-cultural and local appropriateness criteria suite
1
Traditional knowledge, practices, and perceptions
2
Local taste preferences
3
Perception of treatment process by users
4
Relation to institutional environment

3%
-3%
0%
0%

2%
0%
0%
0%

3%
0%
0%
0%

4%
0%
0%
0%

1%
-4%
0%
0%

3%
0%
0%
0%

Special considerations for technology feasibility flowchart
4a
Excessive iron and/or manganese
4b
pH outside of the normal range
4c
Excessive nitrate
4d
Excessive organics
4e
Excessive fluoride

0%
0%
0%
10%
0%

0%
0%
0%
0%
0%

0%
0%
0%
0%
0%

0%
0%
0%
0%
0%

0%
0%
0%
10%
0%

0%
0%
0%
10%
0%

1.05

Total Merit/Demerit Points
0.21
0.32
0.42
0.74

1.37

AC+C
12.11

FINAL ALTERNATIVE SCORE
MC+S CF+S BOIL AWSP
10.53 11.35 10.52 10.23

TATA
12.35

8.00
6.00
4.00
2.00
0.00
AC+C

MC+S

CF+S

BOIL

Alternative

AWSP

TATA

Ave.
10.5

Appropriate Safe Water Technology Selection Tool
Name of user:
Target community:
Assessment date:
Assesment type:

Imran
Mylai Balaji Nagar
Mar 10 2012
Sensitivity Analysis (Scenario E)

Appropriate Technology Criteria

Criterion
Rank Weight

End-user preference criteria suite
1 Costs
1a - (capital)
1b - (on-going)
2 Health impact
3 Ease of Use/difficulty
4 Time and effort required (convenience)
5 Production rate
6 Appearance of product water
7 Taste, odour, and palpability of product water
8 Aspirational appeal
9 Durability
10 Fit in the home environment
Technical criteria suite
1 Tech. effectiveness
1a - (turbidity control)
Tech. effectiveness
1b - (microbiological control)
2 Availability
3 Reliability
4 Robustness
5 Absence of environmental impacts and hazards
6 Risk of recontamination
7 Absence of hazards to users

6.81

0.076

1.55
7.13
6.48
5.84
3.16
4.35
6.68
5.39
7.61

0.172
0.07
0.082
0.094
0.143
0.121
0.079
0.102
0.062

hndrd
18.00

unity
0.18

18.50 0.185
10.00
0.1
16.00 0.16
19.50 0.195
10.00
0.1
8.00
0.08
100.00 1.00

Sl. No.
1
2
3
4
5
6

Alternative Identities
Code
Alternative
AC+C Alum coagulation + Chlorination
MC+S
Moringa coagulation + SODIS
Cloth filtration + SODIS
CF+S
Boiling
BOIL
AWSP filter + Chlorination
AWSP
TATA Swach Filter
TATA

Variable Input Component Identities
Sl. No.
Input Component
Source
1a
End-user preference criteria weights
Summary ranking from community members
1b
Technical criteria weights
Outlier ranking (Tech-8)
Alternative ranking site
Assessment in Ch 6
2
Criteria suite weighs
Assume as 1 from discussion in Ch 3
3
4a Socio-cultural and local appropriateness criteria merit/demerit factors
Assessment in Ch 6
4b
Special considerations for technology feasibility flowchart
Assessment in Ch 6

AC+C

Alteranative Ranking Site
MC+S CF+S BOIL AWSP

TATA

AC+C

Alternative Response Site
MC+S CF+S BOIL AWSP

TATA

2.5
3.5
3
5
4
3
2
6
3.5
1.5
2

2.5
2
4.5
6
6
5
3
3
5.5
5
5

2.5
1
4.5
4
5
4
5
4.5
5.5
6
4

2.5
6
2
2
2
1
6
4.5
3.5
1.5
3

5
3.5
6
3
3
2
4
2
2
4
6

6
5
1
1
1
6
1
1
1
3
1

0.30

0.36

0.40

0.21

0.21

0.11

0.69
0.14
0.25
0.38
0.71
0.12
0.27
0.56
0.31
3.73

0.43
0.07
0.08
0.19
0.57
0.48
0.12
0.20
0.12
2.63

0.43
0.21
0.16
0.28
0.29
0.30
0.12
0.10
0.18
2.48

0.86
0.35
0.41
0.56
0.14
0.30
0.27
0.56
0.25
3.92

0.17
0.28
0.33
0.47
0.43
0.60
0.39
0.31
0.06
3.25

1.03
0.42
0.49
0.09
0.86
0.73
0.47
0.41
0.37
4.98

3
3
2
4
5
6
1
4

2
5
6
6
4
2
5
2

5
4
1
5
6
1
4
2

6
1
5
1
1
4
6
6

4
6
3
3
3
3
2
5

1
2
4
2
2
5
3
2

0.72

0.63

0.45

0.63

0.36

0.99

0.93
0.30
0.32
0.20
0.60
0.24
3.30

0.19
0.10
0.48
0.98
0.20
0.40
2.97

1.11
0.20
0.16
1.17
0.30
0.40
3.79

0.37
0.60
0.96
0.59
0.10
0.08
3.33

0.74
0.40
0.64
0.78
0.50
0.16
3.58

0.56
0.50
0.80
0.39
0.40
0.40
4.04

AC+C

1.00

3.73

2.63

2.48

3.92

3.25

4.98

1.00

3.30

2.97

3.79

3.33

3.58

4.04

AC+C
7.03

Appropriate Technology Performance of Technological Alternatives:
Scenario E

9.93
10.00

Final Alternative Score

Interim Alternative Score
MC+S CF+S BOIL AWSP
5.60
6.27
7.25
6.83

TATA

TATA
9.02

Merit/Demerit Factors

12.00

8.00

Suite Response Site
MC+S CF+S BOIL AWSP

Suite
Weight

7.73

7.53

7.32

Socio-cultural and local appropriateness criteria suite
1
Traditional knowledge, practices, and perceptions
2
Local taste preferences
3
Perception of treatment process by users
4
Relation to institutional environment

3%
-3%
0%
0%

2%
0%
0%
0%

3%
0%
0%
0%

4%
0%
0%
0%

1%
-4%
0%
0%

3%
0%
0%
0%

Special considerations for technology feasibility flowchart
4a
Excessive iron and/or manganese
4b
pH outside of the normal range
4c
Excessive nitrate
4d
Excessive organics
4e
Excessive fluoride

0%
0%
0%
10%
0%

0%
0%
0%
0%
0%

0%
0%
0%
0%
0%

0%
0%
0%
0%
0%

0%
0%
0%
10%
0%

0%
0%
0%
10%
0%

0.70

Total Merit/Demerit Points
0.14
0.21
0.28
0.49

0.91

AC+C
7.73

FINAL ALTERNATIVE SCORE
MC+S CF+S BOIL AWSP
5.74
6.48
7.53
7.32

TATA
9.93

6.48
5.74

6.00

4.00

2.00

0.00
AC+C

MC+S

CF+S

BOIL

Alternative

AWSP

TATA

Ave.
7.0

Appropriate Safe Water Technology Selection Tool
Name of user:
Target community:
Assessment date:
Assesment type:

Imran
Mylai Balaji Nagar
Mar 10 2012
Sensitivity (Scenario F)

Alternative Identities
Alternative
Sl. No. Code
1
AC+C Alum coagulation + Chlorination
2
MC+S
Moringa coagulation + SODIS
3
CF+S
Cloth filtration + SODIS
4
Boiling
BOIL
AWSP filter + Chlorination
5
AWSP
TATA Swach Filter
6
TATA
Criterion
Rank Weight

Appropriate Technology Criteria
End-user preference criteria suite
1 Costs
1a - (capital)
1b - (on-going)
2 Health impact
3 Ease of Use/difficulty
4 Time and effort required (convenience)
5 Production rate
6 Appearance of product water
7 Taste, odour, and palpability of product water
8 Aspirational appeal
9 Durability
10 Fit in the home environment
Technical criteria suite
1 Tech. effectiveness
1a - (turbidity control)
Tech. effectiveness
1b - (microbiological control)
2 Availability
3 Reliability
4 Robustness
5 Absence of environmental impacts and hazards
6 Risk of recontamination
7 Absence of hazards to users

6.81

0.076

1.55
7.13
6.48
5.84
3.16
4.35
6.68
5.39
7.61

0.172
0.07
0.082
0.094
0.143
0.121
0.079
0.102
0.062

hndrd
21.78

unity
0.218

13.01
17.39
11.11
14.94
8.83
12.94

0.13
0.174
0.111
0.149
0.088
0.129

AC+C

Alteranative Ranking Site
MC+S CF+S BOIL AWSP

Variable Input Component Identities
Input Component
Source
Sl. No.
1a
End-user preference criteria weights
Summary ranking from community members
1b
Technical criteria weights
Summary ranking from subject matter experts
Alternative ranking site
Assessment in Ch 6
2
Criteria suite weighs
Assume as 1 from discussion in Ch 3
3
Socio-cultural and local appropriateness criteria merit/demerit factors
Assessment in Ch 6
4a
Special considerations for technology feasibility flowchart
Assessment in Ch 6 - %age modified to 20
4b
Alternative Response Site
MC+S CF+S
BOIL AWSP

TATA

AC+C

0.30

0.36

0.40

0.21

0.21

0.11

0.69
0.14
0.25
0.38
0.71
0.12
0.27
0.56
0.31
3.73

0.43
0.07
0.08
0.19
0.57
0.48
0.12
0.20
0.12
2.63

0.43
0.21
0.16
0.28
0.29
0.30
0.12
0.10
0.18
2.48

0.86
0.35
0.41
0.56
0.14
0.30
0.27
0.56
0.25
3.92

0.17
0.28
0.33
0.47
0.43
0.60
0.39
0.31
0.06
3.25

1.03
0.42
0.49
0.09
0.86
0.73
0.47
0.41
0.37
4.98

0.87

0.76

0.54

0.76

0.44

1.20

0.65
0.52
0.22
0.15
0.53
0.39
3.33

0.13
0.17
0.33
0.75
0.18
0.65
2.97

0.78
0.35
0.11
0.90
0.26
0.65
3.59

0.26
1.04
0.67
0.45
0.09
0.13
3.40

0.52
0.70
0.44
0.60
0.44
0.26
3.39

0.39
0.87
0.56
0.30
0.35
0.65
4.31

2.5
3.5
3
5
4
3
2
6
3.5
1.5
2

2.5
2
4.5
6
6
5
3
3
5.5
5
5

2.5
1
4.5
4
5
4
5
4.5
5.5
6
4

2.5
6
2
2
2
1
6
4.5
3.5
1.5
3

5
3.5
6
3
3
2
4
2
2
4
6

6
5
1
1
1
6
1
1
1
3
1

3
3
2
4
5
6
1
4

2
5
6
6
4
2
5
2

5
4
1
5
6
1
4
2

6
1
5
1
1
4
6
6

4
6
3
3
3
3
2
5

1
2
4
2
2
5
3
2

TATA

AC+C

1.00

3.73

2.63

2.48

3.92

3.25

4.98

1.00

3.33

2.97

3.59

3.40

3.39

4.31

AC+C
7.07

Appropriate Technology Performance of Technological Alternatives:
Scenario F

Interim Alternative Score
MC+S CF+S
BOIL AWSP
5.60
6.07
7.32
6.65

TATA

TATA
9.30

Merit/Demerit Factors

12.00

10.91

10.00

Final Alternative Score

Suite Response Site
MC+S CF+S
BOIL AWSP

Suite
Weight

8.47
7.60

8.00

5.74

6.00

7.84

2.00

0.00
MC+S

3%
-3%
0%
0%

2%
0%
0%
0%

3%
0%
0%
0%

4%
0%
0%
0%

1%
-4%
0%
0%

3%
0%
0%
0%

Special considerations for technology feasibility flowchart
4a
Excessive iron and/or manganese
4b
pH outside of the normal range
4c
Excessive nitrate
4d
Excessive organics
4e
Excessive fluoride

0%
0%
0%
20%
0%

0%
0%
0%
0%
0%

0%
0%
0%
0%
0%

0%
0%
0%
0%
0%

0%
0%
0%
20%
0%

0%
0%
0%
20%
0%

1.40

Total Merit/Demerit Points
0.14
0.21
0.28
1.19

1.61

AC+C
8.47

FINAL ALTERNATIVE SCORE
MC+S CF+S
BOIL AWSP
5.74
6.28
7.60
7.84

TATA
10.91

6.28

4.00

AC+C

Socio-cultural and local appropriateness criteria suite
1
Traditional knowledge, practices, and perceptions
2
Local taste preferences
3
Perception of treatment process by users
4
Relation to institutional environment

CF+S

BOIL

Alternative

AWSP

TATA

Ave.
7.0

APPENDIX U: MWA OUTPUT (SCENARIO A)

Appropriate Safe Water Technology Selection Tool
Name of user:
Target community:
Assessment date:
Assesment type:

Imran
Mylai Balaji Nagar
Mar 10 2012
General Recomm (Scenario A)

Alternative Identities
Alternative
Sl. No. Code
1
AC+C Alum coagulation + Chlorination
2
MC+S
Moringa coagulation + SODIS
3
CF+S
Cloth filtration + SODIS
4
Boiling
BOIL
AWSP filter + Chlorination
5
AWSP
TATA Swach Filter
6
TATA
Criterion
Rank Weight

Appropriate Technology Criteria
End-user preference criteria suite
1 Costs
1a - (capital)
1b - (on-going)
2 Health impact
3 Ease of Use/difficulty
4 Time and effort required (convenience)
5 Production rate
6 Appearance of product water
7 Taste, odour, and palpability of product water
8 Aspirational appeal
9 Durability
10 Fit in the home environment
Technical criteria suite
1 Tech. effectiveness
1a - (turbidity control)
Tech. effectiveness
1b - (microbiological control)
2 Availability
3 Reliability
4 Robustness
5 Absence of environmental impacts and hazards
6 Risk of recontamination
7 Absence of hazards to users

6.81

0.076

1.55
7.13
6.48
5.84
3.16
4.35
6.68
5.39
7.61

0.172
0.07
0.082
0.094
0.143
0.121
0.079
0.102
0.062

hndrd
21.78

unity
0.218

13.01
17.39
11.11
14.94
8.83
12.94

0.13
0.174
0.111
0.149
0.088
0.129

AC+C

Alteranative Ranking Site
MC+S CF+S BOIL AWSP

Variable Input Component Identities
Input Component
Source
Sl. No.
1a
End-user preference criteria weights
Summary ranking from community members
1b
Technical criteria weights
Summary ranking from subject matter experts
Alternative ranking site
Assessment in Ch 6
2
Criteria suite weighs
Assume as 1 from discussion in Ch 3
3
Socio-cultural and local appropriateness criteria merit/demerit factors
Assessment in Ch 6
4a
Special considerations for technology feasibility flowchart
Assessment in Ch 6
4b
Alternative Response Site
MC+S CF+S
BOIL AWSP

TATA

AC+C

0.30

0.36

0.40

0.21

0.21

0.11

0.69
0.14
0.25
0.38
0.71
0.12
0.27
0.56
0.31
3.73

0.43
0.07
0.08
0.19
0.57
0.48
0.12
0.20
0.12
2.63

0.43
0.21
0.16
0.28
0.29
0.30
0.12
0.10
0.18
2.48

0.86
0.35
0.41
0.56
0.14
0.30
0.27
0.56
0.25
3.92

0.17
0.28
0.33
0.47
0.43
0.60
0.39
0.31
0.06
3.25

1.03
0.42
0.49
0.09
0.86
0.73
0.47
0.41
0.37
4.98

0.87

0.76

0.54

0.76

0.44

1.20

0.65
0.52
0.22
0.15
0.53
0.39
3.33

0.13
0.17
0.33
0.75
0.18
0.65
2.97

0.78
0.35
0.11
0.90
0.26
0.65
3.59

0.26
1.04
0.67
0.45
0.09
0.13
3.40

0.52
0.70
0.44
0.60
0.44
0.26
3.39

0.39
0.87
0.56
0.30
0.35
0.65
4.31

2.5
3.5
3
5
4
3
2
6
3.5
1.5
2

2.5
2
4.5
6
6
5
3
3
5.5
5
5

2.5
1
4.5
4
5
4
5
4.5
5.5
6
4

2.5
6
2
2
2
1
6
4.5
3.5
1.5
3

5
3.5
6
3
3
2
4
2
2
4
6

6
5
1
1
1
6
1
1
1
3
1

3
3
2
4
5
6
1
4

2
5
6
6
4
2
5
2

5
4
1
5
6
1
4
2

6
1
5
1
1
4
6
6

4
6
3
3
3
3
2
5

1
2
4
2
2
5
3
2

TATA

AC+C

1.00

3.73

2.63

2.48

3.92

3.25

4.98

1.00

3.33

2.97

3.59

3.40

3.39

4.31

AC+C
7.07

Appropriate Technology Performance of Technological Alternatives:
Scenario A

10.21
10.00

Final Alternative Score

Interim Alternative Score
MC+S CF+S
BOIL AWSP
5.60
6.07
7.32
6.65

TATA

TATA
9.30

Merit/Demerit Factors

12.00

8.00

Suite Response Site
MC+S CF+S
BOIL AWSP

Suite
Weight

7.77

7.60
5.74

6.00

7.14

2.00

0.00
MC+S

3%
-3%
0%
0%

2%
0%
0%
0%

3%
0%
0%
0%

4%
0%
0%
0%

1%
-4%
0%
0%

3%
0%
0%
0%

Special considerations for technology feasibility flowchart
4a
Excessive iron and/or manganese
4b
pH outside of the normal range
4c
Excessive nitrate
4d
Excessive organics
4e
Excessive fluoride

0%
0%
0%
10%
0%

0%
0%
0%
0%
0%

0%
0%
0%
0%
0%

0%
0%
0%
0%
0%

0%
0%
0%
10%
0%

0%
0%
0%
10%
0%

0.70

Total Merit/Demerit Points
0.14
0.21
0.28
0.49

0.91

AC+C
7.77

FINAL ALTERNATIVE SCORE
MC+S CF+S
BOIL AWSP
5.74
6.28
7.60
7.14

TATA
10.21

6.28

4.00

AC+C

Socio-cultural and local appropriateness criteria suite
1
Traditional knowledge, practices, and perceptions
2
Local taste preferences
3
Perception of treatment process by users
4
Relation to institutional environment

CF+S

BOIL

Alternative

AWSP

TATA

Ave.
7.0

APPENDIX V: MWA OUTPUT (SCENARIO D)

Appropriate Safe Water Technology Selection Tool
Name of user:
Target community:
Assessment date:
Assesment type:

Imran
Mylai Balaji Nagar
Mar 10 2012
Sensitivity Analysis (Scenario D)

Appropriate Technology Criteria
End-user preference criteria suite
1 Costs
1a - (capital)
1b - (on-going)
2 Health impact
3 Ease of Use/difficulty
4 Time and effort required (convenience)
5 Production rate
6 Appearance of product water
7 Taste, odour, and palpability of product water
8 Aspirational appeal
9 Durability
10 Fit in the home environment
Technical criteria suite
1 Tech. effectiveness
1a - (turbidity control)
Tech. effectiveness
1b - (microbiological control)
2 Availability
3 Reliability
4 Robustness
5 Absence of environmental impacts and hazards
6 Risk of recontamination
7 Absence of hazards to users

Criterion
Rank Weight

1
1
8
6
5
2
3
7
4
9
45
hndrd
21.78

0.2
0.044
0.089
0.111
0.178
0.156
0.067
0.133
0.022
1
unity
0.218

13.01
17.39
11.11
14.94
8.83
12.94

0.13
0.174
0.111
0.149
0.088
0.129
1

Sl. No.
1
2
3
4
5
6

Alternative Identities
Code
Alternative
AC+C Alum coagulation + Chlorination
MC+S
Moringa coagulation + SODIS
CF+S
Cloth filtration + SODIS
BOIL
Boiling
AWSP
AWSP filter + Chlorination
TATA
TATA Swach Filter

Variable Input Component Identities
Source
Sl. No.
Input Component
1a
End-user preference criteria weights (SENSITIVITY VARIABLE)Summary ranking by order with cost removed as its own suite
1b
Technical criteria weights
Summary ranking from subject matter experts
2
Alternative ranking site
Assessment in Ch 6
3
Criteria suite weighs
Assume as 1 from discussion in Ch 3
4a Socio-cultural and local appropriateness criteria merit/demerit factors
Assessment in Ch 6
4b
Special considerations for technology feasibility flowchart
Assessment in Ch 6

AC+C

Alteranative Ranking Site
MC+S CF+S BOIL AWSP

TATA

AC+C

4.00

4.75

5.25

2.75

2.75

1.50

0.80
0.09
0.27
0.44
0.89
0.16
0.23
0.73
0.11
7.72

0.50
0.04
0.09
0.22
0.71
0.62
0.10
0.27
0.04
7.35

0.50
0.13
0.18
0.33
0.36
0.39
0.10
0.13
0.07
7.44

1.00
0.22
0.44
0.67
0.18
0.39
0.23
0.73
0.09
6.71

0.20
0.18
0.36
0.56
0.53
0.78
0.33
0.40
0.02
6.11

1.20
0.27
0.53
0.11
1.07
0.93
0.40
0.53
0.13
6.68

0.87

0.76

0.54

0.76

0.44

1.20

0.65
0.52
0.22
0.15
0.53
0.39
3.33

0.13
0.17
0.33
0.75
0.18
0.65
2.97

0.78
0.35
0.11
0.90
0.26
0.65
3.59

0.26
1.04
0.67
0.45
0.09
0.13
3.40

0.52
0.70
0.44
0.60
0.44
0.26
3.39

0.39
0.87
0.56
0.30
0.35
0.65
4.31

2.5
3.5
3
5
4
3
2
6
3.5
1.5
2

2.5
2
4.5
6
6
5
3
3
5.5
5
5

2.5
1
4.5
4
5
4
5
4.5
5.5
6
4

2.5
6
2
2
2
1
6
4.5
3.5
1.5
3

5
3.5
6
3
3
2
4
2
2
4
6

6
5
1
1
1
6
1
1
1
3
1

3
3
2
4
5
6
1
4

2
5
6
6
4
2
5
2

5
4
1
5
6
1
4
2

6
1
5
1
1
4
6
6

4
6
3
3
3
3
2
5

1
2
4
2
2
5
3
2

Alternative Response Site
MC+S CF+S BOIL AWSP

TATA

AC+C

1.00

7.72

7.35

7.44

6.71

6.11

6.68

1.00

3.33

2.97

3.59

3.40

3.39

4.31

AC+C
11.06

Appropriate Technology Performance of Technological Alternatives:
Scenario D

Interim Alternative Score
MC+S CF+S BOIL AWSP
10.32 11.03 10.10
9.50

TATA

TATA
10.99

Merit/Demerit Factors

14.00

12.35

12.11
11.35

12.00

10.53
Final Alternative Score

Suite Response Site
MC+S CF+S BOIL AWSP

Suite
Weight

10.52

10.23

10.00

Socio-cultural and local appropriateness criteria suite
1
Traditional knowledge, practices, and perceptions
2
Local taste preferences
3
Perception of treatment process by users
4
Relation to institutional environment

3%
-3%
0%
0%

2%
0%
0%
0%

3%
0%
0%
0%

4%
0%
0%
0%

1%
-4%
0%
0%

3%
0%
0%
0%

Special considerations for technology feasibility flowchart
4a
Excessive iron and/or manganese
4b
pH outside of the normal range
4c
Excessive nitrate
4d
Excessive organics
4e
Excessive fluoride

0%
0%
0%
10%
0%

0%
0%
0%
0%
0%

0%
0%
0%
0%
0%

0%
0%
0%
0%
0%

0%
0%
0%
10%
0%

0%
0%
0%
10%
0%

1.05

Total Merit/Demerit Points
0.21
0.32
0.42
0.74

1.37

AC+C
12.11

FINAL ALTERNATIVE SCORE
MC+S CF+S BOIL AWSP
10.53 11.35 10.52 10.23

TATA
12.35

8.00
6.00
4.00
2.00
0.00
AC+C

MC+S

CF+S

BOIL

Alternative

AWSP

TATA

Ave.
10.5

APPENDIX W: TECHNICAL CRITERIA RANKINGS SUMMARY

Technical criteria weightings - Summary of responses
***2nd round rankings only presented

Sl. No.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

RESPONDENT ID
CRITERIA
Tech-1
Tech-2
Tech-3
Tech-4
Technical effectiveness (1a and 1b)
20
20
30
25
Availability
15
5
5
10
Reliability
20
20
5
10
Robustness
10
10
20
15
Absence of environmental impacts and hazards
12.5
20
15
20
Risk of recontamination
10
15
10
5
Absence of hazards to users
12.5
10
15
15
Check sum:
100
100
100
100
Notes: Tech-1 is oversummed to 110, so reduced the reliability bac

Tech-5
Tech-6
Tech-7
Tech-8
Tech-9
20
20
18
18
25
15
10
27
10
20
20
25
22
19.5
15
3
5
6
18.5
12.5
25
18
11
8
5
2
7
7
16
7.5
15
15
9
10
15
100
100
100
100
100
o reduced the reliability back to his 1st round weight
(30 toonly
20)
1st ranking

AVERAGE
21.78
13.00
17.39
11.11
14.94
8.83
12.94
100

Rank
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

CRITERIA AVERAGE RANKINGS
Criteria
Technical effectiveness (1a and 1b)
Reliability
Absence of environmental impacts and hazards
Availability
Absence of hazards to users
Robustness
Risk of recontamination

Weight
21.78
17.39
14.94
13.00
12.94
11.11
8.83
100.00

SUMMARY RANKINGS OF END-USER PREFERENCE CRITERIA

Resp. ID
Tech-1
Tech-2
Tech-3
Tech-4
Tech-5
Tech-6
Tech-7
Tech-8
Tech-9
AVERAGE
STD DEV
OUT-MIN
OUT-MAX
POSITION

Technical
effectiveness
(1a and 1b) Availability
20
15
20
5
30
5
25
10
20
15
20
10
18
27
18
10
25
20
21.78
13.00
4.02
7.14
17.75
5.86
25.80
20.14

Reliability
20
20
5
10
20
25
22
19.5
15
17.39
6.30
11.09
23.69

Robustness
10
10
20
15
3
5
6
18.5
12.5
11.11
5.94
5.17
17.05

Absence of
environmental
impacts and
Risk of
hazards
recontamination
12.5
10
20
15
15
10
20
5
25
2
18
7
11
7
8
16
5
7.5
14.94
8.83
6.42
4.50
8.52
4.33
21.37
13.33

RENCE CRITERIA
Absence of
hazards
to users
12.5
10
15
15
15
15
9
10
15
12.94
2.60
10.34
15.55

CHECK NO OUT
100
0
100
3
100
3
100
1
100
3
100
1
100
1
100
4
100
1
1.89
1.36
0.52
3.25

APPENDIX X: MWA OUTPUT (SCENARIO E)

Appropriate Safe Water Technology Selection Tool
Imran
Mylai Balaji Nagar
Mar 10 2012
Sensitivity Analysis (Scenario E)

Name of user:
Target community:
Assessment date:
Assesment type:

Appropriate Technology Criteria

Criterion
Rank Weight

End-user preference criteria suite
1 Costs
1a - (capital)
1b - (on-going)
2 Health impact
3 Ease of Use/difficulty
4 Time and effort required (convenience)
5 Production rate
6 Appearance of product water
7 Taste, odour, and palpability of product water
8 Aspirational appeal
9 Durability
10 Fit in the home environment
Technical criteria suite
1 Tech. effectiveness
1a - (turbidity control)
Tech. effectiveness
1b - (microbiological control)
2 Availability
3 Reliability
4 Robustness
5 Absence of environmental impacts and hazards
6 Risk of recontamination
7 Absence of hazards to users

6.81

0.076

1.55
7.13
6.48
5.84
3.16
4.35
6.68
5.39
7.61

0.172
0.07
0.082
0.094
0.143
0.121
0.079
0.102
0.062

hndrd
18.00

unity
0.18

18.50 0.185
10.00
0.1
16.00 0.16
19.50 0.195
10.00
0.1
8.00
0.08
100.00 1.00

Sl. No.
1
2
3
4
5
6

Alternative Identities
Code
Alternative
AC+C Alum coagulation + Chlorination
MC+S
Moringa coagulation + SODIS
CF+S
Cloth filtration + SODIS
BOIL
Boiling
AWSP
AWSP filter + Chlorination
TATA
TATA Swach Filter

Variable Input Component Identities
Input Component
Source
Sl. No.
End-user preference criteria weights
Summary ranking from community members
1a
Technical criteria weights
Outlier ranking (Tech-8)
1b
2
Alternative ranking site
Assessment in Ch 6
3
Criteria suite weighs
Assume as 1 from discussion in Ch 3
4a Socio-cultural and local appropriateness criteria merit/demerit factors
Assessment in Ch 6
4b
Special considerations for technology feasibility flowchart
Assessment in Ch 6

AC+C

Alteranative Ranking Site
MC+S CF+S BOIL AWSP

TATA

AC+C

Alternative Response Site
MC+S CF+S BOIL AWSP

TATA

2.5
3.5
3
5
4
3
2
6
3.5
1.5
2

2.5
2
4.5
6
6
5
3
3
5.5
5
5

2.5
1
4.5
4
5
4
5
4.5
5.5
6
4

2.5
6
2
2
2
1
6
4.5
3.5
1.5
3

5
3.5
6
3
3
2
4
2
2
4
6

6
5
1
1
1
6
1
1
1
3
1

0.30

0.36

0.40

0.21

0.21

0.11

0.69
0.14
0.25
0.38
0.71
0.12
0.27
0.56
0.31
3.73

0.43
0.07
0.08
0.19
0.57
0.48
0.12
0.20
0.12
2.63

0.43
0.21
0.16
0.28
0.29
0.30
0.12
0.10
0.18
2.48

0.86
0.35
0.41
0.56
0.14
0.30
0.27
0.56
0.25
3.92

0.17
0.28
0.33
0.47
0.43
0.60
0.39
0.31
0.06
3.25

1.03
0.42
0.49
0.09
0.86
0.73
0.47
0.41
0.37
4.98

3
3
2
4
5
6
1
4

2
5
6
6
4
2
5
2

5
4
1
5
6
1
4
2

6
1
5
1
1
4
6
6

4
6
3
3
3
3
2
5

1
2
4
2
2
5
3
2

0.72

0.63

0.45

0.63

0.36

0.99

0.93
0.30
0.32
0.20
0.60
0.24
3.30

0.19
0.10
0.48
0.98
0.20
0.40
2.97

1.11
0.20
0.16
1.17
0.30
0.40
3.79

0.37
0.60
0.96
0.59
0.10
0.08
3.33

0.74
0.40
0.64
0.78
0.50
0.16
3.58

0.56
0.50
0.80
0.39
0.40
0.40
4.04

AC+C

1.00

3.73

2.63

2.48

3.92

3.25

4.98

1.00

3.30

2.97

3.79

3.33

3.58

4.04

AC+C
7.03

Appropriate Technology Performance of Technological Alternatives:
Scenario E

9.93
10.00

Final Alternative Score

Interim Alternative Score
MC+S CF+S BOIL AWSP
5.60
6.27
7.25
6.83

TATA

TATA
9.02

Merit/Demerit Factors

12.00

8.00

Suite Response Site
MC+S CF+S BOIL AWSP

Suite
Weight

7.73

7.53

7.32

Socio-cultural and local appropriateness criteria suite
1
Traditional knowledge, practices, and perceptions
2
Local taste preferences
3
Perception of treatment process by users
4
Relation to institutional environment

3%
-3%
0%
0%

2%
0%
0%
0%

3%
0%
0%
0%

4%
0%
0%
0%

1%
-4%
0%
0%

3%
0%
0%
0%

Special considerations for technology feasibility flowchart
4a
Excessive iron and/or manganese
4b
pH outside of the normal range
4c
Excessive nitrate
4d
Excessive organics
4e
Excessive fluoride

0%
0%
0%
10%
0%

0%
0%
0%
0%
0%

0%
0%
0%
0%
0%

0%
0%
0%
0%
0%

0%
0%
0%
10%
0%

0%
0%
0%
10%
0%

0.70

Total Merit/Demerit Points
0.14
0.21
0.28
0.49

0.91

AC+C
7.73

FINAL ALTERNATIVE SCORE
MC+S CF+S BOIL AWSP
5.74
6.48
7.53
7.32

TATA
9.93

6.48
5.74

6.00

4.00

2.00

0.00
AC+C

MC+S

CF+S

BOIL

Alternative

AWSP

TATA

Ave.
7.0

APPENDIX Y: MWA OUTPUT (SCENARIO F)

Appropriate Safe Water Technology Selection Tool
Name of user:
Target community:
Assessment date:
Assesment type:

Alternative Identities
Alternative
Sl. No. Code
1
AC+C Alum coagulation + Chlorination
2
MC+S
Moringa coagulation + SODIS
3
CF+S
Cloth filtration + SODIS
4
BOIL
Boiling
5
AWSP
AWSP filter + Chlorination
6
TATA
TATA Swach Filter

Imran
Mylai Balaji Nagar
Mar 10 2012
Sensitivity (Scenario F)

Criterion
Rank Weight

Appropriate Technology Criteria
End-user preference criteria suite
1 Costs
1a - (capital)
1b - (on-going)
2 Health impact
3 Ease of Use/difficulty
4 Time and effort required (convenience)
5 Production rate
6 Appearance of product water
7 Taste, odour, and palpability of product water
8 Aspirational appeal
9 Durability
10 Fit in the home environment
Technical criteria suite
1 Tech. effectiveness
1a - (turbidity control)
Tech. effectiveness
1b - (microbiological control)
2 Availability
3 Reliability
4 Robustness
5 Absence of environmental impacts and hazards
6 Risk of recontamination
7 Absence of hazards to users

6.81

0.076

1.55
7.13
6.48
5.84
3.16
4.35
6.68
5.39
7.61

0.172
0.07
0.082
0.094
0.143
0.121
0.079
0.102
0.062

hndrd
21.78

unity
0.218

13.01
17.39
11.11
14.94
8.83
12.94

0.13
0.174
0.111
0.149
0.088
0.129

AC+C

Alteranative Ranking Site
MC+S CF+S BOIL AWSP

Variable Input Component Identities
Input Component
Source
Sl. No.
1a
End-user preference criteria weights
Summary ranking from community members
1b
Technical criteria weights
Summary ranking from subject matter experts
Alternative ranking site
Assessment in Ch 6
2
Criteria suite weighs
3
Assume as 1 from discussion in Ch 3
Socio-cultural and local appropriateness criteria merit/demerit factors
4a
Assessment in Ch 6
Special considerations for technology feasibility flowchart
4b
Assessment in Ch 6 - %age modified to 20
Alternative Response Site
MC+S CF+S
BOIL AWSP

TATA

AC+C

0.30

0.36

0.40

0.21

0.21

0.11

0.69
0.14
0.25
0.38
0.71
0.12
0.27
0.56
0.31
3.73

0.43
0.07
0.08
0.19
0.57
0.48
0.12
0.20
0.12
2.63

0.43
0.21
0.16
0.28
0.29
0.30
0.12
0.10
0.18
2.48

0.86
0.35
0.41
0.56
0.14
0.30
0.27
0.56
0.25
3.92

0.17
0.28
0.33
0.47
0.43
0.60
0.39
0.31
0.06
3.25

1.03
0.42
0.49
0.09
0.86
0.73
0.47
0.41
0.37
4.98

0.87

0.76

0.54

0.76

0.44

1.20

0.65
0.52
0.22
0.15
0.53
0.39
3.33

0.13
0.17
0.33
0.75
0.18
0.65
2.97

0.78
0.35
0.11
0.90
0.26
0.65
3.59

0.26
1.04
0.67
0.45
0.09
0.13
3.40

0.52
0.70
0.44
0.60
0.44
0.26
3.39

0.39
0.87
0.56
0.30
0.35
0.65
4.31

2.5
3.5
3
5
4
3
2
6
3.5
1.5
2

2.5
2
4.5
6
6
5
3
3
5.5
5
5

2.5
1
4.5
4
5
4
5
4.5
5.5
6
4

2.5
6
2
2
2
1
6
4.5
3.5
1.5
3

5
3.5
6
3
3
2
4
2
2
4
6

6
5
1
1
1
6
1
1
1
3
1

3
3
2
4
5
6
1
4

2
5
6
6
4
2
5
2

5
4
1
5
6
1
4
2

6
1
5
1
1
4
6
6

4
6
3
3
3
3
2
5

1
2
4
2
2
5
3
2

TATA

AC+C

1.00

3.73

2.63

2.48

3.92

3.25

4.98

1.00

3.33

2.97

3.59

3.40

3.39

4.31

AC+C
7.07

Appropriate Technology Performance of Technological Alternatives:
Scenario F

Interim Alternative Score
MC+S CF+S
BOIL AWSP
5.60
6.07
7.32
6.65

TATA

TATA
9.30

Merit/Demerit Factors

12.00

10.91

10.00

Final Alternative Score

Suite Response Site
MC+S CF+S
BOIL AWSP

Suite
Weight

8.47
7.60

8.00

5.74

6.00

7.84

2.00

0.00
MC+S

3%
-3%
0%
0%

2%
0%
0%
0%

3%
0%
0%
0%

4%
0%
0%
0%

1%
-4%
0%
0%

3%
0%
0%
0%

Special considerations for technology feasibility flowchart
4a
Excessive iron and/or manganese
4b
pH outside of the normal range
4c
Excessive nitrate
4d
Excessive organics
4e
Excessive fluoride

0%
0%
0%
20%
0%

0%
0%
0%
0%
0%

0%
0%
0%
0%
0%

0%
0%
0%
0%
0%

0%
0%
0%
20%
0%

0%
0%
0%
20%
0%

1.40

Total Merit/Demerit Points
0.14
0.21
0.28
1.19

1.61

AC+C
8.47

FINAL ALTERNATIVE SCORE
MC+S CF+S
BOIL AWSP
5.74
6.28
7.60
7.84

TATA
10.91

6.28

4.00

AC+C

Socio-cultural and local appropriateness criteria suite
1
Traditional knowledge, practices, and perceptions
2
Local taste preferences
3
Perception of treatment process by users
4
Relation to institutional environment

CF+S

BOIL

Alternative

AWSP

TATA

Ave.
7.0

APPENDIX ZA: CODING ANALYSIS TABLES (FROM NVIVO 9)

Analytical I
Name

Sources

References

Created On

Created By

Modified On

Modified By

Availability of Funding

9

18

17/10/2011 5:16 PM

SIA

07/11/2011 6:11 PM

SIA

Capital

1

1

17/10/2011 5:16 PM

SIA

09/11/2011 12:18 AM

SIA

Cost Issues

3

6

21/10/2011 7:37 PM

SIA

08/11/2011 9:31 PM

SIA

Upkeep

2

2

17/10/2011 5:16 PM

SIA

09/11/2011 12:18 AM

SIA

AWSP Technology

3

7

08/11/2011 9:24 PM

SIA

23/12/2011 2:07 AM

SIA

Community Preferences

0

0

17/10/2011 5:23 PM

SIA

24/10/2011 11:15 AM

SIA

COMM for Quantity vs. Quality

3

7

17/10/2011 5:24 PM

SIA

08/11/2011 9:34 PM

SIA

Level of Application

0

0

20/10/2011 8:39 PM

SIA

03/11/2011 1:09 PM

SIA

COMM

15

42

20/10/2011 9:10 PM

SIA

09/11/2011 12:07 AM

SIA

COMM Contradictions

4

4

20/10/2011 9:10 PM

SIA

03/11/2011 12:47 PM

SIA

HH

9

16

20/10/2011 9:10 PM

SIA

08/11/2011 9:44 PM

SIA

Local Development Priorities

13

40

21/10/2011 6:54 PM

SIA

08/11/2011 9:19 PM

SIA

SWS Implementation Strategies

8

16

20/10/2011 8:47 PM

SIA

08/11/2011 9:28 PM

SIA

Existing Treatment Practices

4

5

17/10/2011 4:43 PM

SIA

26/11/2011 3:07 PM

SIA

Gov't Development Plans

9

13

17/10/2011 4:54 PM

SIA

08/11/2011 11:05 AM

SIA

Health

8

14

21/10/2011 7:32 PM

SIA

03/12/2011 8:19 PM

SIA

Children's Health

4

5

21/10/2011 7:32 PM

SIA

31/10/2011 8:38 PM

SIA

Land Tenure

16

42

21/10/2011 5:58 PM

SIA

03/12/2011 8:19 PM

SIA

Local Capacities

1

1

17/10/2011 9:36 PM

SIA

26/11/2011 2:38 PM

SIA

Livelihoods

4

6

01/11/2011 9:45 AM

SIA

07/11/2011 1:37 PM

SIA

Local Knowledge

3

4

25/10/2011 9:35 AM

SIA

08/11/2011 9:25 PM

SIA

Meta-issues

2

2

20/10/2011 9:08 PM

SIA

03/12/2011 8:19 PM

SIA

Other Municipal Services

12

18

17/10/2011 5:22 PM

SIA

09/11/2011 12:03 AM

SIA

Quality Control & Monitoring

2

4

17/10/2011 4:42 PM

SIA

31/10/2011 2:53 PM

SIA

Relationships with Local Gov't

0

0

17/10/2011 5:31 PM

SIA

24/10/2011 11:22 AM

SIA

Analytical I
Name

Sources

References

Created On

Created By

Modified On

Modified By

Agency-Agency (Intra-Gov't)

12

23

17/10/2011 5:34 PM

SIA

09/11/2011 12:06 AM

SIA

Community-Gov't

24

118

17/10/2011 5:32 PM

SIA

14/12/2011 1:26 AM

SIA

0

0

Relationships with NGOs & Private Sector

21/10/2011 1:00 PM

SIA

03/12/2011 8:19 PM

SIA

Businesses

4

6

21/10/2011 7:40 PM

SIA

07/11/2011 11:43 AM

SIA

NGOs

14

50

24/10/2011 11:24 AM

SIA

22/12/2011 6:53 PM

SIA

Political Parties

8

11

21/10/2011 7:39 PM

SIA

07/11/2011 1:18 PM

SIA

SHGs

9

30

21/10/2011 1:36 PM

SIA

12/12/2011 4:58 PM

SIA

Resettlement History

15

43

17/10/2011 5:21 PM

SIA

07/11/2011 1:17 PM

SIA

Sanitation

16

30

17/10/2011 4:50 PM

SIA

24/11/2011 1:56 PM

SIA

Site

2

2

01/11/2011 12:50 AM

SIA

03/12/2011 8:19 PM

SIA

Social Capital

0

0

17/10/2011 5:26 PM

SIA

24/10/2011 11:27 AM

SIA

Gender Issues

6

17

21/10/2011 12:51 PM

SIA

13/12/2011 12:00 PM

SIA

History of Collective Action

0

0

17/10/2011 5:28 PM

SIA

14/12/2011 1:29 AM

SIA

Failures

15

29

17/10/2011 9:06 PM

SIA

10/12/2011 2:20 AM

SIA

Successes

12

48

17/10/2011 9:06 PM

SIA

07/11/2011 1:44 PM

SIA

Negative Perceptions

11

39

17/10/2011 5:28 PM

SIA

07/11/2011 1:33 PM

SIA

Positive Perceptions

9

19

17/10/2011 5:29 PM

SIA

26/11/2011 3:35 PM

SIA

Religion

1

2

01/11/2011 6:47 PM

SIA

01/11/2011 7:26 PM

SIA

Water Quality

8

14

17/10/2011 4:40 PM

SIA

08/11/2011 9:24 PM

SIA

Water Supply

19

61

17/10/2011 4:49 PM

SIA

09/11/2011 12:03 AM

SIA

Groundwater

5

8

21/10/2011 1:40 PM

SIA

07/11/2011 12:25 PM

SIA

Name: Availability of Funding
Description: - General

statements about the availability of funding support
- For those features that are applicable to both HH or COMM
- DO NOT AGGREGATE
- From any source: Panchayat, TNSCB, consumers, community-members, NGOs, CBOs,
businesses...
<Internals\\FGD I\\FGD #1 - Transcript> - § 4 references coded [6.39% Coverage]
Reference 1 - 1.47% Coverage

I:
If it is the community level, will people be contributing and participating in such an
endeavour for the building and maintenance of it?
P4:
Everybody’s participation and cooperation ought to be there. And I am sure everybody will
contribute for it. People have to contribute if they want to drink more and good [water]. People will
do whatever is possible from their means and their ends.
P5:

Water is important, hence people will contribute for it.

P4:
People will contribute their money towards reasonable expenses for such thing. They will
contribute definitely for such thing.
Reference 2 - 2.98% Coverage

C:
If it is done at the common or community level, will people be contributing money for such a
common cause? As you have mentioned, the example of the youth volunteers in the fourth sector
who are able to provide the necessary services by charging Rs. 20 and everybody [is] willing to
contribute for it. Will that be the case if we have one community-level water treatment [system]?
P4:
Definitely people will contribute for it. There are four groups [SHGs] even in this particular
sector and if we have a seperate meeting and explain to them the need to have a community level
water treatment system, and ask them to speak to their respective members in their sector to
contribute their share... then people will definitely contribute for it! If we ask them to get the
requisite money from the community, they will get it accordingly.
P2:

Everybody will give it.

P5:

Water is important and people will definitely contribute it.

P3:

If people are getting good water then they don’t mind contributing for it.

C:

Since water is highly important, so people will work for it?

P5/P3: People will contribute for it. Since they are getting good water, definitely people will play
their part in it.
Reference 3 - 0.27% Coverage

1/6

M:

Even if there is fee to pay for it, are you ready to pay for it?

ALL:

Yes, we are ready to pay for it!

Reference 4 - 1.66% Coverage

P4:
I will suggest [a strategy] that can be implemented sector wise. We have to appoint people
according to each sector and provide them with salaries and ask them to take care of [the
community water treatment unit] both in its storage and for cleaning and maintaining it. They can
charge Rs. 2 per household and the community will contribute for it as it is common and a
community effort and their salaries have to be paid from that collected amount.1,2 They have to
clean the water either in a week or within every three days. This will ensure in getting good water at
all times and is good for the people. Hence community level water treatment is good for the
people.3
<Internals\\FGD I\\FGD #2 - Transcript> - § 3 references coded [4.81% Coverage]
Reference 1 - 0.76% Coverage

M:

Would you all be ready to spend money for such a common task?

R:

Yes, all of us will give.

R:

No. Some of them may refuse to give.

R:

They will give.

R:

They will not give.

R:

They will not.4,5

Reference 2 - 2.75% Coverage

F:

That is why he is asking how would you want to do it? Would you like to do it individually or
collectively?

R:

Even if someone wants to do like that [collectively], they have to collect money from others
and do it.

I:

Will everyone give money if someone takes interest and starts doing it?

R:

Yes, all of us will give.

R:

If someone comes and collects money at our door steps we will give. Everyone will give.

C:

Will there be any problems? Other sector people told us that there would be problems.

R:

Yes. Problems will arise. They will suspect that the entire amount would not be spent for the
cause. They will question them.

2/6

R:

We cannot say everyone would come forward to give.

R:

Some will be ready and some will not be ready.

Reference 3 - 1.30% Coverage

I:

[R] madam says she is ready. What do you say?

R:

When it is good for the entire community and when it is good for me too I will surely
cooperate with others for the common cause!

R:

The result should be good. It is enough.

I:

[R]… What do you say?

R:

When it is for the welfare of the community we have to give. We happily give Rs. 20 for
that.

<Internals\\FGD I\\FGD #3 - Transcript> - § 2 references coded [1.32% Coverage]
Reference 1 - 0.53% Coverage

R:
Even now when something should be bought when there is a power cut, we contribute
money to buy it.
Reference 2 - 0.79% Coverage

R:
We collect money when there is a big common problem. But when there is a small
problem we just spend from our own pockets and get it done [ourselves].6
<Internals\\Interviews\\INT #1 - Darwin Moses (World Vision) - Transcript> - § 1 reference coded
[2.52% Coverage]
Reference 1 - 2.52% Coverage

M:
OK, I want to ask you a question that follows up to one point you just mentioned. You
mentioned that people would contribute 10%, 15% of the cost of running a project. Do you think that
hypothetically if some NGO was going to build a water treatment system in the community, that
everyone would share, would people be willing to contribute some of the capital costs to this thing?
R:
Yeah... definitely people contribution will come. So water is one of the need. Still not yet
met. So people will come and contribute. That is how we communicate and how we take it to the
people, that is also very important.
<Internals\\Interviews\\INT #16 - Mr. Jayaprakash (Councillor)> - § 2 references coded [7.08%
Coverage]
Reference 1 - 4.69% Coverage

M:

Would they [the Panchayat] provide financing?

C:

If an NGO contributes money will the Panchayat [also] contribute [money]?

R:

Yes, they would. They [the NGO] should follow the proper method and give a written
request saying that they want to do water purification and that they need the cooperation

3/6

of the Panchayat. The cost should be mentioned. It would be discussed [at the Panchayat's
council] and [if accepted] the sanction would be passed.
C:

He says there is a proper process. They should ask by writing a letter. Then the Panchayat
would co operate and do whatever is needed, they should mention the cost in the letter.
The Panchayat would decide it in a meeting of a body and pass a resolution

Reference 2 - 2.38% Coverage

M:

If the NGO is financing it, how about [the Panchayat] managing the system?

C:

He is asking, if an NGO contributes the money and builds a system at the community level,
will the Panchayat do the maintenance?

R:

Yes, the Town Panchayat always does the maintenance. Definitely.

C:

They will discuss everything in a Panchayat meeting and decide things.

<Internals\\Interviews\\INT #2 - Rehman Bibi - Notes> - § 1 reference coded [0.92% Coverage]
Reference 1 - 0.92% Coverage

Even if we are taking care of the latrines, it brings revenue. If we are collecting [only] 50 paise, [still]
it will create revenue.
<Internals\\Interviews\\INT #3 - Vijaya (World Vision) - Notes> - § 2 references coded [13.36%
Coverage]
Reference 1 - 9.09% Coverage

Q: Why did the latrine-cleaning effort fail?
Vijaya can’t say ultimately what led to the failure of the programme, but she suggests that it was
poor cooperation from people that contributed to its downfall. WV also offered small loans to
households in MBN to construct their own toilets, but this programme had low enrolment
(suggesting that people are not interested in sanitation investments). WV also tried to hire
volunteers from MBN itself who use the toilets themselves as cleaning staff under the auspices of
WV, but this too failed in the end.

The cleaner’s wage was Rs. 900 per month and there was one cleaner per sector. This was initially
paid for by WV fully. Later on, WV tried to involve local beneficiaries to contribute at first Rs. 5 per
month, and then later on Rs. 10 (to make the cleaning programme sustainable). However, this effort
ultimately failed because local beneficiaries didn’t want to pay for the latrines to be cleaned
regularly and refused to take on the financial burden from WV.
Reference 2 - 4.27% Coverage

4/6

Q: Given the experience with the latrine cleaning programme, do you think people would contribute
money to the collective construction of a community-level water treatment system?
It is difficult to envisage that people will contribute funds. In the case of water, people are willing to
immediately pay Rs. 20 to get a bottle of water (20 L), but they would not be willing to put money
into a collective project for good water, even if the returns would be better eventually.
<Internals\\Interviews\\INT #4 - Mr. Ashok (MBN Voluntary Assoc.) - Notes> - § 2 references coded
[5.56% Coverage]
Reference 1 - 1.72% Coverage

•

IN RESPONSE to these gaps, Ashok’s association has undertaken the following activities.
These are supported by the Association collecting a voluntary fee of Rs. 20 per month from
each of the households in Sector 4.

Reference 2 - 3.84% Coverage

•
•

Ashok went to meet the head of TNSCB, Mr. Abuji Sharma, recently and was
told that with interest accumulated, the residents owe Rs. 50,000 (instead of
the Rs. 11,000 it was originally) to reach the target and normalize their plots
Ashok says many residents are ready to pay this even now (there has been a
lot of economic development in the community, and they’ve really come up
in recent years) à but the Panchayat and the TNSCB are not ready to accept
the payment he claims

<Internals\\Interviews\\INT #5 - Raniyamma - Transcript> - § 1 reference coded [3.15% Coverage]
Reference 1 - 3.15% Coverage

R:

Yes. They [the Panchayat] should have given but they didn’t. We were even asked to open a
bank account. They didn’t credit any amount except Rs. 20 per house. We were not able to
run the show. Even that was irregular. For such jobs one should be paid at least 5 or 6k [per
month] for the then-cost of living. The Panchayat didn’t pay even 10 paisa [penny] to us for
collecting the garbage. We collected money from the residents along the lanes where we
collected the garbage.

Annotations
1

Rs. 2 < Rs 2.50 of the lorry water (bad quality too) – this seems to be an indication of the ‘willingness to pay’
and the target price range (per 20 L)

2

Rs. 2 seems to be the competitive cost level

3

Main reasons for COMM seem to be:
1) Full availability of water at any time
2) Egalitarian, everyone is served by it

4

The matter of whether indiviudals would contribute (financially, materially, labour) to a collective effort is
certainly not uncontroversial.
5

From ON: Jeyanthi, nesib:
About my knowledge , everybody wont give the amount.
The naysayers are these two. The others seem to think it'd work just dandy fine.
6

So, if water quality is a big common problem, the community would work together to solve it. The question
then is, is water quality a common problem [that warrants such a response]? It seems that water quality has

5/6

already been devolved to the individual households and that is the status quo for water.

6/6

Name: Capital
Description: - Only those specific

instances that relate to start-up capital

<Internals\\Interviews\\INT #19 - Panchayat EO - Transcript> - § 1 reference coded [6.84% Coverage]
Reference 1 - 6.84% Coverage

Q: Even if there is no revenue being drawn from MBN, would they still support?
He says he is very interested to support (i.e. take money from) an external NGO or individual
who wanted to do something in MBN
But on the question of the Panchayat actually contributing new funds for a start-up project
(even matching what an NGO contributes):
ο The process is very long to approve discretionary funds for the Panchayat
• EO - District Collector - Director - DC - EO
ο There are also no examples of the Panchayat undertaking a cost-sharing agreement
with an NGO doing developmental activities
ο Thus, there is little possibility of the Panchayat being involved in financing

1/1

Name: Cost Issues
Description: - Instances

where people discuss the importance of cost of water and its impact

on accessibility
<Internals\\FGD I\\FGD #1 - Transcript> - § 2 references coded [1.99% Coverage]
Reference 1 - 1.73% Coverage

P5:
Water is important for drinking, water is the most important problem here, getting drinking
water is an important problem. The [tap] water here cannot be used for drinking purposes. People
are buying [lorry] water in cans paying Rs. 2.50. [The tap water] can be used for washing, cleaning
and other purposes but it cannot be used for drinking purposes. We don’t like to drink this [tap]
water. (P4 @ 10:52: It is tasteless1!) Fossils2 are formed after couple of days, even worms are
forming in the stored [tap] water. How many can afford to buy [lorry] water for Rs. 2.50 for drinking
purposes? Skin problems are coming so getting good drinking water is the main problem here.
<10:37 to 11:09>
Reference 2 - 0.26% Coverage

P5:
People who can afford to buy [lorry] water pay Rs. 2.50. [How} can it be for everyone[?]
<11:43-12:00>
<Internals\\FGD I\\FGD #2 - Transcript> - § 2 references coded [0.86% Coverage]
Reference 1 - 0.29% Coverage

R:

We need to pay Rs. 2 for water. What can we do when we don’t have those Rs. 2?

Reference 2 - 0.57% Coverage

R:

When we are not sure about staying here it is doubtful to give. Those who have money can
give. How can everyone give? Anyways we are cooperating till date.

<Internals\\Interviews\\INT #18 - Ligy - Transcript> - § 2 references coded [5.98% Coverage]
Reference 1 - 2.70% Coverage

M:
Much higher, yea... What do you think about a community level system that will be inside
Balaji Nagar?
R:
Inside Balaji Nagar, also the same thing. If you go to Balaji Nagar, see how they store the
water.
M:
are—

But let me suggest this. There's some examples in rural Andhra Pradesh where some NGOs

R:

Yeah, they are doing RO plant and they give it in the cans.

M:

Yeah, in the cans!
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R:
Yeah, if you do that type of a thing, it will work. But if you don't have any proper, ok, storage
system and all the things, again the same thing will be happening. But there the charge is there,
they're charging ten rupees or something.
I:

Yeah, it's fairly expensive. It's not as much as the market models, but—

R:

Yeah, it is half the market price.

M:

Yeah.

Reference 2 - 3.29% Coverage

M:

Do you think such a system [a community level RO-type system] could work there?

R:
Depending upon the mentality of the people, if whether they are ready to pay. Because this
people, whoever is going for the tap water, they don't have any means or capacity to pay, otherwise
already, other people are going for the thing [bottled water], isn't it?
M:

Yeah.

R:
So that's what we have to look into, the lowest rate, what is the paying capacity. And no,
when the children are there - food or this water or what will they be doing?
M:

I see. So even that kind of system may be too expensive for our target population.

R:
Ah yea, because they may need one bottle everyday, 10 rupees going for that one, when will
they be able to afford? Otherwise, they will gave gone by now, isn't it, for that one, 20 rupees.
M:

Yes, 20 rupees.

R:

Yeah, it is only 20 rupees, so—

M:

So we're aiming for the very, very lowest part of the market.

Annotations
1

JJ says that this means that the water is without a ‘purified’ or ‘clean’ taste; neither salty nor clean – lacks that
‘sweet’ water taste
2

JJ: she means sediments layers collect at bottom

2/2

Name: Upkeep
Description: - Only those specific

instances relating to upkeep O&M funds

<Internals\\FGD I\\FGD #3 - Transcript> - § 1 reference coded [2.25% Coverage]
Reference 1 - 2.25% Coverage

C:

Will you all contribute money to such a collective effort?

R:

The plan is already on.

R:

The Panchayat would [pay to] install the [water] tank.

R:

Someone [else] would maintain and all of us would contribute money for that.

M:
What I understand from what you are telling is, the Panchayat would build a tank for
you and you would not spend money for building the tank but you are ready to spend
money for maintaining it.
<Internals\\Interviews\\INT #19 - Panchayat EO - Transcript> - § 1 reference coded [4.45% Coverage]
Reference 1 - 4.45% Coverage

However, the Panchayat is prepared to support a project by taking on operation and
maintenance tasks
ο If the capital costs are taken care of, they can mobilize limited funds within their
own budget (the local committee can approve up to 4 lakhs; anything higher must
go up to the DC for approval)
ο All that would need to happen is a local body resolution to take up the maintenance
and operation of the system and then to take it over
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Name: Nodes\\Analytical I\\AWSP Technology
<Internals\\FGD I\\FGD #1 - Transcript> - § 1 reference coded [1.66% Coverage]
Reference 1 - 1.66% Coverage

P4:
I will suggest [a strategy] that can be implemented sector wise. We have to appoint people
according to each sector and provide them with salaries and ask them to take care of [the
community water treatment unit] both in its storage and for cleaning and maintaining it. They can
charge Rs. 2 per household and the community will contribute for it as it is common and a
community effort and their salaries have to be paid from that collected amount.1,2 They have to
clean the water either in a week or within every three days. This will ensure in getting good water at
all times and is good for the people. Hence community level water treatment is good for the
people.3
<Internals\\Interviews\\INT #18 - Ligy - Transcript> - § 5 references coded [14.35% Coverage]
Reference 1 - 3.59% Coverage

M:
So let me ask you, can you speak about why you felt that the rapid sand filter with the
charcoal dual media was the best for this community.
R:
Ah yeah, see when we analyzed the water quality, we could see that the major problems
were bacteriological quality, then turbidity, and then this one, odour and taste. So if you want to
remove these things, turbidity - filtration is the easiest method. Ok, and we have to have an
economical unit, is it use, and the community should have the know-how to develop it, so if you go
for any high-end technology, ok, finally when it goes from us to somebody else, the middleman will
be taking all the profits, yeah, profits and all the things. Ok, so, finally it will be working as any filter
which is available in the market. But this filter means, ok, sand and... everybody knows that what
this media will do, because our grand-grand-parents were using this one in three pots -- that
three-pot filter system was existing long, long, long time back. Ok, so, this is just a modification of
that one, so.
Reference 2 - 3.35% Coverage

M:
Can you tell me a bit about the history of the three-pot filter, like where was it used
traditionally?
R:

In most of the households where they were collecting the water from the surface sources.

M:

In Tamil Nadu? In Kerala? In south India...?

R:

Um... in many rural areas. It is not location specific, it was spread everywhere.

M:

Everywhere this is a very common practice?

R:
Yeah, wherever it was there, ok, filter will be using a cloth and put it through the sand and...
Because I remember, when I was in school in 4th standard, this was one of the projects I made for
the...
M:

Oh really! So you started early!
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R:
Yeah, at that time we were trying to do that one. We didn't know what is actually happening
in the systems and all, but it was clearing the water, so.
M:

I see.

R:
Because charcoal will take care of your, any organic matter present, and definitely the
residual turbidity also. And the chlorine will disinfect the system.
Reference 3 - 2.86% Coverage

M:
Can you speak to why you chose to put the sand on top and the charcoal on the bottom, and
not the other way around?
R:
Okay, see, we are putting the charcoal mainly to remove the taste etc. Ok, but the sand, will
be able to remove only the turbidity. So if you put the charcoal in the top, the charcoal pores will be
getting clogged with turbidity very fast, ok, and the cleaning will be, ok, and what purpose we used,
we proposed it, may not be achieved fast.
M:

I see.

R:
Ok, so, if you put the sand, sand will be taking care of the turbidity particles. Then only
whatever the left over, the colour, the organic matter, whatever is coming, that sort of thing will be
there, so that one will be taken care of by the charcoal.
M:

So, the life is extended—

R:

Life is extended and it will be used in a better way.

Reference 4 - 3.64% Coverage

M:
Ok, so this basic system - dual media gravity filtration - how would it look like if it was done
at a community level system?
R:
Community level system also it will be the same way. We can put a big filter. Ok? Either in
the same tank itself, we can put the sand and the charcoal, ok? Or you first put sand filter, then you
can go for the charcoal. Because if put it both the things together, backwashing time the charcoal
will be coming at the top.
M:
So the reason we can put it this way in the buckets is that there's no backwashing, so there's
no gravity settlement.
R:
Because usually the dual-media filter, anyway, whenever we talk about the filtration, they'll
tell that effectiveness will come if the process water goes in the top and the small, ok? But we did
the other way because of this purpose. Ok so.
M:

So in a city plant that has a GAC filter or something, that would be a separate unit from the...

R:

Yeah! Actual sand filter, followed by a GAC.

M:

As long as you're doing backwash.
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Always, always, separately.

R:

Reference 5 - 0.90% Coverage

R:

Another thing is, you don't need the RO water, isn't it?

M:

It's very high quality.

R:

Yeah, very high and, no, why do we want to remove all the things?

M:

There's no chemical contamination!

R:

Yeah, there's no chemical contamination here!

<Internals\\Interviews\\INT #4 - Mr. Ashok (MBN Voluntary Assoc.) - Notes> - § 1 reference coded
[4.25% Coverage]
Reference 1 - 4.25% Coverage

•

ON HH vs. COMM:
ο About 10% of people in the Sector are not able to purchase bottled water (Neela
brand available locally, manufactured at a plant nearby)
ο Ashok feels that people are far more ready to purchase bottled water rather than
use a WTU at the household level
• People have little time being day labourers to use the WTU at the home à
convenience is a major preference
• Also the cost and taste are an issue à it would have to be substantially
cheaper and taste on par with bottled water to justify treating water at
home

Annotations
1

Rs. 2 < Rs 2.50 of the lorry water (bad quality too) – this seems to be an indication of the ‘willingness to pay’
and the target price range (per 20 L)

2

Rs. 2 seems to be the competitive cost level

3

Main reasons for COMM seem to be:
1) Full availability of water at any time
2) Egalitarian, everyone is served by it

3/3

Name: Nodes\\Analytical I\\Community Preferences
Description: - General bin for statements by respondents outlining their direct preferences on
a variety of features
- DO NOT AGGREGATE

1/1

Name: Nodes\\Analytical I\\Community Preferences\COMM for Quantity vs. Quality
Description: - Features

speaking to perceptions of which is more important, or how they
balance out in people's minds
- This one features the instances where people talk about the tension b/w quant vs. qual in
COMM, as an added benefit
<Internals\\FGD I\\FGD #1 - Transcript> - § 5 references coded [5.78% Coverage]
Reference 1 - 0.41% Coverage

P4:
Since there is great water shortage and lack of good [quality] water, people will definitely do
anything for getting good [quality] water and water in plenty.
Reference 2 - 1.69% Coverage

C:
So people will do anything for water right since water is highly important and there is water
problem here?
P4:
For a short time during April and May, [tap] water may come even once a month [only].
[Even if there is water available,] if something happens to the main pump - I mean, if the pipe is
broken due to lorry [damage] - then the water will not come and we will stand near the [standpipes]
at the middle of the night waiting for water!
P5:
Water may come in the pipes well after 12 and 1 a.m., and we will wait to collect the [tap]
water. We have to wait for getting water. Getting water is the biggest problem here in Balaji Nagar.
Otherwise there is no problem here.
Reference 3 - 1.18% Coverage

M:
Ask them if water availability is the main reason for them to go for the community level
water treatment or there any other reasons beside it? Ask [P4], she has come.
P3:

Water is in daily usage, so if water is available at all times it is good.

I:
Is there any other reason for wanting a water treatment system at the community level? Is it
due to the fact that there will not be water at the individual level, hence going for the common level?
P3:

Not like that.

Reference 4 - 0.84% Coverage

P1:
We are getting lorry water [but] not everybody can afford paying for lorry water. For those
people who cannot afford [it] and where a sump is not available, it will be good if water is available
at the community level and is available at all times for the people.
I:

So that is why they wanted the community level water treatment.

Reference 5 - 1.66% Coverage
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P4:
I will suggest [a strategy] that can be implemented sector wise. We have to appoint people
according to each sector and provide them with salaries and ask them to take care of [the
community water treatment unit] both in its storage and for cleaning and maintaining it. They can
charge Rs. 2 per household and the community will contribute for it as it is common and a
community effort and their salaries have to be paid from that collected amount.1,2 They have to
clean the water either in a week or within every three days. This will ensure in getting good water at
all times and is good for the people. Hence community level water treatment is good for the
people.3
<Internals\\Interviews\\INT #18 - Ligy - Transcript> - § 1 reference coded [3.02% Coverage]
Reference 1 - 3.02% Coverage

M:
One thing I noticed in the focus groups I was running, when I would ask people which one do
they prefer - household level system or communal system - they would always say communal system.
R:

They always told community?

M:
like.

Because, they said, if we have a communal system, it means we can get water any time we

R:

Yea, but there should be a continuous supply, isn't it?

M:
So! They assume that the communal system means that there's going to be - anytime I go to
that, I can buy the water and take it.
R:

But how are we going to assure that the community—

M:

That's the catch! So people would like it, but the situation is not appropriate for that one.

R:
Yea, because first we have to make sure that we'll be getting supply to that one [the
system]. If that is the [case], that is fine, whenever they want they can go and get the can of water.
<Internals\\Interviews\\INT #5 - Raniyamma - Transcript> - § 1 reference coded [3.09% Coverage]
Reference 1 - 3.09% Coverage

I:

Do you mean to say that even if the supply is not continuous it should be of good quality?

R:

Yes.

I:

Don’t you want the supply to be continuous?

R:

Of course it is important. But the quality is also important.

I:

You mean both are important?

R:

Yes. Both are important.

M:

Do you think everyone would feel the same way?
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R:

Yes. Most of them would feel the same way. Water should be consistently supplied. It
should be of good quality too.

Annotations
1

Rs. 2 < Rs 2.50 of the lorry water (bad quality too) – this seems to be an indication of the ‘willingness to pay’
and the target price range (per 20 L)

2

Rs. 2 seems to be the competitive cost level

3

Main reasons for COMM seem to be:
1) Full availability of water at any time
2) Egalitarian, everyone is served by it

3/3

Name: Nodes\\Analytical I\\Community Preferences\Level of Application
Description: - General bin for instances of people speaking to the direct reasons why they
prefer HH or COMM systems
- Also, instances that capture the contradiction between desire for COMM but admission that
it may not be possible

1/1

Name: Nodes\\Analytical I\\Community Preferences\Level of Application\COMM
Description: - Speaking in

support of, or in relation to, COMM
- Reasons why COMM may be preferable
<Internals\\FGD I\\FGD #1 - Transcript> - § 7 references coded [11.14% Coverage]
Reference 1 - 3.86% Coverage

P3:

It is good if it is done at the community level.

I:
If it is the community level, will people be contributing and participating in such an
endeavour for the building and maintenance of it?
P4:
Everybody’s participation and cooperation ought to be there. And I am sure everybody will
contribute for it. People have to contribute if they want to drink more and good [water]. People will
do whatever is possible from their means and their ends.
P5:

Water is important, hence people will contribute for it.

P4:
People will contribute their money towards reasonable expenses for such thing. They will
contribute definitely for such thing.
C:
You said that people will do it if it is done at the individual level. Will there be such effort and
cooperation if it is done at the community-level? Say, if we were to construct a common water
treatment facility? If it requires ten people to play a part, will people be willing to play a part in it?
Whereas if it is done at the individual level, people are ready to play their own part. How much will
people play their part if the water treatment is done at the community-level? Will people opt for
common or community level water treatment or water treatment at the individual or household
level?
P4:
It is not possible for everyone to do the water treatment at the individual or household
level. There are 2500 households here and it is not possible for everyone to have this [treatment
unit], and if it is done at the community level, then at least everybody will be benefitted even
partially.
Reference 2 - 2.15% Coverage

C:
When you said that the if water treatment is done at the community level, there will have to
be contribution from all people and everybody will provide their help and support for it, so as to get
water for everyone, and at the individual household level wherein you said that everybody will do it
as a matter of necessity and they will do it compulsorily. During times of change, during seasonal
changes, such as during shortage of water and during seasons of excessive water, which treatment
method will you prefer? At the community level or at the household level?
P4:
Community level treatment is good... done at the sectoral level, as it is beneficial for
everyone. We should do the water treatment collectively, in each sector preferably, or at the
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individual level, if the community level treatment is not possible or [situation] is not conducive [for
it].
Reference 3 - 1.05% Coverage

M:
Did you ask the water system question? Ask them one by one the kind of water treatment
system that they think is best and their preference for it and the main reasons for it. If it is at the
community level, why it is done there, and why cannot be it at the household level and vice versa.
P3:
If it is at the community level it is beneficial to everyone whereas if at the household level it
serves only the household.
Reference 4 - 0.38% Coverage

P2:
If it is at the community level, it is useful and beneficial [for all], whereas if it is at the
individual level, it is for household members only.
Reference 5 - 0.61% Coverage

C:

Will it be feasible if done at the community-level in Balaji Nagar?

P3:
Everybody should feel that it is ours and they should take responsibility for it and should
take [part in] the community-level water treatment in a responsible manner.
Reference 6 - 0.84% Coverage

P1:
We are getting lorry water [but] not everybody can afford paying for lorry water. For those
people who cannot afford [it] and where a sump is not available, it will be good if water is available
at the community level and is available at all times for the people.
I:

So that is why they wanted the community level water treatment.

Reference 7 - 2.26% Coverage

C:
What should be the level of water treatment -- at the community level or at the individual
level? Which is best and what are the reasons for it?
P4:

Water treatment at the community level is good.

C:

What are the reasons for it?

P4:
I will suggest [a strategy] that can be implemented sector wise. We have to appoint people
according to each sector and provide them with salaries and ask them to take care of [the
community water treatment unit] both in its storage and for cleaning and maintaining it. They can
charge Rs. 2 per household and the community will contribute for it as it is common and a
community effort and their salaries have to be paid from that collected amount.1,2 They have to
clean the water either in a week or within every three days. This will ensure in getting good water at
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all times and is good for the people. Hence community level water treatment is good for the
people.3
<Internals\\FGD I\\FGD #2 - Transcript> - § 3 references coded [5.59% Coverage]
Reference 1 - 1.19% Coverage

M:

I understand that there are difficulties. Is it possible to have a community level, shared
system?

R:

Yes. They would cooperate when it is going to be good for everyone.

R:

Someone should explain and convince them.

R:

If someone takes the initiative, they would have no objection to cooperate.

R:

It is possible.

Reference 2 - 2.31% Coverage

M:

I want to go back to the issue of land patta. Would you prefer to do the purification of water
at the individual household level or at the community level? Would you involve yourself in
community level system for water treatment?

I:

Do you think that it [a community system] is a waste of money and effort when you don’t
have patta?

R:

No one will think that way. When it is common we have to cooperate as long as we are here.

R:

We use the [tap] water. So we have to cooperate with them [the rest of the community].
Nothing wrong in it.

R:

Otherwise we are going to pay our own money and get things done [in the household].

Reference 3 - 2.09% Coverage

M:

This is my last question...which one do you think is better [at Mylai Balaji Nagar]? Is it a
household level water system or community level water system?

C:

Which one would you prefer for sector 4?

R:

It is better at community level. All of us use it. So all of us should do it.

R:

It is impossible for a single person to do it also.

R:

It is better at the community level.

R:

Yes.

R:

Yes.
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R:

If everybody cooperates we can do at the community level. This is a better method.4

I:

What do you say?

R:

I will prefer it to be at the community level.

<Internals\\FGD I\\FGD #3 - Transcript> - § 5 references coded [12.88% Coverage]
Reference 1 - 1.96% Coverage

C:

Some people prefer it to be treated at the community level. What type of mentality would
they have to prefer it that way?

R:

It would be easier than doing it separate. It is better than doing individually.

R:

The [water quality] result is assured. We won't know if the home-based method would be
fruitful.

R:

Someone [else] or another would look after it when it is common.

Reference 2 - 2.75% Coverage

M:

This is my last question -- which one do you think is a better approach for a water treatment
system in Balaji Nagar? Is it household water system or community level water system?

R:

It is better to be at the community level.

R:

Yes.

R:

Yes.

I:

Why do you say so?

R:
We may have a doubt or fear that it may not be proper if it is done in individual level.
We believe that the system of treatment would be better if it is done in community
level.
R:

The water would be cleaner [when treated at the community level].

Reference 3 - 1.59% Coverage

C:

Will everybody cooperate if it is at the community level?

M:
Can you tell me the other reason for saying that you prefer water treatment at the
community level?
R:

We may not get time to do it at home.

R:

As the duty is shared, we will have [sufficient] time to do it at the community level.

Reference 4 - 5.09% Coverage

M:

Will that be an issue to go and bring water from there?
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I:
If it is household level, it is available inside your home. If it is community level you have
to go and bring the drinking water from somewhere. Will that by okay for you?
R:
Of course it would be an issue for us. Otherwise they can distribute the purified water
to our doorsteps through the [public distribution] pipeline [and standpipes].
M:
What do you think about it if it can’t be brought to your home through the pipe and
you have to go and bring the drinking water to your home?
R:
If it is one or two pots we can bring it. How can we bring the entire water needed for
our household consumption!
C:

It is only for drinking purposes only.

R:

In that case it is fine. We can go and bring [drinking water].

R:

Yes, we can manage to bring.

R:

Anyways, we are already bringing drinking water [in hand] from Metro Water like that.

R:

Yes. We use it [lorry water] for drinking and cooking purposes.

Reference 5 - 1.49% Coverage

M:
So the final question is... you prefer community level system - is it possible here to
mobilize the people here to make it possible?
I:

Do you feel that the people here would spend time, effort and money for that?

R:

Yeah. Surely.

R:

If it is common we will contribute for that.

<Internals\\FGD I\\FGD #4 - Transcript> - § 4 references coded [9.18% Coverage]
Reference 1 - 2.75% Coverage

C:
We will go back to the old question, which one will your neighbor prefer about the water
treatment level - at the community level or household level? Which one do you think, going back to
the basic issue that we are discussing about. Which one would your neighbor opt for for water
treatment -- to be at the community level or the household level?
P:

Community level only. People will not do [treatment] correctly [at home].

P:
We might not find time, as children might be there, and old people might be there, patients
might be there, and people might be going for work, so it will be good if things are done at the
community level. We can buy from the community-level the treated water or get it pumped to our
houses from there.
Reference 2 - 2.22% Coverage
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C:
At the community-level means everybody should contribute their time, effort and money
together collectively to construct a public facility, whereas the household level means all the
expenses, time and effort are borne at the individual level in each household.
P:
Only knowledgable people might be able to do it at the household level, whereas if it is done
at the community level, then everyone can benefit by it. If at the household, it means children might
drink water not knowing the difference between the good one and the bad one. If it is common then
we can even pay and get the water.
Reference 3 - 1.34% Coverage

C:

Is it possible to have a community level water treatment system in Myali Balaji Nagar?

P:

It may be or may not be.

C:

Whatever you feel you share.

P:

If everybody joins together, then we can do it.

P:

If everybody cooperates then it is possible.

P:

If everybody cooperates and acts together and has a will and a heart for it then it is possible.

Reference 4 - 2.87% Coverage

C:
If everybody comes together and if everybody comes and listens just like the way we did for
you then people will cooperate for it.
M:

But the question is -- does everybody feel the same way?

P:
People have to be told and educated about the usefulness of such a thing [a community
level water treatment system] and people themselves will realize the need for such a common thing
in the community and accordingly will play their part. People who do not know will come to know
about the usefulness of this thing and will play their part. People, once they realize that it is for their
good, will definitely work for it.
C:
We have to educate the people and then people will cooperate and act together. If people
are able to understand then they will do accordingly.
<Internals\\Interviews\\INT #1 - Darwin Moses (World Vision) - Transcript> - § 1 reference coded
[14.81% Coverage]
Reference 1 - 14.81% Coverage

M:
So I want to ask you the core question. The core question has to do with... there are two
levels you can have for the application of water treatment system, either people can treat their water
in the house, meaning boiling, filtering it, adding bleaching powder, alum - this is something they do
by themselves to make the water for their own family, and they bear the cost themselves. The other
alternative is to do it at the community level, so you have a shared facility, everyone pays a little
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money, everyone puts a little time and effort in to run this system. They share the work, but they also
get all of the benefit. Do you think a community level system is feasible in MBN?
R:

Which system is feasible? Yeah, that family level is a good one.

M:

What are the reasons you feel that way?

R:
But in future, the community level, the bigger one. The immediate level, is the family level.
What is the difference is, again, how it is we are going to take it. How is it going to help the people.
This project is definitely going to be helping to the people, people will go for it. But we will have to
face many things.
M:

For example?

R:
For example, the government itself! We say there is no <inaudible>. They will say, yeah, we
are providing water daily. See for example, that day the water this and that. They will say.... For that
reason, we provide Sintex tanks. So when the extra water comes and you store and use for some
other purpose. So government is the challenge you are going to face. Community, how you take it to
the community, depends. But it is a very needed work, you can go ahead.
C:
So household level is very possible, for now. Can you tell me some reasons why it is better
than community level?
R:
Yea, community level is since we got some knowledge we know the truth there, so the
community level is going to help. The people also think like that, then they will come forward. So the
families, they are very concerned about their own families. So this is a good thing. So we can do it. If
we boil your water, our children will be health, we will be health, like that. If it is community, so they
will be 'ohhh... nobody... who is going to come do?' like that they will think. So many exploitation
happened.
M:

What do you mean exploitation?

R:
Yeah, the government says, and some few NGOs came. Their only purpose is... they will say
microfinance and this that. So their only purpose is paying interest.
M:

Like a bank?

R:
Yeah, so they will came and give money and get things then some times extra money, in
between people, so you have to take care of 10, then 10 repay, that is your responsibility, one is not
repay, then fight will be there. Another will not give, a fight will be. So their only motive is the
interest, not for the community, not for the family, not for the individual. So whatever we do, World
Vision thinks about building the family, not the house, the family, so family relationship.
M:
When you say there's been exploitation, you mean that it prevents people, it makes people
want to stay in their house and take care of their own family first. Cos there's not some trust - is this
the issue?
R:
So if going for community level, you should have pukka cooperation from the community,
then only you can go ahead. Otherwise... you can take your time and explain everything.
M:

So in conclusion, you think right now household is the best?
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R:
Ah yes, but personally I'm saying that community-level is the best. As Balaji Nagar person I’m
saying, family. But as a NGO person, I’m saying community-level is the best.
<Internals\\Interviews\\INT #10 - Mani & Faridha - Transcript> - § 1 reference coded [4.20%
Coverage]
Reference 1 - 4.20% Coverage

I:

Do you want to say anything more about their involvement in community level?

M:

No one will get involved. If you observe during the Temple Festival in the local area, [only]
ten men would involve themselves. Married men will not come for collection of money.
Young boys and bachelors like me would go.

<Internals\\Interviews\\INT #12 - Mr. Parammal - Transcript> - § 1 reference coded [37.56%
Coverage]
Reference 1 - 37.56% Coverage

C:

Before this, were you using the public toilet?

R:

Yes.

M:

Why did you prefer this one [the household latrine]?

R:

There were no facilities...

R2:

It [the public toilet block] was not maintained properly. They didn’t wash it properly.

R:

World Vision made arrangements [for cleaning the public toilet blocks]. There was one
person appointed for it. He withdrew as he didn’t receive any salary. [Now] they don’t wash
it every day. It was very dirty. It was not hygienic. So we built an individual toilet.

M:

When World Vision stopped doing the cleaning and all, did you not start doing [it yourselves]
at the community level?

R2:

No, we did not.

R:

There was not sufficient water [for cleaning]. The water was supplied only once in fifteen
days. We also tried to hire two or three persons to learn it. It didn’t work out.

R2:

Some times the water would be supplied even after 20 days!

<Internals\\Interviews\\INT #15 - World Vision - Transcript> - § 4 references coded [8.12% Coverage]
Reference 1 - 0.90% Coverage

C:

He is asking why you can’t solve the problem yourselves].

R:

We can't take the initiative when our [community] heads are there. We don’t know what we
should do to make the [intake] well [tap] water clean at the source level!
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M:

Will World Vision help you to solve the problem?

R:

Certainly. Definitely…by all means. If that well is here we would have solved the problem
years back. There should be a lid to the well. A security person should be there. They can use
a machine to purify it.

Reference 2 - 0.82% Coverage

M:

Would the sangam or the federation be ready to run a community level system?

C:

Will the sangam and the federation maintain it by cleaning and looking after the treatment
system's maintenance and management?

R:

Can maintain…

R:

Can't it?

R:

Only by hiring somebody for it!

C:

She says the sangam and the federation would do it. But someone should be appointed
[hired to run the system].

M:

Is the sangam a registered one?

R:

Yes, it is.

Reference 3 - 0.73% Coverage

M:

Do you think there would be good cooperation from everyone in the community for the
community level treatment system? Will every one cooperate?

R:

<Firmly and aloud> Yes! Surely everyone will cooperate because it is about water!

R:

Certainly. Why not?

C:

What they say is that water is the basic necessity and so everyone would cooperate
definitely. For water they will do [what is required].

Reference 4 - 5.67% Coverage

:

Yeah. A [sewage] pumping station is going to be built in the government school. They [the
women] did not want it to happen. They tried to stop it [by going to the government]. They
[the men in the community] asked "Who are you to do this??"

R:

We even approached the Collector. But the gents were a hindrance. We sent a letter to the
Panchayat board. We sent a letter to the C.M. [Chief Minister] cell5. We sent a letter to the
Collector's office. We told them that we didn’t want it [the sewage pumping station] to be in
our area -- especially in the [grounds of the] government school. It is said that the drainage
water from all over [the Panchayat] would accumulate here and then be pumped out. They
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take [the sewage] to Perungudi it seems. We gave a letter to the M.L.A. too. He says that it is
too late as it was approved before three years. He says it should only be built there and that
is the right place. This area is already treated as garbage dumping area. It may lead to kidney
problem to many people here... In addition to that problems would be severe if this also is
established. The diseases would spread more. That is the reason why we gave a letter to all
these officers. But everything was in vain.
C:

They gave letter to Panchayat, M.L.A., Collector… they even gave a letter to the Collector's
office. But nothing was fruitful. They said it was already too late. They said it was approved
three years ago. We cannot do anything. They said we are doing it for the benefit of so many
people. They said that so many people opposed many matters. They could not be stopped.
Likewise this would also happen. These people say that this is a government school. Building
a drainage pumping station would damage the health of so many people.

R:

Around 500 children are studying here [in the government school]. This is in the middle of
the community too! It has students up to the 8th class too.

C:

She says approximately 500 children are studying in this school. From every place it [sewage]
is going to come here and accumulate.

R:

The smell would spread around the entire area. Students have to eat only there! Actually it
is a place where there was a park previously for the children. The children are supposed to
eat here!

C:

She says students have to eat there! The place is a park for the children. The children are
supposed to eat here. There is going to be a [sewage] pumping station and the children have
to eat there.

R:

These children are not even rich sir! They are all poor children. They eat and they inhale the
smell too. Why won't diseases affect the children?

C:

She says that the children eat and smell at the same place where the pumping station for
drainage [sewage] water is going to be built. They fear that their health may get affected.

R:

There is one more concern. The bad gas would evolve there. We clearly know that it would
lead to kidney problems. But however we tried [to fight it, but] we could not succeed.

C:

She says the gas which comes out would lead to health problem… that is kidney problems.
The entire community would get affected.

<Internals\\Interviews\\INT #16 - Mr. Jayaprakash (Councillor)> - § 5 references coded [16.88%
Coverage]
Reference 1 - 4.47% Coverage

M:

Before the Metro Water is given, the quality of water coming in the pipes [currently] is quite
bad. We have given some filters to some households. There are two ways to do water
treatment -- one is community level (RO) treatment and the other is at the household level.
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C:

The water [that is] now supplied, it is not that good is it not? We have given filters to [some
of] the households. There are two ways to do the water treatment. One is community level
RO treatment and other is in household level.

R:

The RO plants [in other community-based treatment projects] are not maintained well.

C:

Is there any [RO] plant in this area!

R:

No, I saw it somewhere else...

Reference 2 - 1.75% Coverage

M:
R:

Okay. Will the Panchayat cooperate with an NGO for the improvement of water quality?
If they do it in a single place [i.e. community level treatment], they can do.

C:

He says it is possible [only] at the community level [for the Panchayat to be involved].

Reference 3 - 4.69% Coverage

M:

Would they [the Panchayat] provide financing?

C:

If an NGO contributes money will the Panchayat [also] contribute [money]?

R:

Yes, they would. They [the NGO] should follow the proper method and give a written
request saying that they want to do water purification and that they need the cooperation
of the Panchayat. The cost should be mentioned. It would be discussed [at the Panchayat's
council] and [if accepted] the sanction would be passed.

C:

He says there is a proper process. They should ask by writing a letter. Then the Panchayat
would co operate and do whatever is needed, they should mention the cost in the letter.
The Panchayat would decide it in a meeting of a body and pass a resolution

Reference 4 - 2.38% Coverage

M:

If the NGO is financing it, how about [the Panchayat] managing the system?

C:

He is asking, if an NGO contributes the money and builds a system at the community level,
will the Panchayat do the maintenance?

R:

Yes, the Town Panchayat always does the maintenance. Definitely.

C:

They will discuss everything in a Panchayat meeting and decide things.

Reference 5 - 3.59% Coverage

M:
How much time would it take to get the approval of the Panchayat for a community level
water treatment system?
R:
Our tenure [as the Panchayat] is coming to an end. We have after all two months left with.
Hereafter it [Pallikaranai] is becoming part of the Corporation [of Chennai]. Rather it is going to
become the Corporation. I doubt whether it is practically possible to do [a community level water
treatment system]. It is going to be the Chennai Corporation for the next move. It may or may not
be the Town Panchayat. We can’t say now.
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<Internals\\Interviews\\INT #18 - Ligy - Transcript> - § 5 references coded [16.33% Coverage]
Reference 1 - 3.73% Coverage

M:

Ok, so you had done a defluoridation project in Rajasthan?

R:

Rajasthan, it is a sponsored project.

M:

Ok, and all the systems you deployed were household level filters?

R:

We had both.

M:

Oh you did!

R:

Yea, both the things were there -- community level and household.

M:

Not many people...

R:
Nobody came.... So same thing was happening. We were going for the regeneration of that,
because, after passing a particular quantity [of water], the activated alumina was getting exhausted.
So we had to clean it. So we used to go every two months to the site to clean it, with all the
chemicals and all the things. And whenever we asked them to come and just pump the water for the
cleaning purpose, not a single person was ready.
M:

...For the community level?

R:

Yea, we just put it for them, and they are using the water.

M:

Were they using it?

R:

They were using it!

M:

They were taking the water from it?

R:

They were taking the water from it, but when we have to clean it...

M:

No one came...

R:

Nobody came...

M:

I see.

Reference 2 - 2.51% Coverage

M:
If you were going to place a community level system at Balaji Nagar, where would you put it?
What's a good place for it, you think?
R:

Community level, I suggest it will be in that infiltration well itself.

M:

At the infiltration well? Inside it or...?

R:

Inside the well itself we can put it.
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M:

So like have an upflow well.

R:

Yeah, upflow mode, we can put it.

M:

Oh ok.

R:
So that's what initially we were thinking. But that never came because during the transport
itself lots of contamination chances are there. Unless we plug that one, no point in having treatment
unit there, isn't it?
M:

Yeah, it's a much bigger process to rehabilitate the—

R:

Yeah, and the cost will be much higher.

Reference 3 - 2.70% Coverage

M:
Much higher, yea... What do you think about a community level system that will be inside
Balaji Nagar?
R:
Inside Balaji Nagar, also the same thing. If you go to Balaji Nagar, see how they store the
water.
M:
are—

But let me suggest this. There's some examples in rural Andhra Pradesh where some NGOs

R:

Yeah, they are doing RO plant and they give it in the cans.

M:

Yeah, in the cans!

R:
Yeah, if you do that type of a thing, it will work. But if you don't have any proper, ok, storage
system and all the things, again the same thing will be happening. But there the charge is there,
they're charging ten rupees or something.
I:

Yeah, it's fairly expensive. It's not as much as the market models, but—

R:

Yeah, it is half the market price.

M:

Yeah.

Reference 4 - 3.41% Coverage

R:
Another thing is a community system, how are we going to ensure the continuous supply of
water to that system, because now also it is coming in only once in 10 days. When the water is
plenty in the lake also, we are only getting once in 10 days. The community system, if you put it up,
how are you going to make sure that the system is working continuously.
M:

But for a rapid sand filter, it can run intermittently no?

R:
Yeah... rapid sand filter and all, we can run it intermittently... No, this also we can run in
intermittently, but what I'm telling is when a community system is there, if they are getting water
only once in 10 days, they have to go and again store it and all the things, isn't it? Will it be, how
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many storage vessels you need? Ok, that will be a big problem, isn't it? But this type of a system
means whenever they need they just have to pour and get the water, so that's all.
M:

And they control how to spend their own water as well.

R:

Ah yeah, yeah.

Reference 5 - 3.98% Coverage

M:
So, can we itemize all the things that would need to happen in Balaji Nagar to make a
communal system possible? One of them is that water supply—
R:
No, once their continuous water supply system is assured, then community level system will
definitely work.
M:

Ok, what else has to happen?

R:

Huh?

M:

What else?

R:
...Uh...then create awareness among the people. See, if you have to get something, ok, you
have to contribute something. So that type of a feeling, unless it comes everything will be coming
free of cost.
M:

So, collective action...

R:

Yeah, collective action, that type of a thing is needed, isn't it? Definitely, isn't it?

M:

And for that one, land tenure is important? People have to have patta to...

R:
Yeah, see, unless they have the ownership of the land and all the things, whether this people
will be ready to pay? Because many of them are just orally transferred the properties isn't it, three
times, four times, and all the things. So who will be responsible if they put up something and give a
water connection. So unless those types of things are settled how will they be able to do it?
M:

Ok.

<Internals\\Interviews\\INT #19 - Panchayat EO - Transcript> - § 1 reference coded [1.90% Coverage]
Reference 1 - 1.90% Coverage

Q: What kind of support can be counted upon from the Panchayat for a HH or COMM system?
Panchayat will not work at the HH level
ο Only COMM level is possible for support the Panchayat
<Internals\\Interviews\\INT #3 - Vijaya (World Vision) - Notes> - § 1 reference coded [8.68%
Coverage]
Reference 1 - 8.68% Coverage

On the other hand, with community-level systems (COMM), there will inevitably be competition and
conflict between people to pass on the responsibilities of its collective management and operations
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to others. In fact, there is an example of the failure of such a COMM system in a similar kind of
community nearby. The RO plant that was investigated for implementation at MBN but was
ultimately not built because of unacceptable GW quality was ultimately installed at another slum in
Kannagi Nagar, Thuraipakkam. It failed there because it was given to the community, but the people
were not involved enough, so it fell apart eventually. Kannagi Nagar is a similar kind of slum
resettlement place as MBN is. More than 12 to 15 slums were resettled at the same place. There are
multi-storey buildings there built by the TNSCB. Srini indicates that an NGO called Monfort
Community Development Society working there and he can connect me with the coordinator, one
Mr. Arul.
<Internals\\Interviews\\INT #4 - Mr. Ashok (MBN Voluntary Assoc.) - Notes> - § 1 reference coded
[9.34% Coverage]
Reference 1 - 9.34% Coverage

•

ON HH vs. COMM:
ο About 10% of people in the Sector are not able to purchase bottled water (Neela
brand available locally, manufactured at a plant nearby)
ο Ashok feels that people are far more ready to purchase bottled water rather than
use a WTU at the household level
• People have little time being day labourers to use the WTU at the home à
convenience is a major preference
• Also the cost and taste are an issue à it would have to be substantially
cheaper and taste on par with bottled water to justify treating water at
home
ο Collecting bottled water from a COMM system may be a viable alternative
• There is a Rs. 5 mark-up from the manufacturer to the store, which if
eliminated by a COMM system could yield a cost-saving
• Though the distribution network for existing bottled water is quite good à
every little corner store has bottles on hand for sale and the manufacturer
regularly comes to replenish the stock
ο Ashok feels the menfolk are ready to organize and work together for a COMM
system were that pursued, at least those men involved in the Association à he
suggests that such an undertaking would fit well and work well through the
Association

<Internals\\Interviews\\INT #5 - Raniyamma - Transcript> - § 2 references coded [8.24% Coverage]
Reference 1 - 6.29% Coverage

M:

The main question I want to ask you is about a water treatment system. You can do it in two
ways. One is at the household level, like boiling the water, adding alum. The other is you can
all join together and make it happen [at the community level] and then you pay money for
that. Which one do you think as the most possible here? Is the second one the most
possible?

I:

Is it possible in Balaji Nagar?
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R:

It is possible. People here have awareness. Water is the major critical problem here. People
would be ready to unite for the sake of water. They would be ready to do some work for
that. Those who can afford will be ready to pay as they would get water which they wanted.
So it is easy to do things in community-level system. The undergroun6d water is saline now.
If someone would treat it as drinking water, it [a desalination facility] would cost some 20 or
25k rupees. If people can collect 10k someone can come forward to subsidize it.

Reference 2 - 1.94% Coverage

M:

Which one do you think is better? Is it household water system or community water system?

R:

It would be useful for everyone in the society if it is done bigger and at community level.
That is better. We cannot be selfish. Everyone should be equally benefited. Everybody
should get water.

<Internals\\Interviews\\INT #6 - Panchayat - Notes> - § 1 reference coded [10.41% Coverage]
Reference 1 - 10.41% Coverage

Would the Panchayat be willing to implement our household filter in the households of
MBN?
• Panchayat cannot do anything for individual households
• “We can render the services that we already do”
• “We are already chlorinating the infiltration well intake 1-2 times a week”
there is
no water quality problem, they say…
• The Panchayat is satisfied with their work7
Annotations
1

Rs. 2 < Rs 2.50 of the lorry water (bad quality too) – this seems to be an indication of the ‘willingness to pay’
and the target price range (per 20 L)

2

Rs. 2 seems to be the competitive cost level

3

Main reasons for COMM seem to be:
1) Full availability of water at any time
2) Egalitarian, everyone is served by it

4

From ON: "Nesib
: if everybody co-operate means we can do, but people wont join together."
Jeyanthi
:is it not possible. Because someof them will give and others wont…
***Someone captures the contradiction between what is preferred and what may be possible.

5

Like what Ashok was talking about.

6

TO elaborate from ON: She suggests that wealthier people in the community can contribute a bit more to the
capital and operating costs of the system, a Rs. 10,000 investment may be possible
7

ON: So this might be a rock and hard place situation – COMM might have benefits but the gov’t is too
incompetent previous experience shows; HH would not be supported by the gov’t so it’d have to be
independently done through the markets/NGO

Linked Memo
Memos\\Convenience for COMM!
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Name: Nodes\\Analytical I\\Community Preferences\Level of Application\COMM
Contradictions
Description: - Instances

where a contradictory point between the prefereability of a COMM,
but the cooperation challenges that will inevitably arise
<Internals\\FGD I\\FGD #2 - Transcript> - § 1 reference coded [1.21% Coverage]
Reference 1 - 1.21% Coverage

I:

A little while ago, all of you preferred community level systems! Suddenly you have changed
your mind. Why?

R:

This is very small. Not enough for everyone!

M:

We will give it in a big scale!

R:

We will take that water from the community system and filter it with this [household] filter!

<All the respondents laugh>
<Internals\\FGD I\\FGD #4 - Transcript> - § 1 reference coded [21.74% Coverage]
Reference 1 - 21.74% Coverage

M:
Let me ask a question going back to the choice -- we have household level versus community
level. If your neighbor is going to do one way or the other which one do you think they would choose?

C:
We will go back to the old question, which one will your neighbor prefer about the water
treatment level - at the community level or household level? Which one do you think, going back to
the basic issue that we are discussing about. Which one would your neighbor opt for for water
treatment -- to be at the community level or the household level?
P:

Community level only. People will not do [treatment] correctly [at home].

P:
We might not find time, as children might be there, and old people might be there, patients
might be there, and people might be going for work, so it will be good if things are done at the
community level. We can buy from the community-level the treated water or get it pumped to our
houses from there.
C:
They prefer community level, because people will not do it correctly and rightly [at home]
and children might be there, elders and patients also might be there. If it is at the community level,
then people can get it from the community system or get it pumped to their houses.
M:

You have to go. Thank you very much. Nandri.

C:
Elders and patients also might be there. If it is at the community level, then people can get it
from the community system or get it pumped to their houses.

1/5

M:
Community level means that people will have to work together collectively, so people will
have to give their time and effort and money to do some kind of public level infrastructure, whereas
household level means all the work and everything is done in the household.
C:
At the community-level means everybody should contribute their time, effort and money
together collectively to construct a public facility, whereas the household level means all the
expenses, time and effort are borne at the individual level in each household.
P:
Only knowledgable people might be able to do it at the household level, whereas if it is done
at the community level, then everyone can benefit by it. If at the household, it means children might
drink water not knowing the difference between the good one and the bad one. If it is common then
we can even pay and get the water.
C:
If it is done at the community level, then people can pay and get the treated water, whereas
doing it at the household level involves certain procedures which everyone might not know and the
children will not be able to distinguish between the good one and the bad one. Somebody might
know how to do it and how to maintain it and some others might now. Community level will be
better according to her.
M:
Do you think any conflict will arise if people shared responsibilities and some people were
doing more and some others were not doing as much in the community?
C:
Will there be any problem if the water treatment is done at the community level as it might
involve some working more and some others working less? If it is done at the community level, it
means everybody’s cooperation is required and some have got to do more work and some others
may end up doing less work.
P:

Yes, definitely problems of this sort might come.

P:

Definitely things might come like that.

C:
He is asking the same thing will there be any problem because of some working a lot and
other's doing less work.
P:
Problems will come definitely sir; if I am going one hour earlier and doing things and
someone else comes later, I might definitely ask them why they came late and so on. Don’t I have
work at home? So problems will definitely come because of this. Definitely problems will come on
this account, sir.
C:
She is saying that if I come one hour earlier and doing work and somebody else is coming late
and doing work, then I might ask them don’t I have work at home? Still I come early and work. Why
do you come late and do less work than me. Definitely problems will come on this account.
M:
Do you think this conflict can be managed? Can people be encouraged to work together or is
it too difficult? Some people always say that no... no... You do the work I will not do it.
C:
He is asking whether the conflicts can be managed or is it beyond anyone’s control? Will
more people be giving troubles like this?
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P:

Problems will be coming. It is difficult to adjust [the attitudes of] people at all times.

C:

Can we manage [such] troubles or will it be a recurrent issue?

P:
Problems will be coming. It is difficult to adjust [the attitude of] people at all times. Even
sometimes I might fall ill and others might say why you are not coming, expecting us to work always
instead! I have BP [high blood pressure] and sugar [diabetes], and people might accuse me of not
working and themselves of doing more work.
C:

You are telling the truth!

P:

Yes, very much sir!

C:
She is having sugar [diabetes] and other health illnesses, and some might accuse her of not
working [enough] and so on.
M:
So it seems like people want to have a community level system because it seems easier to use
for you and for your kids. But you also worry about who comes to work or not, you don’t feel that it is
possible. Is that correct?
C:
Some of you are saying that it is good to have the community level water treatment system.
Do you feel that it might be difficult to implement because of the problems that might arise because
of people working or not working, that children might not do it?
P:

Yes, it is difficult, difficult to do it at the community level.

C:
You feel that it is good to do it at the community level, as children do not know how to do it
and the problem of people working or not working then is it difficult to do it at the community-level.
P:

Yes, it is difficult, difficult to do it at the community level!

<Internals\\Interviews\\INT #1 - Darwin Moses (World Vision) - Transcript> - § 1 reference coded
[14.82% Coverage]
Reference 1 - 14.82% Coverage

M:
So I want to ask you the core question. The core question has to do with... there are two
levels you can have for the application of water treatment system, either people can treat their water
in the house, meaning boiling, filtering it, adding bleaching powder, alum - this is something they do
by themselves to make the water for their own family, and they bear the cost themselves. The other
alternative is to do it at the community level, so you have a shared facility, everyone pays a little
money, everyone puts a little time and effort in to run this system. They share the work, but they also
get all of the benefit. Do you think a community level system is feasible in MBN?
R:

Which system is feasible? Yeah, that family level is a good one.

M:

What are the reasons you feel that way?

R:
But in future, the community level, the bigger one. The immediate level, is the family level.
What is the difference is, again, how it is we are going to take it. How is it going to help the people.
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This project is definitely going to be helping to the people, people will go for it. But we will have to
face many things.
M:

For example?

R:
For example, the government itself! We say there is no <inaudible>. They will say, yeah, we
are providing water daily. See for example, that day the water this and that. They will say.... For that
reason, we provide Sintex tanks. So when the extra water comes and you store and use for some
other purpose. So government is the challenge you are going to face. Community, how you take it to
the community, depends. But it is a very needed work, you can go ahead.
C:
So household level is very possible, for now. Can you tell me some reasons why it is better
than community level?
R:
Yea, community level is since we got some knowledge we know the truth there, so the
community level is going to help. The people also think like that, then they will come forward. So the
families, they are very concerned about their own families. So this is a good thing. So we can do it. If
we boil your water, our children will be health, we will be health, like that. If it is community, so they
will be 'ohhh... nobody... who is going to come do?' like that they will think. So many exploitation
happened.
M:

What do you mean exploitation?

R:
Yeah, the government says, and some few NGOs came. Their only purpose is... they will say
microfinance and this that. So their only purpose is paying interest.
M:

Like a bank?

R:
Yeah, so they will came and give money and get things then some times extra money, in
between people, so you have to take care of 10, then 10 repay, that is your responsibility, one is not
repay, then fight will be there. Another will not give, a fight will be. So their only motive is the
interest, not for the community, not for the family, not for the individual. So whatever we do, World
Vision thinks about building the family, not the house, the family, so family relationship.
M:
When you say there's been exploitation, you mean that it prevents people, it makes people
want to stay in their house and take care of their own family first. Cos there's not some trust - is this
the issue?
R:
So if going for community level, you should have pukka cooperation from the community,
then only you can go ahead. Otherwise... you can take your time and explain everything.
M:

So in conclusion, you think right now household is the best?

R:
Ah yes, but personally I'm saying that community-level is the best. As Balaji Nagar person I’m
saying, family. But as a NGO person, I’m saying community-level is the best.
<Internals\\Interviews\\INT #5 - Raniyamma - Transcript> - § 1 reference coded [3.62% Coverage]
Reference 1 - 3.62% Coverage

M:

We were talking about the potential treatment where everyone shares one comnunity
unit…if the government is involved for some help, how would you react?
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R:

None of us would get involved in that. We would keep away from that. Why should we do
when they do it?

M:

What would others say?

R:

What would they say? They would welcome the water!

M:

What would they do if their cooperation is needed? If government provides fund and you
have to arrange the laborers how would the people react?

R:

They would say yes and do the needful.
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Name: Nodes\\Analytical I\\Community Preferences\Level of Application\HH
Description: - Speaking positively of,

or in general relation to HH

<Internals\\Exploratory Work\\PK - Prabha's Report on MBN Women's household water management>
- § 2 references coded [6.46% Coverage]
Reference 1 - 1.09% Coverage

Mannammai says that if she got a free filter she would like to use it, but that it has to be small
in size as her place is small.
Reference 2 - 5.37% Coverage

Some questions/thoughts that arise for me from these few interviews.
1) Some thought needs to be given to who would use a filter developed by this research.
For example, if women or households are today buying bottled water, will they change
to a filter which is likely to be more work to use and maintain than bottled water.
2) The cost of buying, replacing and maintaining a filter has to be low for it to be an
incentive for people to use it, i.e. much lower than paying for bottled water every
month.
3) The filter has to be small enough for economy of space in the houses of the residents,
but yet should filter sufficient water in a reasonable time.
<Internals\\FGD I\\FGD #1 - Transcript> - § 2 references coded [2.34% Coverage]
Reference 1 - 2.10% Coverage

C:
We were talking about water treatment, let's go back to that. Is it best at the community
level or at the household level [here]? If we are doing at the community level, then cost will be lower
as everybody is going to share it and it is done in a big batch, but it needs everybody’s cooperation
and participation and the work is shared. Whereas if we do the water treatment at the household
level, then everyone ought to do it themselves at the individual level, but the cost involved will be bit
higher. Which does the community prefer for water treatment?
P1:
If it is common and public, there will be a clash as to who will do it and everybody will try to
shift [the responsibility] and point to others to do the task. If it [is at] the individual-level, everybody
ought to do it and they will not like to shift from their responsibility.
Reference 2 - 0.24% Coverage

P4:

During times of water shortage, we prefer doing the water treatment at the household

level.1
<Internals\\FGD I\\FGD #2 - Transcript> - § 1 reference coded [7.15% Coverage]
Reference 1 - 7.15% Coverage

M:

Would you give up the [household study] filter or forego the filter, if there is one common
facility to treat the water?
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R:

We will not give up the [household study] filter!

R:

We will manage with our own filter!

<All the respondents laugh>
R:

We will not forego the present one!

R:

Someone may muddle with the common device and we may not get that benefit [anymore].

R:

I will keep my personal belongings carefully.

R:

Yes. I feel the individual filter is better.

R:

How can we give back what was given to us?

M:

What are the reasons for you prefer the household devices?

R:

This is good. The Rs. 2 [lorry] water is muddy. But this filter makes it very clear.

M:

If the household system and the community system give the same quality water for the same
cost, which one would you prefer?

R:

Individual household system!

M:

What is the reason?

R:

We cannot look after the community device whereas we can keep a watch at home.

I:

A little while ago, all of you preferred community level systems! Suddenly you have changed
your mind. Why?

R:

This is very small. Not enough for everyone!

M:

We will give it in a big scale!

R:

We will take that water from the community system and filter it with this [household] filter!

<All the respondents laugh>
R:

It would be nice if they dig a bore well here.

R:

Her leg is not okay. So she needs a bore well [near her home].

M:

Do you say this to have access to the water or do you think that you cannot manage the
device if it is in community level?

R:

During the night time, the boys [vandals] may break [the community system].
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M:

Would you like to share anything else about it?

I:

Even at home, children may play with ball and break [the household filter]?

R:

No. We have instructed our children not to do so.

R:

Children in this area play with glass bottles and throw them.

R:

We cannot even ask them [to not damage the community system]!2

<Internals\\FGD I\\FGD #3 - Transcript> - § 2 references coded [5.14% Coverage]
Reference 1 - 3.05% Coverage

R:

Few of them may prefer to do it at home considering the situation at home.

M:

What type of situation would make them decide so [for the household system]?

R:

Those who have financial problems would prefer to do it at home.

R:

Going out and bringing water may be a [tough] task for them…they may not want to go out
to bring the water. They would want to make it conveniently at home.

C:

Are there any other reasons to prefer to do it at home?

R:

No other reason is there.

R:

Money is a reason. They may think it is a costly affair [to purchase water at the community
system].

Reference 2 - 2.09% Coverage

M:

Will that be an issue to go and bring water from there?

I:
If it is household level, it is available inside your home. If it is community level you have
to go and bring the drinking water from somewhere. Will that by okay for you?
R:
Of course it would be an issue for us. Otherwise they can distribute the purified water
to our doorsteps through the [public distribution] pipeline [and standpipes].
<Internals\\Interviews\\INT #1 - Darwin Moses (World Vision) - Transcript> - § 1 reference coded
[14.82% Coverage]
Reference 1 - 14.82% Coverage

M:
So I want to ask you the core question. The core question has to do with... there are two
levels you can have for the application of water treatment system, either people can treat their water
in the house, meaning boiling, filtering it, adding bleaching powder, alum - this is something they do
by themselves to make the water for their own family, and they bear the cost themselves. The other
alternative is to do it at the community level, so you have a shared facility, everyone pays a little
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money, everyone puts a little time and effort in to run this system. They share the work, but they also
get all of the benefit. Do you think a community level system is feasible in MBN?
R:

Which system is feasible? Yeah, that family level is a good one.

M:

What are the reasons you feel that way?

R:
But in future, the community level, the bigger one. The immediate level, is the family level.
What is the difference is, again, how it is we are going to take it. How is it going to help the people.
This project is definitely going to be helping to the people, people will go for it. But we will have to
face many things.
M:

For example?

R:
For example, the government itself! We say there is no <inaudible>. They will say, yeah, we
are providing water daily. See for example, that day the water this and that. They will say.... For that
reason, we provide Sintex tanks. So when the extra water comes and you store and use for some
other purpose. So government is the challenge you are going to face. Community, how you take it to
the community, depends. But it is a very needed work, you can go ahead.
C:
So household level is very possible, for now. Can you tell me some reasons why it is better
than community level?
R:
Yea, community level is since we got some knowledge we know the truth there, so the
community level is going to help. The people also think like that, then they will come forward. So the
families, they are very concerned about their own families. So this is a good thing. So we can do it. If
we boil your water, our children will be health, we will be health, like that. If it is community, so they
will be 'ohhh... nobody... who is going to come do?' like that they will think. So many exploitation
happened.
M:

What do you mean exploitation?

R:
Yeah, the government says, and some few NGOs came. Their only purpose is... they will say
microfinance and this that. So their only purpose is paying interest.
M:

Like a bank?

R:
Yeah, so they will came and give money and get things then some times extra money, in
between people, so you have to take care of 10, then 10 repay, that is your responsibility, one is not
repay, then fight will be there. Another will not give, a fight will be. So their only motive is the
interest, not for the community, not for the family, not for the individual. So whatever we do, World
Vision thinks about building the family, not the house, the family, so family relationship.
M:
When you say there's been exploitation, you mean that it prevents people, it makes people
want to stay in their house and take care of their own family first. Cos there's not some trust - is this
the issue?
R:
So if going for community level, you should have pukka cooperation from the community,
then only you can go ahead. Otherwise... you can take your time and explain everything.
M:

So in conclusion, you think right now household is the best?
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R:
Ah yes, but personally I'm saying that community-level is the best. As Balaji Nagar person I’m
saying, family. But as a NGO person, I’m saying community-level is the best.
<Internals\\Interviews\\INT #15 - World Vision - Transcript> - § 1 reference coded [1.52% Coverage]
Reference 1 - 1.52% Coverage

M:

Many of you have got filters already. Would World Vision support implementing and
maintaining such a device if it is supplied at the household level?

R:

Certainly. We will arrange for a meeting [with the World Vision officers]. You come and talk
in the meeting. They will be ready for it. In fact they wanted to get a branded water filter
called "PureIt". But it was not possible due to the budget. You give your device. We will tell
our people. Will the device be suitable for our water? Do you mean to say you need funds?
Our contract ends in October as far as this area is concerned. That is why they wanted to
supply the water filter "PureIt". But the cost [per unit] was Rs. 1500. They couldn’t buy it.
Instead they got us [Syntex] tanks. We have applied for 100 more tanks. Most of them
[residents] have Syntex at home [now].

<Internals\\Interviews\\INT #18 - Ligy - Transcript> - § 4 references coded [9.64% Coverage]
Reference 1 - 2.76% Coverage

M:
Ok, so meeting with Dr. Philip... So what are the reasons that you felt that the household
level system was the best way to go for this particular community [Balaji Nagar]?
R:
See, our experience with the household and community level treatment units for
defluoridation in Rajasthan and other areas, ok.... We felt that when we put in the community, they
feel that it is nobody's baby, ok. So they never give any attention to clean, then this filters and all we
have to do the backwashing, clean, maintain it and all the things, nobody do anything, ok? But when
you give it to the house, and if they are aware of the problem, ok they feel that it is their own thing.
If they maintain it, they can get immediately the benefit. Ok, so that type of mentality is there,
prevailing, so that is the reason.
Reference 2 - 1.60% Coverage

R:
Ok? But in household -- I'm not telling that household unit was also 100% successful -- but
the success rate was over [higher]... the maintenance was better in household unit compared to the
community level.
M:

I see.

R:
Household level also some people were, because we were giving nice steel vessels at that
time, so they have removed the media and they used it for storage. So those types of things we
could see, but at least 70% was successful there.
Reference 3 - 2.34% Coverage

M:

When you had the community level filter—
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R:
Ah, yeah, that is one thing. Another thing is at this moment we are looking mostly for the
bacteriological quality and we know the surrounding hygienic conditions... So if you have the
community level unit, they have to collect the water and go and keep it somewhere.
M:

So there's a risk of recontamination?

R:
Ah yeah. And they'll be storing in a vessel, carrying in one vessel, and storing in some other
vessel. It is not immediately used. Ok, so the chance of contamination will be there. The unit,
whatever we have given now, they are treating it and immediately using it, so the chance of
contamination will be much less.
Reference 4 - 2.94% Coverage

R:
No, because, this is what I strongly feel. Because if you go for a household thing, at this
stage, that will be the best thing. Because community level may not be successful.
M:

In your career, have you found a place where a communal system was successful?

R:

Ummm.... I haven't seen anything!

M:

You have not seen one! In your many years of working in this field...? <laughs>

R:

<laughing> No, no.

M:

Really!

R:

Unless it is run by the government, I cannot see any community thing being successful.

M:

I see. So, do you always tend to go towards household level...?

R:

See, from the experience only we learn, isn't it?

M:

Yes, definitely...

R:
No, other type of experience also may be there, but I didn't have any experience in
whatever we have done. So that is what we must see.
M:

Ok! Thank you very much.

<Internals\\Interviews\\INT #3 - Vijaya (World Vision) - Notes> - § 2 references coded [8.56%
Coverage]
Reference 1 - 2.07% Coverage

Q: So, based on your experience with WV’s activities at MBN, do you think household or
community-level would be most feasible at MBN?
With household-level systems (HH), people will maintain their own systems and use it correctly.
Reference 2 - 6.49% Coverage
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Q: If WV was to do a water treatment project in MBN, which way would it go: household or
community level?
Initially, WV has always had the preference to do community level interventions, even with
challenges. But with many bad experiences, this is changing. WV are increasingly focusing on
household level initiatives after these failures. For instance, WV is shortly going to be distributing
500 L tanks for each household in MBN.

Again, at the HH-level, people will take care of the good. And they can also control the quantity of
water they have and manage its consumption wisely according to the home’s needs. At the
COMM-level, WV anticipates conflict over responsibilities that would ultimately derail the effort.
<Internals\\Interviews\\INT #4 - Mr. Ashok (MBN Voluntary Assoc.) - Notes> - § 1 reference coded
[4.25% Coverage]
Reference 1 - 4.25% Coverage

•

ON HH vs. COMM:
ο About 10% of people in the Sector are not able to purchase bottled water (Neela
brand available locally, manufactured at a plant nearby)
ο Ashok feels that people are far more ready to purchase bottled water rather than
use a WTU at the household level
• People have little time being day labourers to use the WTU at the home à
convenience is a major preference
• Also the cost and taste are an issue à it would have to be substantially
cheaper and taste on par with bottled water to justify treating water at
home

Annotations
1

What this suggests is that during times of great shortage when there is competition for scarce water resources,
there is enough conflict that people would prefer to take care of their own first before the community as a whole.
This may suggests weakening of social cohesion during times of water scarcity.
2

There is a SECURITY issue associated with COMM systems!!
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Name: Nodes\\Analytical I\\Community Preferences\Local Development Priorities
Description: - Instances

where local people discuss their own priorities

<Internals\\Exploratory Work\\PK - Prabha's Report on MBN Women's household water management>
- § 4 references coded [7.54% Coverage]
Reference 1 - 1.60% Coverage

For the women of Mylai Balaji (MB) Nagar and their families, the lack of sufficient and safe
water is a problem and occupies much of their time and energy as does the management of
waste water.
Reference 2 - 2.47% Coverage

According to Parameswari getting water even every other day would make a big difference to
her life, because then
Water storage on the veranda

she could get all her household responsibilities done early and then be able to do other things.
She would not have to wait for water the whole day.
Reference 3 - 1.47% Coverage

She would prefer to pay all her taxes for water, electricity and land so that she can get better
services rather than waste her entire day waiting for water from the stand pipes.
Reference 4 - 2.01% Coverage

She would prefer to pay taxes for water, electricity, etc. so that they can get better, frequent
and guaranteed services. She would prefer to get water frequently. So far, she and her family
do not have any health problems due to unclean water.
<Internals\\Exploratory Work\\PR - Prema's MBN Report- A Case of Urban Development Displaced
2009> - § 1 reference coded [8.35% Coverage]
Reference 1 - 8.35% Coverage

The last open ended query was pitched on the expectation of the respondents from the
IIT-Madras research team. It was not surprising to see their wish that the IIT team would
genuinely represent the community and its needs to the Government and find ways and means
of obtaining them. Water is a serious concern and they look forward to intervention
favourably that will provide them with safe drinking water facilities. On this positive note, the
team is looking forward to a phase of significant research with community participation to
ensure that the goals of the project are met.
<Internals\\FGD I\\FGD #1 - Transcript> - § 6 references coded [7.88% Coverage]
Reference 1 - 2.46% Coverage
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M:
The first question that we are going to ask you we are going to talk for three to five minutes
is -- What do you think are the biggest problems relating to water supply in Mylai Balaiji Nagar?
C:

What are the problems that you face in Balaji Nagar with respect to water? <10:31 to 10:36>

P5:
Water is important for drinking, water is the most important problem here, getting drinking
water is an important problem. The [tap] water here cannot be used for drinking purposes. People
are buying [lorry] water in cans paying Rs. 2.50. [The tap water] can be used for washing, cleaning
and other purposes but it cannot be used for drinking purposes. We don’t like to drink this [tap]
water. (P4 @ 10:52: It is tasteless1!) Fossils2 are formed after couple of days, even worms are
forming in the stored [tap] water. How many can afford to buy [lorry] water for Rs. 2.50 for drinking
purposes? Skin problems are coming so getting good drinking water is the main problem here.
<10:37 to 11:09>
Reference 2 - 0.26% Coverage

P4:
Fever comes quite frequently, and the drinking water is the biggest problem here. <11:59 to
12:16>
Reference 3 - 0.22% Coverage

P5:

Mosquitoes are formed on the stored [tap] water. Water is the biggest problem here.

Reference 4 - 0.41% Coverage

P4:
Since there is great water shortage and lack of good [quality] water, people will definitely do
anything for getting good [quality] water and water in plenty.
Reference 5 - 1.65% Coverage

C:
Were there any negative effects, besides the other assurances given, when you reported this
matter to the authorities... you should not have come to tell us this and we will not do anything?
P4:
When we reported to them [the Panchayat] about the problem of water and the
non-availability of water for 20 days... 30 houses or 25 households get [tap] water from a single
standpipe. We asked for more standpipes... we asked for standpipes on every street and they put
standpipes close to the people who were outspoken and aggressive, but not near the soft-mannered
households and asked them to get water from the common standpipes [that were already]
available.
Reference 6 - 2.89% Coverage

C:
So far, we have spoken of many things. Let us summarize. We spoke of the organisations that
have been serving here in Balaji Nagar; the problems associated with water at Balaji Nagar; the kind
of demonstrations made by the people to the Panchayat and public officials and their response; and
the kind of water treatment level that is possible here - that is, at the community level or at the
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household level. We have also discussed about the kind of community cooperation to solve the water
problems and the kind of reporting made by people here to the associations and to the public
authorities. Do you have anything more to add than what we have discussed?
P5:

Nothing more. Getting water is [an] important problem and concern here.

P3:
People are not going to faraway places, or even [going] for work, because of water. People
forgo their work, leisure and travel in order to get water!
P5:
People are even not going for work because of the [erratic] water supply. People are even
forgoing family functions, or attending emergency situations, [because of it]!
M:

So, what they need is storage capacities for water and water available for regular usage.

<Internals\\FGD I\\FGD #2 - Transcript> - § 3 references coded [1.14% Coverage]
Reference 1 - 0.47% Coverage

R:

There is no pump or bore or well here. We have to depend upon this tap for everything! If
there is no tap, we are finished...

Reference 2 - 0.49% Coverage

R:

We need to pay Rs. 2 for water. What can we do when we don’t have those Rs. 2? Why
don’t they [the government] provide us a bore well?

Reference 3 - 0.18% Coverage

R:

It would be nice if they dig a bore well here.

<Internals\\FGD I\\FGD #3 - Transcript> - § 1 reference coded [3.02% Coverage]
Reference 1 - 3.02% Coverage

R:
We collect money when there is a big common problem. But when there is a small
problem we just spend from our own pockets and get it done [ourselves].3
M:
You feel that the quality of water we were talking about is coloured and it causes
loose motions. Is this what the issue is or is there anything more?
R:

As far as we know there is nothing else. This is the problem.

M:

Are these [water quality] problems acute enough that every one of you would cooperate
for it?

I:

Will everyone spend time, money and effort for it [water quality]?

R:

Yes.

R:

Yes… they will.

<Internals\\FGD I\\FGD #4 - Transcript> - § 5 references coded [4.65% Coverage]
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Reference 1 - 0.50% Coverage

P:

People will work together for the crisis arising out of water and electricity. But they will not

come together for any other cause!4
Reference 2 - 1.45% Coverage

P:
There used to be accidents once a week [along the nearby main road]. A demand requesting
the appointment of traffic police - a police station - and the request was placed before the District
Collectorate. [There were a] lot of thefts [then]. There was no security for us. A wine shop has also
opened up close by. So we have placed our complaints to the District Collector's office here.5
Reference 3 - 0.28% Coverage

P:

There was no patta, so there was no electricity no water facility here.

Reference 4 - 0.47% Coverage

P:
There is no government hospital close by. For everything we are going to the Kamakshi
hospital which is a private hospital.
Reference 5 - 1.94% Coverage

P:
The wine shop is run by the members of the political parties. It was hard time getting things
from the ration shop because of the wine shop. People were not able to buy anything.
P:
We went to do a road blockage one more time to have the ration shop return close by and
finally they have put the ration shop in its original place in the next block.
P:

It would have been good if they removed the wine shop from this place.

P:

Wine shops are everywhere.

P:

They should have a police station first in this place.

<Internals\\Interviews\\INT #1 - Darwin Moses (World Vision) - Transcript> - § 2 references coded
[6.99% Coverage]
Reference 1 - 4.47% Coverage

R:
Yeah, second sector. This is issue, they wanted to have a roadblock. But the liquor shop
owner already covered the leaders, with financially as well as liquor. They confused the particular
womens, those who are going to lead things. So, today, tomorrow, morning, or afternoon, so like
that. So one person came with 15 members, police man came and went. Another day another
political party they put all the flags, but nobody stand there. So one person is those who are leading
the government, that person, no no don't fight. Like that, they divided. But there is no proper
communication to everybody, so that is the negative, the learning. So if they need the patta,
everybody needs the patta, that's the original authority document for the land, now they are not
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planning to... only, they are paying rent only, but the land belongs to government. If we say that, all
will come, because all are going to benefit. Like that.6
M:
I see. So if the benefits are shared, if its something that's needed by everybody, then
everybody will participate. I see. ok. Lemme ask you another question....
Reference 2 - 2.52% Coverage

M:
OK, I want to ask you a question that follows up to one point you just mentioned. You
mentioned that people would contribute 10%, 15% of the cost of running a project. Do you think that
hypothetically if some NGO was going to build a water treatment system in the community, that
everyone would share, would people be willing to contribute some of the capital costs to this thing?
R:
Yeah... definitely people contribution will come. So water is one of the need. Still not yet
met. So people will come and contribute. That is how we communicate and how we take it to the
people, that is also very important.
<Internals\\Interviews\\INT #15 - World Vision - Transcript> - § 5 references coded [4.00% Coverage]
Reference 1 - 0.24% Coverage

R:

The water problem is a major issue here. We also heard that the entire good water [supply]
is supplied to the Kamakshi Hospital.

Reference 2 - 1.10% Coverage

R:

We expressed the matter. Even I told you in the meeting held by you long back. There was a
meeting with the Ward Member and the Councillor. We mainly focused on the water issue
there.

M:

So I see the water is the big issue here.

C:

Water is the big problem for you is it not?

R:

Yes. The water supply is erratic and indefinite. I have to go out for work. I can't pay for water
for all the purposes. I can't buy. It should be supplied at a fixed time.

C:

She says that there is no regular timing for the water supply. She has to go out for her job.
She cannot buy water every time for all things.

Reference 3 - 1.62% Coverage

R:

The [tap water] supply time is indefinite. Sometimes I have to take a leave from my
household [maid] job to fetch water! At least they should tell us on which day which sector
would get the [tap] supply!! Sometimes the [tap] water used to run [on and be] wasted
without being helpful to anyone!

C:

She says that when she approaches proper persons [at the Panchayat] they will say "Okay.
We will do." ...but they won't. They also say that the [tap water] supply time is not scheduled.
There is no regulation. They don’t know when the [tap] water will come.
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M:

There is no system...

R:

Yes, there is no system! Should there be any solution for the problem all the persons in
charge should assemble in a place, which becomes impossible. The Panchayat President and
the Ward Member along with the Councillor should listen to us together. They should
involve themselves. But they don’t.

Reference 4 - 0.53% Coverage

R:

Please talk to them. Even during the last meeting the [World Vision] manager asked if there
is any possibility to make the prevailing water drinkable in our area. Even the madam [Ms.
Sarela, Director at World Vision] mentioned that they want to do some help to build the
overhead tank here.

Reference 5 - 0.50% Coverage

R:

Let them not give electricity or water. But these places [house plots] were bought for the
sake of the next generation. At least they should make it as our permanent place. That is
enough for us. Don’t we need peace of mind? We don’t have big flat. It is after all a hut.

<Internals\\Interviews\\INT #18 - Ligy - Transcript> - § 1 reference coded [1.54% Coverage]
Reference 1 - 1.54% Coverage

R:
Yeah. Ok still, after they were asking only one question - you people are in the city, you just
opening the tap, you get water in your kitchen, why can't the government do they same thing for
us?
M:

So people's first priority is to have a household tap connection.

R:

Tap connection.

M:

That's their ideal.

R:
Yeah, so if you can get it, then why should we go and clean the things and get the water?
That's what they are asking.7
<Internals\\Interviews\\INT #2 - Rehman Bibi - Notes> - § 3 references coded [5.96% Coverage]
Reference 1 - 1.36% Coverage

In this community, you can always notice the electricity problem. There will be power shutdowns
frequently because of some faults in the line. But nobody takes the initiative to look after this.
Reference 2 - 0.63% Coverage

If you wanted to do something for us please do something for this waste management project.8
Reference 3 - 3.97% Coverage
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When you talk to World Vision, please mention [to them] about the latrine facilities. Ask

R:

them to take some initiative [for it]. T9hey also placed 3 [Sintex water storage] tanks worth of Rs.
5000 [around the community] but they are no use without water [supply]! ADP should give
responsibility to a suitable person, not to just anyone. Here [in Balaji Nagar], water comes once in 15
days, even sometimes once in 30 days. People who are wealthier are able to store [water] in a tank
or a sump. But poor people suffer a lot [for lack of household water storage capacity].
<Internals\\Interviews\\INT #3 - Vijaya (World Vision) - Notes> - § 1 reference coded [2.53%
Coverage]
Reference 1 - 2.53% Coverage

Since water is one of the primary problems at MBN, the SHGs have had a big role in trying to
improve this situation. WV requests that we also do some more works to improve this situation. WV
says the water quality is so bad here that a snake even came out of the public tap recently!
<Internals\\Interviews\\INT #4 - Mr. Ashok (MBN Voluntary Assoc.) - Notes> - § 4 references coded
[15.90% Coverage]
Reference 1 - 4.07% Coverage

•

MANY REASONS for forming the Voluntary Association in MBN:
1. Water Supply
• Gov’t is not providing water or sanitation services in any meaningful way here
ο One of the biggest issues is insufficient water supply
• 10-12 days waiting between having the public water supply come on
ο They also do not repair leakages/breakages in the pipelines due to the
roadside construction (ironically, for the water main to go past MBN)
• Much water is wasted, made worse by the fact that there is such
water scarcity here

Reference 2 - 4.92% Coverage

2. Electricity supply situation:
• 3 transformers in MBN à supply is not good (one of the transformers went out with
a loud ‘BANG!’ in the midst of this very conversation, knocking out power in the
sector)
• Only streetlight connections and three transformers were installed by the gov’t à
these are the only source of power
• Streetlights were seen as the most basic necessity as it was the edge of the
city, a vacant field, with nothing in it, so the gov’t at least gave streetlights…
• No connections for any households officially
• All households connect illegally to the streetlight circuits to access electricity
Reference 3 - 1.37% Coverage

3. Sanitation situation
• Toilet blocks have been built but are very poorly maintained à hygiene issues make
them difficult to use and people are forced to find alternatives
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Reference 4 - 5.55% Coverage

•

FINALLY, ASHOK REQUESTS ASSISTANCE in improving the solid waste management situation
in Sector 4
ο Specifically, requesting funds to purchase materials to build 6 waste collection boxes
ο 4 x 8 ft boxes require each:
• 75 hollow bricks x 26 Rs./ea = 1950 Rs.
• 4 bags cement x 280 Rs./ea. = Rs. 1120
• ¼ lorry sand (1 unit) = 4300 Rs.
• Total = 6370
• For 6 units = 30-35,000 RS.
• Association will provide labour
• Ashok has contacts with the Panchayat to increase the once-in-three month
garbage truck to once-in-a-month from the new dump sites
• This is a necessary intervention to prevent dumping in the canal which leads
to serious water stagnation problems and vermin during the rainy season

<Internals\\Interviews\\INT #5 - Raniyamma - Transcript> - § 4 references coded [13.69% Coverage]
Reference 1 - 3.31% Coverage

M:

Do you know any other example in which people of Balaji Nagar worked together?

R:

People fought together for the sake of water supply. We conducted strikes in order to get
drinking water. Water is the scarcest thing for us here. We don’t get water in the s10ummer
season. [At that time], we are united together. We collected money and bought water in
trucks. We got 5 pots per house. It was Metro Water. The water per [tanker] load costs Rs.
1200. We bought the water and distributed it among us.

Reference 2 - 6.29% Coverage

M:

The main question I want to ask you is about a water treatment system. You can do it in two
ways. One is at the household level, like boiling the water, adding alum. The other is you can
all join together and make it happen [at the community level] and then you pay money for
that. Which one do you think as the most possible here? Is the second one the most
possible?

I:

Is it possible in Balaji Nagar?

R:

It is possible. People here have awareness. Water is the major critical problem here. People
would be ready to unite for the sake of water. They would be ready to do some work for
that. Those who can afford will be ready to pay as they would get water which they wanted.
So it is easy to do things in community-level system. The undergroun11d water is saline now.
If someone would treat it as drinking water, it [a desalination facility] would cost some 20 or
25k rupees. If people can collect 10k someone can come forward to subsidize it.

Reference 3 - 0.99% Coverage

R:

Water is a basic necessity. It is needed for everything. It should be of good quality. Health
should not be affected. Disease should not be caused.

Reference 4 - 3.09% Coverage
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I:

Do you mean to say that even if the supply is not continuous it should be of good quality?

R:

Yes.

I:

Don’t you want the supply to be continuous?

R:

Of course it is important. But the quality is also important.

I:

You mean both are important?

R:

Yes. Both are important.

M:

Do you think everyone would feel the same way?

R:

Yes. Most of them would feel the same way. Water should be consistently supplied. It
should be of good quality too.

Annotations
1

JJ says that this means that the water is without a ‘purified’ or ‘clean’ taste; neither salty nor clean – lacks that
‘sweet’ water taste
2

JJ: she means sediments layers collect at bottom

3

So, if water quality is a big common problem, the community would work together to solve it. The question
then is, is water quality a common problem [that warrants such a response]? It seems that water quality has
already been devolved to the individual households and that is the status quo for water.
4

My notes say: 2-300 households came together for this agitiation (but there may be some issue with the veracity
of the note, be warned).

5

o
o
o

SHGs have written to the DC with these needs some five months back.
Need traffic police on Velachery Main Rd. as there are many accidents, at least one a week
Want to shut down the Wine Shop
Want a police station in the area as there too much crime and theft occurring

6

Link this to the Gautemala paper. MBN is like Ciudad Real -- land tenure is the biggest struggle, before any
services.
7

This passage does not pertain to MBN, but Ligy is relating it with reference to the villages in Rajasthan where
she led a defluoridation project. Still, I am including it in the 'Dev Priorities' node as it speaks to the general
desire of community's to have piped water in the home, over all other improvements,

8

Rehman Bibi is pushing for waste management, but saying the Councillor (lady) is not supporting it.

9

Message for World Vision from Rehman Bibi: let’s work on the latrines.

10

ON: Community did protests and demonstrations, including roadblocks on Velacherry Main Road, to get
access to water à this is what led to the installation of the water standpipes
11

TO elaborate from ON: She suggests that wealthier people in the community can contribute a bit more to the
capital and operating costs of the system, a Rs. 10,000 investment may be possible
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Name: Nodes\\Analytical I\\Community Preferences\SWS Implementation Strategies
Description: - Instances

of people talking about possible ways to organize or mobilize for a

safe water system
<Internals\\Exploratory Work\\Saraswathi - Summary of post-Waste Mgmt Day (Jan 2010)> - § 1
reference coded [3.19% Coverage]
Reference 1 - 6.38% Coverage
Conclusion: • Talk to the people and make them understand their responsibilities. • Organize the self
help groups together and get involved them in the project. •
<Internals\\FGD I\\FGD #1 - Transcript> - § 5 references coded [8.36% Coverage]
Reference 1 - 2.08% Coverage

C:
If it is done at the common or community level, will people be contributing money for such a
common cause? As you have mentioned, the example of the youth volunteers in the fourth sector
who are able to provide the necessary services by charging Rs. 20 and everybody [is] willing to
contribute for it. Will that be the case if we have one community-level water treatment [system]?
P4:
Definitely people will contribute for it. There are four groups [SHGs] even in this particular
sector and if we have a seperate meeting and explain to them the need to have a community level
water treatment system, and ask them to speak to their respective members in their sector to
contribute their share... then people will definitely contribute for it! If we ask them to get the
requisite money from the community, they will get it accordingly.
Reference 2 - 1.45% Coverage

C:
So you have identified doing water treatment at the community level and you have also
rightfully identified the working of many organisations and associations working here. What are the
ways by which these organisations can contribute in bringing this community level water treatment
[to be], [to make it] more beneficial and accessible to more people in the community?
P4:
World Vision has provided bigger tanks (one lorry water capacity water tanks)1 in all the four
sectors for water storage so water can be made available to all people making use of group-wise
distribution.
Reference 3 - 2.07% Coverage

C:
These are the things that they have been done. What are the ways in which they can make
community level water treatment more accessible and beneficial for all people [in Balaji Nagar]?
What are the ways by which the organisations [working here] can serve [to improve the] functioning
of the community level water treatment system, [in order to make water] more accessible to all
people? You have asked for community level water treatment. What are the [types of support] you
will ask from these organisations... the voluntary youth associations, or other organisations, to
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contribute to the smooth functioning of such a community level water treatment [system] at Balaji
Nagar?
P4:
We can ask two people from every sector to clean and take care of the water and also to
ensure proper distribution of water at the sectoral level!
Reference 4 - 0.51% Coverage

I:
Who will take responsibility if it is at the community level or at the common level in case of
any problems?
P1:

We need to select a few people who will ensure its protection and [take] care of it.

Reference 5 - 2.26% Coverage

C:
What should be the level of water treatment -- at the community level or at the individual
level? Which is best and what are the reasons for it?
P4:

Water treatment at the community level is good.

C:

What are the reasons for it?

P4:
I will suggest [a strategy] that can be implemented sector wise. We have to appoint people
according to each sector and provide them with salaries and ask them to take care of [the
community water treatment unit] both in its storage and for cleaning and maintaining it. They can
charge Rs. 2 per household and the community will contribute for it as it is common and a
community effort and their salaries have to be paid from that collected amount.2,3 They have to
clean the water either in a week or within every three days. This will ensure in getting good water at
all times and is good for the people. Hence community level water treatment is good for the
people.4
<Internals\\FGD I\\FGD #4 - Transcript> - § 2 references coded [5.85% Coverage]
Reference 1 - 2.98% Coverage

M:
What would have to happen so that people could work collectively so that a community level
water treatment system could be done for all people?
C:
What should be done so that it works for the whole community? You know about the
community better and you also know which one would work better for everyone and so on.
P:
We should allot four persons each day [to operate the community system] and there will not
be any problems.
C:
What she is saying that we have to allot four people each day so that there will not be any
problems. What you are saying is good. If people are allotted on a group basis then there will not be
any problems.
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P:

If you allot people to work respectively each day, then there will not be any problem. It is

difficult to make everybody work together [however].5
Reference 2 - 2.87% Coverage

C:
If everybody comes together and if everybody comes and listens just like the way we did for
you then people will cooperate for it.
M:

But the question is -- does everybody feel the same way?

P:
People have to be told and educated about the usefulness of such a thing [a community
level water treatment system] and people themselves will realize the need for such a common thing
in the community and accordingly will play their part. People who do not know will come to know
about the usefulness of this thing and will play their part. People, once they realize that it is for their
good, will definitely work for it.
C:
We have to educate the people and then people will cooperate and act together. If people
are able to understand then they will do accordingly.
<Internals\\Interviews\\INT #1 - Darwin Moses (World Vision) - Transcript> - § 2 references coded
[8.97% Coverage]
Reference 1 - 2.52% Coverage

M:
OK, I want to ask you a question that follows up to one point you just mentioned. You
mentioned that people would contribute 10%, 15% of the cost of running a project. Do you think that
hypothetically if some NGO was going to build a water treatment system in the community, that
everyone would share, would people be willing to contribute some of the capital costs to this thing?
R:
Yeah... definitely people contribution will come. So water is one of the need. Still not yet
met. So people will come and contribute. That is how we communicate and how we take it to the
people, that is also very important.
Reference 2 - 6.45% Coverage

C:
Do you have incidence of doing something with the community’s cooperation, and failing,
because by knowing MBN is saying household-level is best. Do you have any examples saying that
why are you saying community-level, do you have some experiences?
R:
Yeah you are going to community level nah, who are the partners? So that is depends. Who
is going to take responsibility? So who is going to go do? Even now you are doing research. You are,
you have, IIT have power. So there is no help for the people, so they are looking you. So they are
coming for 2 years, so nothing happened. People is thinking like that. So they want to do something.
And also whatever you are doing you have to tell the people, so we are doing this and this, it will
take time, this time that time. So you are approaching very few people and they are not, they are
closing. Usually people will not explore good things. Sometimes they want, if the benefit for her,
they will tell if it is not going to benefit anything, they will tell. For example, if I give so many
schemes on the meeting, they will not tell everybody. It depends on the individual persons. Is there
any person to help, that particular person they should listen to get to the ... like that. You are doing
it, yes, you have to tell everything to the whole community so they can be aware. This is my
suggestion. Whatever you are going to do, we will cooperate, whether we are working there or not.
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So I will cooperate. Because that is my lab, that is my heart, so I can help, and also I can help instruct
my people to cooperate.
<Internals\\Interviews\\INT #18 - Ligy - Transcript> - § 2 references coded [7.72% Coverage]
Reference 1 - 6.34% Coverage

R:
And for our filter also, I think that would be a better solution, if they wanted to replace the
carbon or something, if someone is there, one of the self-help group person is there, he can, she can
give ok, 5 kgs this one, clean one, this much rupees, something like that.
M:
Ah yeah. So we can, so you're suggesting it's possible to use a community group to sell new
charcoal, throw out the old charcoal once it's exhausted, and they get new one.
R:

Yeah, the old charcoals, they can dry it and use it as a fuel. Ok, so no waste will be there.

M:
Oh, ok, ok! I actually met with World Vision yesterday and we were talking about this exact
same thing. So the self-help groups, two people from every self-help group join a federation. The
federation is for all of Balaji Nagar. There is also a sangam, for all the women in the community who
aren't in the self-help groups, can join the sangam.
R:
Yeah! And they can get some monetary benefits, some 2 rupees or 5 rupees or something
like that, so that will self-sustainable.
M:
So, the self-help groups do a lot of economic development, so there's a business aspect there.
And the sangam deals with a lot of water quality issues. So it's a very natural connection, to use a
sangam and the federation and the self-help groups to supply charcoal or help clean the filters, or
something like that.
R:
Yea! And here the cleaning is much easier compared to the other place, other place we have
to use alkali. Ok, here it is just washing, because that washing they can do household level itself,
that's what I feel. Because why should they go and pay the money and all the things...
M:

Yeah, just wash it like rice at home.

R:
Yeah, but when they have to change the charcoal, instead of everyone going and buying and
making it, this people can supply that one. Much better!
Reference 2 - 1.38% Coverage

M:
If you were going to place a community level system at Balaji Nagar, where would you put it?
What's a good place for it, you think?
R:

Community level, I suggest it will be in that infiltration well itself.

M:

At the infiltration well? Inside it or...?

R:

Inside the well itself we can put it.

M:

So like have an upflow well.

R:

Yeah, upflow mode, we can put it.
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M:

Oh ok.

<Internals\\Interviews\\INT #2 - Rehman Bibi - Notes> - § 2 references coded [5.45% Coverage]
Reference 1 - 2.15% Coverage

M:

So, under the present conditions, does a community level system seem possible to you here in

Balaji Nagar?
R:

It is possible, but the leaders should cooperate6. In the ADP, there are 42 SHGs. These

leaders [of SHGs] should cooperate to make it possible. They should not think of [personal] benefits
always.
Reference 2 - 3.30% Coverage

M:

To whom are you referring to when you say 'leaders'?

R:

Leaders are the Self-Help Group leaders and the people from the [World Vision] ADP. Now

they have started federations [of SHGs]. The federation leaders are also included in that [as leaders].
Because they are giving loans to so many people, they can [also] bring people together7. For
example, I am taking care of the hospital and I took on many initiatives in approaching people to
bring resources to the hospital.
<Internals\\Interviews\\INT #4 - Mr. Ashok (MBN Voluntary Assoc.) - Notes> - § 1 reference coded
[1.92% Coverage]
Reference 1 - 1.92% Coverage

ο

Ashok feels the menfolk are ready to organize and work together for a COMM
system were that pursued, at least those men involved in the Association à he
suggests that such an undertaking would fit well and work well through the
Association

<Internals\\Interviews\\INT #5 - Raniyamma - Transcript> - § 1 reference coded [6.29% Coverage]
Reference 1 - 6.29% Coverage

M:

The main question I want to ask you is about a water treatment system. You can do it in two
ways. One is at the household level, like boiling the water, adding alum. The other is you can
all join together and make it happen [at the community level] and then you pay money for
that. Which one do you think as the most possible here? Is the second one the most
possible?

I:

Is it possible in Balaji Nagar?

R:

It is possible. People here have awareness. Water is the major critical problem here. People
would be ready to unite for the sake of water. They would be ready to do some work for
that. Those who can afford will be ready to pay as they would get water which they wanted.
So it is easy to do things in community-level system. The undergroun8d water is saline now.
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If someone would treat it as drinking water, it [a desalination facility] would cost some 20 or
25k rupees. If people can collect 10k someone can come forward to subsidize it.

Annotations
1

i.e 4-5000 L tanks!

2

Rs. 2 < Rs 2.50 of the lorry water (bad quality too) – this seems to be an indication of the ‘willingness to pay’
and the target price range (per 20 L)

3

Rs. 2 seems to be the competitive cost level

4

Main reasons for COMM seem to be:
1) Full availability of water at any time
2) Egalitarian, everyone is served by it

5

From Notes:
S: It’ll fail if you make it voluntary; must force people to work!

6

Rehman Bibi believes a COMM system is possible if there is leadership supporting it – not just political, but
also community leaders (of SHGs, etc.) and NGOs

7

Can build on loan-giving to comm.-development she suggests.

8

TO elaborate from ON: She suggests that wealthier people in the community can contribute a bit more to the
capital and operating costs of the system, a Rs. 10,000 investment may be possible
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Name: Nodes\\Analytical I\\Existing Treatment Practices
Description: - Instances

where respondents refer to the water treatment methods they prsently

use
<Internals\\Exploratory Work\\PK - Prabha's Report on MBN Women's household water management>
- § 2 references coded [6.26% Coverage]
Reference 1 - 3.03% Coverage

She feels that using the tanker water for drinking has not been too hazardous for her and her
family. Only when the children are not well and have fever and diarrhoea does she boil water.
When the kids are sick and she takes them to the doctor and the doctor tells her that the
problem is with the water. She does not go to a government clinic but to a private doctor.
Reference 2 - 3.23% Coverage

Mannammai uses bleaching power to clean the water. She lets the dirt settle before she mixes
in the bleach. One small package of bleach cost Rs. 3. She uses about 3 packages at a time.
Household waste water is collected here and then dumped into the canals that demarcate the
sectors. The portable water usually develops insects (larvae) within two days and the bleach
kills all the insects.
<Internals\\FGD I\\FGD #4 - Transcript> - § 1 reference coded [0.65% Coverage]
Reference 1 - 0.65% Coverage

P:
The water comes yellow in colour, it smells with a bad odour, and when it comes [through
the standpipes] we use a cloth to purify [filter] it while collecting the water.
<Internals\\Interviews\\INT #15 - World Vision - Transcript> - § 1 reference coded [1.41% Coverage]
Reference 1 - 1.41% Coverage

R:

After the [Kamakshi] hospital's entry in this area the wastewater started mixing with the
drinking water source. The pipes joined. For the first half hour there would be bad smell in
the [tap] water [when the taps were turned on]. There would be a smell of gutter [sewage].
We would let the water [run] out for the first half hour. Then we would do all sorts of things
like filtering and boiling. Some of them boil it and drink it and some of them consume it as
such straight away. Many of them use can water because of the same reason. They use the
can water for drinking purpose. They use only [Metro} corporation [lorry] water for cooking.
Some get it for Rs. 3 and some get it for Rs. 2 [per pot]. It depends upon the sellers. The
persons selling to us charges only Rs. 2.

<Internals\\Interviews\\INT #19 - Panchayat EO - Transcript> - § 1 reference coded [1.97% Coverage]
Reference 1 - 1.97% Coverage

Presently, the Panchayat is chlorinating the overhead tanks and wells in their jurisdiction
ο This works for some time (several years) but then fails and poor quality water
becomes more likely
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Name: Nodes\\Analytical I\\Gov't Development Plans
Description: - Stated

plans and timelines by government (Panchayat, TNSCB, other bodies)
for development works to be implemented at MBN
- How community dev activities are affected by gov't plans
<Internals\\Exploratory Work\\PK - Prabha's Mtg w. Dr. Buvana (TNSCB)> - § 1 reference coded
[8.22% Coverage]
Reference 1 - 8.22% Coverage

− There is a plan for the sewer to arrive into the area of MB Nagar in perhaps 2 years. I
did raise the question of water with her. What will anyone do with the sewer if there is
no water. After all ,the sewer pipe planned for this area is planned as a water-borne
sewerage system. She says yes, but she does not know when piped water will get to
this area. Apparently everyone is waiting for the Veeranam Water Supply Project to
get here. No one knows when that might be.
<Internals\\Exploratory Work\\PK - Prabha's Scoping Report 2009> - § 1 reference coded [5.24%
Coverage]
Reference 1 - 5.24% Coverage

There is a major water expansion scheme in the works for this part of Chennai. I think
it is the Veeranam Water Supply Project. Many are waiting for this to happen, but no
one knows when the pipes will be extended. On the other hand, the sewerage pipe is a
lot closer to being extended to this area, i.e. perhaps in the next 2-3 years. I have raised
with many folks the notion that it makes no sense to expand the sewerage pipe and not
the water pipe as we are talking about water-borne sewerage. Of course, everyone
knows this and agrees, and I am sure someone has the full story on this. I was not able
to meet with the Chennai Metropolitan Water Supply and Sewerage Board.
Recognizing the general lack of water in Chennai and the rapid depletion of ground
water, MB Nagar and the Pallikaranai town panchayat are also in the same stranded
boat.
<Internals\\FGD I\\FGD #2 - Transcript> - § 2 references coded [2.87% Coverage]
Reference 1 - 1.40% Coverage

M:

The government says it will bring Metro Water here and pipes will be laid for the water
supply of Mylai Balaji Nagar. Do you think it will happen?

R:

They have laid pipes [already].

R:

If [Metro} water is brought here it would be nice.

R:

They would not give [Metro] water.

R:

They would give [Metro] water.
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R:

We have to wait and see.

R:

We are not sure about it.

Reference 2 - 1.47% Coverage

I:

Does [the Metro Water plan] stop you from operating as a group? Is any one stopping you
from doing your own water purification just because the government is going to bring the
Metro Water connection?

R:

No. Not like that.

R:

The [Metro] water is yet to come. Till then this [community water system] can’t be stopped.

<Srini explains the question once more>
R:

No, it didn’t happen like that.

<Internals\\FGD I\\FGD #3 - Transcript> - § 1 reference coded [8.21% Coverage]
Reference 1 - 8.21% Coverage

M:

The government is planning to bring the Metro Water here and pipes would be laid for the
water supply of Mylai Balaji Nagar. Do you think it will happen?

R:

They say that it would happen in 2 years.

R:

We are not sure if it will be done.

M:
Does this [the arrival of Metro Water] affect whether you work together on water
supply or not?
I:

Does it stop you from operating as a group? Is anyone stopping you from collectively
improving purification just because government is going to bring Metro water soon?

C:
Are you able to follow? I heard in the first sector that they are going to build a common
tank. If you have any such plan, would it be affected by the government's plan? Do you
think that it is a waste to take efforts for water supply when the Metro Water pipeline is
going to be lain soon?
R:

No. We won't hesitate like that. We have not talked that way to one another.

R:

They are planning to set up a [water] tank here.

C:

Would it be done by the residents of this sector or some institution like World Vision?

R:
No. Someone from this area should take the initiative and others would cooperate with
him or her.
C:

Will you all contribute money to such a collective effort?

R:

The plan is already on.
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R:

The Panchayat would [pay to] install the [water] tank.

R:

Someone [else] would maintain and all of us would contribute money for that.

M:
What I understand from what you are telling is, the Panchayat would build a tank for
you and you would not spend money for building the tank but you are ready to spend
money for maintaining it.
<Internals\\Interviews\\INT #15 - World Vision - Transcript> - § 2 references coded [5.86% Coverage]
Reference 1 - 5.67% Coverage

C:

Yeah. A [sewage] pumping station is going to be built in the government school. They [the
women] did not want it to happen. They tried to stop it [by going to the government]. They
[the men in the community] asked "Who are you to do this??"

R:

We even approached the Collector. But the gents were a hindrance. We sent a letter to the
Panchayat board. We sent a letter to the C.M. [Chief Minister] cell1. We sent a letter to the
Collector's office. We told them that we didn’t want it [the sewage pumping station] to be in
our area -- especially in the [grounds of the] government school. It is said that the drainage
water from all over [the Panchayat] would accumulate here and then be pumped out. They
take [the sewage] to Perungudi it seems. We gave a letter to the M.L.A. too. He says that it is
too late as it was approved before three years. He says it should only be built there and that
is the right place. This area is already treated as garbage dumping area. It may lead to kidney
problem to many people here... In addition to that problems would be severe if this also is
established. The diseases would spread more. That is the reason why we gave a letter to all
these officers. But everything was in vain.

C:

They gave letter to Panchayat, M.L.A., Collector… they even gave a letter to the Collector's
office. But nothing was fruitful. They said it was already too late. They said it was approved
three years ago. We cannot do anything. They said we are doing it for the benefit of so many
people. They said that so many people opposed many matters. They could not be stopped.
Likewise this would also happen. These people say that this is a government school. Building
a drainage pumping station would damage the health of so many people.

R:

Around 500 children are studying here [in the government school]. This is in the middle of
the community too! It has students up to the 8th class too.

C:

She says approximately 500 children are studying in this school. From every place it [sewage]
is going to come here and accumulate.

R:

The smell would spread around the entire area. Students have to eat only there! Actually it
is a place where there was a park previously for the children. The children are supposed to
eat here!

C:

She says students have to eat there! The place is a park for the children. The children are
supposed to eat here. There is going to be a [sewage] pumping station and the children have
to eat there.
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R:

These children are not even rich sir! They are all poor children. They eat and they inhale the
smell too. Why won't diseases affect the children?

C:

She says that the children eat and smell at the same place where the pumping station for
drainage [sewage] water is going to be built. They fear that their health may get affected.

R:

There is one more concern. The bad gas would evolve there. We clearly know that it would
lead to kidney problems. But however we tried [to fight it, but] we could not succeed.

C:

She says the gas which comes out would lead to health problem… that is kidney problems.
The entire community would get affected.

Reference 2 - 0.19% Coverage

R:

Now they are constructing drainage [sewerage] pipes. It will take three years for it to be
completed.

<Internals\\Interviews\\INT #16 - Mr. Jayaprakash (Councillor)> - § 2 references coded [17.47%
Coverage]
Reference 1 - 9.87% Coverage

M:

What are the development plans here? Concrete road has come.

R:

Drainage connection...

C:

Sewage…

R:

Rain water harvesting ...

C:

Rain water canal… What else…?

R:

Metro Water supply...

C:

When will you get Metro Water?

R:

In another one year.

C:

He is saying that Metro Water will reach them after a year.

R:

Already the drainage [sewerage] work is going on. We will get the Metro Water only after
the drainage work is completed.

C:

Once this drainage work is complete, then they will start working on the Metro Water
connection.

M:

Will the Metro Water connections be given to individual houses? Will each household have a
separate line?

R:

Unless we get the Metro Water supply, the drainage [water conveyed sewerage] will not
function properly. There would be blockages!
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C:

Will the Metro Water [connections] be given to each individual house?

R:

Definitely. Why not?

C:

They will have separate lines [for each household] and the connection would be given to
individual houses.

M:

Will that [the Metro Water connections] be given to every house or [just] to the houses which
have got their NOC?

R:

I don’t know what will happen at that time...

C:

They don’t know.

R:

For slums, they will fix only a very low charge. But we don’t know what the cost would be.

M:

OK. Subsidized price...

C:

Yes, but they don’t know what the cost would be.

M:

They have yet to decide…

R:

The details are there. But we don’t know...

Reference 2 - 7.60% Coverage

R:
We have already put out a tender for a Rs. 1 lakh project for an overhead [water supply]
tank. Someone has already taken tender. But they have not done anything so far.
R:
<The assistant jumps in> There was a tender given for an underground sump which was for
Rs. 2 lakhs. It has also not been done.
C:
He says they have passed tender for a Rs. 1 lakh project for an overhead tank. Some
company has even taken the tender. One lakh for the overhead tank and two lakhs for an
underground sump were sanctioned. But they have not done [anything] so far. If it is done we can
even go for a community level filter.
M:

What is the time limit to build the overhead tank and the [underground] sump?

R:
The tender was passed and they have taken the tender too. But no, they say that the money
is not enough for the project.
C:
The company has taken the tender, but now the company is resisting doing the work saying
that the funds are not sufficient!
R:
They say that the budget is low. They say that the rate is low [the funds are too low for the
project].
C:

They are negotiating with the PWD [Public Works Department] about the amount.
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<Internals\\Interviews\\INT #17 - CMWSSB - Notes> - § 1 reference coded [55.18% Coverage]
Reference 1 - 55.18% Coverage

•

The pipeline that is now being installed along Velachery Main Rd is the water main
coming from the desalination plant that is being constructed south of Chennai
ο This is the “Nemmeli” plant and is a 100 million litre per day (MLD) desal
plant that will supply Chennai city
• There is also another 100 MLD desal plant to the north of the city that
may or may not be online yet
ο The Nemmeli plant is not yet complete but is aimed to be completed by 2012
• Whether this will actually be the case, or whether there will be further
delays B cannot say
ο The pipeline being built will convey that water and there will be a tapping
point for Pallikaranai
• B says however that it could take 5 years to build the distribution
network in the Panchayat itself, which would be necessary for the water
to reach households there
• Could be low as 3 years if the gov’t comes under lots of
political pressure
• But could also be up to 7 years with delays etc.
ο On the matter of whether MBN would get water specifically, B says that
because it is a “slum packet” it functions as a vote bank which will be valuable
the people living at MBN can use
for political parties in the next election
political pressure to ensure that they to will become connected (MBN will be
covered so there will not be any need for political pressure to ensure them with
metro water connection)
• B seems pretty convinced of the inevitability of MBN becoming
connected, but B isn’t aware of a specific plan to connect or not
connect MBN, or of the community’s particular circumstances

<Internals\\Interviews\\INT #6 - Panchayat - Notes> - § 2 references coded [28.40% Coverage]
Reference 1 - 18.36% Coverage

What’s happening with the water main being put in next to MBN from Chennai Metro
water – any plans to connect MBN into the city’s water system?
• Once the city expands to include MBN and Pallikarnai, it would become the CoC’s
responsibility to provide water and sewage services in its own area
• For now, the Panchayat feels that they are doing what they can (and beyond the call of
duty) at MBN
• It would be the Metro Water Department that would be able to answer the question on
which parts of Velacherry will get connected to the new Metro water line
ο Water/sewage works financing follows the formula: 50% Panchayat, 50%
Centre/State Gov’t
Reference 2 - 10.04% Coverage

What are the development plans on the part of the Panchayat for MBN?
• Cement roads are now being built in MBN
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•
•

Overhead water tanks (same water supply though – untreated lake water) have been
planned and it has been approved already
ο But, no one has accepted the tender yet!
Underground sewage lines and drainage are planned within the next 2½ years

<Internals\\Interviews\\INT #8 - CMWSSB - Notes> - § 1 reference coded [10.60% Coverage]
Reference 1 - 10.60% Coverage

•

Pallikarnai may be connected to the new desalination works that Metro Water is
building south of Chennai

Annotations
1

Like what Ashok was talking about.
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Name: Nodes\\Analytical I\\Health
Description: - Instances

where health effects are discussed

- OK to AGGREGATE
<Internals\\Exploratory Work\\PK - Prabha's Report on MBN Women's household water management>
- § 1 reference coded [3.05% Coverage]
Reference 1 - 3.05% Coverage

She feels that using the tanker water for drinking
has not been too hazardous for her and her family.
Only when the children are not well and have fever
and diarrhoea does she boil water. When the kids
are sick and she takes them to the doctor and the
doctor tells her that the problem is with the water.
She does not go to a government clinic but to a
private doctor.
<Internals\\FGD I\\FGD #1 - Transcript> - § 4
references coded [3.71% Coverage]
Reference 1 - 2.46% Coverage

M:
The first question that we are going to ask you we are going to talk for three to five minutes
is -- What do you think are the biggest problems relating to water supply in Mylai Balaiji Nagar?
C:

What are the problems that you face in Balaji Nagar with respect to water? <10:31 to 10:36>

P5:
Water is important for drinking, water is the most important problem here, getting drinking
water is an important problem. The [tap] water here cannot be used for drinking purposes. People
are buying [lorry] water in cans paying Rs. 2.50. [The tap water] can be used for washing, cleaning
and other purposes but it cannot be used for drinking purposes. We don’t like to drink this [tap]
water. (P4 @ 10:52: It is tasteless1!) Fossils2 are formed after couple of days, even worms are
forming in the stored [tap] water. How many can afford to buy [lorry] water for Rs. 2.50 for drinking
purposes? Skin problems are coming so getting good drinking water is the main problem here.
<10:37 to 11:09>
Reference 2 - 0.50% Coverage

P4:
It [the tap water] is not regular and it comes [on only] after 10 or 20 days. How can we use
this for children [as] if they use [the tap water they] are subject to so many problems? <11:10 to
11:23>
Reference 3 - 0.39% Coverage

P4:
If you cook with that water, then the cooked food is also yellow in colour. We are taking our
children quite frequently to the hospitals. <11:36 to 11:43>
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Reference 4 - 0.35% Coverage

P1:
Even for washing [the tap water] cannot be used immediately. Skin problem
comes...allergies comes from using this water! <12:48 to 12:50>
<Internals\\FGD I\\FGD #3 - Transcript> - § 1 reference coded [1.79% Coverage]
Reference 1 - 1.79% Coverage

M:

Now the first question is -- what are the major problems regarding water supply in Mylai
Balaji Nagar?

R:

There are many problems. Within two days, worms develop in the water. Children get fever
frequently if we drink it. Children suffer from loose motions too. Water is yellow in colour.
Mostly we use the [tap] water for washing feet, etc...

<Internals\\FGD I\\FGD #4 - Transcript> - § 2 references coded [1.78% Coverage]
Reference 1 - 1.31% Coverage

M:

Do children get sick? Can you ask everybody?

P:

Stomach pain, vomiting.

M:

Stomach pain, vomiting ah. Loose motion happens?

P:

Loose motion, yes sometimes.

M:

Who is most affected by it? In the household who gets sick most often?

P:

Children.

P:

Old people.

P:

Everyone who is drinking tap water!

P:

All are having the same problem!

Reference 2 - 0.47% Coverage

P:
There is no government hospital close by. For everything we are going to the Kamakshi
hospital which is a private hospital.
<Internals\\Interviews\\INT #12 - Mr. Parammal - Transcript> - § 1 reference coded [12.42%
Coverage]
Reference 1 - 12.42% Coverage

R:

We use Panchayat [lorry] water too. It [the tap water] may come even once in 15 to 20 days.
This [tap] water does not agree with the health of some boys here. They are allergic to it...
The water is not good here. It causes a lot of health problems. They suffer with some or
other problems or diseases.
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<Internals\\Interviews\\INT #15 - World Vision - Transcript> - § 1 reference coded [1.26% Coverage]
Reference 1 - 1.26% Coverage

R:

We solve health problems too!

M:

What sort of health problems do you solve?

C:

He is asking what sort of health problems do you solve?

R:

We help those who have TB and wheezing [asthma]. We give them a card. They can take it
to the hospital and get free medicine. They can get weekly medicines for many months. The
nearby hospital representatives come and supply us with the medicines. The sisters would
give instructions about the dosage. The patients would collect it from us. If they don’t [come
to] collect it we go and call them to [come] collect it and then supply the same to them.
Even that is one of the achievements of our self help groups. Many people were cured by
this method!

<Internals\\Interviews\\INT #2 - Rehman Bibi - Notes> - § 3 references coded [8.13% Coverage]
Reference 1 - 1.57% Coverage

R:

Now I’m taking care of the community hospital [in sector 2] that is run by St. John’s

Ambulance. I did not want to take too many responsibilities. I’m just taking care of this hospital. I am
the in-charge for this hospital.
Reference 2 - 5.71% Coverage

R:

I am in this hospital for 10 years. The newly built hospital in Sector [?] is running for the past

three years and before this hospital [the St. John's hospital] was built. This was running in a model
house constructed by the Government in sector 2 [just south of the Lion's Club School]. Then for a
period of one year, it was running in my house, here, in this same premises.
I was able to meet many people to raise funds to construct this hospital. Social work
students from Stella Maris College helped us a lot. Mr. Mathews only brought these Stella Maris
students here. Along with the Stella Maris students, we used to visit the Rekha Hospital to help us in
setting up of this hospital. There were [volunteer] doctors from the Rekha Hospital that used to visit
this place before the construction of this hospital.
Reference 3 - 0.85% Coverage

The hospital is running three days a week. It functions on evenings on Tuesday and Thursday and in
the morning on Sundays.
<Internals\\Interviews\\INT #5 - Raniyamma - Transcript> - § 1 reference coded [3.85% Coverage]
Reference 1 - 3.85% Coverage

3/4

Then we told them that we didn’t have hospitals. There was one doctor Beulah. She used to come
only twice a week. There was another organization called YWAM. There was one more
association called as Grace Founders [this was interpreted as "Christ Foundation" by
Srinivasan. Raniamma’s pronunciation is likely to have been wrong]. They all helped to some
extent. They came here 3 times a week. There was no facility of doctors here at that time.
They used to come and sit here. They used to give tablets and medicine. There were no
doctors to give immediate attention here at that time.

Annotations
1

JJ says that this means that the water is without a ‘purified’ or ‘clean’ taste; neither salty nor clean – lacks that
‘sweet’ water taste
2

JJ: she means sediments layers collect at bottom
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Name: Nodes\\Analytical I\\Health\Children's Health
Description: - Specific discussion

of children's health

<Internals\\Exploratory Work\\PK - Prabha's Report on MBN Women's household water management>
- § 1 reference coded [3.05% Coverage]
Reference 1 - 3.05% Coverage

She feels that using the tanker water for drinking
has not been too hazardous for her and her family.
Only when the children are not well and have fever
and diarrhoea does she boil water. When the kids
are sick and she takes them to the doctor and the
doctor tells her that the problem is with the water.
She does not go to a government clinic but to a
private doctor.
<Internals\\FGD I\\FGD #1 - Transcript> - § 2
references coded [0.90% Coverage]
Reference 1 - 0.50% Coverage

P4:
It [the tap water] is not regular and it comes [on only] after 10 or 20 days. How can we use
this for children [as] if they use [the tap water they] are subject to so many problems? <11:10 to
11:23>
Reference 2 - 0.39% Coverage

P4:
If you cook with that water, then the cooked food is also yellow in colour. We are taking our
children quite frequently to the hospitals. <11:36 to 11:43>
<Internals\\FGD I\\FGD #3 - Transcript> - § 1 reference coded [1.79% Coverage]
Reference 1 - 1.79% Coverage

M:

Now the first question is -- what are the major problems regarding water supply in Mylai
Balaji Nagar?

R:

There are many problems. Within two days, worms develop in the water. Children get fever
frequently if we drink it. Children suffer from loose motions too. Water is yellow in colour.
Mostly we use the [tap] water for washing feet, etc...

<Internals\\FGD I\\FGD #4 - Transcript> - § 1 reference coded [1.31% Coverage]
Reference 1 - 1.31% Coverage

M:

Do children get sick? Can you ask everybody?

P:

Stomach pain, vomiting.

M:

Stomach pain, vomiting ah. Loose motion happens?
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P:

Loose motion, yes sometimes.

M:

Who is most affected by it? In the household who gets sick most often?

P:

Children.

P:

Old people.

P:

Everyone who is drinking tap water!

P:

All are having the same problem!
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Name: Nodes\\Analytical I\\Land Tenure
Description: - Instances

where the land tenure situation at MBN is discussed
- How land tenure affects development prospects
<Internals\\Exploratory Work\\PK - Prabha's Mtg w. Dr. Buvana (TNSCB)> - § 5 references coded
[47.49% Coverage]
Reference 1 - 8.50% Coverage

− The land is owned by the Slum Board. She says when people were moved here this
was treated as a sites and services project. The only thing that people were provided
was water and sites. She acknowledges that even toilets were not provided, but they
should have been. [At some point World Vision built the one toilet block which is in
Sector 4. (Is this correct?) People are still using this toilet even though there is no
water in the block. They use the toilets with their own water.]
Reference 2 - 15.05% Coverage

− According to the Slum Board, this re-settlement is a 20 year lease arrangement.
Residents who were given the original piece of paper and land allocation are expected
to pay Rs. 90/month for the land and services. After 20 years they would be owners of
their plots. She insisted that the collection staff of the Slum Board was collecting
money and that that was all the Slum Board had to do with the residents. The town
panchayat is responsible for the maintenance of all services. [I did some investigation
about the Rs. 90 payment. Apparently, no one is paying this amount and the people I
spoke with in MB Nagar have not seen the slum board in either a year or two years. It
seems they would have last gone to MB Nagar when there was the discussion about
upgrading via the JNNURM scheme. According to the town panchayat council this
was more than a year ago.]
Reference 3 - 4.16% Coverage

− Further, she says that people who have been re-allocated always sell and move back or
away. She says this is a constant problem for the Slum Board. Today, the property
values in MB Nagar are high, so she does not expect residents to stay.
Reference 4 - 3.46% Coverage

− ‘Apparently the land status has not come down from the government.’ [By this she
means that what is to be done with the land tenure situation of MB Nagar has not yet
been decided by the government.]
Reference 5 - 16.33% Coverage
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− [If people had being paying their Rs. 90/month for all these years or as a lump sum as
was suggested during the JNNURM discussions, the residents would be owners of the
land. However, Dr. Buvana made it very clear that only the original residents could
own this land and not any of the new people who have since bought from the original
residents. Thus, according to her, all the new people who are now living in MB Nagar
do not have any rights to the land and the government has the right to evict them
whenever they want. Since, and if, the residents with the legal right to be there are not
paying their Rs. 90/month they too can be evicted without any compensation. If they
had been paying then the government would have to give them some compensation if
they decided to evict them again. However, I did not get any sense from her that
eviction was on the agenda nor does she know about any future development plans for
the area.]
<Internals\\Exploratory Work\\PK - Prabha's Report on MBN Women's household water management>
- § 2 references coded [3.47% Coverage]
Reference 1 - 1.47% Coverage

She would prefer to pay all her taxes for water, electricity and land so that she can get better
services rather than waste her entire day waiting for water from the stand pipes.
Reference 2 - 2.01% Coverage

She would prefer to pay taxes for water, electricity, etc. so that they can get better, frequent
and guaranteed services. She would prefer to get water frequently. So far, she and her family
do not have any health problems due to unclean water.
<Internals\\Exploratory Work\\PK - Prabha's Scoping Report 2009> - § 1 reference coded [3.97%
Coverage]
Reference 1 - 3.97% Coverage

I did not have sufficient time to get a sense of the environmental management
framework of Chennai. What I have been able to figure out is that the wetland is under
the TN government and not the government of metro Chennai or the town panchayat.
It seems that there is consensus at a senior level in government that the wetland should
not be developed and in fact protected. Apparently it was designated as a bird
sanctuary. According to Ligy, the TN government appointed a high level committee to
‘deal’ with the wetland. It was chaired by a woman IAS officer. However, she has no
idea what happened or is happening with this initiative.
<Internals\\Exploratory Work\\PR - Prema's MBN Report- A Case of Urban Development Displaced
2009> - § 2 references coded [27.07% Coverage]
Reference 1 - 24.66% Coverage

MRTS or the “Mass Rapid Transit System” in the city of Chennai was approved in the
early 1990’s. Consequently the route had to be cleared over and on the banks of the Coovam
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River of pavement dwellers and other encroachers. To re-settle these families the Tamil Nadu
Slum Clearance Board was entrusted with the job. As per the Tamil Nadu Slum Clearance
Board

meeting dated 27-04-1993, a decision was made to allot the housing plots in

Pallikaranai. In Phase I (Part – 1) 1322 plots and in Phase I ( Part- 2) 828 plots were proposed.
An extent of 39.30 acreas of land was acquired from the Revenue Department1 which was
free from encroachment. To formalize the project, the MMDA approved an initial layout of
2076 plots – each plot measuring 15 x 18 sq.ft (270 sq.ft of land). This settlement was to be
covered under the “Sites and Services” scheme of the Tamil Nadu Slum Clearance Board.

Initially about 1066 families were accommodated in the scheme. However on the request of
the Vice –Chairman MMDA in the meeting held on 02-05-1995, all the plots in the scheme
was to be reserved for the allotment of families dislocated by the MRTS alignment in future
too. In addition homeless slum dwellers were also to be considered for the settlement when
ever found convincing. The settlement therefore houses all displaced in Phase –II of MRTS
from Tirumailai to Taramani also. Phase – I was from Beach to Tirumailai. Currently
therefore “Mylai Balaji Nagar” can be broadly divided into 4 sectors with 2188 approved
relocated families. Under the Sites and Services scheme, free electricity has been provided,
but this 15 year old settlement is yet to receive all the other infrastructure that was promised at
the time of re-location.
Reference 2 - 2.41% Coverage

To top it all, it seems that some of the early settlers have moved out and confusion prevails on
land ownership and ‘Patta’ eligibility among the present inhabitants.
<Internals\\FGD I\\FGD #1 - Transcript> - § 2 references coded [6.84% Coverage]
Reference 1 - 2.24% Coverage

C:
You said that you reported these both, [first] to the Councillor, and then to the President of
the Pallikaranai Panchayat... what did they say about your complaints and about your general
requests?
P4:
The only answer that the officials say when we go there [the Panchayat office] to report our
general problems is that they are asking us to pay the taxes! Pay the land taxes, as you have been
here for more than 15 years to 20 years, and unless you pay the taxes we cannot do anything to
address your general problems.
C:

They were not doing anything...
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P4:
They keep asking us to pay land taxes.2 We [the Panchayat] cannot do anything [in Balaji
Nagar] as you are temporary residents and not the permanent ones and hence nothing can be done
here. Even in the past 20 days, there were posters posted on [each and] every of our homes from
the Panchayat Board asking us to pay the land taxes.
Reference 2 - 4.60% Coverage

C:
There could be some people who own their lands and have proper pattas and for others who
live on rents who lack patta. Is it hampering you to come collectively and do things to solve the water
crisis? Do you fear that the governments will send you away at anytime to a new location or displace
you at any time and hence you fear doing any constructive work here to solve the water problem
[yourselves]? You don’t own the land because of lack of patta. Do you fear doing collective efforts? Is
it the lack of effort due to [lack of] patta?
P5/P1/P3:
[Lack of patta] is the primary reason why there is no collective and constructive
efforts from the people. People fear that they could be displaced at any time for lack of patta or land
documents, and hence, [they are] not ready for any joint efforts. Even if people come together and
build an overhead water tank for solving the water [storage/supply] problem, they [still] fear that
they could be displaced at anytime, hence even though they have the desire to have such [things],
[they] are not ready to do it because of the fear of displacement!
C:
You want to do many things... but fear of displacement prevents you from undertaking such
tasks, like overheard tank back in your villages. You are not ready to do it for fear of displacement?
P5/P1/P3:
What is the use of such efforts? People say, even if we come together, we have the
fear of displacement! We are even ready to do something about the dumping of garbage near Balaji
Nagar, but the lack of patta prevents us from undertaking any collective efforts! Hence, people fear
contributing anything towards the common cause...
C:

You fear being displaced after doing such community efforts?

P5/P1/P3:
With patta, we can do everything and we will be assured our efforts [will not go to
waste] and nobody will question us [our rights].
<Internals\\FGD I\\FGD #2 - Transcript> - § 4 references coded [15.00% Coverage]
Reference 1 - 1.46% Coverage

M:

Any other examples?

R:

We all went and tried to get relief from the land tax. But it was not successful.

M:

What were you fighting for regarding the land tax?

R:

So that our houses will become our own. They say they wouldn’t give us the slip. We are not
able to get patta.

I:

Why?
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R:

We want the slip [land tax clearance in order to get patta] for lower amount than what they
demanded.

Reference 2 - 4.61% Coverage

M:

What was the biggest obstacle for getting these things?

R:

They say they would give the patta only if we had cleared the electricity bill and the land tax.

R:

Some people are ready to pay and others are not.

M:

How many of you have patta?

R:

No one gave us any patta.

R:

People from Nungambakkam and Mylapore came and settled here.3

R:

No one has patta here.

M:

Does anyone have their own house?

R:

Some of them have purchased houses and come here. They are not great in number.

M:

If the government gives patta, how many of you would get it?

C:

Do you understand his question? Some of you have come from Nungambakkam, some of you
have come from Mylapore, and some of you have come from Teynampet. If it is decided that
those who have migrated from other places would be given patta… how many of you are
likely to get?

I:

If you do not pay land tax and electricity bill, the government can send you out at any time. Is
it not so?

R:

Yes. Yes. You are right.

M:

Are you worried about it that there is a possibility for this?

R:

Yes. Of course.

R:

Yes. Definitely we are.

R:

Those who have purchased the land and settled here will not have any worry. But we
[people who were re-settled] are extremely worried about it.

Reference 3 - 7.69% Coverage

M:

I want to go back to the issue of land patta. Would you prefer to do the purification of water
at the individual household level or at the community level? Would you involve yourself in
community level system for water treatment?

I:

Do you think that it [a community system] is a waste of money and effort when you don’t
have patta?
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R:

No one will think that way. When it is common we have to cooperate as long as we are here.

R:

We use the [tap] water. So we have to cooperate with them [the rest of the community].
Nothing wrong in it.

R:

Otherwise we are going to pay our own money and get things done [in the household].

I:

Do you say patta is not a problem at all?

R:

Not at all. Whether we have patta or don’t have patta we will pay and do it.

M:

Do you think everyone in the community thinks the same way?

R:

Yes. Everyone will be ready to cooperate.

I:

After paying money they would build a big water tank here. At that time you may be asked to
quit [by the government] due to the patta problem. Do you have a feeling or fear about
wasting money in this? Do you think that when we are not sure of staying here, how can we
spend money?

R:

Yes. When we are not sure about staying here how I can invest money here!

R:

We are ready to give money even though we don’t have patta.

M:

What are your reasons for saying that?

R:

As long as we are here, we can have good water.

R:

Worry and concern about water will not be there.

R:

We want to have good water at least as long as we stay here.

<All of them repeatedly say this>
I:

[R] madam says she is ready. What do you say?

R:

When it is good for the entire community and when it is good for me too I will surely
cooperate with others for the common cause!

R:

The result should be good. It is enough.

I:

[R]… What do you say?

R:

When it is for the welfare of the community we have to give. We happily give Rs. 20 for
that.

I:

What do you say?
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R:

When we are not sure about staying here it is doubtful to give. Those who have money can
give. How can everyone give? Anyways we are cooperating till date.

Reference 4 - 1.23% Coverage

M:

Why do you say so?

R:

We have fear since the bridge (fly-over) was built here.

M:

What is the connection between the bridge and this issue?

R:

There is a bridge. There was also a petrol station built here. So we may have to quit - we fear
[being displaced again].

M:

Who said so?

R:

People around say so.

I:

Rumors!

<Internals\\FGD I\\FGD #3 - Transcript> - § 2 references coded [6.32% Coverage]
Reference 1 - 3.09% Coverage

M:
I have two more questions. Does everybody in Mylai Balaji Nagar have patta or do
some of your neighbors have it and others do not have it?
R:

Many of us do not have [patta].

R:

No one of us has it [patta].

M:

Is the government likely to displace you out at any time? Is it not so?

R:

They [the Panchayat] has assured us that they would not ask us to quit [the location].

I:

Do you have the fear that there is a possibility for this [re-displacement]?

R:

No, they would not ask us to go out.

R:

We are confident about it.

R:

People are talking among themselves like that only.

Reference 2 - 3.23% Coverage

M:

The government is saying that it would give patta for the past few years. But there is a delay.
Does it have a negative or positive impact for your joint efforts about drinking water?

I:

Do you think that it is a waste of money and effort when you don’t have patta? Do you have
a feeling or fear about wasting money in this? Do you think that when I am not sure of
staying here how can we spend money?

R:

No, we do not think that way.
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R:

Whether there is patta or not we will extend our cooperation.

R:

Let the patta come when it comes. We will continue these common works.

R:

As long as we live here we have to do it.

<Internals\\FGD I\\FGD #4 - Transcript> - § 2 references coded [9.94% Coverage]
Reference 1 - 0.28% Coverage

P:

There was no patta, so there was no electricity no water facility here.

Reference 2 - 9.66% Coverage

M:
Now, I know there are some issues in Mylai Balaji Nagar on patta. Many people have no
ownership; does that affect people working in groups collectively?
C:
In Balaji Nagar, there are issues of patta for the people. Does the non-possession of patta
prevent you from working together collectively? Do people feel that since I don’t have patta why
should I work with others collectively and waste my money when I don’t have patta? Are there any
issues like that?
P:

People are saying that they [the government] are going to give patta.

C:
I am not asking that. Most of the people living here in Balaji Nagar do not have patta and
what he is asking is that because you don’t have patta, do you feel apprehensive about working
together with other people? Are you ready to spend your money and effort to construct some
common structure or do you feel okay to work with people even if you don’t have patta on spending
money and effort and time?
P:
All of these people are going to be in the same place [even if re-settled]. It [collective action]
is not an issue even if there is no patta. The same kind of people are only going to stay here, so patta
or no patta is not an issue [for us].
C:
The same kind of people are going to stay together even if they are displaced. The people will
go to the new place together. That’s what he is asking us well.
P:
We are not going to leave [this place]. If the present government [DMK] is elected then they
might give us patta. If the woman Jayalalitha [ADMK] is elected then we might not get it.
P:

Anyway we are not going to leave from here.

C:
Some people are saying that if we don’t have patta we are not ready to contribute, but if we
have patta we don’t mind spending our time, money and effort.
P:
Since the same kind of people are going to be here it makes no difference with or without
patta.
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M:
Does the patta issue make it difficult for you to invest your own money in building a common
facility, like building a park or something, planting some trees in the street?
C:
Does the lack of patta prevent you from doing something like building a park or planting
trees in the public areas?
P:
It is not a hurdle. People [the government officers] are promising to give us patta after we
give money [back taxes and fees]. People who can afford it can pay for it and can get patta. What
about the people who don’t have money and are not able to pay anything to them [the government]
to get patta?
C:
Some people are saying that we are paying money to get patta and some others are saying
we are not able to pay to get the patta.
<Internals\\Interviews\\INT #1 - Darwin Moses (World Vision) - Transcript> - § 1 reference coded
[4.47% Coverage]
Reference 1 - 4.47% Coverage

R:
Yeah, second sector. This is issue, they wanted to have a roadblock. But the liquor shop
owner already covered the leaders, with financially as well as liquor. They confused the particular
womens, those who are going to lead things. So, today, tomorrow, morning, or afternoon, so like
that. So one person came with 15 members, police man came and went. Another day another
political party they put all the flags, but nobody stand there. So one person is those who are leading
the government, that person, no no don't fight. Like that, they divided. But there is no proper
communication to everybody, so that is the negative, the learning. So if they need the patta,
everybody needs the patta, that's the original authority document for the land, now they are not
planning to... only, they are paying rent only, but the land belongs to government. If we say that, all
will come, because all are going to benefit. Like that.4
M:
I see. So if the benefits are shared, if its something that's needed by everybody, then
everybody will participate. I see. ok. Lemme ask you another question....
<Internals\\Interviews\\INT #15 - World Vision - Transcript> - § 7 references coded [24.05% Coverage]
Reference 1 - 13.61% Coverage

We went and asked the M.D. [of the Slum Clearance Board]. He is asking us whether it is Naththam
wasteland or canal wasteland or lake wasteland [Mylai Balaji Nagar is on]. He is asking us! Is
he not supposed to know all these details?? All the details are available in the file. Even if he
is new to the chair, he is there for two years! The previous officers have left all the details
for him to refer to! We are here for many years! Still he doesn’t have any knowledge about
this area! He is telling us this area is not permanent for us as Slum Board has sanctioned us
this place which does not belong to them! No one claimed it permanently! The allotment
itself says that the place is allotted to the pavement dwellers. They ask us to pay the filling
charge. We have to pay only Rs. 5000 per house [plot] which measures 15 ft. by 18 ft. The
five thousand has grown into 40 thousand!!
C:

What is the filling charge?
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R:

The area was very low. They had fill mud to raise it [reclaim the land]. They ask us to pay the
filling charge. The Rs. 5000 is only the filling charge! If we pay they would hand over the land
to the Panchayat board! Then they [the Panchayat] would give us patta. When we vacated
the house they said it is a free place for us.

C:

Wait, I have to tell all these things to this gentleman. She is telling that water is a problem.
Electricity is a problem. They went and met the M.D. [of the TNSCB] one month back. He
listed various types of wastelands and asked them which one does this place belong to. They
[the TNSCB] are demanding these people pay Rs. 5000. Now it is Rs. 40 thousand [with
interest]! But that amount is only [land] filling charge. This area was low [lying wetland]. To
bring it up, they have to pay. In such a case, the area would then be given patta. That too…
the Panchayat will give the patta and not the Slum Clearance Board. After paying this money
they will send the documents to the Panchayat. Then the Panchayat will charge something
else and [then finally] give patta.

M:

Does the slum clearance board ask money for this [the land filling]?!

R:

Yes. The M.D. [TNSCB] says so. He says “Pay the entire amount. I will give you a receipt. We
will give patta [certificate] and allot the land to you.” The certificate will only confirm that
the filling charge has been paid by us. There are 2500 houses here. They expect all the 2500
houses to pay the filling charge! Unless it is [all] completed, we can't expect [to get] the
patta!

C:

She says that even if one house does not pay the [filling] money, they will not give patta to
anyone. Only if everybody pays the money they [the TNSCB] will hand over the place to the
Panchayat.

M:

Will it happen? Is it possible?

C:

He is asking if it is possible and would it happen?

R:

It does not seem to be possible. It seems it is impossible. It cannot be possible. This place is
not permanent for us. Somewhat poor people may not pay and clear the amount. We told
them [the TNSCB] to establish an office here and let him [the M.D.] sit here. We will collect
installments though the [self help] groups and pay the amount to them. We will ask the
residents to come to their office and let them collect the money and give them receipt.
These days they send a person periodically. They will just come and talk to few residents
here. They would collect if someone gives money and they would go just like that.

C:

Does he give receipt?

R:

Yes. He gives a perfect receipt.

C:

How much does he collect?

R:

The person gives just Rs. 300. How long will it take to reach 40,000? Moreover the delay will
also cumulate [interest] penalty. There is confusion now due to another matter. Most of
them [the re-settled evictees from Mylapore] who were brought here in the beginning have
sold [their plots] to somebody else. Now most of the houses are in the third hand! To avoid
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this confusion they [the TNSCB] have segregated the houses into two groups namely the
first-hand holders [original settlers] and the second-hand holders [newcomers].
C:

Those who came first should pay…?

R:

At first, it was said that they have to pay only Rs. 5000. Then the persons got from them [the
TNSCB] that they should pay Rs. 12,000. If you are allotted… it is Rs. 32,000. They also collect
from the person who was allotted at first. So it is Rs. 32k + Rs. 5k equals Rs. 37k. They say
that 100 months have gone [by]. They collect Rs. 300 per month. Many people have paid
that money. But they were not given any proof for that! They collect interest on interest!
Just imagine… 9% per Rs. 100!

C:

How much money was paid?

R:

At first, Rs. 7500 was collected. Then they collected Rs. 17k. Then they collected Rs. 21k.
Then 32k! Now it is 38k which would come to Rs. 40k along with interest. There are people
who got filled [the landfilling mud] in their lands - even when they were asked to pay Rs.
17k. But they were not given any receipt. These days whenever we go [to the TNSCB] and
approach they say “Oh…Balaji Nagar..?” and they hesitate to do anything for us. They look
down at us. We were happy that we have bought land which we could give to our children.
After my demise, it should become permanent property for our children. What will that
happen if the authorities are indecisive like this at this time? Nothing is clear. Everything is
confusing. They don’t give a responsible response when we approach them. Will we get
patta?

C:

When we approached the TNSCB, they say that only the Panchayat is responsible to allot the
patta. When we approached the Panchayat they say that only the TNSCB is responsible to
allot the same!!

R:

Yes. They repeatedly say the same thing to us.

C:

She is saying that those who originally bought it [the plots] should pay almost like Rs. 32k.
People who bought from them have to pay an extra amount of Rs. 5000 as a penalty. Some
of them have paid the full amount. They didn’t even get the receipt for it. She also says
whoever the authority may be, they are not responding properly.

R:

Our Councillor, President, along with two or three important persons from this area [the
community] and three of our members of [self help] groups went there [the TNSCB] and
asked. We requested to them that we would pay Rs. 25k and asked them to give [us the]
allotment. We would show it to Panchayat Board and make it ready. [Then] they asked for
land/property tax too!! They see if the house has a mud floor or a cement floor or a mosaic
floor or a marble floor! The tax differs according to the flooring of the house. The entire
Palikkaranai area is full of patta lands. They collect the property tax according to the floor
and roof of the house. OK… let them collect. No problem! But we should be allowed to live
here [legally]. They are not amicable either way. They talk in a very strict way. They say that
we should pay the entire amount immediately. They talk in a commanding voice. Those who
have money would pay. How about the ones who don’t have money? OK. They ask us to pay
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only Rs. 300. But they calculate the interest for the balance amount as well as the interest
on the balance interest! The payments would contine up to our next generation too!
C:

She is telling that they are paying Rs. 300 per month. But [for] how long? Again and again
they are putting penalty [interest]. They are again putting the interest for the lack of money.
If they pay Rs. 300 it will continue life long. They have to pay and the next generation has to
pay!

Reference 2 - 0.96% Coverage

M:

Do you have a fear that TNSCB or the Panchayat may ask you to clear out of this place?

R:

No, because I have paid part (half) of the amount already. I have three houses. One house
was paid Rs. 32,000 [?]. I have paid Rs. 24,000 totally -- Rs. 11,000 for one house and Rs.
11,000 for the other. They are in the name of my three sons and I am paying money in the
name of all the three sons. What they say is I should pay Rs. 35,000 within this month and
make things clear. Unless I pay this, the penalty and interest would grow.

Reference 3 - 2.77% Coverage

R:

This place was given to us by the central government. One Mr. Swaran Singh5 made this area
clear for us. When we came here they said that the area was freely allotted for us. “Go and
live in your own house, why do you suffer in this slum [at Mylapore]”. So we came here. First
they said the land was free. They filled [the wetland in with] mud. They asked us to pay the
filling charge. We came here from Luz Corner in Mylapore. It was near the railway station.
The place called Flower Garden was near our slum [there]. They said that the place belongs
to Public Works Department. We all hesitated to vacate that place and were adamant not to
vacate. I overstayed there for one more year. They asked us why we should have any fear
when government allots free land and so we came here. There was no electricity here for so
many years.

C:

She says they lived in Mylapore. The place belonged to Public Works Department. They asked
why they should hesitate when the government allots free land to you and so they came here
at last half heartedly.

R:

Ten years back Karunanidhi (the then Chief Minister) said he would give free patta for lands
occupied by pavement dwellers. We went and gave request to the CM’s cell straight in the
hands of M.K. Stalin (Deputy Minister and son of Karunanidhi). They said they would look
into the matter and just collected the requisition papers. No progress was there! We have
approached almost all the places. We have even approached the Fort and Collector [state
government officials]!

Reference 4 - 0.50% Coverage
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R:

Let them not give electricity or water. But these places [house plots] were bought for the
sake of the next generation. At least they should make it as our permanent place. That is
enough for us. Don’t we need peace of mind? We don’t have big flat. It is after all a hut.

Reference 5 - 1.27% Coverage

R:

I only had three sons when I vacated Mylapore. Now they are married and have a girl child
each. Can we live in the same old small house? We borrow money and extend the house by
adding a floor. They ask us "When you can't pay the penalty, why should you extend the
house? You are able to mobilize lakhs of rupees for building the house."

M:

You said you got receipt for the amount paid?

R:

They gave a receipt but they did not give any proof - that is the clearance certificate as we
have not paid the full amount. It is only allotment paper. It is not a perfect patta.

M:

How much more they have to pay? Is it not clear?

R:

That is not clear because they are paying interest on penalty.

Reference 6 - 3.51% Coverage

C:

I was talking to Panchayat Officer the other day. He said there is no revenue from Mylai
Balaji Nagar. Even the E.B. bill was for more than a crore. These people are telling that they
want sanction for houses. But they are not sanctioned as they don’t have patta. This area still
belongs to SCB. The E.B. bill is not the prime issue. The problem is the Panchayat is confused
about who has to issue patta. They say unless they pay the arrears they would not get
allotment. Without an allotment they cannot get patta. Even that letter is a temporary
allotment. Only when there is a registered approval everything is possible.

R:

Let them give separate [electricity] connections individually for every house. See -- in villages
if the water is supplied straight to your house, you have to pay water tax. In the same way
let them give [power] connection and collect tax. Let them give patta and collect land tax.
Either one of the bodies [Panchayat or TNSCB] should take in charge. We the people are
sandwiched in between. We are dying out of fear every day regarding the patta matter.
Some of us paid money and suffer and the others suffer without paying. If they approach us
we will give [the matter] importance in our federation and discuss it in our federation. We
will take the matter to the public. If ten people gather we can get a better solution. We will
get a permanent life. Even those paid the full amount and got the letter approached the
electricity board and asked. Even they were refused individual [electricity] connections. They
told them to come with the entire community after clearing the amount.

C:

She says that let them give individual connection and collect tax.
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R:

There is no use in living here for ten years. It is better to live one year with happiness and
satisfaction. The next generation should not curse us telling that "My parents have
purchased [land] in such a [terrible] place..."

Reference 7 - 1.44% Coverage

R:

They come and collect regularly. At first they said it is free for us. After a long time, in the
year 2000, they asked us to pay Rs. 7,500. Then they asked for Rs. 11,500. Then it became
Rs. 32,000. They say that the penalty is Rs. 5000 rupees per year per every house.

M:

Penalty! Every year!!

R:

Yes. Then there was a scheme from the Panchayat that if you have land they would build a
house for you for Rs. 80,000. But they asked us to give a bribe of Rs. 20,000. But the scheme
was helpful for this area, as it needs patta. They said to the federation that the allotment
should be in our name. There was full rush for it! 100 persons are in the federation. Some of
them are very poor. They don’t have house. They said that unless the full amount is settled
the Panchayath can't help.

<Internals\\Interviews\\INT #16 - Mr. Jayaprakash (Councillor)> - § 1 reference coded [47.14%
Coverage]
Reference 1 - 47.14% Coverage

M:

Hi… meeting Mr. Jayaprakash in sector 2 on Friday. The first question is what is the tenure
situation and patta here?

C:

Please tell us something about the land matters and patta [here].

R:

This place belongs to the Revenue Department [of the Tamil Nadu State Government].

C:

He says that this place belongs to Revenue Department.

R:

But the Slum Clearance Board occupied this place and got CMDA approval6. They divided
[the land] into plots. They [the TNSCB] only got the 2nd phase, 3rd phase electricity
approvals and they also got the approvals for the roads such as 10 feet road, 20 feet road
and 30 feet road [from the CMDA]. They also arranged for public toilets in the ratio of one
toilet for ten families.

C:

See -- the Slum Clearance Board occupied the land and got the approval of CMDA. CMDA is
the only authority to give approval. The Slum Clearance Board also arranged for the 10 feet
road, 20 feet road and 30 feet roads.

R:

But the maintenance is performed by the Town Panchayat [of Pallikarnai].

C:

He says the Pallikaranai Town Panchayat is doing the maintenance [for Mylai Balaji Nagar].

M:

What does he mean by the maintenance?

C:

What is maintenance?
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R:

Water, road, waste, etc.

M:

Can you tell me something about patta?

R:

The Slum Clearance Board has allotted 270 sq. ft. [15 ft. x 18 ft.] for every family. They
[TNSCB] say that the allotment would be given to those who pay all their dues. The Revenue
Department7 [of the State Government] should give its approval in the form of a NOC [No
Objection Certificate]. If it gives NOC then the patta would be allotted. But the NOC has not
yet given by the Revenue Department.

C:

The Slum Clearance Board has allotted 270 sq. ft. for every family. If they have paid the dues,
the allotment letter would be given. Even then the patta will not be given because the Slum
Clearance Board has to give NOC.

R:

Actually this land is supposed to be cattle-rearing [agricultural] land. The Delhi [Central]
Government has to give approval for using the rearing [agricultural] field for use for
residential purposes.

C:

This is grazing land. This is agricultural land. The Central Government has to approve the
allotment. So the [Central] Government has to give approval for using the grazing land for
living purposes.

M:

Does this [land] belong to Revenue Department of the Central Government or the State
Government?

C:

Actually this land belongs to whom - the Central Government or the State Government?

R:

Central Government.

C:

Is it not the Tamil Nadu [state] Revenue Department?

R:

The Revenue Department is that of the State Government, but the rearing [agricultural] land
belongs to the Central Government.

C:

Since this is grazing land they have to get approval from the Central Government.

M:

The people have to get the approval or the [Revenue] Department?

C:

Not the people. The Slum Clearance Board has to get it.

R:

The Pollution Control Department [also] has a right in this land.

C:

That means this [land] is under the control of the Forests Board? No… this is not forest area
at all.

R:

This is not a forest area. What is the English word which indicates the land where you take
the cattle to allow them to eat grass? I am also aware of it. But the Agriculture Department
[of the State Government] is also asking for land which equals the size of this land [as
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compensation for it having been given away by the Slum Clearance Board8] and they say
only on that condition will they approve this land for residential purposes. The TNSCB will
give NOC to us. For that, they [TNSCB] has to get NOC from them [the other relevant
Departments of the TN State Government].
C:

The TNSCB has to give NOC to these people and the TNSCB will get NOC from the Revenue
Department [of the TN State Government].

M:

What do they have to do to get the NOC from the Revenue Department [of the TN State
Government]?

C:

They have to pay the money. But even then they do not have the approval of the Revenue
Department. That is what blocking them.

M:

What is the hurdle to get the approval from the Revenue Department [of the State
Government]?

C:

Tell us what should be done to get the approval of the Revenue Department?

R:

They have to get the entire value [of all the land] from the residents. In 2001, they did a
survey of verification of lands to know who has got confirmed allotment and how many
vacant lands are there. They listed out who were allotted and who had purchased [plots]
from the allotted persons. It was finalized in the year 2003. According to the survey it was
announced that those who were directly allotted [i.e. the resettled evictees from
Mylaopore] should pay Rs. 17,040 and the persons who bought from them had to give an
additional amount of Rs. 5000 as penalty. But even after paying they were given only NOC
and not patta. Even now the records say that these lands belong to the Revenue
Department [of the TN State Government]. They also allowed them to give Rs. 2000 or Rs.
3000 [as a down payment] and [then] to give the rest of the amount as installments of Rs.
300.

C:

He says they did a survey in 2001. They listed out who were [originally] allotted lands. They
have to pay Rs. 17,500 if they were allotted.

M:

For how many months?

C:

How many months should they pay like that?

R:

Till they finish paying the entire amount. If there is delay they have to add [interet] penalty
and pay. But this was the stage in 2003. Today the value has gone up to Rs. 40,000!

C:

Yes. Every month they have to pay Rs. 300 extra if they fail to pay.

M:

OK…once the people get NOC, then what will happen?

R:

That is all!

C:

The NOCs are the end…only they are aimed for.

M:

[But] it is not [full] patta?
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C:

It is not patta. But the NOCs are enough to prove they are the owners for the time being, as
no one is [being] allotted patta [due to intra-agency conflicts in the State Government].

M:

Has anybody in Mylai Balaji Nagar got their NOC already?

C:

He is asking if anyone has got their NOC here.

R:

Yes, [about] 5% of them [the residents here] have got it.

R:

<Another person jumps in> 7% is there.

M:

Can they get patta using the NOC? What is the duty of the SCB then?

C:

How can they get patta using the NOC?

R:

They cannot get patta with NOC. But only if they have NOC they can get E.B. [Electricity
Board] connection and drainage connection!

C:

That is the rule of the S.B. [Sewerage Board] Department, that they should have NOC.

R:

They can even get a loan [mortgaging the house], if they have a NOC.

C:

He is saying that if they have NOC they can get electricity and drainage connections and
even they can apply for loans [using the house as collateral].

M:

What should one do to get proper patta?

R:

Nothing can be done. They cannot do anything. The Central Government has to give [its
own] NOC to the TNSCB [for changing the land usage].

C:

He is saying that the Revenue Department [also] has to give [its own] NOC.

M:

Who gives the patta? Who is the sponsor?

R:

The Tamil Nadu State Government.

<Internals\\Interviews\\INT #18 - Ligy - Transcript> - § 3 references coded [14.56% Coverage]
Reference 1 - 1.67% Coverage

M:

And for that one, land tenure is important? People have to have patta to...

R:
Yeah, see, unless they have the ownership of the land and all the things, whether this people
will be ready to pay? Because many of them are just orally transferred the properties isn't it, three
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times, four times, and all the things. So who will be responsible if they put up something and give a
water connection. So unless those types of things are settled how will they be able to do it?
M:

Ok.

Reference 2 - 0.66% Coverage

M:

Because people need to have the patta and then they can have the—

R:
Once they have all the rights, ok, people there... then all these things are automatically
come isn't it?
M:

Ok.

Reference 3 - 12.23% Coverage

R:
Unless that is done, how it will be? And the government thinks that, see, the land value is
increasing so much, so these people will slowly be moving away from that place. Not a single slum
people will be there. That's what they are... At that time, somebody was talking, when they, because
the land value is going on, so they'll sell this one and go to some other slums or... Big people, or
industry people, or economically affluent people will come to that area so all these problems will
automatically solve.
M:

Uh... how so?

R:
See, you'll be getting 25 lakhs for that small plot here. And that 25 lakhs you can buy much
bigger plot in some other village. So what these people will do, as the land prices increase in that
area, slowly, slowly, whoever is staying there, they'll be leaving the place and giving it somebody so
if some highly influential people, political people or this one, somehow they manage to get the patta
and the things...
M:
Oh, I see. So the wealthier people will be able to use personal connections to normalize
themselves—
R:
Yeah, personal connections. I don't know what is the legal way for that one, but somehow
they will... because so many... that Hyundai, I mean, some automobile companies all are there, isn't
it?
M:

Yeah, and the IT companies are there too.

R:
Yeah, so they will not be putting the IT firms without any proper patta or proper documents,
isn't it?
M:
use?

Right, right. So you're saying that that whole land will be converted to commercial, industrial

R:
Yeah, within a few years, that may happen. Because the city is spending so much, and the
land prices or real estate prices are going up. So that's what somebody was telling - "ok, we don't
have to do anything, the problem will be automatically solved, these people"-M:

Who was saying? The government people were saying?
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R:
Some government people... not officially... unofficially they were telling that this is what is
going to happen. And even Prema was telling, you talk to Prema, she also tell the same thing, so
naturally, this people will be going to some village areas later. Get the money and go away.
M:

Retire... retire to the countryside.

R:

Ah yeah.

M:

I see. So there's a possibility that this is kind of... this place isn't—

R:
Yeah, because you see the history, whoever actually was there... even half the people are
not there.
M:

Have of them have left, yeah.

R:

Ok, so the other people will also be moving away.

M:

So it's kind of like in limbo, you could say...

R:

Yeah! Yeah.

M:

It's kinda caught between two worlds.

R:
So now, whoever is there they are not even the people who is rehabilitated, so they don't
have to get any free... meals, isn't it? Because no water, no electricity should be given free to them,
because they are not the actual sufferers. So the government may take that type of a stand - "unless
you are the original people, why should we give you?"
M:
We talked to the Panchayat, the Ward Member, he says there's a certain fee - Rs. 35,000 - to
normalize the land. And if you bought the land and moved in - you're not the original allottee - then
you pay an extra penalty of Rs. 5000. But then you still get it. 5000 rupees more and then you still get
it.
R:

Yeah.

M:

So he said they, the Panchayat, are ready to normalize everybody if you pay it.

R:
Yea, but if they are not willing to do even that one, ok, so, what anybody can do? Because
when they expect something... ummm... they should have responsibility to you, isn't it?
<Internals\\Interviews\\INT #19 - Panchayat EO - Transcript> - § 3 references coded [45.55%
Coverage]
Reference 1 - 12.59% Coverage

M:

I want to talk to you about Mylai Balaji Nagar. What is the patta status there?

C:

He is asking about the patta status. Whom does it belong to?

R:

It belongs to the government.

C:

Which government does it belong to?
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R:

The State Government.9 You know…? The trains were running is it not? The people who did
the encroachment of the places were brought here. The government itself formed it and
allotted the places to them. I don’t have proper ideas about whether the allotted people live
here. They are taking action for patta allotment.

C:

Who is taking action?

R:

It is happening in the government level. The Slum Board is doing it. The Slum Board has
allotted it. Based on it things are moved. Even the MLA came and discussed the matter.

C:

Who has to give patta? Is it the Panchayat?

R:

No. Not the Panchayat…the Revenue Department [of the State Government] has to give
patta. Always patta means it should be given by the Revenue Department only.

C:

He is saying that the land is only the Tamil Nadu State Government's land. He is telling that
even the MLA also visited Mylai Balaji Nagar and discussed these patta issues. Actually the
patta has to be issued by the Revenue Department only.

Reference 2 - 19.41% Coverage

M:

What should the people do to get patta?

C:

He is asking what the people should do to get patta.

R:

First of all, we don’t know if the allotted persons [the re-settled evictees from Mylapore] live
there [anymore]. We are not able to identify if the allotted persons live there. If there are 500
people, there may be 50 persons who were really not allotted. Chances are there for that.
The officials who came from the Slum Clearance Board have discussed with them about who
were allotted and if the allotted plots were sold to someone else. They thoroughly talked to
them. Only after making these things clear we can think about patta. We cannot give patta to
some other man [other than the original allotees]. We can give only to the person who is
allotted! When someone is allotted someone else is not eligible to get the patta.
It is also said that a lot of dues are pending- not paid. I don’t have an exact idea because it
doesn’t come under our department at all. Such activities regarding water, light, road and
public heath are looked after by us. If you discuss with SCB officials they would clearly tell
you. They would tell you how many plots were there, who were allotted and if the same
persons reside in the same addresses. They will tell you accurately.

C:

He is telling that before going to the patta issue, there are a lot of issues [that have to be
resolved]. Who were allotted originally? Who were the persons who got the land from the
persons who were allotted originally? He is taking care of the maintenance of other facilities
like water and road. But they [the Panchayat] have no authority about the patta. Then he is
suggesting that it [the patta matter] is with the Slum Clearance Board and we can ask them.
They will tell. They have all these data about what number of allotments was given and what
about the land status now. They are only responsible.

Reference 3 - 13.55% Coverage

M:

Is there any long term plan to collect the money from them [Mylai Balaji Nagar]?
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R:

The very problem lies there! The major problem is only that. See, we have to find out and
identify who was originally allotted and we have to get the [land] tax only from them. That
task is still pending.

C:

Is that the biggest problem for you?

R:

Yes, of course. That is what …we enquired there [Mylai Balaji Nagar] so many times. We have
not received any details from them. Without those details we can’t do anything. If you are
allotted, we should know this plot in this street with this number is allotted to you! It would
be easy for us to collect tax from that particular person. When you don’t even know who is
allotted - from whom we will go and collect the tax? Moreover they say that so many dues
are pending from many persons who were allotted! Some dispute is going on between the
Slum Board and the residents. I don’t know what it is. For the time being we can’t even
collect the tax.

C:

He is telling it is tough to collect the taxes. It is difficult because the originally allotted persons
do not live in most of the houses. Unless they find out the original people who were allotted
they can’t collect taxes. That itself is difficult. So they don’t get any revenue. But they are
spending lakhs of rupees.

<Internals\\Interviews\\INT #4 - Mr. Ashok (MBN Voluntary Assoc.) - Notes> - § 2 references coded
[42.95% Coverage]
Reference 1 - 6.09% Coverage

•

Panchayat is now saying to residents that if they want an official electricity
connection they have to obtain a NOC (No Objection Certificate) from the TNSCB à
the TNSCB says they will not issue a NOC as they say that the MBN project/file is
now closed (and their efforts are now at Chamenjeri)
• (How Kafkaesque!)
• Ashok says that one reason they may not want to give an NOC is so there is
no permanence given to their residency there
• Ashok feels that even if residents were somehow able to obtain an NOC, the
Panchayat would not accept it to connect the power and legitimize a
permanent claim to that land à he alleges that the Panchayat is trying its
utmost to keep the people at MBN informal so that they can be moved
again whenever the gov’t decides

Reference 2 - 36.87% Coverage

ο

Residents are not paying land taxes at all since the beginning
• The original “deal” of the re-settlement was that residents at MBN would
pay at least Rs. 200/mo. until they reached a total of Rs. 11,000 (could retire
the debt faster if they wanted), and then they would have full title to their
plot
• But the residents could not afford to do this as after they were forcibly
re-settled they lost all sources of employment income from their previous
location at Mylapore
• Many households were involved in retailing, driving,
cycle-rickshaws, cleaning in the old Mylapore neighbourhood
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•

ο

ο

ο

ο

They couldn’t get transport back to these old work places as at that
time there was no bus-stand at MBN, and had to walk 3 km to Vijay
Nagar to catch a bus à so they lost their only source of income!!
• The households obviously had no money to pay the land fees in the
beginning; in fact, Ashok says in those early days there wasn’t
enough money to feed the children
• Moreover, they had to walk kilometres to get water at Pallikarnai
cos there was not even the tap water system there then; no
educational facilities for kids – nothing
• Development has only really accelerated in the community in the
past three years says Ashok
Ashok tells us though he had a house and basic services at Mylapore (albeit informal
encroachment as much of that displaced was), his ‘allotment paper’ (which he
showed to us, and of which I have photographs) indicates that he was a
street-dweller, and should be rehabilitated accordingly
• The language of ‘allotment’ is important as it is clearly not patta
• the people still have no legal right to the land, they have just been
given permission by the owner – the gov’t – to use it for the time
being
• this can be withdrawn at any time should the gov’t decide to seize
the land for development purposes, setting off another cycle of
displacement for the people of MBN (Ashok says he had been
moved before from several places before Mylapore)
Ashok feels that there is no security for their land à software companies coming up
to the south, to the west the plots in the wetland that measure 2400 sq. ft. (“1
ground”) are valued at 40-50 lakh each
• “And in the middle of all this is a slum”
• The value of the land at MBN is going up and up à this land is becoming
extremely valuable and possibly lucrative for the gov’t so Ashok fears they
may be displaced again
• Again, the issue of allotment is important as it means that residents may live
there but they do not have the legal right to sell the land at the market price
to other private actors
• (If they gov’t is going to ‘buy’ it back (if they pay anything at all
should they decide to seize the land) they will severely undervalue it
(<50%) says Siva)
• The plots in MBN are 370 sq. ft., there are some 300 households in
Sector 4 totalling some 46250 sq. ft. (i.e. some 10 crore of value at
surrounding land values!)
Ashok says that according to a law that the previous DMK gov’t passed people
should get patta after 10 years of residence at a place
• However, they’ve been there for 16 years and nothing has happened
• Other places that were informal have been formalized this way
• Ashok is in fact a DMK “ward member” in the “party alliance” (i.e. a
grassroots worker for the party)
• Some twenty petitions and letters have gone to the Collector, to the
Deputy CM (formerly Stalin) to get patta through this law (even 5 to
the “CM cell” which typically responds strongly within 24 hours) à
but all to no avail
Some people are trying to pay it now in order to regularize their land tenure, but it
seems the gov’t is not cooperating according to Ashok
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•
•
•

TNSCB and Panchayat are both shifting the responsibility to the other and
making it very difficult and unclear to residents on how to regularize
themselves or access basic services
Ashok went to meet the head of TNSCB, Mr. Abuji Sharma, recently and was
told that with interest accumulated, the residents owe Rs. 50,000 (instead of
the Rs. 11,000 it was originally) to reach the target and normalize their plots
Ashok says many residents are ready to pay this even now (there has been a
lot of economic development in the community, and they’ve really come up
in recent years) à but the Panchayat and the TNSCB are not ready to accept
the payment he claims
• Ashok feels that gov’t won’t accept the back-taxes as it would
legitimize residents’ claims to their plots and normalize their tenure;
•

He feels that the gov’t is trying to keep them on an informal basis so
that they can be moved again whenever they decide to use the land
for other purposes

<Internals\\Interviews\\INT #6 - Panchayat - Notes> - § 3 references coded [40.05% Coverage]
Reference 1 - 13.70% Coverage

What is the actual tenure situation at MBN?
• TNSCB is responsible for deciding on the patta matter
• The land at MBN belongs to the TNSCB, not the Panchayat
• The tenure situation is additionally complicated by the fact that there are both original
settlers there as well as new-comers amongst (who have informally purchased land
there, but are not the intended residents of the re-settlement scheme)
• The residents are not paying any taxes (so how can they claim to own the land?)
Reference 2 - 10.61% Coverage

Will the land tenure decision responsibility always remain with the TNSCB, or will it be
transferred to the Panchayat if the TNSCB transfers the land (and responsibilities) to
the Panchayat?
• This matter is not yet decidied
• But if it does, Pallikarnai Panchayat will be amalgamated to the Corporation of
Chennai which would entail a big shake-up of the responsibilities
Reference 3 - 15.73% Coverage

What are the barriers to the development of the community?
• There are no barriers per se “If people demand it, we will do it”
• She feels that the people at MBN are irresponsible and are misusing the facilities that
the Panchayat has provided there
ο E.g. breaking the water taps (but we know well why they feel they had to do
this)
• She feels that people at MBN are not responsible people and don’t care for their place
(she says this with disrespect and dismissal)
ο It is not due to lack of land tenure she says, but something due to their nature
<Internals\\Interviews\\INT #7 - TNSCB - Notes> - § 2 references coded [20.10% Coverage]
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Reference 1 - 14.79% Coverage

•

•

•
•

Plot size = 15 x 18 ft.
ο Totally empty land at time of re-settlement
ο Only street lights at the time
ο Plots marked by strings
ο Families had to build their own homes
Families were entitled to a “Hire Purchase10” scheme to gain ownership of the land
ο Rs. 70/mo. for 10 years and then it’s theirs11
ο Before MCS12 Lease cum sale agreement (Temporary)
ο After Permanent patta (permanent)
But people didn’t pay owing to the disruption of employment and income ops not a
single family followed through with the scheme’s payments
Maintenance issues then arose:
ο E.g. garbage etc.
ο TNSCB had to scrounge for funds to support these on-going services they
didn’t have funds earmarked for these purposes (shit planning eh?)
ο They say they transferred to Panchayat13 but they also have no funds
• They tried to collect ~5 Rs. To do sewage, waste management, etc.

Reference 2 - 5.31% Coverage

•
•

TNSCB doesn’t anticipate that MBN will be moved again
ο But it’s under the control of the Panchayat, TNSCB is not involved in these
decisions anymore
The Residents are now the ‘de facto’ owners of the land, he suggests
ο But they have to go to the Panchayat to be fully recognized/formalized, not the
TNSCB

Annotations
1

Must be the Revenue Dept of the TN gov't. PK also indicated that the wetland land that MBN is built upon is
under the control of the state government.

2

JJ: the tamil word is ‘manvari’, it means land à there is one land tax only.

3

From ON: "Vijaya
: We were staying in nugambakam and thainapet but Admk leadership transferred us
to here"
ADMK were the instigators!
From Wikipedia: 1991
Tenth Assembly
Anna Dravida Munnetra Kazhagam
J. Jayalalithaa
****Amma won the state with ADMK and in 1993-5 presided over MBN being resettled!! Now she has come
back (the party is also called AIADMK) to power in 2011, so people are not hopeful for their prospects.

4

Link this to the Gautemala paper. MBN is like Ciudad Real -- land tenure is the biggest struggle, before any
services.
5

Rehman Bibi told us this name - Swaran Singh [IAS officer] was the Chairman of the Slum Board at that time
[of resettlement].

6

The CMDA is part of the COC and it handles electricity and roads in the city and its environs.

7

It seems that the Revenue Department is responsible for issuing and managing patta in TN:
http://www.tn.gov.in/services/services_default.html#Revenue
8

The TN Slum Clearance Board is a division of the Housing and Urban Development Department of the TN
State Government. The land originally belonged to the the Agricultural Department of the State Government.
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Tthe Revenue Department of the TN State Government is responsible for issuing patta. And somewhere in there
the Central Government also comes in. What a damn mess...
9

This links up with what Jayaprakash and others were saying that the land actually belongs to the TN State Gov't
(held by the Revenue Department specifically)
10

i.e. lease to own agreement

11

This sums to Rs. 8400

12

What does this refer to? I think it refers to the land ownership scheme.

13

Transferred what exactly?
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Name: Nodes\\Analytical I\\Local Capacities
Description: - Bin

for the specific technical and management capacities that are available in

the given locale
- These capacities are (mostly) required to support the implementation of a COMM system >
may want to sub-divide
<Internals\\Interviews\\INT #5 - Raniyamma - Transcript> - § 1 reference coded [6.00% Coverage]
Reference 1 - 6.00% Coverage

M:

Given the previous experience in the waste management project how far would you be ready
to work for the government?

R:

Government dug deep bore-wells in many places to convert the saline water into better
one. They gave us training for that. They taught us. We cannot bring mechanics from outside
if there is any fault in the bore. Sometimes the chain may get cut. They made things ready;
but they never turned back to repair things. Even after we reported to them that the pump
broke down they did not bother to come and see what is wrong with that. There was no one
to repair that. We tried our level best to repair it by ourselves as we were given a set of
tools. The metal became a waste as it was corroded by the salinity of water. Another point is
that the government did not pay any attention about it. They would bring a scheme and
would never continue any follow up. They will not monitor them.
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Name: Nodes\\Analytical I\\Local Capacities\Livelihoods
Description: - Discussion

of how people earn their livelihoods in MBN

<Internals\\Exploratory Work\\PR - Prema's MBN Report- A Case of Urban Development Displaced
2009> - § 1 reference coded [32.38% Coverage]
Reference 1 - 32.38% Coverage

A pilot survey of 40 houses – purposive sampling – 10 houses from each sector – to obtain
initial insights on their demographic profile and practice and preference in water usage was
conducted.

The following Tables 1 & 2 show the male / female break-up of those interviewed and the age
group they primarily fall into. The chief criteria used for the interviews were that they should
have been residing in the settlement at-least for 10 years.

Table – 1

Sl. No

Gender

Frequency

1

Male

28

2

Female

12

Total

40

Table – 2

Sl. No

Age Group

Frequency

1

26 to 30

5

2

31 to 35

5

3

36 to 40

13

4

41 to 45

6

1/5

5

46 to 50

4

6

51 to 55

4

7

56 to 60

5

8

61 to 65

3

Total

40

It is interesting to note 2 key observations. Majority of those interviewed were men and 13 out
of 40 interviews fall in the category of 36-40. This is an important dimension as responses on
water use may be largely influenced by the gender background of the interviewed.

Table – 3

Sl. No

Occupation

Frequency

1

Daily Wage

11

2

Self Employment

13

3

Domestic Worker

5

4

Driver

4

5

Mason

4

6

Carpenter

3
Total

40

Table -3: Provides the occupational category of the respondents and by and large, they are
daily wage – labourers working in different sectors of the urban economy. Perhaps this is
significant for they are away from their homes for long hours and hence the need and access
to water may be minimal. It may also be noted that such labour ‘cook’ very little in the house
– may be once a day either in the morning or in the night. Their needs are met at the
workplace. This factor however needs to be probed further.
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Enquires on the income of the respondents are always a difficult and at best approximate
estimates. Table – 4 indicates that more than 50% of the sample earn Rs.5,000/- and less per
month. This ties up with the casual nature of work schedules.

Table – 4

Sl. No

Income in Rs.

Frequency

1

2,001 to 3,000

9

2

3,001 to 4,000

8

3

4,001 to 5,000

12

4

5,001 to 6,000

6

5

6,001 to 7,000

4

6

7,001 to 8,000

1

Total

40

On the years of residence of those interviewed it was found that all of them have been residing
in the slum from the beginning.
<Internals\\Interviews\\INT #13 - Ashok - Transcript> - § 1 reference coded [48.67% Coverage]
Reference 1 - 48.67% Coverage

M:

I know that you know many people living here. What are the kinds of jobs they are working
at?

R:

Most of them earn daily wages. They do house cleaning, driving auto etc. They belong to
poor families.

M:

When you say daily wages what do you mean?

R:

It is general labour. Per day they may earn Rs. 100 or 150.

M:

What else do they do?

R:

They go for domestic work. Some of them do painting work. It is wall painting. It is daily
wages …or weekly paid.

C:

The residence cleaning work would fetch them monthly salary like Rs. 500 per month.
Domestic works like washing vessels, cooking, washing clothes… etc.
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M:

What else?

R:

Painting and auto driving only!

<Internals\\Interviews\\INT #15 - World Vision - Transcript> - § 3 references coded [2.69% Coverage]
Reference 1 - 0.57% Coverage

C:

Will they [World Vision] help to pay the fees?

R:

Yes, they would. But they will not help for engineering education because it is a college
education. If the training is regarding a skill they would help. Electrician, plumbing, driving,
nursing, polytechnic… they help for all these things. They pay the fees.

Reference 2 - 1.47% Coverage

M:

What types of jobs do the women in this community do?

R:

They go for job, they go for household help/work, cooking and they also go for assisting in
construction work. Some go to stick the tiles. Apart from that they also do some businesses.
Some sell rice. Some sell clothes.

C:

They say they go for different types of jobs. They go for domestic labor like cleaning the
vessels in the house. They go for cooking. They go for mild mason job. Even they go for
construction jobs. Sometimes they lay tiles too. They go for selling saris.

R:

They sell vegetables too.

M:

So approximately what percentage of the women in this community goes for jobs?

R:

No woman stays at home these days in any house! If they are well off they stay at home. As
far as this area is concerned this is the position.

Reference 3 - 0.66% Coverage

R:

Some of them [community members] work in a office, some of them do assistance in
construction work. Some of them are government staff and some other men are
government staff. But the percentage of government staff would be very little. 10 or 8%
would be government staff. Most of them are laborers. They get wages daily. The job is
according to the education.

<Internals\\Interviews\\INT #5 - Raniyamma - Transcript> - § 1 reference coded [3.15% Coverage]
Reference 1 - 3.15% Coverage

R:

Yes. They [the Panchayat] should have given but they didn’t. We were even asked to open a
bank account. They didn’t credit any amount except Rs. 20 per house. We were not able to
run the show. Even that was irregular. For such jobs one should be paid at least 5 or 6k [per
month] for the then-cost of living. The Panchayat didn’t pay even 10 paisa [penny] to us for
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collecting the garbage. We collected money from the residents along the lanes where we
collected the garbage.
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Name: Nodes\\Analytical I\\Local Capacities\Local Knowledge
Description: - Instances

where people discuss their understanding of the provenance of water
supply and other environmental problems
- Bin for where people display complex understanding of the problems in question
<Internals\\FGD I\\FGD #1 - Transcript> - § 2 references coded [2.34% Coverage]
Reference 1 - 0.20% Coverage

P3:

People say that since [tap] water comes from [a distance], it is like this.1

Reference 2 - 2.15% Coverage

C:
When you said that the if water treatment is done at the community level, there will have to
be contribution from all people and everybody will provide their help and support for it, so as to get
water for everyone, and at the individual household level wherein you said that everybody will do it
as a matter of necessity and they will do it compulsorily. During times of change, during seasonal
changes, such as during shortage of water and during seasons of excessive water, which treatment
method will you prefer? At the community level or at the household level?
P4:
Community level treatment is good... done at the sectoral level, as it is beneficial for
everyone. We should do the water treatment collectively, in each sector preferably, or at the
individual level, if the community level treatment is not possible or [situation] is not conducive [for
it].
<Internals\\Interviews\\INT #18 - Ligy - Transcript> - § 1 reference coded [3.35% Coverage]
Reference 1 - 3.35% Coverage

M:
Can you tell me a bit about the history of the three-pot filter, like where was it used
traditionally?
R:

In most of the households where they were collecting the water from the surface sources.

M:

In Tamil Nadu? In Kerala? In south India...?

R:

Um... in many rural areas. It is not location specific, it was spread everywhere.

M:

Everywhere this is a very common practice?

R:
Yeah, wherever it was there, ok, filter will be using a cloth and put it through the sand and...
Because I remember, when I was in school in 4th standard, this was one of the projects I made for
the...
M:

Oh really! So you started early!

R:
Yeah, at that time we were trying to do that one. We didn't know what is actually happening
in the systems and all, but it was clearing the water, so.
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M:

I see.

R:
Because charcoal will take care of your, any organic matter present, and definitely the
residual turbidity also. And the chlorine will disinfect the system.
<Internals\\Interviews\\INT #4 - Mr. Ashok (MBN Voluntary Assoc.) - Notes> - § 1 reference coded
[4.95% Coverage]
Reference 1 - 4.95% Coverage

•

Also, spouses of drinkers preferred that the Wine Shop remain in
MBN ironically
ο Otherwise, the men had to travel to either Vijay Nagar or
somewhere to the south (Tambaram?) to the closest Wine
Shop à pay for travel both ways
ο They would go to these other places and there would be
fights and violence, drinkers passing out on the streets far
from home
ο Hence, the wives of drinkers preferred that at least the
drinkers were still in the community and could stumble
home instead of being lost somewhere else
ο Of course the drinkers too preferred having the Wine Shop
close by and resisted efforts to have it closed

Annotations
1

JJ: she's saying that the water comes from afar, so that is why it is muddy and unclear
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Name: Nodes\\Analytical I\\Meta-issues
Description: - Includes

points relating to how the research exists in the real world, meta shit,

ya know?
- includes how people perceive and relate to us
<Internals\\Interviews\\INT #1 - Darwin Moses (World Vision) - Transcript> - § 1 reference coded
[6.45% Coverage]
Reference 1 - 6.45% Coverage

C:
Do you have incidence of doing something with the community’s cooperation, and failing,
because by knowing MBN is saying household-level is best. Do you have any examples saying that
why are you saying community-level, do you have some experiences?
R:
Yeah you are going to community level nah, who are the partners? So that is depends. Who
is going to take responsibility? So who is going to go do? Even now you are doing research. You are,
you have, IIT have power. So there is no help for the people, so they are looking you. So they are
coming for 2 years, so nothing happened. People is thinking like that. So they want to do something.
And also whatever you are doing you have to tell the people, so we are doing this and this, it will
take time, this time that time. So you are approaching very few people and they are not, they are
closing. Usually people will not explore good things. Sometimes they want, if the benefit for her,
they will tell if it is not going to benefit anything, they will tell. For example, if I give so many
schemes on the meeting, they will not tell everybody. It depends on the individual persons. Is there
any person to help, that particular person they should listen to get to the ... like that. You are doing
it, yes, you have to tell everything to the whole community so they can be aware. This is my
suggestion. Whatever you are going to do, we will cooperate, whether we are working there or not.
So I will cooperate. Because that is my lab, that is my heart, so I can help, and also I can help instruct
my people to cooperate.
<Internals\\Interviews\\INT #10 - Mani & Faridha - Transcript> - § 1 reference coded [6.02%
Coverage]
Reference 1 - 6.02% Coverage

I:

Women have participated in other NGO groups too. How did men react after they achieved
[benefits with] them?

M:

At first they [the men] were quarrelling [with the women]. After they saw the benefits of
money and loans they became silent. Now they are supporting!

F:

Now they started believing them, as a tax [to the men] is also paid, but they don’t believe…
<laughs>

I:

But they don’t believe us! eh… <laughs>

F:

Yes! <laughs>
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Name: Nodes\\Analytical I\\Other Municipal Services
Description: - History and

evolution of electricity, roads, drainage, and other municipal
services not covered in independent nodes (i.e. water supply and sanitation)
- Description of current state of these services
<Internals\\Exploratory Work\\PR - Prema's MBN Report- A Case of Urban Development Displaced
2009> - § 2 references coded [10.25% Coverage]
Reference 1 - 1.98% Coverage

In general one can observe that roads are very badly laid; it has no drainage system, there
exists no semblance of solid waste management.
Reference 2 - 8.27% Coverage

In this context when enquired about the promises of the services during the initial settlement,
they were unanimous in mentioning that all amenities such as good roads, free electricity,
workable and well maintained toilets with sufficient supply of water having been assured.
After 15 years, what they have is only free electricity and rest is yet to reach them. They were
again unison in saying that they expect all these facilities to be provided by the Government.
From the settlement and the neighbours they seek cooperation to lobby for these facilities
which are overdue.
<Internals\\FGD I\\FGD #1 - Transcript> - § 1 reference coded [0.60% Coverage]
Reference 1 - 0.60% Coverage

In the fourth sector, there is a youth voluntary association who have organised to provide electricity
to homes by collecting Rs. 20 per month from the homes which don’t have electricity in their houses
and are seeking to have [a connection].
<Internals\\FGD I\\FGD #2 - Transcript> - § 1 reference coded [0.43% Coverage]
Reference 1 - 0.43% Coverage

F:

I too belong to this area. There was no power supply at first. There was not even street light.
We pulled the supply.

<Internals\\FGD I\\FGD #3 - Transcript> - § 1 reference coded [1.10% Coverage]
Reference 1 - 1.10% Coverage

R:
There would be frequent power cuts [before]. If it is 2 or 3 days of power cuts we take
collective action.
R:
There is a power cut every day here. But they [the gov't workers] come and rectify
immediately.
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<Internals\\FGD I\\FGD #4 - Transcript> - § 2 references coded [1.88% Coverage]
Reference 1 - 1.50% Coverage

P:
A flood came when there was heavy rains and there was no place to take rest. [There was]
water everywhere. Water came into our houses. Water everywhere...
C:

When did that occur?1

P:

Water came and there was no way [drainage] for water to be released outside.

P:
It was six or seven years back, there was water in every home during the reign of Amma. The
whole village was filled with water.
Reference 2 - 0.38% Coverage

P:

How are the roads here? The roads are not good here.

P:

When water comes it will be on the road.

<Internals\\Interviews\\INT #15 - World Vision - Transcript> - § 3 references coded [4.22% Coverage]
Reference 1 - 0.80% Coverage

R:

It would be a big problem if there is a power cut.

C:

She is telling if the power stops, it would be a big problem.

R:

It [the power supply] is erratic and the timing is indefinite. There is no power and there is no
water. Especially if there is a power cut in the night it is like a hell as the mosquito bite
would be intolerable. Even snakes come in. We can even purchase edibles or food from
outside. But can we buy electricity?

Reference 2 - 2.28% Coverage

C:

If we ask he says they didn’t receive even a single paisa from Balaji Nagar. The electricity bill
was something like more than a crore it seems.

R:

Should they not take action for that?

C:

If they cut the electricity connection people come and quarrel from this area.

R:

Even a poor family here has a fridge, washing machine and rice cooker! Let them cut the
power and talk to us. In a way they are correct as some people here are arrogant and create
problems. Let them come and ask. We will pay.
Even for the SCB we tell them the same thing. if they establish an office here we will
regularly pay the amount. [Self Help] Group people are ready to collect it and give. At least
let them sit till the 10th of every month. We are sure that we should pay the devil its due.
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Let them take the step. They should not cut [electricity] for the entire area. They should cut
only for those who don’t pay. They should take the step. When there is power in one house
and no power in the other house they will have an urge to pay. We filled a form of Rs. 150
and sent a request to the E.B. [Electricity Board]. They are adamant not to give us. They say
the SCB has not given approval for the same. The E.B. didn’t give sanction as there is no
patta.
Reference 3 - 1.14% Coverage

C:

I was talking to Panchayat Officer the other day. He said there is no revenue from Mylai
Balaji Nagar. Even the E.B. bill was for more than a crore. These people are telling that they
want sanction for houses. But they are not sanctioned as they don’t have patta. This area still
belongs to SCB. The E.B. bill is not the prime issue. The problem is the Panchayat is confused
about who has to issue patta. They say unless they pay the arrears they would not get
allotment. Without an allotment they cannot get patta. Even that letter is a temporary
allotment. Only when there is a registered approval everything is possible.

<Internals\\Interviews\\INT #16 - Mr. Jayaprakash (Councillor)> - § 1 reference coded [3.81%
Coverage]
Reference 1 - 3.81% Coverage

M:

Can they get patta using the NOC? What is the duty of the SCB then?

C:

How can they get patta using the NOC?

R:

They cannot get patta with NOC. But only if they have NOC they can get E.B. [Electricity
Board] connection and drainage connection!

C:

That is the rule of the S.B. [Sewerage Board] Department, that they should have NOC.

R:

They can even get a loan [mortgaging the house], if they have a NOC.

C:

He is saying that if they have NOC they can get electricity and drainage connections and
even they can apply for loans [using the house as collateral].

<Internals\\Interviews\\INT #19 - Panchayat EO - Transcript> - § 1 reference coded [9.31% Coverage]
Reference 1 - 9.31% Coverage

M:

Who is responsible for providing water and other facilities?

C:

Sir, is it the Panchayat [that is] responsible to provide water and other facilities?

R:

Yes. We are doing it. Already UGD - underground drainage - is going on. We have already
provided CC road and BT road2. The roads might have been damaged due to the work of UGD
underground drainage which is going on now. It would be rectified after the work is finished.
If it is CC road, they would be [re]built as CC road, and if it is BT road, they would be [re]built
as BT road. Water supply is only own source. We have built a well in the lake. Water is
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supplied through a pump. Street lights, roads, underground drainage, and public health are
looked after by us. We are doing these five aspects.
C:

He says they are only checking water, street lights, roads, underground drainage, and public
health. They are responsible for these things.

<Internals\\Interviews\\INT #2 - Rehman Bibi - Notes> - § 1 reference coded [1.36% Coverage]
Reference 1 - 1.36% Coverage

In this community, you can always notice the electricity problem. There will be power shutdowns
frequently because of some faults in the line. But nobody takes the initiative to look after this.
<Internals\\Interviews\\INT #4 - Mr. Ashok (MBN Voluntary Assoc.) - Notes> - § 2 references coded
[15.57% Coverage]
Reference 1 - 13.39% Coverage

1. Electricity supply situation:
• 3 transformers in MBN à supply is not good (one of the transformers went out with
a loud ‘BANG!’ in the midst of this very conversation, knocking out power in the
sector)
• Only streetlight connections and three transformers were installed by the gov’t à
these are the only source of power
• Streetlights were seen as the most basic necessity as it was the edge of the
city, a vacant field, with nothing in it, so the gov’t at least gave streetlights…
• No connections for any households officially
• All households connect illegally to the streetlight circuits to access electricity
• In 2006-7, the Ward Member in MBN, Jayaprakash, collected Rs. 500 from 300
households in Sector 2 in order to get their papers processed so they could get
official electrical connections à but no connections came. Ashok seems to be
suggesting there was something very irregular going on here.
• Panchayat is now saying to residents that if they want an official electricity
connection they have to obtain a NOC (No Objection Certificate) from the TNSCB à
the TNSCB says they will not issue a NOC as they say that the MBN project/file is
now closed (and their efforts are now at Chamenjeri)
• (How Kafkaesque!)
• Ashok says that one reason they may not want to give an NOC is so there is
no permanence given to their residency there
• Ashok feels that even if residents were somehow able to obtain an NOC, the
Panchayat would not accept it to connect the power and legitimize a
permanent claim to that land à he alleges that the Panchayat is trying its
utmost to keep the people at MBN informal so that they can be moved
again whenever the gov’t decides
Reference 2 - 2.18% Coverage

2. Electricity Improvements
• When there is a power outage caused by some local wiring or technical problem, the
Association calls someone from the EB (Electricity Board) to come fix it
• Also help people make connections to the streetlight circuits for household power
supply
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<Internals\\Interviews\\INT #7 - TNSCB - Notes> - § 1 reference coded [2.75% Coverage]
Reference 1 - 2.75% Coverage

•

Wrt electrical supply, TNSCB installed street lights, but not household connections
ο (The street lights have now been spliced to provide electricity to homes!)

<Internals\\Interviews\\INT #9 - Rehman Bibi - Transcript> - § 2 references coded [2.95% Coverage]
Reference 1 - 0.33% Coverage

R:

They [the Panchayat] pay the electricity bill too3.

Reference 2 - 2.62% Coverage

M:

Who is responsible now for the lights, etc. [here at MBN]?
<The rest is inaudible as many women and children are shouting around>

R:

The Slum Clearance Board has [been] paid money for everything in advance. The Railway
Department had given the entire amount to the Slum Board. They [the Slum Board] are
benefited by us. We were not benefited by them. We said there is no school. Sriram [a
private charity] built this house.

Annotations
1

My notes indicate also 2005.

From notes:
people’s homes were flooded and they had to stay in the community hall; the gov’t provided food aid, but it was
poor in quality
o
In the face of this, people lobbied the gov’t to give 5 kg of rice to everyone
o
Gov’t wound up giving Rs. 2000 to all the hutments
2

CC = cement/concrete
BT = tar (i.e. asphalt?)

3

It's not clear here who 'they' is that pay the elc bill, but from previous explorations, I take it that it is the
Panchayat.
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Name: Nodes\\Analytical I\\Quality Control & Monitoring
Description: Point

relating to the following features:
- Is centralized monitoring of water quality desired or mandated?
- Gov't mandate to monitor/assure water quality
- Consumer confidence in water quality
<Internals\\FGD I\\FGD #3 - Transcript> - § 2 references coded [3.25% Coverage]
Reference 1 - 0.51% Coverage

R:

The [water quality] result is assured. We won't know if the home-based method would be
fruitful.

Reference 2 - 2.75% Coverage

M:

This is my last question -- which one do you think is a better approach for a water treatment
system in Balaji Nagar? Is it household water system or community level water system?

R:

It is better to be at the community level.

R:

Yes.

R:

Yes.

I:

Why do you say so?

R:
We may have a doubt or fear that it may not be proper if it is done in individual level.
We believe that the system of treatment would be better if it is done in community
level.
R:

The water would be cleaner [when treated at the community level].

<Internals\\FGD I\\FGD #4 - Transcript> - § 2 references coded [3.82% Coverage]
Reference 1 - 1.60% Coverage

C:
We will go back to the old question, which one will your neighbor prefer about the water
treatment level - at the community level or household level? Which one do you think, going back to
the basic issue that we are discussing about. Which one would your neighbor opt for for water
treatment -- to be at the community level or the household level?
P:

Community level only. People will not do [treatment] correctly [at home].

Reference 2 - 2.22% Coverage

C:
At the community-level means everybody should contribute their time, effort and money
together collectively to construct a public facility, whereas the household level means all the
expenses, time and effort are borne at the individual level in each household.
P:
Only knowledgable people might be able to do it at the household level, whereas if it is
done at the community level, then everyone can benefit by it. If at the household, it means children
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might drink water not knowing the difference between the good one and the bad one. If it is
common then we can even pay and get the water.
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Name: Nodes\\Analytical I\\Relationships with Local Gov't
Description: - General bin
- DO NOT AGGREGATE
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Name: Nodes\\Analytical I\\Relationships with Local Gov't\Agency-Agency (Intra-Gov't)
Description: - Points

on how different gov't agencies relate to one another wrt MBN
- e.g. Disagreement on responsibilities for MBN
<Internals\\Exploratory Work\\PK - Prabha's Mtg w. Dr. Buvana (TNSCB)> - § 1 reference coded
[15.05% Coverage]
Reference 1 - 15.05% Coverage

− According to the Slum Board, this re-settlement is a 20 year lease arrangement.
Residents who were given the original piece of paper and land allocation are expected
to pay Rs. 90/month for the land and services. After 20 years they would be owners of
their plots. She insisted that the collection staff of the Slum Board was collecting
money and that that was all the Slum Board had to do with the residents. The town
panchayat is responsible for the maintenance of all services. [I did some investigation
about the Rs. 90 payment. Apparently, no one is paying this amount and the people I
spoke with in MB Nagar have not seen the slum board in either a year or two years. It
seems they would have last gone to MB Nagar when there was the discussion about
upgrading via the JNNURM scheme. According to the town panchayat council this
was more than a year ago.]
<Internals\\Exploratory Work\\PK - Prabha's Scoping Report 2009> - § 1 reference coded [8.13%
Coverage]
Reference 1 - 8.13% Coverage

1) The governance framework in an urbanizing landscape
This is a complicated moment in Chennai in terms of government, governance and
administrative structures. There is an administrative restructuring in the works and
there is a consensus that Chennai will be divided into three administrative regions – no
one knows when and exactly how. The metropolitan boundaries will be expanded.
And there is a new Master Plan in development which has had some citizen
participation. The town panchayat told us that they will become a corporation next
year. In terms of India’s urban classification this is a major upgrading for Pallikaranai.
It also means they will have a lot more money in their budget, a lot more power in
terms of dealing with utilities and a lot of responsibilities. This could also mean the
entire responsibility for MB Nagar could be handed over to the corporation including
the management of land tenure, which currently resides with the TN Slum Clearance
Board.

As you know, MB Nagar will not benefit from any of the pro-poor initiatives under the
JNNURM urban renewal scheme, as it seems the panchayat, metro Chennai, the Slum
Clearance Board and the residents could not come to an agreement. I am not sure what
exactly happened here and who facilitated the communication with the residents.
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<Internals\\Interviews\\INT #1 - Darwin Moses (World Vision) - Transcript> - § 1 reference coded
[3.22% Coverage]
Reference 1 - 3.22% Coverage

M:

Ok, so what were, what else, what other kinds of obstacles did you encounter?

R:
Then government also once they put [the people] there, they not care about anything. If we
approach Panchayat, Panchayat says it is the government - Slum Clearance Board. If we go Slum
Clearance Board, no, no no! like that. I want to ask them, you say there is no review written, or you
give written. So the people went to them, they asked, so whenever they need, government need,
that time they go and everything like that, then they sat that, like that. So government also, after
Mr. G.G. Paul, so when we took that time was very good cooperation from the government. When
they say the project is not yet over, that project is started good they went back closed. So that is
also another thing.
<Internals\\Interviews\\INT #15 - World Vision - Transcript> - § 2 references coded [4.95% Coverage]
Reference 1 - 2.00% Coverage

R:

The area was very low. They had fill mud to raise it [reclaim the land]. They ask us to pay the
filling charge. The Rs. 5000 is only the filling charge! If we pay they would hand over the land
to the Panchayat board! Then they [the Panchayat] would give us patta. When we vacated
the house they said it is a free place for us.

C:

Wait, I have to tell all these things to this gentleman. She is telling that water is a problem.
Electricity is a problem. They went and met the M.D. [of the TNSCB] one month back. He
listed various types of wastelands and asked them which one does this place belong to. They
[the TNSCB] are demanding these people pay Rs. 5000. Now it is Rs. 40 thousand [with
interest]! But that amount is only [land] filling charge. This area was low [lying wetland]. To
bring it up, they have to pay. In such a case, the area would then be given patta. That too…
the Panchayat will give the patta and not the Slum Clearance Board. After paying this money
they will send the documents to the Panchayat. Then the Panchayat will charge something
else and [then finally] give patta.

Reference 2 - 2.95% Coverage

C:

I was talking to Panchayat Officer the other day. He said there is no revenue from Mylai
Balaji Nagar. Even the E.B. bill was for more than a crore. These people are telling that they
want sanction for houses. But they are not sanctioned as they don’t have patta. This area still
belongs to SCB. The E.B. bill is not the prime issue. The problem is the Panchayat is confused
about who has to issue patta. They say unless they pay the arrears they would not get
allotment. Without an allotment they cannot get patta. Even that letter is a temporary
allotment. Only when there is a registered approval everything is possible.

R:

Let them give separate [electricity] connections individually for every house. See -- in villages
if the water is supplied straight to your house, you have to pay water tax. In the same way
let them give [power] connection and collect tax. Let them give patta and collect land tax.
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Either one of the bodies [Panchayat or TNSCB] should take in charge. We the people are
sandwiched in between. We are dying out of fear every day regarding the patta matter.
Some of us paid money and suffer and the others suffer without paying. If they approach us
we will give [the matter] importance in our federation and discuss it in our federation. We
will take the matter to the public. If ten people gather we can get a better solution. We will
get a permanent life. Even those paid the full amount and got the letter approached the
electricity board and asked. Even they were refused individual [electricity] connections. They
told them to come with the entire community after clearing the amount.
<Internals\\Interviews\\INT #16 - Mr. Jayaprakash (Councillor)> - § 4 references coded [52.70%
Coverage]
Reference 1 - 39.38% Coverage

M:

Hi… meeting Mr. Jayaprakash in sector 2 on Friday. The first question is what is the tenure
situation and patta here?

C:

Please tell us something about the land matters and patta [here].

R:

This place belongs to the Revenue Department [of the Tamil Nadu State Government].

C:

He says that this place belongs to Revenue Department.

R:

But the Slum Clearance Board occupied this place and got CMDA approval1. They divided
[the land] into plots. They [the TNSCB] only got the 2nd phase, 3rd phase electricity
approvals and they also got the approvals for the roads such as 10 feet road, 20 feet road
and 30 feet road [from the CMDA]. They also arranged for public toilets in the ratio of one
toilet for ten families.

C:

See -- the Slum Clearance Board occupied the land and got the approval of CMDA. CMDA is
the only authority to give approval. The Slum Clearance Board also arranged for the 10 feet
road, 20 feet road and 30 feet roads.

R:

But the maintenance is performed by the Town Panchayat [of Pallikarnai].

C:

He says the Pallikaranai Town Panchayat is doing the maintenance [for Mylai Balaji Nagar].

M:

What does he mean by the maintenance?

C:

What is maintenance?

R:

Water, road, waste, etc.

M:

Can you tell me something about patta?

R:

The Slum Clearance Board has allotted 270 sq. ft. [15 ft. x 18 ft.] for every family. They
[TNSCB] say that the allotment would be given to those who pay all their dues. The Revenue
Department2 [of the State Government] should give its approval in the form of a NOC [No
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Objection Certificate]. If it gives NOC then the patta would be allotted. But the NOC has not
yet given by the Revenue Department.
C:

The Slum Clearance Board has allotted 270 sq. ft. for every family. If they have paid the dues,
the allotment letter would be given. Even then the patta will not be given because the Slum
Clearance Board has to give NOC.

R:

Actually this land is supposed to be cattle-rearing [agricultural] land. The Delhi [Central]
Government has to give approval for using the rearing [agricultural] field for use for
residential purposes.

C:

This is grazing land. This is agricultural land. The Central Government has to approve the
allotment. So the [Central] Government has to give approval for using the grazing land for
living purposes.

M:

Does this [land] belong to Revenue Department of the Central Government or the State
Government?

C:

Actually this land belongs to whom - the Central Government or the State Government?

R:

Central Government.

C:

Is it not the Tamil Nadu [state] Revenue Department?

R:

The Revenue Department is that of the State Government, but the rearing [agricultural] land
belongs to the Central Government.

C:

Since this is grazing land they have to get approval from the Central Government.

M:

The people have to get the approval or the [Revenue] Department?

C:

Not the people. The Slum Clearance Board has to get it.

R:

The Pollution Control Department [also] has a right in this land.

C:

That means this [land] is under the control of the Forests Board? No… this is not forest area
at all.

R:

This is not a forest area. What is the English word which indicates the land where you take
the cattle to allow them to eat grass? I am also aware of it. But the Agriculture Department
[of the State Government] is also asking for land which equals the size of this land [as
compensation for it having been given away by the Slum Clearance Board3] and they say
only on that condition will they approve this land for residential purposes. The TNSCB will
give NOC to us. For that, they [TNSCB] has to get NOC from them [the other relevant
Departments of the TN State Government].

C:

The TNSCB has to give NOC to these people and the TNSCB will get NOC from the Revenue
Department [of the TN State Government].

M:

What do they have to do to get the NOC from the Revenue Department [of the TN State
Government]?
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C:

They have to pay the money. But even then they do not have the approval of the Revenue
Department. That is what blocking them.

M:

What is the hurdle to get the approval from the Revenue Department [of the State
Government]?

C:

Tell us what should be done to get the approval of the Revenue Department?

R:

They have to get the entire value [of all the land] from the residents. In 2001, they did a
survey of verification of lands to know who has got confirmed allotment and how many
vacant lands are there. They listed out who were allotted and who had purchased [plots]
from the allotted persons. It was finalized in the year 2003. According to the survey it was
announced that those who were directly allotted [i.e. the resettled evictees from
Mylaopore] should pay Rs. 17,040 and the persons who bought from them had to give an
additional amount of Rs. 5000 as penalty. But even after paying they were given only NOC
and not patta. Even now the records say that these lands belong to the Revenue
Department [of the TN State Government]. They also allowed them to give Rs. 2000 or Rs.
3000 [as a down payment] and [then] to give the rest of the amount as installments of Rs.
300.

C:

He says they did a survey in 2001. They listed out who were [originally] allotted lands. They
have to pay Rs. 17,500 if they were allotted.

M:

For how many months?

C:

How many months should they pay like that?

R:

Till they finish paying the entire amount. If there is delay they have to add [interet] penalty
and pay. But this was the stage in 2003. Today the value has gone up to Rs. 40,000!

C:

Yes. Every month they have to pay Rs. 300 extra if they fail to pay.

M:

OK…once the people get NOC, then what will happen?

R:

That is all!

C:

The NOCs are the end…only they are aimed for.

M:

[But] it is not [full] patta?

C:

It is not patta. But the NOCs are enough to prove they are the owners for the time being, as
no one is [being] allotted patta [due to intra-agency conflicts in the State Government].

Reference 2 - 6.20% Coverage

M:

Can they get patta using the NOC? What is the duty of the SCB then?

C:

How can they get patta using the NOC?

R:

They cannot get patta with NOC. But only if they have NOC they can get E.B. [Electricity
Board] connection and drainage connection!
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C:

That is the rule of the S.B. [Sewerage Board] Department, that they should have NOC.

R:

They can even get a loan [mortgaging the house], if they have a NOC.

C:

He is saying that if they have NOC they can get electricity and drainage connections and
even they can apply for loans [using the house as collateral].

M:

What should one do to get proper patta?

R:

Nothing can be done. They cannot do anything. The Central Government has to give [its
own] NOC to the TNSCB [for changing the land usage].

C:

He is saying that the Revenue Department [also] has to give [its own] NOC.

M:

Who gives the patta? Who is the sponsor?

R:

The Tamil Nadu State Government.

Reference 3 - 3.59% Coverage

M:
How much time would it take to get the approval of the Panchayat for a community level
water treatment system?
R:
Our tenure [as the Panchayat] is coming to an end. We have after all two months left with.
Hereafter it [Pallikaranai] is becoming part of the Corporation [of Chennai]. Rather it is going to
become the Corporation. I doubt whether it is practically possible to do [a community level water
treatment system]. It is going to be the Chennai Corporation for the next move. It may or may not
be the Town Panchayat. We can’t say now.
Reference 4 - 3.53% Coverage

R:

If it is the Corporation, there would be a delay...

M:

Is Mylai Balaji Nagar not a part of Chennai Metro[politan Corporation]?

C:
No, plans are going on for that. They are going to divide [Chennai Corporation] into three
sectors. They are north, central and south sectors. This place would be covered under the south
sector.
M:

Is this going to happen in two months?

C:

We don’t know yet. There is a plan [only].

R:

The process is over. We think it would happen.

C:

They are anticipating that it would happen.

<Internals\\Interviews\\INT #17 - CMWSSB - Notes> - § 1 reference coded [8.03% Coverage]
Reference 1 - 8.03% Coverage
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•

Pallikaranai (and MBN with it) is in the process of becoming part of the Corporation
of Chennai
ο When this will be complete, B cannot say
ο But it will change who is responsible for services to MBN
• In what way, B cannot say

<Internals\\Interviews\\INT #19 - Panchayat EO - Transcript> - § 1 reference coded [10.11%
Coverage]
Reference 1 - 10.11% Coverage

M:

Is there any chance for it [Balaji Nagar] to be brought under the Chennai Corporation?

R:

The ward number is 188. They have divided Pallikaranai into 3 wards for us. 1 to 7 comes
under one ward. 8 to 14 come under one ward.15 is a separate ward. Its number is 188. Now
days we have 15 wards. Now they have changed the ward 188 and merged with wards 2, 3
and 4 of the area Madippakkam. The 3 wards of village Panchayat and 15th ward of
Pallikaranai were merged and formed a ward which is ward number 188. It is a proposal. But
for us this is 15th ward. 80% of the Balaji Nagar falls under our control. Now the
Madippakkam wards and the 15th ward of Balaji Nagar which is 188 together fall under
Chennai Corporation. We are doing the proper works to impose and regulate the same.

C:

What he is telling is, the Mylai Balaji Nagar’s 15th ward along with 3 wards of another area
called as Madippakkam comes under Chennai Corporation. Madippakkam 2, 3 and 4 were
merged with this 15.

<Internals\\Interviews\\INT #2 - Rehman Bibi - Notes> - § 1 reference coded [2.26% Coverage]
Reference 1 - 2.26% Coverage

Initially, if we had any issue, we used to go to the Slum Clearance Board along with their
field worker and ask for our needs. But now the Slum Clearance Board has told us that we should
approach the Panchayat, not the SCB4. But the Panchayat is refusing us services, saying that we are
not paying any taxes to the government.
<Internals\\Interviews\\INT #4 - Mr. Ashok (MBN Voluntary Assoc.) - Notes> - § 2 references coded
[14.90% Coverage]
Reference 1 - 6.09% Coverage

•

Panchayat is now saying to residents that if they want an official electricity
connection they have to obtain a NOC (No Objection Certificate) from the TNSCB à
the TNSCB says they will not issue a NOC as they say that the MBN project/file is
now closed (and their efforts are now at Chamenjeri)
• (How Kafkaesque!)
• Ashok says that one reason they may not want to give an NOC is so there is
no permanence given to their residency there
• Ashok feels that even if residents were somehow able to obtain an NOC, the
Panchayat would not accept it to connect the power and legitimize a
permanent claim to that land à he alleges that the Panchayat is trying its
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utmost to keep the people at MBN informal so that they can be moved
again whenever the gov’t decides
Reference 2 - 8.81% Coverage

ο

Some people are trying to pay it now in order to regularize their land tenure, but it
seems the gov’t is not cooperating according to Ashok
• TNSCB and Panchayat are both shifting the responsibility to the other and
making it very difficult and unclear to residents on how to regularize
themselves or access basic services
• Ashok went to meet the head of TNSCB, Mr. Abuji Sharma, recently and was
told that with interest accumulated, the residents owe Rs. 50,000 (instead of
the Rs. 11,000 it was originally) to reach the target and normalize their plots
• Ashok says many residents are ready to pay this even now (there has been a
lot of economic development in the community, and they’ve really come up
in recent years) à but the Panchayat and the TNSCB are not ready to accept
the payment he claims
• Ashok feels that gov’t won’t accept the back-taxes as it would
legitimize residents’ claims to their plots and normalize their tenure;
•

He feels that the gov’t is trying to keep them on an informal basis so
that they can be moved again whenever they decide to use the land
for other purposes

<Internals\\Interviews\\INT #6 - Panchayat - Notes> - § 4 references coded [60.70% Coverage]
Reference 1 - 18.08% Coverage

Who is responsible for providing basic services at MBN?
• TNSCB is responsible for MBN, they were the agency that re-settled the people to that
location
ο Panchayat feels that TNSCB should do it, but they won’t
ο There is limited communications between the Panchayat and the TNSCB
• The Panchayat doesn’t collect any taxes from MBN
ο Though the Panchayat isn’t getting any revenue from there, they are still
providing toilets, streetlights (electrical supply), public water supply
ο But they maintain they are not officially responsible for providing services
ο They are providing services out of concern and cos MBN falls under their area
Reference 2 - 18.31% Coverage

What’s happening with the water main being put in next to MBN from Chennai Metro
water – any plans to connect MBN into the city’s water system?
• Once the city expands to include MBN and Pallikarnai, it would become the CoC’s
responsibility to provide water and sewage services in its own area
• For now, the Panchayat feels that they are doing what they can (and beyond the call of
duty) at MBN
• It would be the Metro Water Department that would be able to answer the question on
which parts of Velacherry will get connected to the new Metro water line
ο Water/sewage works financing follows the formula: 50% Panchayat, 50%
Centre/State Gov’t
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Reference 3 - 13.70% Coverage

What is the actual tenure situation at MBN?
• TNSCB is responsible for deciding on the patta matter
• The land at MBN belongs to the TNSCB, not the Panchayat
• The tenure situation is additionally complicated by the fact that there are both original
settlers there as well as new-comers amongst (who have informally purchased land
there, but are not the intended residents of the re-settlement scheme)
• The residents are not paying any taxes (so how can they claim to own the land?)
Reference 4 - 10.61% Coverage

Will the land tenure decision responsibility always remain with the TNSCB, or will it be
transferred to the Panchayat if the TNSCB transfers the land (and responsibilities) to
the Panchayat?
• This matter is not yet decidied
• But if it does, Pallikarnai Panchayat will be amalgamated to the Corporation of
Chennai which would entail a big shake-up of the responsibilities
<Internals\\Interviews\\INT #7 - TNSCB - Notes> - § 2 references coded [24.61% Coverage]
Reference 1 - 14.79% Coverage

•

•

•
•

Plot size = 15 x 18 ft.
ο Totally empty land at time of re-settlement
ο Only street lights at the time
ο Plots marked by strings
ο Families had to build their own homes
Families were entitled to a “Hire Purchase5” scheme to gain ownership of the land
ο Rs. 70/mo. for 10 years and then it’s theirs6
ο Before MCS7 Lease cum sale agreement (Temporary)
ο After Permanent patta (permanent)
But people didn’t pay owing to the disruption of employment and income ops not a
single family followed through with the scheme’s payments
Maintenance issues then arose:
ο E.g. garbage etc.
ο TNSCB had to scrounge for funds to support these on-going services they
didn’t have funds earmarked for these purposes (shit planning eh?)
ο They say they transferred to Panchayat8 but they also have no funds
• They tried to collect ~5 Rs. To do sewage, waste management, etc.

Reference 2 - 9.82% Coverage

•
•
•

The TNSCB now claims that it is the Panchayat that is now responsible for the land
TNSCB says they have transferred ownership to the Panchayat
ο Panchayat is the legal owner of the land!
ο Talk to the EO for more on its legal status, normalization, and services9
TNSCB doesn’t anticipate that MBN will be moved again
ο But it’s under the control of the Panchayat, TNSCB is not involved in these
decisions anymore
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•

The Residents are now the ‘de facto’ owners of the land, he suggests
ο But they have to go to the Panchayat to be fully recognized/formalized, not the
TNSCB

<Internals\\Interviews\\INT #9 - Rehman Bibi - Transcript> - § 3 references coded [14.43% Coverage]
Reference 1 - 7.02% Coverage

C:

Amma…you said only 700 houses were burnt in the fire. But did they build houses for all the
sectors?

R:

Yes, even though the total loss was only for this second sector, the fire had spread to all the
other sectors. Then they had laid pipeline of water for us.10 The Slum Board gave Rs. 24
lakhs to the Panchayat Board [to build the public water standpipes] and we signed some
papers.

C:

See… the Slum Clearance Board had given Rs. 24 lakhs to the Panchayat for water [supply
improvements]. They had laid the water pipes [for the public standpipe system].

R:

Swaran Singh [IAS officer] was the Chairman of the Slum Board at that time.

C:

Did you also sign some papers?

R:

Yes, I did. He [Swaran Singh] took three of us. We paid the money. We also signed some
papers.

C:

Three members from the committee went to the Panchayat with the Chairman.11 They paid
Rs. 24 lakhs and signed some papers. They [the TNSCB] did not give the money to these
people [from the community]. They took the money [to the Panchayat] and took three of
them [community-members] with them [TNSCB]. These three were the representatives of the
area and committee.

Reference 2 - 4.78% Coverage

:

They [the Panchayat] pay the electricity bill too12. The entire arrangement was by the
Central Government because the Metro Railway was [a project] of the Central Government!
So the Railway Department [central government body] assured [us] this location and a
school for the children.

C:

What she is telling: they were shifted under the MRTS plan. The Railway Department has
promised that they will come and then they will construct park, schools and everything [here
in Mylai Balaji Nagar]... That is how they had been re-settled here.

C:

When did they tell you all these things?

R:

They told in '93 itself. We sued a case against them. They [Railway Department] said that
they had handed over everything to the Slum Clearance Board and so they would do
everything for us.

Reference 3 - 2.62% Coverage

M:

Who is responsible now for the lights, etc. [here at MBN]?
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<The rest is inaudible as many women and children are shouting around>
R:

The Slum Clearance Board has [been] paid money for everything in advance. The Railway
Department had given the entire amount to the Slum Board. They [the Slum Board] are
benefited by us. We were not benefited by them. We said there is no school. Sriram [a
private charity] built this house.

Annotations
1

The CMDA is part of the COC and it handles electricity and roads in the city and its environs.

2

It seems that the Revenue Department is responsible for issuing and managing patta in TN:
http://www.tn.gov.in/services/services_default.html#Revenue
3

The TN Slum Clearance Board is a division of the Housing and Urban Development Department of the TN
State Government. The land originally belonged to the the Agricultural Department of the State Government.
Tthe Revenue Department of the TN State Government is responsible for issuing patta. And somewhere in there
the Central Government also comes in. What a damn mess...

4

***Battle b/w SCB and Panchayat on who is repsonsibile, both are shirking.

5

i.e. lease to own agreement

6

This sums to Rs. 8400

7

What does this refer to? I think it refers to the land ownership scheme.

8

Transferred what exactly?

9

ON: TNSCB and Panchayat are both pointing the finger at the other one. Who actually owns this land?? Need
to have a sitdown with the EO to get then final word on this from the Panchayat’s perspective. Get Srini to work
on this.

10

Public standpipe network built in 1998 after the big fire.

11

Ok, so the TNSCB got a community committee of three people to go with the TNSCB Chairman to the
Panchayat, hand over 24 lakhs in funds, and agreed and signed a plan to build the public water standpipe
network. (In the wake of the fire, water supply must've been demanded!!)

12

It's not clear here who 'they' is that pay the elc bill, but from previous explorations, I take it that it is the
Panchayat.
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Name: Nodes\\Analytical I\\Relationships with Local Gov't\Community-Gov't
Description: - Points

dicussing how the community has gotten on with various gov't agencies
in the past (e.g. Panchayat, TNSCB, Railway, etc.)
<Internals\\Exploratory Work\\PK - Prabha's Mtg w. Dr. Buvana (TNSCB)> - § 7 references coded
[77.57% Coverage]
Reference 1 - 8.06% Coverage

− Apparently, the folks who were moved from Mylapour were pavement dwellers and
not slum dwellers per se. She [Dr. Buvana] said that 2,700 families were moved to
what is today MB Nagar. [Perhaps not all of them?] She acknowledged that they were
just dumped there and abandoned by the Slum Board. And she feels that even today
they are just forgotten by the Board. There were no rehabilitation processes nor any
other infrastructure provided to them then or since.
Reference 2 - 8.50% Coverage

− The land is owned by the Slum Board. She says when people were moved here this
was treated as a sites and services project. The only thing that people were provided
was water and sites. She acknowledges that even toilets were not provided, but they
should have been. [At some point World Vision built the one toilet block which is in
Sector 4. (Is this correct?) People are still using this toilet even though there is no
water in the block. They use the toilets with their own water.]
Reference 3 - 15.05% Coverage

− According to the Slum Board, this re-settlement is a 20 year lease arrangement.
Residents who were given the original piece of paper and land allocation are expected
to pay Rs. 90/month for the land and services. After 20 years they would be owners of
their plots. She insisted that the collection staff of the Slum Board was collecting
money and that that was all the Slum Board had to do with the residents. The town
panchayat is responsible for the maintenance of all services. [I did some investigation
about the Rs. 90 payment. Apparently, no one is paying this amount and the people I
spoke with in MB Nagar have not seen the slum board in either a year or two years. It
seems they would have last gone to MB Nagar when there was the discussion about
upgrading via the JNNURM scheme. According to the town panchayat council this
was more than a year ago.]
Reference 4 - 4.16% Coverage

− Further, she says that people who have been re-allocated always sell and move back or
away. She says this is a constant problem for the Slum Board. Today, the property
values in MB Nagar are high, so she does not expect residents to stay.
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Reference 5 - 3.46% Coverage

− ‘Apparently the land status has not come down from the government.’ [By this she
means that what is to be done with the land tenure situation of MB Nagar has not yet
been decided by the government.]
Reference 6 - 16.33% Coverage

− [If people had being paying their Rs. 90/month for all these years or as a lump sum as
was suggested during the JNNURM discussions, the residents would be owners of the
land. However, Dr. Buvana made it very clear that only the original residents could
own this land and not any of the new people who have since bought from the original
residents. Thus, according to her, all the new people who are now living in MB Nagar
do not have any rights to the land and the government has the right to evict them
whenever they want. Since, and if, the residents with the legal right to be there are not
paying their Rs. 90/month they too can be evicted without any compensation. If they
had been paying then the government would have to give them some compensation if
they decided to evict them again. However, I did not get any sense from her that
eviction was on the agenda nor does she know about any future development plans for
the area.]
Reference 7 - 22.02% Coverage

An unrelated note [contextual information].
Apparently, slum dwellers in metropolitan Chennai number about 12 lakhs. They are a third
of the total population of about 7.5 or so million inhabitants. Eviction of slum dwellers from
the city to the periphery is still an on-going activity of the Slum Clearance Board. When we
arrived to meet Dr. Buvana we had to wait for over an hour while she negotiated with 2 men
from the government about where 500 people could be moved. They had to identify a site fast
and clean it up as the Japanese who are financing Chennai’s Metro Rail wanted to see where
the people would be moved to. Most of the current evictions are development-related
evictions, related to the expansion of the Chennai Metro Rail. 15,000 families are and will be
moved to the South of the city off the road to Mahabalipuram. She tells us that they have
much better schemes for the evicted these days and that they now only move them once the
infrastructure is in place including schools, post office, police post, hospital, water, toilets,
houses, etc...
Under the JNNURM 35,000 houses will be built for the urban poor in metropolitan Chennai.
However, these homes are going to be very tiny – from 250 – 320 sq. ft. only depending on
family size.
<Internals\\Exploratory Work\\PK - Prabha's Report on MBN Women's household water management>
- § 3 references coded [23.71% Coverage]
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Reference 1 - 7.93% Coverage

Mylai Balaji Nagar is a re-settlement colony of about 10,000 low-income residents. In 1995,
about 2700 families of mostly pavement dwellers were evicted from Mylapore (Central)
Chennai to a wetland in the southern periphery of the city. They were evicted for the
construction of a railway station and left on the wetland without any services or infrastructure
except a plot per family measuring 15ft x 18ft. While access to safe and sufficient water was
not a problem in the early years of the resettlement; today, there is a severe problem of both
water quantity and quality. The supply of water via standpipes and water tankers is sporadic,
arrives without warning, and sometimes at intervals of 5-10 days. The limited water supply is
also a reflection of the reality of Chennai as a whole which is heavily dependent on ground
water extraction and does not have sufficient water to satisfy the demands of a metropolitan
region of 7.5 (2007) million inhabitants.
Reference 2 - 5.58% Coverage

The water in the early years was clean and free of insects. For about six months in the early
years, water was only available at night, at midnight or later. This meant that the women could
not sleep as they had to stay awake for the water. They successfully lobbied the town
panchayat (council) of Pallikaranai to change this schedule. Today, residents get water once
in 5-10 days depending on the season. In the dry season it is more difficult to get water from
the standpipes and the town panchayat sends in water tankers. During the rest of the year,
they get water via the standpipes, the water tankers, and they also purchase water from private
water vendors in the slum.
Reference 3 - 10.21% Coverage

Mannammai says when they were first re-located to this wetland, there was no provision of
water and they had to go elsewhere to fetch water in their pots. They complained about this
and then the town panchayat started to send water tankers. They then had to take their pots to
the water tanker and usually managed to get 4-5 pots of water. Each pot holds 12 litres. She
says it has been difficult to get water for a few years now, but she cannot remember for how
many years exactly. If there is water in the lake then they get water. She does not pay for any
water from the panchayat and she thinks they pay Rs. 650/tanker. These days the water
problem is worse because the water pipe is broken and they only get water once in 5-10 days.
She says there is no schedule for when the water will come from either the standpipes or the
water tankers. Mannammai lives in sector 2 of MB Nagar. She says they know they will get
water when they find out that sector 1 got water that day. Then they wait around until the
water come through their standpipes, which can mean waiting for more than one day. She says
when the water arrives people inform each other and that is how they find out it has come and
so they go and get their pots and line-up.
<Internals\\Exploratory Work\\PR - Prema's MBN Report- A Case of Urban Development Displaced
2009> - § 2 references coded [20.23% Coverage]
Reference 1 - 11.96% Coverage

Initially about 1066 families were accommodated in the scheme. However on the request of
the Vice –Chairman MMDA in the meeting held on 02-05-1995, all the plots in the scheme
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was to be reserved for the allotment of families dislocated by the MRTS alignment in future
too. In addition homeless slum dwellers were also to be considered for the settlement when
ever found convincing. The settlement therefore houses all displaced in Phase –II of MRTS
from Tirumailai to Taramani also. Phase – I was from Beach to Tirumailai. Currently
therefore “Mylai Balaji Nagar” can be broadly divided into 4 sectors with 2188 approved
relocated families. Under the Sites and Services scheme, free electricity has been provided,
but this 15 year old settlement is yet to receive all the other infrastructure that was promised at
the time of re-location.
Reference 2 - 8.27% Coverage

In this context when enquired about the promises of the services during the initial settlement,
they were unanimous in mentioning that all amenities such as good roads, free electricity,
workable and well maintained toilets with sufficient supply of water having been assured.
After 15 years, what they have is only free electricity and rest is yet to reach them. They were
again unison in saying that they expect all these facilities to be provided by the Government.
From the settlement and the neighbours they seek cooperation to lobby for these facilities
which are overdue.
<Internals\\FGD I\\FGD #1 - Transcript> - § 6 references coded [15.23% Coverage]
Reference 1 - 4.11% Coverage

C:
You have said before that people have cooperated in times of crisis or calamity or disaster
such as the fire accident in the community some years back. And the main problem in Balaji Nagar
[today] is centred on water... Is there any joint effort from your end, from the people of Balaji Nagar,
to collectively solve it? Is there any efforts from your side to address it?
P5:

No effort from our end...

P4:
When there was no water in our street, people in our street once went to the Panchayat
Board reporting to them about the non-availability of water. And on another occasion, when the
water was muddy and dirty and was red in colour, we went to the authorities [again]. We collected
the [dirty] water in a bottle and asked them how can we drink such red-coloured water! We also
took the water available in [the rest of the Panchayat of] Pallikaranai to show them the difference in
the colour of the waters! We asked them why the water in [the rest of] Pallikaranai is clean and ours
in such a red colour! There were sources of water and they themselves admitted the water to be
muddy because of the death of a dog [in the well].
During the rainy season, the water in the canals and the well-source gets mixed together, and then
the water completely looks similar to the water in the canals. We also took photos of our water and
asked [the Panchayat] can we still drink the water? The authorities said that the water that we get is
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only after purification and there is nothing to worry about and that we will look into the problem
and ensure that it doesn’t occur again... but [in the meanwhile], use can water for two months for
drinking purposes!
Reference 2 - 2.16% Coverage

C:
Have you done any other thing water to solve the water crisis besides taking this water and
the photos of it [to the Panchayat]? Has any other organisations or groups supported your cause of
reporting to the authorities of the water problem?
P4:

The women’s groups cooperated with us. Especially World Vision conducted a meeting of its

women's group members and asked the Councillor1 about the water problems. The Councillor
promised that the [tap] water will be more regular, instead of every 20 days. Since then, the [tap]
water came regularly, within every 5 or 6 days, as the Councillor had promised, and then after that,
[it has gone back to the] water occasionally coming [after up to] 20 days. Water comes regularly in
the first few weeks of the Councillor’s promise, every 5 or 6 days, but nowadays water comes in 10
days or a week or even after 20 days!
Reference 3 - 0.82% Coverage

C:
What are the problems or hindrances you faced when you went to report to the authorities
about the water problem and about the non-availability of water?
P4:

People both in the sector and in the Panchayat Board office said: "Why are you bringing this

up as an issue2 when everybody in the sectors are drinking [the tap water]?i"
Reference 4 - 3.02% Coverage

C:
What are the other kinds of problems or hindrances you faced when you went to report to
the authorities about the non-availability of water and of its poor quality? Did you face any problems
from anybody on this as to why you are bringing this and who are you to report such issues?
P4:

No problems faced.

C:
Did you see any change in the quantity and quality of water after you reported the poor
quality of water, of its colour, odour and of its non-availability?
P4:
Yes, there were significant changes since then. The colour level was not bad as it [used to
be]. Now it is okay. They [the Panchayat] took water in a bottle to test for the mineral and salt
content in it. They also tested for the groundwater and for having bore wells and they said that [the
groundwater] contains 76% contains salt3 and the [groundwater] cannot be used for any purposes
except for cleaning the houses. It cannot even be used for washing faces, such was the level of salt
content in the [groundwater]. There were bore well pipes near the public toilet blocks in the four
sectors, and even the bore well pipes and the iron rods [had to be] repaired because of the high
level of salt content in the [groundwater] within a year.
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Reference 5 - 2.87% Coverage

M:
You asked them about the positive effect. Now ask them if there have been any negative
effects? Were there any negative consequences of such reporting?
C:
Were there any negative effects, besides the other assurances given, when you reported this
matter to the authorities... you should not have come to tell us this and we will not do anything?
P4:
When we reported to them [the Panchayat] about the problem of water and the
non-availability of water for 20 days... 30 houses or 25 households get [tap] water from a single
standpipe. We asked for more standpipes... we asked for standpipes on every street and they put
standpipes close to the people who were outspoken and aggressive, but not near the soft-mannered
households and asked them to get water from the common standpipes [that were already]
available.
C:
So standpipes were put near the homes of people who assert their rights and not near other
homes in order to avoid such problematic people? So pipes were put near the homes [of people] who
will question more?
P5:

In order to avoid problems, [the Panchayat] put standpipes near the homes [of outspoken,

self-advocating households].4
Reference 6 - 2.24% Coverage

C:
You said that you reported these both, [first] to the Councillor, and then to the President of
the Pallikaranai Panchayat... what did they say about your complaints and about your general
requests?
P4:
The only answer that the officials say when we go there [the Panchayat office] to report our
general problems is that they are asking us to pay the taxes! Pay the land taxes, as you have been
here for more than 15 years to 20 years, and unless you pay the taxes we cannot do anything to
address your general problems.
C:

They were not doing anything...

P4:
They keep asking us to pay land taxes.5 We [the Panchayat] cannot do anything [in Balaji
Nagar] as you are temporary residents and not the permanent ones and hence nothing can be done
here. Even in the past 20 days, there were posters posted on [each and] every of our homes from
the Panchayat Board asking us to pay the land taxes.
<Internals\\FGD I\\FGD #1A - Archana Follow-up - Notes> - § 1 reference coded [85.96% Coverage]
Reference 1 - 85.96% Coverage

Q: During FGD #1, you had said that you were trying to organize an agitation for
improving the water service in MB Nagar against the Panchayat, but were stopped from
doing so – told not to make it an issue. Why was this? Who stopped you?
That wasn’t quite the story, it goes longer.
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About 2 years ago, the water quality in the taps got really bad. It started coming out “red”.
This was the time that many people abandoned drinking tap-water (TWU) and began to
purchase water (BWU/LWU).ii
Archana mobilized an 10 people in each sector to go to the Panchayat office with bottles of
the red water to show what they were being supplied with. They showed this to the Panchayat
officials who responded that this was the same water that was being supplied to other areas
in Pallikarnai (i.e. think of the several infiltration well/pump inlets in the lake – these go to
supply other areas) – so why are you complaining about it? The Panchayat refused to do
anything about it.
Archana then later on tried to re-mobilize people for another agitation on water quality
issues to the Panchayat office, but this was not successful as people didn’t believe the
Panchayat would do anything about it – so why bother?
There was a big shift to BWU/LWU from TWU at this time. The government’s refusal
essentially forced the cost of clean water onto households; created a large “market
opportunity” for firms to profit from.
<Internals\\FGD I\\FGD #2 - Transcript> - § 8 references coded [9.14% Coverage]
Reference 1 - 1.77% Coverage

M:

Are there any groups who work on waste management?

R:

No one takes care [of waste]. The wastewater is overflowing!

R:

No one comes here like that. If we ask anyone [the government] about it - it ends up in a
quarrel.

C:

Do you remember Exnora worked here some time before? Is there any organization like that
now?

R:

Once a year, they [the Panchayat] come and clear [the garbage]...

C:

Once a year! Who does it?

R:

They come from municipality [the Panchayat Board].

Reference 2 - 1.35% Coverage

M:

Any other examples in which people here worked together?

R:

If there is no power supply, we would all go and complain.

R:

If there is no water supply, we would all go and complain.

R:

Yes… we would go to municipality [Panchayat Board] and tell them.
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R:

There was no power for one full week. Half of us went [to the Panchayat] and the other half
didn’t come.

Reference 3 - 0.30% Coverage

R:

We were not getting even the tap water [at first]. We fought for it and got it!

Reference 4 - 1.46% Coverage

M:

Any other examples?

R:

We all went and tried to get relief from the land tax. But it was not successful.

M:

What were you fighting for regarding the land tax?

R:

So that our houses will become our own. They say they wouldn’t give us the slip. We are not
able to get patta.

I:

Why?

R:

We want the slip [land tax clearance in order to get patta] for lower amount than what they
demanded.

Reference 5 - 0.58% Coverage

M:

What was the biggest obstacle for getting these things?

R:

They say they would give the patta only if we had cleared the electricity bill and the land tax.

Reference 6 - 1.51% Coverage

I:

If you do not pay land tax and electricity bill, the government can send you out at any time. Is
it not so?

R:

Yes. Yes. You are right.

M:

Are you worried about it that there is a possibility for this?

R:

Yes. Of course.

R:

Yes. Definitely we are.

R:

Those who have purchased the land and settled here will not have any worry. But we
[people who were re-settled] are extremely worried about it.

Reference 7 - 1.59% Coverage

M:

Do you think that the government will introduce any water project here?

R:

They have not done anything.

R:

They have not done anything.

R:

They have not done anything.
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R:

We don’t know if they would do so in future.

R:

Definitely they will not do anything.

R:

They will just say so for eyewash. They will not do it.

R:

They will come here to ask for us to vote. That is all. They will never turn here after that.

Reference 8 - 0.59% Coverage

M:

You mentioned about waste management in the beginning. What did you say?

R:

They [the Panchayat] don’t come and clear the wastewater and it is all over here.

<Internals\\FGD I\\FGD #3 - Transcript> - § 6 references coded [8.81% Coverage]
Reference 1 - 3.51% Coverage

M:

Can you elaborate more on how you fought for water together?

R:

When there is a crisis we need not call them [the Panchayat]. They come voluntarily. If there
is a stoppage in the water supply, automatically we all unite. We just pass on the
information. That is all.

C:

Whom did you approach up to now [about water supply interruptions]?

R:

We usually approach the Councillor.

C:

Where would you meet him?

R:

We meet him in the Panchayat office of Pallikaranai.

C:

Was there any response for that?

R:

Yes. They [the Panchayat] responded within one or two days.

R:

If there was any fault in the [standpipe] taps, they [the Panchayat] used to come and rectify.

Reference 2 - 1.06% Coverage

M:

How did you get the panchayat to put in the pipes for the public standpipes?

R:

When there were more number of houses, gradually …they [the Panchayat] had installed
and connected the pipes themselves.

Reference 3 - 0.51% Coverage

R:
There is a power cut every day here. But they [the gov't workers] come and rectify
immediately.
Reference 4 - 1.36% Coverage
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M:
The examples you gave were the ones which you went to the Panchayat Board and got
them solved. Are there any examples of a common issue solved by you yourselves?
R:

No. Everything would be taken to the Panchayat Board!

R:

No, we don’t do them by ourselves.

Reference 5 - 1.11% Coverage

M:
When you go to the Panchayat or the Council Person for the issues of water or
something else, what kind of response would you get?
R:

They would say that they would send a man [worker] to look into the matter.

Reference 6 - 1.25% Coverage

M:

Did any effort fail when you tried together? Is there any example for such an incident?

I:

Were you disappointed that your effort was not answered?

R:

They were responsive whenever we approached them.

R:

No disappointments were there.

<Internals\\FGD I\\FGD #4 - Transcript> - § 13 references coded [23.53% Coverage]
Reference 1 - 2.65% Coverage

P:

There was no water facility [then as there is now]. It has been [installed] since then.

P:
There was no [tap] water then, only sand and [dirt] everywhere. People tried to quench the
fire using sand and not water!
P:

There were no facilities [then] and there were lots of shrubs.

P:
We were from Mylapore and then we were brought here. There was no current water
facility. It is the same since then.
P:
[This] was a scorching place and very horrible indeed, as [there was] no place even to rest
for a while.
P:
There were snakes, tortoises and so on [here] and it was indeed frightening to be here at the
night [when we first moved here].
P:

People use to take shelter in the shadow of the doors.

Reference 2 - 1.49% Coverage

P:
A flood came when there was heavy rains and there was no place to take rest. [There was]
water everywhere. Water came into our houses. Water everywhere...
C:

When did that occur?6
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P:

Water came and there was no way [drainage] for water to be released outside.

P:
It was six or seven years back, there was water in every home during the reign of Amma. The
whole village was filled with water.
Reference 3 - 5.58% Coverage

C:

Did you go after people to get some help or were they helped on their own?

P:
People here only helped out here. People gave rice and they also cooked the food and gave
[it out] at every night. People themselves collected the money and provided rice to all. They gave
rice to every home, nearly 2 kgs to 5 kgs of rice to every home.
C:

Did people collect money for helping and did they provide rice?

P:

People collected money to get rice.

P:

People gave food in packets.

P:

The government gave two thousand rupees per household, especially to those living in huts.

P:

That was the only help we received and nothing else.

P:

That was only after the coming of water, because of the flood.

M:
When they say people collected money and gave five kilos of rice -- was it for everyone in the
community or only for those who were affected by the flood?
C:

Who were the beneficiaries of the collected money? They gave to everyone?

P:

Yes, for everyone.

C:

From whom did they collect the money? From the people? Or from the government?

P:
People who serve as leaders in the community collected the money from the government
and gave it to people.
P:

Whoever had the ration card, they got the money only. Rice was given to everyone.

P:

Everyone got the rice, and the money only to those who had their ration card.

C:
card?

Rice, everyone got it. But the amount of Rs. 2000 was given to those who had the ration

P:

I did not get the money as I did not have ration card.

Reference 4 - 2.39% Coverage

:
Are people from the beginning like this, since when you were resettled for the first time in
Balaji Nagar? How were the people behaving [then]? Is there any change in their behaviour?
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P:
People will come together if there is a water problem. They will go in to the streets and do a
road blockage!
P:
If there is a problem, then people will come together and go to the office in Panchayat board
and complain there.
P:

They are united if there is a crisis or a problem.

P:

When water does not come, people go into the streets.

P:

During crisis or issues, people come together.

P:

Water came to our area after we did a roadblock!7

Reference 5 - 1.05% Coverage

P:
There were notice boards kept in the women’s [self-help] group that asked everybody to
participate in the agitations and the request letter was written then stating the lack of basic
amenities here and presented to the World Vision office to be sent to the government [Panchayat].
Reference 6 - 1.45% Coverage

P:
There used to be accidents once a week [along the nearby main road]. A demand requesting
the appointment of traffic police - a police station - and the request was placed before the District
Collectorate. [There were a] lot of thefts [then]. There was no security for us. A wine shop has also
opened up close by. So we have placed our complaints to the District Collector's office here.8
Reference 7 - 0.28% Coverage

P:

There was no patta, so there was no electricity no water facility here.

Reference 8 - 0.47% Coverage

P:
There is no government hospital close by. For everything we are going to the Kamakshi
hospital which is a private hospital.
Reference 9 - 3.06% Coverage

C:

People agitated three or four years back protesting against the wine shop.

M:

Three or four years ago?

P:

People from all four sectors took part in the roadblock to remove the wine shop.

M:
What happened with the wine shop being open now? Why is it still open now and what
happened?
C:

Why is the wine shop still open now?
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P:

People protested against it, but it was all in vain. People did not protest enough.

P:

People even damaged the wine shop, but the wine shop has not closed!

P:
They have even relocated the ration shop from here because of the wine shop and put the
wine shop here and the ration shop in Kaivelli!
P:
The wine shop is run by the members of the political parties. It was hard time getting things
from the ration shop because of the wine shop. People were not able to buy anything.
Reference 10 - 1.41% Coverage

C:
You went to the Panchayat office and petitioned for things. Are they listening to you? Were
you able to get things done from the government officials?
P:
They are not doing anything now. People are saying that after the elections things will be
done.
C:
People are saying that when next government comes, they will look to their petitions and get
things done for them.
Reference 11 - 1.42% Coverage

C:
In Balaji Nagar, there are issues of patta for the people. Does the non-possession of patta
prevent you from working together collectively? Do people feel that since I don’t have patta why
should I work with others collectively and waste my money when I don’t have patta? Are there any
issues like that?
P:

People are saying that they [the government] are going to give patta.

Reference 12 - 0.69% Coverage

P:
We are not going to leave [this place]. If the present government [DMK] is elected then they
might give us patta. If the woman Jayalalitha [ADMK] is elected then we might not get it.
Reference 13 - 1.58% Coverage

C:
Does the lack of patta prevent you from doing something like building a park or planting
trees in the public areas?
P:
It is not a hurdle. People [the government officers] are promising to give us patta after we
give money [back taxes and fees]. People who can afford it can pay for it and can get patta. What
about the people who don’t have money and are not able to pay anything to them [the government]
to get patta?
<Internals\\Interviews\\INT #1 - Darwin Moses (World Vision) - Transcript> - § 8 references coded
[22.09% Coverage]
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Reference 1 - 1.32% Coverage

M:
So, can you tell me a bit about, over the course of 15 years in MBN, what kind of projects did
you work on?
R:
MBN is a re-settlement area. There were [inaudible]in the city. The SCB asked us to
[inaudible]. They called all the Chennai-based NGOs to do that. So we started in 1993 and [became]
full-fledged in 1996.
Reference 2 - 2.59% Coverage

Because the land is allotted by the government, most of the families are not settled there because
of lack of basic amenities - water sanitation, EB connection, this and all, so they stay back in same
place or nearby places, like that. So only the huts is available, so in the hot summer season, the fire
easily came. How it came is social evils, some leaders, some goondas. Each will get Rs. 1000 when
the fire broke out. So there are a few houses are not peopled, there are few houses in which people
are living, but those that are living are affected. But they are all affected, only the huts are broken,
so they get the Rs. 1000.
Reference 3 - 4.03% Coverage

R:
So, the beginning they would sit and they would fight for everything because there were
pukka houses, they had good employment opportunities, good water, they had good water.
M:

Before coming here?

R:
Yeah, before coming here. Then they lost everything. So here they are fighting for
everything. Employment opportunity... but there is no bus stop. So they had a more than to times
roadblock, we also participated. Then we build bus shelter, then we approach MTBC, the transit MD.
Then one person from Mylapore to here, so like that, changes. People at that time is outlooking also,
respect. And speaking to the people, so communication. And they are sending, they are after they
are joining the SHG, they are going to the bank, and living conditions improve, so children going to
school, friends are coming to house, so the house is improving, so like that lots of things. The
previous time, the crime rate is very high, now not much different, but there is a reduction.
Reference 4 - 2.16% Coverage

R:
So that is the, I didn't sleep 2-3 months. One reason is the problem is the fire, every 10 days,
every 15 days, in a week 2-3 times, like that. Many times people fighted me, they don't know who I
am. So they thought that I am also government officer, so they will come and whatever they want,
they will explore, this and that, like that. And this incident is big turning point for this community. I
took it as a positive way. When he came with two three persons I know he will not kill me, but he
wanted to, how you say that...
Reference 5 - 3.34% Coverage

M:

Ah ok. What issues? What is it about an issue that makes it successful?

R:

So for example, they have recently a liquor shop there. Wine shop.

C:

Second sector.

R:
Yeah, second sector. This is issue, they wanted to have a roadblock. But the liquor shop
owner already covered the leaders, with financially as well as liquor. They confused the particular
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womens, those who are going to lead things. So, today, tomorrow, morning, or afternoon, so like
that. So one person came with 15 members, police man came and went. Another day another
political party they put all the flags, but nobody stand there. So one person is those who are leading
the government, that person, no no don't fight. Like that, they divided. But there is no proper
communication to everybody, so that is the negative, the learning.
Reference 6 - 5.54% Coverage

M:

Ok, so what were, what else, what other kinds of obstacles did you encounter?

R:
Then government also once they put [the people] there, they not care about anything. If we
approach Panchayat, Panchayat says it is the government - Slum Clearance Board. If we go Slum
Clearance Board, no, no no! like that. I want to ask them, you say there is no review written, or you
give written. So the people went to them, they asked, so whenever they need, government need,
that time they go and everything like that, then they sat that, like that. So government also, after
Mr. G.G. Paul, so when we took that time was very good cooperation from the government. When
they say the project is not yet over, that project is started good they went back closed. So that is
also another thing.
And also there is, in Chennai, we have so many NGOs, nobody came there. Very few came. But they
came with some objectives, whether we can do with the help of government funding, like that.9 So
there is a potential but no one. For example, you take it Kannagi Nagar, there are 200 NGOs are
working there! If we ask the NGO, each NGO say, I went there first! I was there before! I was... Okay,
what have you done? Nothing. Only for your record you are there. So here is the lack of NGOs not
came there. Two NGOs came, lack of funds they went back - New Life and Kuupa.
Reference 7 - 1.12% Coverage

M:

So they lobbied the government to ask for...

R:
Yeah. Another one is for the water. So previously, not at all they provided water. So they
fight and they got Sintex tank with water, they provided water, but not pure water. But anyway.
That work with the government.
Reference 8 - 2.00% Coverage

M:

For example?

R:
For example, the government itself! We say there is no <inaudible>. They will say, yeah, we
are providing water daily. See for example, that day the water this and that. They will say.... For that
reason, we provide Sintex tanks. So when the extra water comes and you store and use for some
other purpose. So government is the challenge you are going to face. Community, how you take it to
the community, depends. But it is a very needed work, you can go ahead.
<Internals\\Interviews\\INT #11 - Archana - Transcript> - § 1 reference coded [15.65% Coverage]
Reference 1 - 15.65% Coverage

M:

How are the different political parties present here in Balaji Nagar? Do they have
associations? What do they do for you?
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R:

They do not do anything. Who does anything for us?

M:

Do they have associations?

R:

They mind their own income! <Laughs> They want to earn. They don’t help poor people like
us. There is no street light or anything [here]. Only now they have slowly started [to provide
basic amenities]. Just now they have stepped into our area! It was there in the beginning. It
is not there now!

M:

DMK…ADMK….?

R:

Only now they have started the work regarding the drainage. They have laid the cement
road only now. The Panchayat does something when some political parties celebrate the
birthday of their leaders, they do a service here and a service there! Otherwise they [the
Panchayat and the political parties] don’t do anything!

<Internals\\Interviews\\INT #15 - World Vision - Transcript> - § 11 references coded [36.65%
Coverage]
Reference 1 - 2.79% Coverage

R:

We came here in the year '99. Water was not like this at that time. Water used to be very
good then. It was good to drink too. It was also good for cooking rice. It was so for about 5
years. But now…if we cook the rice in the morning it is not at all good by 12 noon or 1 PM.
However costly the rice is…the cooked rice is not good if we don’t pay for the water [lorry or
bottled water]! The cooked rice gets spoiled. The salinity of water is high here. The water as
well as the cooked rice has a bad smell. World Vision told us that they would build a [water
storage] tank for us. But the Panchayat wouldn’t agree to that! Our NGO was ready to take
up the responsibility and complete the job. They [World Vision] said that they would build an
overhead [water supply] tank so that the entire area [of Mylai Balaji Nagar] can get water
every day [24 hour supply]. But the Panchayat said that World Vision should hand over the
money to them and they said only they will build it and World Vision would not be allowed
to do it! The work could not be completed just because it was not agreeable for World
Vision. That is why the [Syntex water storage] tanks were bought. Ten or twenty people join
together to buy good [lorry] water and we are using it. We need not pay Rs. 2.50 each and
every time. The major problem is that the government does not help us at all sir… till date!
Then three or two [self help] groups join together to buy bigger [Syntex water storage] tank.
Even that was done by the World Vision and not the government.

Reference 2 - 0.66% Coverage

R:

The water problem is a major issue here. We also heard that the entire good water [supply]
is supplied to the Kamakshi Hospital.

R:

Many flats [apartment buildings] have started developing here. They are given importance
since then and we are ignored. Water is not good at all here and diseases develop. <She says
to Srini:> You tell all things to this sir.

Reference 3 - 1.14% Coverage
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M:

What did the Panchayat say about this?

R:

We took them [Panchayat officers] to the place where it [the water supply line] was broken.
There is lake water and the pipeline comes from that way. We showed it to them. They dig
and try frequently. But no one is able to locate where the problem is. We also tried to find
out. But it is tough.

R:

Once there was an intolerable smell and we found out a dog was dead in the well [intake].
They said it cannot happen as they have closed it with a net. It is not at all possible to drink
as the smell of the water was horrible. Sometimes it used to have the smell of dead rat...

Reference 4 - 3.10% Coverage

M:

So what I wanted to know is… did the sangam, or the federation, or the self help groups try
to solve the water problem by itself or jointly? Or did the sangam, or federation or the self
help group together go to the Panchayat to ask them to solve the [water quality] problem?

C:

Did the sangam, or the federation, or the self help groups try to solve the problem by their
own efforts or did you approach the Panchayat to solve it?

R:

Do you know how many times we approached the Panchayat? We also used to approach
our Ward Member and asked him to solve the [water quality] problem.

C:

He is asking if you took any action through the SHG or federation or sangam…

R:

No, we didn’t sir! When we approach them they ignore us. They would say “Okay we will do
the needful. You go!” but they never do it...

R:

The [tap water] supply time is indefinite. Sometimes I have to take a leave from my
household [maid] job to fetch water! At least they should tell us on which day which sector
would get the [tap] supply!! Sometimes the [tap] water used to run [on and be] wasted
without being helpful to anyone!

C:

She says that when she approaches proper persons [at the Panchayat] they will say "Okay.
We will do." ...but they won't. They also say that the [tap water] supply time is not scheduled.
There is no regulation. They don’t know when the [tap] water will come.

M:

There is no system...

R:

Yes, there is no system! Should there be any solution for the problem all the persons in
charge should assemble in a place, which becomes impossible. The Panchayat President and
the Ward Member along with the Councillor should listen to us together. They should
involve themselves. But they don’t.

Reference 5 - 3.19% Coverage
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Yeah. A [sewage] pumping station is going to be built in the government school. They [the women]
did not want it to happen. They tried to stop it [by going to the government]. They [the men
in the community] asked "Who are you to do this??"
R:

We even approached the Collector. But the gents were a hindrance. We sent a letter to the
Panchayat board. We sent a letter to the C.M. [Chief Minister] cell10. We sent a letter to the
Collector's office. We told them that we didn’t want it [the sewage pumping station] to be in
our area -- especially in the [grounds of the] government school. It is said that the drainage
water from all over [the Panchayat] would accumulate here and then be pumped out. They
take [the sewage] to Perungudi it seems. We gave a letter to the M.L.A. too. He says that it is
too late as it was approved before three years. He says it should only be built there and that
is the right place. This area is already treated as garbage dumping area. It may lead to kidney
problem to many people here... In addition to that problems would be severe if this also is
established. The diseases would spread more. That is the reason why we gave a letter to all
these officers. But everything was in vain.

C:

They gave letter to Panchayat, M.L.A., Collector… they even gave a letter to the Collector's
office. But nothing was fruitful. They said it was already too late. They said it was approved
three years ago. We cannot do anything. They said we are doing it for the benefit of so many
people. They said that so many people opposed many matters. They could not be stopped.
Likewise this would also happen. These people say that this is a government school. Building
a drainage pumping station would damage the health of so many people.

Reference 6 - 14.40% Coverage

The government never gives even an iota of importance for these issues. We went even to the Slum
Board. The Ward Members went and asked them to give us importance. There is no
permanent patta. There is no permanent water supply. There is no permanent electricity.
This place is not fit to live in. We don’t lead a permanent life here. It resembles the life of
roadside dwelling which has to be vacated as and when ordered to quit!
We went and asked the M.D. [of the Slum Clearance Board]. He is asking us whether it is
Naththam wasteland or canal wasteland or lake wasteland [Mylai Balaji Nagar is on]. He is
asking us! Is he not supposed to know all these details?? All the details are available in the
file. Even if he is new to the chair, he is there for two years! The previous officers have left
all the details for him to refer to! We are here for many years! Still he doesn’t have any
knowledge about this area! He is telling us this area is not permanent for us as Slum Board
has sanctioned us this place which does not belong to them! No one claimed it permanently!
The allotment itself says that the place is allotted to the pavement dwellers. They ask us to
pay the filling charge. We have to pay only Rs. 5000 per house [plot] which measures 15 ft.
by 18 ft. The five thousand has grown into 40 thousand!!
C:

What is the filling charge?

R:

The area was very low. They had fill mud to raise it [reclaim the land]. They ask us to pay the
filling charge. The Rs. 5000 is only the filling charge! If we pay they would hand over the land
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to the Panchayat board! Then they [the Panchayat] would give us patta. When we vacated
the house they said it is a free place for us.
C:

Wait, I have to tell all these things to this gentleman. She is telling that water is a problem.
Electricity is a problem. They went and met the M.D. [of the TNSCB] one month back. He
listed various types of wastelands and asked them which one does this place belong to. They
[the TNSCB] are demanding these people pay Rs. 5000. Now it is Rs. 40 thousand [with
interest]! But that amount is only [land] filling charge. This area was low [lying wetland]. To
bring it up, they have to pay. In such a case, the area would then be given patta. That too…
the Panchayat will give the patta and not the Slum Clearance Board. After paying this money
they will send the documents to the Panchayat. Then the Panchayat will charge something
else and [then finally] give patta.

M:

Does the slum clearance board ask money for this [the land filling]?!

R:

Yes. The M.D. [TNSCB] says so. He says “Pay the entire amount. I will give you a receipt. We
will give patta [certificate] and allot the land to you.” The certificate will only confirm that
the filling charge has been paid by us. There are 2500 houses here. They expect all the 2500
houses to pay the filling charge! Unless it is [all] completed, we can't expect [to get] the
patta!

C:

She says that even if one house does not pay the [filling] money, they will not give patta to
anyone. Only if everybody pays the money they [the TNSCB] will hand over the place to the
Panchayat.

M:

Will it happen? Is it possible?

C:

He is asking if it is possible and would it happen?

R:

It does not seem to be possible. It seems it is impossible. It cannot be possible. This place is
not permanent for us. Somewhat poor people may not pay and clear the amount. We told
them [the TNSCB] to establish an office here and let him [the M.D.] sit here. We will collect
installments though the [self help] groups and pay the amount to them. We will ask the
residents to come to their office and let them collect the money and give them receipt.
These days they send a person periodically. They will just come and talk to few residents
here. They would collect if someone gives money and they would go just like that.

C:

Does he give receipt?

R:

Yes. He gives a perfect receipt.

C:

How much does he collect?

R:

The person gives just Rs. 300. How long will it take to reach 40,000? Moreover the delay will
also cumulate [interest] penalty. There is confusion now due to another matter. Most of
them [the re-settled evictees from Mylapore] who were brought here in the beginning have
sold [their plots] to somebody else. Now most of the houses are in the third hand! To avoid
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this confusion they [the TNSCB] have segregated the houses into two groups namely the
first-hand holders [original settlers] and the second-hand holders [newcomers].
C:

Those who came first should pay…?

R:

At first, it was said that they have to pay only Rs. 5000. Then the persons got from them [the
TNSCB] that they should pay Rs. 12,000. If you are allotted… it is Rs. 32,000. They also collect
from the person who was allotted at first. So it is Rs. 32k + Rs. 5k equals Rs. 37k. They say
that 100 months have gone [by]. They collect Rs. 300 per month. Many people have paid
that money. But they were not given any proof for that! They collect interest on interest!
Just imagine… 9% per Rs. 100!

C:

How much money was paid?

R:

At first, Rs. 7500 was collected. Then they collected Rs. 17k. Then they collected Rs. 21k.
Then 32k! Now it is 38k which would come to Rs. 40k along with interest. There are people
who got filled [the landfilling mud] in their lands - even when they were asked to pay Rs.
17k. But they were not given any receipt. These days whenever we go [to the TNSCB] and
approach they say “Oh…Balaji Nagar..?” and they hesitate to do anything for us. They look
down at us. We were happy that we have bought land which we could give to our children.
After my demise, it should become permanent property for our children. What will that
happen if the authorities are indecisive like this at this time? Nothing is clear. Everything is
confusing. They don’t give a responsible response when we approach them. Will we get
patta?

C:

When we approached the TNSCB, they say that only the Panchayat is responsible to allot the
patta. When we approached the Panchayat they say that only the TNSCB is responsible to
allot the same!!

R:

Yes. They repeatedly say the same thing to us.

C:

She is saying that those who originally bought it [the plots] should pay almost like Rs. 32k.
People who bought from them have to pay an extra amount of Rs. 5000 as a penalty. Some
of them have paid the full amount. They didn’t even get the receipt for it. She also says
whoever the authority may be, they are not responding properly.

R:

Our Councillor, President, along with two or three important persons from this area [the
community] and three of our members of [self help] groups went there [the TNSCB] and
asked. We requested to them that we would pay Rs. 25k and asked them to give [us the]
allotment. We would show it to Panchayat Board and make it ready. [Then] they asked for
land/property tax too!! They see if the house has a mud floor or a cement floor or a mosaic
floor or a marble floor! The tax differs according to the flooring of the house. The entire
Palikkaranai area is full of patta lands. They collect the property tax according to the floor
and roof of the house. OK… let them collect. No problem! But we should be allowed to live
here [legally]. They are not amicable either way. They talk in a very strict way. They say that
we should pay the entire amount immediately. They talk in a commanding voice. Those who
have money would pay. How about the ones who don’t have money? OK. They ask us to pay
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only Rs. 300. But they calculate the interest for the balance amount as well as the interest
on the balance interest! The payments would contine up to our next generation too!
C:

She is telling that they are paying Rs. 300 per month. But [for] how long? Again and again
they are putting penalty [interest]. They are again putting the interest for the lack of money.
If they pay Rs. 300 it will continue life long. They have to pay and the next generation has to
pay!

Reference 7 - 1.64% Coverage

R:

The M.D. of the TNSCB once came here to inspect. There were eleven fire accidents here.
One of the houses here is a three storey building. A new M.D. was appointed in TNSCB and
he came here to supervise the filling. The M.D. is asking “You don’t have proper income...
you get only Rs. 1000 per month. How could you build such a big house?? The C.M. has
ordered to demolish this!” He also asked “Who sanctioned you permission to build a floor
upon a floor? How did you get [building permit] approval?" She said he got approval. But he
went to his office and sent a letter saying that the house should be sealed. But the officer
got transferred [out] immediately.

C:

She says that the Managing Director is asking Mylai Balaji Nagar people “How come you are
able to construct a concrete house here when you don’t have sufficient income?”

M:

When did this happen?

R:

It happened four years ago.

Reference 8 - 2.77% Coverage

R:

This place was given to us by the central government. One Mr. Swaran Singh11 made this
area clear for us. When we came here they said that the area was freely allotted for us. “Go
and live in your own house, why do you suffer in this slum [at Mylapore]”. So we came here.
First they said the land was free. They filled [the wetland in with] mud. They asked us to pay
the filling charge. We came here from Luz Corner in Mylapore. It was near the railway
station. The place called Flower Garden was near our slum [there]. They said that the place
belongs to Public Works Department. We all hesitated to vacate that place and were
adamant not to vacate. I overstayed there for one more year. They asked us why we should
have any fear when government allots free land and so we came here. There was no
electricity here for so many years.

C:

She says they lived in Mylapore. The place belonged to Public Works Department. They asked
why they should hesitate when the government allots free land to you and so they came here
at last half heartedly.

R:

Ten years back Karunanidhi (the then Chief Minister) said he would give free patta for lands
occupied by pavement dwellers. We went and gave request to the CM’s cell straight in the
hands of M.K. Stalin (Deputy Minister and son of Karunanidhi). They said they would look
into the matter and just collected the requisition papers. No progress was there! We have
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approached almost all the places. We have even approached the Fort and Collector [state
government officials]!
Reference 9 - 1.27% Coverage

R:

I only had three sons when I vacated Mylapore. Now they are married and have a girl child
each. Can we live in the same old small house? We borrow money and extend the house by
adding a floor. They ask us "When you can't pay the penalty, why should you extend the
house? You are able to mobilize lakhs of rupees for building the house."

M:

You said you got receipt for the amount paid?

R:

They gave a receipt but they did not give any proof - that is the clearance certificate as we
have not paid the full amount. It is only allotment paper. It is not a perfect patta.

M:

How much more they have to pay? Is it not clear?

R:

That is not clear because they are paying interest on penalty.

Reference 10 - 4.27% Coverage

M:

Will they be removed from this place?

C:

That is what she is asking us! She asked whether they would be asked to move from this
place! I said I would talk to Panchayat and tell.

R:

You please tell them I would thank them 1 lakh times if they make this place permanent for
us. If you ask them about that I would thank you so much.

C:

A new E.O. has come. We will go and ask them.

R:

We sent a letter to the E.O. too. He also didn’t respond.

C:

If we ask he says they didn’t receive even a single paisa from Balaji Nagar. The electricity bill
was something like more than a crore it seems.

R:

Should they not take action for that?

C:

If they cut the electricity connection people come and quarrel from this area.

R:

Even a poor family here has a fridge, washing machine and rice cooker! Let them cut the
power and talk to us. In a way they are correct as some people here are arrogant and create
problems. Let them come and ask. We will pay.
Even for the SCB we tell them the same thing. if they establish an office here we will
regularly pay the amount. [Self Help] Group people are ready to collect it and give. At least
let them sit till the 10th of every month. We are sure that we should pay the devil its due.
Let them take the step. They should not cut [electricity] for the entire area. They should cut
only for those who don’t pay. They should take the step. When there is power in one house
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and no power in the other house they will have an urge to pay. We filled a form of Rs. 150
and sent a request to the E.B. [Electricity Board]. They are adamant not to give us. They say
the SCB has not given approval for the same. The E.B. didn’t give sanction as there is no
patta.
C:

I was talking to Panchayat Officer the other day. He said there is no revenue from Mylai
Balaji Nagar. Even the E.B. bill was for more than a crore. These people are telling that they
want sanction for houses. But they are not sanctioned as they don’t have patta. This area still
belongs to SCB. The E.B. bill is not the prime issue. The problem is the Panchayat is confused
about who has to issue patta. They say unless they pay the arrears they would not get
allotment. Without an allotment they cannot get patta. Even that letter is a temporary
allotment. Only when there is a registered approval everything is possible.

Reference 11 - 1.44% Coverage

R:

They come and collect regularly. At first they said it is free for us. After a long time, in the
year 2000, they asked us to pay Rs. 7,500. Then they asked for Rs. 11,500. Then it became
Rs. 32,000. They say that the penalty is Rs. 5000 rupees per year per every house.

M:

Penalty! Every year!!

R:

Yes. Then there was a scheme from the Panchayat that if you have land they would build a
house for you for Rs. 80,000. But they asked us to give a bribe of Rs. 20,000. But the scheme
was helpful for this area, as it needs patta. They said to the federation that the allotment
should be in our name. There was full rush for it! 100 persons are in the federation. Some of
them are very poor. They don’t have house. They said that unless the full amount is settled
the Panchayath can't help.

<Internals\\Interviews\\INT #16 - Mr. Jayaprakash (Councillor)> - § 6 references coded [20.30%
Coverage]
Reference 1 - 6.26% Coverage

C:

Tell us what should be done to get the approval of the Revenue Department?

R:

They have to get the entire value [of all the land] from the residents. In 2001, they did a
survey of verification of lands to know who has got confirmed allotment and how many
vacant lands are there. They listed out who were allotted and who had purchased [plots]
from the allotted persons. It was finalized in the year 2003. According to the survey it was
announced that those who were directly allotted [i.e. the resettled evictees from
Mylaopore] should pay Rs. 17,040 and the persons who bought from them had to give an
additional amount of Rs. 5000 as penalty. But even after paying they were given only NOC
and not patta. Even now the records say that these lands belong to the Revenue
Department [of the TN State Government]. They also allowed them to give Rs. 2000 or Rs.
3000 [as a down payment] and [then] to give the rest of the amount as installments of Rs.
300.

Reference 2 - 1.50% Coverage
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M:

You said the Panchayat is responsible for providing maintenance of services here. Is the
Panchayat getting any revenue for this service?

C:

Do they collect any money to give the maintenance service?

R:

No. Not at all.

Reference 3 - 3.78% Coverage

M:
R:

Okay. Will the Panchayat cooperate with an NGO for the improvement of water quality?
If they do it in a single place [i.e. community level treatment], they can do.

C:

He says it is possible [only] at the community level [for the Panchayat to be involved].

R:

The Panchayat will cooperate in every aspect. As a Ward Member I will also contribute
whatever I can.

C:

He says the Panchayat will cooperate and he would also contribute whatever he could.

R:

I am ready to do anything at the political level.

C:

He says he is ready to cooperate in this.

Reference 4 - 4.69% Coverage

M:

Would they [the Panchayat] provide financing?

C:

If an NGO contributes money will the Panchayat [also] contribute [money]?

R:

Yes, they would. They [the NGO] should follow the proper method and give a written
request saying that they want to do water purification and that they need the cooperation
of the Panchayat. The cost should be mentioned. It would be discussed [at the Panchayat's
council] and [if accepted] the sanction would be passed.

C:

He says there is a proper process. They should ask by writing a letter. Then the Panchayat
would co operate and do whatever is needed, they should mention the cost in the letter.
The Panchayat would decide it in a meeting of a body and pass a resolution

Reference 5 - 2.38% Coverage

M:

If the NGO is financing it, how about [the Panchayat] managing the system?

C:

He is asking, if an NGO contributes the money and builds a system at the community level,
will the Panchayat do the maintenance?

R:

Yes, the Town Panchayat always does the maintenance. Definitely.

C:

They will discuss everything in a Panchayat meeting and decide things.

Reference 6 - 1.69% Coverage

C:

How much time would it take [to approve] if it is Town Panchayat?
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R:
We can make things ready within a month. There is no problem. We will immediately
convene the assembly meeting. The letter of request from the NGO would be shown and discussed
there.
<Internals\\Interviews\\INT #17 - CMWSSB - Notes> - § 3 references coded [33.79% Coverage]
Reference 1 - 14.73% Coverage

ο On the matter of whether MBN would get water specifically, B says that
because it is a “slum packet” it functions as a vote bank which will be valuable
the people living at MBN can use
for political parties in the next election
political pressure to ensure that they to will become connected (MBN will be
covered so there will not be any need for political pressure to ensure them with
metro water connection)
Reference 2 - 11.04% Coverage

•
•

CMWSSB has no experience of cooperating with NGOs
CMWSSB only handles construction and management of the water systems they
create
ο They are not involved in areas outside their service zone
ο Would not become involved in an NGOs efforts in MBN or any other
community outside their gov’t-mandated service zone

Reference 3 - 8.03% Coverage

•

Pallikaranai (and MBN with it) is in the process of becoming part of the Corporation
of Chennai
ο When this will be complete, B cannot say
ο But it will change who is responsible for services to MBN
• In what way, B cannot say

<Internals\\Interviews\\INT #18 - Ligy - Transcript> - § 4 references coded [24.60% Coverage]
Reference 1 - 1.16% Coverage

R:
Yeah, Balasundar... he is aware of our municipal work and all things. Balasubramaniam. He
was not hesitant to give any, you told that it was for the project purpose, isn't it? Once it is project,
he won't tell anything for IIT project, and...
M:

Yeah, good relationship there.

R:

Yeah, otherwise they'll create lots of problems.

Reference 2 - 7.65% Coverage

M:
Ok, so right now, we also met with the Panchayat, and they have a plan. They put the tender
out already, in fact, to build the overhead tank there.
R:

Overhead tank there?

M:

Yeah. In this case they would probably have storage there all the time.
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R:
But overhead tank also, because, if you go to other parts of Tamil Nadu, ok, because
everywhere they have the infrastructure, it's not that Tamil Nadu government didn't spend anything
on the infrastructure for water supply, any village you go they have the overhead tank and the water
supply line. Only thing is pumping! They won't do the pumping, not even, every day! Ok, and that
also, once in a week, they will be getting one hour, two hour.
M:

So, they'll pump the water into the tank for one or two hours?

R:

Yeah, that's all!

M:

...and it'll run down again?

R:

Ah yea! After that one, nothing will be available.

M:

So, why do they... why does that happen?

R:
Why's that happen? Sometimes they tell that electricity problem. Sometimes the workers
will not even go because the government will not be paying them on time and the various
<incomprehensible> and all the things. And no proper monitoring...
M:

Quality control...

R:

Yeah, yeah. Ok, and sometimes they'll that the sources are not sufficient. But the—

M:

So it's a combination of factors?

R:

Yea, so many things are there.

M:

So, in this particular community, we would definitely see a source problem—

R:
Yea, the source problem. And these people are not paying anything, so how can any
governmental agency sustain the problem. They are not ready to pay a single penny. How long the
government can give free?
M:
I see. So for these reasons, even the water tank that's gonna go there, probably is not going
to change—
R:
No, because if water is not there, because if somebody is paying for the water, and if they
have a limited supply, where will they supply it first?
M:

First to people who are paying...

R:
That is the, yeah. Otherwise the people who is paying for the water will be going and
shouting at the Panchayat authorities "we are paying and why are you not giving the water?".
M:

Ok.

R:

Unless the water supply is proper...

Reference 3 - 3.56% Coverage
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R:
No, because, this Pallikaranai Panchayat people were telling that they are going to put up
this one, and they are going to put up the solid waste management bins, three years back? Two
years back also, isn't it, to us? But nothing happen so far. And that Exnora vehicle is not coming or is
it coming nowadays?
M:

No, it's not.

R:
That time they promise it will start coming in the next week! So that's what I'm telling, all
these things will just be promises because their priority will be who is paying it, we'll service them.
M:

I see. So this is—

R:
Otherwise during election time, they'll get the votes. So, now election will come only after
four years, so nothing will happen!
M:
one?

Nothing will happen there... I see. Ok. So, really, the basic problem is a legal, institutional

R:

Yeah! Legal sense - yeah.

M:

Because people need to have the patta and then they can have the—

R:
Once they have all the rights, ok, people there... then all these things are automatically
come isn't it?
M:

Ok.

Reference 4 - 12.23% Coverage

R:
Unless that is done, how it will be? And the government thinks that, see, the land value is
increasing so much, so these people will slowly be moving away from that place. Not a single slum
people will be there. That's what they are... At that time, somebody was talking, when they, because
the land value is going on, so they'll sell this one and go to some other slums or... Big people, or
industry people, or economically affluent people will come to that area so all these problems will
automatically solve.
M:

Uh... how so?

R:
See, you'll be getting 25 lakhs for that small plot here. And that 25 lakhs you can buy much
bigger plot in some other village. So what these people will do, as the land prices increase in that
area, slowly, slowly, whoever is staying there, they'll be leaving the place and giving it somebody so
if some highly influential people, political people or this one, somehow they manage to get the patta
and the things...
M:
Oh, I see. So the wealthier people will be able to use personal connections to normalize
themselves—
R:
Yeah, personal connections. I don't know what is the legal way for that one, but somehow
they will... because so many... that Hyundai, I mean, some automobile companies all are there, isn't
it?
M:

Yeah, and the IT companies are there too.
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R:
Yeah, so they will not be putting the IT firms without any proper patta or proper documents,
isn't it?
M:
use?

Right, right. So you're saying that that whole land will be converted to commercial, industrial

R:
Yeah, within a few years, that may happen. Because the city is spending so much, and the
land prices or real estate prices are going up. So that's what somebody was telling - "ok, we don't
have to do anything, the problem will be automatically solved, these people"-M:

Who was saying? The government people were saying?

R:
Some government people... not officially... unofficially they were telling that this is what is
going to happen. And even Prema was telling, you talk to Prema, she also tell the same thing, so
naturally, this people will be going to some village areas later. Get the money and go away.
M:

Retire... retire to the countryside.

R:

Ah yeah.

M:

I see. So there's a possibility that this is kind of... this place isn't—

R:
Yeah, because you see the history, whoever actually was there... even half the people are
not there.
M:

Have of them have left, yeah.

R:

Ok, so the other people will also be moving away.

M:

So it's kind of like in limbo, you could say...

R:

Yeah! Yeah.

M:

It's kinda caught between two worlds.

R:
So now, whoever is there they are not even the people who is rehabilitated, so they don't
have to get any free... meals, isn't it? Because no water, no electricity should be given free to them,
because they are not the actual sufferers. So the government may take that type of a stand - "unless
you are the original people, why should we give you?"
M:
We talked to the Panchayat, the Ward Member, he says there's a certain fee - Rs. 35,000 - to
normalize the land. And if you bought the land and moved in - you're not the original allottee - then
you pay an extra penalty of Rs. 5000. But then you still get it. 5000 rupees more and then you still get
it.
R:

Yeah.

M:

So he said they, the Panchayat, are ready to normalize everybody if you pay it.
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R:
Yea, but if they are not willing to do even that one, ok, so, what anybody can do? Because
when they expect something... ummm... they should have responsibility to you, isn't it?
<Internals\\Interviews\\INT #19 - Panchayat EO - Transcript> - § 5 references coded [43.84%
Coverage]
Reference 1 - 9.31% Coverage

M:

Who is responsible for providing water and other facilities?

C:

Sir, is it the Panchayat [that is] responsible to provide water and other facilities?

R:

Yes. We are doing it. Already UGD - underground drainage - is going on. We have already
provided CC road and BT road12. The roads might have been damaged due to the work of
UGD underground drainage which is going on now. It would be rectified after the work is
finished. If it is CC road, they would be [re]built as CC road, and if it is BT road, they would be
[re]built as BT road. Water supply is only own source. We have built a well in the lake. Water
is supplied through a pump. Street lights, roads, underground drainage, and public health are
looked after by us. We are doing these five aspects.

C:

He says they are only checking water, street lights, roads, underground drainage, and public
health. They are responsible for these things.

Reference 2 - 4.66% Coverage

M:

Does the Panchayat get revenue from all these things?

R:

No, no revenue. Not even a single paisa returns as revenue. We are spending lakhs and lakhs
of rupees which we get as revenue from other sources.

C:

He says that they are not getting even a single paisa of revenue from Mylai Balaji Nagar and
they are getting revenue from other areas… they are spending money from that. They are
investing lakhs and lakhs of money for Mylai Balaji Nagar.

Reference 3 - 13.55% Coverage

M:

Is there any long term plan to collect the money from them [Mylai Balaji Nagar]?

R:

The very problem lies there! The major problem is only that. See, we have to find out and
identify who was originally allotted and we have to get the [land] tax only from them. That
task is still pending.

C:

Is that the biggest problem for you?

R:

Yes, of course. That is what …we enquired there [Mylai Balaji Nagar] so many times. We have
not received any details from them. Without those details we can’t do anything. If you are
allotted, we should know this plot in this street with this number is allotted to you! It would
be easy for us to collect tax from that particular person. When you don’t even know who is
allotted - from whom we will go and collect the tax? Moreover they say that so many dues
are pending from many persons who were allotted! Some dispute is going on between the
Slum Board and the residents. I don’t know what it is. For the time being we can’t even
collect the tax.
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C:

He is telling it is tough to collect the taxes. It is difficult because the originally allotted persons
do not live in most of the houses. Unless they find out the original people who were allotted
they can’t collect taxes. That itself is difficult. So they don’t get any revenue. But they are
spending lakhs of rupees.

Reference 4 - 5.01% Coverage

Q: What kind of support can be counted upon from the Panchayat for a HH or COMM system?
Panchayat will not work at the HH level
ο Only COMM level is possible for support the Panchayat
Presently, the Panchayat is chlorinating the overhead tanks and wells in their jurisdiction
ο This works for some time (several years) but then fails and poor quality water
becomes more likely
However, there are no examples of the Panchayat working with an NGO directly
ο It’s just never been tried before
Reference 5 - 11.31% Coverage

Q: Even if there is no revenue being drawn from MBN, would they still support?
He says he is very interested to support (i.e. take money from) an external NGO or individual
who wanted to do something in MBN
But on the question of the Panchayat actually contributing new funds for a start-up project
(even matching what an NGO contributes):
ο The process is very long to approve discretionary funds for the Panchayat
• EO - District Collector - Director - DC - EO
ο There are also no examples of the Panchayat undertaking a cost-sharing agreement
with an NGO doing developmental activities
ο Thus, there is little possibility of the Panchayat being involved in financing
However, the Panchayat is prepared to support a project by taking on operation and
maintenance tasks
ο If the capital costs are taken care of, they can mobilize limited funds within their
own budget (the local committee can approve up to 4 lakhs; anything higher must
go up to the DC for approval)
ο All that would need to happen is a local body resolution to take up the maintenance
and operation of the system and then to take it over
<Internals\\Interviews\\INT #2 - Rehman Bibi - Notes> - § 8 references coded [38.63% Coverage]
Reference 1 - 8.50% Coverage

M:

What are the projects [you] have been involved with?

R:

Initially we have been involved with World Vision under their ADP [Area Development

Project] project. We joined Self-Help Groups and have been involved in various activities through the
SHGs. Then [we also worked] with Kuupa, [which is] another organization that has worked with us
[here]. They [Kuupa] have constructed permanent shelters under a 20 years loan scheme. And then
we [have also] worked with Exnora for the collection of garbage from Mylai Balaji Nagar.
Later Pallikaranai Panchayat selected us for a solid waste management project. Under this
we collected the garbage from [around] Balaji Nagar, as well as in and around Pallikaranai. In this
[project], we segregated the garbage into biodegradable and non-biodegradable wastes. We
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constructed a compost shelter at the Panchayat and then we left it to Exnora since we did not have
cooperation or a good relationship with the Panchayat.13
I am still working with Exnora. Exnora is not working in Balaji Nagar now however since
there is no cooperation from the people in the community. In the initial phase, they were planting
trees across the community and had done solid waste management activities.
Reference 2 - 4.26% Coverage

<Rehman Bibi shows the research time some pictures of herself with Mr. Srinivasan and Mr. Balaji
from Exnora. In the images, they have distributed a garbage-collecting tricycle for the waste
management team at the Saratha School located at T. Nagar @ 1:06 – 3:50>
R:

Exnora planted trees in the school located at Sector 2 [the Lion's Club School]. I have put a

compost shed in Sector 2 near the Councillor's house. But it is been removed now because there
was no cooperation from people as well as from the Councillor. This [compost program] was done in
collaboration with the government and Exnora International.
Reference 3 - 6.55% Coverage

M:

Why did they not cooperate?

R:

Income generation [for the workers] out of this solid waste management program was very

important, however, in Balaji Nagar, there was no income [being genereated]. The Panchayat has
done nothing to support the program and even the people did not contribute anything14.15
We wanted to collect a small contribution from every household to support our workers.
We used to collect garbage door-to-door. But people refused to pay even the small contribution
saying "we are not putting any garbage here, we are dumping somewhere else, not here," and so on.

I will give an example. Suppose a water pipeline has been broken and somebody comes to
repair it. At least we should pay him something, or at least, we should offer him some tea, so that he
will be happy to continue working on it. In the same way, people should have contributed some
money to the people who were taking care of the waste management project.
Reference 4 - 5.01% Coverage

M:

I wanted to discuss with you an important aspect about a water treatment system - whether

community level or household level system would be appropriate [for Balaji Nagar]? As you told us
about the Exnora project, people did not want to pay to run the project. Do you think people would
contribute some money to maintain a community level system or do they want to take care of it at
the household level?
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R:

Yes, people can contribute money and also they can cooperate to run the system at the

community level. But it needs cooperation from the Panchayat, at the very least, cooperation from
the local Ward Member to encourage people to cooperate. However, the Panchayat here is not
cooperating for any of the projects.
Reference 5 - 4.82% Coverage

M:

Do you think that if Panchayat cooperates, it [a community level system] is possible?

R:

Yes, if the Panchayat cooperates it will be possible. In Balaji Nagar, the Slum Clearance Board

constructed the public toilets. Initially, the [World Vision] ADP helped in running the public toilets
then they left it to people to take care of it. Now, the condition of the public toilets is so [terrible] in
all of the sectors! If the Panchayat took [the] initiative to cooperate to run the public toilets, then
people can take care of it. In our original settlement, everyone had their own personal toilets,
whereas here we are really running short of infrastructure. We need the Panchayat's support.
Reference 6 - 5.89% Coverage

M:

Do people [in Balaji Nagar] take initiative to clean the latrines or do they not?

R:

People [here] are not taking any initiative for a common cause. People's attitude is

becoming like taking loans and repaying loans from the SHGs. Even the [World Vision] ADP also does
the same. From the beginning I [have] always had a tendency to work for the people. Even now I can
take initiative to look after the public toilets, but the Panchayat is not doing anything to support
us16. People want to take care of their own self.
Initially, if we had any issue, we used to go to the Slum Clearance Board along with their
field worker and ask for our needs. But now the Slum Clearance Board has told us that we should
approach the Panchayat, not the SCB17. But the Panchayat is refusing us services, saying that we are
not paying any taxes to the government.
Reference 7 - 1.06% Coverage

I am eagerly looking forward for the next government. I am expecting that the forthcoming
government may help this [waste management] project further.
Reference 8 - 2.55% Coverage

If you wanted to do something for us please do something for this waste management project. The
Councillor in this place is not cooperative and she is not taking any initiative to run this project.18
People asked me to take leadership but I did not want to take leadership. If I become a
leader I cannot put a question to others and I will be under somebody’s control19!
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<Internals\\Interviews\\INT #3 - Vijaya (World Vision) - Notes> - § 2 references coded [13.13%
Coverage]
Reference 1 - 5.10% Coverage

Q: What are the activities that SHGs are involved in at MBN?
The SHGs were started in 1998 and today there are some 50 groups active in MBN. They are mostly
involved in offering small loans to their members. In 2000, a Federation of SHGs was started that
helps SHGs to better link to banks. The Federation was also linked to the government of the District
of Kancheepuram. The Federation was made up by bringing 2 members from each SHG to about 12
members or so, who then all join together and form a Federation. It is very common practice for
SHGs in many communities.
Reference 2 - 8.02% Coverage

WV had also spent some Rs. 2 lakh to place overhead water tanks on the public latrines, drill
boreholes, install motorized pumps to move water to the tanks and have it available for washing and
cleaning in the public latrines. Around the time that the cleaning programme began to fall apart, the
motors were stolen from the pumps. The community’s response to this was mixed at this point. WV
attempted to mobilize women in the community to approach the police to file a report and they
were ready to do this WV says, but WV claims that the menfolk were not supportive of this and
prevented this from happening. At a loss, WV then approached the Panchayat to take over the
responsibility of managing and cleaning the latrines, as WV would have to be leaving shortly anyway
at the end of their ADP (Area Development Program). The Panchayat accepted the responsibility,
but then did not do anything.
<Internals\\Interviews\\INT #4 - Mr. Ashok (MBN Voluntary Assoc.) - Notes> - § 4 references coded
[69.61% Coverage]
Reference 1 - 3.77% Coverage

•

THE ASSOCIATION HAS BEEN FORMED only 6 months back
ο Arose organically as a reaction to the total inaction of the government to provide
these basic services with any semblance of quality after all these years, to make up
for the lack of responsibility in the Councillors
ο There are 25 members of the Association, 3 per street in Sector 4
ο All are male
ο Structure is: President > Vice-President > 3 Secretaries + 2 Treasurers > General
Members (3 reps from each street)

Reference 2 - 19.27% Coverage

•

MANY REASONS for forming the Voluntary Association in MBN:
1. Water Supply
• Gov’t is not providing water or sanitation services in any meaningful way here
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ο

•

One of the biggest issues is insufficient water supply
• 10-12 days waiting between having the public water supply come on
ο They also do not repair leakages/breakages in the pipelines due to the
roadside construction (ironically, for the water main to go past MBN)
• Much water is wasted, made worse by the fact that there is such
water scarcity here
Ashok says that the government often promises, but doesn’t ever do
ο They placed some 40 large Syntex water tanks across all the sectors, but no
water was ever given! (beyond the intermittent, low volume supply of tap
water)

2. Electricity supply situation:
• 3 transformers in MBN à supply is not good (one of the transformers went out with
a loud ‘BANG!’ in the midst of this very conversation, knocking out power in the
sector)
• Only streetlight connections and three transformers were installed by the gov’t à
these are the only source of power
• Streetlights were seen as the most basic necessity as it was the edge of the
city, a vacant field, with nothing in it, so the gov’t at least gave streetlights…
• No connections for any households officially
• All households connect illegally to the streetlight circuits to access electricity
• In 2006-7, the Ward Member in MBN, Jayaprakash, collected Rs. 500 from 300
households in Sector 2 in order to get their papers processed so they could get
official electrical connections à but no connections came. Ashok seems to be
suggesting there was something very irregular going on here.
• Panchayat is now saying to residents that if they want an official electricity
connection they have to obtain a NOC (No Objection Certificate) from the TNSCB à
the TNSCB says they will not issue a NOC as they say that the MBN project/file is
now closed (and their efforts are now at Chamenjeri)
• (How Kafkaesque!)
• Ashok says that one reason they may not want to give an NOC is so there is
no permanence given to their residency there
• Ashok feels that even if residents were somehow able to obtain an NOC, the
Panchayat would not accept it to connect the power and legitimize a
permanent claim to that land à he alleges that the Panchayat is trying its
utmost to keep the people at MBN informal so that they can be moved
again whenever the gov’t decides
Reference 3 - 38.82% Coverage

•

ON THEIR RE-SETTLEMENT and current legal status at MBN:
ο When they were shifted they were given a lorry ride to move their things and their
families and just Rs. 1000 to get by; they were dropped off in a vacant field at the
edge of the city
ο Residents are not paying land taxes at all since the beginning
• The original “deal” of the re-settlement was that residents at MBN would
pay at least Rs. 200/mo. until they reached a total of Rs. 11,000 (could retire
the debt faster if they wanted), and then they would have full title to their
plot
• But the residents could not afford to do this as after they were forcibly
re-settled they lost all sources of employment income from their previous
location at Mylapore
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•

•

•

•

Many households were involved in retailing, driving,
cycle-rickshaws, cleaning in the old Mylapore neighbourhood
• They couldn’t get transport back to these old work places as at that
time there was no bus-stand at MBN, and had to walk 3 km to Vijay
Nagar to catch a bus à so they lost their only source of income!!
• The households obviously had no money to pay the land fees in the
beginning; in fact, Ashok says in those early days there wasn’t
enough money to feed the children
• Moreover, they had to walk kilometres to get water at Pallikarnai
cos there was not even the tap water system there then; no
educational facilities for kids – nothing
• Development has only really accelerated in the community in the
past three years says Ashok
Ashok tells us though he had a house and basic services at Mylapore (albeit informal
encroachment as much of that displaced was), his ‘allotment paper’ (which he
showed to us, and of which I have photographs) indicates that he was a
street-dweller, and should be rehabilitated accordingly
ο The language of ‘allotment’ is important as it is clearly not patta
• the people still have no legal right to the land, they have just been
given permission by the owner – the gov’t – to use it for the time
being
• this can be withdrawn at any time should the gov’t decide to seize
the land for development purposes, setting off another cycle of
displacement for the people of MBN (Ashok says he had been
moved before from several places before Mylapore)
Ashok feels that there is no security for their land à software companies coming up
to the south, to the west the plots in the wetland that measure 2400 sq. ft. (“1
ground”) are valued at 40-50 lakh each
ο “And in the middle of all this is a slum”
• The value of the land at MBN is going up and up à this land is becoming
extremely valuable and possibly lucrative for the gov’t so Ashok fears they
may be displaced again
• Again, the issue of allotment is important as it means that residents may live
there but they do not have the legal right to sell the land at the market price
to other private actors
• (If they gov’t is going to ‘buy’ it back (if they pay anything at all
should they decide to seize the land) they will severely undervalue it
(<50%) says Siva)
• The plots in MBN are 370 sq. ft., there are some 300 households in
Sector 4 totalling some 46250 sq. ft. (i.e. some 10 crore of value at
surrounding land values!)
Ashok says that according to a law that the previous DMK gov’t passed people
should get patta after 10 years of residence at a place
ο However, they’ve been there for 16 years and nothing has happened
• Other places that were informal have been formalized this way
• Ashok is in fact a DMK “ward member” in the “party alliance” (i.e. a
grassroots worker for the party)
• Some twenty petitions and letters have gone to the Collector, to the
Deputy CM (formerly Stalin) to get patta through this law (even 5 to
the “CM cell” which typically responds strongly within 24 hours) à
but all to no avail
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•

Some people are trying to pay it now in order to regularize their land tenure, but it
seems the gov’t is not cooperating according to Ashok
ο TNSCB and Panchayat are both shifting the responsibility to the other and
making it very difficult and unclear to residents on how to regularize
themselves or access basic services
• Ashok went to meet the head of TNSCB, Mr. Abuji Sharma, recently and was
told that with interest accumulated, the residents owe Rs. 50,000 (instead of
the Rs. 11,000 it was originally) to reach the target and normalize their plots
• Ashok says many residents are ready to pay this even now (there has been a
lot of economic development in the community, and they’ve really come up
in recent years) à but the Panchayat and the TNSCB are not ready to accept
the payment he claims
• Ashok feels that gov’t won’t accept the back-taxes as it would
legitimize residents’ claims to their plots and normalize their tenure;
•

He feels that the gov’t is trying to keep them on an informal basis so
that they can be moved again whenever they decide to use the land
for other purposes

Reference 4 - 7.75% Coverage

•

There were some cases of political organizing however, one that he
mentions is the effort to have the Wine Shop removed from MBN (Sector 2)
• This effort failed cos for political reasons à the owner of the Wine
Shop was well-connected and scuttled their efforts by keeping the
authorities on his own side (I heard AIADMK mentioned, but not
clear)
• Also, spouses of drinkers preferred that the Wine Shop remain in
MBN ironically
• Otherwise, the men had to travel to either Vijay Nagar or
somewhere to the south (Tambaram?) to the closest Wine
Shop à pay for travel both ways
ο They would go to these other places and there would be
fights and violence, drinkers passing out on the streets far
from home
ο Hence, the wives of drinkers preferred that at least the
drinkers were still in the community and could stumble
home instead of being lost somewhere else
ο Of course the drinkers too preferred having the Wine Shop
close by and resisted efforts to have it closed

<Internals\\Interviews\\INT #5 - Raniyamma - Transcript> - § 4 references coded [49.47% Coverage]
Reference 1 - 30.05% Coverage

M:

Can you tell me something about the times when people living in Balaji Nagar itself worked
together? Did NGOs make them unite together?

R:

Once we tried. Before it could run in full swing, the "small savings scheme" [Self-Help
Groups] was developed. So people splilt among many groups. Then 20 ladies were given
training by the Pallikaranai20 Panchayat on preparing compost fertilizers using
biodegradable and non-biodegradable garbage21.
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M:

Who gave the training?

R:

The Pallikaranai Panchayat gave the training.

M:

Were you given training? Was the self help group given training? What sort of training did
you take?

R:

We prepared compost fertilizers. We supplied them to many places. We have given [it] to IIT
too. One Srinivasan from IIT came here to collect it.

M:

What sort of training were you given? What did you do with the garbage?

R:

We have to collect biodegradable garbage and dump them in a tub, we have to make them
into natural compost, natural fertilizer. We sold the non-biodegradable garbage to particular
shops. They have fixed rates for each item. We have to separate them first.

M:

Oh…did you!

R:

Among them we used to separate coconut shell, peel of orange, lemon and sweet lime to
dry them and grind with a thing called shikai kai. It is used to wash hair in India. It was tested
in laboratories and they said it is good. It cools down the head. We sold the shikai kai
powdered.

M:

When did this training happen?

R:

It was given in 2004. We stated doing it. It continued until 2007. The Government allotted an
amount of Rs 3 lakhs 20 thousand. But they neither showed us the accounts nor paid any
salary f22or the same! So we left the job.

M:

Were you supposed to be paid?

R:

Yes. They [the Panchayat] should have given but they didn’t. We were even asked to open a
bank account. They didn’t credit any amount except Rs. 20 per house. We were not able to
run the show. Even that was irregular. For such jobs one should be paid at least 5 or 6k [per
month] for the then-cost of living. The Panchayat didn’t pay even 10 paisa [penny] to us for
collecting the garbage. We collected money from the residents along the lanes where we
collected the garbage.

M:

Did they take the money from the households where they sold the products?

I:

Didn’t the Panchayat pay you anything?

R:

No. They paid nothing. Even if the garbage cart [tricycle] had to be repaired they refused to
do it and we had to do it. But we had to manage with the money by selling the products.

M:

How many people were doing this?

R:

Twenty women worked in that job.

M:

Also Rahman Bibi worked with you?
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R:

Yes. She also jointly worked with us.

M:

Was it the same training which she took?

R:

Yes.

M:

How much did they promise to make and how much did they make?

R:

At first they [the Panchayat] did not commit anything. But they said - “You do it, we will give
[pay] you”. The DRO [District Revenue Officer] came and talked to us. He was the
Sub-collector. He said that we run the [waste management] group well. He asked us to open
an account in the bank so that the amount could be creditted into it. They said Rs. 20k would
be sent to the bank for the twenty women [who were working]. They asked us to take the
salary according to the [garbage] collection. But they didn’t give anything up to 2007. So
[then] we stopped working for them. I still have the [bank] passbook with me.

I:

Did they pay the 20 thousand?

R:

They never deposited any amount23.

I:

Do you know the name of the DRO?

R:

I forgot. He belongs to Kerala. He is a ‘Nair’ [caste name]. There was a M.D. [Managing
Director], I remember her name. She is Nirmala.

I:

What do you mean by M.D.?

R:

I don’t remember. Her rank was under the Collector.

I:

Do you mean from the Slum Clearance Board?

R:

No. She was not from the Slum Clearance Board, it was during Jayalalitha’s period, during
their previous tenure. The scheme was introduced at that time.

M:

Is this a [govenment] waste management scheme? Does this scheme has any name?

R:

Yes. It was a [government] scheme. It was adjudged in the Supreme Court.

I:

What is the name of the scheme?

R:

It is about cleaning the water. The plastic papers block the mud at the bottom which in turn
spoils24 the water as well as arrests the flow. This does not allow the water to be absorbed
by the ground. The underground water is gradually under threat! Thus this scheme was
introduced by the government to protect the water and the underground water.

Reference 2 - 2.96% Coverage

M:

Given this experience would you think that working with the Panchayat or other government
agencies would give a good outcome? Would you say that you would want to work with the
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government in future? Would you trust the government that they would give what they
promise?
R:

No. I would not want to. Government is eyewash. At first they would convince us and take
us to their side. They would make us work hard. But finally we would not be paid.

Reference 3 - 3.62% Coverage

M:

We were talking about the potential treatment where everyone shares one comnunity
unit…if the government is involved for some help, how would you react?

R:

None of us would get involved in that. We would keep away from that. Why should we do
when they do it?

M:

What would others say?

R:

What would they say? They would welcome the water!

M:

What would they do if their cooperation is needed? If government provides fund and you
have to arrange the laborers how would the people react?

R:

They would say yes and do the needful.

Reference 4 - 12.84% Coverage

M:

Given the previous experience in the waste management project how far would you be ready
to work for the government?

R:

Government dug deep bore-wells in many places to convert the saline water into better
one. They gave us training for that. They taught us. We cannot bring mechanics from outside
if there is any fault in the bore. Sometimes the chain may get cut. They made things ready;
but they never turned back to repair things. Even after we reported to them that the pump
broke down they did not bother to come and see what is wrong with that. There was no one
to repair that. We tried our level best to repair it by ourselves as we were given a set of
tools. The metal became a waste as it was corroded by the salinity of water. Another point is
that the government did not pay any attention about it. They would bring a scheme and
would never continue any follow up. They will not monitor them. The government built
toilets here. They didn’t maintain them. We tried our level best to maintain. We collected
Rs. 5 or 10 from the houses here to clean it and maintain. We couldn’t do it. It is useless
now. It is unhygienic now.

M:

When the government started something can’t you continue to fill up the gaps?

R:

No. We are not able to do. It would stop at a level.

M:

Is there any example like this?

R:

They built canals. It was to take away the drainage water from the house. But it is not at all
used or maintained. It is just not silted [dredged]. There is no outlet for the household
drainage. Likewise the wastewater from the septic tank would also be left overflowing and
unless we go and tell them they would not bother to clear it out.
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M:

So even in the situation when there is a big need, the government has moved away, service is
collapsing, what you do to make it better again. Would you join together? Is there any
example for this?

R:

No. People have a tendency of thinking ‘Why should I bother!’

<Internals\\Interviews\\INT #6 - Panchayat - Notes> - § 6 references coded [78.29% Coverage]
Reference 1 - 10.10% Coverage

•

The Panchayat doesn’t collect any taxes from MBN
ο Though the Panchayat isn’t getting any revenue from there, they are still
providing toilets, streetlights (electrical supply), public water supply
ο But they maintain they are not officially responsible for providing services
ο They are providing services out of concern and cos MBN falls under their area

Reference 2 - 18.31% Coverage

What’s happening with the water main being put in next to MBN from Chennai Metro
water – any plans to connect MBN into the city’s water system?
• Once the city expands to include MBN and Pallikarnai, it would become the CoC’s
responsibility to provide water and sewage services in its own area
• For now, the Panchayat feels that they are doing what they can (and beyond the call of
duty) at MBN
• It would be the Metro Water Department that would be able to answer the question on
which parts of Velacherry will get connected to the new Metro water line
ο Water/sewage works financing follows the formula: 50% Panchayat, 50%
Centre/State Gov’t
Reference 3 - 13.70% Coverage

What is the actual tenure situation at MBN?
• TNSCB is responsible for deciding on the patta matter
• The land at MBN belongs to the TNSCB, not the Panchayat
• The tenure situation is additionally complicated by the fact that there are both original
settlers there as well as new-comers amongst (who have informally purchased land
there, but are not the intended residents of the re-settlement scheme)
• The residents are not paying any taxes (so how can they claim to own the land?)
Reference 4 - 10.04% Coverage

What are the development plans on the part of the Panchayat for MBN?
• Cement roads are now being built in MBN
• Overhead water tanks (same water supply though – untreated lake water) have been
planned and it has been approved already
ο But, no one has accepted the tender yet!
• Underground sewage lines and drainage are planned within the next 2½ years
Reference 5 - 15.73% Coverage

What are the barriers to the development of the community?
• There are no barriers per se “If people demand it, we will do it”
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•

•

She feels that the people at MBN are irresponsible and are misusing the facilities that
the Panchayat has provided there
ο E.g. breaking the water taps (but we know well why they feel they had to do
this)
She feels that people at MBN are not responsible people and don’t care for their place
(she says this with disrespect and dismissal)
ο It is not due to lack of land tenure she says, but something due to their nature

Reference 6 - 10.41% Coverage

Would the Panchayat be willing to implement our household filter in the households of
MBN?
• Panchayat cannot do anything for individual households
• “We can render the services that we already do”
there is
• “We are already chlorinating the infiltration well intake 1-2 times a week”
no water quality problem, they say…
• The Panchayat is satisfied with their work25
<Internals\\Interviews\\INT #7 - TNSCB - Notes> - § 4 references coded [67.73% Coverage]
Reference 1 - 16.52% Coverage

•

•
•
•

3400 families re-settled to MBN in 1995
ο Into 4 sectors: Phase I – IV
ο Most people moved were informal dwellers at Mylapore26
ο TNSCB gave the families Rs. 1000 at the time as re-habilitation
Education and employment were disrupted due to re-settlement
ο Many of the women were domestic help in their original area of Mylapore
ο “People have to accept, it’s a central government project.”
TNSCB conducted a socio-economic survey on the people who were to be displaced
education, income levels, occupation, demographics
World Bank + Central Gov’t + “Land-owning Department”27 gave money for the
MRTS development as well as the resettlements
ο He suggests going to speak to the Chief Engineer at the TNSCB for more info
on the World Bank link
• The TNSCB Planning Engineer says it’s not the case that the WB was
involved in this project
• Must look into WB Project directory t28o see if there was involvement
at MRTS Chennai Mylapore and sort out this confusion

Reference 2 - 24.02% Coverage

•

•

Plot size = 15 x 18 ft.
ο Totally empty land at time of re-settlement
ο Only street lights at the time
ο Plots marked by strings
ο Families had to build their own homes
Families were entitled to a “Hire Purchase29” scheme to gain ownership of the land
ο Rs. 70/mo. for 10 years and then it’s theirs30
ο Before MCS31 Lease cum sale agreement (Temporary)
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•
•

•

•

ο After Permanent patta (permanent)
But people didn’t pay owing to the disruption of employment and income ops not a
single family followed through with the scheme’s payments
Maintenance issues then arose:
ο E.g. garbage etc.
ο TNSCB had to scrounge for funds to support these on-going services they
didn’t have funds earmarked for these purposes (shit planning eh?)
ο They say they transferred to Panchayat32 but they also have no funds
• They tried to collect ~5 Rs. To do sewage, waste management, etc.
The Community Development Team at TNSCB did look after the following, after the
re-settlement, from 1995-1997:
ο Schools in nearby areas for kids to attend; helped families to enrol their33
children
ο Arranged w/ NGOs to build two schools in MBN itself
ο Built ration shops
ο w/ NGOs did more educational support type works
ο Established a health clinic for which the TNSCB built the physical facility
TNSCB looked after maintenance for 3-5 years but then had to focus its attention
on new re-settlement colonies that were coming up

Reference 3 - 17.80% Coverage

•

•
•

Typically, TNSCB works in a re-settlement community for 7-8 years to help it get
back on its feet
ο Usually it finds NGOs to do the work itself
ο They put out the ‘tender’ or the ‘right to work’ in a particular re-settlement
community, on its development priorities
ο But there is no money given for these services to the NGOs!!
ο The TNSCB basically plays the role of outsourcing the government’s
responsibilities to NGOs34
• It’s own role is limited to networking, connecting NGOs, other gov’t
agencies to the community of interest
ο For services, the TNSCB focuses on getting (into the new community):
• Police
• Hospital
• Ration supply
• Water supply
Wrt water supply, for the short-term, TNSCB will arrange for water lorries to come to
the re-settlement community if there is no other water source, but only as a temporary
measure they don’t typically handle water supply
Wrt electrical supply, TNSCB installed street lights, but not household connections
ο (The street lights have now been spliced to provide electricity to homes!)

Reference 4 - 9.38% Coverage

•

It turns out, MBN was an experiment in re-settlement give people nothing and drop
them off on the edge of the city…
ο It was the 2nd re-settlement in Chennai that the TNSCB had ever undertaken
ο The first was another site in Velachery
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•

ο Both of these “re-settlement” schemes involved the TNSCB not providing any
form of housing (even tenement blocks) at the new site of re-settlement
TNSCB will not do any more of these MBN-style re-settlements obviously it was a
big fucking disaster (the interviewee says this with some regret and guilt)

<Internals\\Interviews\\INT #8 - CMWSSB - Notes> - § 1 reference coded [20.39% Coverage]
Reference 1 - 20.39% Coverage

•
•

No history of working collaboratively with NGOs in water delivery
CMWSSB also acts as a consultant for Panchayats outside of Chennai proper, but does
not administer projects outside of its own zone

<Internals\\Interviews\\INT #9 - Rehman Bibi - Transcript> - § 4 references coded [65.72% Coverage]
Reference 1 - 6.30% Coverage

M:

Hi…having a chat with Rehman Bibi. Hi...I just want to ask you about the history of housing in
this area?

C:

We are all building houses …is it not? He wants to know who funded the construction and all
details about it. It is growing from the starting time when you came to Mylai Balaji
Nagar…till now. Can you please tell me about it?

R:

We came here in '95 in the beginning. At first, the Slum Clearance Board vacated us and
gave this place for us. When we came here we were given a house measuring [9 ft x 15 ft].
They gave us a flat [amount] of Rs. 500 Rs. for [reconstruction]. We built thatched houses
here and started living here.

C:

Was the Rs. 500 enough for you to construct a thatched house?

R:

How will it be enough? We had to adjust and build!

C:

Did all of you build houses?

R:

Yes. We all spent around Rs. 5000 to 6000 each and built houses. They gave us a lorry which
is usually used to transport garbage. Our belongings were filled in it and brought here [to
Mylai Balaji Nagar from Mylapore].

Reference 2 - 25.54% Coverage

M:

At that time [of the major fire in June 1998] were all the houses thatched?

R:

Yes, all of them were thatched houses. Then they built us houses with the measurement of 9
feet breadth and 15 feet length. The roof was made of 3 layers of [asbestos] tiles35.

C:

Who built it for you?

R:

The Slum Board. We asked them to give us a jute cloth and 4 nails. We were defined as
roadside [pavement] dwellers. The allotment mentioned us as Balaji Nagar roadside
dwellers. That is why I used to ask every officer to give us all jute cloth and 4 nails. We can
make a shelter and can sit under that!36 So they built us houses with seven pipes and a roof
of tiles!
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C:

Was it given for every family here?

R:

Yes. It was given for every family. At first they issued a token of allotment. They allotted
houses for everyone according to their token priority.

C:

After the fire incident, initially they did not allot any houses. They just issued tokens. Then
they installed seven [vertical support beam] pipes like this and then put a sheet…these kinds
of sheets... <asking Rehman Bibi> Is it this kind of sheet? <Pointing to asbestos tile of a
nearby concrete block home.>

R:

Yes.

M:

Was it after the fire? Were you first issued the tokens?

R:

Yes.

C:

Only roof and not the walls.

R:

It was not for the [whole] 15 ft. x 18 ft. area. It was only for the area of 9 ft. x 15 ft.37

M:

Is it for a part of the house? Is it not for the full house?

R:

Yes. It is not for the full house. Some of the houses look the same even now.

C:

She is telling some of the houses are left as it is.

R:

<She points out a nearby abandoned concrete block house> See here... This is the pipe laid by
them and this is the roof they had put!

C:

Is it! Did they make all the houses like this?

R:

Exactly the same.

C:

But there are walls!

R:

Yes. We went and quarreled. So they built walls too for the houses.

C:

This is what the Slum Clearance Board has built for them.

M:

That is why they are so small. I see. Did they do it for free of cost?

C:

Did they do it free-of-cost for you?

R:

Yes. They didn’t collect any money from us for the same.

M:

And then, how many people got that?

C:

He is asking how many of you got that…
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R:

All of us, everybody got that. All of us were issued a token and all of us were built these
types of houses. All the 2000 families got it.

C:

Whoever was residing here got the concrete block house.

M:

What happened to those who were not issued the token?

R:

There was no one who did not get a token! All of us were issued token and all of us got
these built houses.

C:

There were no people without token.

M:

So 700 huts were burnt and…

R:

As the huts were burnt [down], we couldn’t live here and that was the reason why the Slum
Clearance Board built us houses with [asbestos] roof sheets and [concrete block] walls.
Some [people] have 2 places [homes] here [in the community]. They can sell one and build a
house using that money in future.

C:

Amma…you said only 700 houses were burnt in the fire. But did they build houses for all the
sectors?

R:

Yes, even though the total loss was only for this second sector, the fire had spread to all the
other sectors. Then they had laid pipeline of water for us.38 The Slum Board gave Rs. 24
lakhs to the Panchayat Board [to build the public water standpipes] and we signed some
papers.

C:

See… the Slum Clearance Board had given Rs. 24 lakhs to the Panchayat for water [supply
improvements]. They had laid the water pipes [for the public standpipe system].

R:

Swaran Singh [IAS officer] was the Chairman of the Slum Board at that time.

C:

Did you also sign some papers?

R:

Yes, I did. He [Swaran Singh] took three of us. We paid the money. We also signed some
papers.

C:

Three members from the committee went to the Panchayat with the Chairman.39 They paid
Rs. 24 lakhs and signed some papers. They [the TNSCB] did not give the money to these
people [from the community]. They took the money [to the Panchayat] and took three of
them [community-members] with them [TNSCB]. These three were the representatives of the
area and committee.

Reference 3 - 15.71% Coverage

:

They [the Panchayat] pay the electricity bill too40. The entire arrangement was by the
Central Government because the Metro Railway was [a project] of the Central Government!
So the Railway Department [central government body] assured [us] this location and a
school for the children.
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C:

What she is telling: they were shifted under the MRTS plan. The Railway Department has
promised that they will come and then they will construct park, schools and everything [here
in Mylai Balaji Nagar]... That is how they had been re-settled here.

C:

When did they tell you all these things?

R:

They told in '93 itself. We sued a case against them. They [Railway Department] said that
they had handed over everything to the Slum Clearance Board and so they would do
everything for us.

C:

Whom did you file a case against?

R:

We sued against the Railway Department saying that we were residing in that area for 70
years and so we would not vacate.41

C:

Who filed a case?

R:

We, the public.

M:

When was this case…?

R:

It was in 1993. We were near Sai Baba Temple [in Mylapore]42. We were asked to vacate in
the year 1993. I was the last one to vacate. I came out [here] in the year 1995. They said
they are spending 11 crore for this project of railways [MRTS expansion] and so they brought
us here.

C:

They were asked to vacate in '93 and they vacated in '95.

R:

Swaraj Patil was the judge in the [Madras] High Court. It was due to his judgment we all
came here [to Balaji Nagar]. We were told that even if we lived there for many years and
even if we have any number of pattas we have to give up because the land belongs to the
Government of India. He said we had to vacate and [be] assured that all [re-settlement and
rehabilitation] facilities would be done by them.

C:

The judge told them that they had to obey his ruling. The Slum Clearance Board was
entrusted with the responsibility [for their re-settlement and rehabilitation] and the SCB
would do the facilities properly.

M:

Did anyone try to fight back in the court that the slum clearance board did not do the
facilities for you?

R:

We don’t have any chance to talk because we were told that we have to give back the
government’s land. We could not talk back because we were there without any patta in the
government’s land. We had come just like that, it is not correct to encroach on the
government’s land.

C:

They had just encroached to the streets and they lived there. It is the government’s land. We
encroached onto it. So we cannot claim any more. That is how people came out.

Reference 4 - 18.16% Coverage
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M:

Who is responsible now for the lights, etc. [here at MBN]?
<The rest is inaudible as many women and children are shouting around>

R:

The Slum Clearance Board has [been] paid money for everything in advance. The Railway
Department had given the entire amount to the Slum Board. They [the Slum Board] are
benefited by us. We were not benefited by them. We said there is no school. Sriram [a
private charity] built this house.

C:

Who is Sriram?

R:

Don’t you know Sriram? He is the one who runs Sriram Chit Funds.43 Their charity club built
this school44. The Lions Club built the bigger school. They gave us a government teacher too.
One Lord Mr. Akbar Ali45 of London [from the Lions Club] donated Rs. 40 lakhs for the
school. The Lions Club had arranged to plant flower plants here near the school [as well].

C:

She is saying that the Slum Clearance Board has paid the amount to the Panchayat.

M:

Was it in the year 1998?

C:

Yeah, that is what she is saying. This school was constructed by Sriram Chits [Charity Club]
Finance Co. With the support of another NGO, they have constructed this school. And then
the Lions Club had promised to do a tree plantation and other things. There is a person
called Akbar Ali of the Lions Club. He had promised to donate Rs. 40 lakhs.

R:

Sriram did not invite the Panchayat for the inaugural celebrations [for the schoolhouse].
They [Sriram] arranged everything by themselves. Sriram wanted to make it as a convent
[private] school and to collect fees for the same [for enrolment]. But the Panchayat didn’t
want to give up as the land owner was the Panchayat! They argued that only the building
belongs to Sriram and if possible he could take it and go away [off the Panchayat's land]! I
said Sriram is like the Lord Rama and he is capable of lifting the building! I shouted at the
Panchayat Officer saying that he should not talk about it there inside the building. I said I
have a CD of the speech delivered by the London Lord Akbar Ali. I told I would play it in front
of the Madam. I said let this be a free English medium convent school. We were there for
three hours quarrelling. We didn’t allow it. I asked if the Panchayat Officer if he was invited
for the inaugural function at all. Now they have placed the discarded pumping station inside
the building.

C:

See... The school was constructed by the Sriram Chits and Finance [Company]. The BDO
(Block Development Officer) and the Panchayat came here and told [Sriram] that the land is
under the Slum Clearance Board. It belongs to the government. They [Sriram] wanted to
make it into a private convent school.

M:

Who?

R:

Sriram wanted to make it into a private convent school. These people said no to the private
schools. They wanted it to be a free [government] school.46 Sriram was running a free
midday meals scheme here. They [Sriram] had also appointed a watchman. All these things
were withdrawn. Sriram then handed over this place to the government and went away.

<Memos\\Content of Faridha's follow-up to Waste Mgmt Day> - § 1 reference coded [50.08%
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Coverage]
Reference 1 - 50.08% Coverage

- Some 26 people seemed to have been involved in the waste management program that was
implemented in MBN some years ago (the one started-up b/w EXNORA and the Panchayat)
- Only 3 people are still working on it (incl. Rehman Bibi), and not even at MBN (but at the
nearby NIOT campus)
- This program has fallen apart for the following reasons:
1. Ward allotment
2. No tricycle
3. No proper facility
4. Salary problems
- When asked what needs to happen to make it successful, respondents say:
1. They want a 5-year contract
2. Permanent job facilities
3. Minimum salary of Rs. 3000/4. They want a job from the Kancheepuram District [gov't].
Annotations
1

Who is the Councillor specifically? Should do an interview with this person. JJ: members of Corp of Chennai
are ‘councillors’ and the people from the municipality of Pallirkanai are the ‘ward person’
Srini: ward is a part of a panchayat, every ward has a representative member, and then the panchayt has a leader
for the whole; in the city (corp of Chennai) the reps of wards are called conuncillors
Councillor/Ward member for MB Nagar is: Manjula Jayaprakash (wife of Mr. Jayaprakash who is really running
things behind the scene - he had been councillor before, but due to gender reservations, she ran in his place and
he pulls the strings)
2

***What does this mean? People in other sectors? Why would they try to stop them? JJ: indeed, the neighbours
were criticizing her for taking the issue to the panchayat; this may be for the reason that some residents are afraid
to engender enmity with the panchayat; alternatively, it could be gendered differences, men telling women to
clean it at home, why make a fuss -> need to follow up with Archana

3

What does this mean - contains 76% salt? or 76% of the groundwater contains salt? Either way though, the
point is the same - the groundwater is brackish or saline and cannot be used for domestic purposes.
4

Can't decide if this is a failure or a success! I guess a little of both in a way.

5

JJ: the tamil word is ‘manvari’, it means land à there is one land tax only.

6

My notes indicate also 2005.

From notes:
people’s homes were flooded and they had to stay in the community hall; the gov’t provided food aid, but it was
poor in quality
o
In the face of this, people lobbied the gov’t to give 5 kg of rice to everyone
o
Gov’t wound up giving Rs. 2000 to all the hutments
7

My notes say: 2-300 households came together for this agitiation (but there may be some issue with the veracity
of the note, be warned).

8

o
o
o

SHGs have written to the DC with these needs some five months back.
Need traffic police on Velachery Main Rd. as there are many accidents, at least one a week
Want to shut down the Wine Shop
Want a police station in the area as there too much crime and theft occurring
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9

There is discussion elsewhere in another interview (I think it was with the TNSCB) where the process by which
the government outsources the delivery of basic services to NGOs (with and without funding). This is important
for the larger theme of privatization of governmental responsibilities.
10

Like what Ashok was talking about.

11

Rehman Bibi told us this name - Swaran Singh [IAS officer] was the Chairman of the Slum Board at that time
[of resettlement].

12

CC = cement/concrete
BT = tar (i.e. asphalt?)
13

Rehman Bibi says they had a bad relationship with the Panchayat even though it was them instituted the waste
management program...

14

To clarify - Did the Panchayat promise then not deliver? What’s the story here?
Srini says: Pallikaranai Panchayat didn’t give any income to the waste management workers, Nor did the people
in MBN either. The Panchayat only built the waste-sorting shed and said that the community members should
pay for the service itself. So in the end, the Panchayat didn’t pay the workers and then the MBN folk didn’t pay
either -- so the whole program fell apart.
15

Was there some sort of formal agreement that was developed and then reneged on? Or was it informal,
"word-of-mouth"?
16

Panchayat won’t support those who have the initiative either. A very limiting environment it seems.

17

***Battle b/w SCB and Panchayat on who is repsonsibile, both are shirking.

18

Rehman Bibi is pushing for waste management, but saying the Councillor (lady) is not supporting it.

19

Rehman Bibi is so awesome.

20

FROM ON:
She wanted to start a large community group
But this was the same time the SHGs (by World Vision) were started
So people atomized to smaller groups, instead of a large collective
Also, the SHGs focused on microfinance activities, not community development efforts
>>>> This is interesting – the external creation of a certain kind of group forestalled the self-emergence of a
possibly cohesive community collective!
21

This must be what Rehman Bibi was talking about, the failed waste management program.

22

From ON, to clarify:
The waste management program lasted until 2007 but then fell apart
Panchayat was supposed to pay the workers, but they never did
Panchayat was also supposed to collect fees for waste collection (Rs. 20/mo.) from each household to
supplement the revenues
But gov’t never paid their share
23

From ON: Gov’t would pay 20k into that account à this along with the user fees and sales of products would
sustain the work of the waste management program
But it never came! Group feel apart cos the lack of promised gov’t support
24

From ON: She says though the Supreme Court had ordered national waste management improvements in
order to facilitate rainwater infiltration

25

ON: So this might be a rock and hard place situation – COMM might have benefits but the gov’t is too
incompetent previous experience shows; HH would not be supported by the gov’t so it’d have to be
independently done through the markets/NGO

26

ON: “Most” means that some formalized people were also swept up in the eviction

27

ON: What is that exactly?

28

ON: Do it; Ask Shafi for guidance on where to find project listings

29

i.e. lease to own agreement

30

This sums to Rs. 8400

31

What does this refer to? I think it refers to the land ownership scheme.
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32

Transferred what exactly?

33

Helped financially? Or helped with referrals, paperwork?

34

ON: This is important.

35

So after the fire in 1998, when many thatched houses were destroyed, the TNSCB started to build the concrete
block shacks with the asbestos tile roofs.

36

I think she's being sarcastic...! Oh Rehman Bibi... what a lady!

37

That is why these houses are a little set back from where the road ends.

38

Public standpipe network built in 1998 after the big fire.

39

Ok, so the TNSCB got a community committee of three people to go with the TNSCB Chairman to the
Panchayat, hand over 24 lakhs in funds, and agreed and signed a plan to build the public water standpipe
network. (In the wake of the fire, water supply must've been demanded!!)

40

It's not clear here who 'they' is that pay the elc bill, but from previous explorations, I take it that it is the
Panchayat.

41

This seems to have been an act of judicial resistance against their initial displacement from Mylapore.

42

This is just southeast of the current Mylapore (Thirumaylai) MRTS station, along the path of the tracks.

43

This is a major Indian savings and investment corporation.

44

I believe she is refering to the small school house that is now at the side of the Lions Club School grounds.

45

This guy seems to be an MBE who does philanthropic work around the world.

46

This is fascinating.... something here about entrepreneurship, charity, and the state. The entrepreneur wanted
to bring education to the dispossessed, so he paid to have a school built on public lands that didn't belong to him,
and then wanted to charge to make it a private school. Amazing....

See Also Links
i

Internals\\FGD I\\FGD #1A - Archana Follow-up - Notes

ii

Internals\\Interviews\\INT #9 - Rehman Bibi - Transcript
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Name: Nodes\\Analytical I\\Relationships with NGOs & Private Sector
Description: - Description of works that NGOs/private have done in MBN
- What are the positive experiences and the negative ones?
- General Bin
- DO NOT AGGREGATE
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Name: Nodes\\Analytical I\\Relationships with NGOs & Private Sector\Businesses
Description: - Instances

where businesses are discussed

<Internals\\Interviews\\INT #1 - Darwin Moses (World Vision) - Transcript> - § 1 reference coded
[6.66% Coverage]
Reference 1 - 6.66% Coverage

R:
Yea, community level is since we got some knowledge we know the truth there, so the
community level is going to help. The people also think like that, then they will come forward. So the
families, they are very concerned about their own families. So this is a good thing. So we can do it. If
we boil your water, our children will be health, we will be health, like that. If it is community, so they
will be 'ohhh... nobody... who is going to come do?' like that they will think. So many exploitation
happened.
M:

What do you mean exploitation?

R:
Yeah, the government says, and some few NGOs came. Their only purpose is... they will say
microfinance and this that. So their only purpose is paying interest.
M:

Like a bank?

R:
Yeah, so they will came and give money and get things then some times extra money, in
between people, so you have to take care of 10, then 10 repay, that is your responsibility, one is not
repay, then fight will be there. Another will not give, a fight will be. So their only motive is the
interest, not for the community, not for the family, not for the individual. So whatever we do, World
Vision thinks about building the family, not the house, the family, so family relationship.
M:
When you say there's been exploitation, you mean that it prevents people, it makes people
want to stay in their house and take care of their own family first. Cos there's not some trust - is this
the issue?
R:
So if going for community level, you should have pukka cooperation from the community,
then only you can go ahead. Otherwise... you can take your time and explain everything.
<Internals\\Interviews\\INT #11 - Archana - Transcript> - § 2 references coded [13.97% Coverage]
Reference 1 - 5.59% Coverage

M:

What would they [the recipients] use it [the loan] for?

R:

If we have to get a loan from outside private parties [commercial banks] it would be 5 paisa
per one rupee. Instead we can get loan here! We can use it for the education of our children.
We also use it for emergency purpose for our household.

Reference 2 - 8.38% Coverage

M:

What is L&T?

R:

It is in Saidapet. They also do the same thing [provide loans]. They also formed women’s
groups.

1/4

C:

There are lots of organizations [working] in this way [providing loans]. The rate of interest
would be less than other outside private parties [banks]. That is why they give loans to the
entire group. If they do so, the entire group would be held responsible to repay it, this is why
lot of organizations are doing this microfinancing.

<Internals\\Interviews\\INT #15 - World Vision - Transcript> - § 2 references coded [3.33% Coverage]
Reference 1 - 2.14% Coverage

C:

As a [self help] group they take loans and divide that amount. With the help of that amount
they can make use of it for a business opportunity.

R:

The benefit in this is if we take a loan from an outside [moneylender], we have to pay
interest of 10 paisa [per ruee per month], we have to pay interest of Rs. 10 for Rs. 100 per
month. This is the interest rate of the bank!

C:

She says that the interest is very high if she goes for a bank. It is 12% per annum [in the self
help group]. Whereas the outside [moneylenders] can even charge up 30 to 40%!

M:

Is it a national bank, a government bank?

R:

Yes.

M:

The private banks charge very high rate of interest?

R:

No no, it is not bank. Please tell him we are not taking any loans from the bank. It is like a
private individual who charges high interest. We are not getting it from the private parties.

R:

We are getting loans from the bank through the [self help] group association. We are
allocating that too [to community-members]. If we lend them [community-members] Rs.
10,000, they have to repay Rs. 500 every 15 days. They are repaying 24 installments in one
year, that is in 12 months. This is also...

Reference 2 - 1.19% Coverage

M:

What is the sangam?

R:

The sangam is formed by those who are in these [self help] groups. At the same time, those
who are not in the [self help] groups can also be in this [the sangam]1. Public people can
[also] be in a sangam. They can do social service. They built this school as a private school.2
But as far as our area is concerned, we don’t have that much money to afford the [private
school] fees. We wrote is [a protest letter] through the group [the sangam] and sent it to the
Collector's office. We wrote that what we need is a free government school. Now it [the
private school] has become a government school. People make use of it very well.

<Internals\\Interviews\\INT #9 - Rehman Bibi - Transcript> - § 1 reference coded [15.98% Coverage]
Reference 1 - 15.98% Coverage

We said there is no school. Sriram [a private charity] built this house.

2/4

C:

Who is Sriram?

R:

Don’t you know Sriram? He is the one who runs Sriram Chit Funds.3 Their charity club built
this school4. The Lions Club built the bigger school. They gave us a government teacher too.
One Lord Mr. Akbar Ali5 of London [from the Lions Club] donated Rs. 40 lakhs for the school.
The Lions Club had arranged to plant flower plants here near the school [as well].

C:

She is saying that the Slum Clearance Board has paid the amount to the Panchayat.

M:

Was it in the year 1998?

C:

Yeah, that is what she is saying. This school was constructed by Sriram Chits [Charity Club]
Finance Co. With the support of another NGO, they have constructed this school. And then
the Lions Club had promised to do a tree plantation and other things. There is a person
called Akbar Ali of the Lions Club. He had promised to donate Rs. 40 lakhs.

R:

Sriram did not invite the Panchayat for the inaugural celebrations [for the schoolhouse].
They [Sriram] arranged everything by themselves. Sriram wanted to make it as a convent
[private] school and to collect fees for the same [for enrolment]. But the Panchayat didn’t
want to give up as the land owner was the Panchayat! They argued that only the building
belongs to Sriram and if possible he could take it and go away [off the Panchayat's land]! I
said Sriram is like the Lord Rama and he is capable of lifting the building! I shouted at the
Panchayat Officer saying that he should not talk about it there inside the building. I said I
have a CD of the speech delivered by the London Lord Akbar Ali. I told I would play it in front
of the Madam. I said let this be a free English medium convent school. We were there for
three hours quarrelling. We didn’t allow it. I asked if the Panchayat Officer if he was invited
for the inaugural function at all. Now they have placed the discarded pumping station inside
the building.

C:

See... The school was constructed by the Sriram Chits and Finance [Company]. The BDO
(Block Development Officer) and the Panchayat came here and told [Sriram] that the land is
under the Slum Clearance Board. It belongs to the government. They [Sriram] wanted to
make it into a private convent school.

M:

Who?

R:

Sriram wanted to make it into a private convent school. These people said no to the private
schools. They wanted it to be a free [government] school.6 Sriram was running a free midday
meals scheme here. They [Sriram] had also appointed a watchman. All these things were
withdrawn. Sriram then handed over this place to the government and went away.

Annotations
1

So what I understand is that the FEDERATION is the collective representative body of the SELF HELP
GROUPS. Only SHG members can join the federation. On the other hand, there are many people (women only?)
who are not in the SHGs and thus can't join the Federation. For them, there is also the SANGAM which is open
to all (women?) irrespective of whether one belongs to a SHG or not.
2

This must be the Sriram Chits Charity story that Rehman Bibi talked about.

3

This is a major Indian savings and investment corporation.
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4

I believe she is refering to the small school house that is now at the side of the Lions Club School grounds.

5

This guy seems to be an MBE who does philanthropic work around the world.

6

This is fascinating.... something here about entrepreneurship, charity, and the state. The entrepreneur wanted to
bring education to the dispossessed, so he paid to have a school built on public lands that didn't belong to him,
and then wanted to charge to make it a private school. Amazing....
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Name: Nodes\\Analytical I\\Relationships with NGOs & Private Sector\NGOs
Description: - Instances

where NGO works at MBN (or elsewhere) are discussed

<Internals\\Exploratory Work\\PK - Prabha's Mtg w. Dr. Buvana (TNSCB)> - § 1 reference coded
[8.50% Coverage]
Reference 1 - 8.50% Coverage

− The land is owned by the Slum Board. She says when people were moved here this
was treated as a sites and services project. The only thing that people were provided
was water and sites. She acknowledges that even toilets were not provided, but they
should have been. [At some point World Vision built the one toilet block which is in
Sector 4. (Is this correct?) People are still using this toilet even though there is no
water in the block. They use the toilets with their own water.]
<Internals\\Exploratory Work\\PK - Prabha's Scoping Report 2009> - § 1 reference coded [8.15%
Coverage]
Reference 1 - 8.15% Coverage

Francis has an NGO called Community Research and Development Trust and apparently they
have been engaged with MB Nagar for the last 4 years. His involvement with MB Nagar
started in 2003 when he visited MB Nagar as part of a church project with the Peniel Mission
Trust. The church was already active in Sector 1. The Peniel Mission Trust received funding
from the Geneva Global Network which is a coalition in Geneva that funds initiatives for the
economic empowerment of the poor. Through this they were supporting women’s self-help
groups, (which were originally set-up by World Vision) in a number of activities such as:
sewing, and the making of candles, pickles, papadams, toiletries, etc. Women also got loans
of Rs.1000/each to facilitate the abovementioned activities. None of these activities are taking
place through that Mission Trust any longer or through any other process or NGO. Francis
says he left the Mission Trust due to financial irregularities as he did not think the money was
being spent as it should be. Soon after, he formed his own NGO and somehow got involved
in teaching women sewing. The NGO has been getting financial support from a retired
German woman who visits India on and off. The NGO has 7 members and apparently also has
sewing projects is some rural areas in Tamil Nadu (TN).
<Internals\\FGD I\\FGD #1 - Transcript> - § 6 references coded [11.47% Coverage]
Reference 1 - 3.70% Coverage

C:
Akka, we have asked what are the problems faced in Mylai Balaji Nagar due to water. The
next question is -- What are the organizations, service organizations, NGOs, political organizations or
associations belonging to political parties that are found in Mylai Balaji Nagar? <13:20>
P4:
World Vision of India, many federations and sangams are here, the women’s group
movements [SHGs]. There are many organizations working and helping here in Mylai Balaiji Nagar.
But not found here, but operating from outside, [are other organizations] such as Hand in Hand India
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[which is] from Pallikaranai [but] is also helping here. [Another is] Growing Opportunity. Should it be
water related? <13:40>
C:

Everything!

P4:

Gramavidiyal, Mahasemam.

P3:

All these are women’s group movements.

P4:
World Vision has organized and provided 200 tanks for the collection and storage of water in
all four sectors for its members. And there are proposal to provide 300 more in April – May [2011].
C:

Are there any more NGOs [active here]?

P4:

Janalakshmi, LNT...

C:
You have identified the [outside] organisations working here, but are there any
[community-based] associations found in Balaji Nagar [itself]?
P4:
Yes, there are resident welfare associations such as "Five Star Welfare Resident
Associations." [There are] some training associations in the second sector and there are many youth
associations in the different sectors [that are] not necessarily associated with political parties.
Reference 2 - 3.02% Coverage

C:
You have identified many service-based organizations and associations here in Mylai Balaji
Nagar. Can you tell us what are some of the activities of such organizations?
P4:
World Vision has done many such works. We came here in 1995 and there were many huts
here then and there [were] no facilities for education for our children. World Vision sponsored
education for our children by adopting 400 of our children, organized 50 women’s group movements
[SHGs] and provided loans of various kinds such as housing loans and loans for doing other business
and also helped in providing driving licenses. Many such helps were provided by World Vision.
C:

What are the works done by other organizations?

P4:
Hand in Hand India had helped in the following ways. For the 8th-class failed students, they
helped them to continue their education and to pass the 8th-class. And for the 9th-class failed
candidates to complete the SSLC [Secondary School Leaving Certificate] or the 10th-class. Education
to illiterate ones and non-schoolgoers was [also] helped with education [by] helping them to enrol in
schools. [Other organizations] also formed many women’s group movements [SHGs] and provided
[them] with many loans1.
Reference 3 - 0.39% Coverage

P4:
They are also getting many tailoring machines in the second sector and there are also
attempts to provide free tuition to the students in Balaji Nagar.
Reference 4 - 0.77% Coverage
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C:

What happened after extinguishing the fire?

P4:

Everybody helped in that act.

C:

Everyone from the four sectors came forward to help [with] it?

P4:
Yes, everyone came forward to help. World Vision also helped, they provided whatever was
needed in the homes for the families [that lost their homes].
Reference 5 - 2.15% Coverage

C:
Have you done any other thing water to solve the water crisis besides taking this water and
the photos of it [to the Panchayat]? Has any other organisations or groups supported your cause of
reporting to the authorities of the water problem?
P4:

The women’s groups cooperated with us. Especially World Vision conducted a meeting of its

women's group members and asked the Councillor2 about the water problems. The Councillor
promised that the [tap] water will be more regular, instead of every 20 days. Since then, the [tap]
water came regularly, within every 5 or 6 days, as the Councillor had promised, and then after that,
[it has gone back to the] water occasionally coming [after up to] 20 days. Water comes regularly in
the first few weeks of the Councillor’s promise, every 5 or 6 days, but nowadays water comes in 10
days or a week or even after 20 days!
Reference 6 - 1.45% Coverage

C:
So you have identified doing water treatment at the community level and you have also
rightfully identified the working of many organisations and associations working here. What are the
ways by which these organisations can contribute in bringing this community level water treatment
[to be], [to make it] more beneficial and accessible to more people in the community?
P4:
World Vision has provided bigger tanks (one lorry water capacity water tanks)3 in all the four
sectors for water storage so water can be made available to all people making use of group-wise
distribution.
<Internals\\FGD I\\FGD #2 - Transcript> - § 1 reference coded [0.62% Coverage]
Reference 1 - 0.62% Coverage

M:

What are the formal and informal associations that work for you in Mylai Balaji Nagar?

R:

Only two organizations are here - they are Magalir Kuzhu4 and World Vision.

<Internals\\FGD I\\FGD #4 - Transcript> - § 3 references coded [3.49% Coverage]
Reference 1 - 1.48% Coverage
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C:
What are the welfare groups or associations here that have done some welfare things here in
Mylai Balaji Nagar that have worked here?
P:
World Vision. World Vision has helped us lot. Since we did not have any storage facility to
store water, World Vision has provided us with Sintex tanks of 500 litre capacity. They have also
provided us with bleaching powder to clean the water storage tanks.
Reference 2 - 0.95% Coverage

P:

They [World Vision] have given us the [water] tanks. They have not given it free but gave it

for Rs. 2000. They are giving it for the third time.5
P:
Had they given it [for] free, everybody would have come!6 Hence. [they set] such price of Rs.
2000.
Reference 3 - 1.05% Coverage

P:
There were notice boards kept in the women’s [self-help] group that asked everybody to
participate in the agitations and the request letter was written then stating the lack of basic
amenities here and presented to the World Vision office to be sent to the government [Panchayat].
<Internals\\Interviews\\INT #1 - Darwin Moses (World Vision) - Transcript> - § 7 references coded
[30.70% Coverage]
Reference 1 - 11.85% Coverage

M:
So, can you tell me a bit about, over the course of 15 years in MBN, what kind of projects did
you work on?
R:
MBN is a re-settlement area. There were [inaudible]in the city. The SCB asked us to
[inaudible]. They called all the Chennai-based NGOs to do that. So we started in 1993 and [became]
full-fledged in 1996. So based on that, at that time, what are the needs? According to need we start
that. That time we built this centre, the government provide only the land. So they need a centre. So
we provide thatches for 300 houses, families, then another need was children. So they were in the
part of the city, they were in the different schools, after they came here, so they were in the street
and roaming, so the government approach us to start the education-related program. So we started
a daycare centre, irrespective of age, first year. Then another NGO, New Life Development, started a
school with the help of World Vision, then we restricted our daycare centre to it.
<He answers a phone call at 2:27 - 2:44>
R:
So based on that we started. Then schools. We are not started school. With the help of
other NGOs, New Life. We provided school building, we build the school building.
M:

This is the one in Sector 3?

R:
New Life, yes, third sector. Then we started tuition centres for school-going children, then
slowly we started SHGs, then we post SHGs, then we started community-based organization,
women’s association. Then we used to have 12 projects. Health, education, economic development,
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leadership, moral education, community facilities, then [inaudible], then [inaudible]-based programs,
street children, then all ... likewise we had a program in our New Hope ADP. So based on that we
have started slowly programs... the major program is housing program. Twelve times in a year, fire
broke out. Because the land is allotted by the government, most of the families are not settled there
because of lack of basic amenities - water sanitation, EB connection, this and all, so they stay back in
same place or nearby places, like that. So only the huts is available, so in the hot summer season,
the fire easily came. How it came is social evils, some leaders, some goondas. Each will get Rs. 1000
when the fire broke out. So there are a few houses are not peopled, there are few houses in which
people are living, but those that are living are affected. But they are all affected, only the huts are
broken, so they get the Rs. 1000. So I discussed with my Team Leader, so why don't you start
something for housing? Initially we started 100 houses, then 200, we increased it. Later on, the
prices is raised, the rate. So we collaborate with Habitat7. Then all the programs did through CBO. So
the amount will be repaid to CBO, not World Vision, the purpose is the another person will get the
house or benefits. So through them also they gave more than 100 houses.
Reference 2 - 2.00% Coverage

M:
Let me ask you about these community-based organizations. These were started by World
Vision, or did they emerge by themselves? Did people organize themselves?
R:

This was started by World Vision.

M:

Also, the women's SHGs, also started by World Vision?

R:

Yeah, this is purely started by World Vision. Later on its their own, they stand on their own.

M:

They became independent later on?

R:

Yes.

M:

And then in the initial phases, they were helped along. I see.

Reference 3 - 0.18% Coverage

No single tree. So we provide so many trees,
Reference 4 - 1.24% Coverage

Almost all the families we have touched. Any program, housing, tuition, daycare, SHG, women also,
youth association, any one of the program, the family benefits. So those that are older, I vote that
they become a leader of the SHGs. So they told us, World Vision is a good thing. They are coming for
us.
Reference 5 - 2.31% Coverage

And also there is, in Chennai, we have so many NGOs, nobody came there. Very few came. But they
came with some objectives, whether we can do with the help of government funding, like that.8 So
there is a potential but no one. For example, you take it Kannagi Nagar, there are 200 NGOs are
working there! If we ask the NGO, each NGO say, I went there first! I was there before! I was... Okay,
what have you done? Nothing. Only for your record you are there. So here is the lack of NGOs not
came there. Two NGOs came, lack of funds they went back - New Life and Kuupa.
Reference 6 - 6.66% Coverage
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R:
Yea, community level is since we got some knowledge we know the truth there, so the
community level is going to help. The people also think like that, then they will come forward. So the
families, they are very concerned about their own families. So this is a good thing. So we can do it. If
we boil your water, our children will be health, we will be health, like that. If it is community, so they
will be 'ohhh... nobody... who is going to come do?' like that they will think. So many exploitation
happened.
M:

What do you mean exploitation?

R:
Yeah, the government says, and some few NGOs came. Their only purpose is... they will say
microfinance and this that. So their only purpose is paying interest.
M:

Like a bank?

R:
Yeah, so they will came and give money and get things then some times extra money, in
between people, so you have to take care of 10, then 10 repay, that is your responsibility, one is not
repay, then fight will be there. Another will not give, a fight will be. So their only motive is the
interest, not for the community, not for the family, not for the individual. So whatever we do, World
Vision thinks about building the family, not the house, the family, so family relationship.
M:
When you say there's been exploitation, you mean that it prevents people, it makes people
want to stay in their house and take care of their own family first. Cos there's not some trust - is this
the issue?
R:
So if going for community level, you should have pukka cooperation from the community,
then only you can go ahead. Otherwise... you can take your time and explain everything.
Reference 7 - 6.44% Coverage

C:
Do you have incidence of doing something with the community’s cooperation, and failing,
because by knowing MBN is saying household-level is best. Do you have any examples saying that
why are you saying community-level, do you have some experiences?
R:
Yeah you are going to community level nah, who are the partners? So that is depends. Who
is going to take responsibility? So who is going to go do? Even now you are doing research. You are,
you have, IIT have power. So there is no help for the people, so they are looking you. So they are
coming for 2 years, so nothing happened. People is thinking like that. So they want to do something.
And also whatever you are doing you have to tell the people, so we are doing this and this, it will
take time, this time that time. So you are approaching very few people and they are not, they are
closing. Usually people will not explore good things. Sometimes they want, if the benefit for her,
they will tell if it is not going to benefit anything, they will tell. For example, if I give so many
schemes on the meeting, they will not tell everybody. It depends on the individual persons. Is there
any person to help, that particular person they should listen to get to the ... like that. You are doing
it, yes, you have to tell everything to the whole community so they can be aware. This is my
suggestion. Whatever you are going to do, we will cooperate, whether we are working there or not.
So I will cooperate. Because that is my lab, that is my heart, so I can help, and also I can help instruct
my people to cooperate.
<Internals\\Interviews\\INT #11 - Archana - Transcript> - § 6 references coded [49.84% Coverage]
Reference 1 - 4.88% Coverage
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M:

Tell me about Grama Vidiyal?

R:

It is almost the same. They give education loans and festival loans.

M:

What is the percentage rate of interest?

R:

It is one and half paisa per rupee per month for Mahalsa <audio unclear here>.

C:

It is 18% per year.

Reference 2 - 18.56% Coverage

M:

How about Growing Opportunity?

R:

It is the same in Growing Opportunity too. The interest is 1.20 paisa per rupee per month9.
The office is in Tambaram. They will help us if we have to do self-help business like
handicrafts. The meeting would be held once a month. They also help in the education of
children. These things would be discussed in the meetings. They also give awards for the
group which has achieved the maximum [output] on [International] Women’s Day.

M:

Will they form a central group or do they meet one and one basis?

R:

They will always from groups. They will never meet anyone individually. The loan is also
given only to groups and not to individuals [i.e. microfinance model].

M:

What would they [the recipients] use it [the loan] for?

R:

If we have to get a loan from outside private parties [commercial banks] it would be 5 paisa
per one rupee. Instead we can get loan here! We can use it for the education of our children.
We also use it for emergency purpose for our household.

Reference 3 - 11.79% Coverage

M:

What about Hand in Hand?

R:

It is focusing especially on children. It is for informal education. It is helpful for informal
education -- especially for the drop-outs from the schools. They have separate hostels for
boys and girls. Everything would be provided freely for them including dress and food. They
give education up to the 10th standard. They also help if the child wants to study further -[up to] 12th standard or college education. They help in getting admission in schools and
colleges. They also visit the houses of Balaji Nagar. Anyways they didn’t visit mine. They
[also] help in toilet cleaning and [standpipe] tap-replacing.

Reference 4 - 4.16% Coverage

M:

How about Janalakshmi?

R:

They also provide us loans. It is a monthly loan. They give loans of six or seven types. They
give normal loans, jewel loans, housing loans etc. Even these are given for lower rates of
interest.

Reference 5 - 8.38% Coverage
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M:

What is L&T?

R:

It is in Saidapet. They also do the same thing [provide loans]. They also formed women’s
groups.

C:

There are lots of organizations [working] in this way [providing loans]. The rate of interest
would be less than other outside private parties [banks]. That is why they give loans to the
entire group. If they do so, the entire group would be held responsible to repay it, this is why
lot of organizations are doing this microfinancing.

Reference 6 - 2.06% Coverage

M:

Tell me about 5 Star Welfare…?

R:

They are only in the second sector. I don’t know what they actually do.

<Internals\\Interviews\\INT #12 - Mr. Parammal - Transcript> - § 1 reference coded [10.92%
Coverage]
Reference 1 - 10.92% Coverage

R:

World Vision made arrangements [for cleaning the public toilet blocks]. There was one
person appointed for it. He withdrew as he didn’t receive any salary. [Now] they don’t wash
it every day. It was very dirty. It was not hygienic. So we built an individual toilet.

<Internals\\Interviews\\INT #15 - World Vision - Transcript> - § 6 references coded [11.83% Coverage]
Reference 1 - 0.56% Coverage

M:

They have joined together to work on their own business opportunities and to take loans as a
group?

C:

After joining to form a group, you all do separate works. Is it not?

R:

Yes. They [World Vision] have given us opportunity to enhance our economic condition using
whatever business talent we have.

Reference 2 - 0.53% Coverage

R:

We also discuss about the lack of water supply and water tanks [at the federation meetings].
The rate of the tank is Rs. 2000. But we said we [World Vision] would give only Rs. 500. If we
pay Rs. 500 the tank becomes ours. We come to a solution for many problems during these
discussions!

Reference 3 - 1.07% Coverage

R:

World Vision says the people who are very poor are classified as "BPL"10. How can we select
them among the 10,000 people [living in Balaji Nagar]? First, we took census and we divided
them into categories. We classified them into rich, middle, poor and very poor
[socioeconomic groups]. We allotted marks accordingly. They get loans to do businesses.
Those who had not much property [of their own] got more marks and thus [were eligible
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for] got more loans. They were given more housing loans too. Even now people do many
businesses through this World Vision [facility]. Rice business etc…
Reference 4 - 1.85% Coverage

R:

We do social services for the public. At first, World Vision was giving aid to the college-going
poor people. These days almost every one studies in the colleges. So they give preference
for those who go for technical education. World Vision has started giving importance to
technical education.

C:

What do you mean by technical education?

R:

Diploma.

R:

Training. As soon as they complete the 10th standard they go for it. They go for nursing,
computer, etc.

C:

Will they [World Vision] help to pay the fees?

R:

Yes, they would. But they will not help for engineering education because it is a college
education. If the training is regarding a skill they would help. Electrician, plumbing, driving,
nursing, polytechnic… they help for all these things. They pay the fees.

C:

Previously they were giving support for children’s school education and college education.
Now they are focusing more on skilled education. Electrician, plumbing, driving, nursing
courses means they give money. They pay the fees.

Reference 5 - 4.11% Coverage

R:

We came here in the year '99. Water was not like this at that time. Water used to be very
good then. It was good to drink too. It was also good for cooking rice. It was so for about 5
years. But now…if we cook the rice in the morning it is not at all good by 12 noon or 1 PM.
However costly the rice is…the cooked rice is not good if we don’t pay for the water [lorry or
bottled water]! The cooked rice gets spoiled. The salinity of water is high here. The water as
well as the cooked rice has a bad smell. World Vision told us that they would build a [water
storage] tank for us. But the Panchayat wouldn’t agree to that! Our NGO was ready to take
up the responsibility and complete the job. They [World Vision] said that they would build an
overhead [water supply] tank so that the entire area [of Mylai Balaji Nagar] can get water
every day [24 hour supply]. But the Panchayat said that World Vision should hand over the
money to them and they said only they will build it and World Vision would not be allowed
to do it! The work could not be completed just because it was not agreeable for World
Vision. That is why the [Syntex water storage] tanks were bought. Ten or twenty people join
together to buy good [lorry] water and we are using it. We need not pay Rs. 2.50 each and
every time. The major problem is that the government does not help us at all sir… till date!
Then three or two [self help] groups join together to buy bigger [Syntex water storage] tank.
Even that was done by the World Vision and not the government.
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C:

See -- if the water is not coming they will write to the Panchayat. So that is what they will do
[what is required to rectify the water supply]. What World Vision did was, they gave Syntex
[water storage tanks].

R:

The capacity of the Syntex [tanks] is 500 liters.

C:

They [the self help groups] bought [lorry] water and filled it [the Syntex tanks]. They paid for
that [lorry] water. And then World Vision also wanted to construct an overhead tank so that
they can store the water and they can supply regularly. But the Panchayat asked for the
money to be paid to the Panchayath. But World Vision --

R:

<jumps in> As far as World Vision is concerned, it would give materials and it would not give
money as such.

Reference 6 - 3.71% Coverage

M:

Many of you have got filters already. Would World Vision support implementing and
maintaining such a device if it is supplied at the household level?

R:

Certainly. We will arrange for a meeting [with the World Vision officers]. You come and talk
in the meeting. They will be ready for it. In fact they wanted to get a branded water filter
called "PureIt". But it was not possible due to the budget. You give your device. We will tell
our people. Will the device be suitable for our water? Do you mean to say you need funds?
Our contract ends in October as far as this area is concerned. That is why they wanted to
supply the water filter "PureIt". But the cost [per unit] was Rs. 1500. They couldn’t buy it.
Instead they got us [Syntex] tanks. We have applied for 100 more tanks. Most of them
[residents] have Syntex at home [now].

M:

She says that World Vision wanted to get them a costly water purifier. It was beyond the
budget. So they got Syntex tanks for them.

R:

In fact they have extended the [ADP] contract for one more year. They want to find out how
we do things.

M:

So after September World Vision will not support them, is it?

C:

Yeah. Even now fresh funding is impossible. They just continue the prevailing services. Now
they are observing how these [self help] groups do their various activities.

R:

Even a few days back, World Vision conducted an awareness program in the nearby school.
The Head Master was also there. If you want to find out if they would provide funds you
have to talk to them. We can't. You should have informed earlier.

R:

Please talk to them. Even during the last meeting the [World Vision] manager asked if there
is any possibility to make the prevailing water drinkable in our area. Even the madam [Ms.
Sarela, Director at World Vision] mentioned that they want to do some help to build the
overhead tank here.
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R:

We liked her way of talking. She has understood our needs.

C:

Yeah, I too talked to her once.

R:

I remember that.

C:

Her name is Sarala.

R:

Yes. She is Sarala.

<Internals\\Interviews\\INT #2 - Rehman Bibi - Notes> - § 9 references coded [30.08% Coverage]
Reference 1 - 8.50% Coverage

M:

What are the projects [you] have been involved with?

R:

Initially we have been involved with World Vision under their ADP [Area Development

Project] project. We joined Self-Help Groups and have been involved in various activities through the
SHGs. Then [we also worked] with Kuupa, [which is] another organization that has worked with us
[here]. They [Kuupa] have constructed permanent shelters under a 20 years loan scheme. And then
we [have also] worked with Exnora for the collection of garbage from Mylai Balaji Nagar.
Later Pallikaranai Panchayat selected us for a solid waste management project. Under this
we collected the garbage from [around] Balaji Nagar, as well as in and around Pallikaranai. In this
[project], we segregated the garbage into biodegradable and non-biodegradable wastes. We
constructed a compost shelter at the Panchayat and then we left it to Exnora since we did not have
cooperation or a good relationship with the Panchayat.11
I am still working with Exnora. Exnora is not working in Balaji Nagar now however since
there is no cooperation from the people in the community. In the initial phase, they were planting
trees across the community and had done solid waste management activities.
Reference 2 - 4.26% Coverage

<Rehman Bibi shows the research time some pictures of herself with Mr. Srinivasan and Mr. Balaji
from Exnora. In the images, they have distributed a garbage-collecting tricycle for the waste
management team at the Saratha School located at T. Nagar @ 1:06 – 3:50>
R:

Exnora planted trees in the school located at Sector 2 [the Lion's Club School]. I have put a

compost shed in Sector 2 near the Councillor's house. But it is been removed now because there
was no cooperation from people as well as from the Councillor. This [compost program] was done in
collaboration with the government and Exnora International.
Reference 3 - 2.33% Coverage
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R:

I left the ADP project of World Vision because they provided subsidized loans only to

Scheduled Caste12 SHGs, but not to Muslim and Backward Class13,14 community groups. So I left the
ADP project along with 4 SHGs. I also asked for subsidized loan for the Backward [Class] community
as well as to Muslim SHGs, but they refused to do it so15.
Reference 4 - 3.07% Coverage

I was able to meet many people to raise funds to construct this hospital. Social work students from
Stella Maris College helped us a lot. Mr. Mathews only brought these Stella Maris students here.
Along with the Stella Maris students, we used to visit the Rekha Hospital to help us in setting up of
this hospital. There were [volunteer] doctors from the Rekha Hospital that used to visit this place
before the construction of this hospital.
Reference 5 - 1.81% Coverage

R:

Mr. Francis who worked here also conducted entrepreneurship trainings such as tailoring

training and I asked him not to give them a loan and knock on their doors. So he has distributed 35
tailoring machines to households and they have benefited out of this.
Reference 6 - 4.86% Coverage

M:

Do you know of many projects running in Mylai Balaji Nagar? Are there any examples of

people working together?
R:

Yes, there are several projects where people are working together. Even the ADP project

[World Vision] is the best example of people working together. In the ADP project, they formed
Self-Help Groups and they conducted several programs. They have conducted many awareness
[raising] programs and they only encouraged us to be bold and brave and to come out of our homes
and ask for our needs. Through the ADP project they have conducted many entrepreneurship
trainings and with the initiative of this project they constructed permanent houses. ADP has been
working for 15 years here!
Reference 7 - 1.59% Coverage

Initially, Mr. Darwin [officer from World Vision] took the initiative, but nowadays it has become
harder to see him in the community. Even the [World Vision] ADP has left saying that their projects
are over now [in Balaji Nagar].
Reference 8 - 1.56% Coverage
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Initially, people were together for joint action. Now they are focused on individual satisfaction. In
the beginning, the [World Vision] ADP focused on community-building, but now they [have] just
turned to giving loans alone.16,17
Reference 9 - 2.11% Coverage

R:

In the [World Vision] ADP, they allotted 2.50 lakhs loans in which 1.25 was subsidy and 1.25

lakh was loan. There were two groups. One group was Scheduled Caste and another group was
Backward Class. They said subsidized loans were for SC only and not for BC. So I did not sign it and I
left the group.
<Internals\\Interviews\\INT #3 - Vijaya (World Vision) - Notes> - § 4 references coded [30.47%
Coverage]
Reference 1 - 10.78% Coverage

Q: Can you tell us about the work of WV in MBN over its history?
World Vision (WV) began to work in Mylai Balaji Nagar (MBN) in 1996. Its first task it undertook was
the creation of crèches for childcare in each of the four sectors. In 1998, WV started a sangam (a
community-based organization) in MBN, from which self-help groups (SHGs) were spawned.

1998 was a trying year in MBN. There were some 10 fires in the community in 1998 as the primary
housing there at that time were [thatch] hutments which were very risky for fires. There was a big
one in which one old woman and one child who used to attended the crèche lost their lives and
“thousands” of huts were destroyed. This was the context into which the SHGs grew in order to help
the community get back on its feet.18

WV bought housing materials worth Rs. 10, 000 including sand, bricks, cement, etc. and made it
available to people in MBN so they could rebuild their homes. After this, WV also initiated noon
meals in the crèches, offered night classes and after-school programmes to offer kids opportunities
in the evenings, and also set up a hospital with a doctor in the community initially (which is now run
by St. John’s Ambulance).
Reference 2 - 8.02% Coverage

WV had also spent some Rs. 2 lakh to place overhead water tanks on the public latrines, drill
boreholes, install motorized pumps to move water to the tanks and have it available for washing and
cleaning in the public latrines. Around the time that the cleaning programme began to fall apart, the
motors were stolen from the pumps. The community’s response to this was mixed at this point. WV
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attempted to mobilize women in the community to approach the police to file a report and they
were ready to do this WV says, but WV claims that the menfolk were not supportive of this and
prevented this from happening. At a loss, WV then approached the Panchayat to take over the
responsibility of managing and cleaning the latrines, as WV would have to be leaving shortly anyway
at the end of their ADP (Area Development Program). The Panchayat accepted the responsibility,
but then did not do anything.
Reference 3 - 7.79% Coverage

Q: What are other works that WV has done or that they are planning for the near future?
WV has largely stopped giving out money for skills development training and other activities such as
this and is now asking debtors to repay to the Sangam, so that it can carry on work in MBN. WV is at
the end of its 15-year ADP at MBN and looking to transition out now.

WV also looked into a RO plant as a community-level water treatment system at MBN to utilize the
GW and augment the supply. They drilled several boreholes and sent it for testing at PWD (near to
the IIT). The analyses indicated that the water is way too saline to be effectively treated at this
location. The reports are no longer here at the WV office at MBN, but at the office at
Purasaiwalkam. The boreholes they drilled have also been unutilized as the water is too brackish for
people to use directly.
Reference 4 - 3.88% Coverage

Q: If WV was to do a water treatment project in MBN, which way would it go: household or
community level?
Initially, WV has always had the preference to do community level interventions, even with
challenges. But with many bad experiences, this is changing. WV are increasingly focusing on
household level initiatives after these failures. For instance, WV is shortly going to be distributing
500 L tanks for each household in MBN.
<Internals\\Interviews\\INT #5 - Raniyamma - Transcript> - § 2 references coded [11.88% Coverage]
Reference 1 - 8.08% Coverage

M:

Do you remember any incidents where the community here joined together and worked
together ….cumulatively…for some cause here in this area? For what have you joined and
worked together?

R:

Yes. We have worked here… We all joined to form the "Mother Teresa Women’s Progress
[/improvement] Association". World Vision of India invited us to join as members. I got loans
from 10 to 25k each and built houses here. The houses had thatched roofs here [before].
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They caught fire and burnt. People joined together. They belonged to 250 households. They
trusted me and gave Rs. 38 lakhs to build houses [to replace those lost in the fire].
Then we told them that we didn’t have hospitals. There was one doctor Beulah. She used to
come only twice a week. There was another organization called YWAM. There was one more
association called as Grace Founders [this was interpreted as "Christ Foundation" by
Srinivasan. Raniamma’s pronunciation is likely to have been wrong]. They all helped to some
extent. They came here 3 times a week. There was no facility of doctors here at that time.
They used to come and sit here. They used to give tablets and medicine. There were no
doctors to give immediate attention here at that time.
Reference 2 - 3.81% Coverage

M:

Do people have to pay back the loan given for constructing the houses?

R:

We had to return 50% of it, it was subsidized. There are some helpless senior citizens here
who were abandoned by their sons and daughters-in-law. We also provided lunch for 35
elderly people every noon. [This scheme was interpreted as ‘day care center’ for elderly
people.]

I:

Does it happen even now?

R:

No. It is not going on now. It was stopped.

I:

How long did it happen?

R:

We provided for around 8 to 9 years.

I:

Who supported it?

R:

It was supported by World Vision.

<Internals\\Interviews\\INT #7 - TNSCB - Notes> - § 1 reference coded [9.11% Coverage]
Reference 1 - 9.11% Coverage

•

Typically, TNSCB works in a re-settlement community for 7-8 years to help it get
back on its feet
ο Usually it finds NGOs to do the work itself
ο They put out the ‘tender’ or the ‘right to work’ in a particular re-settlement
community, on its development priorities
ο But there is no money given for these services to the NGOs!!
ο The TNSCB basically plays the role of outsourcing the government’s
responsibilities to NGOs19
• It’s own role is limited to networking, connecting NGOs, other gov’t
agencies to the community of interest

<Internals\\Interviews\\INT #9 - Rehman Bibi - Transcript> - § 2 references coded [24.70% Coverage]
Reference 1 - 15.98% Coverage

We said there is no school. Sriram [a private charity] built this house.
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C:

Who is Sriram?

R:

Don’t you know Sriram? He is the one who runs Sriram Chit Funds.20 Their charity club built
this school21. The Lions Club built the bigger school. They gave us a government teacher too.
One Lord Mr. Akbar Ali22 of London [from the Lions Club] donated Rs. 40 lakhs for the
school. The Lions Club had arranged to plant flower plants here near the school [as well].

C:

She is saying that the Slum Clearance Board has paid the amount to the Panchayat.

M:

Was it in the year 1998?

C:

Yeah, that is what she is saying. This school was constructed by Sriram Chits [Charity Club]
Finance Co. With the support of another NGO, they have constructed this school. And then
the Lions Club had promised to do a tree plantation and other things. There is a person
called Akbar Ali of the Lions Club. He had promised to donate Rs. 40 lakhs.

R:

Sriram did not invite the Panchayat for the inaugural celebrations [for the schoolhouse].
They [Sriram] arranged everything by themselves. Sriram wanted to make it as a convent
[private] school and to collect fees for the same [for enrolment]. But the Panchayat didn’t
want to give up as the land owner was the Panchayat! They argued that only the building
belongs to Sriram and if possible he could take it and go away [off the Panchayat's land]! I
said Sriram is like the Lord Rama and he is capable of lifting the building! I shouted at the
Panchayat Officer saying that he should not talk about it there inside the building. I said I
have a CD of the speech delivered by the London Lord Akbar Ali. I told I would play it in front
of the Madam. I said let this be a free English medium convent school. We were there for
three hours quarrelling. We didn’t allow it. I asked if the Panchayat Officer if he was invited
for the inaugural function at all. Now they have placed the discarded pumping station inside
the building.

C:

See... The school was constructed by the Sriram Chits and Finance [Company]. The BDO
(Block Development Officer) and the Panchayat came here and told [Sriram] that the land is
under the Slum Clearance Board. It belongs to the government. They [Sriram] wanted to
make it into a private convent school.

M:

Who?

R:

Sriram wanted to make it into a private convent school. These people said no to the private
schools. They wanted it to be a free [government] school.23 Sriram was running a free
midday meals scheme here. They [Sriram] had also appointed a watchman. All these things
were withdrawn. Sriram then handed over this place to the government and went away.

Reference 2 - 8.73% Coverage

C:

Amma, please tell me about the World Vision and the housing facilities here.

R:

World Vision paid money and constructed [houses] in 1996. They paid a part and we paid
the rest of the amount. They paid [for] good houses. A service organization called "Keep All"
<audio unclear> built us eight terraced houses here.

C:

Where are those houses?
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R:

They are there on that side of the street. They got a loan from HDFC [commercial bank] for
20 years and built houses on a loan. Around 20 families got those houses.

C:

How many houses were built by World Vision?

R:

50 to 60 houses were built by them.

C:

Didn’t they get the house at first?

R:

Everyone got. World Vision built that house that is of Raniamma. Go and see!24

C:

They demolished their original houses and built pucca houses.

M:

So…basically whoever has got a [pucca] house now has done it with loans from a bank or
NGO?

R:

Now people also spend some [of their own] money to build.

C:

She is saying that now people are putting some money these days [and building without
loans].

R:

There are houses built with the help of "Keep All". They have finished the loan in 10 years.
The EMI25 was Rs. 350 or something26. But the bank waives Rs. 17,000 saying that it is
waiving the interest.

M:

OK, that was everything I wanted to know about.

R:

The allotment papers were collected from them and handed over to the owners of the
houses.

Annotations
1

Not only Hand in Hand India does loans, but the loans were also provided by other organisations.

2

Who is the Councillor specifically? Should do an interview with this person. JJ: members of Corp of Chennai
are ‘councillors’ and the people from the municipality of Pallirkanai are the ‘ward person’
Srini: ward is a part of a panchayat, every ward has a representative member, and then the panchayt has a leader
for the whole; in the city (corp of Chennai) the reps of wards are called conuncillors
Councillor/Ward member for MB Nagar is: Manjula Jayaprakash (wife of Mr. Jayaprakash who is really running
things behind the scene - he had been councillor before, but due to gender reservations, she ran in his place and
he pulls the strings)
3

i.e 4-5000 L tanks!

4

These is the Tamil name for women's SHGs

5

They is... World Vision, I presume? So the big tanks weren't given out for free by World Vision but offered for
Rs. 2000? I'm unclear on this. But it's not really so important.

6

Gaming for development goods - NGOs have to set prices to control over subscription.

7

Who is 'Habitat'? Habitat for Humanity? What exactly was the collaboration here?

8

There is discussion elsewhere in another interview (I think it was with the TNSCB) where the process by which
the government outsources the delivery of basic services to NGOs (with and without funding). This is important
for the larger theme of privatization of governmental responsibilities.
9

Equivalent to 14.4% per annum.
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10

"Below Poverty Line" people says Srini. Was originally entered as "POP" by Vedha, but Srini clarified the
actual meaning.

11

Rehman Bibi says they had a bad relationship with the Panchayat even though it was them instituted the waste
management program...

12

Srini: Sudras = labourers = low-caste people à reservations and welfare schemes to uplift them

Also, Schedueld Tribes (ST) have many benfits as SC, but also some additional ones, as they are more
disadvantaged.
13

Muslim and Christian converts from the SCs, lose their SC benefits as they are re-classified to
Muslim/Christian BCs (BCs have less benefits compared to SC)

14

Disadvantaged groups but not so much as Shudras i.e. Vaishyas.

15

Curious to know more about this, but not a pressing concern wrt research.

16

I sometimes talk about how HWTS may lead to the degradation of social cohesion... though obviously a
causative relationship is impossible to establish here, it may be the case that the focus at MBN of SHGs on
individual loan-giving (i.e. micro-capitalism) has encouraged individualism and the break-down of community
cohesion and cooperation.
17

World Vision too retreated its mandate from comm.-development to loan-giving.

18

This must be the context of the 'fires-for-profit' that Darwin Moses talked about! It seems to have been early
on in the settlement's history (1998) when there was inadeuqate kachha housing and volatility in terms of crime
and power-brokers in the community

19

ON: This is important.

20

This is a major Indian savings and investment corporation.

21

I believe she is refering to the small school house that is now at the side of the Lions Club School grounds.

22

This guy seems to be an MBE who does philanthropic work around the world.

23

This is fascinating.... something here about entrepreneurship, charity, and the state. The entrepreneur wanted
to bring education to the dispossessed, so he paid to have a school built on public lands that didn't belong to him,
and then wanted to charge to make it a private school. Amazing....

24

Indeed, Raniyamma's house in the 4th sector is one of the pucca concrete, whitewashed, single levels homes
that most people live in. So these homes arose out of a financing scheme involving the banks and World Vision.
Indeed, World Vision has had a huge role in building this community up to its present state.
25

Srini sez EMI: Equated monthly installment

26

This sums to Rs. 42,000
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Name: Nodes\\Analytical I\\Relationships with NGOs & Private Sector\Political Parties
Description: - Instances

where local political parties and action groups and their roles are

discussed
- Role of partisan politics
<Internals\\FGD I\\FGD #1 - Transcript> - § 1 reference coded [0.62% Coverage]
Reference 1 - 0.62% Coverage

C:

Are there any associations of the political parties?

P4:
Yes, there are also organizations and activities associated with various political parties such
as DMK, AIADMK, Viduthalai Chirathigal Katchi (VCK), Congress and other political parties.
<Internals\\FGD I\\FGD #4 - Transcript> - § 3 references coded [4.14% Coverage]
Reference 1 - 1.49% Coverage

P:
A flood came when there was heavy rains and there was no place to take rest. [There was]
water everywhere. Water came into our houses. Water everywhere...
C:

When did that occur?1

P:

Water came and there was no way [drainage] for water to be released outside.

P:
It was six or seven years back, there was water in every home during the reign of Amma. The
whole village was filled with water.
Reference 2 - 1.97% Coverage

C:

Why is the wine shop still open now?

P:

People protested against it, but it was all in vain. People did not protest enough.

P:

People even damaged the wine shop, but the wine shop has not closed!

P:
They have even relocated the ration shop from here because of the wine shop and put the
wine shop here and the ration shop in Kaivelli!
P:
The wine shop is run by the members of the political parties. It was hard time getting things
from the ration shop because of the wine shop. People were not able to buy anything.
Reference 3 - 0.69% Coverage

P:
We are not going to leave [this place]. If the present government [DMK] is elected then they
might give us patta. If the woman Jayalalitha [ADMK] is elected then we might not get it.
<Internals\\Interviews\\INT #1 - Darwin Moses (World Vision) - Transcript> - § 1 reference coded
[1.80% Coverage]

1/4

Reference 1 - 1.80% Coverage

R:
Yeah, second sector. This is issue, they wanted to have a roadblock. But the liquor shop
owner already covered the leaders, with financially as well as liquor. They confused the particular
womens, those who are going to lead things. So, today, tomorrow, morning, or afternoon, so like
that. So one person came with 15 members, police man came and went. Another day another
political party they put all the flags, but nobody stand there.
<Internals\\Interviews\\INT #10 - Mani & Faridha - Transcript> - § 1 reference coded [3.07%
Coverage]
Reference 1 - 3.07% Coverage

I:

How about the wine shop issue? Who did that?

M:

It is politics! The Viduthalai Siruthai party men started [the wine shop] and a few women
from the second sector joined to support them. It is the party of Thirumavalavan.

<Internals\\Interviews\\INT #11 - Archana - Transcript> - § 1 reference coded [23.64% Coverage]
Reference 1 - 23.64% Coverage

M:

How are the different political parties present here in Balaji Nagar? Do they have
associations? What do they do for you?

R:

They do not do anything. Who does anything for us?

M:

Do they have associations?

R:

They mind their own income! <Laughs> They want to earn. They don’t help poor people like
us. There is no street light or anything [here]. Only now they have slowly started [to provide
basic amenities]. Just now they have stepped into our area! It was there in the beginning. It
is not there now!

M:

DMK…ADMK….?

R:

Only now they have started the work regarding the drainage. They have laid the cement
road only now. The Panchayat does something when some political parties celebrate the
birthday of their leaders, they do a service here and a service there! Otherwise they [the
Panchayat and the political parties] don’t do anything!

M:

Do the men here involve themselves in political parties?

R:

A lot of them! Almost everyone is involved. Even women are involved in the first and second
sectors. Every male in almost all sectors are involved. There is a section called “Ilaignar
Pasarai "[youth wing] for ADMK.

M:

Which party is the most popular in this area?

R:

Overall ADMK is the most popular party. ADMK always wins here.

M:

DMK is less…?
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R:

Yes.

<Internals\\Interviews\\INT #15 - World Vision - Transcript> - § 1 reference coded [0.86% Coverage]
Reference 1 - 0.86% Coverage

R:

Ten years back Karunanidhi (the then Chief Minister) said he would give free patta for lands
occupied by pavement dwellers. We went and gave request to the CM’s cell straight in the
hands of M.K. Stalin (Deputy Minister and son of Karunanidhi). They said they would look
into the matter and just collected the requisition papers. No progress was there! We have
approached almost all the places. We have even approached the Fort and Collector [state
government officials]!

<Internals\\Interviews\\INT #2 - Rehman Bibi - Notes> - § 1 reference coded [1.06% Coverage]
Reference 1 - 1.06% Coverage

I am eagerly looking forward for the next government. I am expecting that the forthcoming
government may help this [waste management] project further.
<Internals\\Interviews\\INT #4 - Mr. Ashok (MBN Voluntary Assoc.) - Notes> - § 2 references coded
[7.58% Coverage]
Reference 1 - 4.78% Coverage

ο

Ashok says that according to a law that the previous DMK gov’t passed people
should get patta after 10 years of residence at a place
• However, they’ve been there for 16 years and nothing has happened
• Other places that were informal have been formalized this way
• Ashok is in fact a DMK “ward member” in the “party alliance” (i.e. a
grassroots worker for the party)
• Some twenty petitions and letters have gone to the Collector, to the
Deputy CM (formerly Stalin) to get patta through this law (even 5 to
the “CM cell” which typically responds strongly within 24 hours) à
but all to no avail

Reference 2 - 2.79% Coverage

•

There were some cases of political organizing however, one that he
mentions is the effort to have the Wine Shop removed from MBN (Sector 2)
• This effort failed cos for political reasons à the owner of the Wine
Shop was well-connected and scuttled their efforts by keeping the
authorities on his own side (I heard AIADMK mentioned, but not
clear)

Annotations
1

My notes indicate also 2005.

From notes:
people’s homes were flooded and they had to stay in the community hall; the gov’t provided food aid, but it was
poor in quality

3/4

o
o

In the face of this, people lobbied the gov’t to give 5 kg of rice to everyone
Gov’t wound up giving Rs. 2000 to all the hutments

4/4

Name: Nodes\\Analytical I\\Relationships with NGOs & Private Sector\SHGs
Description: - Description

of Self-Help Groups at MBN
- How they might be deployed for SWS work at MBN
- Include any descriptive features of both the Sangam and the Federation
<Internals\\FGD I\\FGD #1 - Transcript> - § 3 references coded [4.26% Coverage]
Reference 1 - 1.61% Coverage

C:
You have identified many service-based organizations and associations here in Mylai Balaji
Nagar. Can you tell us what are some of the activities of such organizations?
P4:
World Vision has done many such works. We came here in 1995 and there were many huts
here then and there [were] no facilities for education for our children. World Vision sponsored
education for our children by adopting 400 of our children, organized 50 women’s group movements
[SHGs] and provided loans of various kinds such as housing loans and loans for doing other business
and also helped in providing driving licenses. Many such helps were provided by World Vision.
Reference 2 - 1.40% Coverage

C:

What are the works done by other organizations?

P4:
Hand in Hand India had helped in the following ways. For the 8th-class failed students, they
helped them to continue their education and to pass the 8th-class. And for the 9th-class failed
candidates to complete the SSLC [Secondary School Leaving Certificate] or the 10th-class. Education
to illiterate ones and non-schoolgoers was [also] helped with education [by] helping them to enrol in
schools. [Other organizations] also formed many women’s group movements [SHGs] and provided
[them] with many loans1.
Reference 3 - 1.25% Coverage

C:
You said that you had worked collectively with World Vision to address the water problems
and even met with the Councillor collectively. What was the response or cooperation or help of other
people in other sectors in Balaji Nagar?
P4:
When we asked the [Self Help] groups, the group members came along to address the water
problems. If there was no water in the plot or sector or in the street, then the people in that
particular sector or plot or street came together to address the water problems.
<Internals\\FGD I\\FGD #2 - Transcript> - § 2 references coded [4.89% Coverage]
Reference 1 - 2.75% Coverage

M:

What are the services done by the "women’s self help group"? What is their main duty?

I:

What type of services do they make you do?
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R:

The Magalir Kuzhu helps with a lot of things... they give Rs. 10-20k loans which we should
reimburse within one year.

R:

They buy us sarees… one saree per year.

R:

They conduct meetings then and there.

I:

Do they do any other society-related services? Is there an ADP?

R:

No. Not like that

R:

They help us to pay school fees. I didn’t get it. Many people got here.

R:

They didn’t give us any.

R:

But still it is going on.

M:

Do they focus on financial help?

R:

We pay 100 rupees per month. They collect it and give us Rs. 5-10k [loans] when we are in
need. Our own money is rotated.

Reference 2 - 2.14% Coverage

M:

Are there any groups which work on water issues?

R:

The women’s self help groups give water for Rs. 3 per pot. They also gave water storage
tanks. The cost of the tanks is Rs. 1300. We can reimburse the amount as a lump sum or pay
it monthly, as per our convenience.

R:

Anyways, we have to pay and get it.

R:

There is a lady called ‘Vijayakka’. We asked her. She arranged for this water through World
Vision. They give us a can of water if we give a written request bearing the name of the
group and our name with a seal of the [self help] group.

R:

They give it in whole lot.

<Internals\\FGD I\\FGD #4 - Transcript> - § 2 references coded [1.60% Coverage]
Reference 1 - 0.54% Coverage

C:

Are there any other groups or women’s groups?

P:

There are lots of women’s [self-help] groups - [there are] 40 in number in the four sectors.

Reference 2 - 1.05% Coverage

P:
There were notice boards kept in the women’s [self-help] group that asked everybody to
participate in the agitations and the request letter was written then stating the lack of basic
amenities here and presented to the World Vision office to be sent to the government [Panchayat].
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<Internals\\Interviews\\INT #1 - Darwin Moses (World Vision) - Transcript> - § 4 references coded
[14.26% Coverage]
Reference 1 - 2.25% Coverage

R:
New Life, yes, third sector. Then we started tuition centres for school-going children, then
slowly we started SHGs, then we post SHGs, then we started community-based organization,
women’s association. Then we used to have 12 projects. Health, education, economic development,
leadership, moral education, community facilities, then [inaudible], then [inaudible]-based programs,
street children, then all ... likewise we had a program in our New Hope ADP. So based on that we
have started slowly programs... the major program is housing program.
Reference 2 - 2.00% Coverage

M:
Let me ask you about these community-based organizations. These were started by World
Vision, or did they emerge by themselves? Did people organize themselves?
R:

This was started by World Vision.

M:

Also, the women's SHGs, also started by World Vision?

R:

Yeah, this is purely started by World Vision. Later on its their own, they stand on their own.

M:

They became independent later on?

R:

Yes.

M:

And then in the initial phases, they were helped along. I see.

Reference 3 - 5.66% Coverage

M:
So, building on this point, as you develop SHGs, CBOs, and did all these different kinds of
projects in MBN, what were some of the obstacles you encountered mobilizing people, some of the
difficulties you had... what were they?
<Marker 25:45>
R:
Yeah, forming two groups. I took it one year to form just two group. And the next year, I
formed 20 groups.
M:

Why was that?

R:
Yeah. Two groups there are so many struggles. All the people they themselves say we are
not good people, each person is blaming others not themselves. Our womens are not like this. They
will not give money. They will not come for meeting. Then I gave so many trainings and this and that,
first you come. Don't worry about others. Like that they came and they joined. So few people came,
few people are middle, few people are behind, so the middle people, if it is good, we will join,
otherwise we'll go back. And that people is ok, we'll see, what will happen, like that. Then this
people, function, meeting, and everything then it's become mandatory, you should become one of
the groups or one of the CBOs like that we come. At the same time, the government also introduced
the self-help groups. Before the government, we started, because we are an international
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organization. We had Bangladesh, so we started at that time. Then we re-arranged everything
according to the government needs.
Reference 4 - 4.35% Coverage

M:
So these are examples of the people petitioning or lobbying the government. Are there any
examples of people doing the service themselves?
R:
That is for nearby houses in that, so they are helping with the money with the [inaudible]
and for [inaudible] at the time, the houses are free. Somebody came with nothing, so they give one
house, you can stay there like that. Then each projects, our projects, they contributed 10%, 15% like
that.2 Each and every projects. And the SHGs also, they are helping themselves for the things. Then
we gave so many things as assistance. That money came back to the groups and the CBOs the
helped so many people. Personally they are helping for sick persons, this person, and they took it to
the hospital, TB person was there, and they took care. Even HIV/AIDS person is there. Old age
person is there, they took it to the hospital, and they provide some foods and all like that.
M:

So people support one another, when there are times of difficulty?

R:

Yeah, yeah. But not that much. But they have their <inaudible>.

<Internals\\Interviews\\INT #11 - Archana - Transcript> - § 1 reference coded [7.54% Coverage]
Reference 1 - 7.54% Coverage

C:

Can you explain about those organizations [that have worked in Balaji Nagar]?

R:

<Inaudible> ...at first they [SHGs] gave loans for Rs. 5000. We have to give Rs. 131 every
week. From that amount, Rs. 11 would be taken as savings. In case something happens in
the middle, it would be used as insurance and for the education of our children. They are
having a [partnership] with Bajaj Alliance [a savings bank].

<Internals\\Interviews\\INT #15 - World Vision - Transcript> - § 12 references coded [11.46%
Coverage]
Reference 1 - 0.92% Coverage

M:

How many women are in this ‘self help group’?

R:

Fifteen members are there [in that specific group]. [Generally], twelve to twenty members
are allowed to be in a group. We have fifteen [here].

M:

What is the average size?

C:

Twenty.

M:

Twenty is the average size?

C:

Yes. Maximum [actually].

M:

How many self help groups are there [in Balaji Nagar currently]?

R:

45 groups are here.
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C:

45 groups are here.

M:

OK, that means 900 people! And only women…

R:

Yes. All are only women.

Reference 2 - 2.46% Coverage

C:

As a [self help] group they take loans and divide that amount. With the help of that amount
they can make use of it for a business opportunity.

R:

The benefit in this is if we take a loan from an outside [moneylender], we have to pay
interest of 10 paisa [per ruee per month], we have to pay interest of Rs. 10 for Rs. 100 per
month. This is the interest rate of the bank!

C:

She says that the interest is very high if she goes for a bank. It is 12% per annum [in the self
help group]. Whereas the outside [moneylenders] can even charge up 30 to 40%!

M:

Is it a national bank, a government bank?

R:

Yes.

M:

The private banks charge very high rate of interest?

R:

No no, it is not bank. Please tell him we are not taking any loans from the bank. It is like a
private individual who charges high interest. We are not getting it from the private parties.

R:

We are getting loans from the bank through the [self help] group association. We are
allocating that too [to community-members]. If we lend them [community-members] Rs.
10,000, they have to repay Rs. 500 every 15 days. They are repaying 24 installments in one
year, that is in 12 months. This is also...

C:

So if you take a loan of Rs. 10,000 you have to repay Rs. 12,000 [via the self help groups]. Is it
so?

R:

Yes. We have to. The sangam and the federation do it together.

Reference 3 - 0.63% Coverage

M:

How does the federation differ from the sangam?

C:

There would be two representatives from each self-help group in the federation.

R:

There would be a meeting once in a month.

C:

Whoever is selected from the self-help groups will form the federation.

M:

One federation for the entire Balaji Nagar?

R:

Yes, yes. We meet once in a month.
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Reference 4 - 0.37% Coverage

M:

What is the name of the federation?

R:

In Tamil it is "Magalir Kuzu Koottamaippu".

C:

It is the "Women’s Group Federation". Magalir means women. Kuzu means group.
Koottamaippu means federation.

Reference 5 - 2.00% Coverage

M:

What does the federation do?

R:

The federation does social works. It also arranges for loans. A meeting would be conducted
at the end of every month. The maintenance of the group would be looked after. We would
give them trainings to write the [loan] notebooks. See this. The notebook would be like this.
<shows us a loan listing with names of receipients etc.>

R:

There are also instructions on how business should be done. We give a methodical training
of how to manufacture certain items. Work is taught. I am not able to tell the appropriate
word…

M:

Oh! Is it work-shop training?

R:

Yes, yes! We give training for them to make acid, phenol, detergent powders. <she identifies
it as SURF which is a brand name of detergent powder>

R:

The notebook contains the instructions of the items to be made in the workshop. It is a
coaching system.

C:

It is training for self employment.

R:

Even if someone suggests a job opportunity we would announce it to our members. Just if
they talk to those two members [from each SHG in the federation] it would reach all the
twenty [in each of the SHGs].

Reference 6 - 0.53% Coverage

R:

We also discuss about the lack of water supply and water tanks [at the federation meetings].
The rate of the tank is Rs. 2000. But we said we [World Vision] would give only Rs. 500. If we
pay Rs. 500 the tank becomes ours. We come to a solution for many problems during these
discussions!

Reference 7 - 0.54% Coverage

R:

We update many news to them [also].
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C:

See -- they meet and discuss every month. They give some training, some news and
awareness. Two members represent each [self help] group at the federation.

R:

Only if we tell [the representatives then] the [self help] group members would know about
it!

Reference 8 - 1.26% Coverage

R:

We solve health problems too!

M:

What sort of health problems do you solve?

C:

He is asking what sort of health problems do you solve?

R:

We help those who have TB and wheezing [asthma]. We give them a card. They can take it
to the hospital and get free medicine. They can get weekly medicines for many months. The
nearby hospital representatives come and supply us with the medicines. The sisters would
give instructions about the dosage. The patients would collect it from us. If they don’t [come
to] collect it we go and call them to [come] collect it and then supply the same to them.
Even that is one of the achievements of our self help groups. Many people were cured by
this method!

Reference 9 - 0.19% Coverage

R:

If there are no self help groups, there is no federation. If there is no federation there is no
sangam!

Reference 10 - 0.47% Coverage

M:

What is the sangam?

R:

The sangam is formed by those who are in these [self help] groups. At the same time, those
who are not in the [self help] groups can also be in this [the sangam]3. Public people can
[also] be in a sangam. They can do social service.

Reference 11 - 1.06% Coverage

M:

I want to know more about the sangam. How many people are there in the sangam?

R:

There are 800 people in the group. The total would be more than 1000 anyways. We
celebrate International Women’s Day, is it not? The sangam, [self help] groups and the
federation are involved in that.

M:

So the sangam also has only women or --

C:

He is asking is the sangam having only women or are there men too?

R:

Yes [men are also present in the sangam].
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R:

Yes.

C:

It is named as Mylai Balaji Nagar Women’s Sangam, no?

R:

The sangam is a registered body. Everything comes under sangam.

Reference 12 - 1.01% Coverage

M:

Will the federation and the sangam continue after World Vision leaves?

R:

Definitely we will continue. There is no doubt in it. For the past three years we take our
salary from this. There is no separate salary for us. We had servants even for sweeping this
place. But we have stopped her and we do it ourselves. We are able to run for three years.
We will not waste money.

C:

She says they will continue. They have been running this [the World Vision office in Balaji
Nagar] for three years.

M:

Will they continue after September?

C:

Yes, yes.

<Internals\\Interviews\\INT #2 - Rehman Bibi - Notes> - § 2 references coded [7.06% Coverage]
Reference 1 - 4.86% Coverage

M:

Do you know of many projects running in Mylai Balaji Nagar? Are there any examples of

people working together?
R:

Yes, there are several projects where people are working together. Even the ADP project

[World Vision] is the best example of people working together. In the ADP project, they formed
Self-Help Groups and they conducted several programs. They have conducted many awareness
[raising] programs and they only encouraged us to be bold and brave and to come out of our homes
and ask for our needs. Through the ADP project they have conducted many entrepreneurship
trainings and with the initiative of this project they constructed permanent houses. ADP has been
working for 15 years here!
Reference 2 - 2.20% Coverage

M:

The ADP project has helped people to work together?

R:

Yes, the ADP Project has established 42 Self-Help Groups and even in the last week they

observed International Women’s Day. I have become aged so I have not been involved in many
projects [of late] and I have asked some others to take the responsibility on.
<Internals\\Interviews\\INT #3 - Vijaya (World Vision) - Notes> - § 3 references coded [37.08%
Coverage]
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Reference 1 - 6.99% Coverage

Q: Can you tell us about the work of WV in MBN over its history?
World Vision (WV) began to work in Mylai Balaji Nagar (MBN) in 1996. Its first task it undertook was
the creation of crèches for childcare in each of the four sectors. In 1998, WV started a sangam (a
community-based organization) in MBN, from which self-help groups (SHGs) were spawned.

1998 was a trying year in MBN. There were some 10 fires in the community in 1998 as the primary
housing there at that time were [thatch] hutments which were very risky for fires. There was a big
one in which one old woman and one child who used to attended the crèche lost their lives and
“thousands” of huts were destroyed. This was the context into which the SHGs grew in order to help
the community get back on its feet.4
Reference 2 - 26.88% Coverage

Q: What are the activities that SHGs are involved in at MBN?
The SHGs were started in 1998 and today there are some 50 groups active in MBN. They are mostly
involved in offering small loans to their members. In 2000, a Federation of SHGs was started that
helps SHGs to better link to banks. The Federation was also linked to the government of the District
of Kancheepuram. The Federation was made up by bringing 2 members from each SHG to about 12
members or so, who then all join together and form a Federation. It is very common practice for
SHGs in many communities.

SHGs have also been the entry-point into MBN for other activities initiated by WV. WV has facilitated
the installation of 5000 L water tanks in each sector, which are managed by SHGs. Each tank costs
Rs. 20,000, of which WV contributed half as a subsidy. The remaining Rs. 10,000 for each tank was
paid for by a SHG, that then was responsible for maintaining it and then collecting payment for
water disbursed, in order to recover their investment. Chennai Metro Water lorries come to MBN
and sell their 5000 L cargo for Rs. 600 to the SHGs who fill the tanks with this water, and then over
the course of the next while sell relatively clean water to households at Rs. 2 per 15 to 20 L
container. This has the benefit of extending the availability of water in MBN for when the taps are
not turned on for some time, and also providing an ostensibly better source of water than that
which comes out of the taps. Private households in MBN who have sumps or other forms of bulk
water storage also purchase water in the same way and sell it Rs. 2.50 or 3.00 per 15 to 20 L pot (the
pots vary in size, but are typically around 15 L according to Srini).
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At the given rates – the SHG sells 5000 L of water purchased at Rs. 600 at Rs. 2 per 15 L pot – they
earn Rs. 666.67, which is a Rs. 66 profit from their initial investment of Rs. 600. If it is sold at Rs. 2.50
or Rs. 3 per 15 L, as private households with sumps do, they make a Rs. 833 and Rs. 1000
respectively. These are profitable margins of Rs. 233 and Rs. 400 respectively. It seems selling the
water at around Rs. 2.5 per 15 L is highly profitable – hence the SHGs offer a more accessible
alternative for extra water supply than private actors.

Since water is one of the primary problems at MBN, the SHGs have had a big role in trying to
improve this situation. WV requests that we also do some more works to improve this situation. WV
says the water quality is so bad here that a snake even came out of the public tap recently!

SHGs have also been involved in trying to manage and improve the sanitation facilities at MBN (i.e.
the public latrines that were initially built by the TNSCB). They were trying to organize a sustainable
latrine cleaning initiative but it has ultimately failed. They asked households to provide Rs. 10 per
month to hire an attendant (from outside of the community) who would come and regularly clean
the public latrines, but this effort failed.
Reference 3 - 3.21% Coverage

Q: What are other works that WV has done or that they are planning for the near future?
WV has largely stopped giving out money for skills development training and other activities such as
this and is now asking debtors to repay to the Sangam, so that it can carry on work in MBN. WV is at
the end of its 15-year ADP at MBN and looking to transition out now.
<Internals\\Interviews\\INT #5 - Raniyamma - Transcript> - § 1 reference coded [1.92% Coverage]
Reference 1 - 1.92% Coverage

M:

Can you tell me something about the times when people living in Balaji Nagar itself worked
together? Did NGOs make them unite together?

R:

Once we tried. Before it could run in full swing, the "small savings scheme" [Self-Help
Groups] was developed. So people splilt among many groups.5

Annotations
1

Not only Hand in Hand India does loans, but the loans were also provided by other organisations.

2

Who is 'they'? I assume they mean the government. ... Actually, on second thought, it seems to me that he is
refering to people themselves living in the commnunty. I'll code as such now, but will follow up with Srini on this
(this afternoon)
> Srini says that this is likely to do with the major post-fire rebuilding event in MBN in 1998. At this time, WV
provided loans and financing for people to build their homes. This may have been a small grant or subsidized
loan to cover part of the prices of building a whole house.
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3

So what I understand is that the FEDERATION is the collective representative body of the SELF HELP
GROUPS. Only SHG members can join the federation. On the other hand, there are many people (women only?)
who are not in the SHGs and thus can't join the Federation. For them, there is also the SANGAM which is open
to all (women?) irrespective of whether one belongs to a SHG or not.
4

This must be the context of the 'fires-for-profit' that Darwin Moses talked about! It seems to have been early on
in the settlement's history (1998) when there was inadeuqate kachha housing and volatility in terms of crime and
power-brokers in the community

5

FROM ON:
She wanted to start a large community group
But this was the same time the SHGs (by World Vision) were started
So people atomized to smaller groups, instead of a large collective
Also, the SHGs focused on microfinance activities, not community development efforts
>>>> This is interesting – the external creation of a certain kind of group forestalled the self-emergence of a
possibly cohesive community collective!
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Name: Nodes\\Analytical I\\Resettlement History
Description: - Description

of history and timeline of MBN's resettlement
- (Does not include municipal services - these have their own)
- Includes housing evolution and mention of water only from Mylapore or the time of their
early re-settlement
<Internals\\Exploratory Work\\PK - Prabha's Mtg w. Dr. Buvana (TNSCB)> - § 4 references coded
[53.63% Coverage]
Reference 1 - 8.06% Coverage

− Apparently, the folks who were moved from Mylapour were pavement dwellers and
not slum dwellers per se. She [Dr. Buvana] said that 2,700 families were moved to
what is today MB Nagar. [Perhaps not all of them?] She acknowledged that they were
just dumped there and abandoned by the Slum Board. And she feels that even today
they are just forgotten by the Board. There were no rehabilitation processes nor any
other infrastructure provided to them then or since.
Reference 2 - 8.50% Coverage

− The land is owned by the Slum Board. She says when people were moved here this
was treated as a sites and services project. The only thing that people were provided
was water and sites. She acknowledges that even toilets were not provided, but they
should have been. [At some point World Vision built the one toilet block which is in
Sector 4. (Is this correct?) People are still using this toilet even though there is no
water in the block. They use the toilets with their own water.]
Reference 3 - 15.05% Coverage

− According to the Slum Board, this re-settlement is a 20 year lease arrangement.
Residents who were given the original piece of paper and land allocation are expected
to pay Rs. 90/month for the land and services. After 20 years they would be owners of
their plots. She insisted that the collection staff of the Slum Board was collecting
money and that that was all the Slum Board had to do with the residents. The town
panchayat is responsible for the maintenance of all services. [I did some investigation
about the Rs. 90 payment. Apparently, no one is paying this amount and the people I
spoke with in MB Nagar have not seen the slum board in either a year or two years. It
seems they would have last gone to MB Nagar when there was the discussion about
upgrading via the JNNURM scheme. According to the town panchayat council this
was more than a year ago.]
Reference 4 - 22.02% Coverage

An unrelated note [contextual information].
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Apparently, slum dwellers in metropolitan Chennai number about 12 lakhs. They are a third
of the total population of about 7.5 or so million inhabitants. Eviction of slum dwellers from
the city to the periphery is still an on-going activity of the Slum Clearance Board. When we
arrived to meet Dr. Buvana we had to wait for over an hour while she negotiated with 2 men
from the government about where 500 people could be moved. They had to identify a site fast
and clean it up as the Japanese who are financing Chennai’s Metro Rail wanted to see where
the people would be moved to. Most of the current evictions are development-related
evictions, related to the expansion of the Chennai Metro Rail. 15,000 families are and will be
moved to the South of the city off the road to Mahabalipuram. She tells us that they have
much better schemes for the evicted these days and that they now only move them once the
infrastructure is in place including schools, post office, police post, hospital, water, toilets,
houses, etc...
Under the JNNURM 35,000 houses will be built for the urban poor in metropolitan Chennai.
However, these homes are going to be very tiny – from 250 – 320 sq. ft. only depending on
family size.
<Internals\\Exploratory Work\\PK - Prabha's Report on MBN Women's household water management>
- § 2 references coded [18.13% Coverage]
Reference 1 - 7.93% Coverage

Mylai Balaji Nagar is a re-settlement colony of about 10,000 low-income residents. In 1995,
about 2700 families of mostly pavement dwellers were evicted from Mylapore (Central)
Chennai to a wetland in the southern periphery of the city. They were evicted for the
construction of a railway station and left on the wetland without any services or infrastructure
except a plot per family measuring 15ft x 18ft. While access to safe and sufficient water was
not a problem in the early years of the resettlement; today, there is a severe problem of both
water quantity and quality. The supply of water via standpipes and water tankers is sporadic,
arrives without warning, and sometimes at intervals of 5-10 days. The limited water supply is
also a reflection of the reality of Chennai as a whole which is heavily dependent on ground
water extraction and does not have sufficient water to satisfy the demands of a metropolitan
region of 7.5 (2007) million inhabitants.
Reference 2 - 10.21% Coverage

Mannammai says when they were first re-located to this wetland, there was no provision of
water and they had to go elsewhere to fetch water in their pots. They complained about this
and then the town panchayat started to send water tankers. They then had to take their pots to
the water tanker and usually managed to get 4-5 pots of water. Each pot holds 12 litres. She
says it has been difficult to get water for a few years now, but she cannot remember for how
many years exactly. If there is water in the lake then they get water. She does not pay for any
water from the panchayat and she thinks they pay Rs. 650/tanker. These days the water
problem is worse because the water pipe is broken and they only get water once in 5-10 days.
She says there is no schedule for when the water will come from either the standpipes or the
water tankers. Mannammai lives in sector 2 of MB Nagar. She says they know they will get
water when they find out that sector 1 got water that day. Then they wait around until the
water come through their standpipes, which can mean waiting for more than one day. She says
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when the water arrives people inform each other and that is how they find out it has come and
so they go and get their pots and line-up.
<Internals\\Exploratory Work\\PR - Prema's MBN Report- A Case of Urban Development Displaced
2009> - § 2 references coded [20.20% Coverage]
Reference 1 - 11.96% Coverage

Initially about 1066 families were accommodated in the scheme. However on the request of
the Vice –Chairman MMDA in the meeting held on 02-05-1995, all the plots in the scheme
was to be reserved for the allotment of families dislocated by the MRTS alignment in future
too. In addition homeless slum dwellers were also to be considered for the settlement when
ever found convincing. The settlement therefore houses all displaced in Phase –II of MRTS
from Tirumailai to Taramani also. Phase – I was from Beach to Tirumailai. Currently
therefore “Mylai Balaji Nagar” can be broadly divided into 4 sectors with 2188 approved
relocated families. Under the Sites and Services scheme, free electricity has been provided,
but this 15 year old settlement is yet to receive all the other infrastructure that was promised at
the time of re-location.
Reference 2 - 8.24% Coverage

In this context when enquired about the promises of the services during the initial settlement,
they were unanimous in mentioning that all amenities such as good roads, free electricity,
workable and well maintained toilets with sufficient supply of water having been assured.
After 15 years, what they have is only free electricity and rest is yet to reach them. They were
again unison in saying that they expect all these facilities to be provided by the Government.
From the settlement and the neighbours they seek cooperation to lobby for these facilities
which are overdue.
<Internals\\FGD I\\FGD #1 - Transcript> - § 1 reference coded [1.61% Coverage]
Reference 1 - 1.61% Coverage

C:
You have identified many service-based organizations and associations here in Mylai Balaji
Nagar. Can you tell us what are some of the activities of such organizations?
P4:
World Vision has done many such works. We came here in 1995 and there were many huts
here then and there [were] no facilities for education for our children. World Vision sponsored
education for our children by adopting 400 of our children, organized 50 women’s group movements
[SHGs] and provided loans of various kinds such as housing loans and loans for doing other business
and also helped in providing driving licenses. Many such helps were provided by World Vision.
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<Internals\\FGD I\\FGD #2 - Transcript> - § 3 references coded [0.90% Coverage]
Reference 1 - 0.35% Coverage

R:

I was comfortable when I was in Chennai city. Now I suffer a lot for water and everything
here.

Reference 2 - 0.23% Coverage

R:

People from Nungambakkam and Mylapore came and settled here.1

Reference 3 - 0.32% Coverage

R:

There is not even a little space in the city.

R:

This place is far better for us.

<Internals\\FGD I\\FGD #3 - Transcript> - § 2 references coded [2.38% Coverage]
Reference 1 - 1.33% Coverage

M:

When you first came and settled here from Mylapore, was everyone united?

I:

Was there any difference of opinion?

R:

The entire space was empty that time. We had [only] our own things [we brought with us
from Mylapore]. Then thatched houses were built.

Reference 2 - 1.06% Coverage

M:

When you first came here there was no [public standpipe tap] water here. Where did the
water come from at that time?

I:

You built houses. How did you get water for that?

R:

From the road…in tankers.

<Internals\\FGD I\\FGD #4 - Transcript> - § 5 references coded [8.20% Coverage]
Reference 1 - 0.98% Coverage

P:
When we were in Mylapore, the water was clean and we were eager to drink that. That was
the [Metro] Corporation water. It would [always] be clean. We never know what source of water is
being brought over here. Maybe from a well or a muddy pond...it is not clear!
Reference 2 - 5.32% Coverage

P:

Fire accident occurred in the year when we came here. It was around 2003 or 2004.

P:

Which year did it happened?

P:

Not in 2003 or 2004. Even earlier...
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C:

What did you do? How did the people react?

P:
300 houses were gutted. From one house it spread to too many houses up to the last
Sector!
P:

Fire came from afar and burnt the houses.

C:

What did you do then collectively?

P:

We called up the fire service and they came.

P:

[At the time] there were only huts and hence [there was] such damage.

P:

[After the fire], people got loans and tried to move [out of their] huts to other forms of

housing. Three times fire has caused great disaster.2
P:

Some of us used water to quench the fire.

P:

There was no water facility [then as there is now]. It has been [installed] since then.

P:
There was no [tap] water then, only sand and [dirt] everywhere. People tried to quench the
fire using sand and not water!
P:

There were no facilities [then] and there were lots of shrubs.

P:
We were from Mylapore and then we were brought here. There was no current water
facility. It is the same since then.
P:
[This] was a scorching place and very horrible indeed, as [there was] no place even to rest
for a while.
P:
There were snakes, tortoises and so on [here] and it was indeed frightening to be here at the
night [when we first moved here].
P:

People use to take shelter in the shadow of the doors.

Reference 3 - 0.17% Coverage

P:

There was no bus facility [at first here].

Reference 4 - 1.40% Coverage

M:
When was this agitation to get the [tap] water, when you blocked the road? When did that
take place?
C:

When did you block the road for getting the [tap] water [supply]?

P:
It was immediately after we came here from our Mylapore. Say, after two or three months,
when we did not get water. And the last time was a couple of months back, when they had put in
the wine shop.
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Reference 5 - 0.33% Coverage

P:

People have been living here since 1995.

C:

They have been living here since 1995.

<Internals\\Interviews\\INT #1 - Darwin Moses (World Vision) - Transcript> - § 3 references coded
[12.58% Coverage]
Reference 1 - 4.04% Coverage

M:
So, can you tell me a bit about, over the course of 15 years in MBN, what kind of projects did
you work on?
R:
MBN is a re-settlement area. There were [inaudible]in the city. The SCB asked us to
[inaudible]. They called all the Chennai-based NGOs to do that. So we started in 1993 and [became]
full-fledged in 1996. So based on that, at that time, what are the needs? According to need we start
that. That time we built this centre, the government provide only the land. So they need a centre. So
we provide thatches for 300 houses, families, then another need was children. So they were in the
part of the city, they were in the different schools, after they came here, so they were in the street
and roaming, so the government approach us to start the education-related program. So we started
a daycare centre, irrespective of age, first year. Then another NGO, New Life Development, started a
school with the help of World Vision, then we restricted our daycare centre to it.
Reference 2 - 4.51% Coverage

Twelve times in a year, fire broke out. Because the land is allotted by the government, most of the
families are not settled there because of lack of basic amenities - water sanitation, EB connection,
this and all, so they stay back in same place or nearby places, like that. So only the huts is available,
so in the hot summer season, the fire easily came. How it came is social evils, some leaders, some
goondas. Each will get Rs. 1000 when the fire broke out. So there are a few houses are not peopled,
there are few houses in which people are living, but those that are living are affected. But they are
all affected, only the huts are broken, so they get the Rs. 1000. So I discussed with my Team Leader,
so why don't you start something for housing? Initially we started 100 houses, then 200, we
increased it. Later on, the prices is raised, the rate. So we collaborate with Habitat3. Then all the
programs did through CBO. So the amount will be repaid to CBO, not World Vision, the purpose is
the another person will get the house or benefits. So through them also they gave more than 100
houses.
Reference 3 - 4.03% Coverage

R:
So, the beginning they would sit and they would fight for everything because there were
pukka houses, they had good employment opportunities, good water, they had good water.
M:

Before coming here?

R:
Yeah, before coming here. Then they lost everything. So here they are fighting for
everything. Employment opportunity... but there is no bus stop. So they had a more than to times
roadblock, we also participated. Then we build bus shelter, then we approach MTBC, the transit MD.
Then one person from Mylapore to here, so like that, changes. People at that time is outlooking also,
respect. And speaking to the people, so communication. And they are sending, they are after they
are joining the SHG, they are going to the bank, and living conditions improve, so children going to
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school, friends are coming to house, so the house is improving, so like that lots of things. The
previous time, the crime rate is very high, now not much different, but there is a reduction.
<Internals\\Interviews\\INT #15 - World Vision - Transcript> - § 2 references coded [2.66% Coverage]
Reference 1 - 0.76% Coverage

R:

There used to be so many fires! <She uses more English words so that the moderator is able
to understand without the help of the interpreter.>

M:

Oh…! Fire?

R:

Yes. This was the reason why we give more loans to those who wanted to have well-built
houses. These [pucca] houses can withstand the fire. Stone wall and tiled roof can be built
with the loan. We called them and talked to them about what they want.

Reference 2 - 1.90% Coverage

R:

This place was given to us by the central government. One Mr. Swaran Singh4 made this area
clear for us. When we came here they said that the area was freely allotted for us. “Go and
live in your own house, why do you suffer in this slum [at Mylapore]”. So we came here. First
they said the land was free. They filled [the wetland in with] mud. They asked us to pay the
filling charge. We came here from Luz Corner in Mylapore. It was near the railway station.
The place called Flower Garden was near our slum [there]. They said that the place belongs
to Public Works Department. We all hesitated to vacate that place and were adamant not to
vacate. I overstayed there for one more year. They asked us why we should have any fear
when government allots free land and so we came here. There was no electricity here for so
many years.

C:

She says they lived in Mylapore. The place belonged to Public Works Department. They asked
why they should hesitate when the government allots free land to you and so they came here
at last half heartedly.

<Internals\\Interviews\\INT #2 - Rehman Bibi - Notes> - § 1 reference coded [1.33% Coverage]
Reference 1 - 1.33% Coverage

When Balaji Nagar was resettled here, it looked like a desert. There was nothing in Balaji Nagar. The
Slum Clearance Board used to provide water in a [tanker] truck. We struggled a lot here.
<Internals\\Interviews\\INT #3 - Vijaya (World Vision) - Notes> - § 1 reference coded [10.80%
Coverage]
Reference 1 - 10.80% Coverage

Q: Can you tell us about the work of WV in MBN over its history?
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World Vision (WV) began to work in Mylai Balaji Nagar (MBN) in 1996. Its first task it undertook was
the creation of crèches for childcare in each of the four sectors. In 1998, WV started a sangam (a
community-based organization) in MBN, from which self-help groups (SHGs) were spawned.

1998 was a trying year in MBN. There were some 10 fires in the community in 1998 as the primary
housing there at that time were [thatch] hutments which were very risky for fires. There was a big
one in which one old woman and one child who used to attended the crèche lost their lives and
“thousands” of huts were destroyed. This was the context into which the SHGs grew in order to help
the community get back on its feet.5

WV bought housing materials worth Rs. 10, 000 including sand, bricks, cement, etc. and made it
available to people in MBN so they could rebuild their homes. After this, WV also initiated noon
meals in the crèches, offered night classes and after-school programmes to offer kids opportunities
in the evenings, and also set up a hospital with a doctor in the community initially (which is now run
by St. John’s Ambulance).
<Internals\\Interviews\\INT #4 - Mr. Ashok (MBN Voluntary Assoc.) - Notes> - § 3 references coded
[20.27% Coverage]
Reference 1 - 0.31% Coverage

•

MBN has 2500 families, and 6000 people

Reference 2 - 2.24% Coverage

•

Only streetlight connections and three transformers were installed by the gov’t à
these are the only source of power
• Streetlights were seen as the most basic necessity as it was the edge of the
city, a vacant field, with nothing in it, so the gov’t at least gave streetlights…

Reference 3 - 17.72% Coverage

•

ON THEIR RE-SETTLEMENT and current legal status at MBN:
ο When they were shifted they were given a lorry ride to move their things and their
families and just Rs. 1000 to get by; they were dropped off in a vacant field at the
edge of the city
ο Residents are not paying land taxes at all since the beginning
• The original “deal” of the re-settlement was that residents at MBN would
pay at least Rs. 200/mo. until they reached a total of Rs. 11,000 (could retire
the debt faster if they wanted), and then they would have full title to their
plot
• But the residents could not afford to do this as after they were forcibly
re-settled they lost all sources of employment income from their previous
location at Mylapore
• Many households were involved in retailing, driving,
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•

ο

They couldn’t get transport back to these old work places as at that
time there was no bus-stand at MBN, and had to walk 3 km to Vijay
Nagar to catch a bus à so they lost their only source of income!!
• The households obviously had no money to pay the land fees in the
beginning; in fact, Ashok says in those early days there wasn’t
enough money to feed the children
• Moreover, they had to walk kilometres to get water at Pallikarnai
cos there was not even the tap water system there then; no
educational facilities for kids – nothing
• Development has only really accelerated in the community in the
past three years says Ashok
Ashok tells us though he had a house and basic services at Mylapore (albeit informal
encroachment as much of that displaced was), his ‘allotment paper’ (which he
showed to us, and of which I have photographs) indicates that he was a
street-dweller, and should be rehabilitated accordingly
ο The language of ‘allotment’ is important as it is clearly not patta
• the people still have no legal right to the land, they have just been
given permission by the owner – the gov’t – to use it for the time
being
• this can be withdrawn at any time should the gov’t decide to seize
the land for development purposes, setting off another cycle of
displacement for the people of MBN (Ashok says he had been
moved before from several places before Mylapore)

<Internals\\Interviews\\INT #5 - Raniyamma - Transcript> - § 2 references coded [5.04% Coverage]
Reference 1 - 4.21% Coverage

M:

Do you remember any incidents where the community here joined together and worked
together ….cumulatively…for some cause here in this area? For what have you joined and
worked together?

R:

Yes. We have worked here… We all joined to form the "Mother Teresa Women’s Progress
[/improvement] Association". World Vision of India invited us to join as members. I got loans
from 10 to 25k each and built houses here. The houses had thatched roofs here [before].
They caught fire and burnt. People joined together. They belonged to 250 households. They
trusted me and gave Rs. 38 lakhs to build houses [to replace those lost in the fire].

Reference 2 - 0.83% Coverage

M:

Do people have to pay back the loan given for constructing the houses?

R:

We had to return 50% of it, it was subsidized.

<Internals\\Interviews\\INT #7 - TNSCB - Notes> - § 4 references coded [67.70% Coverage]
Reference 1 - 16.52% Coverage

•

3400 families re-settled to MBN in 1995
• Into 4 sectors: Phase I – IV
ο Most people moved were informal dwellers at Mylapore6
ο TNSCB gave the families Rs. 1000 at the time as re-habilitation
ο Education and employment were disrupted due to re-settlement
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• Many of the women were domestic help in their original area of Mylapore
ο “People have to accept, it’s a central government project.”
ο TNSCB conducted a socio-economic survey on the people who were to be displaced
education, income levels, occupation, demographics
• World Bank + Central Gov’t + “Land-owning Department”7 gave money for the
MRTS development as well as the resettlements
• He suggests going to speak to the Chief Engineer at the TNSCB for more info
on the World Bank link
ο The TNSCB Planning Engineer says it’s not the case that the WB was
involved in this project
• Must look into WB Project directory t8o see if there was involvement at
MRTS Chennai Mylapore and sort out this confusion
Reference 2 - 23.99% Coverage

•

Plot size = 15 x 18 ft.
• Totally empty land at time of re-settlement
ο Only street lights at the time
ο Plots marked by strings
ο Families had to build their own homes
ο Families were entitled to a “Hire Purchase9” scheme to gain ownership of the land
• Rs. 70/mo. for 10 years and then it’s theirs10
ο Before MCS11 Lease cum sale agreement (Temporary)
ο After Permanent patta (permanent)
ο But people didn’t pay owing to the disruption of employment and income ops not a
single family followed through with the scheme’s payments
• Maintenance issues then arose:
• E.g. garbage etc.
ο TNSCB had to scrounge for funds to support these on-going services they
didn’t have funds earmarked for these purposes (shit planning eh?)
ο They say they transferred to Panchayat12 but they also have no funds
ο They tried to collect ~5 Rs. To do sewage, waste management, etc.
• The Community Development Team at TNSCB did look after the following, after the
re-settlement, from 1995-1997:
• Schools in nearby areas for kids to attend; helped families to enrol their13
children
ο Arranged w/ NGOs to build two schools in MBN itself
ο Built ration shops
ο w/ NGOs did more educational support type works
ο Established a health clinic for which the TNSCB built the physical facility
ο TNSCB looked after maintenance for 3-5 years but then had to focus its attention
on new re-settlement colonies that were coming up
Reference 3 - 17.80% Coverage

•

Typically, TNSCB works in a re-settlement community for 7-8 years to help it get
back on its feet
• Usually it finds NGOs to do the work itself
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•
•

ο They put out the ‘tender’ or the ‘right to work’ in a particular re-settlement
community, on its development priorities
ο But there is no money given for these services to the NGOs!!
ο The TNSCB basically plays the role of outsourcing the government’s
responsibilities to NGOs14
ο It’s own role is limited to networking, connecting NGOs, other gov’t
agencies to the community of interest
• For services, the TNSCB focuses on getting (into the new community):
ο Police
• Hospital
• Ration supply
• Water supply
Wrt water supply, for the short-term, TNSCB will arrange for water lorries to come to
the re-settlement community if there is no other water source, but only as a temporary
measure they don’t typically handle water supply
Wrt electrical supply, TNSCB installed street lights, but not household connections
• (The street lights have now been spliced to provide electricity to homes!)

Reference 4 - 9.38% Coverage

ο It turns out, MBN was an experiment in re-settlement give people nothing and drop
them off on the edge of the city…
• It was the 2nd re-settlement in Chennai that the TNSCB had ever undertaken
ο The first was another site in Velachery
ο Both of these “re-settlement” schemes involved the TNSCB not providing any
form of housing (even tenement blocks) at the new site of re-settlement
ο TNSCB will not do any more of these MBN-style re-settlements obviously it was a
big fucking disaster (the interviewee says this with some regret and guilt)
<Internals\\Interviews\\INT #9 - Rehman Bibi - Transcript> - § 8 references coded [46.34% Coverage]
Reference 1 - 9.43% Coverage

M:

Hi…having a chat with Rehman Bibi. Hi...I just want to ask you about the history of housing in
this area?

C:

We are all building houses …is it not? He wants to know who funded the construction and all
details about it. It is growing from the starting time when you came to Mylai Balaji
Nagar…till now. Can you please tell me about it?

R:

We came here in '95 in the beginning. At first, the Slum Clearance Board vacated us and
gave this place for us. When we came here we were given a house measuring [9 ft x 15 ft].
They gave us a flat [amount] of Rs. 500 Rs. for [reconstruction]. We built thatched houses
here and started living here.

C:

Was the Rs. 500 enough for you to construct a thatched house?

R:

How will it be enough? We had to adjust and build!

C:

Did all of you build houses?
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R:

Yes. We all spent around Rs. 5000 to 6000 each and built houses. They gave us a lorry which
is usually used to transport garbage. Our belongings were filled in it and brought here [to
Mylai Balaji Nagar from Mylapore].

M:

Ask how did they afford to build?

C:

He is asking how you could manage with amount given for building a house?

R:

What to do? We had to borrow from money-lenders.

M:

Everyone?

C:

Did everyone build their house in the same way?

R:

Yes, of course. Otherwise, somebody else may encroach [on our plot if we do not build
quickly]. We all had that sort of fear and thus all of us built.

C:

They had a fear that somebody may encroach [on their plot]. So they built the houses
immediately.

Reference 2 - 3.02% Coverage

R:

We started living there immediately after building the houses. The Slum Board used to bring
and supply water at that time. They gave us 3 pots of water per house. They [also] kept
syntex tanks [here to store the lorry water].

C:

After building the thatched houses, they started living here. The Slum Clearance Board
arranged for Metro Water and they arranged a syntex tank. They allowed these people to
take 3 pots of water.

M:

How frequently [was the water supplied]?

C:

Everyday.

Reference 3 - 8.84% Coverage

R:

In the 6th month of '98 almost all the huts were burnt. All the families suffered.

C:

In June '98, totally 700 hundred houses caught fire.

M:

How did it start?

C:

He is asking you how the fire first started.

R:

If we asked they would say that a woman was cooking and it caught fire. I still have the
newspaper with me. A child and an adult died in that fire accident.

C:

When the fire happened, a child and a lady died.

M:

In the same fire of 1998?

C:

Yes, in the same fire both of them died.
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R:

I have the Thanthi newspaper15 [of that incident].

M:

At that time [of the major fire in June 1998] were all the houses thatched?

R:

Yes, all of them were thatched houses. Then they built us houses with the measurement of 9
feet breadth and 15 feet length. The roof was made of 3 layers of [asbestos] tiles16.

C:

Who built it for you?

R:

The Slum Board. We asked them to give us a jute cloth and 4 nails. We were defined as
roadside [pavement] dwellers. The allotment mentioned us as Balaji Nagar roadside
dwellers. That is why I used to ask every officer to give us all jute cloth and 4 nails. We can
make a shelter and can sit under that!17 So they built us houses with seven pipes and a roof
of tiles!

C:

Was it given for every family here?

R:

Yes. It was given for every family. At first they issued a token of allotment. They allotted
houses for everyone according to their token priority.

Reference 4 - 1.50% Coverage

C:

Is it! Did they make all the houses like this?

R:

Exactly the same.

C:

But there are walls!

R:

Yes. We went and quarreled. So they built walls too for the houses.

C:

This is what the Slum Clearance Board has built for them.

Reference 5 - 2.06% Coverage

M:

So 700 huts were burnt and…

R:

As the huts were burnt [down], we couldn’t live here and that was the reason why the Slum
Clearance Board built us houses with [asbestos] roof sheets and [concrete block] walls.
Some [people] have 2 places [homes] here [in the community]. They can sell one and build a
house using that money in future.

Reference 6 - 15.71% Coverage

:

They [the Panchayat] pay the electricity bill too18. The entire arrangement was by the
Central Government because the Metro Railway was [a project] of the Central Government!
So the Railway Department [central government body] assured [us] this location and a
school for the children.
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C:

What she is telling: they were shifted under the MRTS plan. The Railway Department has
promised that they will come and then they will construct park, schools and everything [here
in Mylai Balaji Nagar]... That is how they had been re-settled here.

C:

When did they tell you all these things?

R:

They told in '93 itself. We sued a case against them. They [Railway Department] said that
they had handed over everything to the Slum Clearance Board and so they would do
everything for us.

C:

Whom did you file a case against?

R:

We sued against the Railway Department saying that we were residing in that area for 70
years and so we would not vacate.19

C:

Who filed a case?

R:

We, the public.

M:

When was this case…?

R:

It was in 1993. We were near Sai Baba Temple [in Mylapore]20. We were asked to vacate in
the year 1993. I was the last one to vacate. I came out [here] in the year 1995. They said
they are spending 11 crore for this project of railways [MRTS expansion] and so they brought
us here.

C:

They were asked to vacate in '93 and they vacated in '95.

R:

Swaraj Patil was the judge in the [Madras] High Court. It was due to his judgment we all
came here [to Balaji Nagar]. We were told that even if we lived there for many years and
even if we have any number of pattas we have to give up because the land belongs to the
Government of India. He said we had to vacate and [be] assured that all [re-settlement and
rehabilitation] facilities would be done by them.

C:

The judge told them that they had to obey his ruling. The Slum Clearance Board was
entrusted with the responsibility [for their re-settlement and rehabilitation] and the SCB
would do the facilities properly.

M:

Did anyone try to fight back in the court that the slum clearance board did not do the
facilities for you?

R:

We don’t have any chance to talk because we were told that we have to give back the
government’s land. We could not talk back because we were there without any patta in the
government’s land. We had come just like that, it is not correct to encroach on the
government’s land.

C:

They had just encroached to the streets and they lived there. It is the government’s land. We
encroached onto it. So we cannot claim any more. That is how people came out.

Reference 7 - 3.76% Coverage
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C:

Amma, please tell me about the World Vision and the housing facilities here.

R:

World Vision paid money and constructed [houses] in 1996. They paid a part and we paid
the rest of the amount. They paid [for] good houses. A service organization called "Keep All"
<audio unclear> built us eight terraced houses here.

C:

Where are those houses?

R:

They are there on that side of the street. They got a loan from HDFC [commercial bank] for
20 years and built houses on a loan. Around 20 families got those houses.

C:

How many houses were built by World Vision?

R:

50 to 60 houses were built by them.

Reference 8 - 2.02% Coverage

C:

They demolished their original houses and built pucca houses.

M:

So…basically whoever has got a [pucca] house now has done it with loans from a bank or
NGO?

R:

Now people also spend some [of their own] money to build.

C:

She is saying that now people are putting some money these days [and building without
loans].

Annotations
1

From ON: "Vijaya
: We were staying in nugambakam and thainapet but Admk leadership transferred us
to here"
ADMK were the instigators!
From Wikipedia: 1991
Tenth Assembly
Anna Dravida Munnetra Kazhagam
J. Jayalalithaa
****Amma won the state with ADMK and in 1993-5 presided over MBN being resettled!! Now she has come
back (the party is also called AIADMK) to power in 2011, so people are not hopeful for their prospects.

2

There is ambiguity about the dates. Here it is 2003-4 or even earlier others suggest. In my notes I have 2005
written. It is likely indicative that there are many fires in the community.
This was the major fire event after which the households were given loans to build pukka structures instead of
thatch homes.
3

Who is 'Habitat'? Habitat for Humanity? What exactly was the collaboration here?

4

Rehman Bibi told us this name - Swaran Singh [IAS officer] was the Chairman of the Slum Board at that time
[of resettlement].

5

This must be the context of the 'fires-for-profit' that Darwin Moses talked about! It seems to have been early on
in the settlement's history (1998) when there was inadeuqate kachha housing and volatility in terms of crime and
power-brokers in the community

6

ON: “Most” means that some formalized people were also swept up in the eviction

7

ON: What is that exactly?

8

ON: Do it; Ask Shafi for guidance on where to find project listings

9

i.e. lease to own agreement

10

This sums to Rs. 8400
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11

What does this refer to? I think it refers to the land ownership scheme.

12

Transferred what exactly?

13

Helped financially? Or helped with referrals, paperwork?

14

ON: This is important.

15

this is a famous local newspaper
- Vedha
16

So after the fire in 1998, when many thatched houses were destroyed, the TNSCB started to build the concrete
block shacks with the asbestos tile roofs.

17

I think she's being sarcastic...! Oh Rehman Bibi... what a lady!

18

It's not clear here who 'they' is that pay the elc bill, but from previous explorations, I take it that it is the
Panchayat.

19

This seems to have been an act of judicial resistance against their initial displacement from Mylapore.

20

This is just southeast of the current Mylapore (Thirumaylai) MRTS station, along the path of the tracks.
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Name: Nodes\\Analytical I\\Sanitation
Description: - History and

evolution of sanitary arrangements at MBN
- Description of sanitation and environmental situation at MBN
- Includes solid waste management as these two are inexorably linked as you've seen!!
<Internals\\Exploratory Work\\PK - Prabha's Mtg w. Dr. Buvana (TNSCB)> - § 1 reference coded
[8.50% Coverage]
Reference 1 - 8.50% Coverage

− The land is owned by the Slum Board. She says when people were moved here this
was treated as a sites and services project. The only thing that people were provided
was water and sites. She acknowledges that even toilets were not provided, but they
should have been. [At some point World Vision built the one toilet block which is in
Sector 4. (Is this correct?) People are still using this toilet even though there is no
water in the block. They use the toilets with their own water.]
<Internals\\Exploratory Work\\PK - Prabha's Report on MBN Women's household water management>
- § 2 references coded [2.94% Coverage]
Reference 1 - 1.24% Coverage

Mannammai has built a cement tank outside her house along the wall. Half of this tank is for
portable water storage and the other half for waste water.
Reference 2 - 1.70% Coverage

Radha and her family also have a cement tank along the outside wall of their house. Half the
tank is for portable water and the other half for waste water which is dumped in the canal
when the tank is full.
<Internals\\Exploratory Work\\PK - Prabha's Scoping Report 2009> - § 1 reference coded [2.76%
Coverage]
Reference 1 - 2.76% Coverage

Needless, we all know that the canals which demark the sectors of MB Nagar are
being used as drainage, sewerage and waste water canals. And also as solid waste
dumps. These canals are tied into the wetland on the East of the highway that borders
MB Nagar. Furthermore, despite the recognition that this is a wetland of great
importance, the highway and the IT buildings have all come up in the last 1-2 years
with severe impacts on the wetland.
<Internals\\Exploratory Work\\PR - Prema's MBN Report- A Case of Urban Development Displaced
2009> - § 1 reference coded [3.75% Coverage]
Reference 1 - 3.75% Coverage
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Individual houses rarely have toilets and the public toilets are badly maintained due to poor
access to water availability. In general one can observe that roads are very badly laid; it has no
drainage system, there exists no semblance of solid waste management.
<Internals\\Exploratory Work\\Saraswathi - Summary of post-Waste Mgmt Day (Jan 2010)> - § 1
reference coded [10.68% Coverage]
Reference 1 - 21.37% Coverage
Why they were throwing the wastages into the canal? The panchayat had initial kept a bin from which
the wastages can be removed but someone had looted the bin. Since there was no place to dump their
garbage eventually they ended up throwing in the canal. The panchayat van comes every fifteen days
and sometimes every thirty days to pick up the garbage in this area. There is no proper land available
in this sector for throwing the garbage. But in case there is a bin provided there were concerned about
cleaning the bin in possible interval.
<Internals\\FGD I\\FGD #2 - Transcript> - § 2 references coded [3.87% Coverage]
Reference 1 - 3.29% Coverage

M:

Are there any groups who work on waste management?

R:

No one takes care [of waste]. The wastewater is overflowing!

R:

No one comes here like that. If we ask anyone [the government] about it - it ends up in a
quarrel.

C:

Do you remember Exnora worked here some time before? Is there any organization like that
now?

R:

Once a year, they [the Panchayat] come and clear [the garbage]...

C:

Once a year! Who does it?

R:

They come from municipality [the Panchayat Board].

R:

You better come and see near our house. .. Because of the garbage smell, we aren't able to
eat well.

C:

Now we are recording the discussion. We will come and see afterwards.

<The respondents discuss among themselves about how bad the surroundings are, how waste food
items are thrown everywhere, and how there is defection all around. They say they don’t even like to
wat their food in these surroundings.>
Reference 2 - 0.59% Coverage

M:

You mentioned about waste management in the beginning. What did you say?

R:

They [the Panchayat] don’t come and clear the wastewater and it is all over here.

<Internals\\Interviews\\INT #12 - Mr. Parammal - Transcript> - § 1 reference coded [30.98%
Coverage]
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Reference 1 - 30.98% Coverage

R2:

It [the public toilet block] was not maintained properly. They didn’t wash it properly.

R:

World Vision made arrangements [for cleaning the public toilet blocks]. There was one
person appointed for it. He withdrew as he didn’t receive any salary. [Now] they don’t wash
it every day. It was very dirty. It was not hygienic. So we built an individual toilet.

M:

When World Vision stopped doing the cleaning and all, did you not start doing [it yourselves]
at the community level?

R2:

No, we did not.

R:

There was not sufficient water [for cleaning]. The water was supplied only once in fifteen
days. We also tried to hire two or three persons to learn it. It didn’t work out.

R2:

Some times the water would be supplied even after 20 days!

<Internals\\Interviews\\INT #14 - Ms. Mala - Transcript> - § 1 reference coded [62.34% Coverage]
Reference 1 - 62.34% Coverage

M:

Is your family using this? <pointing at makeshift latrine by canal>

R:

Yes, my family uses this.

M:

Is any other family using this?

R:

Only my family uses this.

M:

Why does your family prefer to use this and not the community level latrine?

R:

We have built another lavatory [inside our home] and use this [makeshift outdoor latrine] to
store water. We are not using this for ‘that’ purpose. We use some other bathroom.

M:

Were you using this before [for 'that' purpose]?

R:

Yes. After we constructed the house we have built the lavatory inside the house.

M:

Before were you using this toilet? Why don’t you use this? Why do you use the other one?

R:

That is more comfortable for us. For urgency why should we go around? We use it [the
makeshift latrine] only for bathing purposes.

C:

Do you use this even now for bathing purpose?

R:

Yes. But even now we use public toilet.

<Internals\\Interviews\\INT #16 - Mr. Jayaprakash (Councillor)> - § 1 reference coded [2.49%
Coverage]
Reference 1 - 2.49% Coverage
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R:

But the Slum Clearance Board occupied this place and got CMDA approval1. They divided
[the land] into plots. They [the TNSCB] only got the 2nd phase, 3rd phase electricity
approvals and they also got the approvals for the roads such as 10 feet road, 20 feet road
and 30 feet road [from the CMDA]. They also arranged for public toilets in the ratio of one
toilet for ten families.

<Internals\\Interviews\\INT #19 - Panchayat EO - Transcript> - § 1 reference coded [9.31% Coverage]
Reference 1 - 9.31% Coverage

M:

Who is responsible for providing water and other facilities?

C:

Sir, is it the Panchayat [that is] responsible to provide water and other facilities?

R:

Yes. We are doing it. Already UGD - underground drainage - is going on. We have already
provided CC road and BT road2. The roads might have been damaged due to the work of UGD
underground drainage which is going on now. It would be rectified after the work is finished.
If it is CC road, they would be [re]built as CC road, and if it is BT road, they would be [re]built
as BT road. Water supply is only own source. We have built a well in the lake. Water is
supplied through a pump. Street lights, roads, underground drainage, and public health are
looked after by us. We are doing these five aspects.

C:

He says they are only checking water, street lights, roads, underground drainage, and public
health. They are responsible for these things.

<Internals\\Interviews\\INT #2 - Rehman Bibi - Notes> - § 7 references coded [27.76% Coverage]
Reference 1 - 4.82% Coverage

Later Pallikaranai Panchayat selected us for a solid waste management project. Under this we
collected the garbage from [around] Balaji Nagar, as well as in and around Pallikaranai. In this
[project], we segregated the garbage into biodegradable and non-biodegradable wastes. We
constructed a compost shelter at the Panchayat and then we left it to Exnora since we did not have
cooperation or a good relationship with the Panchayat.3
I am still working with Exnora. Exnora is not working in Balaji Nagar now however since
there is no cooperation from the people in the community. In the initial phase, they were planting
trees across the community and had done solid waste management activities.
Reference 2 - 2.02% Coverage

M:

Still the project is functioning?

R:

Yes, the project is still functioning at NIOT [National Institute of Ocean Technology] near

Pallikaranai. It is not functioning in Balaji Nagar because of poor cooperation from the people.
People have not even contributed to support the staff salary.4
Reference 3 - 2.42% Coverage
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R:

Exnora planted trees in the school located at Sector 2 [the Lion's Club School]. I have put a

compost shed in Sector 2 near the Councillor's house. But it is been removed now because there
was no cooperation from people as well as from the Councillor. This [compost program] was done in
collaboration with the government and Exnora International.
Reference 4 - 6.56% Coverage

M:

Why did they not cooperate?

R:

Income generation [for the workers] out of this solid waste management program was very

important, however, in Balaji Nagar, there was no income [being genereated]. The Panchayat has
done nothing to support the program and even the people did not contribute anything5.6
We wanted to collect a small contribution from every household to support our workers.
We used to collect garbage door-to-door. But people refused to pay even the small contribution
saying "we are not putting any garbage here, we are dumping somewhere else, not here," and so on.

I will give an example. Suppose a water pipeline has been broken and somebody comes to
repair it. At least we should pay him something, or at least, we should offer him some tea, so that he
will be happy to continue working on it. In the same way, people should have contributed some
money to the people who were taking care of the waste management project.
Reference 5 - 3.20% Coverage

R:

There are examples where people have worked together for joint action.7 There was one

such event. There is a garbage dumping site next to sector 1, but they [the garbage workers] used to
dump the garbage even outside the site and along the roadside, which was a big threat [to people in
sector 1]. Then we [collectively] staged a road-blocking demonstration, along with the cooperation
of Exnora International. Then they stopped it [the dumping near sector 1].
Reference 6 - 7.95% Coverage

R: People were not cooperating well [in the waste management program], so I employed 10 people
[of the original workers] for the NIOT [project] and left [the Balaji Nagar project] with them. I have
employed so many elders in this project. They did not want elders to work but I lobbied with them
and employed elders. Now they are earning Rs. 7000 per month8. They were not being cared for by
even their own children.
I am eagerly looking forward for the next government. I am expecting that the forthcoming
government may help this [waste management] project further.
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If you wanted to do something for us please do something for this waste management
project. The Councillor in this place is not cooperative and she is not taking any initiative to run this
project.9
People asked me to take leadership but I did not want to take leadership. If I become a
leader I cannot put a question to others and I will be under somebody’s control10!
In the [World Vision] ADP they have given me the responsibility of taking care of this
hospital; I have developed it to my caliber. But people in the SHGs have become concentrated on
money and loans only.
Reference 7 - 0.77% Coverage

There are tribals from Andhra livings nearby, we can give them the responsibility to take
care of the latrine.11
<Internals\\Interviews\\INT #3 - Vijaya (World Vision) - Notes> - § 4 references coded [22.22%
Coverage]
Reference 1 - 3.96% Coverage

SHGs have also been involved in trying to manage and improve the sanitation facilities at MBN (i.e.
the public latrines that were initially built by the TNSCB). They were trying to organize a sustainable
latrine cleaning initiative but it has ultimately failed. They asked households to provide Rs. 10 per
month to hire an attendant (from outside of the community) who would come and regularly clean
the public latrines, but this effort failed.
Reference 2 - 9.11% Coverage

Q: Why did the latrine-cleaning effort fail?
Vijaya can’t say ultimately what led to the failure of the programme, but she suggests that it was
poor cooperation from people that contributed to its downfall. WV also offered small loans to
households in MBN to construct their own toilets, but this programme had low enrolment
(suggesting that people are not interested in sanitation investments). WV also tried to hire
volunteers from MBN itself who use the toilets themselves as cleaning staff under the auspices of
WV, but this too failed in the end.

The cleaner’s wage was Rs. 900 per month and there was one cleaner per sector. This was initially
paid for by WV fully. Later on, WV tried to involve local beneficiaries to contribute at first Rs. 5 per
month, and then later on Rs. 10 (to make the cleaning programme sustainable). However, this effort
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ultimately failed because local beneficiaries didn’t want to pay for the latrines to be cleaned
regularly and refused to take on the financial burden from WV.
Reference 3 - 2.95% Coverage

WV had also spent some Rs. 2 lakh to place overhead water tanks on the public latrines, drill
boreholes, install motorized pumps to move water to the tanks and have it available for washing and
cleaning in the public latrines. Around the time that the cleaning programme began to fall apart, the
motors were stolen from the pumps.
Reference 4 - 6.19% Coverage

Thus, since 2005/6, the latrines have been in a very unhygienic and unclean condition. There has
been no regular cleaning and there is quite a bit of material that creates risk of waterborne disease.
Also the tanks are no longer able to pump groundwater as the pumps were stolen, so there is no
water available there for washing and cleaning (instead now, you see people carrying their own
water with in a 5 L pail as they go to visit the loo). From 2007 onwards it has been consistently in the
worst shape. When people get totally desperate and disgusted with the condition, they will attempt
to collect money from their neighbours in the sector and pay someone to clean it on a one-off basis.
<Internals\\Interviews\\INT #4 - Mr. Ashok (MBN Voluntary Assoc.) - Notes> - § 2 references coded
[1.96% Coverage]
Reference 1 - 1.37% Coverage

1. Sanitation situation
• Toilet blocks have been built but are very poorly maintained à hygiene issues make
them difficult to use and people are forced to find alternatives
Reference 2 - 0.59% Coverage

2. Sanitation Improvements
• Hire someone to come and keep the toilets clean
<Internals\\Interviews\\INT #5 - Raniyamma - Transcript> - § 2 references coded [32.32% Coverage]
Reference 1 - 30.06% Coverage

M:

Can you tell me something about the times when people living in Balaji Nagar itself worked
together? Did NGOs make them unite together?

R:

Once we tried. Before it could run in full swing, the "small savings scheme" [Self-Help
Groups] was developed. So people splilt among many groups. Then 20 ladies were given
training by the Pallikaranai12 Panchayat on preparing compost fertilizers using
biodegradable and non-biodegradable garbage13.

M:

Who gave the training?
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R:

The Pallikaranai Panchayat gave the training.

M:

Were you given training? Was the self help group given training? What sort of training did
you take?

R:

We prepared compost fertilizers. We supplied them to many places. We have given [it] to IIT
too. One Srinivasan from IIT came here to collect it.

M:

What sort of training were you given? What did you do with the garbage?

R:

We have to collect biodegradable garbage and dump them in a tub, we have to make them
into natural compost, natural fertilizer. We sold the non-biodegradable garbage to particular
shops. They have fixed rates for each item. We have to separate them first.

M:

Oh…did you!

R:

Among them we used to separate coconut shell, peel of orange, lemon and sweet lime to
dry them and grind with a thing called shikai kai. It is used to wash hair in India. It was tested
in laboratories and they said it is good. It cools down the head. We sold the shikai kai
powdered.

M:

When did this training happen?

R:

It was given in 2004. We stated doing it. It continued until 2007. The Government allotted an
amount of Rs 3 lakhs 20 thousand. But they neither showed us the accounts nor paid any
salary f14or the same! So we left the job.

M:

Were you supposed to be paid?

R:

Yes. They [the Panchayat] should have given but they didn’t. We were even asked to open a
bank account. They didn’t credit any amount except Rs. 20 per house. We were not able to
run the show. Even that was irregular. For such jobs one should be paid at least 5 or 6k [per
month] for the then-cost of living. The Panchayat didn’t pay even 10 paisa [penny] to us for
collecting the garbage. We collected money from the residents along the lanes where we
collected the garbage.

M:

Did they take the money from the households where they sold the products?

I:

Didn’t the Panchayat pay you anything?

R:

No. They paid nothing. Even if the garbage cart [tricycle] had to be repaired they refused to
do it and we had to do it. But we had to manage with the money by selling the products.

M:

How many people were doing this?

R:

Twenty women worked in that job.

M:

Also Rahman Bibi worked with you?

R:

Yes. She also jointly worked with us.
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M:

Was it the same training which she took?

R:

Yes.

M:

How much did they promise to make and how much did they make?

R:

At first they [the Panchayat] did not commit anything. But they said - “You do it, we will give
[pay] you”. The DRO [District Revenue Officer] came and talked to us. He was the
Sub-collector. He said that we run the [waste management] group well. He asked us to open
an account in the bank so that the amount could be creditted into it. They said Rs. 20k would
be sent to the bank for the twenty women [who were working]. They asked us to take the
salary according to the [garbage] collection. But they didn’t give anything up to 2007. So
[then] we stopped working for them. I still have the [bank] passbook with me.

I:

Did they pay the 20 thousand?

R:

They never deposited any amount15.

I:

Do you know the name of the DRO?

R:

I forgot. He belongs to Kerala. He is a ‘Nair’ [caste name]. There was a M.D. [Managing
Director], I remember her name. She is Nirmala.

I:

What do you mean by M.D.?

R:

I don’t remember. Her rank was under the Collector.

I:

Do you mean from the Slum Clearance Board?

R:

No. She was not from the Slum Clearance Board, it was during Jayalalitha’s period, during
their previous tenure. The scheme was introduced at that time.

M:

Is this a [govenment] waste management scheme? Does this scheme has any name?

R:

Yes. It was a [government] scheme. It was adjudged in the Supreme Court.

I:

What is the name of the scheme?

R:

It is about cleaning the water. The plastic papers block the mud at the bottom which in turn
spoils16 the water as well as arrests the flow. This does not allow the water to be absorbed
by the ground. The underground water is gradually under threat! Thus this scheme was
introduced by the government to protect the water and the underground water.

Reference 2 - 2.26% Coverage

R:

They built canals. It was to take away the drainage water from the house. But it is not at all
used or maintained. It is just not silted [dredged]. There is no outlet for the household
drainage. Likewise the wastewater from the septic tank would also be left overflowing and
unless we go and tell them they would not bother to clear it out.

<Internals\\Interviews\\INT #6 - Panchayat - Notes> - § 2 references coded [12.53% Coverage]
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Reference 1 - 2.49% Coverage

ο Water/sewage works financing follows the formula: 50% Panchayat, 50%
Centre/State Gov’t
Reference 2 - 10.04% Coverage

What are the development plans on the part of the Panchayat for MBN?
• Cement roads are now being built in MBN
• Overhead water tanks (same water supply though – untreated lake water) have been
planned and it has been approved already
ο But, no one has accepted the tender yet!
• Underground sewage lines and drainage are planned within the next 2½ years
<Memos\\Content of Faridha's follow-up to Waste Mgmt Day> - § 1 reference coded [97.94%
Coverage]
Reference 1 - 97.94% Coverage

- Some 26 people seemed to have been involved in the waste management program that was
implemented in MBN some years ago (the one started-up b/w EXNORA and the Panchayat)
- Only 3 people are still working on it (incl. Rehman Bibi), and not even at MBN (but at the
nearby NIOT campus)
- This program has fallen apart for the following reasons:
1. Ward allotment
2. No tricycle
3. No proper facility
4. Salary problems
- When asked what needs to happen to make it successful, respondents say:
1. They want a 5-year contract
2. Permanent job facilities
3. Minimum salary of Rs. 3000/4. They want a job from the Kancheepuram District [gov't].
- On Jan 2, 2010 we organized a clean-up day. Faridha's feedback of that is:
"If a dustbin facility is provided and maintained weekly, all the peoples assure that they will
use that. But the Panchayat officer has said that a dustbin should not be used in that area.
Then on 2nd we did a clean-up program in this area [4th sector] with the help of a JCB. In this
program, the people's participation was very [minimal]. The reasons that were given by people
as to why they did not participate were:
1. Went out
2. Personel reasons
3. Had to take care of our children
4. Went to work (as it was a working day for me)."
Annotations
1

The CMDA is part of the COC and it handles electricity and roads in the city and its environs.
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2

CC = cement/concrete
BT = tar (i.e. asphalt?)

3

Rehman Bibi says they had a bad relationship with the Panchayat even though it was them instituted the waste
management program...

4

Waste management program failed due to lack of support and funding from community-members

5

To clarify - Did the Panchayat promise then not deliver? What’s the story here?
Srini says: Pallikaranai Panchayat didn’t give any income to the waste management workers, Nor did the people
in MBN either. The Panchayat only built the waste-sorting shed and said that the community members should
pay for the service itself. So in the end, the Panchayat didn’t pay the workers and then the MBN folk didn’t pay
either -- so the whole program fell apart.
6

Was there some sort of formal agreement that was developed and then reneged on? Or was it informal,
"word-of-mouth"?
7

People can political organize and agitate for immediately pressing issues.

8

Substantial earnings!

9

Rehman Bibi is pushing for waste management, but saying the Councillor (lady) is not supporting it.

10

Rehman Bibi is so awesome.

11

Tribals place is to clean the bathroom?
***What does she mean nearby? In MB Nagar?
12

FROM ON:
She wanted to start a large community group
But this was the same time the SHGs (by World Vision) were started
So people atomized to smaller groups, instead of a large collective
Also, the SHGs focused on microfinance activities, not community development efforts
>>>> This is interesting – the external creation of a certain kind of group forestalled the self-emergence of a
possibly cohesive community collective!
13

This must be what Rehman Bibi was talking about, the failed waste management program.

14

From ON, to clarify:
The waste management program lasted until 2007 but then fell apart
Panchayat was supposed to pay the workers, but they never did
Panchayat was also supposed to collect fees for waste collection (Rs. 20/mo.) from each household to
supplement the revenues
But gov’t never paid their share
15

From ON: Gov’t would pay 20k into that account à this along with the user fees and sales of products would
sustain the work of the waste management program
But it never came! Group feel apart cos the lack of promised gov’t support
16

From ON: She says though the Supreme Court had ordered national waste management improvements in
order to facilitate rainwater infiltration
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Name: Nodes\\Analytical I\\Site
Description: - Points

describing the place of MBN itself

<Internals\\Exploratory Work\\PK - Prabha's Scoping Report 2009> - § 1 reference coded [8.48%
Coverage]
Reference 1 - 8.48% Coverage

1) Wetland eco-system
A better understanding is needed of the wetland ecosystem that is hosting Mylai Balaji
Nagar and their implication on each other along with the other
social/economic/political forces sharing this eco-system; i.e. the IT sector, hospital, etc
and its future.
I did not have sufficient time to get a sense of the environmental management
framework of Chennai. What I have been able to figure out is that the wetland is under
the TN government and not the government of metro Chennai or the town panchayat.
It seems that there is consensus at a senior level in government that the wetland should
not be developed and in fact protected. Apparently it was designated as a bird
sanctuary. According to Ligy, the TN government appointed a high level committee to
‘deal’ with the wetland. It was chaired by a woman IAS officer. However, she has no
idea what happened or is happening with this initiative.
Needless, we all know that the canals which demark the sectors of MB Nagar are
being used as drainage, sewerage and waste water canals. And also as solid waste
dumps. These canals are tied into the wetland on the East of the highway that borders
MB Nagar. Furthermore, despite the recognition that this is a wetland of great
importance, the highway and the IT buildings have all come up in the last 1-2 years
with severe impacts on the wetland.
<Internals\\Exploratory Work\\PR - Prema's MBN Report- A Case of Urban Development Displaced
2009> - § 1 reference coded [3.22% Coverage]
Reference 1 - 3.22% Coverage

This settlement is close to a marsh and therefore a “low lying area”. It is often surrounded by
stagnating water and the ground water is not fit for “all purposes”. The land was not filled or
raised to facilitate the settlers.
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Name: Nodes\\Analytical I\\Social Capital
Description: - General bin for the many features of social capital
- DO NOT AGGREGATE
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Name: Nodes\\Analytical I\\Social Capital\Gender Issues
Description: - Points

relating to how gender issues influence how households work with one
another, how collective action happens in the community
<Internals\\Exploratory Work\\PK - Prabha's Report on MBN Women's household water management>
- § 2 references coded [9.83% Coverage]
Reference 1 - 1.60% Coverage

For the women of Mylai Balaji (MB) Nagar and their families, the lack of sufficient and safe
water is a problem and occupies much of their time and energy as does the management of
waste water.
Reference 2 - 8.23% Coverage

Parameswari, lives in sector 2 of MB Nagar. The standpipe in her area is shared by 17
families. She says they have more people sharing the standpipe than others. In her area, the
water in the standpipes often arrives in the morning between 6-8 am. Every time that the
water arrives, the women of the 17 families draw lots to determine the sequence in which they
will collect water. Then they line up their pots. On average each woman is able to fill 20 pots
of 12 litres each and they fill up all the large plastic containers that they all have in their
homes. All together, her family uses 3 pots a day to bath, drink and cook. She and her two
sons bath with 1 pot of water. They wash clothes every 2-3 days. Washing clothes utilizes
about 8 pots of water. Her mother and her are responsible for the provision of water for the
family. However, since she lives on the 1st floor she has to carry water upstairs to her place.
This is added work for her. Her husband does not help with fetching water.
<Internals\\Interviews\\INT #1 - Darwin Moses (World Vision) - Transcript> - § 2 references coded
[7.87% Coverage]
Reference 1 - 4.62% Coverage

R:
Yeah, forming two groups. I took it one year to form just two group. And the next year, I
formed 20 groups.
M:

Why was that?

R:
Yeah. Two groups there are so many struggles. All the people they themselves say we are
not good people, each person is blaming others not themselves. Our womens are not like this. They
will not give money. They will not come for meeting. Then I gave so many trainings and this and that,
first you come. Don't worry about others. Like that they came and they joined. So few people came,
few people are middle, few people are behind, so the middle people, if it is good, we will join,
otherwise we'll go back. And that people is ok, we'll see, what will happen, like that. Then this
people, function, meeting, and everything then it's become mandatory, you should become one of
the groups or one of the CBOs like that we come. At the same time, the government also introduced
the self-help groups. Before the government, we started, because we are an international
organization. We had Bangladesh, so we started at that time. Then we re-arranged everything
according to the government needs.
Reference 2 - 3.25% Coverage

M:

No problem. I want to ask you a question that has to do with...
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D:

One of the major struggle are men.

M:

Men?

R:

Yeah.

M:

Why?

R:

These women what, when, why they are going to do?

M:

So, you're saying that men prevent women from participating?

R:
Yeah, like that. But indirectly are supporting. Those that are coming, those husbands are
supporting. If they are not coming, then those husbands are saying "you and me friend, your wife is
going to attend the meeting, she is not good, she is going for in and around that way, take her out
back," like that. Then next time I would cover this person going. So ok, both go. Then it become a
competition - which group is good? Your group or your group. So in the beginning we set our
strategy to that and everything.
<Internals\\Interviews\\INT #10 - Mani & Faridha - Transcript> - § 8 references coded [78.75%
Coverage]
Reference 1 - 11.52% Coverage

I:

Hi. I am having a chat with Mani and Farida. Srini is translating in my office on Wednesday,
August 17, 2011. OK. What I want to talk to you about today is how men interact with
women in community [collective] works. We've talked about it before today. The question is
-- how do the men react when they are asked to come to the focus groups?

F:

They will feel it is a waste of time. They would also ask “what are you going to discuss
about? Don’t I know? It is about water only”. They also say “they come without any work.
But we have lot of work.”

M:

They would also ask how much money we would give [them] to participate.

F:

They would say, “We will get money if we go to work. We won't get anything [if we
participate in collective action]. Will they give money to compensate for it?” They want to
know what the [monetary] benefit is!

Reference 2 - 12.65% Coverage

I:

What about on the weekends?

M:

They [the men] have many more work [things to do] on the weekends. They [also] drink
[alcohol] on the weekends...

I:

Is it everybody, some men or a few men?

M:

No, not everybody. A few men...

F:

But most of the men will answer like this... 95% of them drink.
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M:

95% of them drink and then they work! <laughs> Even if you ask them to come on holidays,
they would say that they want to take rest on that day.

C:

They will say that they work for the entire week and they have only one weekend to take
rest. They also have a lot of responsibilities in their homes.

I:

I know there is a difference with the women. They have their families, they have their kids.
They have to take care of many things. But they are ready to come when we call them for
focus groups!

M:

Men are not interested - they want to sit at home and watch TV. They want to sleep, drink
and quarrel!

Reference 3 - 12.68% Coverage

I:

Why are women interested?

M:

She is interested because she is maintaining the family. They need some help. When five
women go, the sixth one follows. She thinks that things would be fruitful if they go as a
group so that they can get some help. She also feels that she can learn something. They feel
they can get some kind of benefit.

I:

Why don’t the men feel like that? Why don’t they want to benefit the family?

M:

They think and stop with that level! They will not be ready to come out of their houses. We
don’t understand the reason...

F:

Sometimes they even come near the venue [of the focus group meeting]. But they will just
go back thinking that it is a waste of time and there will not be any benefit out if it.

I:

How about the working women? Would they say the same things?

F:

Till today, only two or three working women have come for our focus groups. Most of the
participants are only housewives.

Reference 4 - 13.79% Coverage

I:

What do the men say about the women who go for the focus groups? Will they support it?

M:

A little bit of support would be there.

F:

Most of them stop the women by saying “don’t go”!

M:

But women would argue [back] saying that the focus groups are leading to something
positive about the drinking water. They would obtain the [men's] permission and then come
after five or ten minutes after the scheduled time of starting.

F:

Some men say “go”. Some men say “don’t go”.

I:

What percentage of men allow the women to go?

F:

90% of them don’t allow [the women to go]!
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I:

Seriously?

F:

Yeah. Seriously… you don’t know I... we... struggle to get them for focus groups. It is very
difficult. Sometimes we force them to come for focus group! We have to compel them and
call them to come by saying “please come… please come”.

M:

70% men will not allow [women to go] and 30% allows.

C:

Since Farida is a girl, she says its 90%. But really [Mani, as a man, says] it is 70% who say no.

Reference 5 - 7.59% Coverage

I:

What would happen for the women who participate even when the men are not supporting
them? How would they react?

M:

They [the men] would start scolding from the very minute they go back home. Or they
would say “she has gone. She is not to be seen yet”. Some of them [the men] would even
come to the venue of the meeting!

F:

Sometimes they call her and take her [home] with him! It has happened [before].

M:

They will say “why are you sitting here when there is work at home?”!

F:

He has even asked “is it going to feed your bread?”. <laughs>

Reference 6 - 6.02% Coverage

I:

Women have participated in other NGO groups too. How did men react after they achieved
[benefits with] them?

M:

At first they [the men] were quarrelling [with the women]. After they saw the benefits of
money and loans they became silent. Now they are supporting!

F:

Now they started believing them, as a tax [to the men] is also paid, but they don’t believe…
<laughs>

I:

But they don’t believe us! eh… <laughs>

F:

Yes! <laughs>

Reference 7 - 3.07% Coverage

I:

When other NGOs come, will they work with the women here or men?

M:

Mostly they work with women.

I:

Has any other NGO worked with men?

M:

No.

I:

Why?
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F:

For the same reasons which we told you just now!

Reference 8 - 11.42% Coverage

I:

Anything to add about men and women regarding community level work?

F:

They said that they have worked together to get compensation when there was flood in the
area. They conducted demonstrations to get it.

M:

They have conducted a strike to get the water [supply] too.

F:

They did road blocks in the main road!

M:

For electricity too!

I:

Who leads these road blocks?

M:

As far as our sector [4] is concerned, it was the then head man Manohar. He is no more now
[passed away]. But anyways we don’t do anything these days.

F:

One or two men start it and then the others join...

I:

Did women also go for mobilization in the roadblocks?

F:

No, they were discussing about it with neighbors. They gave their support. They asked to
them to come.

I:

But the men took the leadership. Right?

F:

Yes.

<Internals\\Interviews\\INT #15 - World Vision - Transcript> - § 3 references coded [6.13% Coverage]
Reference 1 - 0.54% Coverage

M:

So the sangam also has only women or --

C:

He is asking is the sangam having only women or are there men too?

R:

Yes [men are also present in the sangam].

R:

Yes.

C:

It is named as Mylai Balaji Nagar Women’s Sangam, no?

R:

The sangam is a registered body. Everything comes under sangam.

Reference 2 - 1.73% Coverage

M:

So approximately what percentage of the women in this community goes for jobs?
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R:

No woman stays at home these days in any house! If they are well off they stay at home. As
far as this area is concerned this is the position.

C:

Most of the women are going for job.

M:

Is it!

R:

At times even the gents sit at home -- but not the ladies!

C:

See -- even some men are at home. But women are going for jobs.

R:

Hope you won't mistake me. These days women are keener. If you make your son an
engineer, I will want my son to study more than yours! This is the mentality of women these
days. We have to earn to give good education for our son [which] means we have to earn
more money. Only women go for jobs!

C:

See -- what she is telling is that more than men, women are more responsible for raising up
their families, educating their children, they really want their children to study. So they go for
jobs to earn [to pay for education].

Reference 3 - 3.86% Coverage

M:

Do you think that the men would take part in community level system?

R:

No. Why participation… they would not even care for it. They won't give importance for it.
They won't even allow our [women's] progress! That is the biggest hurdle for us. So we are
scared to take effort and do things. The first opposition is from the gents to us. We took
efforts and steps for building the toilet. The [sewage] pumping station... But those who were
deeply involved could finish it. They did it! Now they are building underground drainage.
They built it for 20,000 people. We thought that the smell would be horrible. We tried our
level best to cancel it. But the first opposition arose from the gents of our own community!
They ask me “Who are you to do it? Why should you poke your nose in this matter! Etc...”

C:

See -- men are becoming hindrances if women want to do something.

M:

Hindrance!?

C:

Yeah. A [sewage] pumping station is going to be built in the government school. They [the
women] did not want it to happen. They tried to stop it [by going to the government]. They
[the men in the community] asked "Who are you to do this??"

R:

We even approached the Collector. But the gents were a hindrance. We sent a letter to the
Panchayat board. We sent a letter to the C.M. [Chief Minister] cell1. We sent a letter to the
Collector's office. We told them that we didn’t want it [the sewage pumping station] to be in
our area -- especially in the [grounds of the] government school. It is said that the drainage
water from all over [the Panchayat] would accumulate here and then be pumped out. They
take [the sewage] to Perungudi it seems. We gave a letter to the M.L.A. too. He says that it is
too late as it was approved before three years. He says it should only be built there and that
is the right place. This area is already treated as garbage dumping area. It may lead to kidney
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problem to many people here... In addition to that problems would be severe if this also is
established. The diseases would spread more. That is the reason why we gave a letter to all
these officers. But everything was in vain.
<Internals\\Interviews\\INT #3 - Vijaya (World Vision) - Notes> - § 1 reference coded [8.02%
Coverage]
Reference 1 - 8.02% Coverage

WV had also spent some Rs. 2 lakh to place overhead water tanks on the public latrines, drill
boreholes, install motorized pumps to move water to the tanks and have it available for washing and
cleaning in the public latrines. Around the time that the cleaning programme began to fall apart, the
motors were stolen from the pumps. The community’s response to this was mixed at this point. WV
attempted to mobilize women in the community to approach the police to file a report and they
were ready to do this WV says, but WV claims that the menfolk were not supportive of this and
prevented this from happening. At a loss, WV then approached the Panchayat to take over the
responsibility of managing and cleaning the latrines, as WV would have to be leaving shortly anyway
at the end of their ADP (Area Development Program). The Panchayat accepted the responsibility,
but then did not do anything.
<Internals\\Interviews\\INT #4 - Mr. Ashok (MBN Voluntary Assoc.) - Notes> - § 1 reference coded
[3.77% Coverage]
Reference 1 - 3.77% Coverage

•

THE ASSOCIATION HAS BEEN FORMED only 6 months back
ο Arose organically as a reaction to the total inaction of the government to provide
these basic services with any semblance of quality after all these years, to make up
for the lack of responsibility in the Councillors
ο There are 25 members of the Association, 3 per street in Sector 4
ο All are male
ο Structure is: President > Vice-President > 3 Secretaries + 2 Treasurers > General
Members (3 reps from each street)

Annotations
1

Like what Ashok was talking about.
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Name: Nodes\\Analytical I\\Social Capital\History of Collective Action
Description: - Content on the specific experiences of collective action in MBN
- Contains both successes and failures
- OK to AGGREGATE

1/1

Name: Nodes\\Analytical I\\Social Capital\History of Collective Action\Failures
Description: - Specific past

actions and instances, no conjecture
- Has to do with the MODES of failure of actual actions
<Internals\\Exploratory Work\\Saraswathi - Summary of post-Waste Mgmt Day (Jan 2010)> - § 2
references coded [22.57% Coverage]
Reference 1 - 26.56% Coverage
Why people participation was less on the cleaning day?
We tried to figure out why there was no participation from the community on the cleaning day. There
were so many reasons for why they didn't join during the cleaning like some were busy. Others had
some guest while few did not know that the cleaning was happening. Some had personal problems
due to which they couldn't participate on that day. However a social worker named Rani (head of
semparati group) said that people dint come because they know they won't be paid ifthey were
cleaning . It was clear that the people were interested to clean their community but them themselves
dint know what they actually needed.
Reference 2 - 18.58% Coverage
findings from the head of semparati (Mrs. Rani)
She was an active social worker in the group and their duty was to clean the public toilets. They were
supposed to collect fifteen rupees from each house and pay the workers who were cleaning. The
people ofbalaji nagar refused to do this so there is no cleaning happening now.
The exneora was also dint work out because of salary issues. She was ready to help during the
cleaning by organizing her group to get involved.
<Internals\\FGD I\\FGD #1 - Transcript> - § 2 references coded [2.16% Coverage]
Reference 1 - 0.82% Coverage

C:
What are the problems or hindrances you faced when you went to report to the authorities
about the water problem and about the non-availability of water?
P4:

People both in the sector and in the Panchayat Board office said: "Why are you bringing this

up as an issue1 when everybody in the sectors are drinking [the tap water]?i"
Reference 2 - 1.34% Coverage

C:
You want to do many things... but fear of displacement prevents you from undertaking such
tasks, like overheard tank back in your villages. You are not ready to do it for fear of displacement?
P5/P1/P3:
What is the use of such efforts? People say, even if we come together, we have the
fear of displacement! We are even ready to do something about the dumping of garbage near Balaji
Nagar, but the lack of patta prevents us from undertaking any collective efforts! Hence, people fear
contributing anything towards the common cause...
<Internals\\FGD I\\FGD #1A - Archana Follow-up - Notes> - § 1 reference coded [85.84% Coverage]
Reference 1 - 85.84% Coverage
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Q: During FGD #1, you had said that you were trying to organize an agitation for
improving the water service in MB Nagar against the Panchayat, but were stopped from
doing so – told not to make it an issue. Why was this? Who stopped you?
That wasn’t quite the story, it goes longer.
About 2 years ago, the water quality in the taps got really bad. It started coming out “red”.
This was the time that many people abandoned drinking tap-water (TWU) and began to
purchase water (BWU/LWU).ii
Archana mobilized an 10 people in each sector to go to the Panchayat office with bottles of
the red water to show what they were being supplied with. They showed this to the Panchayat
officials who responded that this was the same water that was being supplied to other areas
in Pallikarnai (i.e. think of the several infiltration well/pump inlets in the lake – these go to
supply other areas) – so why are you complaining about it? The Panchayat refused to do
anything about it.
Archana then later on tried to re-mobilize people for another agitation on water quality
issues to the Panchayat office, but this was not successful as people didn’t believe the
Panchayat would do anything about it – so why bother?
There was a big shift to BWU/LWU from TWU at this time. The government’s refusal
essentially forced the cost of clean water onto households; created a large “market
opportunity” for firms to profit from.
<Internals\\FGD I\\FGD #4 - Transcript> - § 2 references coded [4.34% Coverage]
Reference 1 - 1.27% Coverage

M:
So let me ask then -- what are some of the things that people in Mylai Balaji Nagar have
done to improve the water situation?
C:
Are there any efforts or steps taken in Mylai Balaji Nagar to improve the water conditions
after knowing that the water is not good over here?
P:

Nobody has taken any steps. There were no steps taken here.

Reference 2 - 3.07% Coverage

C:

People agitated three or four years back protesting against the wine shop.

M:

Three or four years ago?

P:

People from all four sectors took part in the roadblock to remove the wine shop.

M:
What happened with the wine shop being open now? Why is it still open now and what
happened?
C:

Why is the wine shop still open now?
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P:

People protested against it, but it was all in vain. People did not protest enough.

P:

People even damaged the wine shop, but the wine shop has not closed!

P:
They have even relocated the ration shop from here because of the wine shop and put the
wine shop here and the ration shop in Kaivelli!
P:
The wine shop is run by the members of the political parties. It was hard time getting things
from the ration shop because of the wine shop. People were not able to buy anything.
<Internals\\Interviews\\INT #1 - Darwin Moses (World Vision) - Transcript> - § 2 references coded
[4.89% Coverage]
Reference 1 - 3.34% Coverage

M:

Ah ok. What issues? What is it about an issue that makes it successful?

R:

So for example, they have recently a liquor shop there. Wine shop.

C:

Second sector.

R:
Yeah, second sector. This is issue, they wanted to have a roadblock. But the liquor shop
owner already covered the leaders, with financially as well as liquor. They confused the particular
womens, those who are going to lead things. So, today, tomorrow, morning, or afternoon, so like
that. So one person came with 15 members, police man came and went. Another day another
political party they put all the flags, but nobody stand there. So one person is those who are leading
the government, that person, no no don't fight. Like that, they divided. But there is no proper
communication to everybody, so that is the negative, the learning.
Reference 2 - 1.55% Coverage

R:
Yeah, forming two groups. I took it one year to form just two group. And the next year, I
formed 20 groups.
M:

Why was that?

R:
Yeah. Two groups there are so many struggles. All the people they themselves say we are
not good people, each person is blaming others not themselves. Our womens are not like this. They
will not give money. They will not come for meeting.
<Internals\\Interviews\\INT #10 - Mani & Faridha - Transcript> - § 1 reference coded [4.20%
Coverage]
Reference 1 - 4.20% Coverage

I:

Do you want to say anything more about their involvement in community level?

M:

No one will get involved. If you observe during the Temple Festival in the local area, [only]
ten men would involve themselves. Married men will not come for collection of money.
Young boys and bachelors like me would go.

<Internals\\Interviews\\INT #12 - Mr. Parammal - Transcript> - § 1 reference coded [46.85%
Coverage]
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Reference 1 - 46.85% Coverage

M:

Your family has constructed a toilet here. Is it made of concrete?

R:

Yes, it is.

M:

When did your family construct this one?

R:

About four years back.

M:

Before that, were you using the community toilet?

C:

Before this, were you using the public toilet?

R:

Yes.

M:

Why did you prefer this one [the household latrine]?

R:

There were no facilities...

R2:

It [the public toilet block] was not maintained properly. They didn’t wash it properly.

R:

World Vision made arrangements [for cleaning the public toilet blocks]. There was one
person appointed for it. He withdrew as he didn’t receive any salary. [Now] they don’t wash
it every day. It was very dirty. It was not hygienic. So we built an individual toilet.

M:

When World Vision stopped doing the cleaning and all, did you not start doing [it yourselves]
at the community level?

R2:

No, we did not.

R:

There was not sufficient water [for cleaning]. The water was supplied only once in fifteen
days. We also tried to hire two or three persons to learn it. It didn’t work out.

R2:

Some times the water would be supplied even after 20 days!

<Internals\\Interviews\\INT #14 - Ms. Mala - Transcript> - § 1 reference coded [15.62% Coverage]
Reference 1 - 15.62% Coverage

M:

Before were you using this toilet? Why don’t you use this? Why do you use the other one?

R:

That is more comfortable for us. For urgency why should we go around? We use it [the
makeshift latrine] only for bathing purposes.

<Internals\\Interviews\\INT #15 - World Vision - Transcript> - § 1 reference coded [2.81% Coverage]
Reference 1 - 2.81% Coverage

M:

Can't your self help group or federation solve the problem?

R:

We don’t know if there is any possibility.
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M:

Why not?

C:

He is asking why you can’t solve the problem yourselves].

R:

We can't take the initiative when our [community] heads are there. We don’t know what we
should do to make the [intake] well [tap] water clean at the source level!

M:

Will World Vision help you to solve the problem?

R:

Certainly. Definitely…by all means. If that well is here we would have solved the problem
years back. There should be a lid to the well. A security person should be there. They can use
a machine to purify it. They [World Vision] even brought a machine for water purification
here. They took groundwater samples and it was tested in Tharamani. But they said it [the
water treatment unit] would not be suitable for our [groundwater]. If the groundwater is
good we can get at least daily supply. [but] that is also not good. Our NGO [World VIsion]
arranged for it and the machine too came here. And now it has been taken to
Thuraippakkam.

C:

If the well intake was in this community, they would have done something. Even World Vision
would have taken some action. They even brought a machine for water purification here.
They took groundwater samples and it was tested in Tharamani. But they said it would not
be suitable for this water. If that well was here they would have solved the problem by
putting a lid on it and a security person.

M:

They wanted to have their own source for pumping here but they couldn’t…right?

C:

Yeah.

<Internals\\Interviews\\INT #16 - Mr. Jayaprakash (Councillor)> - § 1 reference coded [4.47%
Coverage]
Reference 1 - 4.47% Coverage

M:

Before the Metro Water is given, the quality of water coming in the pipes [currently] is quite
bad. We have given some filters to some households. There are two ways to do water
treatment -- one is community level (RO) treatment and the other is at the household level.

C:

The water [that is] now supplied, it is not that good is it not? We have given filters to [some
of] the households. There are two ways to do the water treatment. One is community level
RO treatment and other is in household level.

R:

The RO plants [in other community-based treatment projects] are not maintained well.

C:

Is there any [RO] plant in this area!

R:

No, I saw it somewhere else...

<Internals\\Interviews\\INT #2 - Rehman Bibi - Notes> - § 5 references coded [26.15% Coverage]
Reference 1 - 8.50% Coverage
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M:

What are the projects [you] have been involved with?

R:

Initially we have been involved with World Vision under their ADP [Area Development

Project] project. We joined Self-Help Groups and have been involved in various activities through the
SHGs. Then [we also worked] with Kuupa, [which is] another organization that has worked with us
[here]. They [Kuupa] have constructed permanent shelters under a 20 years loan scheme. And then
we [have also] worked with Exnora for the collection of garbage from Mylai Balaji Nagar.
Later Pallikaranai Panchayat selected us for a solid waste management project. Under this
we collected the garbage from [around] Balaji Nagar, as well as in and around Pallikaranai. In this
[project], we segregated the garbage into biodegradable and non-biodegradable wastes. We
constructed a compost shelter at the Panchayat and then we left it to Exnora since we did not have
cooperation or a good relationship with the Panchayat.2
I am still working with Exnora. Exnora is not working in Balaji Nagar now however since
there is no cooperation from the people in the community. In the initial phase, they were planting
trees across the community and had done solid waste management activities.
Reference 2 - 2.02% Coverage

M:

Still the project is functioning?

R:

Yes, the project is still functioning at NIOT [National Institute of Ocean Technology] near

Pallikaranai. It is not functioning in Balaji Nagar because of poor cooperation from the people.
People have not even contributed to support the staff salary.3
Reference 3 - 4.26% Coverage

<Rehman Bibi shows the research time some pictures of herself with Mr. Srinivasan and Mr. Balaji
from Exnora. In the images, they have distributed a garbage-collecting tricycle for the waste
management team at the Saratha School located at T. Nagar @ 1:06 – 3:50>
R:

Exnora planted trees in the school located at Sector 2 [the Lion's Club School]. I have put a

compost shed in Sector 2 near the Councillor's house. But it is been removed now because there
was no cooperation from people as well as from the Councillor. This [compost program] was done in
collaboration with the government and Exnora International.
Reference 4 - 6.55% Coverage

M:

Why did they not cooperate?
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R:

Income generation [for the workers] out of this solid waste management program was very

important, however, in Balaji Nagar, there was no income [being genereated]. The Panchayat has
done nothing to support the program and even the people did not contribute anything4.5
We wanted to collect a small contribution from every household to support our workers.
We used to collect garbage door-to-door. But people refused to pay even the small contribution
saying "we are not putting any garbage here, we are dumping somewhere else, not here," and so on.

I will give an example. Suppose a water pipeline has been broken and somebody comes to
repair it. At least we should pay him something, or at least, we should offer him some tea, so that he
will be happy to continue working on it. In the same way, people should have contributed some
money to the people who were taking care of the waste management project.
Reference 5 - 4.82% Coverage

M:

Do you think that if Panchayat cooperates, it [a community level system] is possible?

R:

Yes, if the Panchayat cooperates it will be possible. In Balaji Nagar, the Slum Clearance Board

constructed the public toilets. Initially, the [World Vision] ADP helped in running the public toilets
then they left it to people to take care of it. Now, the condition of the public toilets is so [terrible] in
all of the sectors! If the Panchayat took [the] initiative to cooperate to run the public toilets, then
people can take care of it. In our original settlement, everyone had their own personal toilets,
whereas here we are really running short of infrastructure. We need the Panchayat's support.
<Internals\\Interviews\\INT #3 - Vijaya (World Vision) - Notes> - § 5 references coded [39.49%
Coverage]
Reference 1 - 3.96% Coverage

SHGs have also been involved in trying to manage and improve the sanitation facilities at MBN (i.e.
the public latrines that were initially built by the TNSCB). They were trying to organize a sustainable
latrine cleaning initiative but it has ultimately failed. They asked households to provide Rs. 10 per
month to hire an attendant (from outside of the community) who would come and regularly clean
the public latrines, but this effort failed.
Reference 2 - 9.09% Coverage

Q: Why did the latrine-cleaning effort fail?
Vijaya can’t say ultimately what led to the failure of the programme, but she suggests that it was
poor cooperation from people that contributed to its downfall. WV also offered small loans to
households in MBN to construct their own toilets, but this programme had low enrolment
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(suggesting that people are not interested in sanitation investments). WV also tried to hire
volunteers from MBN itself who use the toilets themselves as cleaning staff under the auspices of
WV, but this too failed in the end.

The cleaner’s wage was Rs. 900 per month and there was one cleaner per sector. This was initially
paid for by WV fully. Later on, WV tried to involve local beneficiaries to contribute at first Rs. 5 per
month, and then later on Rs. 10 (to make the cleaning programme sustainable). However, this effort
ultimately failed because local beneficiaries didn’t want to pay for the latrines to be cleaned
regularly and refused to take on the financial burden from WV.
Reference 3 - 5.73% Coverage

Q: What did people in MBN say when asked for Rs. 10/mo. to pay for the cleaning? And what was the
timeline of this affair?
In 1997, when the programme was started, people were very enthusiastic. All households were
paying a part of the fee (initially Rs. 5), and along with the support of WV, they were hiring cleaners
and keeping the latrines in good condition. It ran for some time, and then around 2005/6, the
people who were collecting the money from all of the households and then paying the cleaners may
have started to skim some of the money, as money was going missing. People stopped paying and
the programme began to fall apart.
Reference 4 - 14.23% Coverage

WV had also spent some Rs. 2 lakh to place overhead water tanks on the public latrines, drill
boreholes, install motorized pumps to move water to the tanks and have it available for washing and
cleaning in the public latrines. Around the time that the cleaning programme began to fall apart, the
motors were stolen from the pumps. The community’s response to this was mixed at this point. WV
attempted to mobilize women in the community to approach the police to file a report and they
were ready to do this WV says, but WV claims that the menfolk were not supportive of this and
prevented this from happening. At a loss, WV then approached the Panchayat to take over the
responsibility of managing and cleaning the latrines, as WV would have to be leaving shortly anyway
at the end of their ADP (Area Development Program). The Panchayat accepted the responsibility,
but then did not do anything.

Thus, since 2005/6, the latrines have been in a very unhygienic and unclean condition. There has
been no regular cleaning and there is quite a bit of material that creates risk of waterborne disease.
Also the tanks are no longer able to pump groundwater as the pumps were stolen, so there is no
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water available there for washing and cleaning (instead now, you see people carrying their own
water with in a 5 L pail as they go to visit the loo). From 2007 onwards it has been consistently in the
worst shape. When people get totally desperate and disgusted with the condition, they will attempt
to collect money from their neighbours in the sector and pay someone to clean it on a one-off basis.
Reference 5 - 6.47% Coverage

Q: If WV was to do a water treatment project in MBN, which way would it go: household or
community level?
Initially, WV has always had the preference to do community level interventions, even with
challenges. But with many bad experiences, this is changing. WV are increasingly focusing on
household level initiatives after these failures. For instance, WV is shortly going to be distributing
500 L tanks for each household in MBN.

Again, at the HH-level, people will take care of the good. And they can also control the quantity of
water they have and manage its consumption wisely according to the home’s needs. At the
COMM-level, WV anticipates conflict over responsibilities that would ultimately derail the effort.
<Internals\\Interviews\\INT #4 - Mr. Ashok (MBN Voluntary Assoc.) - Notes> - § 1 reference coded
[10.23% Coverage]
Reference 1 - 10.23% Coverage

ο

He does acknowledge that prior to the start of the Association, there was no history
of collective action for providing basic services for themselves in MBN
• The only case of people contributing collectively were festivals when each
house would contribute Rs. 100 and all would join together to celebrate
• There were some cases of political organizing however, one that he
mentions is the effort to have the Wine Shop removed from MBN (Sector 2)
• This effort failed cos for political reasons à the owner of the Wine
Shop was well-connected and scuttled their efforts by keeping the
authorities on his own side (I heard AIADMK mentioned, but not
clear)
• Also, spouses of drinkers preferred that the Wine Shop remain in
MBN ironically
ο Otherwise, the men had to travel to either Vijay Nagar or
somewhere to the south (Tambaram?) to the closest Wine
Shop à pay for travel both ways
ο They would go to these other places and there would be
fights and violence, drinkers passing out on the streets far
from home
ο Hence, the wives of drinkers preferred that at least the
drinkers were still in the community and could stumble
home instead of being lost somewhere else
ο Of course the drinkers too preferred having the Wine Shop
close by and resisted efforts to have it closed
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<Internals\\Interviews\\INT #5 - Raniyamma - Transcript> - § 2 references coded [10.84% Coverage]
Reference 1 - 1.92% Coverage

M:

Can you tell me something about the times when people living in Balaji Nagar itself worked
together? Did NGOs make them unite together?

R:

Once we tried. Before it could run in full swing, the "small savings scheme" [Self-Help
Groups] was developed. So people splilt among many groups.6

Reference 2 - 8.92% Coverage

I:

From the day Balaji Nagar was formed until now, can you say if t7here is any difference? Can
you say if they united better in the past and not so often in the present or something like
that?

R:

Not so. The difference is [that] they have separated into groups. They are divided into
groups. The government is giving loan is it not? The grouping is due to tha8t. It is self- help
group. One has 10 or 5 or 4 groups. They get loans from government agencie9s outside.
They get the money and run their groups.

M:

Do you mean today people work together as [small] individual groups? Won’t they work with
people of other groups or would they work only with the people of their own self-help group?

R:

You are right. They will not work together with other groups.

M:

Are there any examples where people tried to organize something to merge the smaller
[self-help] groups into a larger one?

R:

If they are encouraged they would surely do it. They were separate committees and groups.
They started it, the Christ [/Grace] Foundation. It was known as circulatory justice. The
important officeholders10 started looting money. So the money did not reach the deserving
persons. The members suffer a lot to get things done in every aspect. So I will not interfere
with them as far as possible. I feel there is no connection between that group and me.

<Memos\\Content of Faridha's follow-up to Waste Mgmt Day> - § 2 references coded [97.64%
Coverage]
Reference 1 - 50.08% Coverage

- Some 26 people seemed to have been involved in the waste management program that was
implemented in MBN some years ago (the one started-up b/w EXNORA and the Panchayat)
- Only 3 people are still working on it (incl. Rehman Bibi), and not even at MBN (but at the
nearby NIOT campus)
- This program has fallen apart for the following reasons:
1. Ward allotment
2. No tricycle
3. No proper facility
4. Salary problems
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- When asked what needs to happen to make it successful, respondents say:
1. They want a 5-year contract
2. Permanent job facilities
3. Minimum salary of Rs. 3000/4. They want a job from the Kancheepuram District [gov't].
Reference 2 - 47.56% Coverage

- On Jan 2, 2010 we organized a clean-up day. Faridha's feedback of that is:
"If a dustbin facility is provided and maintained weekly, all the peoples assure that they will
use that. But the Panchayat officer has said that a dustbin should not be used in that area.
Then on 2nd we did a clean-up program in this area [4th sector] with the help of a JCB. In this
program, the people's participation was very [minimal]. The reasons that were given by people
as to why they did not participate were:
1. Went out
2. Personel reasons
3. Had to take care of our children
4. Went to work (as it was a working day for me)."
Annotations
1

***What does this mean? People in other sectors? Why would they try to stop them? JJ: indeed, the neighbours
were criticizing her for taking the issue to the panchayat; this may be for the reason that some residents are afraid
to engender enmity with the panchayat; alternatively, it could be gendered differences, men telling women to
clean it at home, why make a fuss -> need to follow up with Archana

2

Rehman Bibi says they had a bad relationship with the Panchayat even though it was them instituted the waste
management program...

3

Waste management program failed due to lack of support and funding from community-members

4

To clarify - Did the Panchayat promise then not deliver? What’s the story here?
Srini says: Pallikaranai Panchayat didn’t give any income to the waste management workers, Nor did the people
in MBN either. The Panchayat only built the waste-sorting shed and said that the community members should
pay for the service itself. So in the end, the Panchayat didn’t pay the workers and then the MBN folk didn’t pay
either -- so the whole program fell apart.
5

Was there some sort of formal agreement that was developed and then reneged on? Or was it informal,
"word-of-mouth"?
6

FROM ON:
She wanted to start a large community group
But this was the same time the SHGs (by World Vision) were started
So people atomized to smaller groups, instead of a large collective
Also, the SHGs focused on microfinance activities, not community development efforts
>>>> This is interesting – the external creation of a certain kind of group forestalled the self-emergence of a
possibly cohesive community collective!

7

ON: If it is very important – a problem in its critical stages for many people in the community – then people
band together and work on it collectively
If it is not such a desperate issue, or if not so many households are affected by it, than people will undertake
action themselves, individually
8

TO elaborate from ON: Raniyamma feels that the people are divided by the SHGs!
Gov’t is giving these groups loans, so people are really focused on these
“Revolving Funds” in SHGs by gov’t, but people are embezzling the funds now
People will only work with the same group, their own SHG
No examples of this per se, but this is the sense that Raniyamma has of the situation (I think)
She feels if that the SHGs could be brought together more and in a better way, they would be able to work
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together on larger community activities
9

This resonates with what was said by Rehman Bibi in INT #2 that SHGs have become too focused on
loan-giving and not on anything else. ("People are not taking any initiative for a common cause. People's attitude
is becoming like taking loans and repaying loans from the SHGs. Even the ADP also does the same.")

10

(she says ‘the important persons of that formation’)

See Also Links
i

Internals\\FGD I\\FGD #1A - Archana Follow-up - Notes

ii

Internals\\Interviews\\INT #9 - Rehman Bibi - Transcript
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Name: Nodes\\Analytical I\\Social Capital\History of Collective Action\Successes
Description: - only examples,

no conjecture
- include examples of successful works led by community self-organization bodies
(i.e.Federation, Sangam, Voluntary Association in 4th sector)
<Internals\\Exploratory Work\\PK - Prabha's Report on MBN Women's household water management>
- § 3 references coded [22.66% Coverage]
Reference 1 - 5.58% Coverage

The water in the early years was clean and free of insects. For about six months in the early
years, water was only available at night, at midnight or later. This meant that the women could
not sleep as they had to stay awake for the water. They successfully lobbied the town
panchayat (council) of Pallikaranai to change this schedule. Today, residents get water once
in 5-10 days depending on the season. In the dry season it is more difficult to get water from
the standpipes and the town panchayat sends in water tankers. During the rest of the year,
they get water via the standpipes, the water tankers, and they also purchase water from private
water vendors in the slum.
Reference 2 - 10.21% Coverage

Mannammai says when they were first re-located to this wetland, there was no provision of
water and they had to go elsewhere to fetch water in their pots. They complained about this
and then the town panchayat started to send water tankers. They then had to take their pots to
the water tanker and usually managed to get 4-5 pots of water. Each pot holds 12 litres. She
says it has been difficult to get water for a few years now, but she cannot remember for how
many years exactly. If there is water in the lake then they get water. She does not pay for any
water from the panchayat and she thinks they pay Rs. 650/tanker. These days the water
problem is worse because the water pipe is broken and they only get water once in 5-10 days.
She says there is no schedule for when the water will come from either the standpipes or the
water tankers. Mannammai lives in sector 2 of MB Nagar. She says they know they will get
water when they find out that sector 1 got water that day. Then they wait around until the
water come through their standpipes, which can mean waiting for more than one day. She says
when the water arrives people inform each other and that is how they find out it has come and
so they go and get their pots and line-up.
Reference 3 - 6.87% Coverage

In Mannammai’s part of sector 2, water usually comes for 2 hours and all the standpipes in the
area get the water at the same time. Currently, the standpipe that Mannammai uses is shared
by 10 households. She says originally they were 20 families sharing the same standpipe. The
residents complained that they were not all able to get water in the limited time it was
available. They were told that if they got organized, dug a hole and prepare the ground then
they would get another standpipe. Mannammai and her neighbours got together and did so.
Thus, they got another standpipe. She has other neighbours who did not organize themselves
for an additional standpipe so they are still 20 households sharing one standpipe and suffer
due to lack of sufficient water. However, she also has neighbours who are 5 households to a
standpipe.
<Internals\\FGD I\\FGD #1 - Transcript> - § 7 references coded [14.09% Coverage]
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Reference 1 - 1.41% Coverage

In the fourth sector, there is a youth voluntary association who have organised to provide electricity
to homes by collecting Rs. 20 per month from the homes which don’t have electricity in their houses
and are seeking to have [a connection]. They also provide water to homes, provided by the
Panchayat Board, by collecting Rs. 2 per can from every home and then provide water to everyone.
C:

Is it started by the people themselves in the fourth sector?

O:

Who does it? Is it done by Hand in Hand?

P4:

It is done by the youths in the fourth sector themselves!

Reference 2 - 2.40% Coverage

C:
[Next question:] If there are any natural calamities or disasters or problems in Balaji Nagar
similar to the one faced by Japan due to earthquake, what would be the community’s response in the
wake of such a disaster? Will there be cooperation among the community in the wake of such a
disaster? [How about] in the case of a fire accident, what will be the response?
P4:
Six years back, a fire broke out in a house in the second sector [and] because of heavy winds,
the fire spread to all the four Sectors and many houses were burnt and everyone from the four
sectors came forward to extinguish the fire and to provide needed assistance at that hour.
C:

What happened after extinguishing the fire?

P4:

Everybody helped in that act.

C:

Everyone from the four sectors came forward to help [with] it?

P4:
Yes, everyone came forward to help. World Vision also helped, they provided whatever was
needed in the homes for the families [that lost their homes].
Reference 3 - 0.93% Coverage

P5:
On December 4th, sir. On December 4th, opposite to our home, it was very close to our
home. Even our home is a thatched one and ours was lucky to escape [the fire].
C:

How did the people behave then?

P5/P2/P4:
Everybody came forward to help [with] it. People from all sectors came forward to
pour water to extinguish the fire. People were very helpful and cooperative.
Reference 4 - 4.11% Coverage

C:
You have said before that people have cooperated in times of crisis or calamity or disaster
such as the fire accident in the community some years back. And the main problem in Balaji Nagar
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[today] is centred on water... Is there any joint effort from your end, from the people of Balaji Nagar,
to collectively solve it? Is there any efforts from your side to address it?
P5:

No effort from our end...

P4:
When there was no water in our street, people in our street once went to the Panchayat
Board reporting to them about the non-availability of water. And on another occasion, when the
water was muddy and dirty and was red in colour, we went to the authorities [again]. We collected
the [dirty] water in a bottle and asked them how can we drink such red-coloured water! We also
took the water available in [the rest of the Panchayat of] Pallikaranai to show them the difference in
the colour of the waters! We asked them why the water in [the rest of] Pallikaranai is clean and ours
in such a red colour! There were sources of water and they themselves admitted the water to be
muddy because of the death of a dog [in the well].
During the rainy season, the water in the canals and the well-source gets mixed together, and then
the water completely looks similar to the water in the canals. We also took photos of our water and
asked [the Panchayat] can we still drink the water? The authorities said that the water that we get is
only after purification and there is nothing to worry about and that we will look into the problem
and ensure that it doesn’t occur again... but [in the meanwhile], use can water for two months for
drinking purposes!
Reference 5 - 1.25% Coverage

C:
You said that you had worked collectively with World Vision to address the water problems
and even met with the Councillor collectively. What was the response or cooperation or help of other
people in other sectors in Balaji Nagar?
P4:
When we asked the [Self Help] groups, the group members came along to address the water
problems. If there was no water in the plot or sector or in the street, then the people in that
particular sector or plot or street came together to address the water problems.
Reference 6 - 3.02% Coverage

C:
What are the other kinds of problems or hindrances you faced when you went to report to
the authorities about the non-availability of water and of its poor quality? Did you face any problems
from anybody on this as to why you are bringing this and who are you to report such issues?
P4:

No problems faced.

C:
Did you see any change in the quantity and quality of water after you reported the poor
quality of water, of its colour, odour and of its non-availability?
P4:
Yes, there were significant changes since then. The colour level was not bad as it [used to
be]. Now it is okay. They [the Panchayat] took water in a bottle to test for the mineral and salt
content in it. They also tested for the groundwater and for having bore wells and they said that [the
groundwater] contains 76% contains salt1 and the [groundwater] cannot be used for any purposes
except for cleaning the houses. It cannot even be used for washing faces, such was the level of salt
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content in the [groundwater]. There were bore well pipes near the public toilet blocks in the four
sectors, and even the bore well pipes and the iron rods [had to be] repaired because of the high
level of salt content in the [groundwater] within a year.
Reference 7 - 0.96% Coverage

C:
Who are the beneficiaries of such a reporting of the issue? Is it the people from one sector or
from all sectors? Was this reporting beneficial to only the sector that reported it or to the entire
sectors?
P4:
People in the second sector took this issue [up], but they took it as an issue and problem of
the entire Balaji Nagar community and not of the individual sectors alone.
<Internals\\FGD I\\FGD #2 - Transcript> - § 5 references coded [12.25% Coverage]
Reference 1 - 0.70% Coverage

R:

For the electricity problem, people in the 4th sector do the repairs and rectifications
[themselves], as they have got a ‘pass’2 for it.

R:

Yes, Rs. 20 are collected every month for it.

Reference 2 - 3.69% Coverage

M:

I want to move on to the next question. The next question has to do with how well the
community works together at times of stress or crisis. The question is -- If there is a fire in this
community how would the people react? Would they look after their own house first or
would they put off the fire together?

ALL:

We will put of the fire together!

R:

We will act united.

M:

Are there any recent examples of it?

R:

It happened 4 or 5 years back. There was a fire and all of us put it out together.

I:

Apart from that fire accident, was there any other accident in this area?

C:

Even if it is not accident, it may even be a common problem or crisis.

M:

Can you elaborate and tell me about the fire accident which happened 4 or 5 years ago?

R:

Only one house caught fire and all people came running and put it out. The people of this
area as well as the other areas came to put it out.

R:

The fire service was not called. We went to the open terrace of the adjacent building and
poured water.

Reference 3 - 2.14% Coverage
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M:

We will move on to the next question. This is about collective action. I want to know about a
service which you people in Mylai Balaji Nagar got in the past by your own collective effort?

I:

It may be regarding water purification or wastewater removal or whatever.

R:

The bus did not used to stop in our area before. We all fought for it to stop here and that is
how we got a stop here after that.

R:

Actually it was long ago. I didn’t come to this area then. It's [just] hearsay [to me]. These
people were living [here then]. Is it not?

R:

Yes. We were here. We did a strike.

Reference 4 - 3.76% Coverage

M:

You all fought together to bring a bus stop here. It is a basically a political action. What else
did you achieve in the same way?

R:

We were not getting even the tap water [at first]. We fought for it and got it!

C:

What would you say to unite them [the community] for such a cause?

R:

We will simply tell them that there is no supply of water and ask them to join us to get it.

R:

We would say one person from one family should come and join.

C:

Did people come when you invited them like that?

R:

Why not! When it is a common cause they should unite and they did!

C:

Was there anyone who led the cause? Was anyone leading the show?

R:

Someone will start. Others would join. And somebody else would kindle the others.

R:

Generally 2 or 3 persons are here who would readily take up the leadership for any common
cause.

C:

Is it someone [a resident] from the sector or is it a political leader?

R:

It is someone [a resident] from within the sectors.

R:

They would volunteer and we would join.

Reference 5 - 1.96% Coverage

R:

All may not join. But Ashok Annachi may gather some boys together.

R:

He took the initiative to trim the trees.

R:

He generally takes initiative for many common causes.

M:

Why do people listen to him?
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R:

He generally comes forward. He took effort to rectify [the problem] when there was a
power cut. He took effort even to bring [more] water [supply].

M:

Is he an old man? Has he lived here for a long time?

R:

He is young. He also migrated with us.

R:

He is also in a political party.

I:

Which party?

R:

DMK.

<Internals\\FGD I\\FGD #3 - Transcript> - § 4 references coded [20.49% Coverage]
Reference 1 - 4.81% Coverage

M:

I want to move on to the next question. The next question has to do with how well the people
in the community work together at times of stress or crisis. The question is -- if there is a fire
in this community, how would the people react? Would they take care of their own house
first or put off the fire together?

ALL:

We will put the fire out together!

R:

We will act united.

R:

If anyone gets affected it affects us too! Is it not?

M:

Are there any recent examples of it in your memory?

R:

When we came and settled here 12 years ago from Mylapore, around 12 houses caught fire.
It happened here in this place!

I:

Can you elaborate and tell me about the fire accident?

R:

My mother-in-law was here. The fire started in the last house [on the street]. It started
spreading to all of the houses. There was not even a single thing left not burnt in my house.
Everyone joined together and stopped the fire from all around.

Reference 2 - 1.91% Coverage

C:

Was everyone united at that time?

R:

Yes. We were united to get water.

R:

We requested everything [from the government] in a united manner.

R:

There would not be any problem between us.

R:

‘Baiamma’ [Rehman Bibi] used to lead us. We would cooperate with her. We all used to go
together [to the Panchayat].
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R:

Still we work together to get water supply.

Reference 3 - 10.95% Coverage

M:

We will move on to the next question. This is about the history of collective action here. I
want to know about the collective benefits of some kind of service which you people in Mylai
Balaji Nagar got in the past by you own collective efforts?3

I:

It may be for their right or need.

R:
There would be frequent power cuts [before]. If it is 2 or 3 days of power cuts we take
collective action.
R:
There is a power cut every day here. But they [the gov't workers] come and rectify
immediately.
M:
The examples you gave were the ones which you went to the Panchayat Board and got
them solved. Are there any examples of a common issue solved by you yourselves?
R:

No. Everything would be taken to the Panchayat Board!

R:

No, we don’t do them by ourselves.

M:

Who would take responsibility when a common task is undertaken?

R:

Our head ‘Balaji'4 would lead us.

M:
When you go to the Panchayat or the Council Person for the issues of water or
something else, what kind of response would you get?
R:

They would say that they would send a man [worker] to look into the matter.

R:

We have not gone. Only the people who lead us go [to advocate]. The big shots go.

I:

How would they treat you if you go?

R:
We don’t know as we have never gone there [to the Panchayat]. Only the community
leaders go.
M:

Who would usually go there?

R:
Some respected elderly persons used to go. My mother-in-law used to accompany
them.
M:

When you are doing these projects what would be the obstacles you would face?

I:
What would be the hurdles in this sector? Would anyone stop you from doing so? Would
any one discourage you saying "don’t you have any other work?"
R:

No such hurdles would be there. Everyone cooperates here.
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R:

They support such efforts.

M:

Did any effort fail when you tried together? Is there any example for such an incident?

I:

Were you disappointed that your effort was not answered?

R:

They were responsive whenever we approached them.

R:

No disappointments were there.

R:

I came here just a year back. I don’t have much of knowledge or experience about it.

Reference 4 - 2.83% Coverage

M:

Are there any examples in which people joined and collected money for a joint effort?

C:
For example in sector four they have formed a neighbourhood association. They collect
money to spend on repairs when there is a power failure, whether it is in house or in a
public place.
R:
There was a power failure. A person climbed the post. He fell down. We all took him to
hospital. We collected money and spent it for his hospital expenses.
R:
Yeah. His hand [bones] was broken. We [each] contributed whatever we could…like Rs.
50 or 100.
<Internals\\FGD I\\FGD #4 - Transcript> - § 8 references coded [22.36% Coverage]
Reference 1 - 4.65% Coverage

C:
After you had moved to Balaji Nagar, were there any common disasters or collective
problems where people came together and worked collectively on, such as a fire accident?
P:

Fire accident, sir.

C:

Fire accident - when [did] it happened?

P:

Fire accident occurred in the year when we came here. It was around 2003 or 2004.

P:

Which year did it happened?

P:

Not in 2003 or 2004. Even earlier...

C:

What did you do? How did the people react?

P:
300 houses were gutted. From one house it spread to too many houses up to the last
Sector!
P:

Fire came from afar and burnt the houses.

C:

What did you do then collectively?

P:

We called up the fire service and they came.
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P:

[At the time] there were only huts and hence [there was] such damage.

P:

[After the fire], people got loans and tried to move [out of their] huts to other forms of

housing. Three times fire has caused great disaster.5
P:

Some of us used water to quench the fire.

P:

There was no water facility [then as there is now]. It has been [installed] since then.

P:
There was no [tap] water then, only sand and [dirt] everywhere. People tried to quench the
fire using sand and not water!
P:

There were no facilities [then] and there were lots of shrubs.

Reference 2 - 8.80% Coverage

P:

A flood also happened [here].

M:

People, in the face of fire, worked together to put it out?

P:

Yes, people worked together in the face of fire.

P:
A flood came when there was heavy rains and there was no place to take rest. [There was]
water everywhere. Water came into our houses. Water everywhere...
C:

When did that occur?6

P:

Water came and there was no way [drainage] for water to be released outside.

P:
It was six or seven years back, there was water in every home during the reign of Amma. The
whole village was filled with water.
C:

Did people during the time collect money and do anything [to help one another]?

P:
No money. All people brought food for us in the nights, but it was [still] bad. We had a lot of
difficulties during that time for a week.
C:

What did you do to help as a group?

M:
Did people help one another at this time? Did people stay with other people? What
happened?
C:

Did you go after people to get some help or were they helped on their own?

P:
People here only helped out here. People gave rice and they also cooked the food and gave
[it out] at every night. People themselves collected the money and provided rice to all. They gave
rice to every home, nearly 2 kgs to 5 kgs of rice to every home.
C:

Did people collect money for helping and did they provide rice?
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P:

People collected money to get rice.

P:

People gave food in packets.

P:

The government gave two thousand rupees per household, especially to those living in huts.

P:

That was the only help we received and nothing else.

P:

That was only after the coming of water, because of the flood.

M:
When they say people collected money and gave five kilos of rice -- was it for everyone in the
community or only for those who were affected by the flood?
C:

Who were the beneficiaries of the collected money? They gave to everyone?

P:

Yes, for everyone.

C:

From whom did they collect the money? From the people? Or from the government?

P:
People who serve as leaders in the community collected the money from the government
and gave it to people.
P:

Whoever had the ration card, they got the money only. Rice was given to everyone.

P:

Everyone got the rice, and the money only to those who had their ration card.

C:
card?

Rice, everyone got it. But the amount of Rs. 2000 was given to those who had the ration

Reference 3 - 3.42% Coverage

C:
Are people from the beginning like this, since when you were resettled for the first time in
Balaji Nagar? How were the people behaving [then]? Is there any change in their behaviour?
P:
People will come together if there is a water problem. They will go in to the streets and do a
road blockage!
P:
If there is a problem, then people will come together and go to the office in Panchayat board
and complain there.
P:

They are united if there is a crisis or a problem.

P:

When water does not come, people go into the streets.

P:

During crisis or issues, people come together.

P:

Water came to our area after we did a roadblock!

P:
That’s what they are asking! If during crisis will people come together is what they were
asking.
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P:

People will stand together.

P:

People will work together for the crisis arising out of water and electricity. But they will not

come together for any other cause!7
Reference 4 - 1.05% Coverage

P:
There were notice boards kept in the women’s [self-help] group that asked everybody to
participate in the agitations and the request letter was written then stating the lack of basic
amenities here and presented to the World Vision office to be sent to the government [Panchayat].
Reference 5 - 0.56% Coverage

P:
The last time we took the streets was when the wine shop came to this place sometime
before two years.
M:

When was that?

P:

Five months back.

Reference 6 - 1.41% Coverage

M:
When was this agitation to get the [tap] water, when you blocked the road? When did that
take place?
C:

When did you block the road for getting the [tap] water [supply]?

P:
It was immediately after we came here from our Mylapore. Say, after two or three months,
when we did not get water. And the last time was a couple of months back, when they had put in
the wine shop.
Reference 7 - 0.73% Coverage

C:

People agitated three or four years back protesting against the wine shop.

M:

Three or four years ago?

P:

People from all four sectors took part in the roadblock to remove the wine shop.

Reference 8 - 1.74% Coverage

C:

When did you go for the roadblock for having the ration shop?

P:
We have not done a roadblock [for the ration shop]. We went to the ration shops with our
petitions. We did the roadblock only for getting water and not for any other issue!
C:

You have said just now before, no?
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P:

No sir, we did not do a roadblock for getting the ration shop, but only for getting water. We

went to the ration shops with our petitions directly and asked them [to relocate].8
<Internals\\Interviews\\INT #1 - Darwin Moses (World Vision) - Transcript> - § 4 references coded
[15.45% Coverage]
Reference 1 - 4.03% Coverage

R:
So, the beginning they would sit and they would fight for everything because there were
pukka houses, they had good employment opportunities, good water, they had good water.
M:

Before coming here?

R:
Yeah, before coming here. Then they lost everything. So here they are fighting for
everything. Employment opportunity... but there is no bus stop. So they had a more than to times
roadblock, we also participated. Then we build bus shelter, then we approach MTBC, the transit MD.
Then one person from Mylapore to here, so like that, changes. People at that time is outlooking also,
respect. And speaking to the people, so communication. And they are sending, they are after they
are joining the SHG, they are going to the bank, and living conditions improve, so children going to
school, friends are coming to house, so the house is improving, so like that lots of things. The
previous time, the crime rate is very high, now not much different, but there is a reduction.
Reference 2 - 4.62% Coverage

R:
Yeah, forming two groups. I took it one year to form just two group. And the next year, I
formed 20 groups.
M:

Why was that?

R:
Yeah. Two groups there are so many struggles. All the people they themselves say we are
not good people, each person is blaming others not themselves. Our womens are not like this. They
will not give money. They will not come for meeting. Then I gave so many trainings and this and that,
first you come. Don't worry about others. Like that they came and they joined. So few people came,
few people are middle, few people are behind, so the middle people, if it is good, we will join,
otherwise we'll go back. And that people is ok, we'll see, what will happen, like that. Then this
people, function, meeting, and everything then it's become mandatory, you should become one of
the groups or one of the CBOs like that we come. At the same time, the government also introduced
the self-help groups. Before the government, we started, because we are an international
organization. We had Bangladesh, so we started at that time. Then we re-arranged everything
according to the government needs.
Reference 3 - 2.45% Coverage

M:
In your experience in MBN, did you see any examples of people banding together to get some
kind of service for themselves, be it like waste management or lobbying the gov't to pave the roads,
or anything, did you observe examples like this?
<Marker 32:34>
R:

One is for the bus stop. Bus stop and <bice (?)>.

M:

So they lobbied the government to ask for...
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R:
Yeah. Another one is for the water. So previously, not at all they provided water. So they
fight and they got Sintex tank with water, they provided water, but not pure water. But anyway.
That work with the government.
Reference 4 - 4.35% Coverage

M:
So these are examples of the people petitioning or lobbying the government. Are there any
examples of people doing the service themselves?
R:
That is for nearby houses in that, so they are helping with the money with the [inaudible]
and for [inaudible] at the time, the houses are free. Somebody came with nothing, so they give one
house, you can stay there like that. Then each projects, our projects, they contributed 10%, 15% like
that.9 Each and every projects. And the SHGs also, they are helping themselves for the things. Then
we gave so many things as assistance. That money came back to the groups and the CBOs the
helped so many people. Personally they are helping for sick persons, this person, and they took it to
the hospital, TB person was there, and they took care. Even HIV/AIDS person is there. Old age
person is there, they took it to the hospital, and they provide some foods and all like that.
M:

So people support one another, when there are times of difficulty?

R:

Yeah, yeah. But not that much. But they have their <inaudible>.

<Internals\\Interviews\\INT #10 - Mani & Faridha - Transcript> - § 1 reference coded [4.87%
Coverage]
Reference 1 - 4.87% Coverage

I:

Anything to add about men and women regarding community level work?

F:

They said that they have worked together to get compensation when there was flood in the
area. They conducted demonstrations to get it.

M:

They have conducted a strike to get the water [supply] too.

F:

They did road blocks in the main road!

M:

For electricity too!

<Internals\\Interviews\\INT #15 - World Vision - Transcript> - § 9 references coded [20.72% Coverage]
Reference 1 - 2.00% Coverage

M:

What does the federation do?

R:

The federation does social works. It also arranges for loans. A meeting would be conducted
at the end of every month. The maintenance of the group would be looked after. We would
give them trainings to write the [loan] notebooks. See this. The notebook would be like this.
<shows us a loan listing with names of receipients etc.>
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R:

There are also instructions on how business should be done. We give a methodical training
of how to manufacture certain items. Work is taught. I am not able to tell the appropriate
word…

M:

Oh! Is it work-shop training?

R:

Yes, yes! We give training for them to make acid, phenol, detergent powders. <she identifies
it as SURF which is a brand name of detergent powder>

R:

The notebook contains the instructions of the items to be made in the workshop. It is a
coaching system.

C:

It is training for self employment.

R:

Even if someone suggests a job opportunity we would announce it to our members. Just if
they talk to those two members [from each SHG in the federation] it would reach all the
twenty [in each of the SHGs].

Reference 2 - 0.53% Coverage

R:

We also discuss about the lack of water supply and water tanks [at the federation meetings].
The rate of the tank is Rs. 2000. But we said we [World Vision] would give only Rs. 500. If we
pay Rs. 500 the tank becomes ours. We come to a solution for many problems during these
discussions!

Reference 3 - 3.97% Coverage

M:

So do you discuss [in the federation] all the problems women have in this community?

C:

He asks if you would discuss every problem?

R:

Yes boy. We do so. This community is divided into four parts. We know every problem of all
the four parts. We take censuses and classes for the same. We discuss about pension for old
age people. Even for that we do a survey census. We get them pension [from government
schemes].

C:

Is it within this area?

R:

Yes, of course. But these days, the teachers themselves take the census.

C:

What details are collected through the census?

R:

We collect details regarding how many members are there in a family, how many of them
are [income] earning members, what is their age, how many males are there and how many
females are there, what the family income is… etc.

R:

We also take details [about] whether it is a thatched house or a tiled house or a terraced
house.
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R:

This would give us a clear picture about the socioeconomic condition of the family.10 This
would enable us to help them. Our NGO is World Vision. We can get help [for everyone]
though the federation from World Vision. They give us money. We collectively take it and
distribute it to the members according to their needs.

R:

We will perfectly do whatever we feel is good!

C:

They say that they would collect all the details about every family like their income, age
group, gender, how many members are there in a family, how many of them are income
earning members and all that. They collect money from World Vision and distribute it among
the families as per their needs.

R:

World Vision says the people who are very poor are classified as "BPL"11. How can we select
them among the 10,000 people [living in Balaji Nagar]? First, we took census and we divided
them into categories. We classified them into rich, middle, poor and very poor
[socioeconomic groups]. We allotted marks accordingly. They get loans to do businesses.
Those who had not much property [of their own] got more marks and thus [were eligible
for] got more loans. They were given more housing loans too. Even now people do many
businesses through this World Vision [facility]. Rice business etc…

Reference 4 - 1.72% Coverage

R:

There used to be so many fires! <She uses more English words so that the moderator is able
to understand without the help of the interpreter.>

M:

Oh…! Fire?

R:

Yes. This was the reason why we give more loans to those who wanted to have well-built
houses. These [pucca] houses can withstand the fire. Stone wall and tiled roof can be built
with the loan. We called them and talked to them about what they want. We also talk to
those who had diseases. We find out what businesses were possible for them. We give loans
for the same. Everything is possible because of the federation! The group is the tool to help
us meet the people. We are able to meet their needs and also able to elevate them [their
socioeconomic standing].

C:

The [self help] groups are able to meet people [from other self help groups] and are able to
convey whatever they want to say or complaints [they have]. They solve their problems
[through the federation]!

Reference 5 - 3.32% Coverage

:

We solve health problems too!

M:

What sort of health problems do you solve?

C:

He is asking what sort of health problems do you solve?
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R:

We help those who have TB and wheezing [asthma]. We give them a card. They can take it
to the hospital and get free medicine. They can get weekly medicines for many months. The
nearby hospital representatives come and supply us with the medicines. The sisters would
give instructions about the dosage. The patients would collect it from us. If they don’t [come
to] collect it we go and call them to [come] collect it and then supply the same to them.
Even that is one of the achievements of our self help groups. Many people were cured by
this method!

C:

They help with tuberculosis and wheezing, that is, asthma patients too. They will give cards
to them. Everybody will come here and take it. Lot of people got cured this way.

R:

Even for that [the TB DOTS12], a verification team came from Delhi. They came and
enquired. They verified the names. They went and met with the patients. They did not allow
us to talk to the patients. They enquired with the patients about how we gave them
medicines and how they were consumed. They also asked how they got cured. Lot of people
got cured! Now they are healthy too. Now the medicines were even stopped. They have
become normal. Many people made use of it. Everything was possible only through this.
Only then we can form federation.

R:

If there are no self help groups, there is no federation. If there is no federation there is no
sangam!

C:

You know what she is telling? Even people from Delhi came to check what they are doing
[with the TB DOTS campaign]. They even met with the people and talked to them. She is
saying that without the self help groups there is no federation and without the federation
there is no sangam.

Reference 6 - 3.14% Coverage

M:

What is the sangam?

R:

The sangam is formed by those who are in these [self help] groups. At the same time, those
who are not in the [self help] groups can also be in this [the sangam]13. Public people can
[also] be in a sangam. They can do social service. They built this school as a private school.14
But as far as our area is concerned, we don’t have that much money to afford the [private
school] fees. We wrote is [a protest letter] through the group [the sangam] and sent it to the
Collector's office. We wrote that what we need is a free government school. Now it [the
private school] has become a government school. People make use of it very well. At first
there was only up to the 5th standard. Now there is up to the 8th standard. We welcome all.
All are welcome. We tell them that they can be in the sangam even if they are not in the
[self help] groups. But all the [self help] groups should have representatives in the sangam.

C:

Basically the sangam is a kind of association for Balaji Nagar. Everybody can be a part of the
sangam. But as far as the federation is concerned, the members of self help group alone can
form the federation. But in the sangam everybody can be there. Actually somebody [Sriram]
built this school and they wanted it to be a private school. They approached the District
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Collector and [asked to] make it into a government school…because these people have loans
and all... They cannot afford to pay the [private school] fees. They cannot give fees to private
education. So they approached the District Collector.
M:

Was it [the letter writing campaign] done by the self help group or the sangam?

C:

He is asking what things do you all do through the sangam?

R:

We worked together.

Reference 7 - 1.32% Coverage

M:

What are the other services [provided] by the sangam?

R:

The sangam does public services. It meets the needs of the public. People express their
grievances to the sangam. For example, if the ration shop is not proper we approach them
to rectify. We have helped a lot of helpless widows to get their pensions. Government gives
money to the family if the head of the family expires.

C:

See -- if the ration shop is not OK they help to report it. They also [help to] get the [pension]
amount for the widows if the head of the family expires. They discuss all the problems in the
monthly meetings.

R:

The government gives money even for pregnant women.

C:

Maternity benefit is also given. So they do a lot of services.

Reference 8 - 1.52% Coverage

M:

So even if you are not in the self help groups you can join the sangam. But only if you are in
self help groups you can join the federation …right? I want to know more about the
federation and the sangam have done for water.

C:

He is asking what the sangam and federation have done for water in this area.

R:

If the water supply is not proper, we would go and give a letter [of complaint] to the
Panchayat board. They would do the needful. But we will mainly go only if the water supply
is totally stopped. But we don’t have any other source of water except this single source. Do
you know that they send water from Palikkaranai? We get only that. Even that is supplied
once in 10 or 15 days or once in a week. Did you see that water? It is not good at all. Just if
you keep it a day, it would change the colour. Worms develop.

Reference 9 - 3.21% Coverage

C:

Yeah. A [sewage] pumping station is going to be built in the government school. They [the
women] did not want it to happen. They tried to stop it [by going to the government]. They
[the men in the community] asked "Who are you to do this??"
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R:

We even approached the Collector. But the gents were a hindrance. We sent a letter to the
Panchayat board. We sent a letter to the C.M. [Chief Minister] cell15. We sent a letter to the
Collector's office. We told them that we didn’t want it [the sewage pumping station] to be in
our area -- especially in the [grounds of the] government school. It is said that the drainage
water from all over [the Panchayat] would accumulate here and then be pumped out. They
take [the sewage] to Perungudi it seems. We gave a letter to the M.L.A. too. He says that it is
too late as it was approved before three years. He says it should only be built there and that
is the right place. This area is already treated as garbage dumping area. It may lead to kidney
problem to many people here... In addition to that problems would be severe if this also is
established. The diseases would spread more. That is the reason why we gave a letter to all
these officers. But everything was in vain.

C:

They gave letter to Panchayat, M.L.A., Collector… they even gave a letter to the Collector's
office. But nothing was fruitful. They said it was already too late. They said it was approved
three years ago. We cannot do anything. They said we are doing it for the benefit of so many
people. They said that so many people opposed many matters. They could not be stopped.
Likewise this would also happen. These people say that this is a government school. Building
a drainage pumping station would damage the health of so many people.

<Internals\\Interviews\\INT #2 - Rehman Bibi - Notes> - § 1 reference coded [3.21% Coverage]
Reference 1 - 3.21% Coverage

R:

There are examples where people have worked together for joint action.16 There was one

such event. There is a garbage dumping site next to sector 1, but they [the garbage workers] used to
dump the garbage even outside the site and along the roadside, which was a big threat [to people in
sector 1]. Then we [collectively] staged a road-blocking demonstration, along with the cooperation
of Exnora International. Then they stopped it [the dumping near sector 1].
<Internals\\Interviews\\INT #3 - Vijaya (World Vision) - Notes> - § 2 references coded [11.92%
Coverage]
Reference 1 - 5.73% Coverage

Q: What did people in MBN say when asked for Rs. 10/mo. to pay for the cleaning? And what was the
timeline of this affair?
In 1997, when the programme was started, people were very enthusiastic. All households were
paying a part of the fee (initially Rs. 5), and along with the support of WV, they were hiring cleaners
and keeping the latrines in good condition. It ran for some time, and then around 2005/6, the
people who were collecting the money from all of the households and then paying the cleaners may
have started to skim some of the money, as money was going missing. People stopped paying and
the programme began to fall apart.
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Reference 2 - 6.19% Coverage

Thus, since 2005/6, the latrines have been in a very unhygienic and unclean condition. There has
been no regular cleaning and there is quite a bit of material that creates risk of waterborne disease.
Also the tanks are no longer able to pump groundwater as the pumps were stolen, so there is no
water available there for washing and cleaning (instead now, you see people carrying their own
water with in a 5 L pail as they go to visit the loo). From 2007 onwards it has been consistently in the
worst shape. When people get totally desperate and disgusted with the condition, they will attempt
to collect money from their neighbours in the sector and pay someone to clean it on a one-off basis.
<Internals\\Interviews\\INT #4 - Mr. Ashok (MBN Voluntary Assoc.) - Notes> - § 3 references coded
[15.89% Coverage]
Reference 1 - 3.77% Coverage

•

THE ASSOCIATION HAS BEEN FORMED only 6 months back
ο Arose organically as a reaction to the total inaction of the government to provide
these basic services with any semblance of quality after all these years, to make up
for the lack of responsibility in the Councillors
ο There are 25 members of the Association, 3 per street in Sector 4
ο All are male
ο Structure is: President > Vice-President > 3 Secretaries + 2 Treasurers > General
Members (3 reps from each street)

Reference 2 - 8.53% Coverage

•

IN RESPONSE to these gaps, Ashok’s association has undertaken the following activities.
These are supported by the Association collecting a voluntary fee of Rs. 20 per month from
each of the households in Sector 4.
1. Water Supply Improvements
• Association pays Rs. 1500 – 2000 to have a Chennai Metro Water lorry(-ies) come to
the Sector 4 and fill the 4 tanks stationed here (5000 L each)
• The Association then sells this water for ~Rs. 2 per 12-15 L pot to
households who want more water
• Every 2 days they are able to call the tanker to augment the inadequate
supply that comes on every 12-15 days in the public taps
• Association has paid Rs. 1000 to fix up each of the tanks (i.e. taps, leaks,
etc.)
2. Electricity Improvements
• When there is a power outage caused by some local wiring or technical problem, the
Association calls someone from the EB (Electricity Board) to come fix it
• Also help people make connections to the streetlight circuits for household power
supply
3. Sanitation Improvements
• Hire someone to come and keep the toilets clean

Reference 3 - 3.60% Coverage
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ο

He does acknowledge that prior to the start of the Association, there was no history
of collective action for providing basic services for themselves in MBN
• The only case of people contributing collectively were festivals when each
house would contribute Rs. 100 and all would join together to celebrate
• There were some cases of political organizing however, one that he
mentions is the effort to have the Wine Shop removed from MBN (Sector 2)

<Internals\\Interviews\\INT #5 - Raniyamma - Transcript> - § 1 reference coded [6.21% Coverage]
Reference 1 - 6.21% Coverage

M:

Do you know any other example in which people of Balaji Nagar worked together?

R:

People fought together for the sake of water supply. We conducted strikes in order to get
drinking water. Water is the scarcest thing for us here. We don’t get water in the s17ummer
season. [At that time], we are united together. We collected money and bought water in
trucks. We got 5 pots per house. It was Metro Water. The water per [tanker] load costs Rs.
1200. We bought the water and distributed it among us.

M:

Any other examples in which people here worked together?

R:

There was no bus stop here. We joined together to fight for buses to stop [a bus stand] here
in our area.

M:

Any other examples?

R:

The government gives grants for widows. Money is also given for last rites of the dead. We
try to get [these schemes] for the deserving persons. We collectively try to get the schemes
18
to be put into practice by the government.

Annotations
1

What does this mean - contains 76% salt? or 76% of the groundwater contains salt? Either way though, the
point is the same - the groundwater is brackish or saline and cannot be used for domestic purposes.
2

What does this mean?

3

This passage is very telling about the mode of collective action - primaril,y focused on lobbying the gov't for
services. Also, the advocates are few in number. so such lobbying does not entail a mass mobilization.
4

From ON: "Hasina
: In our sector Mr. Balaji and Mrs.bai amma, they are well known person about our
sector. Mostly they were engaged to overcome our problem"
5

There is ambiguity about the dates. Here it is 2003-4 or even earlier others suggest. In my notes I have 2005
written. It is likely indicative that there are many fires in the community.
This was the major fire event after which the households were given loans to build pukka structures instead of
thatch homes.
6

My notes indicate also 2005.

From notes:
people’s homes were flooded and they had to stay in the community hall; the gov’t provided food aid, but it was
poor in quality
o
In the face of this, people lobbied the gov’t to give 5 kg of rice to everyone
o
Gov’t wound up giving Rs. 2000 to all the hutments
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7

My notes say: 2-300 households came together for this agitiation (but there may be some issue with the veracity
of the note, be warned).

8

The ration shop is in Tay Nagar.

9

Who is 'they'? I assume they mean the government. ... Actually, on second thought, it seems to me that he is
refering to people themselves living in the commnunty. I'll code as such now, but will follow up with Srini on this
(this afternoon)
> Srini says that this is likely to do with the major post-fire rebuilding event in MBN in 1998. At this time, WV
provided loans and financing for people to build their homes. This may have been a small grant or subsidized
loan to cover part of the prices of building a whole house.
10

According to later conversations, this is how the gov't assesses the level of property tax that should be levied
against homeowners. It seems also to be how welfare benefits are determined. This is a very interesting method
for assessing economic well-being, quite appropriate for the indian context and impressive that it has been
mainstreamed as such.
11

"Below Poverty Line" people says Srini. Was originally entered as "POP" by Vedha, but Srini clarified the
actual meaning.

12

I think so at least! -- Indeed, checked with Srini and he agrees that the TB DOTS program is what they are
refering to here.

13

So what I understand is that the FEDERATION is the collective representative body of the SELF HELP
GROUPS. Only SHG members can join the federation. On the other hand, there are many people (women only?)
who are not in the SHGs and thus can't join the Federation. For them, there is also the SANGAM which is open
to all (women?) irrespective of whether one belongs to a SHG or not.
14

This must be the Sriram Chits Charity story that Rehman Bibi talked about.

15

Like what Ashok was talking about.

16

People can political organize and agitate for immediately pressing issues.

17

ON: Community did protests and demonstrations, including roadblocks on Velacherry Main Road, to get
access to water à this is what led to the installation of the water standpipes
18

She's suggesting that the government has to be forced to implement its own schemes!
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Name: Nodes\\Analytical I\\Social Capital\Negative Perceptions
Description: - How local

people perceive how well the community works together or doesn't --

explanations only
(This bin acts as a counter for the 'egalitarianism' bin and functions as a deposit for instances
of individualistic statements)
<Internals\\FGD I\\FGD #1 - Transcript> - § 2 references coded [2.34% Coverage]
Reference 1 - 2.10% Coverage

C:
We were talking about water treatment, let's go back to that. Is it best at the community
level or at the household level [here]? If we are doing at the community level, then cost will be lower
as everybody is going to share it and it is done in a big batch, but it needs everybody’s cooperation
and participation and the work is shared. Whereas if we do the water treatment at the household
level, then everyone ought to do it themselves at the individual level, but the cost involved will be bit
higher. Which does the community prefer for water treatment?
P1:
If it is common and public, there will be a clash as to who will do it and everybody will try to
shift [the responsibility] and point to others to do the task. If it [is at] the individual-level, everybody
ought to do it and they will not like to shift from their responsibility.
Reference 2 - 0.24% Coverage

During times of water shortage, we prefer doing the water treatment at the household

P4:
1

level.

<Internals\\FGD I\\FGD #2 - Transcript> - § 3 references coded [6.29% Coverage]
Reference 1 - 2.40% Coverage

M:

Would you all be ready to spend money for such a common task?

R:

Yes, all of us will give.

R:

No. Some of them may refuse to give.

R:

They will give.

R:

They will not give.

R:

They will not.2,3

I:

Will there be confusion and problems in Sector 4 if it is done at the community level? Do you
think if there would be conlict or there would not be conflict?

C:

Why do you hesitate? Please tell us. In other sectors they frankly expressed their problems.
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R:

Generally when there is something in common, some people may not care about it as
someone is there to look after. They will think "...let them look after it. Why should I
bother!"

Reference 2 - 2.38% Coverage

C:

Will there be any problems? Other sector people told us that there would be problems.

R:

Yes. Problems will arise. They will suspect that the entire amount would not be spent for the
cause. They will question them.

R:

We cannot say everyone would come forward to give.

R:

Some will be ready and some will not be ready.

C:

Will there be any problems if some come forward [to contribute] and some do not?

R:

Yes. The one who would be ready would start scolding the others who do not.

R:

At the same time, those who do not like this would say "...if you want to, you go [ahead],
don’t compel us!"

R:

This would end up in a quarrel...

Reference 3 - 1.52% Coverage

M:

Is the community system of treating water easy to do or difficult to do? Is it easy to get the
time and effort of all the people?

R:

If we ask everyone, they would come forward.

R:

It is doubtful [that] everyone would join.

R:

Some of them will join and some of them may not.

M:

Will this cause friction and conflict between you?

R:

All may not join. But Ashok Annachi may gather some boys together.

<Internals\\FGD I\\FGD #3 - Transcript> - § 2 references coded [7.09% Coverage]
Reference 1 - 4.07% Coverage

M:

You said you prefer it if someone does it in the community level. How would it be if you have
to take up the responsibility?

I:

Would you cooperate by spending your money or effort [on the community system]?

R:

We too would join if all of them cooperate.

C:

Do you think that others would cooperate?

R:

I doubt it...
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R:

Yes. It is difficult [to imagine].

R:

We can’t say for sure!

C:

You can say it based on the previous experiences!

R:

If they feel that everyone would be benefited, people may come forward.

M:

Would it be possible for you to cooperate if a few of them refuse to cooperate?

C:

For example, if 2 out of 10 people refuse to cooperate, what would you do?

R:

If it is only 2 out of 10, we would leave them aside and start doing [it ourselves]!

Reference 2 - 3.02% Coverage

R:

We collect money when there is a big common problem. But when there is a small

problem we just spend from our own pockets and get it done [ourselves].4
M:
You feel that the quality of water we were talking about is coloured and it causes
loose motions. Is this what the issue is or is there anything more?
R:

As far as we know there is nothing else. This is the problem.

M:

Are these [water quality] problems acute enough that every one of you would cooperate
for it?

I:

Will everyone spend time, money and effort for it [water quality]?

R:

Yes.

R:

Yes… they will.

<Internals\\FGD I\\FGD #4 - Transcript> - § 4 references coded [19.17% Coverage]
Reference 1 - 0.95% Coverage

P:

They [World Vision] have given us the [water] tanks. They have not given it free but gave it

for Rs. 2000. They are giving it for the third time.5
P:
Had they given it [for] free, everybody would have come!6 Hence. [they set] such price of Rs.
2000.
Reference 2 - 7.25% Coverage

M:
Oftentimes people in the community get together and work for some common benefit. Do
you know of any other instances like that in your recent memory in Mylai Balaji Nagar?
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C:
Are there any other incidents where people collectively worked together in Mylai Balaji
Nagar like that?
P:

People will do together.

P:

People are minding their own business only.

P:

People will not care for others, everyone is minding their own business.

M:
Do you feel that things have changed over time? In the beginning, were people willing to
work together and then, after you have been settled here for some time, have now become
individualistic? Or has that been the case from the beginning?
C:
Has there been any change? Have people changed now from what they were in the past?
When they had first come here from Mylapore, were they more concerned about the community in
the beginning or is there any other change or people minding their own works from the beginning?
P:

People are minding their own business from the beginning.

C:
Are people from the beginning like this, since when you were resettled for the first time in
Balaji Nagar? How were the people behaving [then]? Is there any change in their behaviour?
P:
People will come together if there is a water problem. They will go in to the streets and do a
road blockage!
P:
If there is a problem, then people will come together and go to the office in Panchayat board
and complain there.
P:

They are united if there is a crisis or a problem.

P:

When water does not come, people go into the streets.

P:

During crisis or issues, people come together.

P:

Water came to our area after we did a roadblock!

P:
That’s what they are asking! If during crisis will people come together is what they were
asking.
P:

People will stand together.

P:

People will work together for the crisis arising out of water and electricity. But they will not

come together for any other cause!7
Reference 3 - 8.55% Coverage

M:
Do you think any conflict will arise if people shared responsibilities and some people were
doing more and some others were not doing as much in the community?
C:
Will there be any problem if the water treatment is done at the community level as it might
involve some working more and some others working less? If it is done at the community level, it
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means everybody’s cooperation is required and some have got to do more work and some others
may end up doing less work.
P:

Yes, definitely problems of this sort might come.

P:

Definitely things might come like that.

C:
He is asking the same thing will there be any problem because of some working a lot and
other's doing less work.
P:
Problems will come definitely sir; if I am going one hour earlier and doing things and
someone else comes later, I might definitely ask them why they came late and so on. Don’t I have
work at home? So problems will definitely come because of this. Definitely problems will come on
this account, sir.
C:
She is saying that if I come one hour earlier and doing work and somebody else is coming late
and doing work, then I might ask them don’t I have work at home? Still I come early and work. Why
do you come late and do less work than me. Definitely problems will come on this account.
M:
Do you think this conflict can be managed? Can people be encouraged to work together or is
it too difficult? Some people always say that no... no... You do the work I will not do it.
C:
He is asking whether the conflicts can be managed or is it beyond anyone’s control? Will
more people be giving troubles like this?
P:

Problems will be coming. It is difficult to adjust [the attitudes of] people at all times.

C:

Can we manage [such] troubles or will it be a recurrent issue?

P:
Problems will be coming. It is difficult to adjust [the attitude of] people at all times. Even
sometimes I might fall ill and others might say why you are not coming, expecting us to work always
instead! I have BP [high blood pressure] and sugar [diabetes], and people might accuse me of not
working and themselves of doing more work.
C:

You are telling the truth!

P:

Yes, very much sir!

C:
She is having sugar [diabetes] and other health illnesses, and some might accuse her of not
working [enough] and so on.
Reference 4 - 2.41% Coverage

C:
What should be done so that it works for the whole community? You know about the
community better and you also know which one would work better for everyone and so on.
P:
We should allot four persons each day [to operate the community system] and there will not
be any problems.
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C:
What she is saying that we have to allot four people each day so that there will not be any
problems. What you are saying is good. If people are allotted on a group basis then there will not be
any problems.
P:

If you allot people to work respectively each day, then there will not be any problem. It is

difficult to make everybody work together [however].8
<Internals\\Interviews\\INT #1 - Darwin Moses (World Vision) - Transcript> - § 5 references coded
[19.24% Coverage]
Reference 1 - 2.75% Coverage

Twelve times in a year, fire broke out. Because the land is allotted by the government, most of the
families are not settled there because of lack of basic amenities - water sanitation, EB connection,
this and all, so they stay back in same place or nearby places, like that. So only the huts is available,
so in the hot summer season, the fire easily came. How it came is social evils, some leaders, some
goondas. Each will get Rs. 1000 when the fire broke out. So there are a few houses are not peopled,
there are few houses in which people are living, but those that are living are affected. But they are
all affected, only the huts are broken, so they get the Rs. 1000.
Reference 2 - 2.16% Coverage

R:
So that is the, I didn't sleep 2-3 months. One reason is the problem is the fire, every 10 days,
every 15 days, in a week 2-3 times, like that. Many times people fighted me, they don't know who I
am. So they thought that I am also government officer, so they will come and whatever they want,
they will explore, this and that, like that. And this incident is big turning point for this community. I
took it as a positive way. When he came with two three persons I know he will not kill me, but he
wanted to, how you say that...
Reference 3 - 4.63% Coverage

R:
Yeah, forming two groups. I took it one year to form just two group. And the next year, I
formed 20 groups.
M:

Why was that?

R:
Yeah. Two groups there are so many struggles. All the people they themselves say we are
not good people, each person is blaming others not themselves. Our womens are not like this. They
will not give money. They will not come for meeting. Then I gave so many trainings and this and that,
first you come. Don't worry about others. Like that they came and they joined. So few people came,
few people are middle, few people are behind, so the middle people, if it is good, we will join,
otherwise we'll go back. And that people is ok, we'll see, what will happen, like that. Then this
people, function, meeting, and everything then it's become mandatory, you should become one of
the groups or one of the CBOs like that we come. At the same time, the government also introduced
the self-help groups. Before the government, we started, because we are an international
organization. We had Bangladesh, so we started at that time. Then we re-arranged everything
according to the government needs.
Reference 4 - 3.25% Coverage

M:

No problem. I want to ask you a question that has to do with...
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D:

One of the major struggle are men.

M:

Men?

R:

Yeah.

M:

Why?

R:

These women what, when, why they are going to do?

M:

So, you're saying that men prevent women from participating?

R:
Yeah, like that. But indirectly are supporting. Those that are coming, those husbands are
supporting. If they are not coming, then those husbands are saying "you and me friend, your wife is
going to attend the meeting, she is not good, she is going for in and around that way, take her out
back," like that. Then next time I would cover this person going. So ok, both go. Then it become a
competition - which group is good? Your group or your group. So in the beginning we set our
strategy to that and everything.
Reference 5 - 6.45% Coverage

C:
Do you have incidence of doing something with the community’s cooperation, and failing,
because by knowing MBN is saying household-level is best. Do you have any examples saying that
why are you saying community-level, do you have some experiences?
R:
Yeah you are going to community level nah, who are the partners? So that is depends. Who
is going to take responsibility? So who is going to go do? Even now you are doing research. You are,
you have, IIT have power. So there is no help for the people, so they are looking you. So they are
coming for 2 years, so nothing happened. People is thinking like that. So they want to do something.
And also whatever you are doing you have to tell the people, so we are doing this and this, it will
take time, this time that time. So you are approaching very few people and they are not, they are
closing. Usually people will not explore good things. Sometimes they want, if the benefit for her,
they will tell if it is not going to benefit anything, they will tell. For example, if I give so many
schemes on the meeting, they will not tell everybody. It depends on the individual persons. Is there
any person to help, that particular person they should listen to get to the ... like that. You are doing
it, yes, you have to tell everything to the whole community so they can be aware. This is my
suggestion. Whatever you are going to do, we will cooperate, whether we are working there or not.
So I will cooperate. Because that is my lab, that is my heart, so I can help, and also I can help instruct
my people to cooperate.
<Internals\\Interviews\\INT #10 - Mani & Faridha - Transcript> - § 6 references coded [60.89%
Coverage]
Reference 1 - 11.52% Coverage

I:

Hi. I am having a chat with Mani and Farida. Srini is translating in my office on Wednesday,
August 17, 2011. OK. What I want to talk to you about today is how men interact with
women in community [collective] works. We've talked about it before today. The question is
-- how do the men react when they are asked to come to the focus groups?

F:

They will feel it is a waste of time. They would also ask “what are you going to discuss
about? Don’t I know? It is about water only”. They also say “they come without any work.
But we have lot of work.”
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M:

They would also ask how much money we would give [them] to participate.

F:

They would say, “We will get money if we go to work. We won't get anything [if we
participate in collective action]. Will they give money to compensate for it?” They want to
know what the [monetary] benefit is!

Reference 2 - 12.65% Coverage

I:

What about on the weekends?

M:

They [the men] have many more work [things to do] on the weekends. They [also] drink
[alcohol] on the weekends...

I:

Is it everybody, some men or a few men?

M:

No, not everybody. A few men...

F:

But most of the men will answer like this... 95% of them drink.

M:

95% of them drink and then they work! <laughs> Even if you ask them to come on holidays,
they would say that they want to take rest on that day.

C:

They will say that they work for the entire week and they have only one weekend to take
rest. They also have a lot of responsibilities in their homes.

I:

I know there is a difference with the women. They have their families, they have their kids.
They have to take care of many things. But they are ready to come when we call them for
focus groups!

M:

Men are not interested - they want to sit at home and watch TV. They want to sleep, drink
and quarrel!

Reference 3 - 8.01% Coverage

I:

Why don’t the men feel like that? Why don’t they want to benefit the family?

M:

They think and stop with that level! They will not be ready to come out of their houses. We
don’t understand the reason...

F:

Sometimes they even come near the venue [of the focus group meeting]. But they will just
go back thinking that it is a waste of time and there will not be any benefit out if it.

I:

How about the working women? Would they say the same things?

F:

Till today, only two or three working women have come for our focus groups. Most of the
participants are only housewives.

Reference 4 - 13.81% Coverage

I:

What do the men say about the women who go for the focus groups? Will they support it?

M:

A little bit of support would be there.
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F:

Most of them stop the women by saying “don’t go”!

M:

But women would argue [back] saying that the focus groups are leading to something
positive about the drinking water. They would obtain the [men's] permission and then come
after five or ten minutes after the scheduled time of starting.

F:

Some men say “go”. Some men say “don’t go”.

I:

What percentage of men allow the women to go?

F:

90% of them don’t allow [the women to go]!

I:

Seriously?

F:

Yeah. Seriously… you don’t know I... we... struggle to get them for focus groups. It is very
difficult. Sometimes we force them to come for focus group! We have to compel them and
call them to come by saying “please come… please come”.

M:

70% men will not allow [women to go] and 30% allows.

C:

Since Farida is a girl, she says its 90%. But really [Mani, as a man, says] it is 70% who say no.

Reference 5 - 11.82% Coverage

I:

Do you want to say anything more about their involvement in community level?

M:

No one will get involved. If you observe during the Temple Festival in the local area, [only]
ten men would involve themselves. Married men will not come for collection of money.
Young boys and bachelors like me would go.

I:

What would happen for the women who participate even when the men are not supporting
them? How would they react?

M:

They [the men] would start scolding from the very minute they go back home. Or they
would say “she has gone. She is not to be seen yet”. Some of them [the men] would even
come to the venue of the meeting!

F:

Sometimes they call her and take her [home] with him! It has happened [before].

M:

They will say “why are you sitting here when there is work at home?”!

F:

He has even asked “is it going to feed your bread?”. <laughs>

Reference 6 - 3.07% Coverage

I:

When other NGOs come, will they work with the women here or men?

M:

Mostly they work with women.

I:

Has any other NGO worked with men?
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M:

No.

I:

Why?

F:

For the same reasons which we told you just now!

<Internals\\Interviews\\INT #15 - World Vision - Transcript> - § 4 references coded [6.38% Coverage]
Reference 1 - 0.24% Coverage

R:

At times even the gents sit at home -- but not the ladies!

C:

See -- even some men are at home. But women are going for jobs.

Reference 2 - 3.86% Coverage

M:

Do you think that the men would take part in community level system?

R:

No. Why participation… they would not even care for it. They won't give importance for it.
They won't even allow our [women's] progress! That is the biggest hurdle for us. So we are
scared to take effort and do things. The first opposition is from the gents to us. We took
efforts and steps for building the toilet. The [sewage] pumping station... But those who were
deeply involved could finish it. They did it! Now they are building underground drainage.
They built it for 20,000 people. We thought that the smell would be horrible. We tried our
level best to cancel it. But the first opposition arose from the gents of our own community!
They ask me “Who are you to do it? Why should you poke your nose in this matter! Etc...”

C:

See -- men are becoming hindrances if women want to do something.

M:

Hindrance!?

C:

Yeah. A [sewage] pumping station is going to be built in the government school. They [the
women] did not want it to happen. They tried to stop it [by going to the government]. They
[the men in the community] asked "Who are you to do this??"

R:

We even approached the Collector. But the gents were a hindrance. We sent a letter to the
Panchayat board. We sent a letter to the C.M. [Chief Minister] cell9. We sent a letter to the
Collector's office. We told them that we didn’t want it [the sewage pumping station] to be in
our area -- especially in the [grounds of the] government school. It is said that the drainage
water from all over [the Panchayat] would accumulate here and then be pumped out. They
take [the sewage] to Perungudi it seems. We gave a letter to the M.L.A. too. He says that it is
too late as it was approved before three years. He says it should only be built there and that
is the right place. This area is already treated as garbage dumping area. It may lead to kidney
problem to many people here... In addition to that problems would be severe if this also is
established. The diseases would spread more. That is the reason why we gave a letter to all
these officers. But everything was in vain.

Reference 3 - 1.76% Coverage
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R:

Even a poor family here has a fridge, washing machine and rice cooker! Let them cut the
power and talk to us. In a way they are correct as some people here are arrogant and create
problems. Let them come and ask. We will pay.
Even for the SCB we tell them the same thing. if they establish an office here we will
regularly pay the amount. [Self Help] Group people are ready to collect it and give. At least
let them sit till the 10th of every month. We are sure that we should pay the devil its due.
Let them take the step. They should not cut [electricity] for the entire area. They should cut
only for those who don’t pay. They should take the step. When there is power in one house
and no power in the other house they will have an urge to pay. We filled a form of Rs. 150
and sent a request to the E.B. [Electricity Board]. They are adamant not to give us. They say
the SCB has not given approval for the same. The E.B. didn’t give sanction as there is no
patta.

Reference 4 - 0.52% Coverage

R:

Let them give separate [electricity] connections individually for every house. See -- in villages
if the water is supplied straight to your house, you have to pay water tax. In the same way
let them give [power] connection and collect tax. Let them give patta and collect land tax.

<Internals\\Interviews\\INT #2 - Rehman Bibi - Notes> - § 7 references coded [16.02% Coverage]
Reference 1 - 3.61% Coverage

M:

Do people [in Balaji Nagar] take initiative to clean the latrines or do they not?

R:

People [here] are not taking any initiative for a common cause. People's attitude is

becoming like taking loans and repaying loans from the SHGs. Even the [World Vision] ADP also does
the same. From the beginning I [have] always had a tendency to work for the people. Even now I can
take initiative to look after the public toilets, but the Panchayat is not doing anything to support
us10. People want to take care of their own self.
Reference 2 - 1.35% Coverage

In this community, you can always notice the electricity problem. There will be power shutdowns
frequently because of some faults in the line. But nobody takes the initiative to look after this.
Reference 3 - 1.22% Coverage

The ADP project only allotted people to receive loans and collect the money back. But they
did not given any responsibility to individuals to take care of community resources.11
Reference 4 - 4.79% Coverage
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R:

There are examples where people have worked together for joint action.12 There was one

such event. There is a garbage dumping site next to sector 1, but they [the garbage workers] used to
dump the garbage even outside the site and along the roadside, which was a big threat [to people in
sector 1]. Then we [collectively] staged a road-blocking demonstration, along with the cooperation
of Exnora International. Then they stopped it [the dumping near sector 1].
Initially, people were together for joint action. Now they are focused on individual
satisfaction. In the beginning, the [World Vision] ADP focused on community-building, but now they
[have] just turned to giving loans alone.13,14
Reference 5 - 2.87% Coverage

R: People were not cooperating well [in the waste management program], so I employed 10 people
[of the original workers] for the NIOT [project] and left [the Balaji Nagar project] with them. I have
employed so many elders in this project. They did not want elders to work but I lobbied with them
and employed elders. Now they are earning Rs. 7000 per month15. They were not being cared for by
even their own children.
Reference 6 - 1.41% Coverage

In the [World Vision] ADP they have given me the responsibility of taking care of this hospital; I have
developed it to my caliber. But people in the SHGs have become concentrated on money and loans
only.
Reference 7 - 0.77% Coverage

There are tribals from Andhra livings nearby, we can give them the responsibility to take
care of the latrine.16
<Internals\\Interviews\\INT #3 - Vijaya (World Vision) - Notes> - § 3 references coded [21.52%
Coverage]
Reference 1 - 10.76% Coverage

Q: So, based on your experience with WV’s activities at MBN, do you think household or
community-level would be most feasible at MBN?
With household-level systems (HH), people will maintain their own systems and use it correctly.
On the other hand, with community-level systems (COMM), there will inevitably be competition and
conflict between people to pass on the responsibilities of its collective management and operations
to others. In fact, there is an example of the failure of such a COMM system in a similar kind of
community nearby. The RO plant that was investigated for implementation at MBN but was
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ultimately not built because of unacceptable GW quality was ultimately installed at another slum in
Kannagi Nagar, Thuraipakkam. It failed there because it was given to the community, but the people
were not involved enough, so it fell apart eventually. Kannagi Nagar is a similar kind of slum
resettlement place as MBN is. More than 12 to 15 slums were resettled at the same place. There are
multi-storey buildings there built by the TNSCB. Srini indicates that an NGO called Monfort
Community Development Society working there and he can connect me with the coordinator, one
Mr. Arul.
Reference 2 - 4.27% Coverage

Q: Given the experience with the latrine cleaning programme, do you think people would contribute
money to the collective construction of a community-level water treatment system?
It is difficult to envisage that people will contribute funds. In the case of water, people are willing to
immediately pay Rs. 20 to get a bottle of water (20 L), but they would not be willing to put money
into a collective project for good water, even if the returns would be better eventually.
Reference 3 - 6.49% Coverage

Q: If WV was to do a water treatment project in MBN, which way would it go: household or
community level?
Initially, WV has always had the preference to do community level interventions, even with
challenges. But with many bad experiences, this is changing. WV are increasingly focusing on
household level initiatives after these failures. For instance, WV is shortly going to be distributing
500 L tanks for each household in MBN.

Again, at the HH-level, people will take care of the good. And they can also control the quantity of
water they have and manage its consumption wisely according to the home’s needs. At the
COMM-level, WV anticipates conflict over responsibilities that would ultimately derail the effort.
<Internals\\Interviews\\INT #4 - Mr. Ashok (MBN Voluntary Assoc.) - Notes> - § 1 reference coded
[2.35% Coverage]
Reference 1 - 2.35% Coverage

•

In 2006-7, the Ward Member in MBN, Jayaprakash, collected Rs. 500 from 300
households in Sector 2 in order to get their papers processed so they could get
official electrical connections à but no connections came. Ashok seems to be
suggesting there was something very irregular going on here.

<Internals\\Interviews\\INT #5 - Raniyamma - Transcript> - § 2 references coded [9.59% Coverage]
Reference 1 - 7.83% Coverage
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M:

From what you say I am able to understand that there is lot of17 activities here in Balaji
Nagar. Do you feel that the people in this community would like to join together more [for
common cause] in future?

I:

Or do you think they would look after their own problems?

R:

If there is any emergency or important need or primary requirement they would unite
together. Otherwise people will mind their own business.

I:

From the day Balaji Nagar was formed until now, can you say if t18here is any difference?
Can you say if they united better in the past and not so often in the present or something like
that?

R:

Not so. The difference is [that] they have separated into groups. They are divided into
groups. The government is giving loan is it not? The grouping is due to tha19t. It is self- help
group. One has 10 or 5 or 4 groups. They get loans from government agencie20s outside.
They get the money and run their groups.

M:

Do you mean today people work together as [small] individual groups? Won’t they work with
people of other groups or would they work only with the people of their own self-help group?

R:

You are right. They will not work together with other groups.

Reference 2 - 1.76% Coverage

M:

So even in the situation when there is a big need, the government has moved away, service is
collapsing, what you do to make it better again. Would you join together? Is there any
example for this?

R:

No. People have a tendency of thinking ‘Why should I bother!’

Annotations
1

What this suggests is that during times of great shortage when there is competition for scarce water resources,
there is enough conflict that people would prefer to take care of their own first before the community as a whole.
This may suggests weakening of social cohesion during times of water scarcity.
2

The matter of whether indiviudals would contribute (financially, materially, labour) to a collective effort is
certainly not uncontroversial.
3

From ON: Jeyanthi, nesib:
About my knowledge , everybody wont give the amount.
The naysayers are these two. The others seem to think it'd work just dandy fine.
4

So, if water quality is a big common problem, the community would work together to solve it. The question
then is, is water quality a common problem [that warrants such a response]? It seems that water quality has
already been devolved to the individual households and that is the status quo for water.
5

They is... World Vision, I presume? So the big tanks weren't given out for free by World Vision but offered for
Rs. 2000? I'm unclear on this. But it's not really so important.

6

Gaming for development goods - NGOs have to set prices to control over subscription.

7

My notes say: 2-300 households came together for this agitiation (but there may be some issue with the veracity
of the note, be warned).

8

From Notes:
S: It’ll fail if you make it voluntary; must force people to work!

9

Like what Ashok was talking about.
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10

Panchayat won’t support those who have the initiative either. A very limiting environment it seems.

11

SHGs could have their role expanded.

12

People can political organize and agitate for immediately pressing issues.

13

I sometimes talk about how HWTS may lead to the degradation of social cohesion... though obviously a
causative relationship is impossible to establish here, it may be the case that the focus at MBN of SHGs on
individual loan-giving (i.e. micro-capitalism) has encouraged individualism and the break-down of community
cohesion and cooperation.
14

World Vision too retreated its mandate from comm.-development to loan-giving.

15

Substantial earnings!

16

Tribals place is to clean the bathroom?
***What does she mean nearby? In MB Nagar?
17

She's suggesting that the government has to be forced to implement its own schemes!

18

ON: If it is very important – a problem in its critical stages for many people in the community – then people
band together and work on it collectively
If it is not such a desperate issue, or if not so many households are affected by it, than people will undertake
action themselves, individually
19

TO elaborate from ON: Raniyamma feels that the people are divided by the SHGs!
Gov’t is giving these groups loans, so people are really focused on these
“Revolving Funds” in SHGs by gov’t, but people are embezzling the funds now
People will only work with the same group, their own SHG
No examples of this per se, but this is the sense that Raniyamma has of the situation (I think)
She feels if that the SHGs could be brought together more and in a better way, they would be able to work
together on larger community activities
20

This resonates with what was said by Rehman Bibi in INT #2 that SHGs have become too focused on
loan-giving and not on anything else. ("People are not taking any initiative for a common cause. People's attitude
is becoming like taking loans and repaying loans from the SHGs. Even the ADP also does the same.")
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Name: Nodes\\Analytical I\\Social Capital\Positive Perceptions
Description: - Statements

indicating egalitarian outlooks in the community
- Positive perceptions of social capital in the community
<Internals\\FGD I\\FGD #1 - Transcript> - § 6 references coded [6.84% Coverage]
Reference 1 - 2.24% Coverage

C:
You said that people will do it if it is done at the individual level. Will there be such effort and
cooperation if it is done at the community-level? Say, if we were to construct a common water
treatment facility? If it requires ten people to play a part, will people be willing to play a part in it?
Whereas if it is done at the individual level, people are ready to play their own part. How much will
people play their part if the water treatment is done at the community-level? Will people opt for
common or community level water treatment or water treatment at the individual or household
level?
P4:
It is not possible for everyone to do the water treatment at the individual or household
level. There are 2500 households here and it is not possible for everyone to have this [treatment
unit], and if it is done at the community level, then at least everybody will be benefitted even
partially.
Reference 2 - 2.15% Coverage

C:
When you said that the if water treatment is done at the community level, there will have to
be contribution from all people and everybody will provide their help and support for it, so as to get
water for everyone, and at the individual household level wherein you said that everybody will do it
as a matter of necessity and they will do it compulsorily. During times of change, during seasonal
changes, such as during shortage of water and during seasons of excessive water, which treatment
method will you prefer? At the community level or at the household level?
P4:
Community level treatment is good... done at the sectoral level, as it is beneficial for
everyone. We should do the water treatment collectively, in each sector preferably, or at the
individual level, if the community level treatment is not possible or [situation] is not conducive [for
it].
Reference 3 - 1.05% Coverage

M:
Did you ask the water system question? Ask them one by one the kind of water treatment
system that they think is best and their preference for it and the main reasons for it. If it is at the
community level, why it is done there, and why cannot be it at the household level and vice versa.
P3:
If it is at the community level it is beneficial to everyone whereas if at the household level it
serves only the household.
Reference 4 - 0.38% Coverage
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P2:
If it is at the community level, it is useful and beneficial [for all], whereas if it is at the
individual level, it is for household members only.
Reference 5 - 0.19% Coverage

C:

What is your perception of it?

P5:

There should be welfare for all!

Reference 6 - 0.84% Coverage

P1:
We are getting lorry water [but] not everybody can afford paying for lorry water. For those
people who cannot afford [it] and where a sump is not available, it will be good if water is available
at the community level and is available at all times for the people.
I:

So that is why they wanted the community level water treatment.

<Internals\\FGD I\\FGD #2 - Transcript> - § 1 reference coded [1.30% Coverage]
Reference 1 - 1.30% Coverage

I:

[R] madam says she is ready. What do you say?

R:

When it is good for the entire community and when it is good for me too I will surely
cooperate with others for the common cause!

R:

The result should be good. It is enough.

I:

[R]… What do you say?

R:

When it is for the welfare of the community we have to give. We happily give Rs. 20 for
that.

<Internals\\FGD I\\FGD #3 - Transcript> - § 1 reference coded [1.49% Coverage]
Reference 1 - 1.49% Coverage

M:
So the final question is... you prefer community level system - is it possible here to
mobilize the people here to make it possible?
I:

Do you feel that the people here would spend time, effort and money for that?

R:

Yeah. Surely.

R:

If it is common we will contribute for that.

<Internals\\Interviews\\INT #1 - Darwin Moses (World Vision) - Transcript> - § 3 references coded
[7.38% Coverage]
Reference 1 - 3.74% Coverage

2/5

C:
In terms of community togetherness, how they live together, if there are some issues, how do
they respond to those issues? Whether there is cooperation among the community or is there, I found
in many places like this Sector clashes with the fourth Sector, in terms of this, how is the cooperation
in the community? Because we are working for some cooperation for the development in the
community. How do they respond to that?
R:
Ah yeah. I never had a fight between the sectors, they had a fight within the Sectors and
within the relatives only. But not between. And also depends upon the issue, so the previous and all,
beginning they had so many groups. Because you know the slum, each street has a leader, each slum
has a leader, so there are different level of leaders. So at that time there was no proper
communication to the people. They want something to meet the need, so whoever says they follow.

Reference 2 - 2.48% Coverage

M:
I want to follow-up on a question, something you said earlier. You said when you first came
to MBN you found people were very trusting, you found people had more trust in the beginning.
R:

Yes, yes.

M:
now?

But now you are saying now that has changed. Are you saying there is more or less trust

R:

Trust? Now they are more trust.

M:

Of yourself?

R:

Yeah.

M:
Ok. How do they relate to one another? If they were going to work on something together,
could they do it better now than they could before?
R:

Yeah... better now. Depends upon the program, depends upon the issue.

Reference 3 - 1.16% Coverage

So if they need the patta, everybody needs the patta, that's the original authority document for the
land, now they are not planning to... only, they are paying rent only, but the land belongs to
government. If we say that, all will come, because all are going to benefit. Like that.1
<Internals\\Interviews\\INT #10 - Mani & Faridha - Transcript> - § 2 references coded [10.58%
Coverage]
Reference 1 - 4.62% Coverage

I:

Why are women interested?

M:

She is interested because she is maintaining the family. They need some help. When five
women go, the sixth one follows. She thinks that things would be fruitful if they go as a
group so that they can get some help. She also feels that she can learn something. They feel
they can get some kind of benefit.

Reference 2 - 5.96% Coverage
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I:

What do the men say about the women who go for the focus groups? Will they support it?

M:

A little bit of support would be there.

F:

Most of them stop the women by saying “don’t go”!

M:

But women would argue [back] saying that the focus groups are leading to something
positive about the drinking water. They would obtain the [men's] permission and then come
after five or ten minutes after the scheduled time of starting.

<Internals\\Interviews\\INT #15 - World Vision - Transcript> - § 2 references coded [1.82% Coverage]
Reference 1 - 0.73% Coverage

M:

Do you think there would be good cooperation from everyone in the community for the
community level treatment system? Will every one cooperate?

R:

<Firmly and aloud> Yes! Surely everyone will cooperate because it is about water!

R:

Certainly. Why not?

C:

What they say is that water is the basic necessity and so everyone would cooperate
definitely. For water they will do [what is required].

Reference 2 - 1.09% Coverage

C:

See -- even some men are at home. But women are going for jobs.

R:

Hope you won't mistake me. These days women are keener. If you make your son an
engineer, I will want my son to study more than yours! This is the mentality of women these
days. We have to earn to give good education for our son [which] means we have to earn
more money. Only women go for jobs!

C:

See -- what she is telling is that more than men, women are more responsible for raising up
their families, educating their children, they really want their children to study. So they go for
jobs to earn [to pay for education

<Internals\\Interviews\\INT #2 - Rehman Bibi - Notes> - § 1 reference coded [3.97% Coverage]
Reference 1 - 3.97% Coverage

R:

When you talk to World Vision, please mention [to them] about the latrine facilities. Ask

them to take some initiative [for it]. T2hey also placed 3 [Sintex water storage] tanks worth of Rs.
5000 [around the community] but they are no use without water [supply]! ADP should give
responsibility to a suitable person, not to just anyone. Here [in Balaji Nagar], water comes once in 15
days, even sometimes once in 30 days. People who are wealthier are able to store [water] in a tank
or a sump. But poor people suffer a lot [for lack of household water storage capacity].
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<Internals\\Interviews\\INT #4 - Mr. Ashok (MBN Voluntary Assoc.) - Notes> - § 1 reference coded
[1.92% Coverage]
Reference 1 - 1.92% Coverage

ο

Ashok feels the menfolk are ready to organize and work together for a COMM
system were that pursued, at least those men involved in the Association à he
suggests that such an undertaking would fit well and work well through the
Association

<Internals\\Interviews\\INT #5 - Raniyamma - Transcript> - § 2 references coded [8.24% Coverage]
Reference 1 - 6.29% Coverage

M:

The main question I want to ask you is about a water treatment system. You can do it in two
ways. One is at the household level, like boiling the water, adding alum. The other is you can
all join together and make it happen [at the community level] and then you pay money for
that. Which one do you think as the most possible here? Is the second one the most
possible?

I:

Is it possible in Balaji Nagar?

R:

It is possible. People here have awareness. Water is the major critical problem here. People
would be ready to unite for the sake of water. They would be ready to do some work for
that. Those who can afford will be ready to pay as they would get water which they wanted.
So it is easy to do things in community-level system. The undergroun3d water is saline now.
If someone would treat it as drinking water, it [a desalination facility] would cost some 20 or
25k rupees. If people can collect 10k someone can come forward to subsidize it.

Reference 2 - 1.94% Coverage

M:

Which one do you think is better? Is it household water system or community water system?

R:

It would be useful for everyone in the society if it is done bigger and at community level.
That is better. We cannot be selfish. Everyone should be equally benefited. Everybody
should get water.

Annotations
1

Link this to the Gautemala paper. MBN is like Ciudad Real -- land tenure is the biggest struggle, before any
services.
2

Message for World Vision from Rehman Bibi: let’s work on the latrines.

3

TO elaborate from ON: She suggests that wealthier people in the community can contribute a bit more to the
capital and operating costs of the system, a Rs. 10,000 investment may be possible
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Name: Nodes\\Analytical I\\Social Capital\Religion
Description: - Places

where religion is discussed and its role in MBN

<Internals\\Interviews\\INT #2 - Rehman Bibi - Notes> - § 2 references coded [3.32% Coverage]
Reference 1 - 2.33% Coverage

R:

I left the ADP project of World Vision because they provided subsidized loans only to

Scheduled Caste1 SHGs, but not to Muslim and Backward Class2,3 community groups. So I left the
ADP project along with 4 SHGs. I also asked for subsidized loan for the Backward [Class] community
as well as to Muslim SHGs, but they refused to do it so4.
Reference 2 - 0.99% Coverage

R:

There are people who used to ask me. You are a Muslim, but why did you give a place to a

Christians? I used to tell them everyone is equal.

Annotations
1

Srini: Sudras = labourers = low-caste people à reservations and welfare schemes to uplift them

Also, Schedueld Tribes (ST) have many benfits as SC, but also some additional ones, as they are more
disadvantaged.
2

Muslim and Christian converts from the SCs, lose their SC benefits as they are re-classified to
Muslim/Christian BCs (BCs have less benefits compared to SC)
3

Disadvantaged groups but not so much as Shudras i.e. Vaishyas.

4

Curious to know more about this, but not a pressing concern wrt research.
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Name: Nodes\\Analytical I\\Water Quality
Description: - General

statements and community-member's perceptions of water quality.
- As it relates to whether HH or COMM is preferable given water quality considerations.
<Internals\\Exploratory Work\\PK - Prabha's Report on MBN Women's household water management>
- § 1 reference coded [3.05% Coverage]
Reference 1 - 3.05% Coverage

She feels that using the tanker water for drinking
has not been too hazardous for her and her family.
Only when the children are not well and have fever
and diarrhoea does she boil water. When the kids
are sick and she takes them to the doctor and the
doctor tells her that the problem is with the water.
She does not go to a government clinic but to a
private doctor.
<Internals\\FGD I\\FGD #1 - Transcript> - § 4
references coded [3.85% Coverage]
Reference 1 - 2.46% Coverage

M:
The first question that we are going to ask you we are going to talk for three to five minutes
is -- What do you think are the biggest problems relating to water supply in Mylai Balaiji Nagar?
C:

What are the problems that you face in Balaji Nagar with respect to water? <10:31 to 10:36>

P5:
Water is important for drinking, water is the most important problem here, getting drinking
water is an important problem. The [tap] water here cannot be used for drinking purposes. People
are buying [lorry] water in cans paying Rs. 2.50. [The tap water] can be used for washing, cleaning
and other purposes but it cannot be used for drinking purposes. We don’t like to drink this [tap]
water. (P4 @ 10:52: It is tasteless1!) Fossils2 are formed after couple of days, even worms are
forming in the stored [tap] water. How many can afford to buy [lorry] water for Rs. 2.50 for drinking
purposes? Skin problems are coming so getting good drinking water is the main problem here.
<10:37 to 11:09>
Reference 2 - 0.50% Coverage

P3:
Lots of layers and deposits form and there is a lot of viscosity3 [in the tap water]. Even the
colour of the [tap] water is not good - the water that comes now is yellow in colour. <11:24 to
11:31>
Reference 3 - 0.20% Coverage

P4:

If you cook with that water, then the cooked food is also yellow in colour.

Reference 4 - 0.69% Coverage
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C:
Did you see any change in the quantity and quality of water after you reported the poor
quality of water, of its colour, odour and of its non-availability?
P4:
Yes, there were significant changes since then. The colour level was not bad as it [used to
be]. Now it is okay.
<Internals\\FGD I\\FGD #2 - Transcript> - § 1 reference coded [2.89% Coverage]
Reference 1 - 2.89% Coverage

M:

As we are recording the discussion, please talk loudly and clearly. It would help us be able to
write it down in future. Now the first question is -- What are the major problems with water
at Mylai Balaji Nagar?

R:

The tap water is yellow in colour. Within two days, worms develop in it. After we started
using the filter it is good!

I:

Is there any other problem regarding water?

R:

The canal water mixes with the drinking water.

R:

In the beginning [of running the tap], there is a bad smell. First there is the smell of gutter
and then a soapy smell is there. The hospital water [also] gets mixed in. There are so many
insects in the [stored tap] water after four days...

R:

No, not four days. It is within two days.

R:

Yes, she is correct. Within two days, the worms develop.

<Internals\\FGD I\\FGD #3 - Transcript> - § 1 reference coded [3.05% Coverage]
Reference 1 - 3.05% Coverage

M:

Now the first question is -- what are the major problems regarding water supply in Mylai
Balaji Nagar?

R:

There are many problems. Within two days, worms develop in the water. Children get fever
frequently if we drink it. Children suffer from loose motions too. Water is yellow in colour.
Mostly we use the [tap] water for washing feet, etc...

R:

We don’t use it [the tap water] for drinking or cooking.

I:

Are there any other problems regarding water?

R:

It [the tap water] has the smell of rust.

R:

If we use it [the tap water] for cooking, the rice would be yellow in colour.

<Internals\\FGD I\\FGD #4 - Transcript> - § 4 references coded [6.17% Coverage]
Reference 1 - 3.19% Coverage
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M:
So okay, with that I'll begin. I will ask the first question. My first question to you is -- What
are the main problems with water in Mylai Balaji Nagar?
C:
The first question is -- what are the problems connected with water in Mylai Balaji Nagar?
What are the issues connected with water?
P:

We are collecting the tap water. Worms are formed within a week.

P:
Even within two days worms are formed [in the tap water]. Even when the [tap] water
comes [through the standpipes], it smells bad.
P:
I am drinking this [tap] water only. I am not drinking can water. You can come and test it for
yourself.
P:

The [tap] water smells when it first comes [through the standpipes].

P:
We cannot cook with that [tap] water. It can [only] be used for washing and cleaning
purposes and for cleaning the utensils.
P:

Smell is coming [from the tap water].

Reference 2 - 0.56% Coverage

P:
I have told this already! The [tap] water cannot be used for drinking... [It is] for washing and
cleaning purposes and for bathroom purposes only.
Reference 3 - 0.27% Coverage

P:

Smell is coming, [the tap] water is not drinkable, worms are formed.

Reference 4 - 2.15% Coverage

P:
When we were in Mylapore, the water was clean and we were eager to drink that. That was
the [Metro] Corporation water. It would [always] be clean. We never know what source of water is
being brought over here. Maybe from a well or a muddy pond...it is not clear!
P:
The water comes yellow in colour, it smells with a bad odour, and when it comes [through
the standpipes] we use a cloth to purify [filter] it while collecting the water.
P:

Even on the day the water comes, it is like this.

P:

The food [rice] that is cooked from this water is [also] yellow in colour.

<Internals\\Interviews\\INT #12 - Mr. Parammal - Transcript> - § 1 reference coded [12.42%
Coverage]
Reference 1 - 12.42% Coverage

R:

We use Panchayat [lorry] water too. It [the tap water] may come even once in 15 to 20 days.
This [tap] water does not agree with the health of some boys here. They are allergic to it...

3/4

The water is not good here. It causes a lot of health problems. They suffer with some or
other problems or diseases.
<Internals\\Interviews\\INT #18 - Ligy - Transcript> - § 1 reference coded [3.59% Coverage]
Reference 1 - 3.59% Coverage

M:
So let me ask you, can you speak about why you felt that the rapid sand filter with the
charcoal dual media was the best for this community.
R:
Ah yeah, see when we analyzed the water quality, we could see that the major problems
were bacteriological quality, then turbidity, and then this one, odour and taste. So if you want to
remove these things, turbidity - filtration is the easiest method. Ok, and we have to have an
economical unit, is it use, and the community should have the know-how to develop it, so if you go
for any high-end technology, ok, finally when it goes from us to somebody else, the middleman will
be taking all the profits, yeah, profits and all the things. Ok, so, finally it will be working as any filter
which is available in the market. But this filter means, ok, sand and... everybody knows that what
this media will do, because our grand-grand-parents were using this one in three pots -- that
three-pot filter system was existing long, long, long time back. Ok, so, this is just a modification of
that one, so.
<Internals\\Interviews\\INT #3 - Vijaya (World Vision) - Notes> - § 1 reference coded [2.53%
Coverage]
Reference 1 - 2.53% Coverage

Since water is one of the primary problems at MBN, the SHGs have had a big role in trying to
improve this situation. WV requests that we also do some more works to improve this situation. WV
says the water quality is so bad here that a snake even came out of the public tap recently!

Annotations
1

JJ says that this means that the water is without a ‘purified’ or ‘clean’ taste; neither salty nor clean – lacks that
‘sweet’ water taste
2

JJ: she means sediments layers collect at bottom

3

JJ: the water is very thick, it is not clear, it has a lot of cloudiness and layers and deposits
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Name: Nodes\\Analytical I\\Water Supply
Description: - History and

evolution of MBN's water supply arrangements
- Description of various sources
- DO NOT AGGREGATE
<Internals\\Exploratory Work\\PK - Prabha's Report on MBN Women's household water management>
- § 9 references coded [63.11% Coverage]
Reference 1 - 7.93% Coverage

Mylai Balaji Nagar is a re-settlement colony of about 10,000 low-income residents. In 1995,
about 2700 families of mostly pavement dwellers were evicted from Mylapore (Central)
Chennai to a wetland in the southern periphery of the city. They were evicted for the
construction of a railway station and left on the wetland without any services or infrastructure
except a plot per family measuring 15ft x 18ft. While access to safe and sufficient water was
not a problem in the early years of the resettlement; today, there is a severe problem of both
water quantity and quality. The supply of water via standpipes and water tankers is sporadic,
arrives without warning, and sometimes at intervals of 5-10 days. The limited water supply is
also a reflection of the reality of Chennai as a whole which is heavily dependent on ground
water extraction and does not have sufficient water to satisfy the demands of a metropolitan
region of 7.5 (2007) million inhabitants.
Reference 2 - 1.57% Coverage

Over the years standpipes were installed and with the increasing density of the settlement, as
well as other
factors, water supply was reduced to every other day, and then to twice a week.
Reference 3 - 10.56% Coverage

The water in the early years was clean and free of insects. For about six months in the early
years, water was only available at night, at midnight or later. This meant that the women could
not sleep as they had to stay awake for the water. They successfully lobbied the town
panchayat (council) of Pallikaranai to change this schedule. Today, residents get water once
in 5-10 days depending on the season. In the dry season it is more difficult to get water from
the standpipes and the town panchayat sends in water tankers. During the rest of the year,
they get water via the standpipes, the water tankers, and they also purchase water from private
water vendors in the slum. Parameswari says they do not pay for water provided by the town
council; but she sometimes buys water from the private vendors. She pays Rs. 2.50 for a pot
of 12 litres. She does not buy any bottled water for drinking and does not sterilize any of the
other water for drinking. She keeps the tanker water for drinking and uses a sieve to filter it.
The water from the standpipes is used for washing clothes, utensils, as well as bathing. During
the rainy season, most of the residents harvest rain water, which they feel is the cleanest water
they can get, aside from bottled water which they have to buy.
Reference 4 - 8.23% Coverage

Parameswari, lives in sector 2 of MB Nagar. The standpipe in her area is shared by 17
families. She says they have more people sharing the standpipe than others. In her area, the
water in the standpipes often arrives in the morning between 6-8 am. Every time that the
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water arrives, the women of the 17 families draw lots to determine the sequence in which they
will collect water. Then they line up their pots. On average each woman is able to fill 20 pots
of 12 litres each and they fill up all the large plastic containers that they all have in their
homes. All together, her family uses 3 pots a day to bath, drink and cook. She and her two
sons bath with 1 pot of water. They wash clothes every 2-3 days. Washing clothes utilizes
about 8 pots of water. Her mother and her are responsible for the provision of water for the
family. However, since she lives on the 1st floor she has to carry water upstairs to her place.
This is added work for her. Her husband does not help with fetching water.
Reference 5 - 2.47% Coverage

According to Parameswari getting water even every other day would make a big difference to
her life, because then
Water storage on the veranda

she could get all her household responsibilities done early and then be able to do other things.
She would not have to wait for water the whole day.
Reference 6 - 10.21% Coverage

Mannammai says when they were first re-located to this wetland, there was no provision of
water and they had to go elsewhere to fetch water in their pots. They complained about this
and then the town panchayat started to send water tankers. They then had to take their pots to
the water tanker and usually managed to get 4-5 pots of water. Each pot holds 12 litres. She
says it has been difficult to get water for a few years now, but she cannot remember for how
many years exactly. If there is water in the lake then they get water. She does not pay for any
water from the panchayat and she thinks they pay Rs. 650/tanker. These days the water
problem is worse because the water pipe is broken and they only get water once in 5-10 days.
She says there is no schedule for when the water will come from either the standpipes or the
water tankers. Mannammai lives in sector 2 of MB Nagar. She says they know they will get
water when they find out that sector 1 got water that day. Then they wait around until the
water come through their standpipes, which can mean waiting for more than one day. She says
when the water arrives people inform each other and that is how they find out it has come and
so they go and get their pots and line-up.
Reference 7 - 12.40% Coverage
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In Mannammai’s part of sector 2, water usually comes for 2 hours and all the standpipes in the
area get the water at the same time. Currently, the standpipe that Mannammai uses is shared
by 10 households. She says originally they were 20
families sharing the same standpipe. The residents
complained that they were not all able to get water in
the limited time it was available. They were told that if
they got organized, dug a hole and prepare the ground
then they would get another standpipe. Mannammai
and her neighbours got together and did so. Thus, they
got another standpipe. She has other neighbours who
did not organize themselves for an additional
standpipe so they are still 20 households sharing one
standpipe and suffer due to lack of sufficient water.
However, she also has neighbours who are 5
households to a standpipe. If there is sufficient
pressure then she and the women who share the same
standpipe can fill 15-18 pots each. They have a
random lottery system for deciding who gets to fill her
pots first. If for example, the water from the stand pipe
stopped at number 5, then the next time the water
came they would begin at number 5. Mannammai has
built a cement tank outside her house along the wall. Half of this tank is for portable water
storage and the other half for waste water. The portable water also includes rain water as
Mannammai has connected a pipe from her roof to the tank. This water is used
Mannammai in front of her water tank

for cooking and washing clothes
Reference 8 - 2.79% Coverage

Mannammai buys water for drinking. It comes in 20
litre bottles and costs Rs. 20/bottle. In her household
they use about 15 bottles a month. It is only rarely that
she will boil and drink tanker or rain water. She has
sufficient water to bath and wash clothes everyday and
does not have any health problems due to
water-related issues.
Reference 9 - 6.96% Coverage

Radha shares the standpipe in her area with five other
families. They get water from the standpipe once in 15
days. The water runs for about three hours. She is able
to fill about 30 pots of 12 litres each, each time the water comes through the standpipe. Since
she is a housewife she feels she has the time to wait for the water. They bath everyday and
that requires about 4 pots of water. She washes clothes every other day and washing clothes
uses about 5-6 pots of water. Radha and her family also have a cement tank along the outside
wall of their house. Half the tank is for portable water and the other half for waste water
which is dumped in the canal when the tank is full. They buy bottled water for drinking.
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However, if the water from the standpipe is delayed for more than 15 days then they buy
water from the private water vendors.
<Internals\\Exploratory Work\\PK - Prabha's Scoping Report 2009> - § 4 references coded [19.79%
Coverage]
Reference 1 - 10.56% Coverage

There is a major water expansion scheme in the works for this part of Chennai. I think
it is the Veeranam Water Supply Project. Many are waiting for this to happen, but no
one knows when the pipes will be extended. On the other hand, the sewerage pipe is a
lot closer to being extended to this area, i.e. perhaps in the next 2-3 years. I have raised
with many folks the notion that it makes no sense to expand the sewerage pipe and not
the water pipe as we are talking about water-borne sewerage. Of course, everyone
knows this and agrees, and I am sure someone has the full story on this. I was not able
to meet with the Chennai Metropolitan Water Supply and Sewerage Board.
Recognizing the general lack of water in Chennai and the rapid depletion of ground
water, MB Nagar and the Pallikaranai town panchayat are also in the same stranded
boat. In fact, I think that if there is not a better management strategy for Lake
Narrayamapurram, which is where MB Nagar gets its water, there will soon be no
lake. When the pavement dwellers were first dumped on this wetland, they used to get
water daily, then every other day, then twice a week and now infrequently. This is a
clear reflection of the increasing water supply crisis in this area over the last 14 years.
Apparently, over the last few years, the Panchayat has let developers (or themselves)
fill up one half of the lake and permitted ‘development’. The lake is now half its size
and has a lot of wells drawing water. I did not hear any discussions about ground water
recharge so that this lake can be sustained. And of course, if unmanaged
‘development’ continues in this area, i.e. the filling up of the wetland - there will soon
be no lake.
Reference 2 - 1.26% Coverage

I don’t think the idea of building another well for MB Nagar, (via this project) to get
their own water supply should be entertained. Well, there should not be more wells
developed for anyone else either.
Reference 3 - 1.83% Coverage

And for example, my interviews with the women and walking around the slum taught
me that there is a very healthy private market for the provision of water to the slum.
So in fact, I think it might be the very poor who are feeling the scarcity of water the
most rather than everyone uniformly.
Reference 4 - 6.15% Coverage

Many of the women spend an entire day or days waiting for the water to arrive from the
standpipes. There is a system for when the valves are turned on. For example, when the water
comes on in Sector 1, then the next day it will come to sector 2, etc. The problem is that there
is no schedule of any sort, so women have to hang around and waste a whole day or more
waiting for water. It means they cannot do other things with their lives and time. So, I have
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requested Ligy and Prema to confirm this and to approach the town Panchayat for a schedule
for the women so that they know when the water is coming, even if only once in two weeks,
so that they can have some peace of mind and life. For example, they could say the water will
be in the Sector 1 every 2nd Thursday at 2 pm, or whatever the engineers decide...but not at
midnight or 2 am. Hopefully, this can be done relatively easily and soon, and will be a great
way to build relations with the community to continue working with them.
<Internals\\Exploratory Work\\PR - Prema's MBN Report- A Case of Urban Development Displaced
2009> - § 2 references coded [10.93% Coverage]
Reference 1 - 3.48% Coverage

Paradoxically, the settlement suffers from acute water shortage and the inhabitants receive
‘piped water supply’ from the well directly once a week during normal times (2 to 3 hours)
but once in 2 weeks during summer and water shortage season.
Reference 2 - 7.45% Coverage

In terms of access to water sources for different purposes it was noted that by and large it was
from the stand pipe tap from the natural tank and that supplied through tanker lorries. The
following table provides the break – up.

Table – 5

Sl. No

Purpose

Tap

Lorry

Bottle / Canned

1

Drinking

8

5

27

2

Cooking

35

5

--

3

Other Purpose
(washing, Cleaning)

40

--

--

It is interesting to note that most of their supply is dependent on tap water which they get once
a week for 2-3 hours at a time.
<Internals\\FGD I\\FGD #1 - Transcript> - § 8 references coded [16.60% Coverage]
Reference 1 - 2.96% Coverage

M:
The first question that we are going to ask you we are going to talk for three to five minutes
is -- What do you think are the biggest problems relating to water supply in Mylai Balaiji Nagar?
C:

What are the problems that you face in Balaji Nagar with respect to water? <10:31 to 10:36>

P5:
Water is important for drinking, water is the most important problem here, getting drinking
water is an important problem. The [tap] water here cannot be used for drinking purposes. People
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are buying [lorry] water in cans paying Rs. 2.50. [The tap water] can be used for washing, cleaning
and other purposes but it cannot be used for drinking purposes. We don’t like to drink this [tap]
water. (P4 @ 10:52: It is tasteless1!) Fossils2 are formed after couple of days, even worms are
forming in the stored [tap] water. How many can afford to buy [lorry] water for Rs. 2.50 for drinking
purposes? Skin problems are coming so getting good drinking water is the main problem here.
<10:37 to 11:09>
P4:
It [the tap water] is not regular and it comes [on only] after 10 or 20 days. How can we use
this for children [as] if they use [the tap water they] are subject to so many problems? <11:10 to
11:23>
Reference 2 - 2.76% Coverage

P5:
People who can afford to buy [lorry] water pay Rs. 2.50. [How} can it be for everyone[?]
<11:43-12:00>
P1:
Even today when we collected the [tap] water, the first few cans cannot be used for any
purpose! People smell it, smell the odour and then waste a couple of cans before taking it for
drinking purposes. <11:47>
P4:
Fever comes quite frequently, and the drinking water is the biggest problem here. <11:59 to
12:16>
P3:
The first [tap] water comes with a bad odour. The first few cans people will waste and it
cannot be used for any purpose. People will smell it and then only take it [when it smells better].
<12:17 to 12:27>
P4:

The first water is full of bad smells... It cannot even be used for washing your mouth! <12:29

to 12:45>3
P1:
Even for washing [the tap water] cannot be used immediately. Skin problem
comes...allergies comes from using this water! <12:48 to 12:50>
P3:

People say that since [tap] water comes from [a distance], it is like this.4

P4:

[The tap] water is not coming properly.

P5:

Mosquitoes are formed on the stored [tap] water. Water is the biggest problem here.

Reference 3 - 0.49% Coverage

P4:
World Vision has organized and provided 200 tanks for the collection and storage of water in
all four sectors for its members. And there are proposal to provide 300 more in April – May [2011].
Reference 4 - 2.37% Coverage

C:

What are the works done by other organizations?
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P4:
Hand in Hand India had helped in the following ways. For the 8th-class failed students, they
helped them to continue their education and to pass the 8th-class. And for the 9th-class failed
candidates to complete the SSLC [Secondary School Leaving Certificate] or the 10th-class. Education
to illiterate ones and non-schoolgoers was [also] helped with education [by] helping them to enrol in
schools. [Other organizations] also formed many women’s group movements [SHGs] and provided
[them] with many loans5.
In the fourth sector, there is a youth voluntary association who have organised to provide electricity
to homes by collecting Rs. 20 per month from the homes which don’t have electricity in their houses
and are seeking to have [a connection]. They also provide water to homes, provided by the
Panchayat Board, by collecting Rs. 2 per can from every home and then provide water to everyone.
Reference 5 - 1.69% Coverage

C:
So people will do anything for water right since water is highly important and there is water
problem here?
P4:
For a short time during April and May, [tap] water may come even once a month [only].
[Even if there is water available,] if something happens to the main pump - I mean, if the pipe is
broken due to lorry [damage] - then the water will not come and we will stand near the [standpipes]
at the middle of the night waiting for water!
P5:
Water may come in the pipes well after 12 and 1 a.m., and we will wait to collect the [tap]
water. We have to wait for getting water. Getting water is the biggest problem here in Balaji Nagar.
Otherwise there is no problem here.
Reference 6 - 1.29% Coverage

During the rainy season, the water in the canals and the well-source gets mixed together, and then
the water completely looks similar to the water in the canals. We also took photos of our water and
asked [the Panchayat] can we still drink the water? The authorities said that the water that we get is
only after purification and there is nothing to worry about and that we will look into the problem
and ensure that it doesn’t occur again... but [in the meanwhile], use can water for two months for
drinking purposes!
Reference 7 - 2.15% Coverage

C:
Have you done any other thing water to solve the water crisis besides taking this water and
the photos of it [to the Panchayat]? Has any other organisations or groups supported your cause of
reporting to the authorities of the water problem?
P4:

The women’s groups cooperated with us. Especially World Vision conducted a meeting of its

women's group members and asked the Councillor6 about the water problems. The Councillor
promised that the [tap] water will be more regular, instead of every 20 days. Since then, the [tap]
water came regularly, within every 5 or 6 days, as the Councillor had promised, and then after that,
[it has gone back to the] water occasionally coming [after up to] 20 days. Water comes regularly in
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the first few weeks of the Councillor’s promise, every 5 or 6 days, but nowadays water comes in 10
days or a week or even after 20 days!
Reference 8 - 2.89% Coverage

C:
So far, we have spoken of many things. Let us summarize. We spoke of the organisations that
have been serving here in Balaji Nagar; the problems associated with water at Balaji Nagar; the kind
of demonstrations made by the people to the Panchayat and public officials and their response; and
the kind of water treatment level that is possible here - that is, at the community level or at the
household level. We have also discussed about the kind of community cooperation to solve the water
problems and the kind of reporting made by people here to the associations and to the public
authorities. Do you have anything more to add than what we have discussed?
P5:

Nothing more. Getting water is [an] important problem and concern here.

P3:
People are not going to faraway places, or even [going] for work, because of water. People
forgo their work, leisure and travel in order to get water!
P5:
People are even not going for work because of the [erratic] water supply. People are even
forgoing family functions, or attending emergency situations, [because of it]!
M:

So, what they need is storage capacities for water and water available for regular usage.

<Internals\\FGD I\\FGD #1A - Archana Follow-up - Notes> - § 1 reference coded [85.84% Coverage]
Reference 1 - 85.84% Coverage

Q: During FGD #1, you had said that you were trying to organize an agitation for
improving the water service in MB Nagar against the Panchayat, but were stopped from
doing so – told not to make it an issue. Why was this? Who stopped you?
That wasn’t quite the story, it goes longer.
About 2 years ago, the water quality in the taps got really bad. It started coming out “red”.
This was the time that many people abandoned drinking tap-water (TWU) and began to
purchase water (BWU/LWU).i
Archana mobilized an 10 people in each sector to go to the Panchayat office with bottles of
the red water to show what they were being supplied with. They showed this to the Panchayat
officials who responded that this was the same water that was being supplied to other areas
in Pallikarnai (i.e. think of the several infiltration well/pump inlets in the lake – these go to
supply other areas) – so why are you complaining about it? The Panchayat refused to do
anything about it.
Archana then later on tried to re-mobilize people for another agitation on water quality
issues to the Panchayat office, but this was not successful as people didn’t believe the
Panchayat would do anything about it – so why bother?
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There was a big shift to BWU/LWU from TWU at this time. The government’s refusal
essentially forced the cost of clean water onto households; created a large “market
opportunity” for firms to profit from.
<Internals\\FGD I\\FGD #2 - Transcript> - § 6 references coded [6.89% Coverage]
Reference 1 - 1.26% Coverage

I:

Is there any other problem regarding water?

R:

The canal water mixes with the drinking water.

R:

In the beginning [of running the tap], there is a bad smell. First there is the smell of gutter
and then a soapy smell is there. The hospital water [also] gets mixed in. There are so many
insects in the [stored tap] water after four days...

Reference 2 - 1.15% Coverage

M:

Are there any groups which work on water issues?

R:

The women’s self help groups give water for Rs. 3 per pot. They also gave water storage
tanks. The cost of the tanks is Rs. 1300. We can reimburse the amount as a lump sum or pay
it monthly, as per our convenience.

R:

Anyways, we have to pay and get it.

Reference 3 - 0.47% Coverage

R:

There is no pump or bore or well here. We have to depend upon this tap for everything! If
there is no tap, we are finished...

Reference 4 - 2.32% Coverage

R:

We need to pay Rs. 2 for water. What can we do when we don’t have those Rs. 2? Why
don’t they [the government] provide us a bore well?

I:

To whom do you give those Rs. 2 to?

R:

For the truck… the lorry.

R:

We cannot blame them [the water truck drivers]. They pay for the water and bring for us.

R:

I was comfortable when I was in Chennai city. Now I suffer a lot for water and everything
here.

M:

Where does the water that you pay come from?

R:

I think it is Metro Water.

I:

How much do they [the water truck drivers] pay for it?

R:

We don’t know all those things...
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R:

Something like Rs. 700 or Rs. 500.

Reference 5 - 0.30% Coverage

R:

We were not getting even the tap water [at first]. We fought for it and got it!

Reference 6 - 1.40% Coverage

M:

The government says it will bring Metro Water here and pipes will be laid for the water
supply of Mylai Balaji Nagar. Do you think it will happen?

R:

They have laid pipes [already].

R:

If [Metro} water is brought here it would be nice.

R:

They would not give [Metro] water.

R:

They would give [Metro] water.

R:

We have to wait and see.

R:

We are not sure about it.

<Internals\\FGD I\\FGD #3 - Transcript> - § 3 references coded [3.16% Coverage]
Reference 1 - 1.07% Coverage

M:

When you first came here there was no [public standpipe tap] water here. Where did the
water come from at that time?

I:

You built houses. How did you get water for that?

R:

From the road…in tankers.

Reference 2 - 1.05% Coverage

M:

How did you get the panchayat to put in the pipes for the public standpipes?

R:

When there were more number of houses, gradually …they [the Panchayat] had installed
and connected the pipes themselves.

Reference 3 - 1.04% Coverage

M:

The government is planning to bring the Metro Water here and pipes would be laid for the
water supply of Mylai Balaji Nagar. Do you think it will happen?

R:

They say that it would happen in 2 years.

<Internals\\FGD I\\FGD #4 - Transcript> - § 5 references coded [9.25% Coverage]
Reference 1 - 0.98% Coverage
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P:
When we were in Mylapore, the water was clean and we were eager to drink that. That was
the [Metro] Corporation water. It would [always] be clean. We never know what source of water is
being brought over here. Maybe from a well or a muddy pond...it is not clear!
Reference 2 - 1.53% Coverage

P:
[The tap] water comes [once] in ten days. It is [now] nine days since [the] water came to our
area. We have to use the same water for all purposes for cleaning, washing, and for other purposes.
All of such household chores have to be done using the same water. There is no well or other source
of water or [any] pumps.
P:

Some people have put their [own] pumps but only salty [groundwater] comes there.

Reference 3 - 0.97% Coverage

P:
World Vision. World Vision has helped us lot. Since we did not have any storage facility to
store water, World Vision has provided us with Sintex tanks of 500 litre capacity. They have also
provided us with bleaching powder to clean the water storage tanks.
Reference 4 - 4.36% Coverage

C:

Fire accident - when [did] it happened?

P:

Fire accident occurred in the year when we came here. It was around 2003 or 2004.

P:

Which year did it happened?

P:

Not in 2003 or 2004. Even earlier...

C:

What did you do? How did the people react?

P:
300 houses were gutted. From one house it spread to too many houses up to the last
Sector!
P:

Fire came from afar and burnt the houses.

C:

What did you do then collectively?

P:

We called up the fire service and they came.

P:

[At the time] there were only huts and hence [there was] such damage.

P:

[After the fire], people got loans and tried to move [out of their] huts to other forms of

housing. Three times fire has caused great disaster.7
P:

Some of us used water to quench the fire.

P:

There was no water facility [then as there is now]. It has been [installed] since then.
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P:
There was no [tap] water then, only sand and [dirt] everywhere. People tried to quench the
fire using sand and not water!
P:

There were no facilities [then] and there were lots of shrubs.

P:
We were from Mylapore and then we were brought here. There was no current water
facility. It is the same since then.
Reference 5 - 1.41% Coverage

M:
When was this agitation to get the [tap] water, when you blocked the road? When did that
take place?
C:

When did you block the road for getting the [tap] water [supply]?

P:
It was immediately after we came here from our Mylapore. Say, after two or three months,
when we did not get water. And the last time was a couple of months back, when they had put in
the wine shop.
<Internals\\Interviews\\INT #1 - Darwin Moses (World Vision) - Transcript> - § 1 reference coded
[1.12% Coverage]
Reference 1 - 1.12% Coverage

M:

So they lobbied the government to ask for...

R:
Yeah. Another one is for the water. So previously, not at all they provided water. So they
fight and they got Sintex tank with water, they provided water, but not pure water. But anyway.
That work with the government.
<Internals\\Interviews\\INT #12 - Mr. Parammal - Transcript> - § 2 references coded [28.46%
Coverage]
Reference 1 - 16.04% Coverage

M:

When World Vision stopped doing the cleaning and all, did you not start doing [it yourselves]
at the community level?

R2:

No, we did not.

R:

There was not sufficient water [for cleaning]. The water was supplied only once in fifteen
days. We also tried to hire two or three persons to learn it. It didn’t work out.

R2:

Some times the water would be supplied even after 20 days!

Reference 2 - 12.42% Coverage

R:

We use Panchayat [lorry] water too. It [the tap water] may come even once in 15 to 20 days.
This [tap] water does not agree with the health of some boys here. They are allergic to it...
The water is not good here. It causes a lot of health problems. They suffer with some or
other problems or diseases.
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<Internals\\Interviews\\INT #15 - World Vision - Transcript> - § 5 references coded [14.53% Coverage]
Reference 1 - 4.39% Coverage

C:

He is asking what the sangam and federation have done for water in this area.

R:

If the water supply is not proper, we would go and give a letter [of complaint] to the
Panchayat board. They would do the needful. But we will mainly go only if the water supply
is totally stopped. But we don’t have any other source of water except this single source. Do
you know that they send water from Palikkaranai? We get only that. Even that is supplied
once in 10 or 15 days or once in a week. Did you see that water? It is not good at all. Just if
you keep it a day, it would change the colour. Worms develop.

R:

We came here in the year '99. Water was not like this at that time. Water used to be very
good then. It was good to drink too. It was also good for cooking rice. It was so for about 5
years. But now…if we cook the rice in the morning it is not at all good by 12 noon or 1 PM.
However costly the rice is…the cooked rice is not good if we don’t pay for the water [lorry or
bottled water]! The cooked rice gets spoiled. The salinity of water is high here. The water as
well as the cooked rice has a bad smell. World Vision told us that they would build a [water
storage] tank for us. But the Panchayat wouldn’t agree to that! Our NGO was ready to take
up the responsibility and complete the job. They [World Vision] said that they would build an
overhead [water supply] tank so that the entire area [of Mylai Balaji Nagar] can get water
every day [24 hour supply]. But the Panchayat said that World Vision should hand over the
money to them and they said only they will build it and World Vision would not be allowed
to do it! The work could not be completed just because it was not agreeable for World
Vision. That is why the [Syntex water storage] tanks were bought. Ten or twenty people join
together to buy good [lorry] water and we are using it. We need not pay Rs. 2.50 each and
every time. The major problem is that the government does not help us at all sir… till date!
Then three or two [self help] groups join together to buy bigger [Syntex water storage] tank.
Even that was done by the World Vision and not the government.

C:

See -- if the water is not coming they will write to the Panchayat. So that is what they will do
[what is required to rectify the water supply]. What World Vision did was, they gave Syntex
[water storage tanks].

R:

The capacity of the Syntex [tanks] is 500 liters.

Reference 2 - 1.12% Coverage

M:

Where did the [tap] water come from at that time?

C:

The other pipeline... She also says that she cannot store the [tap] water for a long time. The
colour turns yellow.

M:

What did they do when the source of [tap] water changed?

C:

You said that the [tap] water was good in the first four or five years and then it changed, is it
not? What did the public do…what did you all do at that time?
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R:

We all asked them [the Panchayat]. See, when we came here the [tap] water was not only
good [quality], but the regularity in supply was also there! The problem started when the
Kamakshi Hospital was started here.

Reference 3 - 6.26% Coverage

R:

After the [Kamakshi] hospital's entry in this area the wastewater started mixing with the
drinking water source. The pipes joined. For the first half hour there would be bad smell in
the [tap] water [when the taps were turned on]. There would be a smell of gutter [sewage].
We would let the water [run] out for the first half hour. Then we would do all sorts of things
like filtering and boiling. Some of them boil it and drink it and some of them consume it as
such straight away. Many of them use can water because of the same reason. They use the
can water for drinking purpose. They use only [Metro} corporation [lorry] water for cooking.
Some get it for Rs. 3 and some get it for Rs. 2 [per pot]. It depends upon the sellers. The
persons selling to us charges only Rs. 2.

R:

But now it [the water price] has increased!

R:

Yes, they say there is a demand for water from the source where they get. So they have
increased it from Rs. 2 to Rs. 2.50, but definitely we are supplied worse [quality] water than
before...

C:

Did you ask them [the water lorry drivers] about it?

R:

Yes, we asked. But they say that it is only possible for them to supply whatever is available.

R:

The water problem is a major issue here. We also heard that the entire good water [supply]
is supplied to the Kamakshi Hospital.

R:

Many flats [apartment buildings] have started developing here. They are given importance
since then and we are ignored. Water is not good at all here and diseases develop. <She says
to Srini:> You tell all things to this sir.

C:

After the Kamakshi Hospital and many flats have come here they don’t get good water. Then
only the problems started...

M:

Was the water supply through the standpipe?

R:

Yes, yes. Everything was through the standpipes. Then it was the standpipe and now also it is
though the standpipe.

M:

The same supply pipe?

R:

Yes. The same pipe.

M:

Till what year was good [tap] water supplied?

C:

Till which year?
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R:

The water was good for five or six years.

R:

No, it would [have been] only good for four years. All within five years…

R:

The Kamakshi Hospital and Cancer Hospital were built here… the [supply] pipes used to
break. It was not known where the pipe was broken. They even took photographs from your
people, your team. The gutter water and the drinking water got mixed at a stage. How do
we know all these things? We just drank that too [in the tap water]! People don’t use it [the
tap water] because the taste is not good. For drinking and cooking we buy [Metro lorry]
corporation water. But we can't buy water for all the other [household] uses. For the sake of
the other uses we collect and store this [tap] water. It is inevitable. Otherwise we don’t have
any liking for it.

R:

We use it only to take bath and to wash clothes...

C:

She is telling they were using only [the tap water] for other [household] uses and not for
drinking. Sometimes the [supply] pipe would be broken and the gutter water used to get
mixed. Even that was consumed by these people. For cooking and drinking they pay Rs. 2 and
buy [lorry water]. She says after the coming of Kamakshi Hospital the water got spoilt. For
drinking and cooking they used [Metro lorry] corporation water and for other uses they use
this [tap] water. After the coming of Kamakshi Hospital the water is not good.

M:

Does the [waste water] pipe come from Kamakshi Hospital?

R:

Yes, yes, It comes from there only.

Reference 4 - 1.14% Coverage

M:

What did the Panchayat say about this?

R:

We took them [Panchayat officers] to the place where it [the water supply line] was broken.
There is lake water and the pipeline comes from that way. We showed it to them. They dig
and try frequently. But no one is able to locate where the problem is. We also tried to find
out. But it is tough.

R:

Once there was an intolerable smell and we found out a dog was dead in the well [intake].
They said it cannot happen as they have closed it with a net. It is not at all possible to drink
as the smell of the water was horrible. Sometimes it used to have the smell of dead rat...

Reference 5 - 1.62% Coverage

R:

The [tap water] supply time is indefinite. Sometimes I have to take a leave from my
household [maid] job to fetch water! At least they should tell us on which day which sector
would get the [tap] supply!! Sometimes the [tap] water used to run [on and be] wasted
without being helpful to anyone!
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C:

She says that when she approaches proper persons [at the Panchayat] they will say "Okay.
We will do." ...but they won't. They also say that the [tap water] supply time is not scheduled.
There is no regulation. They don’t know when the [tap] water will come.

M:

There is no system...

R:

Yes, there is no system! Should there be any solution for the problem all the persons in
charge should assemble in a place, which becomes impossible. The Panchayat President and
the Ward Member along with the Councillor should listen to us together. They should
involve themselves. But they don’t.

<Internals\\Interviews\\INT #19 - Panchayat EO - Transcript> - § 1 reference coded [9.31% Coverage]
Reference 1 - 9.31% Coverage

M:

Who is responsible for providing water and other facilities?

C:

Sir, is it the Panchayat [that is] responsible to provide water and other facilities?

R:

Yes. We are doing it. Already UGD - underground drainage - is going on. We have already
provided CC road and BT road8. The roads might have been damaged due to the work of UGD
underground drainage which is going on now. It would be rectified after the work is finished.
If it is CC road, they would be [re]built as CC road, and if it is BT road, they would be [re]built
as BT road. Water supply is only own source. We have built a well in the lake. Water is
supplied through a pump. Street lights, roads, underground drainage, and public health are
looked after by us. We are doing these five aspects.

C:

He says they are only checking water, street lights, roads, underground drainage, and public
health. They are responsible for these things.

<Internals\\Interviews\\INT #2 - Rehman Bibi - Notes> - § 1 reference coded [6.07% Coverage]
Reference 1 - 6.07% Coverage

R:

When you talk to World Vision, please mention [to them] about the latrine facilities. Ask

them to take some initiative [for it]. T9hey also placed 3 [Sintex water storage] tanks worth of Rs.
5000 [around the community] but they are no use without water [supply]! ADP should give
responsibility to a suitable person, not to just anyone. Here [in Balaji Nagar], water comes once in 15
days, even sometimes once in 30 days. People who are wealthier are able to store [water] in a tank
or a sump. But poor people suffer a lot [for lack of household water storage capacity]. At the
hospital, we are rendering services to the poor and the doctor here is so generous in helping people.

When Balaji Nagar was resettled here, it looked like a desert. There was nothing in Balaji
Nagar. The Slum Clearance Board used to provide water in a [tanker] truck. We struggled a lot here.
<Internals\\Interviews\\INT #3 - Vijaya (World Vision) - Notes> - § 2 references coded [19.76%
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Reference 1 - 15.22% Coverage

SHGs have also been the entry-point into MBN for other activities initiated by WV. WV has facilitated
the installation of 5000 L water tanks in each sector, which are managed by SHGs. Each tank costs
Rs. 20,000, of which WV contributed half as a subsidy. The remaining Rs. 10,000 for each tank was
paid for by a SHG, that then was responsible for maintaining it and then collecting payment for
water disbursed, in order to recover their investment. Chennai Metro Water lorries come to MBN
and sell their 5000 L cargo for Rs. 600 to the SHGs who fill the tanks with this water, and then over
the course of the next while sell relatively clean water to households at Rs. 2 per 15 to 20 L
container. This has the benefit of extending the availability of water in MBN for when the taps are
not turned on for some time, and also providing an ostensibly better source of water than that
which comes out of the taps. Private households in MBN who have sumps or other forms of bulk
water storage also purchase water in the same way and sell it Rs. 2.50 or 3.00 per 15 to 20 L pot (the
pots vary in size, but are typically around 15 L according to Srini).

At the given rates – the SHG sells 5000 L of water purchased at Rs. 600 at Rs. 2 per 15 L pot – they
earn Rs. 666.67, which is a Rs. 66 profit from their initial investment of Rs. 600. If it is sold at Rs. 2.50
or Rs. 3 per 15 L, as private households with sumps do, they make a Rs. 833 and Rs. 1000
respectively. These are profitable margins of Rs. 233 and Rs. 400 respectively. It seems selling the
water at around Rs. 2.5 per 15 L is highly profitable – hence the SHGs offer a more accessible
alternative for extra water supply than private actors.
Reference 2 - 4.54% Coverage

WV also looked into a RO plant as a community-level water treatment system at MBN to utilize the
GW and augment the supply. They drilled several boreholes and sent it for testing at PWD (near to
the IIT). The analyses indicated that the water is way too saline to be effectively treated at this
location. The reports are no longer here at the WV office at MBN, but at the office at
Purasaiwalkam. The boreholes they drilled have also been unutilized as the water is too brackish for
people to use directly.
<Internals\\Interviews\\INT #4 - Mr. Ashok (MBN Voluntary Assoc.) - Notes> - § 4 references coded
[12.25% Coverage]
Reference 1 - 5.88% Coverage

•

MANY REASONS for forming the Voluntary Association in MBN:
1. Water Supply
• Gov’t is not providing water or sanitation services in any meaningful way here
ο One of the biggest issues is insufficient water supply
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• 10-12 days waiting between having the public water supply come on
They also do not repair leakages/breakages in the pipelines due to the
roadside construction (ironically, for the water main to go past MBN)
• Much water is wasted, made worse by the fact that there is such
water scarcity here
Ashok says that the government often promises, but doesn’t ever do
ο They placed some 40 large Syntex water tanks across all the sectors, but no
water was ever given! (beyond the intermittent, low volume supply of tap
water)
ο

•

Reference 2 - 3.92% Coverage

2. Water Supply Improvements
• Association pays Rs. 1500 – 2000 to have a Chennai Metro Water lorry(-ies) come to
the Sector 4 and fill the 4 tanks stationed here (5000 L each)
• The Association then sells this water for ~Rs. 2 per 12-15 L pot to
households who want more water
• Every 2 days they are able to call the tanker to augment the inadequate
supply that comes on every 12-15 days in the public taps
• Association has paid Rs. 1000 to fix up each of the tanks (i.e. taps, leaks,
etc.)
Reference 3 - 1.34% Coverage

•

Moreover, they had to walk kilometres to get water at Pallikarnai
cos there was not even the tap water system there then; no
educational facilities for kids – nothing

Reference 4 - 1.11% Coverage

ο

About 10% of people in the Sector are not able to purchase bottled water (Neela
brand available locally, manufactured at a plant nearby)

<Internals\\Interviews\\INT #5 - Raniyamma - Transcript> - § 1 reference coded [3.31% Coverage]
Reference 1 - 3.31% Coverage

M:

Do you know any other example in which people of Balaji Nagar worked together?

R:

People fought together for the sake of water supply. We conducted strikes in order to get
drinking water. Water is the scarcest thing for us here. We don’t get water in the s10ummer
season. [At that time], we are united together. We collected money and bought water in
trucks. We got 5 pots per house. It was Metro Water. The water per [tanker] load costs Rs.
1200. We bought the water and distributed it among us.

<Internals\\Interviews\\INT #6 - Panchayat - Notes> - § 2 references coded [12.53% Coverage]
Reference 1 - 2.49% Coverage

ο Water/sewage works financing follows the formula: 50% Panchayat, 50%
Centre/State Gov’t
Reference 2 - 10.04% Coverage
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What are the development plans on the part of the Panchayat for MBN?
• Cement roads are now being built in MBN
• Overhead water tanks (same water supply though – untreated lake water) have been
planned and it has been approved already
ο But, no one has accepted the tender yet!
• Underground sewage lines and drainage are planned within the next 2½ years
<Internals\\Interviews\\INT #7 - TNSCB - Notes> - § 1 reference coded [3.85% Coverage]
Reference 1 - 3.85% Coverage

•

Wrt water supply, for the short-term, TNSCB will arrange for water lorries to come to
the re-settlement community if there is no other water source, but only as a temporary
measure they don’t typically handle water supply

<Internals\\Interviews\\INT #9 - Rehman Bibi - Transcript> - § 3 references coded [19.85% Coverage]
Reference 1 - 4.11% Coverage

R:

We started living there immediately after building the houses. The Slum Board used to bring
and supply water at that time. They gave us 3 pots of water per house. They [also] kept
syntex tanks [here to store the lorry water].

C:

After building the thatched houses, they started living here. The Slum Clearance Board
arranged for Metro Water and they arranged a syntex tank. They allowed these people to
take 3 pots of water.

M:

How frequently [was the water supplied]?

C:

Everyday.

R:

We used the lorry water stored in syntex tanks from '95 to '98.

C:

From '95 to '98, it was only through the syntex tank storage [of lorry water] that they got
water.

Reference 2 - 7.04% Coverage

C:

Amma…you said only 700 houses were burnt in the fire. But did they build houses for all the
sectors?

R:

Yes, even though the total loss was only for this second sector, the fire had spread to all the
other sectors. Then they had laid pipeline of water for us.11 The Slum Board gave Rs. 24
lakhs to the Panchayat Board [to build the public water standpipes] and we signed some
papers.

C:

See… the Slum Clearance Board had given Rs. 24 lakhs to the Panchayat for water [supply
improvements]. They had laid the water pipes [for the public standpipe system].

R:

Swaran Singh [IAS officer] was the Chairman of the Slum Board at that time.

C:

Did you also sign some papers?
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R:

Yes, I did. He [Swaran Singh] took three of us. We paid the money. We also signed some
papers.

C:

Three members from the committee went to the Panchayat with the Chairman.12 They paid
Rs. 24 lakhs and signed some papers. They [the TNSCB] did not give the money to these
people [from the community]. They took the money [to the Panchayat] and took three of
them [community-members] with them [TNSCB]. These three were the representatives of the
area and committee.

Reference 3 - 8.71% Coverage

M:

You just ask her what source of water she is using?

C:

For drinking purposes, what water do you use?

R:

We buy can water and use it for drinking. We were using only this Panchayat water for
drinking [before]. Only for the recent two years we have shifted to can water. This is too
much of an atrocity! We sent the water for testing. We were drinking the water which
passed the tests. But they had set up the unit for an apartment building called Sai Samithi
Building in the Kamakoti Nagar of Thoraippakkam. Now they have taken another well far
away from this place. It is near Natayanapuram. It is near Kolathur.

C:

See -- initially the water [in MBN's standpipe network] was not pumped from this pumping
station [at the nearby lake]. The name of the place is Kolathur [which is where the water
originally came from]. There was a well and from there only water was supplied to them.

M:

Is it a bore well?

C:

Yes. It is. Now that water is being distributed to another neighborhood. They started a new
well here and the water in the standpipes at present is being distributed from that well.

R:

<inaudible>

M:

Why was this started?

R:

The water was not enough [for both neighbourhoods].

C:

The water will not be sufficient to supply [both] neighborhoods. She is saying that the water
[from before] was very good and they miss it.

M:

When did this happen?

R:

Four years back.

M:

OK. Thank you.

Annotations
1

JJ says that this means that the water is without a ‘purified’ or ‘clean’ taste; neither salty nor clean – lacks that
‘sweet’ water taste
2

JJ: she means sediments layers collect at bottom
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3

From the observer's notes.... Also consider the provenance of the 'bad smell' and the amount of water wasted
when the taps are opened: "Now a day’s tap water is too bad, due to some pipe leakage the drainage water was
mixed with drinking water. We are disposing first 10 or 20 pots water from the tap."

4

JJ: she's saying that the water comes from afar, so that is why it is muddy and unclear

5

Not only Hand in Hand India does loans, but the loans were also provided by other organisations.

6

Who is the Councillor specifically? Should do an interview with this person. JJ: members of Corp of Chennai
are ‘councillors’ and the people from the municipality of Pallirkanai are the ‘ward person’
Srini: ward is a part of a panchayat, every ward has a representative member, and then the panchayt has a leader
for the whole; in the city (corp of Chennai) the reps of wards are called conuncillors
Councillor/Ward member for MB Nagar is: Manjula Jayaprakash (wife of Mr. Jayaprakash who is really running
things behind the scene - he had been councillor before, but due to gender reservations, she ran in his place and
he pulls the strings)
7

There is ambiguity about the dates. Here it is 2003-4 or even earlier others suggest. In my notes I have 2005
written. It is likely indicative that there are many fires in the community.
This was the major fire event after which the households were given loans to build pukka structures instead of
thatch homes.
8

CC = cement/concrete
BT = tar (i.e. asphalt?)

9

Message for World Vision from Rehman Bibi: let’s work on the latrines.

10

ON: Community did protests and demonstrations, including roadblocks on Velacherry Main Road, to get
access to water à this is what led to the installation of the water standpipes
11

Public standpipe network built in 1998 after the big fire.

12

Ok, so the TNSCB got a community committee of three people to go with the TNSCB Chairman to the
Panchayat, hand over 24 lakhs in funds, and agreed and signed a plan to build the public water standpipe
network. (In the wake of the fire, water supply must've been demanded!!)

See Also Links
i

Internals\\Interviews\\INT #9 - Rehman Bibi - Transcript
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Name: Nodes\\Analytical I\\Water Supply\Groundwater
Description: - Specific mentions

of the groundwater situation at MBN

<Internals\\FGD I\\FGD #1 - Transcript> - § 1 reference coded [1.84% Coverage]
Reference 1 - 1.84% Coverage

P4:
Yes, there were significant changes since then. The colour level was not bad as it [used to
be]. Now it is okay. They [the Panchayat] took water in a bottle to test for the mineral and salt
content in it. They also tested for the groundwater and for having bore wells and they said that [the
groundwater] contains 76% contains salt1 and the [groundwater] cannot be used for any purposes
except for cleaning the houses. It cannot even be used for washing faces, such was the level of salt
content in the [groundwater]. There were bore well pipes near the public toilet blocks in the four
sectors, and even the bore well pipes and the iron rods [had to be] repaired because of the high
level of salt content in the [groundwater] within a year.
<Internals\\FGD I\\FGD #4 - Transcript> - § 1 reference coded [0.31% Coverage]
Reference 1 - 0.31% Coverage

P:

Some people have put their [own] pumps but only salty [groundwater] comes there.

<Internals\\Interviews\\INT #15 - World Vision - Transcript> - § 1 reference coded [1.16% Coverage]
Reference 1 - 1.16% Coverage

R:

Certainly. Definitely…by all means. If that well is here we would have solved the problem
years back. There should be a lid to the well. A security person should be there. They can use
a machine to purify it. They [World Vision] even brought a machine for water purification
here. They took groundwater samples and it was tested in Tharamani. But they said it [the
water treatment unit] would not be suitable for our [groundwater]. If the groundwater is
good we can get at least daily supply. [but] that is also not good. Our NGO [World VIsion]
arranged for it and the machine too came here. And now it has been taken to
Thuraippakkam.

<Internals\\Interviews\\INT #3 - Vijaya (World Vision) - Notes> - § 3 references coded [11.47%
Coverage]
Reference 1 - 2.95% Coverage

WV had also spent some Rs. 2 lakh to place overhead water tanks on the public latrines, drill
boreholes, install motorized pumps to move water to the tanks and have it available for washing and
cleaning in the public latrines. Around the time that the cleaning programme began to fall apart, the
motors were stolen from the pumps.
Reference 2 - 3.97% Coverage

1/3

Thus, since 2005/6, the latrines have been in a very unhygienic and unclean condition. There has
been no regular cleaning and there is quite a bit of material that creates risk of waterborne disease.
Also the tanks are no longer able to pump groundwater as the pumps were stolen, so there is no
water available there for washing and cleaning (instead now, you see people carrying their own
water with in a 5 L pail as they go to visit the loo).
Reference 3 - 4.54% Coverage

WV also looked into a RO plant as a community-level water treatment system at MBN to utilize the
GW and augment the supply. They drilled several boreholes and sent it for testing at PWD (near to
the IIT). The analyses indicated that the water is way too saline to be effectively treated at this
location. The reports are no longer here at the WV office at MBN, but at the office at
Purasaiwalkam. The boreholes they drilled have also been unutilized as the water is too brackish for
people to use directly.
<Internals\\Interviews\\INT #5 - Raniyamma - Transcript> - § 2 references coded [9.64% Coverage]
Reference 1 - 3.64% Coverage

M:

Is this a [govenment] waste management scheme? Does this scheme has any name?

R:

Yes. It was a [government] scheme. It was adjudged in the Supreme Court.

I:

What is the name of the scheme?

R:

It is about cleaning the water. The plastic papers block the mud at the bottom which in turn
spoils2 the water as well as arrests the flow. This does not allow the water to be absorbed by
the ground. The underground water is gradually under threat! Thus this scheme was
introduced by the government to protect the water and the underground water.

Reference 2 - 6.00% Coverage

M:

Given the previous experience in the waste management project how far would you be ready
to work for the government?

R:

Government dug deep bore-wells in many places to convert the saline water into better
one. They gave us training for that. They taught us. We cannot bring mechanics from outside
if there is any fault in the bore. Sometimes the chain may get cut. They made things ready;
but they never turned back to repair things. Even after we reported to them that the pump
broke down they did not bother to come and see what is wrong with that. There was no one
to repair that. We tried our level best to repair it by ourselves as we were given a set of
tools. The metal became a waste as it was corroded by the salinity of water. Another point is
that the government did not pay any attention about it. They would bring a scheme and
would never continue any follow up. They will not monitor them.

Annotations

2/3

1

What does this mean - contains 76% salt? or 76% of the groundwater contains salt? Either way though, the
point is the same - the groundwater is brackish or saline and cannot be used for domestic purposes.
2

From ON: She says though the Supreme Court had ordered national waste management improvements in order
to facilitate rainwater infiltration
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APPENDIX ZB: MEMOS FROM ANALYTICAL PROCESS

Memos
Name

Nodes

References

Created On

Created By

Modified On

Collective action tends toward protest rather than self-help

0

0

12/08/2011 7:27 AM

SIA

12/08/2011 7:34 AM

Content of Faridha's follow-up to Waste Mgmt Day

3

4

31/10/2011 4:18 PM

SIA

31/10/2011 4:38 PM

Convenience for COMM!

0

0

31/10/2011 3:08 PM

SIA

31/10/2011 3:08 PM

General Trends about HH & COMM

0

0

08/11/2011 9:12 PM

SIA

08/11/2011 9:15 PM

Importance of regular supply of water

0

0

05/08/2011 1:36 AM

SIA

10/08/2011 6:28 AM

INT #5 Notes and Transcripts

0

0

15/08/2011 7:41 AM

SIA

24/10/2011 12:22 PM

Not able to identify speakers and and water sources to content

0

0

05/08/2011 3:37 PM

SIA

10/08/2011 6:31 AM

Preference vs. Viability of a COMM system

0

0

04/08/2011 2:56 PM

SIA

10/08/2011 6:40 AM

World Bank's role

0

0

15/08/2011 8:32 AM

SIA

15/08/2011 8:48 AM

Name: Collective action tends toward protest rather than self-help
Created On: 12/08/2011 7:27:22 AM
Created By: SIA
Modified On: 12/08/2011 7:34:03 AM
Modified By: SIA
Size: 2 KB
Friday, August 12, 2011
In reading this and other transcripts, one of the things that is emerging is that the collective action
tends toward protest rather than self-help. There may be propensity to work together, but it may
be limited to short-term political action, rather than long-term sustained self-help,
self-organization for the provision of services. There are no known examples of this. Even where
a service was provided (waste management by Exnora or the hired cleaners of the latrines) for a
small fee, people derelicted paying their contribution citing that they aren't causing the problem,
so why should they pay?
For water, it seems a better strategy (that builds on their strengths and experiences) for improving
water quality would be lobbying the Panchayat to improve the water quality of the public supply
(i.e. by deploying political action tool of H2S strip bottles) instead of organizing a sustained
self-help program of water treament....
This is a larger learning that has emerged though the initial scope was restricted to finding the
most appropriate self-help solution (i.e. selection of HH vs. COMM & technologies)
Linked Item
Internals\\Interviews\\INT #2 - Rehman Bibi - Notes

1/1

Name: Content of Faridha's follow-up to Waste Mgmt Day
Created On: 31/10/2011 4:18:59 PM
Created By: SIA
Modified On: 31/10/2011 4:38:07 PM
Modified By: SIA
Size: 2 KB
Monday October 31, 2011
- Some 26 people seemed to have been involved in the waste management program that was
implemented in MBN some years ago (the one started-up b/w EXNORA and the Panchayat)
- Only 3 people are still working on it (incl. Rehman Bibi), and not even at MBN (but at the
nearby NIOT campus)
- This program has fallen apart for the following reasons:
1. Ward allotment
2. No tricycle
3. No proper facility
4. Salary problems
- When asked what needs to happen to make it successful, respondents say:
1. They want a 5-year contract
2. Permanent job facilities
3. Minimum salary of Rs. 3000/4. They want a job from the Kancheepuram District [gov't].
- On Jan 2, 2010 we organized a clean-up day. Faridha's feedback of that is:
"If a dustbin facility is provided and maintained weekly, all the peoples assure that they will use
that. But the Panchayat officer has said that a dustbin should not be used in that area.
Then on 2nd we did a clean-up program in this area [4th sector] with the help of a JCB. In this
program, the people's participation was very [minimal]. The reasons that were given by people as
to why they did not participate were:
1. Went out
2. Personel reasons
3. Had to take care of our children
4. Went to work (as it was a working day for me)."
Linked Item
Internals\\Exploratory Work\\Faridha - Follow-up on post-Waste Mgmt Day (Jan 2010)

1/1

Name: Convenience for COMM!
Created On: 31/10/2011 3:08:02 PM
Created By: SIA
Modified On: 31/10/2011 3:08:10 PM
Modified By: SIA
Size: 2 KB
- an emerging issue observed here is the linking of COMM to CONVENIENCE! (this does not
figure in so far in my dimensions! but it is obviously an important and pertinent factor... go
grounded theory! > Keep dropping in here for now, will analyze later
Linked Item
Nodes\\Analytical I\\Community Preferences\Level of Application\COMM

1/1

Name: General Trends about HH & COMM
Created On: 08/11/2011 9:12:46 PM
Created By: SIA
Modified On: 08/11/2011 9:15:54 PM
Modified By: SIA
Size: 2 KB
¶1: For Ligy's

interview, I have not added positive/negative statements about the Rajasthan project
to nodes for Social Capital etc. I have just put them in the most relevant HH vs. COMM nodes.
The reason I have not put them into any other (i.e. social capital) nodes is that these examples
pertain to another site. I have placed them in the HH & COMM nodes however as they do contain
arguments which may be generalizable, and thus, worthy of consideration when thinking about
either level of application.

Linked Item
Internals\\Interviews\\INT #18 - Ligy - Transcript

1/1

Name: Importance of regular supply of water
Created On: 05/08/2011 1:36:50 AM
Created By: SIA
Modified On: 10/08/2011 6:28:03 AM
Modified By: SIA
Size: 3 KB
Friday, July 5, 2011
The following passage highlights that one of the most pressing priorities for the communtiy is
having regular and convenient access to water supply, at all times. Perhaps even moreso than
water quality.
FGD#1:
Archana: In a short time during April and May, water may come even once a month [only] and even if
water comes and if something happens to the main pump - I mean if the pipe is broken due to lorry
[damage] - then water will not come and we will stand near the pumps at the middle of the night
waiting for water.
Kasturi: Water may come in the pipes well after twelve and one and we will wait to collect water. We
have to wait for getting water. Getting water is the biggest problem here in Balaji Nagar. Otherwise
there is no problem here.

In these statements, what we see is that participants are highly concerned about the availability
and accessibility of adequate quantities of water. Water quality is important for a range of
reasons, but water quantity is important for another set - namely, convenience and the ability to
engage in other activities (i.e. income-earning etc.) instead of having to wait for water to come
on.
This may also be linked to why people seem to prefer a COMM system, as it is clear that such an
innovation would represent a departure from the status quo of unpredictable water supply and
then long periods of rationing and storing water in the home. A COMM system clearly suggests
that the water would be treated en masse and thus available at whatever time the households
needed it. This may be a 'hidden' or 'assumed' benefit of a COMM system, over and beyond its
apparent (and suggested by me) water quality benefits.

1/1

Name: INT #5 Notes and Transcripts
Created On: 15/08/2011 7:41:14 AM
Created By: SIA
Modified On: 24/10/2011 12:22:13 PM
Modified By: SIA
Size: 2 KB
Monday, August 15, 2011
There are some good stories of failed/successful community interventions with the gov't or by
themselves. They are a bit difficult to recreate from the trnascript as it is conversational, but the
notes provide sufficient synthesis and explanation.
Linked Item
Internals\\Interviews\\INT #5 - Raniyamma - Transcript

1/1

Name: Not able to identify speakers and and water sources to content
Created On: 05/08/2011 3:37:41 PM
Created By: SIA
Modified On: 10/08/2011 6:31:52 AM
Modified By: SIA
Size: 3 KB
Friday, August 5, 2011
Ok. So it looks like they aren't all TWU as I had written before in the List of Participants (it turns
out it was my mishearing mistake cos I was the one taking the notes! Only Srini and I were
present at this one, not the interpreter). This means I can no longer accrue everything said in this
FGD to be representative of TWU. And since the speakers aren't ID'd anyway, I can't
disaggregate what a TWU says in this or what the BWU are saying.
And looking at the other transcripts, they are also not ID'd by name. So the game of assigning
content to speakers (and then to Water Source) isn't gonna happen.
But this is not altogether a bad thing. I can do my analysis and (re)structure my Methodology in a
different way. I can still collate (in my List of Participants) each of the respondents and which
source they use. I can then see what proportion of my respondents are BWU/LWU/TWU. In this
way I can demonstrate that I got a range of WU respondents who have contributed to the content
of the FGDs. Thus, the substantive content from each WU group is still present in the content.
The only thing that is lost is the ability of doing a comparitive analysis of the different WUs something which is not necessary for the selection tool's main goals - only getting the info in
hand to influence the decision is pertinent (i.e. it would be of interest to a more general
socio-economic examination of water system preferences, which is not my goal anyway). That
level of analysis would be additional work that I really need not do to accomplish my stated goals
anyway, so it seems I've saved myself some work (that I inevitably would've struggled with
deciding to do or not anyway!)
Linked Item
Internals\\FGD I\\FGD #4 - Transcript

1/1

Name: Preference vs. Viability of a COMM system
Created On: 04/08/2011 2:56:12 PM
Created By: SIA
Modified On: 10/08/2011 6:40:45 AM
Modified By: SIA
Size: 2 KB
Thursday, July 4, 2011
What is apparent here is that there is a great desire for a COMM level system. The respondents
are clearly articulating their preference for it and the reasons why. However, none of these
comments speak to the viability of the system. Though people may want, it doesn't elucidate per
se whether it would be an appropriate or viable strategy here.
> There may also be additional factors relating to the importance of regular access to water
supplyi that are coming into play here.
See Also Links
i

Memos\\Importance of regular supply of water

Linked Item
Internals\\FGD I\\FGD #1 - Transcript
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Name: World Bank's role
Created On: 15/08/2011 8:32:58 AM
Created By: SIA
Modified On: 15/08/2011 8:48:37 AM
Modified By: SIA
Size: 2 KB
Monday, August 15, 2011
Gotta do some digging to see how the World Bank was exactly involved with this.
(Add my leads and what I learn here)
Linked Item
Internals\\Interviews\\INT #7 - TNSCB - Notes

1/1

